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R E S E N T R E W A R D must not be the
motive to Christian service but a present
cross. We have heard it urged recently,
that the reason so few young men of the best
brain are entering the ministry is that the inducements are so meagre in the way of a sup. port and emolument. Better by far that those
, who are influenced by such considerations should
stay out! The call that will win the right men
• is that which Garibaldi made to Italy:
" Soldiers, I have notliing to offer you but cold and htmger
and rags and hardship ; let him who loves his country follow
me."
.

is God's love — " W e love
Him because he first loved us,"— and if we are
chided for having left our first love, it is because
we have forsaken God's love and become taken
up with our own love. How beautiful is this
saying of the old puritan, Manton, and the comment thereon by Spurgeon!
T H E FIRST LOVE

" We love him because he first loved us. Love is like an
echo, it returneth what it receiveth : there is no echo 'till the
sound is heard. Our love to God is a reflex, a reverberation,
or a casting back of God^s beain and flame upon himself.
The cold wall sendeth back no reflex of heat till the sun
shines upon it, and warms it first; so neither do we love
God till our soul is first filled witli a sense of his love."
Hence the impossibility of producing love while we are
under a legal spirit; it will not come to order, it will only
rise to the bidding of its like. Love alone begets love.
Purchase price for it there is none; the bribe should be
scorned.
Love is not the result of effort on our part. As the
fountain rises freely in the valley, pouring forth its crystal
flood with spontaneous eagerness, so doth love sparkle and
flash forth in the soul. - Secret reservoirs, far up in the
mountains, supply the water-springs; and eternal deeps of
boundless love in the everlasting hills supply the lovesprings of the believer's soul. Is it not written, " All my
fresh springs are in thee ".'
O my heart, take care that thou answer to the Lord like
an echo! When he saith, " M y love," do thou answer
with the selfsame title. Be as the rocks which glow beneath the heat of the sun, and give forth warmth them''selves. Love as long as thou livest, for love is the cream
of life, and all of it is due to thy Lord.

NO.

is best defined as a personal appropriation of Christ. '•'•As 77iajty as received Him to
them gave he power to become the sons of God."
The historic Christ may be believed in, without
salvation. The personal Christ must be accepted
in order to eternal life.
FAITH

" TIte life of ChristianityP said Luther, " consists in possessive pronouns"
It is one thing to say, "Christ is a
Saviour; " it is quite another to say, " He is my Saviour
and my Lord." The devil can say the first; the true
Christian alone can say the second.

" FOSSIL SUNLIGHT," is what Herschel named
anthracite coal. The vast stores of sunlight
poured out upon the globe during the old geological ages were consolidated and packed away
in the bowels of the earth because this busy
nineteenth century, with its myriads of railways
and ocean steamers and manufactories, would
need it. And have you thought how large a proportion of the Old Testament is prediction ? And
is it, therefore, of no use to the practical working
Church of today ? Nay. This vast profusion of
prophetic light falling upon the minds of Isaiah
and Ezekiel and Jeremiah and David, and the
minor prophets, and treasured up in their inspired pages, may soon be needed. And they
who are delving in these mines of eschatology,
instead of being engaged in an aimless and profitless toil, may be providing the Church with the
needed warmth for that predicted time when
" iniquity shall abound, and the love of majiy wax
cold,'^ and light for the day foretold by the watchman of Idumea, " The morning cometh, and also
the night."
this volume we commence a series of
brief missionary biographies entitled, " Master
Missionaries." The series will run through the
entire year.
. ^
WITH

of God! oh lose not heart,
But learn what God is like
And in the darkest battlefield
Thou shalt know where to strike.
— Selected.
WORKMEN
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T H E PROGRAMME OF

REDEMPTION.

BY THE EDITOR.
(Copyright retained.)

*]VT is remarkable to observe that the first council
eJj of the Christian church ever convened, should
have outlined the whole scheme of redemption
from" Pentecost to the consummation of the ages.
And whatever we may hold as to the binding
authority of later councils, we must accept the
deliverances of this at Jerusalem as final, since
from the testimony of inspired Scriptures we
know that the Spirit so truly presided and guided
in the assembly that in 'publishing its decisions,
it was written, " / / seemed good to the Holy Ghost
and to us." (Acts 15: 28.) Jesus Christ is the
architect of the ages. Not only " all things were
made by Him "— all worlds and systems of the
material universe — but all the dispensations were
planned and predestined by Him : " By whom
also He made the ages." (Heb. i : 2.) His
church was not set upon her course until a complete programme of her mission had been placed
in her hands, the working-plan by which all her
operations were to be directed. '•'•Known unto
God are all His works from the beginning of the
world," (Acts 15 : 18) is the significant declaration which accompanies the publication of this
programme. And instead of being day-laborers
working in ignorance, God would have us as
laborers together with Him, to understand the
entire divine scheme by which our efforts are to
be directed, that we may be saved alike from
presumption and from despair.

tive expression for the building of the church
of Christ. By this superficial though not altogether unnatural explanation of the passage, the
whole programme has been reduced to a single
act; and the inference drawn that the preaching ^
of the gospel in this dispensation is to issue in .,
the conversion of " all the Gentiles."
> v
'But it is only necessary to observe three thingsin order to correct this misapprehension. First,
that the citation here made from the closing
chapter of the book of Amos is clearly a prediction of the literal restoration of literal Israel, and
their re-inhabitance of their land : for the words
quoted are part of a passage which ends with
this decisive language : " And I will plant them
upon their land and they jhall no more be pulled up
out of their land which I have given them, saith the
Lord thy God." (Amos 9 : 15.) Observe again
that in making this citation the Holy Ghost inserts the words not found in the original text,
" After this I will return," and will build again, thus ,
making the restoration of the Davidic tabernacle,
subsequent to the gathering out of the church from
the Gentiles, and connecting it directly with the
personal return of the Lord. And, lastly, we are
to notice that in announcing this election from
among the Gentiles, it is not added " in this are
fulfilled the words of the prophets," but "with
this harmonize — crviJiffxavovcrLv, symphonize,— th
words of the prophets." It is but saying that the
parts of the great oratorio of redemption perfectly
accord, though centuries lie between its different
measures; and then to show us how they accord,
the Holy Spirit sounds all the octaves thereof
with a single sweep, and tells us listen to their
grand unison. This, then, is the programme of
redemption by which we are to work in evangelizing the world.

" Simeon hath declared hoiv God at the first did
visit the Gentiles to take out of them a people for
his name." (Acts 15 : 14.) Here is the first act of
the great programme. Because of the citation
" First, God did visit the Gentiles to take out of
from the Old Testament which immediately fol- them a people for His nam«. And to this agree
lows— " And to this agree the words of theproph- the words of the prophets, as it is written :
ets : as it is written : After this I will return, and
After this I will return and will build again the
will build again the tabernacle of David which is tabernacle of David which is fallen down; and I
fallen d o w n " — i t has been inferred that this will build again the ruins thereof and I will set it u p :
Gentile out-gathering and the tabernacle up-buildIn order that the residue of men mio-ht seek
ing mean the same thing; in other words, that after the Lord, and all the Gentiles upon -whom
the rearing of the tabernacle of David is a figura- my name is called, saith the Lord who doeth all
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"these things." The three great stages of redemption are thus outlined in their order.
The gathering of the church is the first act,
and this, having begun at Pentecost, is still going
on. All the descriptions of it, contained in
Scripture, mark it as elective. From the word of
Christ to his first disciple: " I have out-chosen
' you out of the world" to triumph-song of the
saved, heard by the seer in Patmos. " Thou hast
redeemed to God by the blood out of every kindred and tongue and people and nation," the
Bride of Christ is always the ecclesia, the called
out. Nowhere is universal redemption predicted
as the result of preaching the Gospel in this dispensation. If in the minds of those who are accustomed to speak. of the world's conversion, there
is a violent revulsion from this saying, we remind
them that we are simply affirming the truth of
the doctrine of election, and its application to
this entire age. Most tenderly and reverently
would we handle this solemn mystery of the sovereign will. " Who has not known passion, cross
and travail of death," says Luther, " cannot treat
of this- theme without injury to man or enmity to
God." But it is written in Scripture, and the
verdict of the ages declares it true. For after
eighteen centuries of Christian conquest the vast
proportion of the world still " lieth in the wicked
one," and Christ's true church is but a "little
flock " in comparison. Only with pathetic sym. pathy for our fallen race in its ruin and helplessness can we contemplate this fact. And yet we
must be reminded that all attempts to violate
this decree by making the church a multitudinous collection instead of a gracious election,
have only issued in apostacy. Sacramentarianism would take the world into the church by instituting a baptized paganism instead of taking
the church out of the world by preaching spiritual regeneration; and behold the result in a
half-heathenised Christendom. Latitudinarianism would make the church co-extensive with the
\\?orld, by preaching the gospel of universal salvation—men by nature the sons of G o d — a n d
thus by crowding the Lord's house with "the
children of the wicked one," turn it into " t h e
synagogue of Satan." Though it be in mystery,

and sorrow and tears, we had best work on
therefore by the divine schedule, preaching the
gospel among all nations for a witness that we
may gather out for Christ a chosen and sanctified people, calmly answering those who say
that God's ways are partial with his own words.
" When that which is perfect is come, then that
which is in part shall be done away."
And yet, lest we should take too narrow a
view of this theme, other considerations should
not be overlooked. Christ is called " The Light .
of the world." The beams of sunlight both elect
and irradiate ; taking out here and there from
muddy pool or acid dead sea, a pure crystalline
drop and lifting it heavenward; but also light- '
ing and warming all the atmosphere by their radiance. So Christ, preached among the Gentiles,
elects from them a holy flock, a regenerate
church; but besides this, he changes the moral
climate of the world so that such noxious growths
as cannibalism, slavery, polygamy and infanticide
disappear. These two results inevitably attend
the proclamation of the gospel — regeneration
saving sojne out of the world, and civilization
putting something of Christianity into the world ;
but by neither process as now going on is the
millennium destined to be ushered in.
Moreover, let us reflect that an election is never
an end in itself; it is rather a means and preparation for some vastly larger accomplishment.
The body of the elect is really Christ's army,
gathered by a divine conscription from every
kindred and people, that they may attend Him ate
He goes forth to His final conquest of the world.
" And they that are with Him are called and
elect and faithful." (Rev. 17 :_ 14.) Of this,
however, we shall speak later.
The second act of the divine programme now
comes into view. " After this I will return and
build again the tabernacle of David which is fallen
do7mi." By Christ's personal coming in glory
the conversion and restoration of Israel are to
be accomplished. The reader has only to compare this order with the redemption-schedule
drawn out in the eleventh of Romans to see how
perfectly they agree. St. Paul, indeed, begins
with the Jewish election, as St. James does with
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, the Gentile election. And we must remember
that the choosing out that is going on in this
dispensation touches both: " not out of the Jews
only, but also out of the Gentiles." (Rom. lo :
13.) But each apostle takes up the same succession of events; first the Gentile out-gathering,
and then the Hebrew re-gathering. The hardening of the Jews which we now behold is declared
by Paul to continue " until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in. And so all Israel shall be
saved. As it is written : There shall come out
of Zion the Deliverer and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob." (Rom. II : 25,26.) By the
" fulness of the Gentiles " we understand the predestined numb'er, the elect company gathered
through the entire period of this dispensation to
form the Bride of Christ *. When this number
shall have been accomplished, then, the conversion of Israel will occur and their national restoration to God's favor. The two parts ol the aged
Simeon's prophecy are strictly consecutive. " A
light to lighten the Gentiles and the glory of thy
people Israel." (Luke 2 : 31,32.) The sun is
the light of the earth, overspreading it with his
beams and electing and drawing up from it the
pure water-drops which form the clouds; but he
is the glory of the heavens, being their very central and most illustrous orb. And so is Christ a
light for revelation to the nations, exhibiting
God to them in Plimself who is " the brightness
of His glory and the express image of His person," in order to win from them a chosen heritage. But H e will be the supreme glory of His
people Israel, when he shall at last be owned as
their Messiah and reign in the midst of them as
King.
These two stages of redemption — the Gentile
election and the Hebrew restoration — are to
* The word nXripujM —fulness,— is used to signify a limited fulness as well as an unlimited: it may apply to the
contents of the brimming cup dipped from the ocean as well
as to all the waters of the ocean. " When the fulness of
time was come, God sent forth his Son." (Gal. 4 : 4.)
^ Here is meant the completion of a certain pre-ordained
•period of time. So " the fulness of the Gentiles " we hold
to mean the entire number of those to be gathered out of
the Gentiles during the age. See use of the word also in
M a r k 2 ; 21.

be accomplished " i n order" to a third, vtz.,
" That the residue of men might seek after the
Lord and all the Gentiles upon whom my name
is called.
The old priority still holds, so far as worldwide salvation is concerned: " T o the Jew
first and also to the Gentile." This order was
inverted for a time by the rejection of Christ by
His people; but when they shall turn unto Him
and find mercy, it will be taken up again. It
stands written in Scripture that "AllIsrael
shall
be saved; " and just as plainly, that through that
consummation " All the Gentiles upon whom my
name is called." Without enlarging upon the
thought, what a profound hint of this does Paul
give in the words of the same chapter concerning
his rejected people : " Now if the fall of them be
the riches of the world and the diminishing of
them the riches of the Gentiles how much more
their fulness."
" For if the casting away of
them be the reconciling of the world what shall the
receiving of them be but life from the dead." (Rom.
1 1 : 12, 15.) " I t is clear," says Lange, " t h a t
the apostle awaits a boundless effect of blessing
on the world from the future conversion of
Israel." Then shall the word of Joel concerning the effusion of the Spirit have a complete
fulfilment, as it had a partial and pre-figurative
accomplishment on the day of Pentecost. For
if we turn to the prophet we find it said :- " A n d :
ye shall know that I am in the midst' of Israel,
and that I am the Lord your God and none else.
And it shall come to pass afterward that I will
pour out my Spirit upon all fiesh." (Joel 2 : 27,
28.) And with this agree the words of Isaiah
where he predicts the desolation of Zion as continuing " till the Spirit be poured upon us from on
high." (Is. 32 : 15.) When the Lord shall shed
forth the Holy Ghost abundantly upon his covenant people through them will come unspeakable
blessing to the Gentiles.f The modern post-millennial interpretation, completely deranges the
programme of prophecy at this point by making
t " A new life in the higher charismatic fulness of the
Spirit shall extend from God's people to the nations of the
world compared with which the previous life of the nations
must be considered dead."—Auberlen.

;
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redemption terminate with its first scene, " The
end of the age," brought in by the second coming
of Christ misleadingly translated " the end of the
world " in our common version, is supposed by
many to close the probation of the race, winding
up the present earthly scene, and bringing in the
final judgment and the eternal state, instead of
opening into the triumphs of the age to come.1; Is
it possible that the first Christians could have
had this idea ? If so, how could they have so
ardently desired, and earnestly looked for the
speedy return of the Lord, since His coming
would end the work of Gentile in-gathering, while
as yet only a handful had been saved ? On the
contrary, take the words of Peter to the Jewish
rejectors of Christ, and observe how clearly they
teach the very opposite. " Repent ye therefore
and turn again, that your sins may be blotted
• out, that so there may come seasons of refreshing
from the presence of the Lord; and that he may
send the Christ who hath been appointed for you
even Jesus whom the heaven must receive until
the times of the restoration of all things." (Acts
3 : 19-21, R. V.) Here we have, as constantly
throughout Scripture, the repentance of Israel
directly connected with the return of Christ from
heaven, and their conversion and the Lord's appearing resulting not in their cutting off from the
presence of the Lord, but in times of " refreshing
from the presence of the Lord; " not in the winding up of all things, but in the '•'•restoration of all
things." Three acts of. the divine programme
appear again in this declaration of Peter — the
coming of Christ, the conversion of Israel, and
universal redemption — corresponding exactly
with those revealed in the texts from James and
Paul already considered.

rowed from the Old Testament,§ we will answer
"Yes, and reiterated and more explicitly unfolded in the New Testament." For nowhere is
the order of events so dictinctly revealed as is
the Acts and Epistles.

"Election, partial and opposed to universal
redemption," has been the verdict of thousands
who have jreplied against God, knowing little of
the range of his eternal plan. "Election, gracious, and preparatory to universal redemption "
is the discovery which a deep pondering of Holy
Scripture reveals. The chosen nation, Israel,
restored and made glorious on earth, with the
Lord dwelUng in the midst of her; and the elect
Church transfigured with her risen Saviour:
these are His appointed agents trained by
long discipline and trial for bringing all peoples
and tribes into obedience to God. As to the
Gentile election, so to the Hebrew restoration
objectors may be reconciled when it appears that
this, too, is instrumental and preparatory to
world-wide salvation. " Arise, shine for thy light
is come : and the glory of the Lord is risen upon
thee," is the summons which the long captive
daughter of Zion shall hear : and then the blessed
result. " And the Gentiles shall come to thy light
and kings to the brightness of thy rising." (Is.
60: I.) No dream of the world's conversion, however ardent, can surpass the glowing reality as
depicted in the prophecy just quoted, " T h e
abundance of the sea," " T h e forces of the Gentiles," " The inhabitants of the isles," coming no
longer by ones and twos, but in clouds ! Only
let, us observe the order of their coming —
through restored and forgiven Israel — that we
may understand the Messianic prayers which are
taught us in the Scripture to be the truest missionHow clearly it is thus seen that the final re- ary prayers. To plead for the speedy return of
demption of the world comes at last through the the Lord is to plead for the speedy in-gathering
conversion and restoration of Israel, and the of the heathen : to pray for the peace of Jerusaglorifying of the church at our Lord's return. If
§ " I t is certainly not without significance that the Old
it be said that this is a Jewish conception, bor-

X " It is remarkable that we never find the expression
crui^eXetafoir Kofffwv—the end of the world: the word ai.wv
indicates the time of the world which passes away, whilst
the worl(l itself remains."— Olshausen, on Matt. 24 : 3.

Testament throughout, binds the fulfilment of the divine
kingdom to the land that was granted to Abraham, not by
right of nature, but by grace. The prophets know of no
final completion of the divine promises without the confirmation of this old promise of the eternal possession of
the Holy land."— Oehler. Old Testament Thcnlory /, p. 93.
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lem is to pray for the conversion of the Gentiles.
How this comes out in the words of the sixtyseventh Psalm: " God be merciful unto us and
bless us: and cause His face to shine upon z^s -.
that thy way may be known upon earth, thy saving
health among all nations." The Jews have been in
the shadow of God's averted countenance ever
since they rejected His Anointed and hid, as it
were, their faces from Him. But when they shall
repent and return to him, he will turn his face
again upon them in blessing. Then will redemption go forth unhindered and without measure
upon the Gentiles. " Then shall the earth yield
her increase and God, even our own God, shall
bless us, and all the ends of the eArth shall fear him."
Blessed time, when God's patient seeking after
the Gentiles shall give place to a universal seeking of the Gentiles after God. || " And the inhabitants of one city shall go to another saying, Let
us go speedily to pray before the Lord and to
seek the Lord of Hosts. I will go also, yea,
many people and strong nations shall come to
seek the Lord of Hosts in Jerusalem, and to pray
before the Lord." (Zech. 8 : 2 1 , 22.) To those,
therefore, who would dishearten us by declaring
that missions to the heathen are a failure, and
that at the end of nineteen centuries of evangelization by the church, there are a thousand million of earth's fourteen hundred millions who
have not even named the name of Christ; that
"for every additional Christian, we have every
year a hundred and eighty additional heathens
or Moslems"—our answer is: an exliortation to
redoubled diligence in preaching the gospel to
every creature that we may thereby " hasten the
day of G o d ; " an invocation "Even so come
Lord Jesus; " and a prayer which we breath out
in the most fitting words of the old English
burial service : " That it may please Thee shortly
to acco7nplish the number of thine elect and to hasten
II "Those beautiful questioning words of Isaiah about the
Gentiles often occur to m e : W h o are these who fly as
doves to their windows — a flock of doves speeding to
their home, their ark of refuge. Noah's one dove, like
the solitary Jewish church, took refuge there from the
wild waste of waters; but all kindreds, people, tongues and
nations shall fly to their stronghold in latter times, their
feathers of gold and their wings covered with silver,
white and lovely though they have lain among the pots."
— Patience of Hope.

thy kingdom, that we with all those that are departed in the true faith of thy holy name, may
have our perfect consummation and bliss, both
in body and soul, in thy eternal and everlasting
glory, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen."
T H E DRAMA OF T H E S E V E N C H U R C H E S .
BY R. B. F R E N C H .

"great voice" of Jesus, " a s of a trum^ pet," spake to John, when he " was in the spirit
on the Lord's day, in the isle that is called Patmos,"—"what thou seest write in a book and
send it to the seven churches "— not to the seven
churches " which are in Asia,"- as is in the King
James version—"which are in Asia" is not in
the new translation,— and this fact furnishes the
key to the drama of the seven churches. These
seven letters constittue a prophecy in the form of
a drama given to John, representing what is to
take place during the seven periods of time constituting the gospel dispensation of the grace of
God, extending from Pentecost until the second
advent of Christ, when he shall come to take his
kingdom.
TI^HE

The first scene in the drama is " Ephesus" representing the first period of the church's history.
We must keep in view the truth taught in Scripture, that the church of Christ is one — " M a n y
members but one body." i Cor. 12 : 20. " T h e
body of Christ and severally members thereof."
Verse 27. Here, at first, the church was pure,
— " When they that received Peter's w o r d "
as given him by the Holy Spirit, "were baptized, and continued steadfastly in the apostle's
teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of bread,
and the prayers, and when all that believed were
together and had all things common — parted
their possessions and goods to all according as
any man had need." Love then ruled — they
also had great " joy and gladness "— singleness of
heart, and unitedly they continued " praising
God " and " the Lord added daily to the church
such as were being saved." Then the church
" could not bear evil men " but tried them and
found them false. Jesus says: " I know thy
works and thy toil and patience, -and that thou
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canst not bear evil men, and didst try them which
call themselves apostles and they are not, and
didst find them false; thou hast patience, and
didst bear for my name's sake, and hast not
grown weary." " But I have against thee, that
thou didst leave thy first love." This was the
result of the influence of the evil men who crept
into the church, but who were expelled by the
church. Jesus further says to the church : " remember from whence thou art fallen and repent
[turn] and do thy first works." But although
thou hast fallen from thy first love, yet "thou
hast this, thou hatest the works of the Nicolaitanes which I also hate." " T o him that overcometh, to him will I give to eat of the tree of
life which is in the paradise of God," immortality
through Christ only.

ment, the symbolic Babylon (confusion). The
"grain of mustard seed had become a great tree
and ihefoul birds of the air had lodged in the
branches thereof." The Pope, cardinals, bishops,
prelates, priests and false teachers, had taken
possession of the organization, and were preying
on its vitals. Jesus here addresses the remnant of
the faithful ones who only then constituted his
church, the sharp sword with two edges had
separated the faithful from the unfaithful; he
says to them: " I know where thou dwellestj
even where Satan's throne is, and thou boldest
fast my name, and didst not deny my faith, even
in the days that my faithful witness, Antipas, was
killed among you where Satan dwelleth. But I
have a few things against thee, because thou
sufferest the false teachers to cast stumblingblocks as did Balaam, who taught Balak; also,
thou dost tolerate the teaching of the Nicolaitanes." " Repent, therefore, or else I come to
thee quickly, and will make war against them
with the sword of my mouth." The over-comer
shall have hidden manna, the white stone, on it
the new name written which no man knoweth
saving he that receiveth it, the witness of the
Spirit.
'

This brings the church to the second period
of her history symbolized by " Smyrna " in the
drama. Within this period is embraced the time
of the great persecution under heathen" Rome,
when the Christians were put to death by thousands, torn to pieces by wild beasts in the arena,
burned at the stake, crucified, sawn asunder.
Jesus says to her : " I know thy tribulations and
thy poverty (but thou art rich) and I know the
blasphemy of them who deny my name and say
The next period in the history of the church
they are Jews (to escape the persecution) and are is symbolized in the drama by " Thyatira."
not, but are a synagogue of Satan. Fear not the This period includes the '•'•Dark Ages," in which
things which thou art about to suffer. Behold " that woman, Jezebel, which callest herself a
the devil (personated by Rome) is about to cast prophetess" (the church of Rome), the mother
you into prison, that you may be tried and you of harlots, was suffered to teach and seduce the
shall have tribulations ten days (the ten persecu- servants of the Lord Jesus to commit great
tions). Be thou faithful unto the death, and I abominations. Jesus says of her: " I gave her
will give thee the crown of life." " H e that over- time to repent (I was long-suffering), but she
cometh, who lays down his life for my name's willeth not to repent of her abominations along
sake, shall not be hurt by the second death.
with the world;" " Behold I will cast her into a
The next scene in the drama is symbolized by bed and them that commit adultery with her into
"Pergamos." This period in the history of the the great tribulation, unless she repent of their
church embraced the beginning of the third cen- works." " And I will kill her children(daughttury, and the time of Constantine, when Satan ers) with death." Who are her daughters ? Let
had usurped the throne of the Lord Jesus in the God's word answer. All this will occur during
organization, and it was then the so-called " the great time of trouble," the week of the " law" church " of Constantine. The Christian religion , less 07ie" and at its close " the ten kings shall
had become popular with the world; Rome of the hate the whore and shall make her desolate and
Pagans had gone down ; the so-called " Church " naked and shall eat her flesh and burn her with
and the State were united in one great establish- fire." Rev. 17: 16. But to the faithful rem-
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nant Jesus says: " I know thy works and thy
love and faith, and ministry, and patience, and
that thy last works are more than the first,"
" a n d I say to you who are in Thyatira as many
as have not this teaching (of Rome), which
know not the deep things of Sataij,as they speak,
I cast on you none other burden. Howbeit that
which ye have hold fast till I come." " And you
over-comers who keep my works unto the end
shall have authority over the nations in the day
of my coming, and rule them with a rod of iron,
when the nations shall be broken to shivers as
the vessels of a potter, as I have received of my
Father. And I will give you the morning star."
This brings the church down to fifth period of
her history near the close of which we are today,
symbolized by " Sardis in the drama. This
period will culminate in the complete "falling
away " which must come before the " man of sin "
(the lawless one) be revealed. 2 Thess. 2 : 3, 4.
Here we have the picture of a reformation and a
gradual decline until she has " a 7tame only to
live and thou art dead, for I have found no
works of thine fulfilled before my God." Jesus
says to her : " Be watchful and stablish the things
that remain, which are ready to die. If thou
shalt not watch for my coming as I have commanded thee, if thou dost continue to discard the
doctrine of my second coming or say with the
wicked servant. My Lord delayeth his coming,
and go down with the world and eat and drink
with the drunken, I will come as a thief, and thou
shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee."
This exhortation from the long-sviffering Master is
addressed to the church organization today.
How is it received ? How many believe the doctrine ? How many are watching with lamps
trimmed and burning?
How many love His
appearing? How many in the church organizations have their garments undefiled with the
world?
And how many say in their hearts,
" Come quickly ? " '•'•A few names in Sardis."
" These have not defiled their garments but have
washed their robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb ; and they shall walk with me
in white for they are worthy." They are overcomers taken out se^Darate from the world-con-

formed organizations, that they may constitute
the bride of Jesus, that she may be ready to meet
her Bridegroom, " For behold the Bridegroom
cometh!" These called out 07tes will have their
names " confessed by Jesus before His. Father
and the angels," and never blotted from the book
of life. They will form the living church symbolized by "Philadelphia" in the drama. This
sixth period will be s h o r t , ^ not a word of condemnation here, but Jesus with the key of David
sets before her a " door opened which none can
shut." " Thou hast a little power and didst keep
my word, and didst not deny my n a m e ; because
thou didst keep the word of my patience, I also
will keep thee from the hour of trial,'that hour
which is to come upon the whole inhabited earth,
to tempt them that dwell upon the earth " (the
great tribulation). " I come quickly; hold fast
that which thou hast that no one take thy crown."
Here the church, gathered and perfected into
07te in answer to the Lord's prayer (John 17 : 23)
shall with the saints of the first resurrection, constituting the bride complete, be caught up to
meet the Bridegroom. They, the over-comers,
" shall be made pillars in the sanctuary of my
God, and shall go out thence-no more." On,
them he will write " t h e name of his God, and
the name of the city of his God' the New Jerusalem which cometh down out of heaven from his'
God, and his own 7iew na7ne."
On'e more sad scene symbolized by " Laodicea,"
closes the drama. It will cover the first part
of the period embraced in " Daniel's week," or
the "great time of t r i a l " of which Jesus speaks
in Matt. 2 4 : 21 : "such as hath not been from
the beginning of the world until now, no nor
ever shall be. And except the days had been
shortened, no flesh would liBve been saved; but
for the elect's sake (the Jews and other earthly
children of God) those days shall be shortened."
There is not a word of commendation here, but
loathing and disgust. " Iv^SSSrspue thee out of 7ny
mouth." The church organizations now existing
will exist then, and they will boast of their riches :
" We have gotten riches and have need of nothing ; " but they know not that they are j)Oor, and
wretched, and miserable, and blind, and naked.
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But behold the wonderful compassion of Jesus!
Still counseling them to apply to him, that they
may yet become rich, and clothed, and be made
to see. In tender love he says : " behold I stand
at the door, (of this loathed world-conformed
organization,) and knock." H e seeks individually now: " if any ma7i hear my voice and open
the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with
him and he with me. H e that over-cometh I
will give to him to sit down with me in my throne,
as I also overcame, and sat down with my Father
in His throne." Lord hasten thy glorious kingdom. Amen.
MASTER MISSIONARIES.
BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
NUMBER ONE.

, ,

BARTHOLOMEW ZIEGENBALG, 1683-1719.
^ ^ H E dawn of moderh missions, or the re-awak^ ^ ening of the desire for spiritual conquests on
the part of the Christian church, ante-dates the
period to which we are accustomed to assign it,
and leads us to a land and name not widely
known in the history of Protestant missions.

To Carey in England, and to Judson in America, is often assigned the honor of laying the
foundations of the Christian church in India;
but though in their separate localities and under
their differing circumstances, they acted as pioneers and opened the way for the host of Englishspeaking missionaries who have followed in their
steps, they were not the first to proclaim the
good news of the kingdom to the waiting millions
of India.
Nearly a century before the birth of Carey, in
the Saxon village of Pulsnitz, not far from Dresden, yet somewhat apart from the world, Bartholomew Ziegenbalg was born. The exact date
of his birth was June 24, 1683.
One of his earliest recollections points to an
influence and to a purpose, which, though unrecognized by him at the time, we believe bore
fruit in his after years. Summoned with the
other children to the death-bed of his mother, he
listened to th^se words: '^My children, I have
laid by for you a great treasure, a very great
treasure."
,

" A treasure ?" asked one, " and where may it
be found, mother ? "
" Seek it in the Bible, my children," she replied, " there is not a page I have not wet with
my tears."
Ziegenbalg was much indebted, during his
school days, to the influence exercised by an older
student friend, whose fervid Christian life was a
constant stimulus. It may be well to note that
during the years preceding this period, the beginning of the eighteenth century, there had
sprung up within the Christian church of Germany a new spiritual life. This succeeded a
time of formalism which had "soon followed the
Reformation, and temporarily deadened the life
then infused into the churches. Noble-minded
and warm-hearted men were among the leaders
of the new movement and to them Ziegenbalgwas indebted for the direction of his mental and
spiritual training, as well as for the call to his
first parish, a little town not far from Berlin,
where he served in the temporary absence of the
regular pastor.
His future life seamed to be plainly marked
out in this line of service, yet, unconsciously to
him, the providence of God was opening before
him a far wider field of labor, and the first German missionary to India was destined to go
forth as the representative of a nation other than
his own.
In 1705, King Frederic IV, of Denmark, was
led by an apparently trivial incident,— the petition of a widow whose husband and son had
been killed in a native outbreak in Tranquebar—
to consider seriously his responsibilities as a
Christian prince toward the heathen population
which had been added to his kingdom through
conquest.
Ultimately, the king's request for missionaries,
expressed to his German chaplain, was laid before Ziegenbalg and his old fellow-student,
Plutschau. After temporary hesitation, the call
was accepted as from the King of kings. Hasty
preparations, allowing no time for farewells, were
made, and after visiting Copenhagen the missionaries sailed thence for Tranquebar on the twentieth of November, 1705. The succeeding months
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of slow journeying upon the great deep may be
summed up in their own words : " Morning, m i d day and evening, we sing, pray, and praise Him."
Time was also given to study, and the Word of
God gained new force and added sweetness.
After nine months they reach the south-eastern
coast of India, but their attempt to land at
Tanquebar is met by opposition on the part of
the governor,- who has received secret instructions
from the Danish East India Company. The directors feared that the missionary enterprise
ipight interfere with their commercial projects.
Upon landing, they meet with a rough reception
by the governor, and suddenly find themselves
left utterly alone upon a public square, after the
sun has set, and with no place of shelter for the
night. We may easily imagine that under such
circumstances, Ziegenbalg and Plutschau remembered that their Master had not where to lay
his head, and that they were drawn into closer
fellowship with Him and into a clearer recognition
of their dependence upon Him, through this first
experience upon foreign shores. The missionaries were finally allowed to secure a house and
at once gave themselves to their work. Six days
after his arrival, Ziegenbalg began the study of
the Tamil language, and in eight months, despite
the lack of grammar and dictionary, was able to
talk intelligibly.
Further study of the language made it as familiar as his mother-tongue, and he began to prepare the way for those who should follow him,
and to provide for the natives the word of God
in their own language. He compiled a grammar
and lexicon, and within two years had commenced the translation of the New Testament

his home. The first fruits of the mission were
gathered from among these slaves.
The two missionaries ma'de frequent journeys
through the province, preaching in public houses,
in native homes, and by the wayside. " Instant:
in season and out of season," they toiled steadily
on, and in 1712, after six years of labor, the native converts numbered two hundred and fortyfive. In addition to the New Testament, thirtythree Christian books had been translated.
The work went forward against great opposition. The governor of Tranquebar was unceasingly hostile to the mission, and used every
means to thwart and if possible, to crush it; at
home, friends wereTew, and through political influence, intrigues against the mission were
multiplied.
In 1714, Ziegenbalg returned to Denmark for
rest and change, but the enthusiasm of his spirit
allowed him no real cessation from labor. H e was
granted a prolonged interview with the king, then
in camp with his army at Stralsund, and was received by him with great honor. Thence, he
hastened to Copenhagen, and then into Germany,
preaching everywhere in spite of physical weakness, with such fervor that he rekindled the zeal
of the friends of missions, and moved by his
earnestness all who listened to him. From Ger-.
many, he went to Holland, and across to Eng-.
land, where he was warmly received and given
assurance of help for the mission. The East
India Company offered him a free passage to
India, and still intent upon his work, he hastened
back, after a stay in Europe of little more than a
year.

His first care after his return Was the building
of a new church in Tranquebar. This, with inUpon the completion of this, in less than three
cessant and varied labor in other directions,
years, he immediately turned to the Old Testafilled up in two short years the measure of his
ment, but this he was not permitted to finish.
life-work.
Meantime, the heart of Ziegenbalg and the
On Christmas, 1718, and on the first day of
constraining love of Christ which animated him
the New Year, he spoke to his people, but with a
embraced not only the native Tamil population
voice almost inaudible from weakness. Yet once
but the half-breeds on the coast and the slaves.
again they listened to him as they were gathered
H e had, while at sea, acquired their language, a
round his bed-side for parting words of counsel
broken Portuguese, and now preached to them
and of warning.
also the unsearchable riches of Christ, receiving
The end of the earthly life came in February
. the children into a school and some orphans into
•
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In response to the question: " D i d he desire to
But is tAe7-e 710 provision made for the Christiati
depart and to be with Christ ?" he replied, " Oh, believer against the terrors of that day ?
how; willingly," and soon after fell asleep in
Again we turn to Malachi 4 : 2 ; 3 : 17 : " But
Jesus, February 23, 1719.
unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of rightA short life of scarcely thirty-six years,— a
eousness arise with healing in his wings; and they
life filled with privation, hardships, and unshall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in that
ceasing toil, yet consumed with the love of Christ
day when I make up my jewels; and I will spare
and the desire to serve him,— a life which was as
them, as a man spareth his own son that serveth
a single grain of wheat falling into the vast fields
him."
of India, but from which there has sprung a
mighty harvest.
As Enoch was caught away by translation be. Ziegenbalg truly laid the foundation of the fore the deluge swept the earth, and as Lot was
Christian church in India, and few of his succes- ushered out of Sodom before the fiery rain had .
sors have rivalled him in enthusiasm, in patience, fallen on it, so will God's people be swept away, '
in endurance, in wisdom, and in self-denying Elijah-like, by translation, to be forever with the
love.
•
Lord. No doubt by the personal presence of
Jesus, and by his redeeming power, will the world
be purified and prepared to enter upon an era of
EARTH'S RE-GENESIS.
holiness such as she would have realized had sin
BY GEO. C. N E E D HAM.
"^
not entered through man's disobedience. And
when he, the Lord, the Redeemer, the second ••
- -' NUMBER FOUR.
Adam, returns to subjugate all things to himself
/\yiE may now inquire, who will be the dread
the dead in Christ shall arise first; then we which
witnesses of these things 2 We turn to Rev. 6 ;
are alive and' remain shall be caught up with
15-17: " A n d the kings of the earth, and the
them to meet the Lord in the air. There shall
great men, and the rich men, and the chief capthe heavenly Bride — the glorified church, join
tains, and the mighty men, and every bond man,
the divine Bridegroom, and return with him, his
and every free man, hid themselves in the dens
consort, to reign with him over a redeemed and
and in the rocks of the mountains: and said to
purified world. That thousand years, however,
the mountains and rocks. Fall on us, and hide us
will not be the perfect state. The new earthly •,,
from the face of him that sitteth on the throne,
Paradise will succeed it.
and from the wrath oi the Lamb : for the great
day of his wrath is come';' and who shall be able"
Another question : Will there not be an earthly
to stand ?"
people preserved who shall pass over into the re-^
Kings and subjects, generals and soldiers, the generated earth who' shall be a godly seed, and
rich and the poor, the free and the slave, com- through whom the race shall be perpetuated in
- pose the heterogeneous elements of society who untainted innocence? If so, how • shall it be
done ? These are difficult questions, yet I think
will be overtaken by the terrors of that d^y.
Hear the prophet Malachi (4: i): " For, behold, the Bible answers them. We allow there is no
the day cometh, that shall burn as an oven; and limit to Omnipotence, and if it be his will, he can
all the proud, yea, and all that do wickedly, shall carry through the furnace fires of the last day
be stubble : and the day that cometh shall burn whom he will. Shadrach, Meshech and Abednego
them up, saith the Lord of hosts, that it shall went bound into Nebuchadnezzar's furnace heated
seven times ; but they came out free without even
leave them neither root nor branch."
' T h e false peace of the wicked shall then be the smell of fire upon their garments. Surely
disturbed, when the ungodly are driven into outer, the great God can again use fire to burn every
darkness from the presence of the Lord and the fetter, and consume every yoke, political, social,
religious or physical, and thereby effect the reglory of his power.
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the fruit of man's sin shall pass away when the
whole curse of sin shall be fully eradicated out
'
' ^^ '
The consideration of this subject and its antic- of the world,
5. Harmony will again be established among
ipation should have their due weight with us.
Seeing then that all these things shall be dis- the animals. All discord will cease. The lion and
solved, what manner of person ought ye to be in lamb will lie down together, and the lion will eat i
holy conversation and godliness : looking for, and straw like the ox, for he, too, will undergo a change
hasting unto the coming of the day of God, and again become a grain-eating animal as when
wherein the heavens being on fire shall be dis- first created. A little child will lead the most c
solved and the elements shall melt with fervent ferocious, and the babe will play with a cockatrice, :^
heat. " But we according to his promise look for and have a jackal for its playmate. T h e wolf
shall dwell with a lamb, and the leopard with a kid. new heavens and a new earth."
It remains for me now in closing to sketch The cow and the bear shall feed: their young
briefly some of the characteristic changes which shall herd together. They shall not hurt nor dewill distinguish the future earth both millennial stroy in all my holy mountain, for the earth shall
and thereafter from its present condition. The be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the
promises are sure : the Lord will again return in waters cover the sea.
And what more shall I say. Only t h i s : that
order to establish their fulfillment.
our planet, consecrated by the ministry and blood
1. Heaven and earth will come into closer
union and communion. The Tabernacle of God of Jesus, shall be entirely recovered from the
will be with men. The New Jerusalem will de- deep corruption into which it had fallen. That
scend out of heaven, and be brought into view. as the first Adam lost the kingdom by transgresEden in its virgin purity and beauty, its garden sion, the' Second Adam will win it back by reof delights, its tree of life and innocent pair with demption, and that when H e comes again H e
The
whom God talked, was only a type of the more will be received by universal acclaim.
glorious and extensive paradise that shall be. church welcomes her Lord ; the Jew will welcome
God's purpose in creation that a sinless race in- the Messiah; the nations will welcome the Sovhabit the planet shall never be thwarted. Satan ereign and the earth will gladly receive her origAnd
with all his allies will be banished to the bottom- inal Creator and glorious Redeemer.
less pit, completely routed and overthrown by the further, as we consider how he shall be honored
sword of Emanuel. All evil will be purged away who was once despised, how he shall be received
who once was rejected; how H e shall be crowned
from the land.
who once was insulted ; and how H e shall be.re2. It will be a time of ,universal peace. Naquested to take the Throne who was once cast
tion will not war with nation any more. The
out of the kingdom, we surely can not forbear to ^
King of peace wall lift up his ensign in their
midst, and battles and bloodshed will be at an cry. Come Lord Jesus, come quickly. Come,
Creator, Redeemer, Sovereign, who didst weep
end.
thy tears, and offer thy prayers, and pour out thy
3. It will be a time of great fertility. The
blood upon our sin-cursed earth, come back
whole land will give its milk and honey. Food
again and redeem her from all evil. Thou who
will be in abundance ; legislation will be uncorart her rightful King, to Thee we pray " Thy
rupted; laziness will not be known and poverty
kingdom come." The gold and the silver, and
- will be forever banished. None will be disabled
the brass and the iron and the clay can not enby sickness; health will be universal, and God's
dure ; but Thy name shall endure for ever, and
people will long enjoy the work of their hands.
of Thy kingdom there shall be no end.
4. Longevity will be restored to man. The
• Return, return, O Shulamite, for when Thou
life of man will be as the free of life, for death ^s comest again Thou wilt wipe away all tears •
lease and insure the freedom of captive nations
and enslaved peoples.
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Thou wilt comfort every broken heart; Thou
wilt soften every grief ; Thou wilt ease every
pain, and heal every disease.
Neither shall
there be any more mourning, nor funerals,' nor
death, nor crying, nor suffering, nor sin, for these
things will have passed away, and there shall be
new heavens and a new earth wherein dwelleth
righteousness.
THE CURB-STONE MEETING.
BY H. B. GIBBUD.

night, with two friends, I was at work on
the Bowery. I was talking with a drunken
' man while, my companions stood waiting for me.
I noticed one of a gang of thieves, who were lounging around the door of a concert hall, leave his
companions, approach my friends and enter into
conversation. I left my man and joined them.
Seeing that I was the leader of the party, he addressed himself to me. After some talk he was
about to try and induce us to try some " confidence game," when I said : " My friend, I know
you and your game ; we are not as simple as you
thought. I should think a man like you would
want to be in some better business than taking
in unsuspecting people. It's mighty mean busi-^
n e s s — t h a t of a thief — don't you think, so ? "
He looked and acted as though he was about to
make some forcible remarks; but, before he
could do anything, I laid my hand on his arm
and said : " You ought to be a Christian."
He started back as though struck, but quickly
recovered, and said with a sneer: " Me a Christian ? Will Christ pay my rent ? Will Christ
feed me ? "
.
"Well," I said, " I have seen a good many
start to serve Christ, without a cent or even a
place to lay their heads, and I never knew one
He let go down, who was really in earnest."
" But, see here, did you ever see Christ ? "
" N o ; but I expect to see H i m ; I have His
word that I shall."
Turning to his companions, he called out:
"Come here, and see a fellow who 's got a promise of seeing Christ."
We were standing under an electric light, it
being pa,st midnight. Quite a number who were
ANNE
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passing, stopped.
His companions gathered
around, and I found myself in the centre of a
typical Bowery crowd — Jew and Gentile, a number of sporting men and thieves, two or three
fallen women, several drunken men, and others
attracted by the crowd, eager to see what was
going on.
As his companions joined him he said : " This
fellow is going to see Christ."
" Yes," I said, opening the Bible, " I have his
word for i t ; I will read it to you: ' Beloved, now
are we the sons of God ; and it doth not yet appear what we shall be, but we know that when
He shall appear we shall be like YL'im ior 7ae shall
see Hmi as He is.^ "
" Oh^ you are a son of God, are you'? " he exclaimed contemptously.
" Yes, and I have His word for that," reading
the Bible again. " ' As many as received Him to
them gave He power to become the sons of God
even to them that believe on His name.' I was
once far away from God, a great sinner, but I believed and received, and became His child."
" Well, brother, here's my hand ; I am a child
of God, too," he said, winking at his companions.
" Oh, no ;" said I, " do n't call me brother ;
you do n't belong to the Lord s family. ' Ye are
of your father, the devil.' " And I read from
Romans: " ' Know ye not to whom ye yield
yourselves servants to obey his servants ye are
to whom ye obey;' your regular business is serving the devil, and you can 't palm yourself off on
me as one of God's family. But you may be
adopted into His family if you will." Then I read
John 3 : 16 : " For God so loved the world that
He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life.'"
A man who had one of his ears nearly cut off
from a fight and whose head was. bandaged said :
" You had better take a back seat, Bill; he 's too
much for you."
Bill turned with an oath, and said : " You had
better get out; there 's nothing here for a man
with one ear."
At this the crowd laughed and jeered him.
He was making his way out of the crowd, when I
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reached over and caught him by the shoulder,
and said: " Hold on, friend, there is something
for you," and turning to Revelations I read, " He
that hath an ear, let_ him hear. To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life."
The crowd laughed heartily at this quotation,
and I saw I had their sympathy, so I gave them
an invitation to attend the meetings at the mission, and after a few earnest words about their
souls, I closed by saying: " We shall never all
meet on earth again, but we shall each have to
give an account for this curb-stone meeting. May
God bless every one of you."
One rough fellow stepped forward with tears
in his eyes, and shook my hand heartily, saying :
" Stick to it, young fellow, I wish I h^d; I was
brought up right, in Sunday School and all, and
if I had stuck to it I would n't be what I am tonight."
Just as I was going away, Bill came up and
said : " You must n't mind what I said, I 've been
drinking. I used to belong' to the church and
was a Christian, but I got off. I know i t ' s the
better way, but there 's no good talking to me."
After a few words with him, I left, praying God
to bless the seed sown by the wayside. This was
• on Thursday. Sunday evening, when I opened
the meeting for testimony, a man got up and said :
" I have been a drinking man all my life, and
have spent many years in prison ; but last Thursday ^night the young man in the chair there, came
down near where I stay, and was talking about
Christ, and I made up my mind to be a Christian,
and I hav n't touched a drop since, and I believe
I am saved."
When the invitation for prayers was given, the
first one to come forward was Bill. For two
nights both were present. Bill coining forward
each night; then I lost sight of them.
Nearly six months passed, when the first man,
nicely dressed and greatly altered, came in. H e
requested us to sing :
" All the way my Saviour leads me,
What have I to ask beside,"

and followed it by saying, " That is my experience." He then told us how God had kept and
blessed him, and had given him employment.

m-

The very Inspector of Police who had so many
times caused his arrest, obtained work for him.
H e was with us in the meetings, and became an
earnest worker.
One night he said : " Do you remember Bill
L
, the one who wanted to know if Christ
would pay his rent ? "

"Yes."

,
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"Well, the devil has paid his rent.for life ; h e
was sentenced for life last week, for shooting the
bartender in the A
Hotel on the Bowery."
Speaking at a- convention of this incident, a
nurse from the city hospital came and inquired
the time this occurred, and said: " I think I attended that man who had his ear injured. H e
came and an operation was performed; but it
was unsuccessful, and he was obliged to come
back again and have his ear cut off. The man
asked the surgeon if he could get a fa,lse ear.
'• No,' said the surgeon, ' you will have to go
through life with one ear.'
' Well,' said the man, ' t h a n k God I have heard
of a book that says there is something for a man
with one ear.' " •
So God blessed the seed even though it seemed
to fall on stony ground.
Syracuse, N.Y., Dec. \%?>Z,
"TICKETS

READY!"

BY DR. W. P. MACKAY.

f

^f

^^ 'YVjHAT is the use of putting us to the
trouble to show our tickets just before
we start ? " said a friend once to me, as the guard
went the round of the carriages.
"Well, I think it is a very good arrangement,\.
because it keeps out scoundrels who would try to
defraud the company, and it protects honest men,
who, in a hurry, might have forgotten to take
out a ticket, and are not yet too late."
A man who has his ticket need never fear how
often he is asked to show i t ; -but if a man have
no ticket, or a third-class one in a first-class carriage, it is but right that he should be discovered.
In one part of the country it was a well-known
fact that dishonest people were in the habit of
getting in at one junction and out at another
without paying, till the railway officials smartly
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caught them, by stopping the train between the
stations, and demanding the tickets to be shown.
Then came fear and trembling, not on the ticket
holders, but on the dishonest,^ who smarted by
having to pay from the terminus from which the
train started, instead of a few pence.
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seat, I now begin to hope,, not that my ticket is
right (the guard crying " Tickets r e a d y " will
see to that), but that I shall get safely to the end
of my journey.

Suppose, in answer to the demand, " Show
your ticket! " you were to say, " Well, I hope I
Often when I hear again and again the cry have it," and you could say no more, would that
" Tickets ready !" on a journey by rail, I think of please the guard ? No, nor yourself either. Supthis word: ". Be ready always to give an answer pose you said, " Well, I feel I have it," would he
to every man that asketh you a reason of the not laugh in your face ? You show it, and say
. hope that is in you with meekness and fear " nothing about it.
(i -Pet. 3 : 15). Some people seem to be exceedWhile looking at the booking-offices, I often
ingly sensitive when asked whether they are jus- see a select window, and written over it is, " For
tified by faith, and instead of being ready, they first class passengers only;" at another, which is
get angry, and ask what right we have to ask generally the more crowded, " For second and
such a question, instead of being " ready always third-class passengers."
Suppose there was
to give an answer," according to the Scripture. another window, and written over it was, " TickSuch a man's salvation rests on a precarious ets, are issued here without money and without
. foundation. Many might ask this who have no price," I believe it would be the most crowded.
right, but a man who has this hope does not Friend, that booking-office has been open before
' much care ; he gives an answer to every man that your eyes with these large letters over it, and you
asketh him. As one said, " Eggs are eggs, but have not your ticket yet. The way has been
some are rotten." So with hopes. Some hope made to heaven, and free tickets are being offered
that, because they have done the best they can, to all who will condescend to Jind out they canGod will add on the work of Christ, and make not make a way of their own, and cannot buy a
it u p ; some hope that Qod is merciful, and will ticket. You have tried by prayers, and tea:rs,
forgive at last. But the true hope is sure. Man's and church-goings, and goodness, to make a way
hope means uncertainty. The hope that God to heaven. Stop and take the free ticket. " May
gives IS certain. The Christian's hope is that I, even I, do it ? " " Whosoever will," is invited.
his Lord will appear and make him like himself. Can you say, " I have not reached the glory-land
But he has the certainty of being a Christian first, yet, but I have a sure hope through grace, for I
before he can have such a hope, because such an havemy ticket ?"
appearing is judgment to the unsaved. When a
What is that ? " He that believeth on the' Son
man gets into a fit of indignation when any one hath everlasting life," I have come in all my
asks him, " Are you saved ? " I am certainly sus- poverty, on the strength and ground of tha great
picious of his Christianity, or that he ever Giver's invitation. I claim a free ticket, for I
read the above text. I do not deny but many cannot work out a righteousness of my own.
may ask a man who have no right to do so ; but The offer is unto all — it is only upon all that
the word is absolute, " to every man that asketh." believe. He paid the fare for me, for any one
There are two aspects of salvation :
who will trust him; and now Satan cannot turn
1. The salvation of my soul; that is by faith . me out, for " there is no condemnation to them
at the beginning of my journey.
that are in Christ Jesus." I do not trust my feel2. The salvation of my body; that is by hope ings, nor my, hopes, but the person and work of
at the resurrection, the glorious end of my way.
Jesus instead of m e ; and his word is pledged
When I start by train the first thing I get is that thus believing I am now saved, that is, not
my ticket. This is not my right to travel. The as to actual fact of my body, but as to faith for
money paid gave me the right. When I take my my soul. I have a right to take my seat for
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heaven. To every man that may ask it I would
say, " H e that [that is, anybody] believeth on the
Son hath everlasting life." .
'
I am not in heaven yet, and alas ! have not
got quit of my evil nature; but blessed be God,
mine is a through ticket. It will not stop at a
station short of heaven, for written upon it ar^
these words: " H e saves to the uttermost."
" They shall never perish." Nor is it a return
ticket, for we are going home to our fatherland
from this strange soil. Nor is it a transferable
ticket. Any one may get a ticket, but mine won't
do for you, the husband's won't do for the wife,
nor the parent's for the child. Friend, have you
your ticket ready? What is your own title to
heaven between you and God ? Yet there is
room ; this is why I write. But soon the door will
be shut for ever. But believing in the Lord Jesus^
Christ, claiming him, appropriating him, accepting
him, resting on him, we receive our title to heaven
— our ticket for that glory-land — a sure ticket, a
free ticket, a through ticket, a non-return ticket,
and a non-transferable ticket. And then you will
have no fear to give an answer to every one
that asketh of the hope that is in you, let him
be who asks, friend or foe; and you will now
have no alarm when you hear the challenge,
" Tickets ready! "

HOW ANTHONY GOT RID OF HIS
BURDEN.
N 18— a young man, named Anthony O'B^ ' crossed from Ireland to visit a sister who
lived in Wigtdnshire, Scotland.
Landing at
Stranraer, he set out to perform the rest of his
journey on foot.
It was a bright spring morning as he trudged
along, with his bundle slung over his shoulder,
and before he had gone many miles, a fellow"
traveller joined him. This was Mr. F
, the
colporteur for the district, whose calling took him
along the same road for a good many miles.
A pleasant "good morning" on both sides
soon made the travellers friends, and Anthony
began to tell the stranger some particulars about
his journey, and how he came to be in a country

to whiich he was an entire stranger. By and bye
Mr. F
asked him how, if he had never been
at Kirkinner before, l^e knew he was on the right
Fay to it. H e explained, that he had made
quite sure before he set out, by asking those who
ought to know. Then the colporteur reminded
him of another journey, on which they had both
set out, telling him that though they both wished
to react heaven and get a welcome there, yet
that all depended on whether they had taken the
right road, and kindly asked him, if he had made
as sure of being on that road as he had of being
on the way to his sister's house,
Anthony had looked puzzled at first to understand his companion's meaning, but his brow
cleared as he went on, and he replied, in a reverent tone of voice, " Oh, I think I see now what
yau're after. Shure, sir, I have. Don't I pray
to the ever blessed Virgin Mary, and to the
blessed Michael the Archangel, and the blessed
John the Baptist, and the holy apostles, Peter
and Paul, and t'he saints in heaven, and won't
they helpTne to get there when I die ? Shure,
hasn't the priest tould me the right way ?"
The young man was both earnest and sincere
in the belief of what he Ijad been taught, and was
roused to great anger when his companion began
to tell him that the saints themselves had once
been sinners, and could not save others or bring
them to heaven. " I tell you I'll not hear you
say that," he interrupted. " These are just like
your Protestant lies. W h a t ! do you mane to
say that our blessed Virgin was a sinner like me,
and that she needed to be saved by her own Son ?
No, no, I won't listen to such wicked blasphemy.
" Yes, that is just what I mean," replied the
other, and tried to show how God's word has
said, " There is none righteous; no, not one,"
and how Mary herself had said : " My spirit shall
rejoice in God my Saviour."
Pale with horror and indignation, poor Anthony suddenly stopped, saying fiercely: " May the
holy mother of God forgive me for listening to
such blasphemous lies. . I'll not walk another
step with yer. Go on by yourself, ye preaching ^
hypocrite,— ye Protestant heretic," and with a
threatening gesture he motioned to his 'compan-
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ion to walk on, while he stepped to the road-side tell me, friend, how does the priest procure the
and sat down.
/
forgiveness you speak of, to give you ? Has he
But Mr. F
did not go on. He "only went the power in himself to bestow it ? "
to the other side of the road, and waited till the
" N o ; but he prays to the Holy Virgin to inyoung man's wrath had cooled a little ; and when tercede with her Son for it, and Jesus intercedes
he got up to pursue his journey, he again joined with God, and thus gets the pardon."
him, and tried to show him the one way of par" Has the priest to pay any money for the fordon, simply through Jesus. After some argument, giveness you speak of ? "
occasionly growing fierce, about priestly power
" Yes, shure he says he has. We pay him the
to forgive sins, Mr. F
at last said: " I sup- money and he pays it to God."
pose you have never read the Bible ? "
" What! Do you really believe that the priest
"Well, no, I needn't, I can't understand its pays to God the money you give him ? "
meaning; but shure I have heard the priest read
" Well, not directly to God, but he sends it
bits of it in the chapel, and he knows and tells through the Holy Virgin. H e has power to send
us what it says." Mr. F
assured him that the money to heaven in this way, just as he has
if he would read for himself he would find all he power to forgive sins. The Holy Virgin gives it
had been telling him was truth, and repeated to her Son, and H e hands it to His Father."
many passages to prove it.
The young man was greatly puzzled when Mr.
By degrees, doubt and trouble began to mingle F
replied to his strange statement, by showwith the young man's anger. In spite of himself, ing, that even if it were true, there could be no
he was greatly attracted both by his companion's merit in giving God His own, for the silver and
manner, and by the strange new message of love gold were dug out of His earth, and belonged to
and free forgiveness which he procliamed. And H i m .
I
when, at last, Mr. F
asked him whether with
Again and again the faithful servant of God
all the help of saints and priests, he never felt recurred to the solemn question whether with all
any fear at the thought of meeting God, he re- this, he did not fear to die,— fear lest, when the
plied with something like a sigh :
hour came, he should find his penances and pay" Troth, to telfyez the truth, I can not say but ments too little,— find a priest's pardon powersometimes I have a bad feeling like that, espec- less to free him from God's sentence of condemially after taking a good drop of the ' cratur' nation,— find that his peace had been only a
along with Mick Tracy and other companions. pleasant dream, not God's peace at all.
But then, shure, I just go to the priest and conAgain and again poor Anthony, wavering befess my sins, and when I have done what he bids tween anger and perplexity, tried to shake off his
me do as penance, and paid him what he asks troublesome companion, by sitting down as befor the church, I get them all forgiven, and have fore ; but Mr. F
would not leave him, but
peace in my mind for a while."
patiently waited for opportunities to renew the
" You pay the priest money ; what for ? "
conversation, and tell him more fully of Jesus,
" Shure, for the pardon of my sins."
His finished work, and His free gift of eternal
" Then you can't get this pardon without pay- life.
ing money to the priest for it ? "
" But hasn't the priest got power from God to
"Shure, n o ; and troth isn't it right we should forgive my sins, and to give me absolution ?
pay something for the peace it brings. Shure Shure he says he has," exclaimed the young man
you Protestant heretics know nothing of the sweet. in a tone which betrayed the struggle going on
peace we have when the priest forgives our sins." within, and showed that new and painful thoughts
" Don't we ? Those who have got Jesus only were beginning to rise in his mind.
At length they reached the place where their
as their Saviour, have a far sweeter peace,— a
real peace which passeth all understanding. But roads diverged. The colporteur proposed that
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they should join in prayer before parting. His
companion refused, but appeared to hesitate,
Mr. F
then asked him to hold his bag for
him while he prayed : and kneeling down by the
road-side, poured out an earnest prayer. The
Roman Catholic stood, with bowed head, at some
distance off but listening to every word.
Mr. F
, after taking his bag again with
thanks, took out of it a little book and tract,
which he begged his companion to accept.
Anthony would not touch the book, which was
" God's Way of Peace," by Dr. Horatius Bonar,
but submitted to have it pushed into his pocket,
protesting all the while that he would give it to
the first Protestant he met. They then parted,
after having been in each other's company for
more than six hours, although the distance they
had walked was only six miles.
The colporteur heard nothing more of his interesting fellow-traveller for three months, and
then his heart was made glad by the following
letter: —
D

, on the 12th June.

DEAR SIR :

I am now going to speak to you by this letter. You
will not mind me, but I will tell you who I am. About
twelve weeks ago I was across at Scotland, at a place they
call the To-wnlands, Kirkinner, and came from here in a
jigar Boat to Stranraer, and then I walked to Newton
Stewart, and then started in the morning to see my sister.
You'll not know me but I'll tell you who I am. I am not
a very big man, but a stout tight man; and you came to
near Kirkinner with me, and you preached to me that noiie
but Jesus could forgive sins; and you will know me now.
You know I was a Catholic, and you'll know me best when
you mind I got angry and told you to stop preaching against
the Fathers; but you did not: and I sat down and told
you to go on and leave me, but you sat down on the other
side and waited with me, and kept on telling me that it was
useless for me to pray to the ever Blessed Virgin Mary,
and Blessed Michael the Archangel, and Blessed John the
Baptist, the Holy Apostles, Peter, and Paul, and the
Saints. You mind, you said, God only hears prayer, and
you said a great deal to me about it. God bless you. I
have not time to tell you all you said, but mind it bothered
me, and I could not get it out of my head I and I tried to,
sure; and I had a drop of the cratttr at Kirkinner, but it
was no use ; but I forgot, and I needn't forgotten the books
and leaf (tract) you gave me and the Protestant prayer you
prayed on the road-side before I left you; but you mind
the book, I said I might take it, but I would give it to
the first Protestant I met if he would take it, and you put
it m my breast coat pocket; and God bless yoM, for it both-

ered me. It lay in my pocket for three weeks, and one
night I read it, and another night I read it again, and God
bless you and the man that made it., for it made nie miserable. Yes indeed I was miserable; but I got better after
some time, and my heart got well and strong and happy.:
I could leap and do anything when the book told me that
Jesus, God's Son, died for my sins. God bless the book.
It told me, and sure it's true, for I know it in my heart.
The priest is no use, for he is such a mighty big sinner,
as bad as myself. He sins against God as well as me.
H e has enough to do with himself without me. H e can
not pardon sin, but, thank God, your Book and your Pro-;
testant Bible tell me that Jesus is the great High Priest,
who alone can forgive sin; for H e is pure and undefiled, j
and no guile was found in His mouth; and. Oh t God be
praised, I know it now,— Jesus is both able and willing to
save me and to forgive my sins, for H e died for my sins,—
and I am happy. I used to be a little peaced in my mind
when the priest would forgive my sins, but sure / was at- •
ways frightened to die ; for the priest was always telling me
that I had not done enough for the Church or of penances, .^
and works of mercy for to get to heaven. But God bless •
the man that made the book, and bless God who spoke the
words in your Protestant Bible, for sure it says, and surfe
it's true, no man nor child can do anything but Jesus ; and "^
sure H e is my Saviour, for God says if I believe on H i m I •
shall go to heaven when I die, and be safe for ever, fori
Jesus died for nie and for my sins, 1888 years since, on
Calvary's Cross. Thank God I have nothing to do with \
priest or saints. I am just going to live to Christ, for H e
died to save me, and, sure. H e will pardon all my sins and j
take me to heaven when I die. O ! I wish I was near you, j
for I daren't speak here, for the priest and neighbors would
kill me or do me some harm —for they are nearly all Cath-.
olics. Sure they tried to do me some harm already; but I •
am going to America in three weeks^ and I will not be
quiet in that free country. You told me that you knew all
the Irishmen at the
steamers.
Would you be
pleased to send twelve of the books, same as mine, to Mr.
E
, at
steamers, and he will send them to his
brother David in Belfast, and I will get them from him,, 1
for I am afraid my father, mother, or brothers wonld open \
the parcel, and, sure, they would burn t h e m ; but send
them to M
, Belfast, there is no fear of him, he is a
good Protestant — a Scotchman — and here is 4s. for them, \
and send them soon, and then if they are any more I will
send you the money. God bless you, and the man who i
made the book, for I am happy, happy now in Jesus. I
will write to you yet before I go away, but I am sure I
have bothered you a good deal with this long letter ,• but
God bless you, and I will while I live. O, if I co-uld just •
see you to tell you how happy I am in Jesus, a sinner
saved by grace and not by works. Yours,

A—O'B^

.- I

Send your letters to D. M
and I will get them.
I will meet you in heaven. If I die before you do I will
be waiting for you. God bless you.
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T H E PULPIT AND T H E P E W S .
BY EMILY S. HOLT.

Speakers.
THE RECTOR.
T H E CURATE.

^

THE

PROFESSOR.

THE

DOCTOR.

/\^ECTOR: Well, these are the questions on
vi* which we are asked to express an opinion,
and I am requested to ascertain yours as well as
state my own : i. Why have sermons, as a rule,
lost their hold upon the hearers? 2. How far,
and in what direction, is a preacher justified in
rendering them more in accordance with the taste
of the age ? 3. Ought sermons to be shortened ?
What do you say. Professor ?
Professor (after a moment's thought) : What is
the object of preaching ?
Rector : To instruct the laity. .
.. Curate : To convert souls, I suppose.
Professor : Pardon me : I should say to glorify
Christ. But once more : What is the subject of
preaching ?
Curate : Holy Scripture, is it not ?
Rector: The Catholic faith, as held by the
Church.
Doctor: Well! Christianity, you may say. To
bid a man love God and his neighbor; and that
is Christianity, as I understand it.
Professor: Pardon me again. How you all
beat about the bush! Why are men so fond of
generalizing on religious topics, and surrounding
simple facts with a cloud of words ? . . . This
is my reply : the subject of preaching is — Christ.
Doctor: But, considering that Christ is the
subject of only one-third of Scripture, do you
think the clergy are justified in preaching exclusively about Him ?
Professor : Where are your eyes when you read
the other two-thirds ? " He expounded unto them
in all the Scripture " — before a line of the New
Testament was written — " the things concerning
himself."
Doctor : And, besides that, don't you think we
are rather too prone to make an idol of the
Bible? .
"Professor : " Make an idol of the Bible ! " You
have done what I thought had been an impossi-
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bility'; you have invented a new sin. " In the
beginning was the Word." " Thou hast magnified Thy Word above all Thy name." I find the
inspired writers giving to the Son of God Himself the same name which He and they give to
this Book; I find that God reckons His Word as
the very highest part of Himself. That being so,
are we not likely to give it too little honor, rather
than too much ? But what do you mean by making an idol of the Bible ? I am in no danger of
worshipping the paper and ink.
Doctor : No, no ; but of following it too exclusively; to the neglect of other valuable guides.
The Book contains a human element as well as a.
Divine.
Professor : I fail to see how any guide can be
equally valuable with the words of God Himself.
If you mean that there is a human element apart
from the Divine, I suppose you read, " Search the
Scriptures with discrimination!"
I do not think
that Christ said, " So7ne Scripture cannot be
broken." Nay, H e rested His whole weight, so
to speak, on that very Pentateuch which you regard so doubtfully. Not only did H e quote, in
repelling Satan during His temptation, exclusively from the Book Deuteronomy ; but H e said
also : " Had ye believed Moses, ye would have
believed Me : for he wrote of Me. But if ye beHeve not his writings, how shall ye believe My
words ? " He does not seem to have feared idolising the Bible.
Doctor : I mean the sort of thing you did just
now, when you quoted from Ps. 119. as if it were
something which God said to David. It is not
anything of the sort. It is what David said to
God.
Professor : It is what the Spirit of God instructed the Psaljnist to say, " His Word was in
my tongue." David himself answers you.
Rector: The first question is. Why have sermons, as a rule, lost their hold upon the hearers ?
Professor : Because their preachers have dropped out of them the only subject which will get
and keep hold of the hearers. " /, if I be lifted
up from the earth, will draw all men unto Me."
You preach morality, or you preach Christianity,
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or you preach the Church, or you preach brotherly love (with no Divine love on which to base
it), or you preach St. Paul, or perhaps you preach
about Christ; but you don't preach Christ. That's
why.
-i#l-^'
Doctor: What do you mean by preaching St.
Paul?
Professor: I heard it done, not many weeks
ago, in a church by the seaside. Text from one
of Paul's Epistles. Opening sentence, " I think,
my brethren, we may find much practical wisdom
in this observation of St. Paul." Having thus
condescendingly referred to his inferior the Apostle, the preacher went on to give us a whole history of Paul. Not a word in the sermon of any
other being! I could scarcely refrain from crying aloud to him, " W a s Paul crucified for thee?
or wert thou baptised in the name of Paul ?"
Again: I once heard a preacher spend half an
hour in assuring us that man was mortal, and
quote from Seneca in support of his proposition.
I listened to a third who told us to look for his
text in a chapter where it was not, and who said
to us — I am quoting his exact words—"All
things that are earthly and material must perish
in the grave. When man dies, all his earthly acquirements — earthly knowledge, science, wisdom — will pass away from him at its portal.
For s o " — s o , mark you!—"Holy Scripture assures us —' To be carnally minded is death ! ' "
I have heard sermons that would have suited any
text. I have heard sermons which could have
suited no text, except as an effective contrast. I
have heard men preach on some hackneyed passage and never touch the marrow of it at all. I
have heard men preach the same sermon every
Sunday from all manner of texts. I have heard
men preach as if the Bride were weary of waiting
for the Bridegroom, and, in order to pass away
the time, had taken to admiring herself in the
glass. I have heard sermons which were strings
of moral axioms that might have been extracted
from some heathen writer. I have heard sermons which were apologies for believing in God
at all — essences of self-conceit, and lording it
over God's heritage — beautiful poetical rhapsodies which not ten of the hearers could under-

stand. I wonder what sort of sermons I have
not heard ! But I very rarely hear one style of
sermon; that of-the patient, spiritually-mindedanalyser, who is content to take a text, or a
clause, and work at it until he has all the marrow
out; pump away laboriously till all the water of^
life from that rill is laid before his congregation.
Oh, my brothers, woe be to, the shepherds who
feed not the flock of Christ! I cannot tell you
how it pains me to go into a church where I find
hungry souls looking up for bread, and see nothing but stones in the hands of the preacher —
neat little moral essays, polished till nothing is
left in them to catch and hold by. I once heard
a man say that a sermon had done him good,
when all it had done to him was to make him a
little more satisfied with himself. " Is this preaching, as dying. Unto dying men ?" If we knew
tha|; the sermon before us was the last we should
preach, should we content ourselves with lectures
on the history of Ephesus, or straw-splitting,
about the places where St, Paul wrote his Epistles ? Those are antiquarian questions : let antiquarians deal with them in week-day lectures if
they like. But don't flatter yourselves that you
are preaching Christ when engaged on such topics. Nor would I reccommend you to put a parable or a miracle- narrative into your own words,
and then imagine that this pouring of water into
the sincere milk of the Word has done any good
to anybody. That empty amusement is very
common with some. Hold up Christ, brethren,
hold up Christ! But remember that until you
have seen Him and know Him for yourself you
cannot hold Him up. T h e sheep may all lie dying of thirst around, but no help can come from
the shepherd" if he does not know the way to the
fountain.
ILLSTRATIONS OF GRACE.
" W e a l s o h a v e a more sure w o r d of
prophecy w h e r e u n t o y e do w e l l to take
heed as unto a light that s h i n e t h in a dark
place until the day d a w n and the d a y .-star
arise in your h e a r t s . " 2 Pet. i : 19. " B u t
in these days, when the heavens are all ablaze
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with evangelistical light, and all nations are illumined with its brightness, it seems an impertinence for you to begin to trim the wicks and relight the lamps of prophecy." So I thought, as
on one cloudless day I was journeying toward
the hills which form the western boundary of our
State, and a porter came in and began to light
the lamps in the car. " W h a t is the need of
lamps," I thought, " in such a cloudless and sunlit day as this ? '• But the next moment there
was a shrill alarm from the whistle, and we instantly plunged into the black and sulphurous
darkness of the Hoosac Tunnel. It was clear
enough now why the lamps had b6en lighted.
And does not Scripture say something about " a
more sure word of prophecy unto which we do
well to give heed, as unto a light that shineth in
a dark place until the day dawn and the day-star
arise in our hearts " ? The dark places may be
just before us ; who knows ? The black hand of
Socialism, armed with the most fatal* weapons,
and throwing its shadow over almost every civilized nation; the smoke of the pit ascending up
in the form of modern Spiritualism — ten millions
of adherents gathered within less than fifty years
making such an outbreak of demonical agency
as the world has not seen since the days just
preceding the flood,— even thoughtful men of
the world are beginning to be afraid at these
tokens, and to question what they portend.
A. J. G.
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them, is still pure and still open to all. It is an
open fountain — not fenced round. To-day some
men are trying to put palings round the fountain.
They will tell you that as you have not been
baptized into the proper church, or have not
taken the Holy Eucharist, you cannot go to the
fountain."

" "Which hope w e have as an anchor of
the soul." Heb. 6: 19. It is related of a
young artist who was sketching some tablets on
the tombs of the Catacombs of Rome, that he
wandered too far, lost his way, and his light went
out. Not a ray penetrated the darkness, and
after stumbling about the intricate passages seeking the right direction, faint with effort, and
utterly confused, he cast himself hopelessly down
to die. But as he fell a hand grasped the thread
placed as a clue to guide the erring. Hope revived. He followed it, and was led to open air
and day. It may be some weary one has proved
the mystery and perplexity of his course. If so,
let him cast himself on the promises of God, yea,
rather on God himself ; and in happy experience
and triumphant praise he may soon perchance
exclaim: " I called on the Lord, and he heard
me, and delivered me from all my fears." " They
that know thy name shall put their trust in thee;
for thou. Lord, hast not forsaken them that fear
thee.''— G. McMichael.

" In that day there shall be a fountain
" M y defence is God w h o saveth the
opened to the h o u s e of David and the in- upright." Psalm 7 : 10. When St. Felix of
habitants of Jerusalem for sin and unclean- Nola was hotly pursued by murderers, he took
n e s s . " Zech. 13 : i. " A fountain," says James .refuge in a cave, and instantly, over the rift of it,
Bailie, " not a stagnant pool or a sluggish canal, the spiders wove their webs, and, seeing this, the
but a torrent, a waterfall. God's love flows forth murderers parsed by. Then said the saint:
like a great river over the Rock of Ages. Men " Where God is not, a wall is but a spider's web ;
bathe in that fountain, and their sins are swept where God is, a spider's web is a wall." What
away into the dead sea of God's forgetfulness. will prayer do for you ? I answer : " All that
God has pardoned transgressions, the very re- God can do for you." . . . We toil and moil and
cital of which wo/uld have utterly destroyed our scrape, and make ourselves anxious about the
faith in human nature. One of the strongest dust and dross of earth, and all the while God is
proofs of divine origin of Christianity is that it holding forth to us in vain the crown of immortalhas received in its embrace liars, swindlers and ity and the golden, keys of the treasures of
adulterers, and having cleansed and purified heaven ! — Canon Farrar.
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"Christ is entered into the h o l y places
n o w to appear for us." Heb. 9 : 24. In
one of the battles of the Italio-Austrian war, in
which France became an ally to Italy, the French
infantry charged the rear and flank of an Austrian line of battle, near which the Austrian Emperor and staff were.
The dash of the French was so impetuous that
it not only turned the battle, but imperiled the
safety of the Emperor.
At the most critical moment of the contest, a
regiment of Austrian cavalry that had been off
on some duty, came upon the field. The colonel
recognized the condition of things and at once
charged upon the rear of the French troops.
. The result was, as any soldier would perdict, an
arrest of the advance of the French, and a change
of their front; the time thus gained saved the
Austrian Emperor and a part of his forces from
inevitable capture.
The colonel of this regiment of cavalry lost an
arm in the charge. His services were rewarded
by a number of decorations.
Twenty-three years later, the writer of this read
an extract from a foreign newspaper, entitled
" An Interesting Scene in a Vienna Court."
An aged man had been convicted of a crime,
the judge was about to pronounce his sentence,
when from a group of lookers on, stepped forth
another old man, who throwing his cape from his
decorated breast, rapidly advanced to where the
culprit sat, then raising his armless sleeve and
holding it over the prisoner s head, he exclaimed,
" I saved the Emperor ! "
This was the colonel of the regiment of Austrian cavalry, and the culprit was his brother.
His heroism and loyalty atoned for the crime of
another. Reader, do you see the point ?
The word of God teaches that all unbelievers
are now under the sentence for sin. And that
there is but one name given under heaven whereby the execution of that sentence can be prevented. His blood has made an all-sufficient
atonement for all the sins of all who will accept
Him as their Saviour,
H, Y. E.

" H E ever liveth to make intercession."

Heb. 7 : 25.

W A T C H TIDINGS.

T h e Jewish-Christian M o v e m e n t in S o u t h
Russia.— Rev. H. Friedlander writes to the
Independe7it as follows :
A Swiss periodical {Der Freund Israels,) devoted to the
interests of Jewish Missions, prints in a recent number
three different statements about Rabinowitz and his work,
which will greatly help the Christians of this country to
understand the real nature and value of that movement.
The first paper is the report of a Jewish-Christian teacher
from Constantinople, who paid a surprise visit to " Bethlehem," (Rabinowitz's place of wo;-ship in Kishineff, South
Russia,) on Saturday, September 6, 1887.
Unknown to any one, he entered the meeting-place, taking a seat on a back form so as to be able to see everybody
and everything. H e writes:
I looked and looked, and I marvelled. My heart leaped
for joy, and again and again I repeated the song of Simeon. There was nothing artificial, nothing merely imitated,
nothing traditional, nothing hyper-intellectual. All was
true, fresh, natural, full of life,—^all wrought from above.
I counted one hundred and fifty Jews, who, with uncovered heads read the Law, recited psalms, listened to
Hebrew prayers, and, you may say, hung upon Rabinowitz's lips. His sermon will ever be memorable to me.
What enthusiasm, what wealth of striking parables, what
power of speech, what intensity of love to Israel!
H e began by explaining why he had not, as usual, taken
the lesson of the day as his text, but had fixed upon Lev.
19: 23-25:
" And when ye shall have come into the land, and shall
have planted all manner of trees for food, then ye shall
count the fruit thereof as uncircumcised; three years shall
it be as uncircumcised unto you; it shall not be eaten of.
But in the fourth year all the fruit thereof shall be holy to
the Lord withal. And in the fifth year shall ye eat of the
the fruit thereof, that it may yield unto you the increase
thereof: I am the Lord your God."
After a very striking verbal explanation, and after some
general remarks on the deeper meaning underlying this and
every law, he gave the special reason of the choice of his
text.
It was, that day, just three years since " B e t h l e h e m "
was opened, and a decision ought to be made n6w. H e
related the history of his conversion; he explained the
meaning Qf the articles of his creed, and showed how God
had appointed these things as a sign unto Israel. Tlien he
described the vicissitudes of " Bethlehem " itself, the dangers
from within and without, and the conduct of those who had
attended the services, which, he said, he could not exactly
praise, adding only that he had borne everything silently
and gone on his way quietly. " Three years as uncircmcised " — n o t yet sanctified, not yet expected to be so. But
in the fourth year fruit must appear, the first fruit, " holy,"
separated from all flesh to " praise the Lord withal. With
the zeal of an Elijah he pointed out the miserable condition of "halting between two opinions." H e showed the
necessity and the blessing of an open confession, adding
that only open confessors, whose names would have to be
entered on a Government registry and published in the
papers, could in future be considered as members of the
community. They alone would be constituted a JewishChristian community, be they few or many; but of course
anybody would be free and welcome to come as a hearer.
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" A n d in the fifth year shall we eat the f r u i t " — t h e
fruit of this new departure.
This sermon, the reporter says, made a powerful impression upon him. He then introduced himself to the preacher
and his Congregation as a sympathizing friend, and had an
opportunity of addressing the people.
In Rabinowitz's house he made the acquaintance of his
wife, daughter, son-in-law and two sons, all of whom,
though first opposed to the Gospel, are now fellow-believers. " Here, too," he writes, " I found everything true and
full of life. Intei"esting to me was the observation that they
all, in speaking (as they often do) of ' Jesus our Brother,'
Jesus our Rabbi,' ' Jesus our King,' do not merely use
phrases, but express a reality which has become flesh and
blood in them. When Rabinowitz, e. g., complains : ' My
people, my poor Israel,_why wilt thou be a slave and a
'stranger, whilst thou belongest to a King, the most glorious of kings,' you get the distinct impression that he speaks
of a real fact, quite as much as if he had said to any Russians : ' Y o u are not foreigners here; you have a mighty
Czar in Petersburg who protects you with a strong
scepter.'"
After dinner, there was family reading of the Scriptures,
prayers being offered up by Rabinowitz in Hebrew, and by
his wife in the Jewish jargon. After a long private talk
with Rabinowitz, in the course of which our reporter became convinced that his host was literally consumed with
love for " Israel my people " he sums up as follows:
It is a great pity that the Jewish missionary societies, or
rather that the Christians do so little for Rabinowitz. At
aU events, he is a Jewish missionary of a high order, and
it will ever remain his merit to have opened up new lines of
action for the mission, after the old ones had become more
or less useless. Not individuals only, but the whole of
Israel must now be the field of labor — such is Pauline
mission work among the Jews. Not only to the three to
four millions of Jews in Russia and to the Jews of the adjoining countries, but to all the Jews in the world he is a
sign, a city set on a hill which cannot be hid. But the
Christian world, too, owes him much, and will owe him
still more by and by. For that which all sects have hitherto striven after, an actual reproduction of an apostolic
community (which, however^ has always been but a onesided accentuation of one truth or another), is here to be
seen a complete picture, and natural representation, not in
labored single traits, but as a whole, grown out of the Jewish heart and mind.
And, indeed, Rabinowitz and his work will be best understood in the light of the Acts of the Apostles. Calumnies
of all kinds, errors, misunderstandings, outward wants, enmity of so-called friends of the Jews, enmity even of believing Christians — all these things which Paul had to
suffer from are also within the experience of Rabinowitz
and his friends; but he remains quietly faithful to the service of his King Jesus.
Only a few private friends in England, headed by Dr.
Saphir, have assisted the cause a little, and have now, a
second time, sent the missionary, Mr. Schoenberger, as the
bearer of a message which is to further Rabinowitz's work.
There are many poor people among them with whom the
Jews will have no intercourse, and who are now without
their daily bread. What is Rabinowitz, what are they to
do ? Rabinowitz has not a cent to meet such cases — are
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they, therefore, not obliged to remain Jews or join the
Lutheran Church Mission, as some, indeed, have done?
Both alternatives are to be regretted, because the people
can never be happy, and because Rabinowitz's congregation, as such, is endangered; and to preserve such a model
Jewish-Christian community ought, in the eyes of every
Christian, be considered important.

R o m i s h Intolerance.— M, de Lavaleye, the
well-known Belgian publicist, writes again to The
Pall Mall Gazette to say what he has been blamed
for exposing, in his recent article, the intolerance
of Roman Catholics, while leaving uncondemned
acts of Freethinkers in France and Italy. M. de
Lavaleye replies that he is hostile to persecution,
wherever it is committed ; but if Protestants persecute, it is in direct opposition to their avowed
principles, while it is an express part of the
authoritative creed of the Romish Church to expatiate what it deems heresy :
The Papacy has always considered the destruction of
heretics a triumph for the Church. Before entering the
Capella Sistina, in the Vatican, you pass through a hall
called fhe Sala Regi; on the walls are pictures by Vasari,
representing the triumphs of the Roman Church. Four of
these frescoes show the horrors of the massacre of the
Hugenots on St. Bartholomew's Eve. Pope Gregory X I I I .
ordered the perpetuation on the walls of his palace of the
memory of this crime, the anniversary of which drew tears
from the eyes of old Voltaire. The residence of the Pope
is the only place in the world where murder is publicly
glorified.
The Church has in no way modified her dogmas; for in
a work lately published by Canon Moulart, under ecclesiastical approval, and entitled " T h e Church and the
State," we read on page 297, " It is truly impossible that
the Church should not use her prerogative of affiictive
justice against heretics. In the eyes of the Church, heresy
is an awful crime, a social crime, which affects the very
foundation of the faith." When she deems it expedient to
excommunicate heretics, all the faithful are bound to abstain from dealing with them. When circumstances permit it, she can have recourse to the secular power, and demand the support of the penal laws. In all treaties concluded with Catholic countries by Pius IX., it was stipulated that the Catholic religion should be the only worship
tolerated, and the practice of any other was prohibited and
prevented. It is therefore undesirable in the interests even
of Cathohcism that the priest-hood should become allpowerful in Catholic countries, for they would take advantage of their power to prosecute, and in our day this would
cause a universal outcry.

This doughty defender of the reformed faith is
doing good service in thus unveiling the horrors
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of the Romish system, which is nothing less than
a calculated conspiracy against the elementary
rights of mankind. How intelligent and truthloving people can give credence or attach themselves to such a blasphemous imposture, is one
of the insoluble riddles of human history.— The
(JLondon) Christian of May \.
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Beneath the Blue S k y ; or. Preaching in the Open Air.
By G. Holden Pike. London : Hodder and Stoughton.
One of the pleasantest of our recent experiences abroad,
was our meeting with the open air preachers of London at
their annual gathering in Exeter Hall. A noble band of
lay Evangelists — may God bless them! • And here is a
most inspiring record of their-work,— of its methods, its
trials, and its triumphs, its discouragements and rewards.
We commend the book very heartily, hereby thanking Mr.
Gawin Kirkham — the leader of the open air mission work
in London—for having sent it to us, and expressing our
earnest desire that it may be the means of moving many
in America to this most excellent service.
God's Revelation of Himself to Men, By Rev. Samuel J. Andrews. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
This book is the product of a master workman. The
author is well known to the public by his admirable " Life
of our Lord on earth." This volume displays the same
marked ability in handling a great theme. It is really a
history of the dispensations, and of God's dealing with his
people under each. To those who are waiting for the
kingdom of God, to be manifested by the appearing of his
Son, the volume will bring great help, and will throw much
light on their studies. It is peculiarly adapted to rectify
certain traditional errors of our current eschatology, as for
instance, in dethroning death from the place to which it
has been assigned as the hope of the Christian. We
commend the work.
Philosophy a n d Religion.
By Agustus H. Strong,
D.D., Professor of Theology in Rochester Theological
Seminary. New York : A. C. Armstrong and Son.

The same clear thinking and sound teaching which i
mark the previous volume of Systematic Theology, characterize this collection of essays and addresses. T h e book
is a proof that Theology need not be dry in order to be
sound." The weightier articles of the volume, which discuss the relations of Philosophy and Religion, have a freshness of thought and a felicity of diction which easily win
the reader's attention and strongly invite his interest. T h e .
more spiritual discussions, like that of " T h e Believer's
Union with Christ," have something of the mystical sweet-^
ness of Thomas A' Kempis. Take this as an example:
" And so the loftiest and most fruitful religious experience will be that which most perfectly realizes the oneness'
of our life with the life of the almighty and omnipotent
Saviour; which, without any pantheistic compounding of
our personality with his, and without any self-deceiving
notion of our sinless perfection, .has yet the blessed assurance of the constant inward presence of Jesus and of his
unchangeable love; which in all humility acknowledges
itself so helpless and so dependent on him, that severed
from him it can do absolutely nothing and must utterly
perish, and which in that conviction gives up every effort
of its own, opening the heart to receive Christ's life and
striving to make every act and word and desire the expression of the life within."
This sounds like John Woolman or Stephen Grellet,
and the book is full of the same quality. W e commend
for soundness and sweetness and. for practical Christian
teaching, so many useful lines.
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N MY H A N D S no price I bring, must
ever be the confession of the soul coming into the presence of God. The following incident has called out high praise from
moralists and legalists as it has gone the rounds
of the newspapers:
" What shall I say when I come to the judgment seat.? "
anxiously asked a dying sister whose life had been devoted
to scrubbing floors and washing children's faces in one of
the hospitals in Philadelphia. " W h a t shall I say .' " she
repeated. A little girl who happened to be present replied,
" Say nothing, but show your hands."

We prefer to say nothing and point to His
hands who died for us on the cross, where for our
sakes " they pierced his hands and his feet."
If He shall show His hands to the Father on our
behalf it will be enough.
in Christ also : His hands not ours ; His
feet not ours; His blood not ours. The following, culled from an old preacher, is beautiful:
TRUST

Picture to yourself a member of a family of the Israelites in Egypt, the day before the night of the Passover —
the eldest son —going to his father, and saying, " Father,
I am afraid the destroying angel will this night take my
life." Would not the father, by every means in his power,
strengthen his son's faith in the promise ; taking him to
the door and saying, " See, my son, my first-born! the door
is sprinkled with the blood; and the promise is that the
kngel will not destroy in that dwelling which is stained by
the blood. Why don't you believe alt that God has
spoken ? When H e says the avenger will visit the land to
destroy the first-born, you believe Him ; why don't you believe Him also when H e adds, that He will not destroy
where the blood is sprinkled upon the door-posts ? "

shot at a venture sometimes do greater
execution than those deliberately aimed. So let
us take courage, knowing not which shall prosper
this or that. A Christian negro, in relating his
^experience, dated his conversion to a tract — " I
don't know they call it a tract," he said, " b u t
I know it tracked me and found me out in my
sins." So many such leaflet has done. At a
recent Tract Society meeting the following was
told:
ARROWS

NO.

A man having received a tract, used it in filling up the
space between the inner and outer sole of a shoe. Some
time after, another man of the same business sat down on
a Sabba,th morning to put a new sole to that shoe; but
when he had cut away the old leather he saw the tract, and
his attention was instantly arrested by the the title, " Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy." It was an
arrow from the quiver of the Almighty. The work was
immediately laid aside, and the man hastened to the house
of God; his soul was troubled, nor could he find rest until
he found it at the Cross of Christ.

A WORD SPOKEN IN SEASON Is evcn more
tive than the arrow shot at a venture in the
of the printed tract. Is not the following
the experience of a Christian worker
refreshing:

effecform
from
truly

A lady, walking out one day near a river, saw a man with
his coat and hat off, and she thought directly he wanted
to drown himself. She prayed that the Lord would give
her some word to arrest him. Accordingly she walked on
until she came up to him, when he turned and said, " A
beautiful river, ma'am." " Yes," she replied, " but there
is another river, a river that ma/ies glad tlie people of God.
Do you know that river.?" " N o ma'am," he said. She
tried to speak more, but her tongue was tied, and she left
him without another word. She went home to her husband and told him what she thought , and he sent off some
men directly to see if he was still there. No, he was gone,
but the coat and hat were in the same place. They
dragged the river, but no traces .of him could be found.
They asked at the police station about him, but no one
knew what was become of him.
Twenty years after, that lady was in a chapel in London,
and saw a man. looking, very much at her. She thought,
" I know that face; where have I seen him ? " Whilst
she was trying to remember, he leaned over her shoulder
and said, " T h e r e is another river, do you know that
river?" She immediately remembered he was the man
she had said those words to twenty years ago. He told
her he was going to drown himself, and her words deterred
him from it. H e had fled to Jesus, and found peace
through believing.
Keep fjist hold of the
Ultimate connection. Lowliness is taking the place that
becomes m e : holiness giving God the place that becomes
Him. If I be nothing before Him, and God be all to me,
I am in the sure path of holiness. Lowliness is holiness
because it gives all the glory to God,"
" L O W L I N E S S AND HOLINESS.
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running the second and third together, and so
making their principal events to synchronize.
T H E ENDS OF T H E AGES.
It is agreed th'at a resurrection takes place at
the
advent of Christ. But Pre-millennialists
BY THE EDITOR.
hold that this is " t h e first r e s u r r e c t i o n , " ~ t h e
(Copyright retained.)
rising of the just,— and that a millenniad will
^ ' H R E E consecutive ends of ages come into elapse between it and the second resurrection,
^ ^ view in the New Testament; Pirst ( Heb. 9 : during which period Christ will reign over
26), " Once in the e7id of the ages hath He the earth with His glorified Church, and that
appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of therefore His coming must be pre-millennial.
Himself : " Christ's first coming, terminating the This might not appear to one whose eye is not
Jewish economy in the judgment and rejection^ trained, by a diligent study of the Word to
of the house of Israel, and opening the door of apprehend the perspective of prophecy. But
grace to the Gentiles; Seco7id {M.'aXt. 1 3 : 49), will our readers follow us carefully, arid see.
'•'•At the end of the age the angels shall come whether the position is not justified by an
.
forth and sever the wicked from among the appeal to Scripture.
j u s t : " Christ's second coming, attended by the
The following text we regard as having to do
first resurrection and the rapture of the Church, with three consecutive ages, i Cor. 15 : 22, 29 :
terminating the dispensation of grace in the " In Christ shall all be made alive. But every
judgment of apostate Christendom, restoring man in his own order: Christ the first fruits "—
Israel, and introducing the millennium; Third at the close of the fewish dispensation — " after- •
( i Cor. 15: 24), " Then cometh the end, when wards they that are Christ's at His coming" —
He^shall deliver up the kingdom to the Father : " at the close of the prese7it dispetisation — " then ;
The close of the millennium, the resurrection of cometh the end " — at the close of the millennial
the rest of the dead, and the last judgment.
dispensation. This last " e n d , " however, is held
Observe with what dramatic solemnity each
of these successive ages is brought to a close.
On the cross of Golgotha, amid the rending of
the temple-veil, the shock of earth-quake and
the darkening of the sun, Christ ended the "first
with that mighty cry, " / / is fi7iished.'" (Jbhn 19 :
30.) Amid voices and thunders and lightnings
and an earthquake and the outpouring of the
seventh vial, the present age is closed, a great
voice out of the temple of heaven, from the
throne, saying: " / / is dotie!'' (Rev. 16: 17,)
With the passing away of the first heaven and
the first earth, and the abolishing of death and
sorrow and crying and pain, the millennial age
is brought to an end, H e that sitteth on the
throne, saying: " It is done, I am Alpha and
Omega, the beginning and the end."
(Rev.
21:6.)

by post-millennarians to mean the time of:
Christ's coming and the resurrection of all,both righteous and wicked ; so that there is no
considerable period between the advent and the
final consummation.
But observe the significant adverbs ^^ afterivards'' and 'When'' — eTretra; ciVa. They are
correlatives ; and as we know that one describes *
an era of at least nearly nineteen hundred years,'
it is quite impossible to suppose that the other
indicates no considerable period of time. * But
this is not all. Scripture is like a disseotedi
map, whose scattered parts we must fit together ^
if we would discover what is the divine pattern'*^

* " By the words en-etra and etra, two separate epochs
are distinctly marked; and it is a violation of all usage oi

What is called the post-millennial theory, —
the doctrine that Christ's return is at the end of
the millennium instead of the beginning —
maintains its position by telescoping the ages.

•: <';fc:;i;

terms to construe them otherwise.

The interval of the

first is stretching beyond 1800 years: how many ages will"!
intervene between the second and the third, who can
t&\\}"—Kline.
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of the ages. And, turning to the Apocalypse, we
find that it gives us the period and the events
with which to fill up this disputed space between
the resurrection of them that are Christ's at
His coming and the end. For, in its pages, we
-have a vision of " the fi7St resur7'ection "— that
which all Scripture teaches us to connect with
Christ's second advent — and then the statement
• that " the rest of the dead lived not agai7i U7itil tlie
thousand years were ended; " and between these
two, the glorified saints reigning with Christ a
thousand years. ( R e v . 2 0 : 4-6.)
If plain
language may be plainly interpreted, this gives
us the filling up of the outline revealed in
Corinthians, and verifies the schedule of the
ages with which we begin this chapter.
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same prophecy of Daniel, His redeemed people
share its reign and judgment with Him. " A n d
the time came that the saints possessed the kingdom. (Daniel 7 : 22.) But this time is shown
in Revelation to extend from the first resurrection to the second resurrection : " Blessed and
holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection :
on such the second death hath no power; but
they shall be priests of God and of Christ, and
shall reig7i with Him a thou-saitd years." (Rev.
20; 6.) Observe again that the last end which
we are considering is " the end . . . 7vhe7i He
shall have put down all rule a7td authority and
poiaer." Does He not begin this work at his
advent, when He destroys Antichrist and all his
vast army of allied wickedness, by the brightness
of His coming ? " Fo^ He 77wst reig7i till He hath
put all ene7tiies imder His feet T But at His coming for the first resurrection, He finds His enemies unsubdued, the nations angry, the apostacy
ripe for judgment. This cannot be the time of
the completed subjection of His foes. " The last
e7iefny that shall be destroyed is death." Yet it is
only at the end of the millennium, at the termination of the thousand years reign of the saints,
and after the white-throne judgment that the announcemen-ts are heard: " And death and hell
were cast into the lake of fire;" '•'•And there
shall be 710 77iore death." (Rev. 20: 14; 2 1 : 4.)
We find, therefore, an entire era of the conquest
and reign of Immanuel and His saints, between
the resurrection at His glorious appearing and the
end when He shall surrender His kingdom.
These considerations would seem to establish
conclusively the pre-millennial order of Christ's
coming; but there are others.

Moreover, if we observe the events which are
connected with the " end " in the Corinthian
prophecy, we see how clearly they define it.
"Then cometh the end when He shall deliver up
the kingdoin to God, even the Father''' (i Cor. 15 :
24, R. V.) But on Christ's appearing at the close
of the present age, he takes the kingdom from
the Father. As Daniel sees One like unto the
Son of man coming with the clouds of heaven,
he beholds Him invested with kingship by the
. " Ancient of days : " " And there was give7i IIi7n
dominion and glory and a kingdom, that all
peoples and nations and languages should serve
Him." (Dan. 7 : 13, 14.) Can our Lord's receiving the kingdom from the Father mean the
same thing as His delivering up the kingdom to
the Father ? In Revelation the representation is
precisely the same. As the seventh angel sounds
— the angel of the last trump under which the
' righteous dead are raised (i Cor, 15 : 52) — there
The present age is everywhere set forth in
are great voices in heaven saying: " The kingdom
of this world is become the kingdom of our Lord Scripture as one of mingled darkness and light,
and of His Christ; " a n d the response from the towards the end of which the shadows rather
four and twenty elders is : " We give thee thanks, deepen into judgment than break away before a
O Lord God Almighty, which art and wast and art triumphant millennial dawn. The parables of
to come,"—this is the title of the glorified Christ the kingdom, contained in the thirteenth chapter
(i ; V. 8)— " iecause Thou hast^aken to Thyself Thy of Matthew, are decisive in their teaching. These
great power and hast reigned." This certainly is parables are seven ; and we hold that — like the
Christ's assumption of the kingdom rather than seven prophetic pictures of the Apocalyptic
His surrender of it. Not only does Christ receive churches — they portray the successive eras of the
the kingdom at His advent, but according to this history of Christendom from the beginning of the
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dispensation to its close.f In them we have a vivid
delineation of the trials and resistance which the'
kingdom of heaven was to encounter from the
adversary, from its first introduction into the
world until the end of the age ; and if, in their exposition, we are guided by the light which other
Scriptures throw upon them, we seem to discover
a perfectly logical order in the teaching which
they set forth.
In the first parable, the seed is " the word of
the kingdom." As it is sown, three parts fall
into unfruitful soil; and only one part into good
ground.
Does not this harmonize with the
universal experience of the preachers of t h e Gos
pel from the day of our Lord's ministry until this
present, that only the smaller fraction of their
hearers give fruitful heed to the Word ?
In the second parable, we take the field that is
really receptive, and into which good seed has
been cast, and lo ! tares are found to have been
sown therein by the adversary, which now appear
growing together with the wheat. This our Lord
explains t o mean the mingling of " the children
of the wicked one," with " the children of the
kingdom." And is not this exactly what came
to pass in the first stages of the apostacy: the
bringing of unregenerated men into the Church
of Christ and mixing them with true saints ? With
this second parable of the kingdom, harmonizes
most strikingly the second stage of prophetic
Christian history as exhibited in the Church of
Smyrna (Rev. 2 : 9) — " I know the blasphemy
of them that say they are fews and a7'e not, but a7'e
of the sy7iagogue of Sata7i; " false professors personating the true, the children of the wicked one
palming themselves off as the children of the
kingdom. (See Rom. 2 : 28,)
The third parable shows the result- The kingdom of heaven becomes a lofty and overshadowt " The Epistles to the Seven Churches, besides describing
what is undoubtedly historical, have so many allusions
which are evidently figurative and mystical that there is
the strongest reason for accepting the view advanced by
Mede, one of the earliest Apocalyptic commentators, and
received by many later expositors, that it was intended
" t h a t these seven churches should prophetically sample
unto us a sevenfold temper and constitution of the whole
Church according to the several ages thereof, answering the
pattern of the churches named here."

ing worid-church — " Welt-Kirche:' % The mustard
seed springs up, but not according^o its k i n d ;
from an herb it grows into a great tree, and the
birds of the air that once sought to destroy the
seed of the kingdom now lodge in its branches;
the emperors and kings who had striven to uproot the pure Church find shelter in this secular
church, which, in its changed condition overspreads the earth with marvellous rapidity. Let
one read this parable in the light of the same
representation as given by the prophets — (Ezek.
31 : 3-14, and Dan. 4 : 7, 9) — and he can hardly
conclude that our Lord intended herein to set
forth a true spiritual growth of his Church. It is
rather the Pergamos-period of her development
which the prophetico-historic interpretors have
understood to be the era of the union of Church
and State, wherein what was originally " not of
this world " becomes a vast world-kingdom. The
prophetic pre-figurement in the Apocalypse is very
striking— Balaam conspiring with Balak to seduce
the children of Israel into idolatry (Rev. 2 : 14) —
even as in the history of the Church, the bishops
and the emperors by their ecclesiastical alliance
paganized Christianity.
The fourth parable gives the result of this rank
prosperity of the Church in the complete corruption of her life and doctrine: " The kingdofn of
heaven js like tmto leaven tvhich a woman took and
hid in three 77ieasures of meal till the whole was
leavened." Let those who aflSrm that this parable signifies the gradual penetration and saving
transformation of the whole world by the Gospel
reflect, that in order to get this interpretation they
must give to both the elements of the parable a
directly appositive meaning, from that which
Scripture assigns to them. The " three measures
of m e a l " means simply the lump or loaf of
bread; as when Abraham would entertain the
angels he bids Sarah " m a k e ready quickly three
measures of fine meal, knead it, and make cakes
upon the hearth." (Gen. 18: 6 ; Judges 6 ; 19 ;
I Sam. I : 24.) But the loaf, as we shall pre\ " As the mustard seed even changes its species, passing
from an herb to a sort of tree; so does the kingdom of heaven
pass into the likeness of a great world-state"—

Lange.
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sently see, is constantly used as a symbol of the
Church, never as a type of the world. As to the
leaven, this is invariably employed in Scripture
as a symbol of evil and corruption, no exception
being found to this use in either Old Testament
or New. Having stated this, let us observe how
both emblems are brought together in the epistles. Paul, writing to the Corinthians, says:
" For we being many are 07ie bread, (i Cor. 10 :
17.) Here plainly the loaf stands for the Church.
Then notice his constant exhortation against
leavening this bread with evil. Warning the
Galatians of the doctrine of the Judaizers, he bids
them remember that " a little leaven leave7ieth the
whole lump." Reproving the Corinthian Churt:h
for harboring fornicators, he uses the same
phrase and a d d s : " Purge out, therefore, the old
leave7i that ye 7nay be a new hwip, as ye are "— according to your calling and profession — " trn.
Ieave7ied." And with this accord his warnings
against " the leave7i of 7/ialice a7id wicked7iess"
(i Cor. 5 : 8), as well as our Lord's " take heed
and beware of the leaven of the Pharisees a7id of
the Saducees," meaning thereby their false doctrines (Matt. 16 : 12). The only instance where
the use of leaven was commanded in Jewish worship affords a striking confirmation of our interpretation.
Rigidly and repeatedly was its
employment forbidden in the Passover service,
because that service was foretypical of Christ,
who should be without spot or blemish. But the
wave loaves of the feast of Pentecost were commanded to be " bake7i with leaven " (Lev. 23 : 17) ;
and Pentecost is believed to have been foretypical of the Church as the Passover was - of
Christ; and its corruption by the leaven of false
doctrine was thus possibly foreshadowed even in
a Jewish rite and ceremony.
Interpreting the parable in this manner, observe
the marked logical sequence of its teaching with
those that have preceeded it. In the first parable, the adversary resists the sower, who is the
Son of man, by rendering three parts of the seed
unproductive; in the second, he resists Him by
adulterating that which is productive through
mixing with it his own tares ; and in this, he resists Him still byjeavening His meal or corrupt- |
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ing His Church,§ which according to its divine
calling should be " unleavened." And can we
fail to be struck with the exact correspondence
between the fourth parable of the seven in Matthew, and the fourth prophecy of the seven in
the Apocalypse ? As in the one a woman is
seen hiding leaven in the meal, so in the other
" that woman Jezebel " is pictured, " teaching and
seducing Christ's servants to commit fornication
and to eat things sacrificed to idols ; " thatis, the
papacy disseminating false doctrine in the Church
and adulterating its worship with pagan rites and
ceremonies.
Such we believe to be the interpretation of
this much disputed parable whicli Scripture compels, and we may add also, which history confirms. For if one holds that here is a similitude
of the transformation of the whole world by the
Gospel, he can show no fulfilment in fact; since
after nearly twenty centuries the vastly larger
part of the world is still pagan, unchristian or
antichristian. If the parable signifies the corruption of the whole Church by the leaven of
Judaism and Paganism, history gives a perfect
confirmation of it; since, just before the dawn of
the Reformation, it was proudly boasted by the
Roman hierarchy that all opposition had at last
been silenced, and the entire Christian world
brought into acquiescence with the Apostate

Church. 11
Having uttered these four parables in the
presence of the multitude, our Lord makes a significant break in his discourse and sends these
§ The objection that this view is a " cross-interpretation "
since it is said, " The kingdom of heaven is like unto leave7i,\
not like unto bread, is a strong one. But comparing this
with the other parables, it seems to be true, as Tregelles
says, that " the similitude has respect to the wJiole parable :
the parity is not connected with one word or thing, but with
the whole similitude."
See able presentation of this interpretation, Tregelles oft
Daniel, p. 202.
II Some, who cannot admit that the parable of the leaven
refers to the corruption of the church, concede that it may
bear this as a secondary meaning. Richter's House-Bible
says: " The mixed degeneracy ajtd sinfulness of the }to
longer apostolically pure CJmrcli wliicli now extends itself, is
at the same time meant."
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V

The seventh parable is most striking in itJ
away; then entering into the house, he speaks
the remaining three to his disciples. What do fore-casting of the times in which we live
these last signify? An eminent commentator "Again the kingdom of heaven is like, unto £
— Dr. Schaff — following a totally different ex- net that was cast into the sea, and gathered
position of the earlier parables from that we have of every kind "— CK iravros ycvous — " out of every
indicated, when reaching the parable of the hid race," Here is the draw-net of world-wide mis
treasure remarks on the striking historical like- sions: and the fact that our Lord interprets the
ness which is presented to it in what occurred at parable as applying to the close of the dispensa
the Reformation. We consider that this may be tion, shows how perfectly its teaching accords
at least an intended prophetic reference. It is with his own prophecy, that towards the end, the
God's elect people who are repeatedly called in Gospel of the Kingdom should be preached amon^
Scripture His "peculiar treasure." (Ex. 19: S; all nations. It will be seen thus that as the firsi
Ps. 125 : 4 etc.) In " the field " where the king- parable, in which the Son of man is the sower
dom of heaven has been so resisted and thwarted touches our Lord's first advent; so the seventi
by the adversary this treasure now lies hid out of touches His second advent. And it is certainlj
sight. " T h e kingdom of God is as it were natural to conclude — since seven is the Scripture
buried beneath the clods of false Christianity — number of completeness — that the others spar
of superstition, human ordinances and cere- the entire interim. The result of this net-casting
monies." (Roos.) Is not this the Sardis-period is, according to the invariable teaching of Scrip
of the church ; nominal Christianity alone visi- ture, a mixed gathering in which righteous anc
ble ? " I know thy works, that thou hast a unrighteous are found together at last awaiting
name that livest and art dead."
But there the separation of judgment. Is there any like
is a hidden remnant: $ "A few 7ta77tes eve7iness here to the seventh or Laodicean picture ol
in Sardis that have 7iot defiled their gar- the Church : " Because thou art luke-warm ? " II
ments." At what cost of martyr blood and we may credit the quaint suggestion of an exposiof the selling of all — property, friends and life — tor that " luke-warmness is the result of the
was this hidden treasure recovered, and what mingling of extremes, of cold and heat in the
boundless joy resulted! So likewise of the sixth same vessel," there is. At all events, this picture
parable, that of the pearl. The sixth church of agrees with the combined teaching of the Script
the Apocalypse, Philadelphia, which has been ures concerning the close of the dispensation. Ii
held to be the church of the Reformation, has will be an age of mingled zeal and formalism
this as its distinctive honor, " Thou hast kept my
evangelical fervor carrying the servants of Chrisi
word."
By the hand of such as Wiclif and
to the ends of the earth proclaiming the everlast
Luther and Tyndal, who heard the command of
ing Gospel; and abounding iniquity causing the
God, " Buy the truth and sell it not, "the priceless
love of many to wax cold. The last period, how
pearl of the Holy Scriptures, or forsooth, that
ever does not seem to be the period of the widesi
pearl of pearls, the doctrine of justification by faith,
and completest apostacy of the Church as some
— long hidden from the people under the rubbish would teach. That era is the middle era, wher
of the apostacy,— was again brought to light and the whole lump was leavened; subsequently tc
held forth. At what countless c'bst of life and this, there is a partial and glorious recovery. This
substance, but also amid what exultant rejoicing!
is for our joy, amid all in the outlook which ii
for our admonition. The sailors dn the Southerr
X " The kingdom of heaven is represented as having once Sea sing, "Midnight is past,Jhe cross begins ti
more become invisible in the visible Church : as hid like a
treasure, erst concealed in a most unlikely place, in the bend." And we as voyagers through these troublec
midst of worldly things. It appears as a treasure trove, ages, in which are the sea and the waves roaring
i. e. as a free gift of grace, discovered by a person in
a fortunate hour while he was engaged in digging. True and men's hearts failing them for fear, may sing
Christianity when again discovered a subject of great joy."
« Midnight is past." Let not those who are look
— Lange on the Parable of the Hid Treasure.
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ing for the millennium instead of Christ, paint a
If we inquire concerning the dispensation as a
future for the Church of untinged brightness : let whole, we learn that the purpose of our Redeemer's
not those who are looking for Antichrist instead work was not that He might transform this into a
of Christ, picture a future for the Church of unmit- present golden age, but " t h a t He might deliver v;^
igated blackness: for neither representation is us from this present evil age " (Gal. 1 : 4 ) ; not
true to prophecy.
"Watchman, what of the that He might conform this age to us, but that we
night ? The Watchman said : The 77ior7ii7ig co77ieth
should " be not co7ifo7'med to this age " (Rom. 1 2 : 2 ) .
and also the 7iight."
Such statements suggestively indicate that it is
Trace through whatever line we will, we find not the divine purpose to millennialize the present
the same condition at the end of the dispensa- dispensation, but rather to call out from it a
tion. If from the seed-time of the world we look holy church, a separated people.
on to the reaping-time, we find the wheat and the
For, what moreover, are the age-long charactertares, the children of the kingdom and the child- istics as revealed in Scripture ? Paul, in teaching
ren of the wicked one, growing together until the the Thessalonians concerning the second coming
harvest; then separated each for his destiny : " So of Christ, admonishes them that before that day
shall it be at the e7idofthe age " (Matt. 13 : 40.)
could arrive, there must first come a falling away
If we watch with joy the ingatherings of the
Gospel-net as it sweeps through the nations, we
find, that when it is full and drawn to the shore,
the good are gathered into vessels, but the bad
are cast away; " So shall it be at the e7id of the
age." (Matt. 13 : 49).
If we listen to our Lord's great eschatological
discourse, we hear prediction after prediction of
wars and famines and pestilences, persecutions
and apostacies and false Christs, together with a
world-wide preaching of the Gospel for a witness ;
but instead of any gleam of millennial glory in
the solemn prophecy, we find it culminating in
such a time " as it was in the days of Noah."
And all this is our Saviour's answer to the question, " What shall be the sign of thy coming and
of thee7id of the age 1" (Matt. 24 : 2.)

and a revelation of the man of sin. And He tells
them that this apostacy had even then begun —
" the mystery of iniquity doth already work " —
and that out of it " t h a t wicked" would be
revealed "whom the Lord shall consume with
the spirit of His mouth and shall destroy with
the brightness of His coming." Here is a demonstration from Scripture that the predicted apostacy would stretch across the entire age from the
days of Christ's immediate apostles to the day of
His second advent, when in its consummated
development it would confront the descending
Judge and meet its doom. Is it then a ripe
millennium that welcomes the returning Lord, at
His-epiphany or a ripe apostacy? Let him that
readeth understand.

S

Again, since God's ancient people Israel are
If we question the Scriptures concerning the everywhere represented in Scripture as having a
characteristics of the last time as set forth by the blessed share in the triumphs and joys of the
apostles, we are told that these shall be ''• perilous millennial glory, let us ask what their condition is
>
times" (2 Tim. 3 : 1 ) ; times in which "some to be in this dispensation. In our Lord's great ":'
' shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seduc- prophecy concerning His second coming and the
ing spirits and doctrines of demons, speaking end of the age. He answers this question con' lies in hypocrisy, having their conscience seared clusively. He describes in graphic outlines the
'with a hot iron, forbidding to marry, and com- destruction of Jerusalem with the events precedmanding to abstain from m e a t s " (i Tim. 4 1-3); ing and portending it. After using language that
that whereas in primitive days Christians lived can only apply to that appalling event — " Pray
in sober expectation of the Lord's return, " there ye that your flight be not in the winter " —- He
shall come in the last days scoffers walking after adds, " For there shall be great tribulatio7i, such as
own lusts and saying, Where Is the sign of His was not since the begin7iing of the world to this time,—
coming?" (2 Pet. 3 : 3, 4).
no, nor ever shall be" (Matt. 24. 20-21). How
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long shall this tribulation continue ? Until Christ's
second coming; For our Lord declares, that
" Immediately after the tribulation of those days "
the signs of the advent shall be witnessed; when
"they shall see the Son of man coming in the
clouds of heaven with power and great glory"
(24:30). -So closely are these two events connected in the prediction that some have argued
that Christ's advent must have actually occurred
at the destruction of Jerusalem, in a spiritual or
providential sense. But a careful examination of
the language employed proves, beyond question,
that it is a literal coming that is here described,
and that a literal immediateness after the great
tribulation is affirmed by the word evOeox;
"immediately." If we turn to Luke's Gospel,
however, and read his parallel report of our Lord's
words, all become plain (Luke 21 : 23-27). For
he makes the tribulation to include the dispersion
of the Jews among all nations, and the treading
down of their Holy City by the Gentiles, " zrntil
the ti7nes of the Ge7itiles be fvlfilled."
In other
words, the great tribulation covers the entire age
from Zion's captivity to Messiah's coming. To,
say that the millennium is to precede Christ's
advent, therefore. I s to afiirm the possibility of
putting that era of unparalled blessing into the
same period which is occupied by this unequalled
tribulation ; in other words, it is to identify and
synchronize the golden age of Israel's triumph
with the gloomy age of Israel's trouble. This
cannot be. For we see in prophecy that the
great apostacy and the great tribulation so far preempt the present dispensation, that the Church's
millennium and Israel's millennium are alike
crowded out, and there is found no place for them,
till the Lord descends in glory to destroy Antichrist and restore Israel.

WITHOUT SPOT.
BY T H E EDITOR.

'" T^HAT ye may be found in Him without spot."
^ 1 1 Peter 3 : 14. This expression can really
only be applied to one who has been washed
and sanctified. We speak of " spots on the sun : "
but never of spots on the midnight. ^ For the

midnight is altogether black and can be neither
specked nor disfigured with dark patches. So a
sinner who is altogether a sinner is not exhorted
to keep himself "unspotted from the world,"
since he is already steeped and dyed in black
worldliness. To such an one, the first Gospel is,
" The blood of fesus Christ, His So7i, cleanseth us
froin all sin." Therefore, wash you and make you,'
clean-in the blood of the Lamb. But to those
who have known the ^mshing of rege7ie7'atio7i and,
the re7iewi7ig of the Holy Ghost," the exhortation;
is in the words of Scripture, that they . " h a t e ,
even the. garment spotted by the flesh," I f
blacking and soot are found on the clothing of
the chimney-sweep nobody remarks upon it, for^
it is his calling to live in the dirt. But if ink-;
stains and smut are seen on the wjiite satin dress
of the bride as she moves up the aisle to hermarriage, it will create a kind of horror and dis-•
g^ust in the minds of the spectators. Christians,
you are the Bride of Immanuel, waiting for His
coming, that you may enter with Him unto the'
marriage-supper of the Lamb. " Let your garments be always white " is the word of the Lord'
to you: you have been washed in the blood of
the L a m b ; you have been clothed from the
wardrobe of heaven ;_and the end of your redemption will not have been attained if you are not;
sanctified as well as saved. Hear the clear statement which the Scripture gives of the purpose of;
the work which Christ has undertaken for us.
" Christ also loved the Church and gave Himself
for it; that H e might sanctify and cleanse it
with the washing of water by the word : that He
might present it to Himself a glorious Church not,
having spot or wrinkle or any such thing: but'
that it should be holy and without blemish."
(Eph. 5 : 27.) Should it be counted a kind of
theological eccentricity, therefore, for a minister;
to urge holiness upon his people as a practical
duty and a possible attainment? Remember,'
rather, that this is the chief and characteristic
attribute of the disciples of Christ. Indeed, to
speak of an unholy Christian would be as palpable
a contradiction as to speak of frozen fire or a
dark light. " Be ye holy, for I am holy," saith
the Lord. The logic of this exhortation is start-
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ling indeed. Had H e said, " Be ye holy, for
hereunto are ye called," it would be comprehensible. But to establish an equation between
God and man — " Be ye therefore perfect even as
your Father in heaven is perfect" — and to draw
a logical inference from the Creator to the
creature — " B e ye ho\y for I am holy" — this
.may well surprise us. But do we not see the
reason ? If we are sons of God, we are bound to
be like God: we have His life, and that life is
holy, therefore, ours, which is the emanation of
His, must be holy. Indeed, the Bible allows no
place for our petty reasoning about " can " and
" cannot." When in ovu' conscious weakness and
moral inefficiency we ask the question, " Can
one be h o l y ? " the startling answer is, "Whosoever is born of God can7iot si7i." Why ? " Because
His seed remaineth in him." That is, he has
God's life, a life that is in its nature and essence
sinless, as truly as ours is in its nature sinful.
.According to Scripture holiness is a second
nature to the Christian, inherited through the
second birth. Therefore, oh Christian, " Be
what you are born to be." God needs you to
utter His thought and to express His image. The
Christian is the world's Bible. Never was there
such a demand as now for genuine editions of
this book printed in large capitals and illuminated text, that he who runs may read. Strive,
therefore, to be such that Christ may not be
ashamed of you at His coming: that He may
not have to apologize for you to the angels. All
your,righteousness is of Him, of course. But it
will be blessed when He appears if He can present
you before the presence of the Father with
exceeding joy saying, " Thou art perfect through
My comeliness which is upon thee."
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Him at home and really catch sight of jHis face ;
talking to God through an interpreter — through
the minister or the sacraments or the hymnbook — but knowing nothing of real and intimate personal conversation with Him. This is
not acquaintance with God. It is a kind of
society etiquette, in which we seek to be polite
to our neighbors even when we care nothing for
them. Beware of formalism. It is the decorum
of religion. And what will it avail, though we be
deeply skilled therein, if we know not what it is
to have "fellowship with the Father and with
His Son Jesus Christ." What earnest prayer!
What profound meditation upon the word ! What
chastening of the inward and outward cross
there must be in order that we may truly know
God. The sweetest expositions of Scripture, for
this reason, are found in human lives rather
than in learned books.

One lay dying in a hospital who had known
orphanage, poverty, and constant trial during
her life. A visitor was reading aloud to her
from the book of Job ; and this was what he
read: " I know that my Redeemer liveth, and
that He shall stand at the latter day upon earth;
and though after my skin worms destroy this
body, yet in my flesh shall I see God, whom I
shall see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold
and not another." And the reader paused a
moment to Say that in the margin it read, " 7iot a
stra7iger," " Whom I shall see for myself and not
a stranger." And the dying girl opened her
eyes and said, " That is worth more to me than
all else you have read —' Whom I shall see
for myself and not a stranger' — I have been
a stranger on earth from childhood onward. I
was left an orphan; I have had no home; I
have possessed no property; I have enjoyed no
social advantages. But all this has only driven
A C Q U A I N T A N C E W I T H GOD.
me the closer to the unseen Friend, so that I
know Him better than anyone on earth. It is
BY T H E EDITOR.
true I shall see Him for myself and we shall not
" p j CQ. UAINT thyself now with God and be
be strangers; and with brightening eyes she
viz at peace," says Scripture. And remember
sang :
'
that this acquaintance, can come through no
"Jesus, Jesus, visit me,
casual introduction; calling on God in the
How my soul longs after Thee,
morning and leaving your visiting card of devoWhen, oh when, my dearest friend,
tion, but having no care as to whether you find
Shall our separation end,"
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Oh Christians, be intimate with God. ^ And
The whole strength and skill of the magicians
in order to this, be what you are appointed to be had been matched against Moses' miracles. It
" straTigers and pilgrims in the earth." There was like a desperate death-grapple. So long as
are two poles to our life; and if we would be their enchantments could counterfeit these miranear to God, it is necessary that we should be cles, their force was broken as against idolatry.
remote from the world. We know that when Now notice that at this very point the magicians
the eye becomes blind, the fingers acquire a failed. They were closely associated with the:;
finer touch, and the ear a more delicate percep- priests in the support of idolatry, and were themtion of sounds. So it is with the soul : let the selves/r^-^-Tf/Vj^ also priests; so that this miracle
earthward senses be blunted — love of pleasure, was a judgment upon even- the magicians ! Hulove of society, love of fashion and display — miliated and unable to rid themselves of the
and just in proportion will the heavenly affec- accursed vermin, they cried out even before
tions grow strongei'.
Pharaoh, " This is the fi7iger of God."
MODERN SIGNS : OR PRESENT PROOFS
OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
BY ARTHUR T.

PIERSON.

Christlieb, in his " Modern Doubt and Christian Belief" (p. 330 et seq?j, a s k s : ''•Are miraculous 77ia7iifestatio7is still vouchsafedl " That ques- '
tion suggests this and following papers.

We begin by' emphasizing the disti7ictio7i be- |'
twee7i the supe7-7iatural a7id the 7ni7'aculous, which ^fVjHEN Pharaoh's magicians said, " This is the even Bushnell, in his work on the Supernatural,
finger of God," their confession was signifi- has carelessly overlooked. Anything is supercant, both as to the source whence it came and natural, which is above the power of nature or
the point where it was made. There had been a of man to effect, and which evinces an energy
long and obstinate contest on their part with superior to all mechanical or moral forces known ^i
their enchantments, against Moses and Aaron as to us. The miraculous is always supernatural;^
the agents of Jehovah with their miraculous the supernatural is not always and necessarily .:•
miraculous. The miraculous is more sudden,
signs.
God had been executing judgments against the startling, wonderful, more decisive as a sign ;'
gods of Egypt, in the plagues, all of which were and signal of immediate divine working.
directed against some object of idolatrous wor- Every unmistakable answer to prayer, which im- '
ship, or superstitious reverence. For example, plies a good which no mere human effort could
the first miracle destroyed the se7pe7its, which they secure and no human power bestow, belongs to .
held divinely sacred. The second and third the supernatural, but may not rise to the level of
were against the Nile, which they regarded as the the miraculous. When disease is cured or reHindoos do the Ganges, and the fish in which lieved with a rapidity which defies nature's ordiwere revered. The waters to which were attrib- nary recuperative or restorative agents and
uted healing power, were turned to blood and processes, it may belong to the supernatural;
putrid filth, and sent forth legions of frogs ; and but if a lost limb were replaced by a word, such so the idolized Nile became an offence and curse a marvel would deservedly rank as miraculous. ; |
to its very worshipers. When, in the fourth mirThis whole question of " modern signs " needs ,
acle, lice came on man and beast, it was a blow careful review. It has been common to assume
even at the priests, for no one could come near that miracles and supernatural signs, being for the
idol shrines on whom vermin could be found; confirmation of Scripture, ceased when the canon
and, to guard against such risk, they wore only of Scripture was closed. But no book was adeied i
linen and daily shaved their heads and bodies. to the New Testament after John's death, in the
So long as this plague lasted, every idol fane was close of the first century; yet down to the days :
ihut.
of Chrysostom, who died in the beginning of the ;?
PART ONE.
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fifth century, there were so many accounts of
supernatural signs, that historians have been
compelled to admit that the Age of Miracles extended, with diminishing frequency of wonders,
down through three centuries or more. Who
then dares afiirm that they have entirely ceased
jor that there is no longer a reason for them ?
Moreover, if supernatural signs were needful to
establish the authority of God's message and
messengers, may they not be needed now, at least,
where the Gospel is first brought to the knowledge
of ignorant and degraded people ? So even
Archbishop Tillotson believed, and so Christlieb
and many others affirm that it has been.
The forms of supernatural manifestations need
not always be the same. Uniformity of nianifcstatio7i is 7iot necessary as a proof of identity of
power; such uniformity might seem mechanical.
God's methods of interposition will probably
change as human needs vary. As history moves
onward, and mankind moves upward, each age
will probably have its own supernatural manifestations ; and as men become more intelligent
and the visible proofs of Christianity more abundant, proofs of the supernatural power will, very
likely, require more ca'ndor and spirituality to
perceive and recognize them. So also, they
may be less frequent. " These prodigies are not
Christianity," nor do they belong to its essence.
If frequent, they might divert attention to themselves. The world that "|ought to be repenting
would be taken up with staring, and the sobriety
of faith would be lost in the gossip of credulity."
As Christlieb says: " Miracles belong to the
divine education of the human race. Now it is
self-evident, that a means of education must be
differently applied at different times. The schoolmaster's ferule is as little adapted to every age
as the miraculous rod in the hand of Moses."
The periods when miracles have been common
have always been crises, turning points in the history of men,— pivotal periods in the kingdom of
God, when great issues hung and swung on
these golden hinges. When the church of the
Old Testament, after a virtual burial and almost
embalmment for centuries, amid Egyptian idolatries, was about to cast off the cerements of its
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moral sepulchre, and come forth to a new life
and destiny, Moses received the miraculous rod,
which executed judgment against the gods of
Egypt and opened the way through the wall of
waters. When, in the ears of an apostate church,
Elijah was thundering the trumpet-call to a renewed life of faith in God and fidelity to covenant,— when Jeroboam's calf-worship, and Ahab's
Phoenicean deities had almost brought to hopeless
ruin the altars of God, the miraculous fire came
down and consumed the bullock on Carmel, and
the horses and chariot of fire descended to translate the prophet, and so revive waning faith in
an unseen world and an endless life. When the
kingdom of God took its grandest forward step,
and Jesus loosed the people of God from the
grave clothes of ritualism and rationalism, and
introduced the last and grandest revelation of
worship and service, there were such words and
works as never were known before, and Pentecost completed the grand series by its tongues of
flame. There is every reason to believe that the
77iillennial reign of Christ will be introduced by
wonders more stupendous and startling than ever
astonished the mind of man. But in all preparatory and intermediate periods, miracles have been
rare and exceptional. In every age, however,
the supernatural manifestations so common at
the crises of history, are not likely altogether to
disappear, as slumbering volcanoes that erupt but
once in a thousand years, occasionally murmur
and throb to let us know that their fires still burn.
. We cordially concede that miracles are 77iainly
niea7it to establish fou/tdatio7is,— to provide a
moral certainty that God's authority is behind
His message and messenger, so that we may build
safely our faith and hope on the certainty that
we have His Word. Manifestly, therefore, when
these huge blocks are laid which form the basis
for our building, we have no need to carry the
same process on throughout the structure. Stones
very seemly in foundation walls would be both
needless and graceless in the superstructure. It
is plain, also, that the question of the supernatural is one of quality rather than quantity.
To
bring satisfactory proof of daily or frequent divine
interposition is not vital to the argument. A
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imagination. A man pushes a wheelbarrow, a n d
thanks the wheelbarrow for leading him. This
doctrine of naturalism is utteriy deadening to
spiritual life. It leaves souls to the " sottish habit
of remaining sin, which settles even Christians
into a stupor of intellectual fatality,"
If any one would realize the blankness and
We propose to present, from various sides, a
few of those abundant facts which are both blackness of darkness, into which materialism is
evidences and examples of the wonder-working pushing even nominal believers, let him read the.
of God. No age has been without sufficient wit- following extract from the " Infidel's Catechism :"
ness of a power beyond that which is mechanical
Question. What is God?
or chemical, material or natural, animal or human,
Answer. God is an expression.
Q. What is the exact value of the expression ?
moving behind the curtains of history, and now
A. The exact value of the word nature.
and then dimly seen through the veil.

single indisputable instance is, for all the ends of
V evidence, as good as a thousand, just as one flash
of lightning demonstrates the existence and
activity of electricity, or one earthquake upheaval,
the subterranean fires that seethe and boil in
unseen caldrons.

Q, "What is nature .?

f^

But it may be asked, of what use could superA. The material world; and «//is matter.
' •'•^.
natural signs be now ? Supernatural signs are
Q. How is it then that there are gods ?
A. Man has invented them.
• ,
needed now, and we are justified in expecting
Q.
What
is
the
soul
?
them. The 7]iost alar77ii7igperil of our day is 7iatA. Nothing.
urdlism,— the denial of all direct divine agency
Q. What is the distinction between soul and body.?
and control. Science is uniting with unbelief,
A. A simple analytic process.
wickedness and worldliness, scepticism and
Q. What is generally understood by the word soul ?
materialism, to 7'ule a perso7ial God out of the U7ii- A. Thought, independent of matter.
Q. Can such independence exist ?
. u
verse, and substitute in His place a mere clockA. N o ; since everything belongs to the material order.
work machinery on which, in some unknown way,,
The Catechism goes on to deny future life, etc.
-: the u7iifo7-mity of order is impressed, so that like
causes always produce like effects. We are told
This drift toward materialism and naturalism
that if there is a God at all he rules by eternal demands the supernatural as its only corrective;
and fixed laws,— an engineer working a grand even if its manifestations had been suspe7ided,
engine,— and so all things must " continue as there would be a demand for their revival,' in a
they were from the beginning."
form suited to the day. In Enoch's time, human
What is the logical, inevitable result? All sin was fast making atheists, and God "took
prayer is absurd, except for its reflexive influence him " body and spirit, that men might be startled
on the suppliant. It may involve a healthy self- with the proof of a divine being and an invisible
culture, as one may get exercise by pulling on his world; in Elijah's day, general apostasy was rebootstraps, or blowing against the sail of his buked by the descent of the horses and chariots
boat, but cannot lift himself or propel his craft of fire ; and if ever men needed to be confronted j
by so doing. There are some so-called believers with proofs of a power above nature,— a living
so infected and infested with this naturalism, that God back of all the forces and machinery H e conthey believe in no illumination of the spirit in trols, who does answer prayer, guide by His
, reading the Word, but that all the light is that providence, and convert by His grace, it is now.
which we bring to its study in our own mental
and moral states. Piety sinks-into a mechanical
round-of rites and ceremonies; the church is a
gymnasium for the soul, where we get whatever
good our own exertions bring, but no impartations
of divine grace. Providence is a name for the
certainty of the natural order or the fiction of the

Many unbelievers object to the testimony, both
from prophecy and miracle, that such witness
to Christianity belongs too far back in the ages;,
that, like the fabulous or mythical periods of his-'
tory, it is unreliable yet defies investigation on
account of distance. Such declare that, if they
could only see something now-a-days that plainly
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shows the finger of God, they would believe with
all the heart.
We boldly join issue with any real seeker after
truth. Examples of the perso7ial i7tterve7ition of
God iti hu77ia7i affairs a7-e at hafid, and in such
quantity as to show a supernatural power at
work; yet so attested as to preclude the liability
either of mistake or imposture. Call them by whatever name you will, they are unmistakable divine
interpositions.
On any hypothesis of natural
forces or secondary causes, they are inexplicable
mysteries ; but admit what the Bible affirms, a
personal God, ruling over men, using natural elements to work his will, following evil and good
with direct awards, answering prayer, and transcending all the operation of mere mechanical
laws; and the mystery is solved.
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MASTER

MISSIONARIES.

BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
NUMBER TWO.
CHRISTIAN FREDERICK SCHWARTZ, I 7 2 6 — I 7 9 8 .

T^HE first century of Protestant missions in
^ ^ India is marked by two illustrious names,—
Ziegmbralg and Schwartz.
These lives span
the century, and shine as the first ray of light
falling into the darkness of India's heathenism
— bright precursors of the fuller shining of
the Sun of Righteousness from whom they
caught their light. The single life of Schwartz
nearly covers the eighteenth century, and exemplifies in itself the simplicity, the wisdom, the
untiring love and devotion of one whose sole
desire was to be about his Father's business and
Unless we dismiss all human testimony as un- to finish the work which was given him to do.
trustworthy, supernatural signs have existed, to Born at Sonnenberg, in the Prussian province of
some extent, at all periods of modern history. Brandenburg on the 26th of October, 1726,
There is no reason to believe that they ceased Christian Frederick Schwartz, like many others
with Ignatius, Polycarp, Justin Martyr, Athen- who have proved themselves master missionaries,
agoras, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, Cyprian, inherited a mother's prayers and consecration.
Augustine, or Paul the Hermit. What are we to On her deathbed, she told her husband that
d o , wdth the dreams of Huss, the visions of she had set apart their youngest child to the
Wycliffe and Knox, the prophesyings of Savona- work of the Christian ministry, and charged him
rola, Luther, Fox, Archbishop Usher ? You read to foster and encourage any indications of such
the " Christian classic, Howie's Scot's Worthies," a purpose on the part of their son. At the age
and you follow " a stream of prophecies, healings, of twenty, Schwartz entered the University of
visible judgments, definite answers to prayer, and Halle, then under the control of the leaders of the
discernment of spirits, corresponding at all points new movement toward a deeper spiritual life
with the gifts and wonders of the Apostolic age; known as Pietism. The leading spirit of the
and the men of whom these gifts and powers are University of Halle was Francke, and in his
affirmed were the very men likely to exercise them, Orphan Home, Swartz found a lodging.
and incapable of either fraud or deception :
Here he was brought into intimate connection
Wishart, Knox, Erskine, Craig, Davidson,
with Schultze, who had recently returned from
Simpson, Welch, Guthrie, Blair, Welwood, CameIndia, for the purpose of translating the Scripron, Cargill, Peden, etc. Those who are in
tures into Tamil, and with Francke himself, who
doubt have only to read such books as Sprague's
was warmly devoted to the cause of missions.
" Annals of the American pulpit," the works of
The result may be anticipated. After studying
Sir Henry More, the life of Francke, Prof. GibTamil ,with Schultze, he was prepared to respond
son's " Year of Grace," Phillip's " Remarkable
gladly to the suggestion of Franche that he should
Answers to Prayer," and " Remarkable Provigive himself to mission work in India. Receivdences," the records of " The Fulton St. Prayer
ing the consent and blessing of his father,
Meetings," and Prime's " Prayer and its Answer,"
Schwartz was ordained in Copenhagen, and
etc.
sailed from London, in 1750, for Tranquebar.
By constant study, he was enabled to preach
{To be C07tti7iued^
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within four months of his arrival, and immediately
plunged into earnest, though inconspicuous,
work, teaching the children, preparing the converts for baptism, and making frequent journeys
into the neighboring towns and villages.

undertaking, but the indomitable energy and
perseverance of Schwartz surmounted every
obstacle. The second was his visit to Hyder
Ali, the Rajah of the district of Mysore, a man
who was noted for his treachery and cruelty.

After sixteen years of patient labor, Schwartz
removed, in 1766, to Trichinopoly and from that
time received his support from the English
Society for promoting Christian knowledge.
Henceforth, his field was constantly enlarging,
and his influence was as widely and ceaselessly
extended. His daily life was marked by the
utmost simplicity: his dress was dimity, dyed
black; his food, rice and other vegetables cooked
in native style; his home, a single room in an
old building.
He received from the English
society £4.8 a year.
Soon after removing to Trichinopoly, he was
asked to serve as chaplain to the English soldiers.
This he consented to do and gained a marked
influence over them. He received for this service ;^ioo annually. The entire sum for the first
year was paid over to the mission fund, and
half the amount in every succeeding year.

In view of constant fear of an invasion, the
Madras government determined to send some
one to gain a knowledge, if possible, of the purposes of Hyder Ali, in regard to the English,
Distrusting the English, Hyder refused to receive
one of their usual agents; but asked that
Schwartz might be sent to him, saying: " H e
will not deceive me."
Schwartz finally accepted the commission from
the government, in the hope of preventing war,
and of gaining a new opportunity to preach the
Gospel to those who had never heard it. He
was received with honor and invited to reside in
the palace.
Here he frequently proclaimed the Gospel of
peace and set forth the love of Christ. After a
stay of three months, he was permitted to return
unmolested: but his convictions in regard to
the intentions of Hyder Ali were soon realized
in the outbreak of a terrible war. In these times
of danger and suffering, the personal influence
of Schwartz shone out conspicuously. When all
seemed helpless, he twice saved Tanjore from
famine, inducing the people of neighboring districts to bring in supplies of cattle and of grain,
on the assurance of his personal promise to pay
all claims.
When peace was restored, Tanjore was placed
under the care of a Committee of Inspection and
to this committee the name of Schwartz was
added.
In 1787, an important public event took place
in the adoption by the Rajah of Tanjore of a
son as successor to his throne.

The unbounded confidence in himself which
Schwartz inspired in all'with whom he came in
contact, was a pre-eminent trait of his character.
H e seemed to be so completely the embodiment
of all he taught, and his life was characterized by
such devotion and unselfishness, that wherever
he went the hearts of all men turned to him with
love and trust. By reason of this, there opened
before him new and unexpected paths of honored
service. In visiting Tanjore, he was invited to
preach before the Rajah, who afterward sought
his counsel in questions of policy, on the ground
that he had confidence in Schwartz because of
his indifference to money. In 1776, Schwartz
founded tlie mission in Tanjore and that town
became the centre of his work for the remaining
years of his life. The mission work, though
slow, was marked by success. One entire village
renounced idolatry and men from all classes of
society accepted Christianity.
The year 1779 was marked by two important
events. The first was the erection of a new and
large church at Tanjore. This was a difficult

The choice of the youth having been ratified
by the customary forms and announced to the
Governor of Madras, the Rajah sent for Schwartz
and requested him to serve as the guardian of
the child. This position Schwartz refused to
accept because of the intrigues and animosities
which would arise upon the death of the Rajah,
but he promised to counsel him and to care for
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his interests as far as he could independently
do so.
Through the succeeding years, which were
marked by conflicting claims to the throne, and
by much cruelty and injustice, the influence
of Schwartz was always pre-eminent on the side
of truth and right. He was made superintendent
of the court of justice, and by strenuous exertions,
procured the release from confinement of the
young man who had been adopted by the late
Rajah, and the recognition of his claims to the
succession by the officers of the English government.
And so this simple Christian missionary
became during the closing years of life, a political power; the chosen and trusted friend and
agent of natives and English alike, an administrator of justice and a guardian of the liberties of
the oppressed.
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lifeless upon the couch, began their favorite
hymn, " Only to Thee, Lord Jesus Christ." As
the second verse was commenced, to their
astonishment Schwartz revived, joined in the
hymn with a clear, melodious voice, and then
breathed his last,
" Steadfast, immovable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord," this dauntless missionary
was permitted to hold a place in the single line
of workers who bridged the gulf between the
darkness of the seventeeth century and the
comparative brightness of the nineteenth century.
Five years before the death of Schwartz, Carey
entered India, and the long twilight began to
merge into the clearer day.
" I CREDIT IT ALL."

* V N these days of easy-going indifferentism —
e»3 days marked by form without power, and
Yet he ceased not to preach Jesus Christ, to routine without reality — it is blessed to see a
open new mission stations, to train native workers, soul downright in earnest to be saved; and such
and to teach the children. Everywhere he minis- an one it was my privilege to see and talk with a
tered to the needy and suffering and everywhere few days since.
he was beloved by. all who knew his life.
He told me he was most anxious to be saved
Even after entering his seventieth year, — that he had been harassed by Satan and by
Schwartz continued to preach every Sunday in doubts for some weeks — that he was trying hard,
Tamil and English, and employed every after- but at present he could not say his feet were
noon in visiting and instructing the native con- firmly planted on the rock Christ Jesus.
verts. On his seventieth birthday, he wrote to a
He confessed what a sinner he had been, and
friend: " Ebenezer ! hitherto hath the Lord helped that his sins troubled him. Seeing he was a
me. Oh, the riches of His grace and forbearance truly repentant soul, I took out my pocket-Biblci
which I have experienced during seventy years ! and read from Exodus 12 : 13, " T h e blood shall
I heartily praise God for continued health and be to you for a token . . , where ye are : and
strength to declare to heathen and to Christians when I see the blood, I will pass javer you." I
His name who has sent Christ as a Saviour, and pressed upon him that the blood of the La77ib a/id
made Him our wisdom and righteousness, sancti- the word of God, and nothing else, was what God
fication and redemption."
put.before him for salvation; and that his faith
His final illness began in October, 1797. His was to be in the word of God abo'ut the blood of
mind remained calm and serene in the midst of the Lamb which cleanseth from all sin. (Jno.
great suffering, and no expression of impatience 1 : 7 . ) I then read from Jno. 3 : 33, " H e that
was ever heard to escape his lips. When greatly hath received His testimony hath set to his seal
exhausted, he still desired the school children that God is true."
I explained to him that Christ on the cross had
and others to gather about him daily that he
paid
to God, with His own most precious blood,
might teach them from the Scriptures. On the
closing'day of his life, February 13, 1798, the the debts of those who believe in Him ; that God,
missionary brethren were much with him. One being perfectly satisfied with — yea, glorified by
•who was watching him, as he lay apparently what Christ had done, had raised Him from the
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dead, and in that act had, as it were, receipted
the bill; and that now Christ was in the glory of
God as the paid and receipted bill in a safe
place.
'
The dear man pushed down the bed-clothes,
stretched his arm out of bed, and, holding out
his right forefinger as if pressing it upon a seal,
exclaimed most earnestly, with tears flowing
down his face, " I credit it all! I credit it all I
Bless God, I am free ; I am delivered ! My soul
is saved. I am ready to go.' Jesus has done it
all, and H e is in heaven waiting to welcome me.
I credit it a l l ! "
At this point his wife Came into the room,
when, taking her hand, he exclaimed : " I am free
from my burden, and I wish you were as free as
I am. Oh, don't rest until you have the love of
God shed abroad in your heart as I have !— until
you are ready to go as I am ! I am quite ready
to go now; Jesus has made me ready; He has
done it all. You have not to look this way or
that way, but only to Jesus. I credit it all."
I have seen this dear man several times since,
and found him each time calmly looking to Jesus
only, with simple faith in God's word about the
person and work of Christ, and" full of " all joy
and peace in believing." (Rom. 15 : 13.)
And now, can you who are reading these few
lines, say, " I credit it all ? " Do you credit (or
believe) what God says about you as a sinner ?
Do you credit all God says by His spirit in His
Word about the peerless person and precious
blood of His own dear Son ? Do you, in short,
accept God's " token where ye are ? " And can
you from your heart say, with him about whom I
' have been writing, " I credit it all ? "— H. M. H.
CHURCH

AMUSEMENTS

AGAIN.

^(VjE are not so pessimistic that we can join
with those who say that the Church i»
rapidly going to ruin through the leaven of
rationalism and free thought which has been
/* introduced into her ministry. Compared with a
hundred years ago we believe that the Evangelical standard of Protestant Christendom has been
vastly raised. But of the sociology of the Church,
we cannot speak with anything near the confi-

dence with which we speak of the Theology,
Through Church entertainment the enemy has
come in like a flood. May the Lord move many
of His servants to lift up a standard against him.
The following, cut from an exchange, gives us
another specimen of this unsavory thing :
As the season is approaching during which entertainments are held for the benefit of the church and for
other benevolent funds, I thought of writing on that
subject, as harmful amusements are sometimes made use
of for that purpose.
Sometime ago I attended two such gatherings in a
church, not knowing they were to be of that stamp. At
one of them a lady sang the song beginning with " Lord,
send me a husband." An owl is supposed to respond,
" Who, who ,' " when she replied, " Almost any one. Lord,
will do." This was not only blasphemous* but disgraceful
to true womanhood. An old gentleman who looked to be
not far from the grave, also sang several silly songs, and
acted pieces unfit for Christians to countenance, especially
in a building consecrated to the worship of God.
At the second concert several ladies dressed themselves
in grotesque costumes, and indulged in the same style of
singing, one piece bemg " Won't somebody marry me,
please ?" Several professing Christians expressed their
great enjoyment of these proceedings, but an old man —
one who believes in the religion of the Bible — remarked
in my hearing that " such desecration of the Lord's house
must go far to kill out heart religion, and none need expect
a revival there after such buffoonery had been permitted to
disgrace its consecrated walls."
One minister, on being asked his opinion of such use
being made of the sanctuary, answered that " h e did not
believe in allowing Satan to make too narrow a path for
the feet of the saints." But the words of the old gentleman before mentioned were verified, for when this same
minister commenced special services they were evidently
frowned upon by an offended God, and after several weeks
of labor they were discontinued, without any harvest being
gathered for the garner above. The members who had
encouraged the song singing and amateur theatricals
exclaimed: " T h e r e must be some concealed hindranceito
the work of the Lord," but did not perceive that it was
their own shaking hands with the world and trying to hold
religion in the other hand at the same time, which had the
effect of an Achan in the camp.
RESCUED BY

INFIDELS.

^E\v people in lands of religious freedom have
^
any knowledge of the amount of persecution
to which Christians are still subjected in foreign
countries, or the insecurity of Protestant converts
in Mexico, France, Spain, Italy and other lands
where the Roman Catholic Church has lost its
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power but not its spirit. The devout Romanist
is especially bitter towards those heretics with
whom he has associated, and who have been
reared and instructed from childhood in his own
faith. For such there is little mercy. Within
the past ten or fifteen years it has been unsafe to
attempt the burial of an Italian " heretic " in a
Protestant burial ground in the city of Rome ;
corpses having been torn from the bier on which
they were carried through the streets, and stamped
into the ground by an infuriated mob, who
attacked funeral parties, bruising and wounding
the company with clubs and stones.
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myself and others interested in the work of
saving souls. I was prepared for disturbances
and anticipated some disorder; but after preaching there for about a week, as everything
remained quiet and the congregation steadily
increased until the room was crowded, I began
to lose all suspicion or fear of our enemies, and
entered the pulpit with a freer mind and greater
liberty of speech.
One evening, as I was speaking of the love of
God toward sinners, I became so engrossed with
my subject that I did not notice a cry outside,
until my congregation had become so startled
by it that they rose and rushed, in great excitement, into the street. I then perceived that a
crowd had gathered around the house and were
shouting in the Italian tongue: ' Death to the
heretic ! death to the heretic'

The following account, related a few years
since in the Pearl Street Congregational Church,
in Hartford, Conn., by a -well-known Protestant
minister from Rome, himself an Italian, is
another verification of that promise, " I will be
with him in trouble ; I will deliver him."
I knew what that meant. I had not lived in
Italy
all my life to be ignorant of the fact that
"About seven years ago, (1876?) I was
engaged, as I have been since, in missionary that cry threatened butchery to me. I saw too,
work in the city of Rome. I found it exceedingly that, humanely speaking, there was no deliverhard to obtain any building or rooms suitable ance for me. There was nothing, even, behind
for holding religious meetings. I would find a which I could hide for the moment. And for
building to rent or for sale in a desirable loca- that moment I lost all emotion save that of
tion, but before the bargain was closed with the abject terror, and could compose myself to think
owner, the question would arise, ' For what of nothing but the loss of my own life. In the
purpose do you propose to use this building?' blind extremity of my terror, I even tried to
And when the answer came, ' to hold Protestant crowd myself into the little box which served as
meetings' the face of the affair was changed, a pulpit. As I was endeavoring to do this, my
and I was sent on my way in quest of another little Bible which lay thereon, fell open, and my
room. At last, after many disappointments, and eyes rested mechanically upon these words, " It
when I was just becoming entirely discouraged, is I ; be not afraid." The Spirit of God sent
I succeeded in securing a small building, on those words home to my heart; and as suddenly
one of the narrow Roman streets, which opened as my fear had come upon me, it departed, and
upon a ' square,' in.the form of a new moon, the I rose to my feet, calm and fearless. All this
horns of the cresent embracing the sides of the had transpired, of course, in a very much shorter
building. I am particular in describing the situa- space of time than it has taken me to tell it; and
tion of this building in order that you may at this point, two men entered the narrow side
understand the circumstances connected with ,door of which I spoke to you, which was the
the story which I relate. The main entrance only entrance except the one in front at which.
was upon the wide portion of the ' square,' but the mob were already assembled. In their hands
there was a side door opening upon one of the were drawn daggers, and as I saw the glistening
points of the little enclosure. The room in blades, I supposed that the assassins were about
which we held our meetings was plainly but con- to end my life ; but as they approached me, the
venieiitly furnished, well lighted, and on the foremost one said,
whole, a sotirce of. much encouragement to
' Don't be afraid ! we are friends, follow us,'
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Bewildered by this sudden change of circumstances, I descended from the platform, and
without fear or hesitancy, passed with them out
at the door through which they had entered, and,
walking between them, went through the midst
of the maddened crowd without the slightest
notice being taken of me. The two young men
were artisans and infidels. They had no personal
interest in my welfare, but had heard of me and
my work, and could see no reason why I should
be butchered because I was a Protestant. They
wore the costume of the working-man, and
whether their dress and weapons led the mob to
regard them as belonging to their own party, or
whether the angel of the Lord blinded their
eyes so that they might not know me, I never
knew. I returned to the scene of riot next day
and found the seats broken in pieces, the windows
demolished, Bibles and hymn-books destroyed,
and confusion
reigning. One small Bible
remained. It was the little book that brought
God's message of love to my heart, when I was
on the dark waters. ^ It had been thrown from
one corner of the room to the other and caught
upon the points of daggers, and was cut and
hacked in many places; but I still carry it with
a thankful heart, and have exhibited the book
and told the story many times in my own and
other lands, as my own testimony that the Lord
is yet with us as he was with his disciples in the
storm."
The two young men who rescued M
,
were afterwards converted, and one of them has
since labored with him, doing mission work in
the city of Rome.— Christia7i.

"MILLER MANNING."
/ ^ iLLER MANNING," is the story of the life of
V„
a Cornish Methodist local preacher. By
occupation he was a miller. He was born in
1798, and died in 1875 ; so that he lived in the
midst of that special conflict of light with darkness which the evangelical revival of the last
century bequeathed to the earlier part of the
present one.
Such noble, manly, consistent,
simple, Christ-like lives as that of •' Miller Man-

ning," were among the chief agencies used of
God in laying the foundations of .revived spiritual religion in many districts of our land. We
do well, therefore, to ponder the career and
cherish the memory of such men.
" Miller Manning " was as " a city set upon a
hill" in his own neighborhood, and this mainly
by reason of his high Christian character and
life-long consistency and devotedness. But the
Lord had entrusted to him natural gifts of no
mean order, and these, consecrated to Christ,
were certainly part of the capital wherewith he
did the business of his life. Then, too, he had
that dash of originality that has given a charm
to so many saintly characters.
This little volume inevitably suggests " Billy
Bray" — the preface, too, is written by the honored author of that Christian classic. This is
unfortunate, for " Billy Bray" was a man of a
century of his type, and there is about the story
of his life a very high spiritual tone that few
biographies attain to. But " Miller Manning "
furnishes some very striking and impressive facts,
which we trust will do good service for Christ.
We will give our readers a few specimens.
On one occasion Walter Manning was conducting revival services in a barn belonging to a welldisposed farmer in the neighborhood. Whilst
preaching upon " How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation?" a number of persons
began to cry for mercy. H e at once closed the
sermon, and commenced to instruct the seekers.
We never remember reading or hearing of a more
determined effort to rescue a soul froifi death
than was made by Walter Manning in that
meeting,
" T h e r e was an old man there called Prouse;
a farmer, a very hardened sinner. His wife was
a pious woman, and had finished her course with
joy some three or four years before. Walter
took hold of the old man's hand, saying, 'Come
on, Mr. Prouse! P'raps it's now or never!*
With a great deal of pressing the old man got on
his knees with the penitents. So far this was a
'victory.' But the old man's cofivictions were,
neither very strong nor very deep. H e showed'^
an inclination to rise from his knees. Walter
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seeing this, and feeling not at all disposed to
lose so great a prize, got close behind him and
put his hands on the old man's bald head, and
leaning down over him, talked into his ear and
urged him to pray on.
'• In this kind of meeting, while engaged in
singing, all besides the seekers rise to their feet,
while these remain in the attitude of prayer.
These were the occasions when Mr. Prouse
sought to get up. But Walter stuck to his post,
and kept both his hands on the old man's head,
and secretly observed to a friend who thought
his conduct strange, "'.Must keep'n down while
he is down, or he will give us the .slip, and the
devil will have him after a l l ! ' During several
rounds of praying and singing did Walter and
the devil thus contend for the soul of old Prouse,
the issue appearing doubtful.
' Now,' said
Walter, ' heaven or hell! A crown of glory or
eternal fire !' And he struck up singing,
" ' Jesus, the name high over all
In hell, or earth, or sky ;
Angels and men before it fall,
And devils fear and fly,'

and kept repeating the last line — ' And devils
fear and fly.' At length the old man shook and
trembled, and cried aloud, and fell prostrate and
helpless, in which state he remained upwards of
two hours; and then, while they were singing
* There is a fountain filled with blood,' he rose
and boldly declared that he was converted. And
his subsequent conduct confirmed his declaration. He lived a life of faith upon the Son of
God some six years, and then died in peace.
• Walter used to speak of this incident as a
remarkable battle and victory; while the people
said that ' Old Mr. Prouse was converted as
easy as such an old sinner could expect to be.' "
Some little time afterwards " Miller Manning "
was instructing the farmer in whose barn the
services above referred to were held. He was an
intelligent man, earnestly seeking Christ, but
adding to his difficulties by, supposing that conversion was inseparable from great excitement
and convulsion of feeling.
Said Walter, " Now, Mr. West, look, here ! I
know you want a sign. But it strikes me you
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will not have one. You have had advantages.
You know the Holy Scriptures, and you must
BELIEVE GOD." Then when the good farmer, not
yet realizing that the beginning and source of a
Christian life is simple faith in Him who alone
can communicate life to dead souls, began to
talk about "strivi7ig to live the life," "Miller
Manning " thus instructed him : " Believe, I say;
' He that believeth on Me, though he were dead,
yet shall he LIVE.' D O sheep strive to be sheep ?
Hath not God made them sheep ? And everything they gather in the fields they turn into
sheep, because they be sheep. Believe, and be
a sheep. It is all by BELIEVING."
Here are two more good stories, the latter of
which finely illustrates the value of persistent
effort and gracious ingenuity in seeking the salvation of souls.
" A little boy called Johnny Wilcox, the son
of a farmer — thought to be dying, but who recovered— was led to believe. He said to his
father, when the latter came up stairs to see his
suffering child, " Oh, da, I am converted, I b e !
Mr. Mannin' been here. He sing, " Come to
Jesus," and say little boys in heaven always see
God and Jesus.' The father, not being a spiritually-enlightened man, feared that his son might
be confounding thiftgs that differ, and replied,
' Oh, my dear child, I reckon 'tis co7ivicted you be,
not co7iverted. Convicted is first, and converted is
after. You must repent on ; and then, when you
have repented enough, you'll be converted.'
" The little fellow, supposing his father to be
correct, commenced singing, ' Come to Jesus.'
His sweet voice thrilled through his father's
heart; and when he ceased, his father was sobbing. Pausing a moment, and looking at his
father, he said, ' ' Tis converted I be, father.
Kwdi now yon'^^ C07ivicted. Repent on ! and soon
you'll be co7iverted, like me.' Then striking off
' Come to Jesus ' more earnestly than ever, and
while singing the stanza, ' Send the glory,'
the penitent father's heart-breaking sobs were
changed to joyous shouts of praise.
" The boy recovered to tell the tale, and both
father and son lived some years to adorn the
Christian profession."
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"OLD

TAMMY,"

' W h a t d'ee say?' shrieked Tammy, and cried
out, ' O my Lord, ha' massy 'pon m e ! now then
I SHALL d i e ! ' Susan kneeled to pray, and
Walter stole upstairs in readinesi to take up the
strain after she had done, which he did. And
when he ended the prayer, they sang, ' Come to'
Jesus,' and after that, ' There is a -fountain,' also
' What, what is this that steals across my frame ?'
They then left the house, without addressing
a word directly to Tammy.

" She was a poor widow about seventy years
of age, at the time of which we are writing, and
hearing of the prevalence of typhus, and that
many were dying, she took alarm arid became
ill. The vicar read prayers and administered
the Sacrament. Friend Manning was not admitted to Thomazine's i-oom till he determined on
vigorous measures. What did he ? You shall
hear.
" Two days after this her old visitor, the vicar,
" H e induced a pious woman — Susan Matters
came
to see her. As soon as she heard him"
— to accompany him, and said to her, ' Tammy
will not object to you. Take her a bit of snuff.' below she called to him, saying, ' Come up here,
(He had sent her tea, meat, money, etc., but these my dear! Glory be to God, I'm converted, I
had not broken down her prejudice.) But a bit be. Hallelujah ! My sins be all pardoned. Oh, >
of snuff signified some sympathy with her weak- what hath Jesus done for me ? H e came fro',the
ness, an indulgence not looked for from a Metho- city o' Jordan, H e bled for me upon the tree,
dist. ' Mr. Manning,' said Susan, ' has asked that I might go to Jerusalem,' Tammy's memory ,
me to bring you a bit of snuff, please, Tammy.' rather failed her, as the reader will perceive,
Tammy raised herself in the bed, adjusted her
" By this time the vicar was ' dumfounded' ^
cap, etc., and laid her hands one on the other on H e went to the top of the stairs, and there he
her lap, and looked at her visitor without uttering stood' staring at Tammy, who continued clasp- |
a word. The latter, fancying Tammy had not ing her hands, praising God and shouting. Preunderstood, repeated, ' A bit of snuff. Tammy ; sently he inquired of her daughter how long
Mr. Man
' ' I hear — I h e a r ! ' Tammy evi- Tammy had been so excited, ' Ever since Tuesdently thought that a new dispensation was about day, sir,' said s h e ; ' b u t she isn't excited, sir.
to dawn upon her, and she was righting herself up She is converted, sir. Miller Manning and Susan
in order to enter upon it. She was, to use Susan's Matters have been up, praying and singing with
peculiarly expressive term, ' dumfounded.'
her, and ever since that she has been as happy
" Sister Matters could not draw Tammy into as she can live.' ' Oh, oh, I see,' said the good
conversation, so she began to sing :
man. ' So you have had the Methodists to see
her, and turned her brain.' ' Tammy, hearing the
" ' Oh, what hath Jesus done for me ?
He came from the land of Canaan;
observation, called out, ' No they ain't! they .
He bled and died upon the tree.
ain't turned my brain. But the dear Jesus hath
That I might go to Canaan,' etc.—
turned my heart and soul! And it is high time
a new solo at that time, ' Dear heart ov'n,' said that H e should. - I tell 'ee, sir, we have all been
Tammy, after Susan had done singing, ' oh, I do in the dark. You must be converted too,' "
wish I could see 'un I — oh, I do wish I could
see 'un r ' Who does she mean ?' thought
Susan —' Jesus or Friend Manning ?' Tammy
T H E greatest Christian in the world has Christ
kept repeating, ' Oh, the dear heart ov'n — I do and nothing more. The weakest one has Christ
wish I could see 'un !' As quick as thought and nothing less.
Susan reasoned, ' If I say, " He's here. Tammy,"
should she mean Jesus, it will be all right; and
if she means Friend Manning, it will be right,
T H E sense that we are nothing makes us glad •
for he is downstairs,' So said Susan, ' If you to forget ourselves; and then it is that Christ- >•
like, Tammy, you may see him, for he is here,' becomes everything to the soul.
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A CONSECRATION

OFFERING.

LORD, here's a hand!
. *
Oh take this hand and lead me at Thy side;
For I would never ask another guide:
I lift it, L ord, withdrawn from other hands,
For Thee to grasp and lead in Thy commands.
Oh take this hand !
Lord, here's a heart!
Thy temple it should be. Good Master, rout
All mean intruders: turn the dearest out,
And only let Thy own true priesthood in t
Be Thou the keeper: keep from every sin.
- Oh take this heart!
Lord, here are feet!
Feet,, Thou Thyself hast washed from every stain :
Feet that have slipped and been restored again :
Move Thou my feet, that I may ever lift
Their steppings at Thy will, unfettered, swift.
Oh take these feet!
Lord, here's a life !
With all its possibilities of ill.
Or boundless good— as Thou my God shalt will:
If Thou dost bless, life shall a blessing be :
If Thou withhold — Lord, all must come from T h e e :
Oh take this life.
Lord, here is all!
My hope, my love, my prospects, all I bring,
A humble offering to my gracious King:
My barley loaves and few small fish I place
In Thy dear hands, accept them in Thy grace.
Oh keep my all!
— W.Luf,

STORIES OF P R A Y E R S

ANSWERED.

God still answer prayer ? Can any one
^ ^ tell us of instances occurring in real life
now, which are as remarkable and unmistakable
as those of which we read in books of earlier
times ? I propose, by way of answering these
questions, to tell you of two cases of answers to
prayer which were narrated to me by members
of m y congregation, who were in a position
satisfactorily to guarantee the correctness of
the facts.
The friend who related to me the first incident
had for some years belonged to a congregation
which was blessed with office-bearers who were
accustomed^ to visit among the poor, working
and praying with them. Two deacons, having
^TNOES
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received a sum of money for distribution, went
out together one winter evening to carry their
doles to the poor people in whom they were
interested, having been permitted to do so very
much at their discretion. They had nearly
finished their round, and it was growing late;
all their intended visits had been made, with
one exception. A widow whom they desired to
help had lately changed her residence without
giving notice, and no one could give her new
address, so that the sum which they meant to
give her was still unspent. Turning their faces
homeward, the two friends began to think it a
pity to carry home any part of the sum which
was meant for distribution that evening, and
one of them suggested that it should be given to
another poor woman, the mother of a large
family, in whom he had taken an interest. Her
house was not in the neighborhood which they
had been visiting, but it was not very far from
the road by which they were to return home.
Accordingly the suggestion was agreed to, on
condition that, as it was late, they should not go
in to pay a visit, but should hand the money in
at the door and pass on. The house was in a
very poor locality, up two or three stairs, which
were very dark, and it was now after lo o'clock.
At length they stood at what was thought to be
the door, and knocked. They heard footsteps,
and the door was opened, a female voice asking
them what • they wanted. T h e y asked where
Mrs.
lived, found it was the right house,
and in the dark handed to her, wrapped up in
paper, the sum which they intended to leave.
When asked from whom it came, they answered,
"From the Lord," and left. The friend who
spoke was the treasurer of this fund, and was
unknown to the woman.
A fortnight afterwards there was a District
Meeting, at which my informant was present,
and several people gave their testimony to the
goodness of the Lord, and the blessing they had
received. Among others a very poor woman
rose and said that she had a little story to tell
that was almost like a miracle. She and her
children had failed to get work, and been a week
or two ago in starvation. One day it had come
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to a crisis with them. They had had no food.
The children had been put to bed, and had cried
themselves hungry to sleep. She was heartbroken and in despair. There was no fire in
the house, and she was on her knees begging
before the Lord, telling Him that she was willing
to die if He wished it, but asking Him to spare
the children, and pleading that they had had
nothing to eat.
While she was 077 her k7tees
a knock at the door startled her, coming as it did
at so unusual a time. On opening she could
just see in the darkness that two men were
standing there. One of them, in a voice she did

till the question what to do with them should be.
solved. The fame evening there came to see
him a poor missionary, resident in the sam6 ,
town, a godly man, whose store of books was
small, but whose labors were incessant and his
addresses many. After sitting for a^ time, the
owner of the books asked him, " Well, friend,
what are you praying for just now ? "

" Oh I for a good many things as usual, but I
think at present I am asking more earnestly that
God would give me a book which I can't afford '
to buy."
" A book! that is strange. What sort of a
not know, asked her if she were Mrs.
, and put book may it be ? "
the sum of four shillings, wrapped up in a paper,
" Oh ! well, it is Matthew Henry's Co77i77ie7ita7in her hand. She asked what it was, and who it It would be a great help to me in my work."
came from, but for answer got just this, " It is
Business life makes people suspicious, and
from the Lord ! " " And to this day," she added, it at once crossed the mind of the friend that
" I know no more where the money came from, there was some attempt to take /«>;? i7i. So he';
or whether it was two of the Lord's angels whom asked his visitor, " When did you see me last ? " •
H e sent to my door."
The missionary was taken aback, and answeredj;^

, -M
The other story, which is Of a different kind, " About six weeks ago."
is equally authentic; it has been subjected to a
" Did you not see me to-day? "
good deal of cross-questioning, but it has " stood
" N o , certainly not; what makes you think'
the fire." A good, worthy man, known to me, s o ? "
•
^
was passing homeward through a side street,
" Did any one tell you what I had done to-day
when he saw a small auction going on at a — my wife or any one ? "
working man's door. H e paused on the out" No, Mr.
. What a strange question!
skirts of the crowd and found that the auctioneer Why should they ? I have not seen or heard of
at that moment was selling some books. H e you for some time. And that is why I have
could not see more than that there were seven called on you to-night."
./
volumes, six of them of the same set, and well
" A n d you had no reason to think that I could
bound. The price seemed ridiculously small, help you with that book which you have been
so he bid an advance, and after a time another, praying for ?"
when he found himself the successful purchaser.
" No, Mr.
; you were the last man I should
The price was still very small (a few shillings), have thought of helping me in that particular way.:;,
and when the six volumes were handed over he I cannot tell what you mean."
found that they consisted of Matthew Henry's
" I daresay not. But the book is waiting for
Comme7itary, and another book the name of you in the next roo7n. Go in and you will find it,'
which I forget. It then occurred to him that he for I don't doubt that the Lord meant me to
had been very- hasty, as he had Henry's Com- buy it to-day for you."
me7itary already; so that he was in a somewhat
Does it strike you, reader, as a strange thing
uncomfortable state of mind, increased probably that such matters should be among the " whatso-liS
by the prospect of domestic discontent on the evers " which, our Lord tells us, if we ask theni •;:
subject, as he resumed his way, carrying his in his name, believing, we " shall receive.?",
.bulky purchase with some difficulty. On getting (Matthew 2 1 : 22.)
If our prayers fail, it is
home, the books were put aside in a bed-room, because we do not fulfill the conditions on which
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God promises to answfer them. We ask for
wrong things — things not "according to His
will " (i John 5 : 14); or we ask amiss, "regarding iniquity in our hearts " (Psalm 66 : 18); or
we do, not exercise faith. Come to God in his
own way, trusting him, laying your heart's burden
with holy .confidence on him; come to him in
the name of Christ Jesus, as a sinner who deserves
nothing at his hand apart from Jesus, and he will
answer your petition. "Whosoever shall call
on the"name of the Lord shall be saved" (Acts
2 : 21) ; " I n everything, by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests be made
known unto God " (Philippians 4 : 6) ; " Ask,
and it shall be given y o u " (Matthew 7 : 7).—
Rev. f. E. Cu7nmi7tg, D.D., i7i British Messe7iger.

T H E L A R K ' S N E S T ; OR, A L E S S O N O F
TRUST.
MRS. C. H. SPURGEON.

when God has " filled our mouth
C ^ with laughter and our tongue with singing,"
our praises are like the songs of larks, they are
music on wings.
Mark how the notes of thankful joy rise upward
to the Lord, the giver of all good things ; the
heart rests not on the earthly blessings, precious thought they be, but soars heavenward to
pour forth its gladness in jubilant thanksgiving
and rapturous praise.
And, apropos of larks' songs, I will tell you
what happened the other day to one of these
sweet, trustful singers, and how beautifully her
confidence was rewarded, when, fearlessly leaving
her earthly treasures in the Father's keeping,
Matt, vi: 26, she mounted upward to pay her
full debt of daily orisons at "heaven's gate."
— Such " long-drawn, linked sweetness" was
there between earth and sky that morning, that
the echoes of the song then sung are even now
trembling in some tender human hearts.
We were making a tour of the gardens and
pastures — my husband and I — admiring the
beauty of the young year's fresh life — noting
with tender interest all the charming details of
newly-awakened responsibility in every living
CLOMETIMES
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thing — marking the sweet, impatient growth of
leaves still rumpled and creased from their
recent unfoldings, and rejoicing in the whispered
promise of golden days to come which trembled
on every scented breath of the perfumed air.
Down in the Dale field we came across a
skylark's nest, built in the long grass, a lovely ^
little softlined cup of cosiness, with three pretty
brown eggs in it. The sweet songstress had
flown up at the approach of human footsteps,
and thus revealed the secret place of her wee
home to inquisitive but kindly eye. We looked
with profound admiration on her happy work,
and then quietly retraced our steps, having
loving sympathy for the poor little fluttering .
heart which might perchance fear the despoiling
of its treasures. A day or two afterwards the
visit was repeated; but imagine our consternation when, on opening the gate of the field, we
saw that the cows had been let into that pasture!
How would the great cliimsy sweet breath'd
creatures treat the little home in the grass ?
Would it not be crushed and trampled by their
unheeding feet ? We had placed an upright
stick near the nest to show its position, and very
doubtfully we made our way across the field,
fearing to find ruin and desolation where we had
left peace and prosperity.
When We reached the spot, our surprise and
delight were great to find the home intact, and
the wee birds safely hatched, for though the cows
had mimched the g7'ass close dotmi to the grotmd all
roimd the 7iest, not a hoof had touched the little
inmates. So, there they were, three cunning
mites, with stubby bodies, and big downy heads,
cowering close together in instinctive fear of the
human presence which overshadowed them. The
cows grazed quietly by, and overhead the pretty
mother trilled forth her delicious carol in the
morning sunshine, pouring out her heart's gratitude and gladness in libations of song! And
till the little birds were feathered and flown, the
cows were every day pastured, yet never a hurt
came to the wee nest in the grass ! Who watched
over the mother in her peril as she sat upon the
eggs ? Who guarded the nestlings in their hourly
danger when the slight protection of her tender
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And he took legal proceedings, the result of which was that the king had to rebuild the mill '
and pay a good sum of money besides in compensation.
Although his Majesty was much chagrined at
this end to the matter, he put the best face he'
could upon it, and turning to his courtiers, he
remarked:
" I. am glad to see that there are just daws and
upright judges in my kingdom."
A sequel to this incident occurred about forty
years ago. A descendent of the miller of whom
we have just been talking had come into possession of the mill.
After having struggled for several years against ; ••
ever-increasing poverty, and being at length quite >^Not one.
Not one of them,
unable to keep on with his business, he wrote to
'
Is forgotten
the King of Prussia, reminding him of the inIn the sight of God.
cident we have just related, and stating that, if his
Not one,
Majesty felt so disposed, he should be very ,
Not one of them.
thankful, in his present difficulty, to sell the mill. : •
Shall fall to the ground
Without your Father.
The king wrote the following reply with his own
For ye not therefore.
-'
hand:
Are not ye
My dear neighbor.— I cannot allow you to sell _
Of much more value
the mill. It must always be in your possession
Than they?
as long as one member of your family exists, for
Did she not do well thus to sing and trust ?
it belongs to the history of Prussia. I regret, ;;
Oh, sighing and doubting reader, cast away your
however, to hear you are in such straitened cirfears, and follow her fair example ; you shall not
cumstances, and therefore send you herewith a
only joyfully leave your earthly cares with your
sum of money, in the hope that it may be of
heavenly Father, but you shall get nearer to
some service in restoring your fortunes. ConGod's throne than you have ever been before.
sider me always your affectionate neighbor, 9.
Frederic William."

body was removed ? Who shielded the tiny birds
from the tread of the great beast's feet? Did
Daphne know that the nursery on the groundfloor must be cared for and respected ? Or did
Strawberry's mother-instinct tell her that little
living hearts beat as truly in the wool-lined cup
as in the sweet hay-crib where her own darling
was lying ? I cannot tell — the matter is too
deep for me; but the lark knew all about it, and
it may be, that could our ears have been opened
to understand the language of her hymn of
praise, as she rose higher and higher in the calm
blue sky, we might have caught here and there
amidst the joyous notes, some such words as
these:

ILLSTRATIONS

OF

GRACE,

" T o the L a w and to the t e s t i m o n y . "
Is. 8 : 20. Near Sans Souci, the favorite residence of Frederic the Great, there was a mill,
which much interfered with the view from the
palace. One day the king sent to inquire what
the owner would take for the mill, and the unexpected reply came that the m,iller would not sell
it for any money. The king, much incensed,
gave orders that the mill should be pulled down.
The miller made no resistance, but folding his
arms, quietly remarked :
" The king may do this, but there are laws in
Prussia,"

" Or h o w k n o w s t t h o u , O man, w^hether
t h o u s h a l t s a v e t h y w i f e ? " etc, i Cor, 7:
16, A few years ago a homeward bound vessel '
was wrecked on the southwest coast of
England. The lifeboat was launched, and away
the men went, and were a long while at sea.
Darkness set in, but the people on the coast
lighted great fires so that the lifeboat might be
guided on its return to shore. After awhile they'^j
saw it returning, and a great strong man, of the "
name of John Holden, who was on the coast,
cried aloud to the captain of the lifeboat, ' H i !
h i ! have you saved the men ?' The captain
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answered, ' Ay, ay, I have saved the men ' ; and
all hearts were filled with gladness.
But
when they reached the coast it was found
that one fnan was left cli7iging to the 77iast. ' Why
did you not save him ?' said Holden —' why did
you not save him ?' ' Because we were exhausted,'
said the captain, ' and we should all have perished
if we had remained another five minutes attempting to save one man.' ' But you will go back —
you will go back to the rescue ?' They said they
had not the strength, the storm was so fierce.
Holden threw himself on the shingle, and lifted
up a prayer to God louder than the storm, that
God would put it into the hearts of some of those
people to go to the rescue of this one man, just
as Jesus Christ came to rescue one lost world.
When he had ceased praying six men volunteered
to accompany him, and John Holden, with six
men, were prepared to go and rescue that one
man. They were preparing to start, when the
good old mother of John Holden threw her arms
around his neck and said, ' John, you must not
go. What can I do if you perish ? You know
your father was drowned at sea, and it is just two
years since your brother William left; we have
never heard a word of him since. No doubt he,
too, has perished. John, what shall I do if you
perish ? " John said, ' Mother, God has put it
into my heart to go, and if I perish He will take
care of you.' And away he went; and after
awhile the lifeboat returned, and when it neared
the coast a loud voice was raised, ' H i ! h i ! John,
have you saved the man ?' John answered, in a
trumpet voice, ' Yes, we have saved the man ;
and tell my mother // is my brother Willia7n we
have saved.' Now, there is your brother man the
wide world over; haste to the rescue even if you
perish in the attempt.

For if w e w o u l d judge ourselves, w e
should not be judged, i Cor. i i : 31.—;In
the early part of the reign of Louis XIV., a
German prince, travelling through France, visited
the arsenal at Toulon, where the galleys, or convict-hulks, were stationed. The commandant, as
a compliment to the prince's rank, said he was
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welcome to set free any one galley slave whom
he should choose to select.
The prince, willing to make the best use of the
privilege, spoke to many of the convicts in
succession, inquiring why they were condemned to
the galleys. Injustice, oppression, false accusations, were assigned by one after another as the
causes of their being there. In fact, they were,
according, to their own representation, all injured
and ill-treated persons.
At last he came to one who, when asked the
same question, answered to this effect: "Your
highness, I have no reason to comjjlain. I have
been a very wicked, desperate wretch. I have
often deserved to be broken alive on the wheel.
I account it a great mercy that I am here." The
prince fixed his eyes upon him, and, in a tone of
irony which the commandant readily understood,
said to this man, in hearing of the others, " You
wicked wretch ! it is a pity you should be placed
among so many honest men; by your own confession, you are bad enough to corrupt them all;
but you shall not stay with them another day."
Then, turning to the officer, he said, in a lower
voice, but firmly, " This is the man, sir, whom I
wish to be released."
" And Jesus said, ' For judgment I am come
into this world, that they which see not might
see; and that they v/hich see might be made
blind.' And some of the Pharisees which were
with Him heard these words and said unto Plim,
' Are we blind also ? " Jesus said unto them, ' If
ye were blind, ye should have no sin; but now ye
say. We see ; therefore your sin remaineth.' "
Dear reader, the way to salvation is to own
you are lost; the way to forgiveness is to plead
guilty; the way to freedom is to confess you are
a slave. . Jesus came " to heal the broken-hearted,
to preach deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind.

WATCH TIDINGS.
Evangelizing the
cheering signs of the
at presen tattending
Jews. While a vast

J e w s . — One of the most
times is the great blessing
missionary work among the
apostacy towards infidelity
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is going on among the. Hebrews, there is also a
wide-spread turning unto Christ as the Messiah :
There are now forty-seven Protestant Missionary Societies engaged in Jewish Mission work in various lands.
The total number of Jews on the face of the earth is
estimated by Dr. Dalman at six and a half millions, and
there is just one Christian missionary to every 17,000 JewsIt is estimated, that since this century began and Jewish
Missions were first organized, 100,000' Jews have been
received by baptism into the Church of Christ. Not a few
Jews come over annually from Judaism to Christianity
without the direct influence of missionaries at all; of these
Joseph Rabbinowitz is a notable example ; and" there are a
number who, like Nicodemus of old, are disciples of Christ
secretly for fear of their brethren. , Of the 377 missionaries
engaged in the work, as many as 150 at least are of Jewish
birth. Nor are the Jews of inferior ability or low social
position who have embraced Christianity. Neander, one
of the greatest of modern theologians, was a Christian Jew
Adolph Saphir, one of the most learned of living Presbyterian ministers, is one of the first converts of the Church
of Scotland's Mission to the Jews. Lord Herschell the exLord Chancellor, is by race a Jew; his father, the RevRidley Herschell having been a convert from Judaism, and
the author of a series of biographies of Jews converted in
high social positions — Dr. Costa, Stern, and others. Lydia
Montefiore, of the well-known Jewish family, was a convert
of high social rank and station. The accessions from
Judaism to Christianity show men and women of culture
and learning and station; but even if it had been otherwise, we might still recall the words of St. Paul: " Not
many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many
noble, are called. But God has chosen the foolish things
of the world to confound the wise; and God hath chosen
the weak things of the world to confound the things which
are mighty. . . . that no flesh should glory in his presence.

Giant P o p e as Bunyan pictures him sitting in
his cave and growling at passers by, is fast becoming, giant despair, Here is his piteous prayer,
drawn out because of the loss of his temporal
power:, but in spite of it, he shall come to his
end and none can help him.
O good Jesus, our Master and Lawgiver, deliver us from
the persecutions of our enemies. Lord, Lord, Almighty
King, all things are put under Thy power, and none are
able to resist Thy will. If Thou hast decreed to save
Israel, Thou art the ruler of all things, and no man can
withstand Thy Majesty; and now, O Lord, take pity on
Thy people, for our enemies mean to destroy us and overthrow Thy heritage, which Thou didst redeem. Change
our sorrow into joy, that we may live, O Lord, and may
praise Thy name. In this sad overthrow of all things
there is none whom we can call upon, • except Thee, O
Lord. Thou alone art our King; remember Thy Church ;

she weeps, and none else can help her but Thee, O Lord.
Innovators and blind leaders are trying to make false Thy.
promises, to destroy Thine inheritance, to shut the mouth
of those who praise Thee, to darken the glory of Thy
temple and of Thy Altar. Lord, give not up Thy servants
into the hands of those who hate T h e e ; let them not
laugh at our downfall! but turn Thou back their wicked
designs upon themselves. Remember us, O Lord, and be
thus favorable to us in our tribulation. W h o livest and
reignest world without end. Amen.

Multitudes of innocent martyrs have pleaded
with.this monster of blasphemy for their just
rights, but in vain ; now he pleads in vain for
his unjust assumptions.
Relative increase of Protestants and Catholics. There is, of course a wide-spread apostacy
through the enticements of ritualism ; but there
is a vast counter-reformation through the spread
of the Scriptures and the diffusion of intelligence.
The Pock says :
Those of our friends who are so terribly despondent as
to the spread of the errors propagated by Roman Catholicism should study the stafiStics recently put foi-ward by the
Rev. J. Johnson, F.S.S., who has been comparing the
increase of population during the last hundred years with
the increase of Roman Catholics, members of-the Greek
Church, and Protestants respectively. While the Roman
Catholics of Europe have increased in a hundred years
from 80,190,000 to 163,000,000, and the adherents of the
Greek Church have increased from 40,000,000 to 83,000,—
000, the total number of Protestants has gone up from
37,700,000 to 134,000,000. That is to say, while the
Romish and Greek Churches have only doubled their
numbers, the Protestants have quadrupled them. The
only inference that can be drawn from these figures is that
in a thoughtful age, the superstitions of the Romish and
Greek Churches are not acceptable to educated people.
The pi\rer faith of Protestantism shows that it has more
vitality than the old priestbound systems which are
gradually losing touch with this age. Anyone, however,
who has travelled much on the Continent will know that
in Paris, Rome, and many other large cities, large numbers
of those who are counted as Roman Catholics are really
skeptics, so that the loss to- the Roman Church is greater
than is actually apparent from statistics. It is but seldom
that one sees young men in Popish places of worship.

Conversion of an entire v i l l a g e . — A remarkable story is communicated to the Indepen-,
dent, by Rev. H. Loomis, of Japan, of what has
happened in the village of Oyama in the province
of Chikugo:
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The people of this village, being in great poverty and in
great distress, appealed to their deities in vain for relief,
and, hearing of Christianity, and its promises of peace and
rest, they decided that they would become Christians. The
people of a neighboring village, learning of their resolve,
undertook to prevent them by force from carrying out their
purpose, but were driven off. Then the Governor of the
Province attempted to influence them, and he was followed
by a Buddhist, and then a Shinto priest. But all was of
no avail'. . They destroyed their idols, removed their names
from the Buddhist records, and two men were sent to Nagasaki to obtain a Christian teacher. These carried a petition signed by the heads of twenty-six families, asking for
some one to come and teach them the religion of Jesus.
This paper was given to the delegates who went to Nagasaki, as Cornelius journeyed to Joppa to find Peter.
The delegates there found at Nagasaki a Bible seller,
who took them to the Rev. Mr. Hutchinson, who by careful inquiry satisfied himself of their honesty, and sent two
native helpers to instruct the people as they desired.
After some months, an earnest request was sent for Mr.
Hutchinson to come himself and visit the place. On reaching the village he was astonished to find that apparently
the whole population had turned to the Lord — every one
seemed to be seeking the way of life. After a careful examination, as we are told, one hundred and eight persons
received baptism on the profession of their faith in Jesus
as their Saviour, or because of tlie faith of their believing
parents.
At a subsequent visit, fifty more adults and children were
added to this number, and, remarks Mr. Loomis, "their
new found peace and comfort are so manifest that others
who opposed at first have been made to admit that this is
indeed the hand of God."

What Christian heart can fail to break forth
into thanksgiving at such an event ? Whatever
the original ijiotive, however imperfect the work
may prove to be in the case of some, as feeble
faith suggests; yet that some souls born in
heathen darkness have seen the great light of
Christ and come to Him, is certainly a good
reason for rejoicing. Think of the present happiness of those Japanese, think of the glory in
which they shall be sharers — and what man
whose heart loves the souls for whom Christ
died will not desire that it were his lot to reap
such a glorious harvest, to be the instrument of
such an in-gathering. Blessed be God for such
testimony to the greatness of His salvation —
and blessed be His name for that great redemption H e Himself has furnished !
A C h o s e n V e s s e l . — We little know what
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a treasure we find when we rescue a soul from
sin and death. The wrecked vessel may be ordained of God to be a chosen vessel:
Through the active and timely agency of a converted
nurse in New York a few years ago, a sick man by the
name of Dias was led to Christ. The Lord called him to
be an active worker in His vineyard, and we have in him a
fresh illustration of what one person under God can do by
stepping in at the door of opportunity. In December,
1885, he was ordained to the ministry in Key West, Florida,
and during the month following the first Baptist church
of Cuba was formed with Rev. Mr. Dias as pastor. In less
than three years, six more churches have been organized
and twelve preaching stations opened in and around
Havana. The membership recently numbered 1,100, the
Sunday school 2,000 and the congregation 5,000. The interest to hear is said to be great; for the houses of worship are all crowded, and people stand at the doors and
windows to hear the word of life. I do not wonder that
the Rev. A. J. Dias, through whom the Holy Spirit began
this work, is called the "Cuban Paul." Improving her
opportunity — stepping into the current of the spirit and
working for the salvation of this man — only one individual — what a blessed work was done by the godly nurse,
and what a mighty work is being done for the Saviour by
this one converted man. Are we seeking to know the
mind of the Spirit with a desire to work ? If so, we shall
not be long without the favored opportunity. Let us not
mis-improve it.

Roman Catholic Missions have been supposed to be able to show larger numerical results
than Protestant since they aim only at adhesion
rather than at spiritual regeneration. As a correction of this impresion the following is significant:
The Roman Catholics report 268,700 converts in Africa,
2,000,000 in Asia, 55,000 in Oceanica, 330,000 in America,
or a total of 2,653,700. Protestant societies report 577,000
in Africa, 700,000 in Asia, 280,000 in Oceanica, and 688,000
in America, or a total of 2,245,000. Dr. Warneck remarks :
" I must confess that these figures surprised me. Considering the grand and imposing organization of the Catholic Church, the larger number of its missionaries, their
rapid method of receiving into church communion large
numbers, and the great advantage enjoyed by the fact that
they have been at the work many centuries before our work
began, I had thought that numerically their mission success
would vastly exceed that of the Protestants. Leaving out
of consideration Asia, where chiefly those who are descendants of converts of earlier centuries in China and India
swell the number in the Roman Catholic reports, it must
be seen that everywhere else the mission work of the Evangelical Church is far in advance of that of the Roman
Catholic."
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ROPHEKA,

RUTH ALLEYN,

I N Marah's bitter waters
The sweet'ning branch was dropped;
And, lo, its healing- virtues,
The poisoned currents stopped!
' T was God's own sign to Israel,
A picture of His grace,
A monument forever,
A statute to the race,
" I am the God that healeth,"
Is message from the Lord,
That heals thee now and ever, '
True meaning of the Word.
This title great and glorious
Came from the throne of power,
A name that knows no limit
Of skill, or place, or hour.
"I am the God that heals thee " —
" Jehovah," the " I am."
" R o p h e k a , " " H i m that healeth,"
Life's never ceasing balm.
O word of God most gracious
O promise, sure and true.
Let feeble souls and bodies
Accepting, life renew.
BOOK

NOTICES.

T h e P e r s o n and W o r k of t h e R e d e e m e r . By P^of. J. J.
Van Oosterzee. London: Hodder and Stoughton.
A great book, and one which every Christian student
should own! Often have we wished in reading the noble
lives of Christ which this generation of scholars has produced— Farrar's, Geike's, Ellicott's, and Andrew's —
that some one would write a life of Christ commencing
_ with His pre-existent state, and ending with His throne-life
and His millennial reign in glory. This is done in the
work before us. The author is a primitive pre-millennarian;
and the doctrine of the Lord's second coming lights up
his pages with a warm and radiant glow. Every student
of» Scripture, especially every minister of the Gospel,
should own this work. For sale at this office. Price $2.00.
M a n y Infallible Proofs. By Rev. A. T. Pierson, D.D.
Chicago: F. H . Revell.
Our versatile friend whose hand is skilled in every kind
of Christian labor—from missionary evangelizing and
Bible-reading, to book-making on many themes — has done
well here. It is a capital volume for popular use. Plain
and intelligible evidences of the .supernatural, in inspiration and redemption, in giving a Bible to the world and
•salvation io man, are here admirably set forth. We
warmly commend it. For sale at this oflice. Price, $1.25.

T h e C h a r i o t s of F i r e a n d Iron. By Rev. D . T. Taylor.
Yarmouth, Me.: Scriptural Publication Society. Price
25 cents.
The question whether railroads are predicted by the
prophet's in inspired writ, is here thoroughly discussed—-^,
vast research and thorough investigation of the Scriptures 'j
have brought out an array of evidence that will astonish
the reader. Thus from what many would hastily set down
as a foolish speculation, a' sober and interesting little
volume has emerged. No one can fail to be interested
in it.
S o n g s of P i l g r i m a g e , A Hymnal for churches, B y i '
H , L. tiastings. Boston: H . L. Hastings, 47 Comhill.
We desire to commend this rich compilation of hymns
by our friend and fellow-martyr, in the cause of open air
preaching. It is more than a compilation: it is in a
considerable part of its matter, an origination. Of hymns
common to other books we need not speak; but here are
some original compositions, or translations, so evangelical, J
fervent, and truly lyrical, that they are bound to live and be >
;
sung: Such as No. 722 ^'•Surely at the appoiirted time,"
a truly powerful rendering of a powerful h y m n ; and 724 |
" King of Glory ! Who is He." W e can frankly say that ''h
this book really adds much to our already rich hymnology.
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IGHTLY D I V I D I N G " i s a Scriptural direction which has the widest
possible application.
In study of
the Word let there be a careful division of devotional time from secular; in business, let there
be a rigid marking off of sacred time from common time; in gains, let there be a distinct account kept between the Lord's money and our
owrt. As Lord Bacon says :
In studies, whatsoever a man commandeth upon himselfe, let him set houres for it. But whatsoever is agreeable to his nature, let him take no care for any set time;
for his thoughts will flie to it of themselves, so as the
spaces of other business or studies will suffice. A man's
nature rtms either to herbes or weeds; ther£fore, let him
seasonably water the one and destroy the other.

How important the last 1 The old nature is
weeds ; the new is herbs. Therefore, mortify
and repress the one and nourish and cherish the
other.
! for the days are evil and the
time is short. Make haste ! for the Lord's work
is pressing and there are few to do it. Make
haste! for the night cometh wherein no man can
-work. Dr. Horatius Bonar gives the following
bit of suggestive experience :
M A K E HASTE

- Some years ago, when travelling through Palestine, we
were nearly benighted. W e had left Hebron in the morning, and had come leisurely along, passing through Bethlehem, and visiting the gardens of Solomon on the way.
The sun began to get low ere we caught our first glimpse
of Jerusalem, and on reaching the plain of Rephaim we
had to increase our speed. In a little while the sun set,
and we saw a man come out from the Jaffa gate and stand
upon a small hillock, shouting with all his might, as if forewarning of danger, and gesticulating wildly, as if to call our
attention to what he was announcing.
" What is the man saying ? " we asked our guide.
" H e is shouting, ' Yellah ( Y e l l a h ! ' "
" What does that mean.-'"
• —
" C o m e along! Come a l o n g ! "
• 'We nowiound we were about to be shut out, and this
messenger had come out to warn us that the gate was
about to be closed. We made haste, as we did not at all
relish the thought of being kept all night outside the walls.
We were just in time; no more. W e entered and. the

gate closed behind us.

" The door was shut."

(Matt.

3 5 : 10.)

The lesson we learned was, " Make haste ! " - - a lesson
which some of us never forgot. So near being shut out
of the earthly Jerusalem!
What if we were not almost,
but altogether, shut out of the Heavenly City ?

awaits,the Gospel.
But the triumph will not be full and final till the
Lord Himself appears. Speaking of the Hope
of Christ's second coming. Prof. Van Oosterzee
calls it " a real pearl of Christian truth."
Then
he adds:
T R I U M P H AND NOT DEFEAT

The fulfilment of the prophetic word can not lead to its
entire annulling, and when we enquire as to the indestructible reality which underlies alike the prospects of prophets
and apostles we believe that this jDrospect authorizes us to
hope for nothing less than a glorious manifestation of the
triumphant Kingdom of God on earth, even before the entire running out of the world's history. Such a manifestation we may not expect before the return of the Lord,
but after this return we regard it — even apart from the
letter of Scripture — as on internal grounds, and, moreover,
as in the highest degree worthy of God.

This is a good statement of the pre-millennial
view of Christ's advent. That event does not tci'mi7iate but rather begins the highest triumphs of
the Gospel,
from their beds
and announcing that it is morning ! How beautiful is this conception ! And how sweetly it is
put by the saintly Rutherford :
CALLING THE SLEEPING DEAD

A going-down star is not annihilated, but shall appear
again. If he hath casten his bloom and flower, the bloom
is fallen in heaven, into Christ's lap. And as he was lent
a while to time, so is he given now to eternity, which will
take yourself. And the difference of your shipping and
his to heaven and Christ's shore, the land of life, is only in
some few years, which weareth every day shorter; and
some short and soon-reckoned summers will give you a
meeting with him. But what! With him ? Nay, but
with a better company; — with the Chief and Leader of
the heavenly troops, that are riding on white horses, that
are triumphing in glory. If death were a sleep that had
no wakening, we might sorrow; but our Husband shall
quickly be at the bedsides of all that lie sleeping in the
grave, and §hall raise their mortal bodies,

••f-lX-.:
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BEHOLD HE COMETH!
BY T H E

EDITOR.

* V T is such a momentous event — the coming
^
of the Son of man in the clouds of heaven
• — and the contemplation of it so overpowers the
imagination, that we can easily understand why
in this age so averse to the supernatural, attempts
to explain away its literalness should multiply on
-every hand. But, as though anticipating these
evasions and refinings of latter-day philosophy,
the Holy Ghost has guarded this great hope of
the Church by the utmost accuracy of definition.
(Acts I : II.) " This same fesus who is taken u p '
from you," fixes the coporeal identity of the coming; Lord with Him whom we have known of the
wounded hands and pierced feet; and " shall so
come in like ma7i7ier as ye have see7i IIi7n go i7ito
heaven " determines His literal, visible and bodily return to earth. So, also, with the Thessalonian prediction, (i Thess. 4 : 16.) In the words,
" Ihe lord hi7nself shall descend from heaven
with a shout," there is a kind of underscoring of
holy writ that we iiiay be pardcularly reminded
that it is no spiritual apparition of Christ for
which we look, but " His own august personal
presence."

:^f:

visible presence ; a being with us which can only
be effected by a coporeal return to us. Therefore is His advent comprehensively called His
parousia, or coming; it is that " for which we look,",
and which " every eye shall see," and not that
which has already come to pass .spiritually and
which therefore no eye can see.
The second coming of Christ is the axis of a
true eschatology ; that in which all its doctrines
and'all its hopes stand together. Rightly are
some insisting on what they name a Christo-centric theology; only let them consistently apply
their principle to the doctrine of last things, m"^king all our ultimate hopes and attainments to
concentre in the coming Christ. Then shall we
cease to hear in orthodox dogmatics that " sanctification ends at death," when the New Testament everywhere binds its consummation to the
second advent of Christ; then, also, except in
liberal theology, may we no longer listen to the
affirmation that resurrection is attained for each
one separately in an instant, in the shutting of
an eye, at the last breath of the body, when
Scripture declares that '•'< we shall all be cha7igedin
a mo77tent i7i the twinkli7ig of a7i eye at the last
tru77ip." (i Cor. 15 : 51, 52.)

Any doctrine of the resurrection disassociated And yet His parousia, of which the Scripture from the advent must be false---false because
so constantly speaks, is said to signify His pres- eccentric, and without relation to the axis of reNo atonement apart
ence ; afid therefore elaborate volumes have been demption, the parousia.
from
the
cross
:
no
resurrection
apart from the
written to prove that " t h e coming—parousia —
of the Son of man," means His abiding invisible . coming 1 The morning star of the Church is the
dwelling in the Church through the Holy Spirit. glorious appearing; but this star, at least, h a s ,
Prese7ice, the word undoubtedly means; but not satellites — the resurrection, the rapture, -the
omnipresence. The everywhereness of Christ in glory — and not one of these will be visible
the person of the Comforter is the peculiar bless- "until the day dawn, and the day star arise."
What deep questions suggest themselves as soon
ing of this dispensation. In this sense H e can
say to every member of His mystical body, the as we begin to meditate on this theme ! How can
Church, in every place on earth and at every it be, if His coming is personal and bodily," that
moment of time : " Lo, I am with you always, even ^^ every eye shall see H i m ? " Will Yiis parousia
unto the end of the age." It was in order to give be prolonged, or as some hold, will it elapse in a
place for this world-wide, or rather. Church-wide, moment " as the lightening cometh out of the
indA/\felling that it was expedient for our Lord to east, and shineth even unto the west," leaving
go away; that so the Paraclete might come to the great world to wonder what has become of
abide with His people perpetually.
But this the saints?
everywhere-presence of Christ by the Holy Ghost
In other words, will H e be visible to His
is never once spoken of in Scripture as Yiispar- Church alone at His parousia, manifesting Him. onsia. This term applies only to His bodily and self untO t h e m ; but not to the world u n t i l - a
J.

Si;-^l^i
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later epiphany, when He shall appear in glory
with His saints? Already there has been too
much of dogmatising on these points ; therefore,
we prefer to leave them for the day to reveal.
The attitude of the Church towards this sublime event is the all-important consideration.
That should be one of joyful hope and not of
dread expectation. We cannot think that true
and watchful believers will share in that adventwail which is so graphically pictured in the Revelation. (Rev. 1: 7.) " All the tribes of the land
shall mourn over Him," indeed; they who
pidrced Him reading their condemnation in His
wounds and smiting on their breasts; but they
who own those wounds as the credentials of their
peace with God, will lift up their heads and rejoice, saying, " Lo, this is our God; we have
waited for Him and H e will save us : this is the
Lord; we have waited for him : we will be glad
and rejoice m His salvation."
(Is. 2 5 : 9.)
Eagerly do we summon parable and poetry to
picture the exultant scene as we gather it from
Scripture. One who stands among us, as the
venerable Simeon of our generation " just and
devout, waiting for the consolation of Israel," *
has, in a recent utterance, made the advent scene
so real by the use of a historical incident, that
we are constrained herewith to reproduce the picture entire:
" When those that upheld the banner of truth
had almost lost heart, and Protestantism seemed
failing, John Knox accepted the invitation from
the true-hearted ones, and left Geneva for Scotland. When he landed, quick as lightening, the
news spread abroad. The cry arose everywhere,
' John Knox has come !' Edinburgh came rushing into the streets ; the old and the young, the
lordly and the low, were seen mingling together
in delighted expectation. All business, all common pursuits were forsaken. The priests and
friars abandoned their altars and their masses
and looked out alarmed, or were seen standing
by themselves shimned like lepers.
Studious
men were roused from their books, mothers set
down their infants and ran to inquire what had
come to pass. Travellers suddenly mounted and
* Dr, Andrew Bonar.
•
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sped into the country with the tidings, ' JohnKnox has come.' At every cottage door the inmates stood and clustered, wondering, as horseman after horseman cried, ' Knox has come.'
Barques departing from the harbor bore up to
each other at sea to tell the news. Shepherds
heard the tidings as they watched their flocks
upon the hills. The warders in the castle challenged the sound of quick feet approaching, and
the challenge was answered, 'John Knox has
come !' The whole land was moved ; the whole
country was stirred with a new inspiration, and
the hearts of enemies withered.' Oh if that was
the effect of the sudden presence of a man like
ourselves — a man whom we will rejoice to meet
in the Kingdom, but only a man — what will the
land feel, what will earth feel, when the news
comes. The Son of Man I The So7t of Man I
His sign has been seen in the heaven ! O wise
virgins, with what joy will you go out to meet
Him!"
Some admonish us not to take too literally
the words, " As a thief in the night," since sudden as the advent surprise will be, it cannot
really be in the night for all the world, as one
side of the globe is dark, and the other light at
the same moment. True ; and yet how perfectly
our Lord's picture of His coming answers to this
fact; since it brings into the same instantaneous
photograph a day-scene and a night-scene and a
twilight-scene : " I tell you in that night there shall
be two men in one bed " — the midnight surprise
— " the one shall be taken and the other shall be
left." " Two women shall be grinding together "
— the twilight surprise — " the one shall be taken
and the other left." " Then shall two be in the
field" — the mid-day surprise — "the one shall
be taken and the other left." (Matt. 24 : 40 ;
Luke 17 : 34-36.) It would seem thus as though
the lightening flash of His parousia would encircle the world in an instant. Realistic in the
highest degree is the picture : no halt in the hurried march of our humanity for burnishing the
armour for the grand review; no pause in life's
drama for shifting the scenery before the final act
is introduced 1 Instant transition of the Church
from busy toil and tired sleep, into the beatific
vision, and the awakening immortality; and as
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instant a lapse of the ungodly from the day of
grace into the day of doom. The event will
evidently be utterly unexpected except for the
faithful few who have kept their watch.
Morally, or rather dispensationally, Christ's
coming will be in the night. For such, according to Scripture, is the whole period of our Lord's
absence. When He was yet with His Church
H e said: " I must work the works of Him that
sent me while it is day: the night cometh." It
M^as His presence that made the day — " As
long as I am in the world, I am the light of the
world." (John g : 5),— and His removal that
would bring the night. Hence, we find Paul
saying — in the time of the Lord's absence and
in view of His return — " The night is far spe7it,
the day is at ha7id." (Rom. 13 : 12.) Here is an
exact inversion of the order from that of Christ,
shov^ring that it is the absence or the presence of
our Lord which determines the question. " They
that sleep,, sleep i7i the 7iight." (i Thess. 5 : 6.)
The words are true dispensationally as well as
literally. So long as " they that sleep in Jesus "
are still in their graves the world's morning will
not have come. ' " A7id they that are drtmken a7-e
dru7ike7i in the 7iight: " so long as the riot'of unrestrained sin goes on over all the earth, and the
mass of humanity is held in the mad intoxication
of the god of this world, the day-dawn will not
yet be visible. But what an exquisite parable
there is for us — an enacted parable — in that
story of Christ's walking on Tiberias ! H e has
" gone up unto the mountain apart to pray : " and
the Church which H e launched is " now in the
midst of the sea, tossed with waves and the wind
contrary." But " in the fourth watch of the night "
He comes to her, walking upon the sea; and
they, who for a moment feared and are .troubled
at the startling apparition, will hear His voice
saying, " Be of good cheer : it is I ; be not afraid."
These words will bring an end to all sorrow, a
calm for all storms.

impression which the inspired declaration itself
makes upon the mind. So great is this saying
that it alone befits the incarnate Word who spoke
it. " Only a Jesus could forge a Jesus," it has
been said; and only the Coming One whom we
have known " whose goings forth have been of old
from everlasting " could predict for himself such
a coming as this. As Luthart truly says : " This
word H e has in fact spoken,—' Hereafter ye shall
see the Son of man coming in the clouds Of
heaven,'—but it is a word.of which there is no
other example. Even the mad pride of Roman
emperors who demanded religious homage for
their statues has never gone so far as to conceive
such an unheard-of thought, and here it is the
lowliest among men who speaks.
The word
must be truth; for there is here no mean term
between truth and madness."
MASTER MISSIONARIES.
BY ALICE B.
NUMBER

MERRIAM.
THREE.

HANS E G E D E , 1681

1758.

2 ^ H E story of the opening of Christian missions
among the snows and upon the ice-bound
coasts of Arctic regions, clusters around a life
whose beginnings are almost unknown, but whose
later years are marked by indomitable and triumphant faith.
Hans Egede was born in Norway, in i 6 8 i , b u t
no chronicle makes known to us his birth-place,
the history of his parents or of his early years.
He seems to rise suddenly before us in the year
1707, when he leaves the University of Copenhagen, and assumes the pastoral charge of the
little hamlet of Vaagen.
Far up along the western coast of Norway lie
the Lofoden Islands, many of them consisting
only of lofty peaks of rock rising abruptly from
the sea, others affording shelter and sustenance
for a few families. On one of these islands,
" And they shall see the Son of man coming looking toward the mainland and separated from
in the clouds of heaven with power and great it by the quiet waters of the bay, was the village
glory." Himself has said this concerning Him- of Vaagen. Here Hans Egede and his wife Gerself, and to attempt to heighten the effect of Plis trude heartily united in the work of preaching
words by any imaginative description of the Christ to the isolated farmers and fisherfnen who,
scene predicted were certainly to lower the constituted their parish.
s*
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It was the simple purpose of Egede to follow
Christ and to manifest His life, and his simplicity and love won the hearts of the people.
But into this quiet, life came thoughts and
questions of a distant land and a far different
life. Old-time chronicles told him of a country
formerly known to commerce and to the Chiirch
of Christ, which had almost passed from the
knowledge and sight of men, since the beginning
of the fifteenth century. This, together with his
knowledge of the early conquests of Christianity
as it spread from land to land, awakened in
Egede's mind the idea of finding Greenland and
carrying to its people the gospel of Christ. A
period of great uncertainty ensued. It was difficult to determine whether these thougjits were
the suggestions of self-will or the promptings of
God's spirit. So possessed was he by these
ideas, that in his dreams the Greenlanders seemed
to crowd around him, crying, " O man, whom God
has blessed, pity us." After reaching a decision
he was' beset by new perplexities through the
unwillingness of his wife to accompany him.
This caused a considerable delay, but resulted in
a better preparation for the work. Her misgivings and faint-heartedness-were overcome by a
thorough conviction wrought by the Spirit, and
they were henceforth united in a common purpose, the one as brave and full of faith as the
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1721, and came to anchor off the coast of Greenland in July. The settlers called their first landing-place Good Hope.
Egede and his wife found themselves near an
encampment of Esquimaux who seemed suspicious of the strangers and for a long time would
not permit them to enter their houses. Gifts and
kind treatment slowly dispelled their fears.
Egede began to gain the use of a few words ; but
outward prospects afforded little encouragement.
The men who had come with them were not successful in their business efforts and threatened
to return to Denmark. It seemed, at first, that
this would necessitate his return, since the departure of the others would leave himself, his
wife and his two children utterly alone among
the natives, and cut off from all communication
with the outside world. But his wife encouraged
him to remain. " This, " she said, " was the
place which God had appointed for herself and
her husband." His eldest son became in early
years, his helper, by drawing rude pictures of
Scripture scenes ; and these were the first means
of awakening among the people an interest in
the Bible and in the message which Egede
brought to them.
During the second winter of their life in
Greenland, Egede, with his two boys, lived entirely among the natives, in order that he might
other.
^
••*
more fully instruct them. He began to translate
But now further trials followed and yet longer the Scriptures and to make journeys to distant
delays. Egede visited the Missionary College in settlements, strong in faith, though cheered by
Copenhagen to obtain assistance and to find co- no tangible results.
For a period of four years, 1723-1727, his
laborers ; but Denmark was at war with Sweden
and none would listen to his appeals. For four labors were shared by another missionary, when
years he wandered from one quay to another he was again left with no assistant but his son
searching for a ship which would take him to PatH, then eighteen years of age. In 1728, other
Greenland, and from one end of the city to the re-inforcements of colonists and two missionaries
other, pleading with merchants to provide some arrived, but the help proved to be only tempoway for him to reach his desired haven. At last, rary, and soon Egede was again alone with his
thirteen years after the dawning of his. purpose, wife and younger son, and with ten seamen left
the king of Denmark granted a charter to a com- behind by the colonists for their protection.
pany of merchants who proposed to form a set- The elder son was at this time in Copenhagen,
tlement in Greenland for the sake of opening a pursuing his studies with the hope of returning
trade in furs. Egede joined them as minister to his father's assistance.
and- missionar}^, with the promise of ;^45 a year
Thus for several years, Egede labored on amid
for his siipport.
uncertainties and discouragements of every kind'
^ .The little company set sail on the 3rd of May, but with unfaltering faith.

;^.-
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In 1734, two Moravian missionaries arrived,
the first of a goodly nunaber who afterward followed them. Their help was soon sorely needed,
for the small-pox broke out among the natives,
and the spread of the disease was appalling.
Egede's wife turned their house into a hospital
and the time of the missionaries was constantly
occupied in caring for the sick.
Between the
months of September and January, five hundred
died in the vicinity of Good Hope alone, and for
many miles in either direction the coast was
nearly depopulated. The epidemic had scarcely
spent itself when a vessel arrived bringing two
German missionaries; and as Egede and his wife
were greatly worn by years of lonely toil, and
more especially by the recent scenes of suffering
and death, it was determined that they should
return to Norway for rest and refreshment. Before they could leave, however, his wife died on
the 21 St of December, 1735.
This great sorrow completely prostrated the
already exhausted missionary, and in 1736 he
embarked for Copenhagen. H e never fully regained his strength, but lived for many years,
instructing missionaries in the language of
Greenland. H e died on the 15th of November,
1758.
The life-work of Hans Egede, the founder of
Christian missions in Greenland was summed up
in the short space of fifteen years. His was emphatically a work of preparation and of sowing.
H e was not permitted to see the ripening fields
or to gather even the first fruits of the later harvests. Yet he was spared to the joy of knowing
that others were reaping the fields which he had
sown. In 1738, the Moravian missionaries who
succeeded Egede, baptized the first convert.
Others rapidly followed ; and from the middle of
the century, the history of the mission became
the history of a settled Christian church.
•"One soweth, and .another reapeth."
"God
giveth the increase."

the heart's own sweetness and true light,
Thou art the secret fountain that o'erflows
The weary soul, surpassing all delight.
In whom each anxious longmg finds repose.
— Frmn the Ldlii.
JESUI

MODERN S I G N S ; OR, P R E S E N T PROOFS
"i
";

OF T H E S U P E R N A T U R A L .
BY A R T H U R
PART

T, P I E R S O N .

'

:>:'

TWO.

TJ-'O the spiritually-mind'ed man, a suflSciently
^^emphatic proof of God's power and presence
in the affairs of men, is found in those mighty
tidal waves of revival that at times sweep over
whole continents. They as clearly show a supernatural force at work, as the spring-tides exhibit
the influence of sun and moon in conjunction.
What shall we say of Flavel, Tennent and
others, who, in that mysterious state of "trance,"
rose to the disclosures of the unutterable things
of the " Third Heaven ? " Irving, at London,
and the_MacDonalds at Port Glasgow, exercised'
prophetic gifts, gifts of healing, and even gifts of
tongues, or else both biography and tradition falsify facts. These men could not lie, nor were
they mere enthusiasts and fanatics, without
poise of mind or balan'ce of character. The
Huguenots, exiles for Christ in the mountains of
Cevennes, developed supernatural gifts : healing,
discernment of spirits, tongues, and prophesyings;
they became known in England as the " French
P r o p h e t s ; " and that it was no imposture is
proven by the witness of intelligent but incredulous people who went out from Paris to apply the
test of scientific and critical investigation. The
Jansenists, when persecuted by the Jesuits, and
daring all risks as the price of faithful testimony
to Christ, had similar experience to that of the
exiled Huguenots.
Isaac T. Hopper was as confident of Arthur
Howell's prophetic gifts as of those of Paul or ;
John. When Howell was going to Germantown
one Sunday^morning, he met a funeral procession.
This gende ancl benignant preacher was a stranger to the dead, absolutely ignorant of all the
circumstances. Yet, as the funeral service closed,
he astonished the company by announcing that
it had been revealed to him that the body borne
on the bier, was that of a woman, who had, suffered much from unjust suspicion as to a crime
of which she was guiltless; and that she had
communicated the truth to a clergyman then
present whose account of the interview with her
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should receive full credit. Judge of that clergyman's amazement, who could only add : " I know
not who this man is, nor how he has obtained his
information ; but certain it is that he has repeated,
word for word, a conversation which I had supposed was known only to myself and the dead."
Mr. Howell further announced that within a few
weeks, this woman's innocence would be fully
vindicated. And so it proved : for the subsequent confession of a young man relieved the deceased of all unjust accusation.*
When Dr. Bushnell was in the Napa valley in
California, he met a most venerable and benignant looking man, a true modern patriarch, who
some six or seven years before, in a night vision,
had seen a company of emigrants, hemmed in
by the snows, perishing of cold and hunger.
The vision was so vivid that it left even the character of the scenery stamped on his mind, and
the very features of the persons. Twice in the
night he dreamed the same dream, and waking
hours could not dispel t*he impression. H e told
the dream to an old hunter, who was able, by'the
description, to locate the scenery of the dream
in the Sierra, by the Carson Valley Pass. This
decided the patriarch, who collected a company
of men, with mules, blankets and food, and they
went directly to the Pass, 150 miles off, and
found the imperilled party in that spot. This
might have been regarded by Dr. Bushnell as an
idle tale but for the presence of witnesses who
knew the facts and knew the very families saved
from death.
Luther, after wrestling with God in prayer for
the dying Melancthon, with firm faith took his
hand and said : " Be of good cheer, Philip ! you
shall not die; " and from that hour Melancthon
revived. Bengel the Commentator, tells of a
little paralytic of twenty years, who, by the prayer
of faith was immediately healed. The case was
publicly investigated, and certified as genuine.
Miss Fancourt, in London, was a cripple, bedridden by spinal curvature and distressing disease in the joints of the body. Mr. Graves, a
Christian friend, called on her one evening, and
the conversation turned upon Christ as the
*Life of Isaac T. Hopper, 258-261.
•,wa«;^'fM
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healer. Upon rising to take leave, he felt impelled to exercise the gift of healing, and boldly
bade her " stand on her feet and walk," which
forthwith she did without difhculty or discomfort. The case found its way to the public
prints; and even religious journals, in discussing
the matter, seemed to be infected with Hume's
antagonism to " miracles," and favored any solution rather than the admission of any supernatural working. How like the materialism and
naturalism of our own day !
Even a man as careful and scholarly as
Prof. Theodore Christlieb says: " We cannot
fully admit the proposition that no more miracles
are performed in our day. In the history of77ioder7t
77iissio7is wefi7id 77ia7ty wo7iderful occurre7ices, which
immistakably remi77d us of the Apostolic age,"
Hans Egede was the pioneer missionary to
Greenland. Before he mastered the Esquimaux
tongue, he had impressed the people in a very
unusual way with his divine mission and commission. H e found them poor, weak-minded, like
many in the days of Christ; so mentally blunted
and degraded, that, by merely spiritual means,
the Lord could not reveal himself. Other signs,
more palpable to the senses, seemed needed; and
so with many sighs and tears, and prayers for
Divine help, he ventured to lay hands on the sick
and pray over them ; and lo, in the name of Jesus
of Nazareth, they were made whole !
Afterwards, in time of famine, when the promised ship, with its stock of provisions, failed,
and the colonists' little store was almost exhausted,
they actually pulled down their own huts and
came to Hans Egede to compel him, with them,
to leave that land of famine and death. Just
then his wife, suddenly endowed with prophetic
foresight, declared their rescue to be nigh, and
bade them wait but three days and see the salvation of God. They jeered at the prediction
but she prevailed on them, and the colonists
swore a terrible oath not to wait an hour beyond
the third day. But on that very day the sail rose
over the horizon and the provision-ship rode
into the harbor.
'
. ' ,
How many have been the deliverances which
have been traced by all devout disciples to a
wonder-working God ? For example, the writer
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history. Philip of Spain, in 15S8, three centuries _
ago, sent out this -expedition to crush England
as the bulwark of Protestantism, and the whole
wealth and power of the Spanish nation was concentrated in this assault on religious freedom.
God alone could have saved England and Protestantism then. It was in May of that eventful year
that the great fleet sailed from Lisbon : 129 large
vessels with nearly 20,000 soldiers, over 8,000 sailors and 2,500 cannon. Scarce had the sails been
set-when a sev.ere storm shattered the fleet and
drove them back for repairs. After two months
further delay, the Armada sailed a second time;
and on the 20th of July, the dreadful crescent of
ships, seven miles in length, appeared in the
channel. All that England could do would have
Probably there is no devout Christian living been a vain and ineffective resistance, but for
who has not in his own history witnessed such what God did for England. By gale after gale,
supernatural working. What \s th& p7'ovide7ice of H e drove those Spanish war-ships toward the
(y<7^ but a •constant witness to the supernatural wild coasts of Scotland and Ireland till they were
factor in human history ? The uniformity of its strewn with wrecks and corpses, and those who
common, daily operation leads unthinking peo- escaped the sea were slain on the beach. Sickple to mistake it for a mere operation of cause ness on board of other vessels decimated the
and effect; but there are occasional and excep- troops, and, after months of disaster, fiftytional exhibitions of an infinite intelligence, that four half-wrecked ships reached Spain with only
compel us to admit something beyond the mere about 10,000 men, and they were reduced by dismechanism of " natural law." When human his- ease and want to a most pitiable condition.
tory reaches crises, entanglements, which no hu- Never, in all history, was there a more unmistakman counsel or agency can resolve or relieve, able instance of His intervention who " holds
then it is that God's hand interposes. There the winds in His fist, and ruleth the waves of the
may be something resembling the uniformity of sea."
clockwork-; .there is something else that reminds
The career of the first Napoleon is another'us of the human hand that winds the clock, ad- marvellous illustration of Providence. God used
justs the hands, corrects the pendulum, oils up him to humble the pride of the leading nations
the bearings, and regulates the variations of the of Europe, and then, when he himself. bemovement.
.^
came proud and arrogant, like Nebuchadnezzar,

himself went over the " burnt district of Northern Michigan in 1882, immediately after that
river of flame had swept everything^before it for
sixty miles. A Covenanters' church, stood unscorched, where - every habitation was burned
about it. The house that had stood within fifty
feet of it was so swept away that not a charred
timber remained.
Yet that church, a frame
building, had not even on it the smell of fire.
Those poor Covenanters, while the fire was raging,
met in a ravine near by, and besought God to
spare his own sanctuary, and as the fiery stream
moved onward, they saw it divide and pass their
beloved meeting house, without eve7i scorching the pai/it. I looked on it with speechless
amazement, and can testify to the facts.

The providence of God is especially seen in God humbled hi7n. The effect of the wars of the history of nations. Behold Him use the Napoleon" on the religious life of Europe was
idolatrous and iniquitous Assyrian as a chastis- marked. The great Coisican was God's scourge
ing rod of His anger, with which to punish even to chastise and correct European infidelity, when
his own people, and then break in pieces the rod the French Revolution had spread a death-pall
itself; and again, taking the arrogant Babylon as over Christianity, dethroning Revelation, and ena hammer, wherewith to smite the nations, after- throning a horrible .Materialism and Rationalism.
ward break the hammer itself on the awful anvil Pious and devout souls looked aghast, when they
of H i s judgment. (Isaiah lo.)
,saw the guillotine cut off thousands of heads, in
We have just passed an eventful year, 1888. the name of "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity;"
'J'he story of the Spanish A7'7nada is but one of men and women were slaughtered "with scarce the
numberless instances of God's hand in human form of a trial; over the sepulchres was written
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the atheistic sentence of old Thessalonica, " Death
is an eternal sleep;" the Sabbath was disowned
even in the calendar, and one day in ten substituted for one day in seven ; the Bible was trampled under foot and a harlot crowned in Notre
Dame as the Goddess of reason and the tutelary
deity of France ! Amid such a compound catastrophe, prayer went up from the whole Christian
Church, that God would interpose; and he did,
strangely enough. The devastating wars of Napoleon that seem destined by one grand conquest
to make the very world itself the empire of one
man ; the awful thunders of his cannon that seemed
to defy all resistance, brought the nations to their
knees. God was seen to be the God of the whole
earth, and appeal to Him was the only resort to
avert a universal calamity and catastrophe
The Antichrist seemed to have found his incarnation, and to be grinding all enemies to powder
under his iron heel. Even the Emperor Alexander, of Russia, said: " The burning of Moscow
lighted the flames of religion in my s o u l ! "
Prof. Tholuck well remembers how " every one
was penetrated with this thought that, if aid came
not from on high, none was to be expected on
earth; and that the moment was come for the
display of the eternal justice which governs the
world. It was_/;'(?7;z this very ti77ie, that evangelical faith revived, reformation was carried on, and
the grand missionary period of modern church
history began.
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'•'• 77tade circumstances."
From that moment he
ceased to be an instrument in God's hands, and
the Almighty, whoin he had defied, crushed hi7n.
That retreat of 120,000 men from Moscow has,
for various suffering, misery and horror, no parallel in the annals of the race. The loss of the
French and auxiliaries in this campaign was 125,
000 slain, 132,000 dead of hunger, cold, disease
and fatigue, and 193,000 prisoners. The retreat
on the Rhine and the awful defeat of Waterloo
followed, till, himself a captive, he died in his
island-prison at St. Helena. Even yet, an avenging Providence had not done with him who defied the laws of God, and sacrificed honor and
virtue for the sake of perpetuating the Napoleonic name and fame. The young Kiiig of Rome
died, and the great modern Csesar was left without an heir; and strange to relate, when the
Napoleonic name was revived in French history,
thirty years later, it was in the person of Charles
Louis, grandson of the very wife, Josephine,
whom he had divorced !
{To be co7iti7tuedi)
A STRUGGLING FOR HOLINESS.
BY GEO. BOWEN, INDIA.

^TRUGGLING for holincss is by many regarded
as the best evidence of holiness. Men are
regarded as saints who put forth a great deal of
effort in the pursuit of righteousness. Men in
God would not, hov/ever, leave the ungodly India who travel on foot 500 or 1,000 miles,
man, whom he had used as a scourge of the under circumstances that aggravate the diificulty
nations, unscourged: H e had grown arrogant, of the enterprise, to- reach some sacred shrine,
•proud and blasphemous. Just because his mar" are looked upon as eminently righteous. The
riage with Josephine, his-,queen and faithful wife' question is not. Do they obtain what they strive
was unblest with offspring, and because he had after ? Their striving is regarded as itself the
determined to perpetuate a Napoleonic dynasty, best evidence of holiness. Not merely among
he cruelly divorced her, without just cause, and Hindus does this way of viewing the matter obmarried Maria Louisa, the Arch-duchess of the tain ; it is also found among Christians. Many
house of Hapsburg. By her he had a son, whom biographies of good men are largely taken up with
the account of their struggles after holiness. We
he proclaimed King of Rome.
Dazzled by the schehie of universal empire, he are told of the deep sense of their own sinfulness,
struck a blow at Russia's colossal throne. Warned the tears, the earnest pleadings, the fastings, the
by a distinguished woman of France, that in this perpetual conflicts, and we are expected to recogRussian campaign he might fail, and find circum- nize them as holy because of this constant enstances against hi7n, he ventured to reply, that he deavor to be holy. And many have been led by
knew no such word as "fail," and that he himself these portraitures to conclude that all that Chris-
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tianity can do for us is to awakpn us and stimu-late us to such ever-renewed efforts to beat back
sin and follow hard after holiness. But is this
what the Bible calls holiness ? We do not call it
health when a man, conscious of some severe illness, takes great pains to procure the help of
physicians, and gives all his attention to the one
matter of battling with the disease that besets
him. We look on to see what is the issue of the
conflict, and do not expect to regard him as pos. sessed of health until his conflict has terminated
in victory. Many men go all their days battling
with disease without overcoming it. It is so far
a good sign when a man knows his sinfulness, as
it leads us to hope that he will avail himself of
the means of deliverance; nor can he be too
much in earnest about it, but it is of the utmost
importance that he should wage the battle with
the armor of heaven, conspicuous in which is the
helmet, hope of salvation,.the expectation of deliverance, and faith which brings the future near.
Striving for holiness is not itself holiness, and
W'if

; should never be confounded with it. The world
looks on admiringly because of the penances and
austerities and mortifications and tears and prayers and vigils with which some seek for holiness;
but we are told that without holiness itself no
man can see the Lord. Holiness is not an
achievement, but a gift. Our-efforts and struggles bring us, or should bring us, to the recognition of our utter inability to purify ourselves ; and
happy is he who reaches the point of self-despair,
realizing that he is utterly bankrupt of the ability
to emancipate himself from sin. Fie is then in a
fair way to perceive that what he himself, with
all his self-tutoring and self-condemnation, is impotent to accomplish, Christ willingly undertakes
to accomplish. When he ceases from the absurd
^enterprise of-bringing a clean thing out of an
unclean, there is an opportunity for Christ to
show what Fie can do in the way of saving men
from their sins. We are, not under the law, but
under grace, both as regards justification and
sanctification. " Sin shall have no more dominion over you," is the promise distinctly made to
believers, for the reason that they are not under
the law, but under grace. That is to say, we are
uot left to our own efforts, but the power of

Christ comes into our hearts to do what we cannot do. We reckon ourselves dead unto sin, by
reckoning that H e who died for us and rose again
is with us and in us, and that sin has to encounter
not us but Him. Recognition of Christ is victory. " Who is he that overcometh the world but
he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God ? "
Men are brought out of darkness into God's
marvelous light, that they may minister to their
fellow-men, becoming lights in the world, holding
forth the word of life. But in order that they
may be free to engage heartily in this service, it
is necessary that their powers be liberated from
the necessity of carrying on a continuous warfare within. There is enough to engage the utmost powers of every man in the outer world in
efforts to impart to others what God has shown
to him. When the thirst of his own soul is satisfied in Christ, rivers of living water flow forth
from him. But sin unsubdued within him, disables
him, compelling him to give his chief attention to
himself. Full salvation is the liberation of all
our powers from the thraldom of sin, that they
may be used by Christ for extending that kingdom which is righteousness, peace and joy in the
Holy Ghost. ^
" I write unto you, young men," says the Apostle John, " because ye are strong, and have overcome the wicked one." Again : " H e that is.
born of God keepeth himself, and that wicked"
one toucheth him not." The victory here spoken
of is doubtless the victory over inward sin, where-by a believer becomes fitted to engage in the work
of battling with sin in the open, and seeking the
deliverance of those who are led captive of Satan
at his will. The great aim of the Prince of this •.
world is to keep the believer occupied with himself, to keep him engrossed in introspection, and
fighting in his own strength with one that is
stronger than himself. But the faith whereby we
recognize the power and readiness of Christ to ,
meet and discomfit our inward foes, and cast them ,
out as H e did the.unclean spirits of old, deliver ^
us from the necessity of spending all our moral
and spiritual strength in fruitless efforts, and sets
us free for the work of. battling with him who is \
entrenched in the hearts of others.
" Christ is made of God unto us wisdom, right-
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eousness, sanctification, redemption." In Him
we have these, in ourselves never. " The law of
the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus maketh us free
.;; from the law of sin and death." Christ is our
",t' holiness, and is so for ever. The earth never becomes independent of the sun, so that it can
shine by itself ; and the believer never becomes
independent of Christ, so that he can walk in his
own holiness. Take away the sun, and the earth
is enveloped in its pristine darkness; take away
^ Christ from the saint, and the sainthood is gone,
sin is in its old ascendency.
THE

MISSING

ONES.

BY J. W.*

summer evening, for a part of our family
^"^ worship, I read the fourth chapter of i
Thess. Before retiring to rest, I seated myself
in my easy-chair, and mused on the last few ver- ses of the chapter, and as I mused, I fell into a
deep sleep, and had a most wonderful dream.
My rnind seemed to be clear and distinct, and
my intellectual faculties stronger and brighter
than in my wakeful condition.
I thought I had awakened in the morning, and
was somewhat surprised to find that my wife was
not beside me as usual. Supposing, however,
that her absence was but temporary, I waited, expecting her speedy return to our chan^ber ; but
after the lapse of what I considered a reasonable
time, as she did not make her appearance, I arose
and dressed.
My wife's apparel was where she had placed it
on retiring, and I felt confident she was somewhere about the house. So I went to my daughter Julia's room, thinking she might know the
whereabouts of her mother; but after knocking
several times without response, I entered and
found that she also was missing.
" Strange, passing strange 1 " said I to myself;
"where can they both b e ? " Then I went to
the room of our son Frank, and found him up
and already dressed, which was something quite
xl unusual for him at an hour so early. H e said
he had passed a very restless night, and thought
ANNE

* From his article published in the Episcopal Recorder.'
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he might better get up. I told him of the absence of his mother and sister from their rooms,
and requested him to look around and see if he
could find them. In the meantime I hurriedly
completed my toilet, and soon Frank returned
and said the missing ones were nowhere to be
found, and that every door leading outward was
securely locked, as on the preceding evening.
We were at our wit's end, and what to make of
this strange occurrence we did not know. On
again visiting Julia's room, we found on her stand
her well marked open Bible. One prominent
verse attracted my attention; it read, " Be ye
also ready, for iti siuh an hour as ye think not the
Son of 77tan cometh." This passage, my wife had
always declared, referred to the coming of Christ
for His saints, the redeemed Church, according
to I Thess. 4 : 14, 17, while I insisted that it
meant only the preparation for death. But I am
digressing. Frank and I concluded that, without
waiting for breakfast, we should each take a different route, and visit some of our most intimate
friends, in quest of our dear ones.
I first called on my wife's sister, Mrs. E., who,
with her husband, were good, respectable people,
members of a Christian Church, though rather
worldly minded. After I had rung the bell several times, and waited somewhat impatiently, she
appeared, and apologized for her dilatoriness by
saying that she was "in a peck of trouble," and had to prepare breakfast herself, for her colored
servant girl, whom she had always considered to
be a real good Christian, had played her a mean
trick. " She had gone off somewhere, without
even putting the kettle on the range, or saying a
word to any of us. But what puzzles us to know
is, how she got out of the house, for the doors
are all locked and the keys inside, just as we left
them last evening on our return from Mrs. B.'s
progressive euchre party."
"Indeed," said I, " i t is exceedingly strange,"/,
and then I explained to her the object of my
morning visit. When she heard of the mysterious
absence of my wife and Julia, she became so
very nervous that I was glad to change the subject by saying that, as I had not yet breakfasted,
I would join them in their morning repast.
When her husband heard my story he treated it
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with a good deal of levity, and declared that my
wife was only playing me a practical joke, to induce me to rise earlier in the morning. He was
sure the missing ones had secreted themselves
somewhere about the house, and when I returned
home I would find them all right.
As we seated ourselves at the table, Mrs. E. said
we would have to take coffee without milk, as
her milkman, who had heretofore been very reliable, had failed to make his appearance.
Presently the door-bell rang, and Frank entered
in a state of great nervous excitement, saying he
had been all over town inquiring for his mother,
and that, in almost every house he found trouble
similar to our own. Almost every family was
anxiously searching for missing ones.
H e had just come from our home, where he
found the servant girl alone, but much agitated
in consequence of the nnmerous calls she had had
to answer about missing friends. H e also stated
that the streets were thronged with excited people, hurrying to and fro, many of them weeping
bitterly. At this announcement, Mr. E. showed
evident signs of alarm, and related a conversation he had held yesterday with a friend, whose
religious, ideas he looked upon as quite heretical.
His friend insisted that a vast majority of
church members, in these days, were but nominal
Christians, " lovers of pleasure more than lovers
of God," and that the love of the masses for religious things had reached a very low ebb. " My
friend also assured me," said Mr. E., " that the
Scriptures clearly taught that, when the elect
number of Christ's Church would be completed,
Christ would come as unexpectedly as a thief in
the night, and call His saints, both dead and
alive, to meet Him in the air. The transformation would be effected in the twinkling of an eye ;
and although the ^«//would be made with a shout
and the sound of a trumpet, yet none would hear
it but those for whom it was intended. Then
.would be realized the import of Christ's
words, ' Then shall two be in the field, one shall
be taken and the other left; two women shall be
grinding at the mill, the one shall be taken,
and the other left.' I fear that time has 7iow
come, and, sad to say, we are among the left
ones."

Now, as the morning was far advanced, it was
suggested that we go down to our business
places. Frank had already gone to his office,
and I, with a heavy heart, wended my way along
the avenue among an unusual throng of men and
women, whose faces betokened intense sorrow. -^
In the business parts of the city I observed that
many stores were closed, and those that were
open did not appear to be doing any business.
Every saloon that I passed was open, as usual,
with groups of men outside, apparently engaged
in serious discussion. As I passed by the City
Hall, there was no perceptible diminution of the
usual crowd of political " hangers on " around
the building. •
When I reached my own store, I found that
my book-keeper, and the faithful old porter v/ho
had served me s6 many years, had not yet put in
an appearance. My two other clerks were on
hand, doing nothing; nor did I feel like asking
them to do anything.
Yesterday I agreed to sell to a worthy me- .
chanic a small piece of land which I owned in
the outskirts of the city, and had an appointment
to meet him at my lawyer's office to sign the contract; but he failed to come,'and I presumed he
also had joined the absent ones. I then went to
the Chamber of Commerce, and found the largest gathering of merchants that I had seen there
in many months. Instead of the lively, noisy
bustle of buying .and selling, and of clerks and
messenger boys running to and fro, there was a
solemn gloom pervading the whole assembly^
By unanimous consent, and in consequence of the
great calamity that had overtaken the community,
it was voted that " three days grace be allowed
on all contracts falling due this day." I will not
attempt to set forth any of the reasons and speculations that were advanced as to the cause of
our present troubles, but all agreed that the visitation was a supernatural one, and that in some
way we who were left on earth were blamable
for it.
^
'
"
In the evening, mostly every church in the
city was open, with overflowing congregations.
Everybody'was anxious to know the cause and
meaning of t h e / ' g r e a t visitation," and to learn
how lost hopes might be regained. Many of the /
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pastors had gone with the missing ones, but some
Here a chorus of voices ejaculated, " Thank
were present in their churches. All order of ser- God for that! "
vice was dispensed with, and noisy confusion preThe pastor proceeded : " Although we have
vailed ; crimination and recrimination were ban- lost the glorious privilege of the raptured saints,
died to and fro, between the pastors and the peo- salvation is yet ours, if we humbly and truly acple, the latter asserting that, if the pastors had cept it. We may have to pass through greater
done their duty, and taught their flocks the plain trials and tribulations than the world has ever
truths of the Bible, instead of lulling them to yet experienced ere we reach the Kingdom, but
sleep with philosophical and moral essays, they he that endureth to the end shall be saved. Now
would not now be in their present sad condition. what is left for us is to reorganize our church in
In my own church the pastor was present, with the spirit of true holiness; to serve the Lord with
scores of persons whom I had but rarely seen at all our heart and soul; and, according to His
meetings.
promise, H e will pour out upon us such an abun:The pastor was speaking when I entered the dant blessing that we will not be able to receive
room, and was entreating the audience to endeavor it."
Here the electric light suddenly went out, and
to allay their feelings, while he would attempt to
speak to them for a few minutes. Quiet being there arose such fearful screams that / spi-ang to
somewhat restored, he said, " This pastor's heart 77iy feet i7i terror — a7id— awoke I
My wife, who was in an adjoining room, hearis bleeding at every pore in sympathy with his
sorely afflicted people. The anguish which I ex- ing my sudden uprising, hastened in to see what
perience at being, in a measure, the cause of our was the matter. Oh, how glad I was to see her,
present unhappy condition, is indescribable. and to realize that my terrible experience in my
None of you can realize the keen disappointment easy chair was only a dream. But the more I
I endure at this result of my labors. I am accused thought of it afterwards, the more solemn seemed
of having preached too much about the affairs of the Scripture truths which it contained, and the
this life; and too little about the heavenly state, more was I impressed with the importance of
and the things to come ; and of having kept you having our lamps trimmed and burning, ready to
in ignorance of the imminency of the awful visit- go out and meet the Bridegroom.
ation which has manifested itself among us this
day. In reply to all these accusations I can only
H O L D I N G OR H E L D ?
say th*t I have taught you the same theology
that was ta'ught to me in college, and which I, in *]^ HEARD of an incident in Scotland very much
common with the great majority of our minis- eJi? like Jeremiah's being taken out of a deep pit
. terial brethren, firmly believed to be the teach- of mire and clay by having ropes and old clothes
ing of God's Word.
let down to him, Jeremiah tying the ropes about
But now I have to confess that I was sadly his body, and the thirty men, sent for the purmistaken, for, after what has occurred, I cannot pose, drawing him up. (Jer. 38.)
help believing that God s Word 77iea7is just what The incident was this : Three boys, nearly
it says. My pastoral labors, during all the time grown to manhood, went into the woods at the
I have been with you, have been excessive, and back of their father's house. In these woods
in consequence, I have not beeh able to devote was a very deep gulf. One of the boys proposed
to the study of prophecy the time which a sub- to see how deep into the gulf they could descend ;
ject so deep and intricate demanded. I am glad, the other two agreed to go as deep as the leader
however, now to.be able to say for your comfort would. All three agreed to this. They started,
that, since this morning I have made a prayerful the leader going first. They slid down from rock
examination of the Scriptures, as to our present to rock a long way into the gulf, apparently without
condition, and find that we are yet in the place thinking how they would get back. They beof hope."
•
came intensely excited to get as low down as
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possible. They saw one rock far below, which
the leader determined to reach if he could. So,
taking hold of an overhanging rock with both
hands^ he swung himself under this rock, and
dropped upon the rock below. The other two
let themselves down in the same way. They
now discovered that the rock on which they
stood overhung a very deep chasm, and that they
could not return by their own strength, and no
one could come to their assistance. They saw
no way but to die in this gulf. Long, weary
hours they heard only the echo of their own
fruitless cries. They had time to think over
their madness and folly. Their father missed
them, and raised the whole neighborhood, and
searched the woods for his sons. They looked
all along the edge of the gulf, if possibly they
rhight find a hat or coat, or some evidence that
they had fallen into the gulf. At last they heard
the cry of the boys, and knew about where they
were.

H e did not believe he should untie it, but left it
so that he could.
John tried to trust, but just as he was about to
swing off and be saved, he untied the loose knot to
throw himself back by the side of Benjamin.
He, too, had waited too long, and was lost just
as he was about to be saved. Benjamin next
took the rope, and putting it about his body,
said: " I will do anything you tell m e . " T h i s '
time a hard knot was tied, and Benjamin swung
.
off where he could not help himself. Just what
his father wanted him to do. His father knew
then he had him safe. I imagine, as he went up
his rugged way, Benjamin said:

The father had, no doubt read the thirty-eighth
chapter of Jeremiah, and said at once : " I can
get my boys." He procured long, strong ropes,
and fastening one end of these ropes firmly at
the top, let the other end down into the gulf.
But the overhanging rock threw the rope beyond
the reach of the bpys. They vibrated or swung
the rope so that it swung within the reach of the
boys. I have called their names George and
John and Benjamin. George caught the rope
first, and was told to put it around his body,
'and tie a hard knot, one that he could not untie
himself in a hurry. But George could not be
prevailed upon to tie a hard knot, but to tie it so
that, if he were afraid, he could untie it in an instant. So they drew slowly upon the rope until
George's feet were out on the rock as far as he
could go without swinging off. H e feared to
swing off over the chasni, and untied the knot
to throw himself back with his brothers ; but he
had waited too long, was too far over, so went
down into the .chasm, and was lost in the very act
of being saved.

" Father, I cannot help myself at all."
" No,' my son, don't take hold of a twig or rock;
just trust me."
Just as God says to us, " O n l y believe."
Soon Benjamin was on the rocks above', safe
in his father's arms, and poor George and John
might have been there too, if they had only tied a
hard knot. So God says to all who would be
brought out of the horrible pit. Tie a hard knot,
and swing Off on the cord of Christ's love. " Only
trust Him, only trust Him," and you too will say,
" H e brought me up also out of a horrible pit." In the city of New York, while relating this incident, a sea captain present, a profane swearer,
sprang to his feet in the public assembly and said,
with great earnestness:." Give me hold of that
rope, sir; give me hold of that rope! " The
scene was a very thrilling one; everybody seemed
touched by it.
I had further conversation and prayer with the
captain that night, but he hesitated about becoming a Christian, because he had always made his
men on the vessel obey him by swearing at them,^,;:^!:
and if he became a Christian, he could not swear ''"^'•
at his men. For a whole day he held that rope
(so to speak), unwilling to give it up, for he feared , ''
his men would not obey him if he gave himself'
to Christ. At last he said to me : " I will tie a
hard knot. I will become a Christian, if I give
up my vessel."
^
,

John took the rope next, but notwithstanding
the death of George, and the a_ssu"rance of his
father that it would be entirely safe to tie a hard
knot, and swing off, he would not tie a hard knot.

After giving himself to Christ, he went on
borrd his vessel, called all his men about him,
and! told them he had become a Christian, and
that there would be no more swearing. They had
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prayers on board instead of profanity; his men
obeyed him much better. He ran two trips to a
foreign port and back. On the second trip he
was taken sick on his way back, reached New
York too sick to be taken from his vessel, and
died, triumphant in Christ, in his state-room.—
Sword a7id Trowel.
UNANSWERED

PRAYER.

MRS. GEO. C. NEEDHAM.
D a n . 10 : 12, 13.

yet must I be brought,
Deeper still the lesson taught,
Ere the blessing I have sought
Miracle of gracebe wrought.

LOWER

In His name I've prayed and cried,
Promises have plead and tried ;
Still the answer is denied: •—
Faith at last has nearly died.
"What deep mystery is here ?
Lord, I ask, in solemn fear;
Why dost Thou not now appear,
When Calamity is near.''
Shall my confidence be shame.
Through the end to which it came ?
Shall the scoffer laugh, and blame
My Redeemer's holy name.''
I have boasted of Thy power.
Called Thy name a mighty tower;
Now in weakness, here I cower,
Left of Thee, in this dark hour.
Lord, arise, and help me quick!
Troubles gather round me thick;
Like sharp thorns thy woundings prick;
I am broken-hearted, sick.
Ah ! I know where blames belong;
Satan thu^ vexed Daniel long,
Till an angel puje and strong
Came to vindicate the wrong :
Raised the fainting to his feet.
Strengthened him with heavenly meat,
- Told the cause of his defeat;
Crowned his name with tribute sweet.
Philadelphia, Jan. 1889.

" As nothing less than the blood of Christ is
needed for one sin, so nothing more is needed
for a//sin." — F. R. IIave7gal.
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SO DEATH PASSED UPON ALL MEN.
^VjHY ? " For that all men had sinned." The
grave, then, is not a provision of unfallen
creation ; death is not an institution of primitive
Paradise. " By one man sin entered into the
world and death by si7i,"^ is the genesis of mortality which inspiration gives us; and it is very important that we should understand and remember
this. Men who hold that it should be the aim of
their religion " to make the best of both worlds,"
will readily go on from this to make the best of
death and the grave, crowning them with flowers,
and canonizing them in poetry. Dean Swift,—
who filled the ideal of a worldly minister as well
perhaps as any one who ever occupied the pulpit
— eulogizes death in an oft quoted sentence holding that what is so universal and so inevitable as
death must be blessed and beneficient. Will
modern optimistic science devise some way by
which the criminal shall be made to fall in love
with his scaffold and his halter ? Then let the
Christian learn to admire and praise " t h e wages
of sin," and crown it with a beatitude. Submit
to death we must, sorrowfully, humbly, as the
righteous penalty of original and actual sin ; but
et us never forget that our hope and our joy isIthe resurrection in which death shall be " swal
lowed up in victory." The following sketch is
solemnly suggestive:
I remember, many years ago, hearmg an imaginary narrative of a stranger from another planet, who, from a neigh,
boring world, had often watched with eager intei'est our
earth, as a beautiful star, rising in silent glory among the
brilliant host that crowded his vision by night. His admiration at length, grew to a longing to visit the far off world.
For this, permission was granted, with the rigid condition
that he should enter into the circumstances of the inhabitants
here, and become a permanent resident, taking our life
fully and forever. On his acceptance of the terms, he was
borne hither and clothed with the body of a man. With
delight and hungry curiosity, he began his researches
among us, inquiring-, and learning daily, hourly, momentarily. Each subject bringing its gratification. Every sensation was a thrilling delight. Touch, Sight, smell and
hearing were keenly sensitive, were all busy, were all rewarded. The body disdained rest; the soul glowed, and
still urged him on for new knowledge. Men were kept
under inquisition to declare names and uses for everything.
While yet in the eager pursuit of information, and in the
full flush of joy over every new discovery, this untiring one
at length came to an enclosure where tender affection had
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rolled up those little waves of earth, the mounds that mark
the resting place of those who have fallen asleep. " And
what are t h e s e ? " he asked. "Graves," was answered.
" What are graves, and what are they for ?" " The places
for burial of our dead. W e all die in this world." " All ?
Ah, then I am to die too! " And from that hour he went
no farther. Curiosity was paralyzed, delight was dead.
'•'•Death is here," like the wail of a child startled from sleep
by some hideous dream, sobbed through his heart and
broke forth from his lips.
Here he had come upon the most surprising thing in all
the earth; that while men confessed that all must die, so
few seemed to lay it to heart or to be interested in what
was to come after it. This is a feeble outline of the story
which impressed itself upon the memory of a child; and I
have learned that the most astonishing thing in man
is surpassed only by this fact, that, when a Redeemer is
provided, and resurrection and life are proclaimd through
Him, they will "not come unto Him that they might have
life."
t
NURSE

e

MARIA'S

STORY.

HERE are some trained English nurses in
charge of our hospital in C——. One of
them, while visiting at the minister's house one
day, told us something of the cases that come
under her care. She was a neat, alert woman,
with sparkling black eyes set in a clean cut face;
and in h'er close, grey gown, white apron and
cap, gave one the idea of a swift machine.
" Do you ever read or pray with the poor creatures ?" asked the minister.
" N o , " said Nurse JVEaria, "that is not my
work. ' I have twenty-four beds, with night-watch
until half-past four. Then I make up the ward,
sponge and change my patients, make up twentyfour beds, and attend to twenty-four breakfasts.
Four times a week I wash the floor. I have six
hours for sleep, one for exercise, and am on duty
at three p. m. I sometimes speak a good word
to a patient when I can edge it in. But reading
and prayer — that is somebody else's work," she
replied, looking about her at us all.
" I used to wish sometimes," she said, " that
some of my patients had such treatment. Now
there was bed No. 36, in Casualty Ward. He
was a newsboy — run over.
I had him two
months. Thursday is visitor's day, but he had
no friends; nobody ever came. H e had no pain
to occupy his mind, either.

When it came to my watch, there was always
36 with his claw-like hands holding down the
sheet, and his bright eyes watching me, go where
I would. It was a dull life for the boy," she said
meditatively. " D u l l ! yes; with nobody to speak
to all day long. Medicine, beef-tea, milk — alternate, every two hours. Patients are not allowed
to speak to each other.
One day, as I gave him his milk, I tapped him
on the cheek and laughed. Would you believe
it ? That boy trembled all over, and the drops
of sweat came out on his face, he was so pleased.
After that, when I came in the ward, he'd watch
me like a half-starved, caged animal, when it sees
its food. You may be sure I never forgot to pat
him and joke a little. But he was moved into
nurse Johanna's ward."
" W a s she kind to h i m ? " eagerly asked a lady
who had lost a boy lately.
" A nurse who was not kind would soon be discharged.
There never was a more skilful or
faithful woman than Johanna; and for this reason she had more beds than any of the nurses.
I am sure 36 got his milk, and all regular to the
tick of the clock. But Johanna had no time for
patting him or saying, ' Well, Bob !' or the like."
She stopped as if the story was told.
" What became of ,the boy when he was discharged ?" asked the lady who had lost her son.
" When he ?— Oh you don't understand ! There
was no chance of the poor lad's recovery from the
day of the accident. It was only a matter of
time. I meant to go in and see him every day.
But I actually had not a moment, and besides,
nurses don't like interference, especially Johaniia.
" One day she came to the office when I was
there, and reported one dead! ' I t is your 36,'
she said to me.
I asked her how he went, and she said ' Quite
quiet. H e was always quiet. Never had a word
to say to me nor I to him. I wish they were all
like him. H e used to be watching all the time,
as if he expected somebody, and when I came
past the little fellow just now, he was lying, his
eyes open, watching still. When I touched him,
I found that he was dead.'
I went into her ward, and there he was, his
lean litde hands holding down the sheet from his
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chin, and his poor dead eyes still watching for
something that never had come to him."
Nurse Maria's pleasant, sharp voice changed a
little. " I wish I had gone in sooner," she said.
" I t was silly, but I tapped him on the cheek, and
called, ' Why Bob! Bob !' But it was too late."
The woman who was in mourning for her boy
rose hastily to leave the room. But at the door
she turned and said vehemently, " I was not half
a square from that hospital, sitting idle and wishi7ig God would send me some work to do! And
now the child is dead," and she burst into tears.
"There are many others," said Nurse Maria,
quietly.
OBEDIENCE TO T H E HOLY SPIRIT.

p^jfT a public meeting for preaching the gospel
v 3 ' were three so-called spiritualists, who, in
" seeking to the dead," and " giving heed to seducing spirits," departed from the living God,
and gave up the truths revealed by the Spirit of
God. These men had made an agreement together to break up the meeting, and had taken
their seats for this purpose immediately in front
of the pulpit. But in answer to special prayer,
the Lord had so chained them that not the smallest effort was made to disturb the services. At
the close of the meeting,, a lady, now a guest of
the writer, felt that she had a" message from the
Lord to deliver particularly to these three men.
She at once went to them, and solemnly warned
them to flee from the wrath to come. She then
said to the one in the outer seat of the pew:
" And now, my friend, I want you to pray for the
salvation of your soul. Will you promise me to
spend the hour between ten and eleven o'clock
every night in prayer ? I will spend the same
hour in praying for you."
" O h , " he replied, " i t is no use to promise that,
i o r I am never awake then. I always go to bed
at nine o'clock."
"But," she continued, "will you promise to
pray if you are awake ?"
" B u t I never am awake," he persisted, "and
never could b e . "
" Still if you are awake," she again repeated,
" will you promise to spend the hour in prayer ?"
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" Well," he replied, " if you will have it so, I
will promise you, for I know that I shall never
be awake."
A similar promise was obtained from the other
two young men, and as the lady parted from them
to fulfil her part of the agreement, she said:
" I shall pray that you may be kept awake, and
I beUeve that you will be converted. When you
are you must let me know."
The next day she left that neighborhood, but
every night, whatever might be the demands on
her time, she observed that hour of prayer.
She afterward learned that the young men
were kept awake the same hour and in prayer
for their souls. After about a week the lady
returned home one evening, worn out and sick,
and threw herself on the sofa, at half-past nine,
asking the Lord not to let her sleep beyond ten
o'clock.
She awoke as the clock struck ten, and essaying to pray, she found herself unable to plead
for the conversion of the young man to whom
she had first spoken. She could not tell whether
it was because he was converted, or because he
had ceased to pray, and hardened his heart so
that it was useless; but the power of prayer for
him was gone. A few nights afterward the liberty of prayer for the second one was gone, and
a few evenings later still, as she entered a church,
three letters were placed into her hands. Putting them into her pocket, she forgot them. On
retiring to her room, she was about to pray for
the conversion of the last remaining one, when
she found that she had lost all power in prayer
for him also. She then recollected the three
letters in her pocket, and opening them found
them to be from the three infidel spiritualists,
each one severally announcing his conversion at
the time of her finding herself unable to pray for
him.
Any circumstance that brings God manifestly
into the details of life is accounted marvellous
and extraordinary.
Happy the soul who so
abides in Christ, as to find God's manifest guidance the natural and ordinary result of an exercised faith. Those, to whom such events as
above narrated are occurring, find them intensely
natural and simple in their transaction.
So
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calmly and quietly are they experienced that it is
only as they are remembered in the past that they
seem remarkable.
It is in the atmosphere of the affections that
faith most freely grows, and those to whom God
has given in double measure the wealth of ardent,
unchanging affections, are they who are most responsible for the full tribute of loving, trusting
obedience. If to women are most often committed the gifts of a more private personal service, to them is given also in an especial manner
the responsibility for believing prayer, the secret
hours spent with God alone in that divine intercourse which brings the power and blessing down
upon the individuals and communities.— Times
of Refreshing,

A crossing sweeper, unkempt, ragged, filthy, was known to everybody, and there was a suitable place for him in the picture. The artist
said to him, " I will pay you well if you will
come down to my studio and let me take your
likeness."
H e came round, but he was.sent about his
business ; for he had washed his face, and combed
his hair, and donned a respectable suit of clothes.
H e was needed as a beggar, and was not invited
in any other capacity. Even so the Gospel, will,
receive you into its halls, if you come as a sinner,
but not else. . . . The weakness of your faith
will not destroy you. A trembling hand may
receive a royal gift. Great messages can be sent
along slender wires. Think more of Him to .
whom you look than of the look itself.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF GRACE.
" H e is a b l e to k e e p t h a t w h i c h I h a v e
c o m m i t t e d to h i m . " i Tim. i : 12. Elder
Gumming remarks: " A lady had a box of very
precious jewels, and on one occasion, when she
was going away from home, she entrusted them
to tlie care of a friend in whom she could put entire confidence, all except two which she took
with her to wear. On her return home the box
was restored to her. She looked carefully over
her treasures, and found that they were just as
she had left them. • The box was safe, the trust
was honored. But what of the two gems that she
had taken with her ? They alone were missing.
She had accidentally lost them. I think I hear
some doubting Christians inquire, '• How far will
the Lord keep me ?' Tell me this, dear friend.
How much have you committed to Him? Because as much and as far as you commit to
Him whatever concerns you, H e will keep it
safely. H e is * able to keep that which I have
committed unto H i m . ' "
" F o r t h e y b e i n g i g n o r a n t of G o d ' s righte o u s n e s s a n d going a b o u t to e s t a b l i s h t h e i r
o w n r i g h t e o u s n e s s . " Rom. 10: 3. A great
artist had painted part of the city in which he
lived, and wanted, for historic purposes, to include in the picture some of the characters well
known in the town.

" A n d s o m e to s h a m e a n d e v e r l a s t i n g ,
c o n t e m p t . " Daniel 2 : 2. A striking spectacle
was witnessed in the Four Courts of St. Louis
recently. A young man was under arrest for
some crime. Before being committed to prison, he was taken to the photographer's rooms, and
his picture taken to be sent to the various cities
keeping "Rogues' galleries," to be hung up on
the walls with the faces of other criminals kept
there. The description of the feeling manifested
by the young man on this occasion is both touching and suggestive. "Big tears formed in his
eyes and fell down on his cheeks. H e dropped
his head on his breast and cried. H e was so
overcome with emotion that he could not speak
until he was again placed in his cell in the jail.
After swallowing great lumps in his throat, he
said he now felt he had dropped from the role of
a gentleman to that of the lowest criminal: and
the thought of his picture being placed in the
rogues' gallery was more than he could bear."
How dreadful to be classed with the workers
of iniquity and to become the spectacle before
men and angels of one who rejected light and
truth, and basely sinned against a great and
gracious God.
" A s a b i r d t h a t w a n d e r e t h f r o m h e r nest,
s o is a m a n w h o w a n d e r e t h f r o m h i s p l a c e . "
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Prov. 2 7 : 8. God took special care that the
bird sitting over her eggs should not be hurt
(Deut. 22 : 6), but we find nothing to secure her
if found abroad. In doing the duty of our place
we have Heaven's word for our security; but
upon our own peril be it if we wander.

f^ Keep back thy servant also from pres u m p t u o u s s i n s . " Ps. 19 : 13. It is reported
that a certain Jew would have poisoned Luther,
but was happily prevented by his picture, that
was sent to Luther, with a warning from a faithful friend to take heed* of such a man when he
saw him, by which he knew the murderer had
escaped his bands. The word shows thee, O
Christian, the face of those lusts which Satan
employs to butcher thy precious soul; " By them
is thy servant warned," saith David (Ps. 19 ; 11).
" T h e w o r d is nigh thee e v e n in thy
mouth and in t h y heart." Rom. 10: 8. A
night of terror and danger because of their ignorance, was spent by the crew of a vessel off the
coast of New Jersey, a short time since. Just
before dark a bark was discovered drifting helplessly, and soon struck her bows so that she was
made fast on a bar and in momentary danger of
going down. A line was shot over the rigging of
the wreck by the life-saving crew, but the sailors
did not understand that it was a line so connecting them with the shore that they might seize it
and escape.
All signs failed to make them
understand this. So all night the bark lay with
the big waves breaking over it, while the crew,
drenched and shivering, shouted for help. In
the morning they discovered how unnecessarily
they had suffered, and how all night the line lay
right in their reach by which they might have
been saved.
It is an illustration of many a soul on life's
stormy sea. Tossed and weather-beaten, they
cry for mercy. God's answer is immediate. His
mercy and grace are ever just within reach. But
how often, failing to appreciate that " the Word
is nigh us," we ^pend hours of anxiety and pain,
when we might have at once reached up and
caught hold of the divine and loving hand.
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" B u t Christ is all, and in all." Col. 3 : 1 1 .
Beautiful exceedingly in this connection is the
story — mythical, no doubt, in form, but probably true in substance — that is told concerning
Thomas Aquinas. Worshipping one day in the
chapel in which he was accustomed to perform
his devotions, it is said that the Saviour thus addressed him ; " Thomas, thou hast written much
and well concerning Me. What reward shall I
give thee for thy work ?" Whereupon he answered : " Nihil nisi te Domine " — " Nothing
but Thyself, 0 Lord ! "
" And y e shall die in your sins ; w h i t h e r
I go ye cannot come." John 8 : 21. It is
told that on one of the windows of an old German castle, there are scratched with a diamond
the following words ; " We live we k7iow 7iot how
long. We die we know not when. We go we k7iow
fiot where. And yet we are happy I" How is it
possible to be happy with the answers to these
three questions still in doubt ? But why should
.they be in doubt, when Christ has come to seek
and to save us? And if we but trust Him we
shall be able to say, " H e loved us, and gave
Himself for us." And, instead of looking forward to the end of this life as a great leap into
the dark, we know we go to be for ever with the
rs^
Lord.
" In w h o m the god of this world hath
blinded the minds of t h e m w h i c h believe
not." 2 Cor, 4 : 4 . " A friend of mine was on
board a vessel crossing the Atlan«tic. They encountered a great storm, and managed to weather
it all right themselves, but two days later they
came upon a vessel which had not been so fortunate. It was evident she was sinking, in spite
of all that the crew, who stuck manfully to the
pumps, could do. Boats were lowered and rowed
to the sinking ship, though the sea was still so
high that it threatened to swamp the boats.
When they got alongside, the sailors began to
to let themselves down from the ship into the
boats. While they were thus engaged, the rescuers were surprised to see the captain of the
vessel interfere, and threaten to shoot any sailor
who attempted to leave the ship. H e was drunk
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to madness, and had been so ever since the ship
had sprung a leak ; and not content with making
himself drunk, he had actually brought out liquor and offered it to the men, saying they would
soon be dead, and they should enjoy themselves
.while they could." Have we not seen ministers
drunk with the spirit of this world, unsaved themselves, and by their opposition to the truth forbidding others to be saved.
" L i k e w i s e the spirit helpeth our infirmities ; for w e k n o w not w h a t w e should
pray for as w e o u g h t ; but the spirit itself
maketh intercession for us w i t h groanings
t h a t cannot be uttered." Rom. 8 : 26. When
Agustine, in his home at Carthage, resolved to
visit Rome, his mother wished either to prevent
him from going, or to go with him. H e would
listen to neither proposal, and resorted to a trick
to carry out his plan. One evening he went to
the sea-shore, and his mother followed. There
were two chapels dedicated to the memory of the
martyr Cyprian, and he pressed her to spend one
evening in the church of the martyr, while he
would accompany a friend on board a ship, there
to say farewell. While she was there in tears,
praying and wrestling with God to prevent the
voyage, Augustine sailed for Italy, and his deceived mother next morning found herself alone.
In quiet resignation she returned to the city and
, continued to pray for the salvation of her son.
Though meaning well, Monica erred in her prayers, for the journey of Augustine was the means
of his conversion. The Good Shepherd found
the wanderer in Rome, and the gospel became
the power of God to his salvation. The denial
of the prayer was, in fact the answering of it.
Instead of the husk, God granted rather the substance of her petition in the conversion of her
son. "Therefore," said he, " O God, thou hadst
regard to the aim and essence of her desires, and
didst not do what she then prayed for, that thou
mightest do for me what she continually
implored."
" T h a t He by the grace of God should
taste death for every man." Heb. 2 : 9.
The cupbearer of an Oriental king carried the cup

upon the three fingers of his left hand, and held
his right over it to keep it from falling. Before
giving it to the king he poured a little of the
wine into his left hand and drank it, to assure
the king that it did not contain poison. To this
custom may be referred the question of Christ,
" Are ye able to drink of the cup, that I drink
of ? " But he does not ask us to do what H e has
not done before us.
WATCH

TIDINGS.

H o p e of Israel.—Well did Prof. Tholuck '
call the Jews " a people of expectation." Their
eyes are not backward but forward to the land
and to the Messiah which are still to be theirs, /
though they have long been rejected from that
land because they rejected that Messiah. The
following, explanatory of the origin and character
of the movement of Joseph Rabinowitch, of
Southern Russia, is from the Andover Review, '
having been contributed by Professor Schodde :
The-movement does not orginate in any Christian mis- '
sionary effort, and those concerned in it decline to identify
themselves organically with any Christian church. They
accept the New Testament as the complement of the Old,
and take Jesus as the promised Messiah, but are not in accord with some of the later developments of Christianity.
They speak of the Trinity as " the one God, and His Word
and His Holy Spirit." The position of the Kishiney congregation was officially declared in 1884^ in these terms :
" We Jews, who are convinced of the truth of Christianity, desire, after an entrance into the Christian fold, to
have the liberty to retain of the law that has beea handed
down to us from our fathers everything that does not conflict with the essence of Christianity. W e believe that the
law, from its religious side, has been completely fulfilled in
Christ; but wish on the other hand, not from a religious, :
but only from a patriotic standpoint, to adhere to the law
in so far as it is national and can under the circumstances
be observed."
Acting on this principle, they would retain circumcision
and the seventh day Sabbath. Th& author of this movement went to Palestine some years ago, desirous of finding
places for refugees from Russian persecution, and hoping ;
to establish Israel upon a basis of national prosperity. He
there became convinced that the hope of his people lay
not in an external restoration, but in a moral regeneration
through Jesus as the real Messiah. H e returned to Kishiney, proclaiming, " T h e key to the Holy Land is in the
hands of our brother Jesus." There are two other inde- •
pendent movements of a similar character, one in Siberia, .
tarted at Tomsk by a Jewish exile merchant named Schlein
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mann, and another in Hungary, under Rabbi Lichtenstein,
both of which recognize Jesus as the Messiah promised in
the Old Testament.

A J e w i s h marvel.— Strange things are happening constantly in connection with the Jews —
emigration movements, Messianic movements,
so-called reform movements,— but nothing like
the following has yet appeared. The gift of
forty millions by a Hebrew for the benefit of the
Hebrews. What ? and what for ? are told in the
following paragraphs :
In a handsome hotel in the Rue d'Elysee, writes a Paris
correspondent of the New York World, Baron Hirsch, the
celebrated financier, signed away yesterday for the benefit
of God's people, " t h e poor," $40,000,000—a gift which
lacks a parallel in the history of philanthrophy, and beside
which the donations of Peabody, Vanderbilt, Hopkins,
Girard, and Pratt seem petty.
Little pomp or circumstance surrounded the generous
act. A committee of twenty Russian Hebrews, with quaint
garments and hair-cut suggesting the Mosaic laws, arrived
in the morning from Warsaw. A score of. Austrians arrived on the Orient express from Vienna. They drove
together to the handsome hotel of the baron in the narrow
street behind the President's palace. Here, the baron and
two sharp-eyed men of the law received them. The great
financier's study table was littered with papers, contracts,
and deeds of gift.
" We have the honor to be your servants, baron," said
the heavy bearded, travel-worn wise men from the East,
as they filed into the library. With a few scratches of the
pen the papers and contracts were finished. The deeds
w6re transferred from the baron's work table to the capacious leather pouches which his visitors had brought with
them,
" May God's blessing be with you and yours," said the
strange visitors as they filed out of the hotel.
In this simple way $40,060,000 had found its way from
the. coffers of the great banking and railroad king into the
hands of a committee who are to build and superintend
commercial schools in the waste lands of Russia, of Poland
of Hungary and Austria. In a few minutes the World cor!
respondent was ushered into the baron's study.
'• No, I have not the slightest hesitation in telling to the
world the particulars of my gift," the baron said. " I am
an old man. I am childless. My industry and my enterprises have been eminently successful. With the fortune
which I have amassed I hope to raise from the slough of
' ignorance and despondency the most helpless, the most
miserable race in Europe, the Jews of Russia, of Austria
— in fact, of southeastern Europe. Today I have consummated my share of the work, and f.200,ooo,ooo has been
turned dver to the central committee charged with the carrying out of my plans.
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I wish to have all the Jews baptized. I am the most unorthodox of Hebrews. Were my co-religionists to be bapjized there would be an end of Semitism and anti-Semitism, I hate to speak of my deeds, but for fear you should
think that I only give to those of my race I will mention
that during the past two years I have given ^10,000,000 to
Christian schools and hospitals in Europe and England.
But the Jews of whom I speak are wallowing in the depths
of ignorance and bigotry into which the persecution of
centuries has reduced them. I purpose with my money
their education. With enlightenment will come more liberal views of life, and perhaps the next century will see the
disappearance from the face of the earth of the Semitic
race as a narrow-minded, religious guild.
Southeastern Europe is to be districted, and schools are
to be located in proportion to the density of population. I
do not hope to see the consummation of the work myself,
but you, perhaps, will live to see the world inhabited and
controlled by neither Jew nor Gentile, but by civilized
men.

A secular paper commenting on the above will
says:
Baron Hirsch's gift will help to do in eastern Europe
what the spirit of free institutions has inevitably done for
the Jewish race in America, The Jew may be a long time
in accepting the dogmas of Christianity, though Baron
Hirsch thinks that this must come at last; but he is, perhaps, today at the point where he feels impelled to accept
the social results of Christianity and adapt himself to its
spirit. It is evident on alt sides that the J^ws are at a transitio7i period, and that their ancient isolation is soon to be a
thing of the past.

Antichrist
denouncing Antichrist.— A
Mgr. Moore, Romanist, has been preaching on
" T h e Second Coming of Christ." That is a subject not much treated of in the Pope's church,
administered by the Pope's bishops and priests.
It is to Rome " a day of darkness and gloominess," with " no light in it." It is the day of her
sudden and awful descent into the abyss of ruin.
But this prelate tries his hand at this doctrine of
Holy Scripture. H e thinks we are " doubtless
now in the beginning of the last days." Doubtless, reverend Mgr., we are farther on than that,
and are approaching the e7td of those days. H e
concludes thus, because of a generally prevailing world-wide fear of horrors to come; and of
the " falling" which he ignorantly interprets to
be the renunciation of the Roman ecclesiastical
corporation and despotism by Luther and others,
— Luther being termed an " apostate,"— espec-
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ial mention, being made of the "great revolt in famous old fortress on the shores of Lake Leman, where
the north of Europe " I n the sixteenth century; Bonnivard was imprisoned, and which is familiar to every
which, according to this unenlightened prelate one from Byron's lines :
" Chillon ! thy prison is a holy place,
" r e n t the seamless robe of Jesus." (The Mgr.
And thy sad floor an altar."
is a subject of pity, even by our children.)
Miss Sterling had held some children's meetings at Orbe,
Not satisfied with committing this outrage upon and she was asked to visit the death-bed of one little
a host of freemen, the prelate lets out the mur- twelve-year old who had learned to sing " I love Jesus " at
der latent in his heart. H e refers complacently her meetings. For this offence, under an old law of 1834,
one of those which, like the act de Heretico Comburendo
to the way the Saints were treated in days gone
which disfigured the English statute-book until recently,
by, calling them " Antichrist." Hear his very still disgrace the laws of some Swiss cantons, Miss Stirling
words, (we quote from The Catholic Review'):
Was condemned to one hundred days' imprisonment. She
When the Vicars of Christ had their proper power and
position they always kept Antichrist down, and maintained
unity among Christians. But now that the temporal power
was attacked, might it not be the beginning of the end —
that Antichrist should prevail for a time, and the "abomination of desolation " stand in the holy place.-' But let us
not be neglectful of all these signs, lest we be found
sleeping.

Keeping Antichrist down,— indeed, don't we
know what that means ! But the Pope will never
have his "proper power and position" to repeat
his infamous deeds; the world is to old, the
people are too enlightened, a.nd prophecy is agai7tst
it.— Free Press,
-Imprisoned as a Heretic.— Vain talkers,
says the Free Press, are they who set out to show
that the system of the Vatican is more tolerant
than in days gone by; and who would thereby
lull us into a sense of security while the enemy
is making encroachments. Rome is tolerant only
through necessity. It is a " certain doctrine "
with her, that Protestants are to be incarcerated
and burned whenever it can be done with safety
to herself.
An incident that has just taken place in one
of the Swiss cantons is proof of this. A recent
issue of the Pall Mall Gazette in allusion to " the
old dungeon at Chillon, which Byron has immortalized in his famous poem," gives an account of
, the imprisonment in that dungeon of a member
of the Salvation Army, under an old statute
directed against " heretics." It says :
" T h e prisoner of Chillon" at the present moment is
Miss Charlotte: Stirling, a young English lady of good
family, who two years ago left a home of comfort and luxury to serve ift the Salvation Army in Switzerland. She is
now " domg her t i m e ' ' —- one hundred days — in the

went to jail at the head of a triumphal procession, the processionists singing hymns as they marched up to the ironbarred gates of the prison.

Christian Increase.— In every field the cry
of Canon Taylor, " Missions a failure," is being
proved a false alarm :
It is now nearly one hundred years since William Carey
began the "modem work of foreign missions. The difference
in the statistics of that date and this is full of interest. •
Then, the world was divided, according to the best esti- •
mates, into 420 millions of heathens, 174 millions of Christians, 130 millions of Mohammedans, and seven millions of
Jews. The heathen population has doubled in the century, the Mohammedans grown to 174 millions, the Jews
gained one million. But the Christians have increased
most rapidly, numbering now 450 millions. They have
increased from 100 per cent, to 160 per cent, among the
heathen.
.

T h e Gospel in R o m e . — The decree of infallibility, enacted in 1870, marks the beginning
of Rome's fallibility. Then Rome began to decline in Rome, and Protestantism to increase in
" the Eternal City " :
There are now twenty-two Protestant places of worship
in the city of Rome. The time is within easy memory when
no Protestant congi-egation could meet within the gates of
Rome — n o t even in a piivate house. Certainly the revolution brought about in a quarter of a century is very remarkable. The Gospel is free even in the city of Rome,
and the Pope of Rome declares himself a prisoner (in a
melo-dramatic sense).
^

Jerusalem.— Any news from the Holy
City is interesting. The following is recently
received :
'•
Among the Scripture fulfilments of these latter days may
be noted the growth of Jerusalem. A German newspaper
published in Palestine states that that city is growing in
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size and population at a remarkable rate. Its growth is all
the more surprising because neither its situation nor its
trade are favorable to a rapid increase ; it lies among a
not very fertile group of mountams, it has next to no commerce, and it has no manufactures. Nevertheless, new
buildings are rising daily; churches, gardens, and institutes
of various kinds are filling up the formerly desolate neighborhood to the distance of half-an-hours' walk beyond the
old limits of the city. The Jews are to the front as builders. Their houses spring out of the ground like mushrooms — uniform, ugly, one-storied, plentifully supplied
with windows, but with no manner of adornment. The
Rothchilds have completed a iiew hospital. Close beside
it there is a new Abyssinian church. The Russians are
also great builders: they have erected a new church, consulate, lodging-houses for pilgrims of the Orthodox national churches, and an hospital. Near to the Russian
group stand the "Germaii H o u s e s " for German Roman
Catholics, from whose top the German and Papal flags
float side by side. The Russians have also built a high
tower upon the Moun of Olives, from whose summit the
Mediterranean and the Dead Sea can both be seen.

Signs of the T i m e s . — There are many who
undertake to explain to us events that have not
yet happened ; many more who find nO difficulty
in explaining events that happened thousands of
years ago ; but, if the Spirit of God be with the
Church, surely there are some who might be able
to explain the events of our own day — events
which, above all others, apply to us of this generation, and are intended for our teaching.
In December, 1861, little more than twentyseven years ago, a heavy calamity befel the British throne : one who, to paraphrase the Laureate's
words, shone so close to the Queen of these
realms that " they made one light together, then
suddenly went out, and left the crown a lonely
splendor." In April, 1865, a man standing in a
still higher position in the United States, fell still
more suddenly by the bullet of an assassin.
Prince Albert and Abraham Lincoln — what finer
characters in their respective spheres ? Yet the
- terrible series of events we are about to recall
began with them.
Two years after the death of President Lincoln,
the Emperor Maximilian of Mexico, brother of
the present Emperor of Austria, was executed, by
order of a revolutionary tribunal, June 19, 1867.
The tragic end of Maximilian precursed that of
the European potentate who had led him into the
position.
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The defeat and surrender of Napoleon III., in
1870, and his death, an exile ruined and discredited, in 1873, produced a sensation hardly less
than that of Napoleon I.; indeed, it touched men's
hearts far more when it was followed, in 1879, by
the tragic end of the Prince Imperial, slaughtered
in Zululand by an apparent mischance.
Less
than two years later, in March, 1881, the Emperor
Alexander II. of Russia was assassinated under
quite terrific circumstances.
Thus within twenty j^ears the rulers of England,
the United States, Austria, France, and Russia
were directly smitten, either in themselves or
those very dear to them ; and now quite recently
the only great throne in Christendom not in the
list just mentioned, has been the scene of a longdrawn-out tragedy, an Emperor at one and the
same time ascending a throne and descending
into the tomb.
But this by no means closes the succession of
royal catastrophies which will color with dark and
sombre tints, the history of our dying age. In
the ten years which began with the catastrophy
which closed the second Nopoleonic dynasty, and
that frightful calamity which has just closed the
Austrian dynasty that Francis Joseph might have
expected to found—between these two tragedies
have come a series of catastropheis personally
affecting the greater part of the rulers of Christendom, The bright hopes built on the accession of President Garfield to power were cut short
by his assassination in 1881; while President
Grevy's long and honorable career was unexpectedly closed in, 1887 by a family disgrace.
King Alphonso, of Spain, the hope of the Spanish monarchy, passed rapidly away in November,
1885, leaving the throne to an unborn child,
while in the June following came the fearful
scene in which Ludwig, King of Bavaria, drowned
both himself and his medical attendant. And
now, in the last and present year, have come the
most amazing afflictions on the two great German thrones. Nor is this storm of trouble confined to those who reign in the larger countries.
The rulers in some of the lesser States have also
suffered catastrophies in themselves or in their
families.
Four Emperors, two kings, two United States
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presidents, four princes standing close to thrones,
all cut off in a most tragical manner: this is
what has occurred in one generation. Three assassinated, and one slain by savages ; two dead
by self-murder, and another murdered by military
law; leave five only who have died by natural
causes, and these have all come to their end
under lamentable circumstances.
d readers of the horoscope of the future, is
there not a prophet among you that can discern
the signs of the times ? — R . H.

A

FEW

SUGGESTIONS.

If you have a friend worth loving,
Love him—yes, and let him know
That you love him e'er life's evening
Tinge his brow with sunset glow,
Why should good words ne'er be said
Of a friend, till he is dead ?
If you hear a song that thrills you,
Sung by any child of song.
Praise it—do riot let the singer
Wait deserved praises long.
Why should one who thrills your heart
Lack the joy you may impart.''
If you hear a prayer that moves you.
By its humble, pleading tone,
Join it—do not let the seeker
Bow before his God alone.
W h y should not your brother share
The strength of two or three in prayer ?
Scatter thus your seeds of kindness,
All enriching, as you g o ;
Lea^^e them; trust the Harvest Giver,
H e will make the seed to grow.
So, until life's happy end,
You shall never lack a friend.

BOOK

NOTICES.

D a n i e l ' s P r o p h e c i e s N o w B e i n g Fulfilled. By E. P.
Cachemaille, M.A. London; Hodder and Stoughton,
27 Paternoster Row.
This is a good book and meets a real want. W e are often
inquired of for something plain and brief on the visions of
Daniel; and here it is. There is, first of all, a harmony
of the visions —arranged in parallel columns —which vastly
simplifies the whole subject. Then follows a clear and
condensed exposition. The work follows the historical
school of interpretation, and is quite to our mind.—May
be ordered at this oifice.

T h e Great V a l u e a n d S u c c e s s of F o r e i g n M i s s i o n s . .
By Rev. John Liggins. New York : Baker & Taylor,
740 Broadway.
Here is a grand array of facts, a rich cluster of historical
incidents, and many weighty words of the wise on this
great subject of Foreign Missions. Such a h a n d b o o k of
missions with its "infinite riches in little room," cannot •
fail to be of real value. W e commend this book as worthy
to take its place alongside the Crisis of Missions and other
works for constituting a handy-volume series.
H u m a n D e s t i n y . By Robert Anderson, L.L.D. Lon- ,
don : Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster Row.
A defence of the doctrine of eternal conscious misery as
the doom of the wicked, as against the doctriees of Restor- :
ationists, Universalists and Annihilationists. It is a work %
of ability and should be read by those searching fdr the
truth on this subject. It is, however, a treatise without :
tears, and in a sphere where the shoes should be put off
from the feet. W e hear too loudly the tramp and resound-^
ing of the heel of controversy. A biblical and thoughtful ,
discussion of this subject is certainly timely ; and all that '
is calm and scriptural in this argument — and there is >
much — we seriously commend. But nevertheless, we wish
it had closed with a tearful warning of the impenitent: or,
a beseeching entreaty of errorists rather than with the
words, " the mingled ignorance and insolence of unbelief."
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Boston, April, i88g.

A R R O W I N G T H R O U G H ENLARGM E N T is, strange to say, one of the
greatest dangers to which men are exposed. The selfish heart shuts only the closer
as God seeks to enlarge it by pouring into it his
bounty, even as with the pupil of the eye, which,
the more light is poured upon it the more it contracts. Is not the following a true reflection of
a very wide experience ?
A widow with a very small income was remarkable for
the liberality of her gifts to religious objects. She at length
became heir to a large property, and it was noticed that her
contributions began to fall off. Her offerings were smaller
in amount than when she was poor, and grew less and less;
now she only gave when she was'asked to give, and then
she gave next to nothing at all. Once when applied to by
her pastor to help a cause to which, in humbler circumstances, she had always contributed five dollars, she presented only twenty-five cents; and the good minister could
not help calling attention to the change that had come over
her.
" A h ! " she said, " when day by day I looked to God for
my bread, I had enough and to spare; now I have to look
to my ample income, and I am all the time haunted with
fear of it and coming to want. I had the five-dollar heart
when I had the shilling means."

brings forth sweeter fruit than
even innocence can show. The broken and contrite heart takes the cross more easily than the
naturally good and blameless heart. What a
lesson the following exquisite story conveys:
REPENTANCE

In a little village a poor old woman lived with a pretty
granddaughter. One day the good old woman went out
without her crutch, but her pretty granddaughter was near
her to serve as a support. It continued thus for a long
time. To the promenade, to prayers, or to market, the
good old grandame no longer used her crutch, but trotted
about leaning on her granddaughter. There was much
prattling about this in the village, and various were the
conjectures. At last they found out the cause, which is
yet told to their children during their nightly gossipings.
The granddaughter, in a fit of passion, threw her grandmother's crutch in the fire, and the old •woman was so poor
that she had not the means of buying another. The hasty
girl cried and repented, and the frail old woman pardoned
h e r ; but, to make reparation, her grandchild never quitted
her for an instant, and served as a faithful crutch, till she
saved up sufficient to purchase a substantial new crutch, on
which were these -words:." Hepentance and pardon."

NO. 4-

is the point to which
the divine help lies nearest. The despairing can
receive Christ, as the self-confident cannot; and
a despairing world was the world to which Christ
came. The following is a grand presentation of
this truth :
T H E E N D OF SELF-HELP

Tacitus, who saw only the ruin and desolation, stands
as one under a midnight sky, whose darkness has fallen as
a continual blot upon the landscapes.
Human nature
itself is in decay ; virtue has died out, servility and rapacity
are universal; despotism has become a necessity; and he
describes the face of things as if he were the last man who
stood self-contained, wrapped in his mantle and surveying
the ruins. " W h a t is unknown," he says, " is thought
grand and mighty; but no longer is there any tribe beyond
us, nothing but waves and rocks, and Romans fiercer than
they, whose unrelenting cruelty you would vainly escape by
obedience and good behavior. Plunderers of the world, after
the land fails from their ravages, they grope into the sea,
being greedy of his wealth if the enemy be rich, imbibing
his servility if he be poor; men whom neither East nor
West can satiate. Alone of mankind they covet alike
men's affluence and men's indigence. Theft, butchery, and
robbery, they falsely name empire, and where they make a
desert they call it peace."
On such a field as this Jesus Christ appeared, some say
the product of his times. H e must have been the product
of the times, very much as a Lapland spring bursting from
the bosom of an artic winter is a product of its ice and
snow: Christianity appears in the next century in the form
of little communions called Churches, emerging as a thousand glittering islets out of this sea of blackness, the islets
enlarging their area till they touched each other; very
much as the geologists say Europe rose from the deep, first
in spots of emerald that lay as scattered gems on a wilderness of waters, but which grew toward each other till they
formed a great continent clothed in luxuriant green.

I have given My life for thine,
Woo'd thee with a love divine,
Does thy heart respond to Mine ?
Ye belong to Christ.
O, the solemn test apply,
Is there ought more dear than I .-•
Let not lip, but life reply !
Ye belong to Christ.
Hast thou a divided heart ?
Dost thou give Me but a part ?
Wrong Me not, for Mine thou art.
Ye belong to Christ.
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T H E FIRST RESURRECTION.
BY THE EDITOR.
(Copyright retained.)

2 ^ H E announcement of two resurrections, sepa^ ^ rated in time by a thousand years, arid distinguished in character as unto immortality and
unto mortality, seems to be one of the very plainest in all Scripture. " And I saw the souls of
them that had been beheaded for the testimony of
fesus and for the word of God: and such as worshipped not the beast, neither his image, and received
not His Tnark up07i their forehead and upon their
hand: and they lived and reigned with Christ a
thousand years. The rest of the dead lived not until
the thousa7id years should be finished. This is the
first resurrection " (Rev. 20 ; 4, 5^ R. V.). Here
is first a vision of disembodied souls : then of their
re-animation. This re-animation must mean a
literal rising from the dead: for two words employed in the passage put the matter beyond dispute : '•'•They lived" — e^-^aav—is language
which is never, in the New Tastament, applied
to the soul disembodied, but to man in his complete condition of body and spirit united; and
" This is the first resurrection " — dvao-iacrt? — defines this living to be bodily re-animation, since
the word never signifies spiritual quickening but
is the invariable term for corporeal resurrection.
So that the phraseology employed renders it impossible to apply the vision either to the condition of disembodied existence, or to the quickening of spiritual regeneration.

rection of judgment" — which hour in the Apocalypse of John is interpreted as covering the entire millennial era in its fulfilment. This is ac-,
cording to the common method of prophecy.
Holding that the last presentation of the resurrection— this in the Apocalypse — is the completest and most comprehensive, the important
question is whether the statements of the d o c trine in other parts of Scripture harmonize with
this. Not only do they harmonize, but in several
instances they find their only solution in it.
In the first place, we call attention to a class
of passages which are marked by this peculiarity,
that they seem to represent the resurrection of
believers as eclectic and special. It is plain, if
the scheme which we have drawn out from Revelation twentieth is correct, that the subjects of
the first resurrection are called out from the general mass of the dead; or, in other words, that a
prior resurrection would involve the idea of an
elect resurrection. And this conception would
seem to explain at once our Lord's allusion (Luke
20 : 35) to those who shall be " accounted worthy
to obtain that age, and the resurrectio7i out from
the dead"

— T^S

dvao"Ta(rea)s

T^S

t/f ve/cpwv.

If

there be a first resurrection, at the opening of
the millennial age, in which only the righteous
share, the significance of this text is apparent at
once. Even more striking are the words of Paul
(Phil. 3 : 11) : " I count all things but loss . . .
if by any means I might attain unto the out-resurrection froTn the dead"-—T^V e^avdo-rao-iv Tr\v «
vcKpoiv. The words are very strong in the Greek.
But how is it that we have never met this We do not see how they can possibly^ refer to
startling doctrine of two, distinct resurrections, anything else than an eclectic resurrection, a sepwith a millennium between, till we reach the last aration and quickening' to life, out from among
book of the Bible ? We have met it without be- the dead. Especially would this seem to be so
ing able to define it. As in Daniel, we have a when, in addition to the very emphatic language
condensed prophecy of the great tribulation describing the resurrection itself, there is the exwhich by our Lord's interpretation in the twenty- pression of intense desire and vehement striving
fourth of Matthew is expanded into an age- to attain it. Why should one strive to attain
long period of Jewish trial; so in John's gospel what is inevitable, as Paul's resurrection must
(5 : 28), we have a miniature prediction of the have certainly appeared to be, had he held that
resurrection,— '•'• For the hour is co77iing in whichall men will be raised together ? And what can
all that are in their tombs shall hear the voice our Lord's words — " T h e y which shall be acof the Son of God and shall come forth: they counted worthy to obtain that age, and the resthat have done good unto the resurrection of urrection from the dead " — mean on any other
life : and they that have done ill unto the resur- view than that which we are defending, — the
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view, viz: that there is a prior age in which the
rising of the saints will take place, and a distinct
and special and privileged dispensation of bodily
redemption which belongs to them ? And this
phase of our argument is set in very strong light
by the additional fact that this expression, resurrection from the dead — dvdo-rao-i? IK vtKpm — is
so invariable throughout the New Testament in
its application to Christ as well as to His saints.
There is only one instance where the other phrase
dvctcTTao-ts vEKpwv—tlic gcucral expression for the
resurrection of the dead— is applied to our Lord,
and that seems to be on account of a special requirement of the context.
He, coming forth
from the dead and opening the doors for all believers to come forth with Him in the resurrec. tion unto life, is described just as they are, as
rising CK veKpdv. Hence, very significantly, we
find it said in the Acts that the apostles " preached
through Jesus the resurrectiony"r<?;^z the dead,''^ not
the resurrection of the dead. Now we will not
dwell on the question whether the eclectic conception is contained in the words to the extent that
we have claimed. We find it admitted even by
some who oppose the doctrine we are advocating.
Olshausen even goes so far as to declare that " the
phrase would be inexplicable if it were 7iot derived
from the idea that out of the mass of the dead some
would rise first." *
And what if it be affirmed that even in the
Old Testament we find distinct traces of the idea
of an eclectic and precedent resurrection of the
just? The passege in Daniel 12: 2, translated
in our common version : " And many of them
that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake,
some to everlasting life, and some to shame and
everlasting contempt," is undoubtedly a Messianic
prediction concerning the time of the end. Tregelles translates the passage as follows, giving us
* " W h a t special meaning," asks Prof. Stuart, " can this
have unless it implies that there is a resurrection where the
just only, and not the unjust, shall be raised? This expression, as well as the " every man in his own o r d e r "
and the evident " plain prose " character of the passage in
Rev. 20, compels this learned man, though a strong postmillenarian, to concede most fully the doctrine of the first
resurrection.— Stuart on Apocalypse,!. pp. 175, 178, 499,
379, « « ( ^ / / . 356, 562, 474.
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not only the authority of his own accurate
scholarship for the rendering, but that of two eminent Rabbis, Saadia Haggion and Eben Ezra,
whose explanations are quoted at length : " And
many from among the sleepers of the dust of the
earth shall awake, these — that awake — shall be
unto everlasting life ; but those — the rest of the
sleepers who do not awake at this time — shall
be unto shame and everlasting contempt." Here
again, if our authorities are correct, we have the
idea of the first resurrection with its eclectic and
separate character and its distinct issue in life,
most emphatically set forth. An-d how solemnly
applicable to the literal as well as to the spiritual
quickening of men are the words of our Lord :
" The dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God,
and they that hear shall live." One event awaits
mankind : " Like sheep they are laid in the grave ;
death shall feed upon them." But all will not
hear the great first resurrection call. As now,
so then, the words of Jesus will be true, ," My
sheep hear my voice." As now, so then, only
those that have received the spirit of adoption
will cry "Abba, Father" as the great God shall
call to the dead by the mouth of His Son. " If
the spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from the
dead dwell in you, He that raised up Christ from
the dead shall quicken your mortal bodies by His
Spirit that dwelleth in you." That Spirit is the
bond of life between Christ and all that sleep in
Him and the pledge of their redemption from the
grave. The witness, now, of our sonship, H^
is the witness that then we shall be children of
the resurrection; responding and waking instantly at the sound of the trumpet — " Thou
shalt call and I will answer," — while in " t h a t
silence that terrifies thought" the rest of the
dead shall sleep on, waiting only in their conscious loss for the Day of Judgment to consummate and manifest their doom.f
t As indicating how far this idea is from being novel or
modern, we offer these striking testimonies : Chrysostom
says, " T h e just shall rise before the wicked, that they
may be first in the resurrection not only in dignity but in
time" (Comment on i Thess. 4 : 15). Jeremy Taylor says,
" The resurrection shall be universal: good and bad shall
rise; yet not all together; but first Christ — then they
that are Christ's — and then there is another resurrection
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and, what is more directly to the point, our Lord
had just used the term in this sense in verse
twenty-fifth : " Verily, verily, I say unto yon, the
hour is coming and now is when the dead shall
hear the voice of the Son of God and they that
hear shall live." This is generally taken to refer
to that spiritual quickening under the preaching
the gospel, which began with the time of Christ,
and is going on to-day. Therefore, the hour
referred to must have continued for at least
nearly two thousand years. This is the time for
the quickening of the living who are dead in sins.
It is evidently synchronous with i John 2 : 18 —
" It is the last time " (wpa); and covers the whole
gospel dispensation. Next follows, in our Lord's
discourse, a statement in regard to the time of
the dead. The two periods are set in contrast,
as it would seem. The first, the hour of spiritual
quickening, has already begun. Hence it is
described thus ; " The hour is coming and now is."
The second had not yet begun ; hence, only the
words: " The hour is coming" are used with
reference to it. Is it not fair to presume that
the second era, like the first, is a prolonged one ?
We think no one can reasonably deny this.
This is the way we take i t : At the appearing of
the Lord from heaven, the age will open in which
all that are in their graves will come forth; but
some at the beginning and some at the end of
the the age. If it be said that it is a strained
and unnatural construction to bring events which
are so far apart into such immediate juxtaposition, with no intimation of any time lying between
them, we reply that it is not at all uncommon in
prophecy. Who, for instance, in reading Isaiiah's "
words concerning the Messiah — " t o proclaim
the acceptable year of the Lord and the day of
vengeance of our God "— would have imaginedthat in this single sentence two grand and distinct eras were brought together and spoken of
in a breath, the era of grace and the era of judgment ? But the Lord by His penetrating exege^
sis, cleft the passage asunder, we remember, as
etc. (Sermon on i Cor. 1 5 ; 23). Toplady says, " I am
H e expounded it in the synagogue, and, breakone of those old fashioned people who believe the doctrine
of the Millennium, and that there will be two distinct resur- ing off in the middle of the sentence,—" to
rections of the dead; first of the just and second of the preach the acceptable year of the Lord "— He
unjust: which last resurrection of the reprobate will not closed the book and sat down, saying: " T h i s
commence till a thousand years after the resurrection of day is this Scripture fulfilled in your ears." We

H a d we time to take up all the texts bearing
' on the question, we should wish to notice some
passages which represent the resurrection as
directly conditioned on faith and regeneration
and union with Christ; all of which would go to
show that the redemption of the body is a distinct inheritance of believers in some sense,
and certainly not unlikely in the sense we are
claiming.
We wish now to refer to two texts which have
been cited as distinctly and unquestionably
contradicting the theory we are advocating. The
first is in 2 Timothy, 4 : 1 , reading according to
the Common version: " I charge thee, therefore,
j^i before God and the Lord Jesus Christ, who shall
judge the quick and the dead at his appearing
and his kingdom." It is said that we have here
the living and the dead without distinction or
separation brought together at the coming of
Christ. All that need be said in regard to this
passage is that, according to the revised version,
the words read : " and by His appearing and
kingdom." This change not only relieves the
passage of any seeming contradiction of the doctrine which we are advocating, but makes it bear
emphatic support to it.
The other text is John 5 : 28, R.V: "Marvel
not at this; for the hour cometh in which all that
are in the tombs shall hear His voice and shall
come forth, they that have done good unto the
' resurrection of life ; and they that have done
ill unto the resurrection of judgement." This,
it is said, teaches a simultaneous resurrection,
since it declares that in the hour that is coming
both classes will come forth to their respective
rewards, We answer that, in the first place, we
think it is clear that the word " h o u r " (wpa) as
here employed, refers to an era or lengthened
period of time. This we know is not an unusual
meaning of the word, as appears by referring to
such examples as i John 2 : 18, Rom, 13 : n ;

the elect" (Works, Vol. I I I . p. 470).
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take it, that, in this prophetic passage of His own,
there is a similar conjoining of distinct and
widely separated acts of the same resurrection
drama.
And we are confirmed in this impression by
noting how exactly this passage, with its expressions " resurrection of life " and " resurrection of
judgment," corresponds to the passage in the
Revelation, these being common points in the
two texts — the latter seeming to fill out in detail what is here presented in outline. And this
leads us to remark that there is perhaps no doctrine of Scripture the references to which are at
once so fragmentary and so complemental of
each other as this doctrine of two resurrections.
Except in the passage in the Revelation, it is nowhere presented in a formal and complete statement. But what isVery striking is, that almost
every scattered allusion to it fits into this passage
at some point, confirming its literal significance,
and being confirmed by it. For example : All
are agreed that John 5 : 28, 29, and Luke 2 0 : 3 6
have reference to the literal rising of the body
from the grave. Apply these texts to Revelation 20 : 1-6, and note how perfectly they fit it:
" They that have done good unto the resurrectio7i
of life." They lived and reigned with Christ;
this is resurrection the first" (Apoc.) ; " They that
shall be accounted worthy to obtain that world
and the resurrection from the dead neither marry
not are joined in marriage, neither can they die any
more " (Luke) ; " On such the second death hath no
power " (Apoc) ; " They that shall be accounted
worthy to obtain the resurrection from the dead "
(Luke) ; Blessed and holy is he that hath part in
the first resurrection ;" " They that have done evil
to the resurrection oi judgment" [/c/oicnv] (John);
" A n d they were judged [expt^yo-av] every man
according to their works " (Apoc). We do not
see how any candid critic can fail to identify
these passages as referring to the same event,
the literal resurrection of the body. And putting all' these texts together, we find that one
supplies what another omits; the gospels and
epistles teaching the privilege and pre-eminence
attaching to the believer's resurrection ; and the
Apocalypse teaching its priority and separateness in time.

8i

Let us observe that the saints' resurrection is
, ' first" in several senses.
It is first in time, as we have already seen.
How shall we state it 1 That the death sentence
has been shortened by a thousand years for the
martyrs who have won their reprieve by their
faithful sufferings for Christ; for the overcomers
who have gained a seat with Christ in His millennial throne by their victory over the world.
We seem to hear these sainted ones saying to
grim death, as he exacts sin's wages : " Take
thy bill and sit down quickly and write fifty,"
for as partners with our suffering and victorious
Lord the half of our sentence has been remitted.
Of Immanuel it is written : " Whom God hath
raised up, having loosed the pains of death;
because it was not possible that He should be
holde7i of it." H e was no prison-breaker who
burst the gates of death and " tore the bars
away." H e had served His appointed time in
the grave and therefore could not be longer detained : and hence after His two days burial had
expired H e received His righteous discharge.
So we believe that His mystical dead body —
"those that have been laid to sleep through
Jesus "— cannot be holden of the tomb a single
hour after it shall have begun to dawn towards
the first day of the millennial week ; because then
their sentence will have terminated. This is the
overcomer's hope; the reward so much earlier as
well as more glorious than we have dreamed of !
the crown so much sooner as well as brighter
than we have imagined! The devout Lavater
meditating on this point exclaims : " How inexpressibly animating to the best exercise of our
moral powers must this idea b e ; to be a thousand years sooner in the enjoyment of the full
fruition of the blessed. So much earlier — a
thousand years earlier — to enjoy personal fellowship with the lovely Saviour and the noblest
of the human family, and, along with Jesus, the
prophets and apostles, to superintend the immediate concerns of the Godhead."
First in character also will be this pre-millennial resurrection: its pre-eminent glory being
that upon those who attain to it " the second
death hath no power." Here is the true harvest
of which Christ is " the First-fruits." How can
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that Scripture be true which declares that Christ
should be " the first that should 'rise from the
^dead" (Acts 26 : 23) 1 Had not several returned
from the grave before Christ rose^—the Shunammite's son at the prayer of the prophet, and
Lazarus and the widow's son at the call of Jesus
— how then was H e " the first begotten of the dead"
(Rev. 1 : 5 ) ? The answer seems obvious. These
were raised to die again. Wondrous as was the
transaction which restored them to life, it was
only this mortal putting on mortality, and this
corruptible putting on corruption. But " Christ
being raised from the dead dieth no more; death
hath no more dominion over Him " (Rom. 6 : g).
The gospel of the resurrection which we preach,
therefore, has no peer or rival in that which
nature presents to us. Beautiful and oft recurring as is the latter, it whispers no hint of
immortality. Of a mortal resurrection which the
Scriptures foretell for some, we see tokens and
similitudes all about us in nature; in the flower
springing up from the seed which has fallen into
the earth and died ; in the morning opening the
vast grave of night, and summoning a sleeping
world to rise and meet the sun " as he cometh
forth as a bridegroom from his chamber ; " in the
springtide calling the earth from the tomb of
winter, loosing her shroud of snow, and clothing
her with renewed life and beauty: in all these
there are joyful parables and pledges of a resurrection. But the flower fades and dies, the
morning sinks again into the embrace of night,
and the earth lies down once more in the sepulchre of winter; and so, alas ! these symbols only
mock the hope they have kindled in the soul.
But while we are asking sorrowfully, " Is there
no resurrection that is exempt from death ?" this
great text breaks upon our ears : " Blessed and
holy is H e that hath part in the first resurrection;
on such the second death hath no power."
Christ's
resurrection is the epitome of His Church's. As
H e rose only after a definite and' divinely
appointed time of resting in the grave, so will
His people. That unseemly snatching for the
crown of life which characterizes the latest improved eschatplogy — the theory that every man
rises from, the dead as soon as the breath is
out of the b o d y - ^ has no foundation in Scrip-

ture.J Indeed it has none in reason, unless we
can admit that death is equivalent to life ; elimination to resurrection; the falling down of this;
tabernacle of clay to its standing up. This is the
revived error of Hymeneus and Philetus which *
makes the resurrection to be past already; it
places our hope in what is death's victory over
us rather than our victory over d e a t h ; it promises us a bodiless spirit in place of that " spiritual
body " which is our redemption-birthright. " This
immortal spirit shall put off its mortal coil" is.
the doctrine of philosophy: " This mortal shall
put on immortality " is the doctrine of Scripture.
Do we not see what transcendent honor is thus
put upon the body in its promotion to incorruptibility ? This in which we dwell — " the temple of
the Holy G h o s t " — i s not our "vile body," as it
is misleadingly called in the common version;
though because of the shadow of the curse which
rests upon it, it is that in which " w e groan being
burdened." But itself shall be changed by the
coming Lord, the very fabric and substance of it
transformed and glorified. And because restoration rather than evolution is so distinctly taught
in Scripture, we are certified of our continued ^
physical identity; as it is written : " From whence
also we wait for a Saviour the Lord Jesus Christ,
who shall fashion anew the dody of our humiliation
that it may be conformed to the body of His glory "
(Phil. 4 : 2 1 R.V.). The charcoal and the diamond are the same substance ; only that one is
carbon in its humiliation and the other carbon
in its glory. So is this tabernacle in which we
now dwell, in comparison with our house which
is from heayen. T h e one is the literal other only
marvelously transfigured.
This fleshly abode,
endeared to us by so many associations is, there-,;,,,
fore, only to be untenanted for a brief while, ,'
that we may move into it again wondrously
refitted and beautified by its divine Fashioner.

\ Prof. Christlieb well says: " Whoever denies the bodily
resurrection should be honest enough no longer to speak
of resurrection at all. Resurrection does not refer to tlie
spirit, the continued existence of which the Scripture takes
as a matter of course, but only to the body, and its issuing
forth alive from the grave. Only that can rise again which
has been laid down in the grave, and that is only the body'
not the spirit.— Modern Doubt and Christian Belief, p. 449.
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This thought, if cherished, may heal the homesickness which so often comes over us in the
thought of death. For observe the exquisite
balancing of those two household words —
hSrjfiovvTK and"eK8r;/i.o''wT£s — in Paul's epistle to
the Corinthians : "Knowing that while we are at
home in the body, we dcctfi-om homeirom the Lord
,. . . and willing rather to he from home from the
body, and at home with the Lord " (2 Cor. 5 : 6).
But this home-dwelling with our Redeemer, as the
connection shows, is not attained by our being
unclothed, but clothed upon, with our house
which is from heaven, that mortality may be
swallowed up of life. It is when we become
immortal residents in an immortal body, that we
are forever at home; " So shall we be ever with
the Lord: wherefore comfort one another with
these words." Having these promises, therefore, we should eagerly look upward, in patient
waiting for our house from' heaven, seeking the
consummation of our hope, not in the putting off of
this our tabernacle, but in the putting on of that.
After his ardent prayer that he "might attain
unto the resurrection from the dead," the apostle
adds : " I press towards the mark for the prize of
the up-calling "—T-^S ava> KX-^creus — "of God in
Christ Jesus." Let who will fasten their fiope
upon the down-calling of mortality: " Return
. unto dust ye children of men ; " we will listen
patiently and jo)7fullyfor the up-calling of immortality : " Awake and sing, ye that dwell in the
dust, for thy dew is as the dew of herbs and the
earth shall cast out her d e a d " (Is. 26 : 19).
T H E E N D U E M E N T OF
John 14 : 16.

POWER.

BY T H E EDITOR.

Afy%HY is the great mass of Christians so little
' interested in and so little eager to follow
. out the great facts concerning the mission of the
• Holy Ghost in the church ? A great theologian
once said to a class of theological students,
" Young men, remember that without the Holy
Ghost theology is not only a cold stone, but it is
absolute poison."
It is written, " T-he eye hath not seen nor. the
ear heard, neither has it entered into the heart
of man, the things that he has prepared for them
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that love him." These outward senses, the eye,
the ear, and the heart, cannot comprehend, but'
God has revealed these things by the Spirit.
The Holy Ghost is not only the Spirit of truth
but the Spirit of life. Without Him the most
serious things pertaining to our worship may become merely automatic, our faith merely intellectual scent, our love merely outward emotion.
What can the church of Jesus Christ do in the
work of preaching the gospel without this quickening, life-giving' Spirit ?
I.

W H O IS THE HOLY

GHOST?

The text proves that the Holy Ghost is coequal with Jesus Christ our Lord. If I say, " I
am a minister and you are another," I show that
you are a minister likewise. If I say that I am
an American citizen and you are another, I am
averring that you too are an American citizen.
When Jesus Christ says, " I, one advocate, go to
the Father and will give you another," we at once
infer that the other is co-equal with Himself.
How this becomes clear as you reflect that this
presence is to take the place of Jesus Christ.
H e had been preaching as no man ever preached
before ; his pulpit was to be vacant, who should
fill it ? It was said of Mr. Beecher before he
died that no one ever could fill his pulpit. The
same has been said of Spurgeon. How much
more was this true concerning Jesus Christ ?
What must be the person then whom H e sent to
fill His place, to occupy His seat, and stand in
His office ? ."
Napoleon once said, " When I am dead my
spirit shall come back to .France and throb in
countless revolutions." It was true; for years
after he died the revolutionary spirit he stirred
up kept Europe in commotion, but gradually it
died away. Is that all Jesus Christ meant when
He said, "• I will send you another comforter" ?
Is this an influence that will gradually fade and die
like an echo ? Hear what H e says : " He that
believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do
also ; and greater works than these shall he do ;
because I go unto my Father." Instead of less
being accomplished more shall be accomplished
when He is gone and the Holy Ghost has ccme
to take His place. Therefore the Holy Ghost
stands on an equality with Christ Himself. H e
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said, " If I go away I will come unto you,"—" I "
in application to the Holy Ghost.
H e has
promised that " where two or three are gathered
in my name there I am,"—" I " meaning the Holy
Ghost, His other self, the Christ invisible, the.
Spirit, dwelling in His Church.
II.

W H E R E IS THE HOLY

GHOST?

Jesus said: " If I go away I will send the
Spirit unto you." H e goes up ; the Spirit comes
down. H e is there ; the Spirit is here. H e is
seated on the right hand of God and when the
the Holy Ghost came down H e sat on each of
the disciples. The real seat of the Holy Ghost
is in every little church composed of those whose
hearts have been cleansed and given up to His
indwelling. As truly as Christ is there, so truly
is the Spirit here. As Stephen, looking up into
heaven could say, " I see the Son of Man standing on the right hand of God," so the angels
of God looking down can say, " I see the Holy
Ghost dwelling in the hearts of men." After
the day of Pentecost when the apostles came
together to delibrate over important matters, they
gave out the result of their deliberatious in these
words : " It seemed good to the Holy Ghost and
to us." Marvelous words ! Peter and John and
James were there, but another was present. H e
joined in their deliberations, inspired them and
helped them to a conclusion.
Again when the sin of Ananias and Sapphira
was discovered, Peter said, "Why hath Satan
filled my heart to lie to the Holy Ghost ? " You
saw only Peter and James and John as ministers
of the church. But these are not the authority
in the church. Since Jesus Christ went away,
the Spirit rules in His church. " Thou hast not
lied unto men but unto God."
How these two passages make real the conception the disciples had that the Spirit was
personally with them.
When Jesus Christ was here as our great
teacher God stood apart, so to speak, and commanded men to hear Jesus. " This is my beloved
Son, hear Him," He said in a voice from heaven;
but when Jesus is ascended to the Father, H e
speaks out of heaven seven times to the seven
churches and says : " H e that hath an ear let him
him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches."

Just as the Father commended Him so H e commends the Spirit. H e no longer speaks to the
church Himself. The Holy Ghost is our teacher,
and Jesus Christ will not interfere with His
office.
The body is the shrine in which Jesus Christ,
in the person of the Holy Spirit, dwells to-day.
"Know ye not that ye are the temple of the
Holy Ghost ?" Let us keep this thought in our
minds. H e is not there but here. How you- .
would slight His presence by supposing Him to
be absent, If it is a slight to forget an absent
friend, how much more is it to:-forget a present
friend ?
'
.^^
But you ask—-and this is a question that
comes most home to your life — How can I be
baptised with the Holy Ghost? You remember
how the multitudes came to John at the river
Jordan to be baptised, confessing their sins.
The same office that John held to them Jesus
holds to you. Come to Him just as the disciples
came to John. These hands that have been
grasping so eagerly after the things of this life,
let them lay down the treasures that fade and
decay; these feet, hot and dusty with walking in
the course of this world, let them halt and surrender themselves to run in the way of His commandments ; these eyes that are so filled with
the scenes of this world, let them shut in token
that they henceforth will look on the inward
beauty of holiness, and thus with folded hands
and closed eyes let your whole being be surrendered to Him. So come to Jesus Christ and .
say : I, who have been so much in the world and' so much of the world, do now come and surrender myself up to Thee, that I may be baptised
with the Holy Ghost."
I do not say that one brought into this blessed
condition shall ever remain thus, but just as the
poor fish writhes and gasps when out of his element so one who has ever been in the Spirit will.
never be quite satisfied out of that condition.
H e will gasp and cry, " O h , L o r d ! repeat that
blessed experience. Give me to be again overwhelmed with the Holy Ghost." But this blessing
of the Holy Spirit is linked with prayer. You
have seen the cable car moving with no horses
attached, no locomotive before, no engine inside,
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but underneath the track is the endless chain
running on and on. All that is necessary is that
the car shall grip the cable. So between heaven
and earth the Spirit of God moveth like an endless chain running from the throne and th^ footstool. All that the soul has to do is to fasten
on its grip.
All things are possible to him that believeth.
It is the day of His power to-day. Just in proportion as we put ourselves -in relation to that
power by faith and prayer and the grip of a
determined will shall we have power to carry on
His work.
The -Holy Ghost is here. Wonderful fact!
Believe it, act upon it. If you want to be of
service to Jesus Christ, take the gift of the Holy
Ghost, and may you go out with new joy because
you have taken this gift.
MASTER

MISSIONARIES.

BY ALICE E. MERRIAM.
NUMBER
LEONARD

FOUR.
DOBER.

T ^ h e early years of the eighteenth century,
^ ^ 1700-1732, witnessed an uprising in many
parts of Europe of the apostolic missionary spirit.
In Germany, in Denmark, in Norway, the Spirit
of God,.in new fulness and power, quickened
and illuminated individual souls, and made the
gospel of Christ to be to them-henceforth, not
-: ..merely a source of personal blessing, but as
"rivers of living water " to flow forth frond them
to the ends of the earth. Among these early
movements for the spread of the gospel, the
work begun and continued, even to the present
day, by the Moravian church is pre-eminent.
.In 1732, there was to be found in the province
"^f Silesia, about fifty miles from Dresden, a little
band of six hundred souls, the descendants of
the early reformers and martyrs of Bohemia. In
^ - Bohemia, they had been denied religious liberty
and the possession of the Word of God, driven
to mountain fastnesses by increasmg persecution,
and tormented and put to death because of their
unwavering fidelity to their Lord. They " of
whom the world was not worthy," had thus
seemed for a time to disappear from the face of
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the earth. But the true faith was not quenched,
nor the light wholly extinguished. One after
another, small companies, often of but two or
three individuals, began to find their way across
the mountain barriers into Prussia, seeking the
longed-for freedom to worship God.
This exodus began in 1722, and in that year
the exiles laid the foundations of Herrnhut, the
" Lord's watch," which was to be henceforth the
centre from which should radiate the multiplying
influences of the Moravian church. In ten years,,
as has been noted, their numbers had increased
to six hundred, and they had been moulded into
a united and harmonious society inspired by a
common spirit of love and devotion to Christ,
this being due in large measure to the hearty
co-operation and untiring sympathy of Count
Zinzendorf, upon whose estate their settlement
had been made. From this small company and
at this early period in the history of the United
Brethren, went forth the first missionaries to
foreign lands.
Of the early life of Leonard Dober no details
are available; to the world his life seems to
begin with the awakening of his purpose to carry
the gospel to those who could not hear without a
preacher, and at this point we take up the story
of his brief but eventful service.
In 1731, in Copenhagen, Count Zinzendorf
and some of his attendants from Herrnhut, met
a negro named Anthony, a native of the island
of St. Thomas. Anthony pictured to them the
spiritual darkness of his people among the islands
of the West Indies, and expressed his earnest
desire that the gospel which he had accepted
might be made known to them. Soon after he
visited Herrnhut and there repeated his story
and his plea, representing faithfully, however,
the difficulties and dangers which would beset
any who should undertake such service. His
words kindled in the heart of Leonard Dober a
deep desire to be himself the first messenger to
the slaves of the West Indies.
Undaunted by obstacles, he declared his
readiness to be sold into slavery, in order that,
as one of them if in no other way, he might give '"'
to the negroes the news of salvation through
Jesus Christ. After receiving his appointment
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from the church, Dober asked that David Nitschmann might be his associate, to remain with him
until the new mission should be fairly established. The request was granted, and after
being solemnly commended to God y the church,
we see them on the early dawn of an August
morning, 1731, leaving Herrnhut on foot, their
only luggage the bundles upon their backs, their
means of support three dollars each given them
by Zinzendorf.
The Count accompanied them for a short dis-..
tance and then, bidding them a final God-speed,
left them to pursue alone their weary journey of
six hundred miles to Copenhagen.
Everywhere they met with discouragement and
were urged to abandon their perilous and useless
undertaking ; but still they pressed forward. In
Copenhagen, they met the same reception.
Their purpose was pronounced visionary, and
they were assured that no vessel would receive
them since they were bound on so foolish an
errand. With unabated zeal, Dober and Nitschmann pursued their quest. At last, their unwavering and devoted spirit won the sympathy of
the royal chaplains, and through them they received aid from the Queen and other members
of the royal family.
Refused passage on all Danish ships, they at
last found a vessel sailing from Holland which
would receive them, and they embarked in October, 1732. They landed on the island of St.
Thomas in December, and found it small, not
very fertile and not well supplied with water.
They at once began their work by seeking
for Anthony's sister. Finding her in company
with her husband and younger brother, they
read to them the letter sent by Anthony, in which
were found these words: " And this is life
eternal, that they might know thee, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent."
From these words they preached the gospel to
slaves who had gathered around; and though
the message was imperfectly given through lack
of full .acquaintance with the language, it was
sufficiently understood to be received with joy.
The negroes had never before realized that any
good thing possessed by the white man could be
shared by them. The planters regarded their

work from differing points of view; many despised
them and opposed their efforts, others received
them cordially, and of these one offered them a
home in his house.
Nitschmann, being a carpenter, supported himself and his companion, since Dober on account
of the unsuitable character of the clay was unable
to pursue his trade as potter. Thus provided
for, they devoted themselves unceasingly to the
work of preaching Christ; many gladly received
the gospel, and among the early converts were
the sister and brother of Anthony.
In 1733, Nitschmann was obliged by previous
arrangement to return to Germany, and Dober
was thus left alone with no apparent means of
support. At this crisis, he was invited by the
governor of the island to become the general
overseer of his household and to instruct his
children. This position he thankfully accepted,
but soon became convinced that it was not right
for him to live at ease, and that he could not
under these circumstsnces effectually carry on
his work. At this time he wrote : " I sat at the
governor's table and had everything that heart
could wish, but I was ashamed to see myself so
raised above my former ideas of slavery, and'
this new manner of life was so oppressive to me
that I was often quite wretched." In 1734, in
spite of the reluctance of the governor, he lefthis house, and, obtaining a little lodging, secured
a meagre subsistence by acting as watchman
for surrounding plantations. This method of
life left him free to devote all his energy to
Christian teaching, and for sixteen months he
continued his work, in loneliness and privation,
but under the blessing of God in the conversion
of souls.
In 1735, he was surprised by the appearance
of brethren from Herrnhut who had come to
reinforce the work on St. Thomas and to open
a new station on the neighboring island of St,
Croix. They also brought news of the recall of
Dober, that he might render important service to
the church at home, and his work was thus abruptly brought to a close.
The missionary service of Leonard Dober in
the West Indies covered but three years, yet like
that of Egede among the snows of Greenland, it
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was the beginning of a wide-spread harvest. In
addition to St. Thomas, the islands of St. Croix
and St. John were soon occupied by Moravian
missionaries ; and at the end of the first century,
more than thirteen thousand persons had been
received into the church. During this period
the negroes had all practically come under the
influence of the gospel. In later years, the work
was extended to Jamaica, Antigua, and still other
islands of the West Indies; and from them all
there have been gathered many thousands of souls
whose lives and whose confession have attested
the gospel of Christ to be " the power of God
unto salvation to every one that believeth."
MODERN SIGNS; OR, PRESENT PROOFS
OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
BY ARTHUR T. PIERSON.
PART THREE.
^^HERE is another department of proofs which
^ ^ ought to have a special mention: the poetic
retributions of history.
Why the term poetic
should be applied we know not, unless it be
because there is a certain parallelism, a kind of
rythmical movement of correspondence, between
the offence and its penalty. But these poetic
retributions allow of no adequate explanation,
unless we admit a Divine, supernatural Providence. There are compensations for evil doing
•that, with poetic exactness, correspond to the
crimes which they punish. In the Thalmud the
Jews have a story that Og, the giant king of
Bashan, once lifted a great rock to hurl it against
the armies of Judah; but God hollowed it in the
middle and let it slip over the giant's neck, so
that it could not be removed but rested there
while he lived.
The prophet Jeremiah wrote ;' " The Lord God
of recompenses shall surely requite " (Jer. 5 1 : 56 ;
Cf. 44 : 29 ; Ps. 9 : 16). Here Jehovah gives himself a new name : the God of Recompenses. Perfect
justice demands -exact recompense, a perfect
equivalent in penalty for the wrong done. God
as the requiter of evil overtakes and ensnares the
wicked, sooner or later, in the work of his own
hands; and often justice so accurately balances
the .award and the offence that the harmony is
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awfully perfect. For example, when Adoni-Bezek
was pursued and caught by the armies of Judah
and Simeon, his thumbs and great toes were cut
off. The justice of the retribution he felt, and
said :
Three score and ten kings.
Having their thumbs and great toes cut off,
Gathered their meat under my table.
As I have done
So God hath reciuited me.

He recognized in this poetic justice the sure
sign of a divine Providence, decreeing that the
same sort of cruelty and injury he had inflicted
should be his punishment.
Instances like this are too frequent in history
to be accounted for by a chance coincidence.
Haman, hung on the very gallows he had built
for Mordecai; Robespierre, miserably perishing,
after a mock trial, on the very guillotine which
he had used to decapitate others; these are examples of what history often records.
The bishop of Verdun advised Louis XL, of
France, to build an iron cage for confining prisoners. Its construction was a triumph of refined
cruelty in which torture was raised to a fine art.
In it the captive could neither stand upright nor
lie down at full length, but must needs remain in
a cramped position, implying incessant torture.
God decreed that the bishop himself, on some
slight pretext of offence to the king, should be
the first person shut up in the cage he had
planned, and there he was for fourteen years !
The lives of the Herods furnish startling examples. Herod the Great, slaughtered the babes
of Bethlehem : from that time he was never well.
Smitten with incurable disease, in vain he sought
relief through the healing art and a change of
clime ; he grew worse, till he became intolerable
to all about him and even to himself. He had
slain all the babes from two years old and under ;
and, two years after Bethlehem sent up her wail,
he died, eaten of worms even before he expired !
Antiochus IV. was the implacable foe of the
church of God. In the heat of hate he vowed
to exterminate the Jews. Even while the words
of his curse were in his mouth, God's wrath smote
him with a horrible disease : in spite of all the
arts of physicians his body became a mass of putrifaction, whence issued an incredible number
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of living parasites. Before he sank into delirium
he acknowledged that it was the hand of the
Almighty that was crushing him.
Gardiner, the persecuting papal bishop, vowed
that he would not eat till Latimer and Ridley
were burned at the stake. The news of their
execution did not reach him till 4 P.M., and then
he sat down to his late dinner: at the first
mouthful he expired.
.Alexander VI. and Csesar Borgia, his son,
invited to a sumptuous banquet the Sacred College of Cardinals, having prepared poisoned wine
to destroy their unsuspecting guests and turn the
banquet into an awful feast of death. By a mere
blunder, that very poison was handed to the infamous father and son themselves, who drank
and died. The Romish priesthood of France
thirsted for the blood of the Huguenots and incited to the awful massacre of St. Bartholemew.
In the reign of terror that followed, the infuriated populace first smote those very priests with
avenging hand; thus God called for their blood
first of all to atone for the blood of his people.
Charles IX., who authorized that darkest deed
of modern history, from the hour of the tocsin's
peal on that awful eve was struck by God's
avenging angel. Whether he slept or waked, the
figures of the murdered protestants rose before
him, until he sweat a bloody sweat, and died in
unutterable agony of mind and body. H e had
no visible disease; it was simply conscience
turned into God's avenging angel.
Those who have read the sublimely pathetic
story of Toussaint L'Ouverture, the black hero of
St. Domingo, observe in it more than one proof
of a retributive Providence.
Napoleon took
Toussaint captive by treachery and threw him
into a dungeon, in the castle of St. Joux, which
was a tomb ; there the captive was slowly murdered, actually starved to death. Twelve years
later, the imperial assassin, whose guns had been
as terrible to the nations as the thunders of Jove,
was put in that other prison at St. Helena, which
was planned for a tomb as he had planned that
of Toussaint; and there he whined away his
dying hours in pitiful complaints. On the island
of St. Domingo the French used every form of
torture. Rochambeau actually sent to Cuba for

blood hounds ; aud when they arrived, the young
girls met them at the wharf, embraced them with
kisses, and decked them with flowers and ribbons
as for a festival; then, seated in the amphitheatre,
they clapped their hands with delight to see these
bloodhounds, starved to rage, tear a negro to
pieces. But God was not d e a d ; and the negroes
so closely held that city in siege that these very
girls, in their starvation, ate the very hounds'they
had welcomed.
One of the worst outrages ever perpetrated in
a Christian land occurred in 1831, in Georgia, in
connection with the mission to - the Cherokee
Indians. In contempt of treaties with the red
man, and of all justice and equity, the State of
Georgia had cut up the Cherokee land's into sections aud sold them by lottery to its own citizens,
usurping control over the whole territory. Men
with white faces but black hearts poured in,
bringing with them gambling, strong drink, lust
and violence; and the Cherokee laws against
intemperance and liquor-selling were overborne
by the statutes of Georgia. Not content with
outrages against the poor Indians, the most
cruel insults were inflicted on the missionaries.
Messrs. Butler and Worcester had notice of a law
of Georgia recently enacted which was designed
to drive them out of the Cherokee country and
from their mission work. Knowing this to be in
co^iflict with their rights, under the constitution,
laws and treaties of the general government, they
quietly remained at their post. On March 12
the " Georgia Guard " arrested them, but they
were released by the court, the judge deciding
that as missionaries of the general government
and its agents, they were not within the range of
the law. After disgraceful measures, to which
the general government actually consented to be
a party, they were again arrested, with a Methodist missionary, Mr. Trott, and a Cherokee.
This is a story of grossest outrages, with slowfooted administration of relieving justice. That
Cherokee was, for two nights, chained to the
wall of the house by the neck, and by the ancle
to Mr. T r o t t ; and then marched for two days,
chained by the neck to a wagon. Dr. Butler
was forced to submit to the same indignities.
Colonel Nelson struck a Methodist clergyman
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for expressing sympathy; the sufferers, after
eleven days in a filthy prison, were sentenced by
a Georgia court to four years penal labor. Appeal to President Jackson was in vain ; and not
till the case was carried to the Supreme Court
was the discharge of the prisoners ordered. Even
then the Georgia Court refused obedience, and
Governor Lumpkin was in the conspiracy to prevent justice.
Did the God of Providence allow such outrages to pass unrebuked ? Wait till the Union
armies desolate the state of Georgia and the awful hoof of war tramples over her Savannahs —
see on this very spot, MISSION RIDGE, the campfires burning ; see Bragg-and Hardee and Longstreet fleeing, with defeated and shattered
battalions; see Sherman sweeping from Chattanooga to Savannah, leaving no green thing in
his track; see the Georgia governor, himself in
flight, vainly and desperately setting free from
the Georgia gaols a hundred criminals to fight
for the state,— and consider whether there is
here no poetic retribution, and no hand of God !
Colonel Nelson and Judge Clayton and Governor
Lumpkin had been followed by God's avenging
angel; and the retributive blows fell just where
the scenes of outrage occurred — on the army,
the courts, the governor ; and on that very Mission Ridge the avenging angel stood as he poured
out the vials of God's wrath!
In Minnesota, the village of New Ulm has had
a strange history. It was first settled by atheists
and infidels of the lowest type, who planned
that it should be a Godless community. They
piirposed to let in the gambling saloon, drinking
saloon, theatre and brothel, but kept out' the
church. It was there that the awful farce was
enacted in caricature of the crucifixion and of
the Lord's Supper. But again the God of Recompenses was not dead or indifferent. The Sioux
Indians swept down upon it and destroyed itj
and the very first men who fled cowering to the
* cellars, to escape the tomahawk and scalping
knife, were those who had been the leaders in
that dreadful sacrilege. The village was rebuilt;
but in July 1881, one of the most dreadful tornadoes ever known in the West swept it, a second
time, into ruin. God's whirlwind obeyed His
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avenging decree, and the illustrated papers of
July 24, 1881, vainly sought to picture the awful
desolation of that acropolis of deism and atheism !
Some years ago, some disciples of Fanny
Wright met in Concert Hall, in New York City.
A certain deformed man was a frequent and
favorite speaker ; and on one occasion he distinctly and deliberately defied God Almighty,
and blasphemously challenged Him to seal his
lips. Suddenly he lost control over his mental'
faculties and powers of speech, and muttering a
few incoherent words, his faltering tongue refused
to do its office and he sat down amid a shower
of hisses, and shortly after died, a raving maniac.
His wife, seeing the hand of God, at once renounced the- principles which had been so
suddenly visited in her husband's case with the
Divine curse.
Newburg, N. Y., was at one time a hot-bed of
infidelity, and the " Druidical Society" was
organized for violent opposition to the Christian faith, and gave countenance to singular outrages. At one of their meetings, a Bible was
burned, a cat was baptised, and the sacrament'
of the Lord's Supper was administered to a dog.
That very day, the leader in this sacrilege was
attacked by an inflammatory disease, his eyeballs
bursting from their sockets and his tongue swelling; and he died before morning in terrible
writhings of body and agonies of mind. Within
five days, three of these blasphemers were found
dead; and within five years from the formation
of this blasphemers' club, every one of its original thirty-six members had in some unnatural
manner died,— by starvation, drowning, shooting, freezing, or suicide !
Ruth Pierce of Pottern, England, on Jan. 25,
1753, agreed with three other women jointly to
buy a sack of wheat. One fourth of the sum
being found lacking, Ruth was asked for her proportion; but she repeatedly affirmed she had
paid her share, and at last called on God to
strike her dead if she had not. Instantly she
fell down dead and from her relaxed hand
dropped the hidden money! It was another
Sapphira judgment. And in the market place
at Devizes,England, the traveler will find this
inscription: " T h e Mayor and Corporation of
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Devizes avail themselves of the stability of this bursts. At my conversion I thought to myself,
building to transmit to future times the record of Now my temper is subdued; and so it was for a
an awful event that occurred in this market place, time. I was very happy, and rejoiced, not only
in the year 1753; hoping that such a record may about the salvation of my soul, but, as I supposed,
serve as a warning against the danger of impi- for deliverance from my great enemy. But, alas !
ously invoking the Divine vengeance, or calling soon after this my temper reappeared in full
on the holy name of God to conceal the devices force, and I found out that though my sins were
of falsehood and fraud," And then follows a pardoned, yet the long-desired deliverance had
statement of the facts as they have been pre- not come.
sented above.
" After my ordination, I grieve to say, I was
The ancients used to believe the Milky Way betrayed into many improprieties of violent temto be a former path pursued by the sun, and still per, for which I had to apologize, and sometimes
radiant with his shining footmarks. History is make amends.
God's starry pathway, and he who follows its
" Oh, how earnestly I prayed God to help me
course with reverent eyes may see everywhere the to overcome this infirmity, and how often I made
unmistakable marks of a supernatural Providence, resolutions ; but all was in vain. Sometimes I
those modern signs which are the present and in had power over my weakness, and rejoiced in
fact perpetual proofs of a Divine Hand in being able to control myself under provocation;
history.
but I cannot say that I was ever satisfied, or
that I was sure I should succeed another time.
{To be continued?)
" ' How was this ?' you ask. It was because I
felt that my temper was still there, boiling withT H E A N G R Y MAN.
in. It was not dead or gone, but only kept
^Y REV. WILLIAM HASLAM, M.A.
under for the time. I continued in prayer, and
* ^ HAD been speaking one day upon the power with many watchful efforts I tried to keep down
ISJ of God to subdue the unruly wills and sinful my enemy.
tendencies of believers. I said that too often
" O n e day after a great fall I was most depeople have compassion upon the slaves of drink, jected. I made supplication with tears, and
temper, or any other besetraent, without having besought God to help me in my trouble. On
regard to their sin against God. Too often they that occasion I expected that victory was sure,
try to deliver a drunkard from his bad habit, and that I should have power given me to overand if they succeed in this effort they think come. I must say that I left my room that
everything is done. But what about the drunk- morning feeling hopeful.
ard's sin against God ? Is not this like cover" As I neared the foot of the stairs, I saw a
ing up past sins with successful reformation? sturdy beggar man standing and looking in
Supposing a man succeeds in getting the better of through the glass panel of the door. He apa besetment with which he has been habitually peared strong and able enough for work, instead
sinning before God, is that enough ? Does he of begging; but he may have been a thief lookneed nothing in the way of pardon as well as ing in to spy out the land. Our eyes met, wheredeliverance ?
upon I beckoned him to be gone. As he did
At the close of my address, an elderly clergy- not move, I shook my head, as if to say, ' I have
man came forward and said, " I thank you for nothing for you.' The impudent fellow shook
your discourse. Let me tell you something his head, too, as much as to say, ' I will not go.'
which you may use another time as an illustration. In a moment my blood was up, and I was boil" I inherited a dreadful temper. As a child ing with rage. I opened the door, and comI was often punished for it, as a boy at school manded the man to go away instantly. •
even more severely so, and at college I was
" T h e beggar quietly put his foot inside, so
shamed again and again for my passionate out- that I could not shut the door again. H e looked
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at me in the coolest manner, saying, 'Are you
a minister of religion, and send away a poor
starving man from your door like that ?' I could
not find words to express my indignation, for the
man did not look or speak as if he was in a
starving condition at all. H e stood before me
with a provoking insolence which was very
irritating. Seeing my anger, he remained cool,
and said in a whining tone, ' I've not had a taste
of victuals or a morsel to e a t ! '
I was deaf to his complaint, for I did not
believe a word of it. I therefore told him
again to go away.
" ' You had much better give me a trifle,' was
his reply, ' and let me go, than to get into that
towering passion. You a parson, and with such
a temper as t h a t ! '
" Immediately I put my hand into my pocket
and took out the first coin that came — I think
it was a shilling -— and gave it to the man, saying, ' There, go away with you!'
" ' Thank you, thank you,' said the provoking
beggar, and went away shrugging his shoulders,
as if he had done a good stroke of business.
" So he had, even better than he thought. I
could have burst into tears with vexation at my
weakness and that impudent man's triumph.
Shutting the door, I returned to my study in
despair. Kneeling down I said: ' O Lord, is
there no deliverance for me ? Forgive my sin, I
beseech Thee, and do deliver me from this temper. I cannot do an3rthing to conquer it. Lord,
do Thou save me.'
" When I once let myself go into God's hands,
such a calm thankfulness stole over me. The
Lord was present in the power of His love, and
it seemed as though H e pitied me in my distress.
Hot tears flowed from my eyes, and I could do
nothing but sob. I felt that my prayer was answered, and my deliverance had come. With
greatful love I thanked God, and rose up from
my knees.
"All that afternoon, I felt as if I had been
actually in the Divine presence, and that the
Lord had spoken to me. From that day to this,
nearly three years, I have had many and often
very great provocations; but, thank God, I have
not been overcome by them. I cannot tell you
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what has become of my temper — the Lord has
taken it away.
" Praise him," I said; " that is just like His
way of deliverance."
" Yes, indeed, I do," said my friend; " and I
thank you, too. I have learned from your words
how the deliverance came to me. I see now
that Christ, the risen Lord Himself, was there
that afternoon •— it was His power alone that
released me. I see also why H e did not do it
before. I never asked Him to forgive my sins,
nor did 1 know of His power to deliver me from
my temper. I only asked that H e would help
me to conquer it myself. How blind I was, not
to see that the Lord must do it, and H e alone —
that we must stand aside, and see the glory of
God."
The dear man said, " I feel as if I was going
over the ground again. The Lord is here showing Himself to me."
The more I observed this gentleman afterwards, the more confirmed I was of the reality of
his story. If he had been an irritable and passionate man before, beyond all doubt he was
now most loving and patient — full of compassion for others; his forbearance and gentleness
were so striking that it seemed impossible he
could ever have been otherwise.
" Oh, the years of misery and trial I have
passed through," he said, " all because I did not
know that the Lord was able and willing to
give me a complete deliverance!"
Yes, indeed, it is so. What multitudes of
persons exercise themselves and labor hard to
overcome that which cannot be conquered by
self. It is the Lord's work. Salvation in every
sense of the word, belongs to Him, and to Him
only.

PRAYER A N S W E R E D BY CABLE.
record of every answered prayer should be
^
cherished as a sacred keepsake. There is
so much of skepticism on the subject among
worldly Christians : so much of dis-heartenment
among serious Christians ; the former disbelieving for want of faith, and the latter often doubting for want of evidence, that we should sieze
upon every vindication of God's promises, as the
TJ^HE
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A SPEEDY ANSWER.
gold" basis of the divine currency. We doubt not
that God often takes the most extraordinary ways
BY W. F. SMITH.
and means to fulfil His word to His pleading
" And it shall come to pass that before they call, I will
supplicants. Let us read the following and be answer; and while they are yet speaking, I will hear."
— ISA. 6^ : 24.
cheered:
^Yy\iLLiE BLANK was the child of a Christian
A young lady, now engaged in Christian work in New
^*^ home. His father had recently died, and
York, was the subject of a remarkable experience not long
as
an elder brother was preparing for service as
ago. She is a German lady, a native of Baden. Her
father was an infidel, but she was brought under the in- a foreign missionary, the widowed mother found
fluence of the gospel while living at home, and gave her it necessary to take Willie — now in his fifteenth
heart to the Saviour. Her changed life exasperated her
year—-from school, that he might assist on the
father, and he tried his utmost to separate her from her
Christian friends and make her give up her faith. Finally, farm. This was entirely distasteful to the boy,
finding that all his efforts were futile, the Inhuman father and, chafing under the restraints of home, and
turned her out of doors, and told her to consider herself dis- longing to learn something of the great world, he
inherited. The poor girl had nowhere to go, but she longed readily listened to the suggestions of an evil comto be engaged in religious work, and believing that there was
panion, and determined to run away.
a better prospect for securing such work in New York than
elsewhere, she decided to come here. A small gift from
an uncle enabled her to cross the ocean, and to live here
for a short time. But she could not speak English, and
she could not obtain employment. Her money was soon
exhausted, and she knew not what to do. In her distress
she had recourse to prayer. One whole night she spent in
strong suppilication.
That same night in Baden there was a strange scene.
H e r infidel father was under conviction of sin, and in deep
distress. Among other acts of wickedness for which his
conscience smote him, was his harshness to his Christian
daughter. H e could get no rest until that, at any rate, had
been atoned for. H e learned that she had gone to New
York, but could not find out her address. But he was in
earnest, and was not to be thwarted by any difficulty. H e
ascertained the name of a German newspaper published in
New York, and that day, without waiting for the mails,
sent by the cable a sum of money and a message.
The girl would have known nothing of her father's
change of heart, or of his provision for her need, but for a
circumstance quite as remarkable, as an illustration of God's
providence, as the remittance itself. She set out one
morning on her weary quest of work. She was too poor to
buy a paper, but she saw a soiled paper that some one had
dropped in the street. It was in German, and she picked
it up eagerly. When she came to read it, to her surprise
her eye caught her own name. " I f Miss Sophie
would call at the office of the
, she would hear of
something to her advantage." She lost no time in calling,
and the publisher handed her her father's message and the
order on the cable company for the money. ' Probably, no
more thankful heart than hers was beating in New York
City that day. She was saved from destitution, had provision for a long time to come, and, more than all, her
father's heart was changed. The clergyman to whom we
are indebted for this i-emarkable narrative heard the story
from the girl's own lips.

Taking a few valuables, and deliberately turning his back on all the rest and loving care and
comfort that a Christian home implies, he soon
found himself in the city of New York, with the
companion to whose baleful influence he had
yielded. The day and night that followed were
very confused and indistinct in his recollection,
but the next day found him recovering from the
effects of drink that had probably been drugged.
Robbed, deserted, famishing for food, and wandering aimlessly and hopelessly in the streets of
the great city he had seen enough of the world,
and now had but one desire—^to reach his
mother.
That dull, cheerless November afternoon, a
Christian woman in a beautiful home in upper ,
New York was seized with a strange restlessness.
She would, she thought, busy herself V i t h some
work, but found herself indisposed for it. She
would engage in writing, but she could not fix
her mind upon it. At last she determined to
take a walk, so, preparing for the rain that threatened, she sallied forth. She had passed along
several squares when her attention was attracted
by the seeming resemblance of a boy who was
approaching her, to a brother who had died some
years previously. Size, looks, age, all reminded
her of the dead. As they met she saw that he
was in deep trouble, and the peculiar circumstances so impressed her that she turned back
and, overtaking him, began to question him con- cerning his grief. Slowly, but at last frankly,
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his sad story was drawn forth, arrangements were
soon made to provide for him over night, and to
send him home in the morning; a telegram was
sent to his friends that the lost was found, and a
promise obtained from him that when he should
once more find the shelter of that Christian home
he would give his heart to his mother's Saviour.
"• But how were they faring in that quiet home ?
When Willie's flight was discovered immediate
I inquiry was made in every place where it seemed
probable he might be. Special searcl^was made
through the capital city of their own state, but
no trace could be found of the fugitive. A day,
a night, a second day had passed, and noV another night was nearing. Every resource seemed
exhausted, every effort unavailing. On the afternoon of the scene, we have been describing in
New York, Willie's mother, an elder brother, and
an only sister were gathered in that home on
which so deep a shadow was resting. The son
said: " Mother, we have done all we can outside,
and another night is at hand, let us again call on
our heavenly Father." At half-past four in the
afternoon, they bowed together in agony of soul
before the throne of grace, aud prayed as perhaps they had never prayed before. Six o'clock
found them still upon their knees, and at that
very hour the subject of their prayers was found
by a total stranger in the streets of New York —
seventy miles away, his story learned, and arrangements made for his return to those who
were praying for him.
A little past six the son arose from his knees
saying, " Mother, let us now leave it in our
Father'e hands and be of good courage. God
. has heard our cries." At seven o'clock the telegram was received bringing the welcome tidings
that their prayers were answered, and they sat
down with thankful hearts to their evening repast, the first they had taken since their boy had
left-them.
Such incidents as the foregoing are apt to be
regarded as so remote in time or locality as to
seem unreal, and hence not conveying to the
heart the present assurance we so often long for.
This incident occurred in November of the year
of grace, 1888. The lady, then in New York,
who was moved to take that walk on that forbid-
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ding afternoon is a member of the church of
which the writer is pastor. Willie's home is but
a few miles from where this story is being penned ;
many of the facts are gathered from a letter from
Willie's mother which lies before me; and best
of all, the letter brings the good news that Willie
kept his promise, and gave his heart to the Lord,
and is now rejoicing not only in the comforts of
his home,— appreciated now as never before —
but also in the preciousness of a Saviour's love;
and so the anxieties and prayers of long years
are met and answered.
To Qod's ancient people H e declared himself
to be " the faithful God " (Deut, 7 : 9), H e also
said, " I change n o t " (Mai, 3 : 6). Let us believe his words, and find the rest our souls are
needing.— The Christia7i.
AN ISRAELITE CONVERTED.
* V N a recent sermon by Dr. James Morrow he
eS? tells the following very interesting story of
Jewish conversion: I remember many years
ago being very much moved by a story from my
first teacher on the Jewish question, during my
life at college. The Rev. John Wilkinson, had
been engaged as missionary in London for the
Jews, and was very successful. Once he had
been challenged to public debate by the Jews,
who produced a champion and hired a public
hall. Night after night Mr. Wilkinson debated
on the question between the Jew and the Christian for a whole week. It ended as I suppose
you can easily understand, with both parties
leaving as they started. But on the very last
night of the debate, after Mr. Wilkinson had
returned home, the door bell rang, and as the
household had retired to rest, he went to the
door and found there his late antagonist in the
debate, Aaron Matthews, choicest champion of
the Jewish faith in London. Mr. Wilkinson
invited him in, and he said, " The truth is, Mr.
Wilkinson, after all the questions we have had
before us, there was one I longed to speak to
you about, and it is this, I am not satisfied with
the state of my own soul, I know myself to be a
sinner. For some time I have been trying to
get into that state of enjoyment I believe my
great fathers had, of whom I read in the Scrip-
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tures, of communion with God, and conscious of
peace with God. But I cannot find it, and it
dawned upon me to-night in the course of the
debate, that perhaps you could help me." Then
through the live-long night the Christian mission- ary and Jewish truth-seeker talked over this
question of the inner life, no longer a mere
interpretation of texts or sharp collision, but a
simple desire on the part of a poor sinner to find
rest for a guilty soul, and on the part of his good
teacher to guide the inquirer into the way of
peace. Finally, said Mr. Wilkinson, let us pray,
and there in prayer the unconverted Jew sobbed
as though his heart would break.
Said Mr.
Wilkinson to me, I could not help saying at the
close of the prayer, "for Christ's sake." I did
not think it would be acceptable to Mr. Matthews,
but that was my way of offering prayer. I
believed in the power of " His name," and so I
prayed in the name of Jesus. All at once he
seemed to recognize the claims and power of
Christ, and there and then surrendered, and
passed out of that house in the flush of the early
dawn a sinner saved by grace.
The result of that conversion was marvellous.
It was felt by Aaron Matthews' friends that he
could not live in London, and so he was sent to
Hull to labor. One day passing down the street,
he met a drunken sailor who swore in the name
of Jesus, Matthews asked him how he could
blaspheme the name of Jesus, don't you know
He loves you, died for you, and shed His precious blood for you, and that He has been following you day by day, week by week, month by
month, year by year, and pleading with you ?
The startled sailor looked at this man speaking
to him as never man had spoken before. H e
felt his heart strangely moved, and said, what
can i do ? Kneel down and pray, kneel here.
And there on the public street, with the drifting
crowd passing along, that Jewish missionary
bowed in prayer with the English sailor. It is
wonderful the power of this race when converted
in their zeal for lost souls, and their love for
a newly-found Messiah.
" N E V E R let any desired gift or blessing be of such
importance as to sacrifice your peace and confidence in
Godir—Selected.

THE BIBLE ILLUMINATED.
• ^

DR. JAMES HAMILTON.

*]YT is a book suited to all. It meets the tastes
o J of all mankind. A Bible all poetry, a Bible
all history, a Bible all argument, a Bible all
maxim and proverb, might have been' a treat
to a few, but it would have been tedious and
tiresome to every on^ besides. H a d an angel
written the Bible, he would have been content
to mark down in the fewest words whatever it
was important to reveal; and had one man been
employed to write it, it would all have been tinctured by his peculiar style. But having employed
in its compilation the pens of forty men, dispersed
over fifteen hundred years, the all-wise Jehovah .
has constructed it a harp of many strings, a
quiver of many shafts, a book for all mankind.
The advantage of this variety is seen in the
various passages which have arrested or enlightened different readers.
A profane shopman
crams into his pocket a leaf of a Bible, and
reads the last words of Daniel : " Go thou thy
way till the end be : for thou shalt rest, and stand
in thy lot at the end of the days " ,• and he begins
to think what his own lot will be when days are
ended.
,
A Gottingen professor opens a big-printed
Bible to see if he has eyesight enough to read it,
and alights on the passage: " / will bring the
blind by a way that they k7iew not;" and in reading it the eyes of his understanding are enlightened.
Cromwell's soldier opens his Bible to see how
far the musket-ball has pierced, and finds it
stopped at the verse; " Rejoice, O young man, in
the days of thy youth, and walk in the ways of '
thine heart,,and in the sight oj thine eyes: but know '
thou, that for all these things, God will bring thee
into judg7nent."
And in the same way, if there be a thousand
texts which the Holy Spirit has used for awakening concern about the great salvation, there are
a hundred texts which H e has used for guiding
souls into the peace and joy of believing. " What
words were those you read ? What sounds were
those I heard ? Let me hear those words again,"
exclaimed the South Sea Islander.
And the
missionary read again, " God so loved the world
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Can that be true ? God love the world,
when the world not love H i m ! " And the
missionary read again, " God so loved the world,
that H e gave His only begotten Son " ; and as
the tears burst fast and big down his swarthy
cheek, the poor heathen hastened away to weep
and wonder at the love of God.
" The just shall live by faith."
Like a nail in
a sure place, this saying sticks in Luther's
memory. H e wanders through the monastery,
.he trudges to Rome, he crawls up Pilate's Staircase ; but still the sentence is sounding in his
ears. Through seas of anguish and dismay he
buffets his laboring path, no ray to guide him
but this tiny spark, till all at once at that little
spark Luther's soul is kindled, and the Reformation-beacon flames.
There was a "stricken deer," a fine spirit,
brilliant, kind, and lofty, but sensitive and sad, a
wounded spirit. For many a day he had been
goaded by the sense of sin, and had often opened
the Bible for relief, but opened it in vain. " I
flung myself into a chair near the window, and,
seeing a Bible there, ventured once more to
apply to it for comfort. The first verse I saw
was Rom. 3 : 2 5 , ' Whom God hath set forth to be
a Propitiation through faith in His bipod, to declare
His righteousness for the remission of sins that are
past, through the forbearance of God.' Immediately I received strength to believe, and the
fuir beams of the Sun of Righteousness shone
upon me. I saw the sufficiency of the atonement H e had made, my pardon sealed in His
blood, and all the fullness and completeness of
His justification. In a moment I believed and
received the gospel."
That moment gave birth
to the Olney Hymns, and to all the years of
happiness which ever shone on the checkered
path of William Cowper.
" The thing that astonishes me in the gospel
is that God is love": so exclaimed a converted
African.
And the text which first filled with joy unspeakable the capacious soul of President Edwards
was; '•'•Now unto the King eternal, immortal,
invisible, the only wise God, be honor and glory for
ever and ever. Amen." H e says, " As I read
these words there came into my soul, and was
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diffused through it, a sense of the glory of the
Divine Being. Never any words of Scripture
seemed to me as these words did. I thought
within myself, how excellent a Being that was,
and how happy I should be if I might enjoy that
God, and be wafted up to Him in heaven, and be,
as it were, swallowed up in Plim for evermore."
A MESSAGE FROM T H E

FATHER.

^ N a little town in the Valley of Virginia, about
Q J ten years ago, an old elder of the Presbyterian
Church lay dying.
His life from boyhood had
been spent in his Master's service, and he was
now about to enter into eternal life. But disease
had affected his mind as well as his body, and
his Christian hope was clouded. H e could not
believe himself a forgiven sinner, and the vision
of an angry God shut out entirely the sight of
an atoning Saviour. With the unselfishness that
had marked his whole life he kept his anguish
from the knowledge of his children ; only the
eldest daughter, taking her sainted mother's
place, watching day and night at his pillow,
knew how the waves and billows had gone over
him. " My own faith," said this sweet girl to
me afterward, "was shaken to the foundation.
Had not God promised to be with His people
' even to an old age ' — ' to gray hairs ' — 'in the
valley of the shadow of d e a t h ' ? And yet here
was my precious father, whose memory scarcely
reached to a time when he did not love and •
serve God, who now seemed utterly forsaken
by Him.
Weeks passed, I could not pray for my
father.
The heavens were brass above me, and
I could only stand by, dumb and helpless, and
see the blackness of darkness thicken around
that beloved head.
One bright morning I went to his bedside
(my brother having spent the night with him)
and asked how he felt. ' I am considerably
weaker,' he answered, ' but that would not
trouble me, daughter, if I were only at peace
with my God. I am n o t ; and oh, it is dark,
dark, d a r k ! ' My angry and rebellious heart
could find no words of comfort for him, and I
was glad to be called away by inquiries made at
the hall door for my father's health.
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It was the Episcopal minister, whose frequent heart was present, and was led by the truth
visits to our sick father had proved that his preached to yield his heart to God. H e left
Christian love was not bounded by church almost at once for a distant city; the preacher
limits. This day I felt that father was too weak only hearing from him some weeks afterward as
in body and depressed in spirit to see anybody, an active laborer for Christ in his new home.
and after a few words of kindly sympathy. Dr. Nor was this all; a boon companion, disturbed
P. took his leave.
But he had scarcely reached and angered at first by the change in his friend,
the gate before he returned, and I was again soon became an inquirer after truth. These
summoned from the sick room to see him. ' My facts came only by chance, as we say, to the
dear,' he said, ' I hope you will pardon my per- preacher's knowledge, and might easily have
' sistence when I tell you why I am so anxious to remained unknown to him.
It is not unreasonsee your father.
This morning, I felt a strong able to suppose that there will be many joyful
impulse to come and see him; afterwards, from discoveries of this kind.
some motives of convenience, I gave up the
Let ministers, Sunday-school teachers, and all
intention of coming, but the feeling of its being Christian laborers take courage.
They may be,
my duty became more urgent, and even after I accomplishing more for Christ and souls than
left your door I was impelled to come back.'
they imagine. " The day will declare it."
I no longer objected, and he paid father a
D. F. L.
Manchester-by-the-Sea.
short visit, concluding it with a fervent prayer.
Something in this prayer moved my father to
open his heart to Dr. P., and he told him of his
W H E N AND WHAT.?"
trouble, saying again, ' It is all dark — dark —
L u k e 21 : 7.
dark ! ' < Is it so ?' said his visitor; ' but that
MRS. GEORGE C. NEEDHAM.
need not disturb you ; don't you remember that
Will the sky be red,
an old commentator says, some of His dear childWhen the Lord shall come ?
ren our Father puts to bed in the dark ?' As he
Calling us from bed.
spoke, a sudden gleam lighted up the dear worn
While the world lies d u m b ;
face. A gleam ? Nay, it was the dawning light
Or shall it be day?
Bright and busy light,
of that perfect day which even then was rising
When
we're caught away,
for him. • Ah ! ' he said, ' then it is all right; I
Out of mortal sight.
did not know it was my Father's doing.'
Will there be some crash ?
From this moment his peace was unbroken.
Token we shall know,
God had sent His messenger with a simple spell
Or a lightning flash,
— a few quaint words from an old-time writer ;
As we upward go ?
the pebbles from the brook; and the last attack
What that trumpet sound,
of the evil one was defeated. In a few days,
Which the dead must hear ?
UiTdemeath the ground,
God's weary child was welcomed home.
What
Summons to appear.
matters the being put to bed in the dark ? It will
As the thief, we say,
not be dark when the day dawns and the shadows
Wakes us in surprise,
flee away,"
So will dawn that day,
When the saints arise;
As the deluge broke,
From the sky and sea,
" Thus," the Lord hath spoke,
" Shall my coming be."

AN ENCOURAGING INCIDENT.
rtt FEW years ago, on a bitterly cold winter
v«^ Sunday, a city missionary preached a sermon to- a mere handful of hearers, and went
home feeling that the effort was well-nigh a
failure. But, as was afterward learned, a gay
and careless young man with a hunger in his
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Who is wise, to know,
All these symbols mean ?
Who is taught, to show.
W h a t shall then be seen ?'
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Will the glory blaze.
Round the raptured few,
On that Day of days,
Or be veiled from view ?
Will the unsaved know,
By what way we went ?
Will some fifty go.
For the missing sent ?
Will it wring a tear.
From the lost and left;
Will it start a fear,
In the hearts bereft ?
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godless sailors, to own Jesus as his Lord, and to
speak the faithful word to his ungodly captain,
which God was pleased to use to his awakening.

" For I a m n o w ready to be offered."
11 Tim. 4 : 6 . A Boston journal publishing the
reminiscences of a surgeon who served during
the war, says : " Dr. Westmoreland was one day
dressing the wound of a soldier who had been
shot in the neck near the carotid artery. It had
not been regarded as a particularly dangerous
Ah I we can not tell,
case. Suppuration had set in, however, and
How H e shall appear;
wliile the surgeon was cleansing the wound, the
Not to know is well,
blood-vessel
suddenly gave way. Dr. WestmoreOnly know Him near;
He will surely come,
land as quickly put his finger into the aperture
Suddenly will call;
and stopped the flow. The soldier glanced
Bringing joy for some,
questioningly into the surgeon's face. ' Doctor,'
August day for all.
he asked, 'what does this mean?' ' I t means
Philadelphia.
death, my poor fellow,' answered Dr. WestmoreI L L U S T R A T I O N S OF GRACE.
land, a strong sympathy in his voice. A moment
" A w o r d spoken in due s e a s o n : h o w the soldier lay with closed eyes, as if stunned by
good it i s . " Pro. 15 : 23. During a fearful the fatal words, then he looked up and calmly
battle at sea the gunners of one of the warships asked, ' How long can I live ?' ' Until I remove
showed signs of failing courage. Captain James my finger,' answered the doctor. ' Will — you
Haldane, who was in command, seeing it, swore wait a little,' the poor man asked, 'till I can —
at his men, and wished they might be sunk in write a few words to my wife ?' The doctor
perdition. A Highland sailor boy overheard bowed his head affirmatively. The soldier wrote
the captain's remark, and was. shocked at his his brief letter; and then, with the pathos of
blasphemy and defiance of God. After the resignation, said: ' I am ready doctor.' ' I
engagement he walked up to the captain and removed my finger,' said the surgeon, ' and in a
' courteously touching his cap, remarked, " Capt. little while the brave fellow was dead.' " Happy
Haldane, God is the answerer of prayer; if he are they who, realizing that life and death are in
answers yon prayer of yours where will we all the hands of God, and have made their peace
be ?" Whatever the effect of the faithful sailor with Him through Christ, can use the soldier's
boy's testimony may have been at the time, we words in calm confidence, " I am ready."
are told by Mr. Haldane himself, that the words ( 1 1 T i m . 4 : 7 . )
afterwards fastened upon his conscience with
irresistible power, and made him tremble before
" D o not t h e y b l a s p h e m e that w o r t h y
God. Through his instrumentality his brother name by w h i c h y e are c a l l e d ? " Jas. 2 : 7.
Robert, who was at that time an infidel, was led It is said of Alexander the Great, that among
to Jesus, and the two brothers, James and his army was a soldier named Alexander.
One
Robert Haldane, became two of God's most day the great general, after noting the slothfulhonored servants of their time, and were used in ness with which the soldier performed his duty,
winning many souls for Christ.
went to him and requested that he either change
The Highland sailor boy who had learned at his name or become a better soldier, and cease
his mother's knee the story of a Saviour's love, to dishonor the name of his general. Bear the
and whose young heart had been early won for name of Christ, Oh reader; but do not dishim, was not afraid, amid that scoffing crew of honor it.
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" He that sitteth in the heavens shall
laugh. The Lord shall have them in derision." Ps. 2:4. In a recent sermon the Rev. C.
H. Spurgeon said he had been greatly cheered in
his contentions for evangelical truth by the
recollection of a story of a New England service
when the pastor one afternoon was preaching in
his own solemn way, and the good people were
listening or sleeping, as their minds inclined. It
was a substantial edifice wherein they assembled,
apparently designed to outlive an earthquake.
All went on peacefully that afternoon till suddenly a lunatic started up, denounced the
minister, and declared that he would at once
pull down the meeting house about their ears.
Taking hold of one of the pillars of the gallery
this newly announced Samson repeated his
threatening in a stentorian voice. Everybody
was more or less excited: there was about to be
a great tumult; no one could see the end of
it; when suddenly one cool brother sitting near
the pulpit produced an immediate calm by a
single sentence, " Let him try! " was the stern
sarcasm which hushed the tempest. Even today the enemy is about to disprove the Gospel
and crush out the doctrines of grace. Are you
distressed, alarmed, astounded? So far from
that, my reply to the adversary's boast that he
will pull down the pillars of our Zion is this only
— Let him try! The gates of hell will not
prevail.
" Then shall he say also to them on the
left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed."
Matt, 25 : 41, Dr, Chaffee gives us the following
illustration: " Two brothers had from boyhood
made their homes in a New England town. The
elder had won a reputation as an attorney, while
the younger had given himself over to evil habits.
The younger brother was brought before the bar
of justice, and his brother appeared, and plead
for him; for his sake the culprit was released.
Some time after, the younger brother disobeyed
the law, and was brought into court; again the
faithful brother appeared, and plead for him.
Once more the guilty one was allowed to go
free. Years passed, and at last the lawyer
ascended the bench. One day they brought

again the erring brother, on a criminal charge.
But the judge's face was stern. " It is too late,"
he said. " A s an advocate, I could plead for
you; as a judge, I cannot. Arise and receive
sentence."
Christ is now pleading before the Father for
you, unsaved reader, but there will come a time
when you will stand before him as a judge. Will
it then be too late ? Will you reject his offers to
secure your pardon, until he ascends the bench,
and closes every avenue of mercy that he now
holds out to you? I simply ask the question,
and leave you to settle it in your own heart.
W A T C H TIDINGS.

Giant Pope.— The agitation for the restoration of the Pope's temporal sovereignty has
called out fresh blasphemies from his clergy and
fresh growls of impotent indignation from the old
man of the Vatican. Abp. Ryan, of Philadelphia, said in a recent sermon :
" The Pope is the foundation of the building (the Church
of Christ), the king of the Kingdom of God on earth, the
visible head of the body of the Church. But what is a
king without a kingdon ? A foundation without a building? A head without a body.? To the exalted position,
of the Roman Pontiff all honor and obedience should be
, rendered by his children, bishops, priests and people. . . .
While his Holiness is the subject of an earthly king he is
not free to carry out his mission to humanity. Hence his
children should unite ui demanding that he shall enjoy
such independence as vrill enable him freely to discharge
the duties of his office."

The pope himself is cross and sour; his
wounded sensibility over the loss of the temporal power bleeds afresh. A cable dispatch
from Rome says:
The Pope, addressing the College of Cardinals, gave
thanks to God for the blessings which his jubilee had
brought him. He affirmed, with much feeling, his former
utterances on the quesrion of temporal power, and
indignantly rejected the accusation that he was an enemy
of Italy. He urged Catholics everywhere to agitate in a
legal manner for the restoration of the Papal supremacy,
and spoke in deprecation of recent liberal enactments in
Italy. His address throughout was unusually violent and
bitter.
The speech referred exclusively to the Vatican and
Italy. His Holiness said that the whole world saw in
what a painful situation he was placed. One could only
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ask, " How far will they go ? " At the present time a
systematic war was being waged. Even the person of the
Pope was exposed to the threats of the Italian people.
But the fact that bishops in foreign lands were laboring
for the restoration of the Pope's temporal rights proved
that the interests of the whole Catholic Church were
bound up in the cause.
,

T h e salutation of a Methodist minister to
said pope in view of his troubles is at once cool and
consolatory. Chaplain McCabe thus addresses
the shorn Pontiff:
Be quiet, old man ! The world has slipped by you. The
nations that are free from your yoke will never put it on
again, and they mean to see that all nations, and kindreds,
and tribes, and tongues shall have the same liberty they
enjoy. " P e t e r put up thy sword." The Master told you
that long ago. You have used that sword more against
the friends than against the foes of Christ. The nations
built upon the truth of God have grown too mighty for
your control. You cannot convince them, for you have no
argument, no logic and no success in nation building to
enforce the sophistry of what you call argument.
You
cannot compel them, for the military power of the world
has passed into Protestant hands. The effort to regain
it for Rome has cost you dear. Remember Maximilian
and the Emperor of Mexico. Australia has had her
Sadowa; France has had her Sedan. Buy no more
wisdom at such a price. Neither France, nor Spain, nor
Portugal, nor Austria, nor Mexico, nor the South American
Republics, nor all combined can restore to your feeble
hand the fallen sceptre of the Papal States. The attempt
to do that will seal the doom of the Papacy in Rome
itself. The causes you bless have been cursed, and the
causes you curse have been blessed. ' Heaven fails to
ratify either your anathemas or your benedictions. The
stars in their courses fight against you. The breath of life
has been breathed into the nations. The pandemonium
of Rome must give place to the kingdom which is not of
this world. Be quiet, therefore. Fall into line I Give
the people the Bible. Ask the next Council to take back
its silly decree of Papal infallibility, which every sensible
man on earth ridicules. You are nothing but a man, and
you know i t ; and all the fawning flattery of the world
cannot make you believe that you are anything more than
a poor, ignorant mortal like the rest of us. What is the
use of keeping up this comedy any longer .' Three hundred
years ago when the Armada sailed it was high tragedy.
Times have changed, and it is getting to be low comedy
now. Three hundred years ago there were only 7,000,000
of English-speaking people ; now there are 110,000,000 of
them, and as sure as the sun shines in heaven this race
will victoriously preserve civil and religious liberty for
themselves and for all mankind. Be quiet! The soul of
John Huss is marching on I
805 Broadway, N . Y., Feb. 1889.
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T h e P a p a c y in F r a n c e . — The two great
nations, Italy and France, which so long were
the main supporters of the Papacy have both
swung completely away :
. . . . Father Hyacinthe says that he finds, in his missionary journeys in France, evidence of a great change in
public opinion since his attempt to re-establish the Galilean
Church was begun. H e says that he has become convinced that more than half of Catholic France is outside ofthe Roman Church, for "all persons who do not go to
Confession and Holy Communion, at least once a year, are
ipsofacto, excommunicated, and are denied the Sacraments
and the rites of burial. But while at least one-half of the
nation are outside of this Roman obedience not one in a
hundred has ceased to be Catholic; indeed, not one in a
thousand; for Infidelity is very often but a pretense to
escape the exigencies of Roman superstition, and the
assumption of negation and indifference toward religion
are but superficial coverings of embarrassment and ignorance.

Church G r o w t h in t h e United States.
— Statistics cannot always be trusted and by an
enthusiastic array they are often made to present
prospects which are fallacious. It is too frequently the case that there is some factor in the
computation which is overlooked; that while the
calculation may be correct the conclusion is
wrong. However, as several have reached comparatively the same results in computing the
growth of Christianity in our country, we conclude that the following from the Herald and
Presbyter is substantially correct:
No one who is familiar with the facts, questions that
the Evangelical Church is making the most encouraging
progress in the United States. We now have 107,500
churches, 82,732 ministers and 11,869,300 members, distributed as follows:
Churches. Ministers.
Members.
Methodists,
.
. 32,000
30,400
4,600,000
Baptists, . . . .
42,700
28,255
3,800,000
Presbyterians, . .
15,000
11,500
1,500,000
Lutherans, . . . .
8,100'
4>2I7
1,023,000
Congregationalists, . 5,000
4,500
500,000
Episcopalians, . . . 4,700
3,860
446,300
The increase is shown according to the following
table.
The membership of the church was" in
1800, one in 15 of the population.
1850, one in 7 of the population.
1870, one in 6 of the population.
1880, one in 5 of the population.
1888, one in 4.5 of the population.
According to this rate of growth we may reasonably
expect it to stand in 1900, one in three of the population.
Of course, this growth is made to depend largely upon the
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activity of the existing church, according to the teachings
of God's word.

T h e Gospel in P a l e s t i n e . — Not only is
there a Jewish revival but a Christo-Jewish revival. Bishop Blythe writes from Palestine :
There never was a time when the Jews listened with such
attention to the claims of Christianity as they do now. . .
The increase of the number of Jews now resident at Palestine is remarkable ; within the last few years they have increased from 20,000 to 50,000, a number much above that
which was enrolled by Ezra and Nehemiah after the captivity. If we could double our present insignificant outlay,
we could at least treble our converts; we have only one
English clergyman in all Palestine. I want at once to
place a missionary and his staff at Hebron and Damascus,
two of the great centres of the present Jewish population.
Medical aid is now (as in early days) of primary value on
the staff.

Morality of N a t i o n s . — It has been said that
wherever Ceremonialism, Ritualism, Priestism
are on the increase, there morality is on the
decrease. Anyone who doubts what may be now
regarded as a historical truth, will profit by the
following table of ^ statistics, published by the
" Amico di Casa," an Italian almanack:

guarantee, but on the other hand, he stands m great
danger, if the populace should be over-excited. It is, • '
therefore, as much to the interest of the Vatican as it is to
that of the government of His Majesty, the King of Italy, -_
that the demonstrations of the last two months should be
firmly repressed and prevented. These demonstrations
are fomented by foreign elements. Italian workmen do
not belong to these societies."

If, however, "foreign elements" should have
the backing of one of the "powers," Italy mights
have to fight for her capital. But the Pope knows that he has no hope in war, and this
knowledge will prevent any disturbance of the peace.
\

copy of our paper will reach many readers who are not subscribers. We trust all such
will carefully read this number, and that all who
are in accord with the aims and purposes of the monthly may become regular readers, and give
their support and influence toward spreading
Gospel truth through this medium.
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Holland . .
Prussia . .
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. .
Spain
. .
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Roman States
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178,000 persons.
163,000
„
100,000
„
77,000
„
4,113
„
2,750
„ •
750
„

T e m p o r a l P o w e r of the P o p e . — Will it be
recovered ? SIGNOR CRISPI, the Italian Premier,
replying to his question by the New York
Herald's Rome correspondent, said :
" As well talk of the obselete governments of the Middle
Ages. The temporal power is now a thing of the past —
a toy for dull hours of mimic and would-be statesmen.
Italy has no dread of the matter ever being revived au
serieux. The Pope, however, is in no danger, so far as
the Government is concerned. His Ploliness has ample
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O P E I L L U M I N A T E D by Him who is revolve around it there will be perfect harmony :
the light of the world ! How much need if our will is made the centre there will be comthere is for this. It is said by a writer plete discord. Is not the following saying
in The Rainbow — W. Maude — that the eminent strictly true ?
S. T. Coleridge was so effected by a work on the
" M y will, not Thine, be done," turned paradise into a
desert.
" T h y will, not mine, be done " turned the desert
Lord's second coming that he avowed himself a
Pre-millenarian, and, in some notes in the book, into a paradise, and made Gethsemane the gate of Heaven.
so recorded his faith. Near the end of these anO U R TESTIMONY is our flag. Show your
notations, he inscribes the following prayer :
colors. You are not responsible for success ;
O, Almighty God, Absolute Good, Eternal I Am
but you are responsible for witness-bearing :
Ground of my being, Author of my existence, and its ultimate end I mercifully cleanse my heart, enlighten my understanding, and strengthen my will; that if it be needful
or furtherant to the preparation of my soul, and of thy
church for the advent of thy kingdom, that I should be
led into the right belief respecting the second coining of
the Son of man into the world, the eye of my mind may
be quickeifed into quietness and singleness of sight.

A few years ago a converted Sikh lay dying at Amritsar,
in the Punjaub, India. Before he passed triumphantly
into glory, he expressed his desire to put up a flag for
Christ, and left some money for the purpose. To-day a
flag waves in the gentle breezes above the houses of that
city, bearing simply the words, " For Christ," in bold letters
on a scarlet ground. T h a t bright flag seemed to us a
monument of the grace and mercy of God, who could
transform an idolater into a saint; and also a glad prophecy
of the future when all nations shall own the sovereignty
of our coming King.

" PURE, NOT POPULAR, " should be our motto.
The right side of a question is quite apt to be
the hated side. John G. Whittier advises every
T H E H E A R T OF CHRIST alone can enlarge the
young man " to identify himself with some right- heart of man. His unselfishness is the best cure
eous but unpopular cause" And the righteous for our selfishness. Says Archbishop Leighton :
cause is quite sure to be unpopular. Heed the
Wouldst thou have much power against sin and much
words of the noble General Gordon:
increase of holiness, let thine eye be much on Christ; set
Why win you keep caring for what the world says ?
Try, oh try, to be no longer a slave to i t ! You can have
little idea of the comfort of freedom from it — it is bliss !
All this caring for what people will say is from pride.
Hoist your flag and abide by it. In an infinitely short space
of time all secrets will be divulged. Therefore, if you are
misj udged, why trouble to put yourself right ? You have
no idea what a great deal of trouble it will save you.

has been amply proved to
be the best method. Milk a cow every other
day and you willl be sure to dry her up .• how
much more certainly will a church be dried up
by infrequent giving. TTie Christian Life gives
us this maxim:
SYSTEMATIC GIVING

Fifty-two gentle pulls of a man's purse strings are more
promotive of healthy liberality than one convulsive jerk on
annual Sundays.

is the supreme point to be considIf God's will is the centre and our wills

T H E WILL

ered.

thine heart on h i m ; let it dwell in him, and be still with
him. When sin is likely to prevail in any kind, go to him,
tell him of the insurrection of his enemies and thy inability
to resist, and desire him to suppress them, and to help thee
against them, that they gain nothing by their stirring, but
some new wound. If thy heart begin to be taken with and
moved toward sin, lay it before him; the beams of his love
shall eat out the fire of those sinful lusts. Wouldst thou
have thy passions and love of the world and self-love killed,
go sue for the virtue of his death, and that will do it. Seek
his spirit, the spirit of meekness and humility and divine
love. Look on him, and he will draw thy heart heavenward, and unite it to himself, and make it like himself.
And is not tnat the thing thou desirest ?
S O U L and body re-united.
Thenceforth nothing shall divide
Waking up in Christ's own likeness
Satisfied.

O h ! the beauty; oh ! the gladness
Of that Resurrection Day I
Which shall not, through endless ages,
Pass away.
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THE MILLENNIAL

KINGDOM.

BY T H E EDITOR.

(Copyright retained.)

ence of the broiled fish and honeycomb ; today
directing that cast of the net into the sea of Galilee by which the multitude of fishes was enclosed,
and tomorrow announcing the great commission
in the mountain of Galilee, by which the drawnet of world-wide missions was committed to his
Church; and all the while maintaining that
strangely double life in which he was now handled
and inspected to prove his body to be literal flesh
and bones, and now mysteriously withdrawn like
a vanishing spectre. Here is revelation in a mystery concerning the glorified saints and their relation to the millennial earth.
For the life of
Christ is the life of his Church in epitome.
Reasoning from these hints, we gather that
the millennial Church may hold a relation to the
earth as close as that which we now maintain,
and a relation to heaven as intimate as that which
the angels enjoy. Perhaps there is more than poetry in the prophet's deUneation of the Messianic
glory (Is. 4 0 ; 3 1 ) : "They that wait upon the
Lord shall renew their strength ; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles; they shall run and not
be weary, they shall walk and not faint;" celestial
flight alternating with terrestrial travel, and each
alike unwearying.*
What a realistic element in the promised
victory of the saints it is, that they shall enjoy
their triumphs in the very sphere where they
suffered their defeats!
This is according to
the divine purpose. The millennium is called
" the times of the restitution of all things " (Acts
3 : 21). The steps in this restitution move slowly
and steadily but because it is a restoration each
step forward is really a step backward towards
the purity and perfection of the primitive Paradise, All that was involved in the fall will be involved in the recovery ; the soul restored to God
by regeneration ; the body restored to the soul
by resurrection, and the earth restored to man by
regenesis. Thus the rainbow-arch of redemption
bends back and touches the earth from which it
springs : " the sufferings of Christ and the glory

^N
the transfiguration — which is distinctly
^
called " the Son of man coming in his
kingdom"—we have a minature presentation of
the millennium.
Moses arid Elias who appear
with Christ in glory prefigure respectively the
risen and the changed saints translated and
brought into one company at the appearing and
kingdom of our Lord; while the disciples who
stand without the cloud and behold his glory, are
typical of those in the flesh, the Jews and the
nations, who will still be left on the earth after the
rapture of the saints. What relation to this
globe will the transfigured Church hold in the
millennium ? Some have maintained that she
will be forever removed from this sphere, the
world and its inhabitants being burned up together
as soon as the Church is taken away. Others
have held that while the ungodly will be utterly
consumed at the appearing of the Lord, the
earth purified and renewed will become the eternal and exclusive abode of the saints. Either
view is extreme as judged by a full collation of
Scripture. It is plainly declared in Revelation
that the saints shall '•'•reign over the earth;" but
that they will be absolutely bound to it, as now,
by terrestrial gravitation does not follow. " They
that are accounted worthy to obtain that age and
the resurrection from the dead . . . are ane:ellike — io-ayyeXot — and are sons of God being
sons of the resurrection " (Luke 21 : 36). Surely
here is a suggestive hint for us. Angels visit
this earth, and mingle with its inhabitants; they
have tangible forms and accept material food,
and exercise gracious ministries for those in the
fiesh, and yet they reside in a higher sphere.
So may it be with the sons of the first resurrection ; in perpetual contact with the earth but not
inhabitants of it. Instinctively we turn for lio-ht
on this subject to our Lord's forty days between
his rising and his ascending. Though now in
the resurrection body he associated as familiarly
* " Captain Credence lifted up his eyes and saw and
as ever with his disciples ; at one time holding
behold,
Immanuel came with colors flying, trumpets soundhigh discourse with them concerning the things
ing and the feet of his men scarce touching the ground.''—
of the kingdom, at another eating in their pres- Bunyan's Holy War, 17.
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which should follow," both have their scene in
the same material world. And, remembering
that the exalted Head and the mystical body
have an identical destiny, we see how much is
suggested by this fact.
Christ returns in glory
to the point of his earthly departure : " His feet
shall stand in that day upon the Mount of Olives
which is before Jerusalem on the E a s t " (Zech.
1 4 : 4 ) . In his transfigured body he may now
survey the literal scenes of his humiliation: Gethsemane where he sweat great drops of blood, and
Golgotha where " by wicked hands he was crucified and slain," and the garden where he lay for
two days buried. Heroic poetry in its most presumpteous flights has never dreamed of such a vindication for defeated warriors as this : triumphing
in a deathless body on the very field where the
dead body was mutilated and entombed. And our
Redeemer comes not alone in his victorious entry
upon the earth: " Behold the Lord cometh with
ten thousands of his saints, to execute judgment
upon all; and to convince all that are ungodly
among them of all their ungodly deeds which
they have ungodly committed, and of all their
hard speeches which ungodly sinners have
spoken against h i m " (Jude 15). Christ's confessors, who, being reviled, reviled not again,but
committed themselves to Him that judgeth righteously, may tread again the very judgment halls
where they listened in silence to the hard speeches
of ungodly sinners who condemned them to death;
may stand on the very spot where the earth once
drank up their witnessing blood, or tread underfoot the very soil with which their martyr-ashes
once mingled.
Will the glorified Church hold relation to mortal men still living on the earth ? They who deny
this, and suppose that the whole human race will
be swept from the globe and destroyed at the
coming of Christ, quote words of terrific import
for such a view (2 Thes. i : 7). But if we balance scripture with scripture, the conclusion is
otherwise. For not only is it taught that the advent judgments fall especially on apostate Christendom (Matt, 13 : 40, 41); but with equal clearness that Christ's coming issues in the conversion
of Israel (Zech. 12: 10; Rom. 1 1 : 26); and
through Israel in the conversion of the Gentiles
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(Rom. II : 12-15; Is. 60), We conclude therefore from a wide collation of scripture, that after
the translation of the Church, two classes will
still remain living on the earth ; the Jews and the
nations. And as the glorified saints have now
become "kings and priests unto God," they must
exercise rule and ministry over some besides themselves, and over whom but these ? Here scripture is clear and harmonious with itself. Immanuel now takes " the throne of his father
David " that he may " reign over the house of
Jacob forever." But H e is not alone in His kingly
rule over Israel. Of his risen saints it is written
that " they lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years." His glorified Bride sits by him in
His throne; Queen-consort with her enthroned
Lord; nearer to Him than any other as " the wife
of the Lamb." Now is fulfilled that scripture
which cannot be broken : " Verily I say unto you
that ye which have followed me, in the regeneration — the regenesis, 7raA.tyycvao-ta — when the
Son of man shall sit in the throne of his glory,
ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones fudging the
twelve tribes of Israel" (Matt. 19 : 28). In this dominion of the risen saints there doubtless is order
and precedence according to the degree of suffering and loss endured for Christ. The apostleband would seem to have especial pre-eminence ;
next the martyr-company whose long waiting for
the avenging of their blood is at last rewarded ;
and saints and believers of all generations, who
have been counted worthy to obtain that age, and
the resurrection from the dead. Israel is still in the
flesh though converted, purified by long trial and
brought at last into loyal subjection to Messiah.
Through her as a redeemed nation, and through
her exalted city as capital of the worlds the Son
of David will now extend his blessed sway to the
ends of the earth. " For out of Zion shall go forth '
the law; and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.
And H e shall judge among the nations, and shall
rebuke many people: and they shall beat their
swords into plowshares and their spears into
pruning hooks : nation shall not lift sword against
nation neither shall they learn war any m o r e "
(Is. 2 : 4). At length, through this benignant
consummation, the righteous government for
which the suffering nations have sighed will have
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been reached. The last attempt at human rule,
like all before it, will have miserably failed, and
men despairing of self-help will finally be prepared to accept the benignant rule of God, that
perfect theocracy in which Christ the Lord shall
be king over all the earth. We have said in a
previous chapter that election is not the end of
grace, but the means to a vastly higher end.
This ultimate purpose here comes into view.
The elect Church, glorified with her Lord ; and
the elect nation Israel restored and converted,
now take up the work of universal redemption.
Have we pondered the deep suggestiveness of
the apostle's saying : " H e hath raised us up together, and enthroned us together with Him, in
order that He might show forth to the ages which
are coming the exceedi7ig riches of his grace in his
goodness towards us in Christ fesus " (Eph. 2 : 7 ).t
The garnered wealth of redemption ; the holiness
and faith and love gathered up from generations
of chastened experience and now displayed in the
transfigured Church—what may be the impression
of this upon the generations of the age to come ?
At last the Son of God is fully manifested in "the
manifestation of the sons of God." H e has come
" to be glorified in His saints and to be admired in
all them that believed(^ 2 Thes. i : 10) ; the raised
and enthroned Church, being as a mirror in
which his majesty is reflected and displayed.
Now will be seen " what is the riches of the glory
of his inherita7ice in the saints" ( Eph. i : 18 ).
And we may believe that as the Queen of Sheba
was astonished at the splendor of Solomon and
attested her admiration by rich gifts ; so the generations yet unsubdued to Christ at the opening
of the millennium, may be filled with wonder at
the exhibitions of redeeming grace now visible in
the perfected Church, and at the riches of His
forbearance as manifested in converted Israel, so
that they shall be moved to take up concerning
Immanuel the beatitude of this admiring queen :
" Happy are thy men, happy are these thy servants
which stand continually before thee and that hear
t " That God in the future order of things, that is, in the
kingdom of God — in which the glory of the faithful which
is hidden here below will be made visible to all — may
manifest the overwhelming richness of his grace."—
Olshausen's Paraphrase.

thy wisdom. Blessed be the Lord thy God which
delighteth in thee to set thee on the throne of
Israel: because the Lord loved Israel forever,
therefore made he thee King to do judgment
and justice." (i Kings 10: 8-9). These triumphs may not be gained at once : but they will
be effected with a rapidity of which we as yet
know nothing, so that literally a nation shall be
born in a day. For two new conditions will now
be brought in — conditions utterly unknown
since the fall of man — the binding of Satan and
the universal outpouring of the Holy Ghost.
Let us try to conceive of the astonishing changes
which will thus ensue : in the complete repression
of " the spirit that now worketh in the children
of disobedience," and in the unrestrained operation of the Spirit of truth and holiness now
poured out upon all flesh. What will have
now come to pass is not simply an exchange of
malign influences in the earth for more benign;
but the actual dethronement of " the god of this
age " X and the unhindered reign of Christ in his
stead. Thus there is a complete reversal of
conditions; " the Prince of p e a c e " holding
absolute sway in the dominion where the " Prince
of the power of the air " has so long triumphed.
Now will be ushered in the true golden age of
which the weary nations have so long dreamed :
the true Sabbath-keeping for which the people of
God have waited. If our readers have been
inclined to put a mark of interrogation against
any of our millennial anticipations, we have only
to remind them that when the chief apostle
bounds forward in thought to this period and
speaks of its "far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory" (2 Cor, 5 : 6), his language
becomes well nigh untranslatable, he so joins
hyperbole to hyperbole —KOB' v-Ktp^oX-qv eis vTreplioXy)v — in his effort to express its transcendent
blessedness.
" T h e uniquely beautiful, t h e '
eternally true, the highest good, must be fit-

J " That which ceases by the binding of Satan is the
cohesive power of evil, by which it has been able to become
an historical and motive principle in the development, and
in the life of nations, by which it has proved itself a ruling
power on earth. Instead of that now comes in the
development of power and the glorified church of God."—
Karsten.
'
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ti^gly made manifest upon an earth- whereon Solomon was dedicated, it filled the whole house
they have been so long^ ignored; and as that so that " the priests could not stand to minister
earth has so long crowned with thorns its lawful by reason of the cloud" (2 Chron. 5 : 14); in its
King, it must contemplate him yet once again, final out-reach it will embrace the world in its
in His full beauty. It is this blissful period to effulgence, and the whole earth will become a
which prophecies like (Isaiah 2 : 6-9), (35, 60, Holy of Holies. Then will the kingdom of God
65,) and others appear to us to point. It will be be fully consummated; the blessed predictions of
the time in which the Kingdom of God rules righteousness and peace contained in the seventyupon earth.
Purified by suffering and con- second psalm will be no longer chanted only in
flict, the Church of God now shares in the the music of the Levites, but they will be set to
triumph of its H e a d ; the Bride finds her rest, the measures of literal accomplishment and
after her long wanderings in the desert, on the sung out in the strains of triumphant experience :
bosom of the Bridegroom. It now becomes " All men shall be blessed in H i m ; all nations
apparent that the Kingdom of God is in reality shall call him blessed." At length in a restored
a power in every domain with which it comes in creation will Messiah see of the travail of his soul
contact; and that the highest manifestation of and be satisfied. Thus will the Psalm of redempthe truth calls forth a life such as without this is tion be finished : " And let the whole earth be
nowhere found On earth. In a word, it is the filled with Plis glory; amen, and amen. The
time of the Christocracy ever more triumphantly prayers of David the son of Jesse are e n d e d "
unfolding itself; the realisation of the Ideal, of ( P s . 72 : 2 0 ) .
which the old Theocracy in Israel was only the
shadow ; a realisation, however, which in nothing
MASTER
MISSIONARIES.
detracts from the universalistic character of the
BY MISS ALICE B. MERRIAM.
Saving Revelation now brought to completion."§
The relation of the three classes of men in
NUMBER FIVE.
the millennium has been compared to the threeJOHN ELIOT, 1604—1690.
fold division of the tabernacle. The Bride of
Christ, the glorified Church, is the Holy of Holies, /yVoRTH America, from the earliest years of its
exalted into equal fellowship with her Head.H v i occupation by the Anglo-Saxon race, has
Converted Israel is in the relation of the Holy been recognized as a field for missionary work.
Place; and the nations which come up to The thought of Christian missions, though suborworship Jehovah stand as in the court of the dinate to the purpose of colonization, pervades
Gentiles. Only we must be reminded how com- the history of the early settlements and is
pletely the veil of the holiest is now rent assun- often the basis of grants of land.
der ; so that as the millennial triumph advances
" T o fulfil the covenant made by the New
all peoples are embraced in the light of God's England people unto their King " is assigned as
favor. The cloud of glory — symbol of Jehovah's the motive of earnest endeavors to give to the
presence—was first contained within a narrow original inhabitants of the land a knowledge of
ark in the wilderness ; then, as the temple of the gospel of Jesus Christ. It is not surprising
to find, how^ever, that the views of these Christian
settlers lacked definiteness and breadth, and
§ "Van Osterzee, Christian Dogmatics, p. 799.
that the work of missions occupied a merely
II " How beautifully does the prophet Isaiah (Is. 4 : 5) incidental place in every plan for the upbuilding
suggest the bridal relationship of Christ to His Church in of a new nation.
the millennium. The shekinah glory has returned; " A
In the first century of the history of English
•cloud and smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming fire
settlements in North America, one figure is preby night." And now it is said — not as ifi our common
version : " F o r upon all the glory shall be a defence," but— eminent by reason of a commanding force of
character, and an earnest devotion to missionary
•" Upon all the glory shall be the marriage canopy.'''
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work, and we gratefully recognize in John Eliot
a true apostle to the Indians. Eliot was born in
England in 1604. The place of his birth is
uncertain and but little is known of his parents
or of his early years. His own words in later
years, " I do see that it was a great favor of God
unto me to season my first years with the fear of
God, the word, and prayer," give us the assurance
of a Christian home and of careful parental
training. H e was educated at the University of
Cambridge and there gained more than usual
proficiency in Greek and Hebrew. After leaving
Cambridge, he spent a few years in teaching and
seems at this time to have been ordained in the
Church of England, though no record is found
of any settlement or work as following this
event.
In 1631, Eliot came to America seeking, like
many others, a refuge from oppression and an
opportunity to exercise freedom of conscience in
the worship of God.
H e was invited to assume
a pastoral charge in Boston, but felt that it was
his special duty to minister to a company of
former friends who had settled in Roxbury. Here
he found a home and for nearly sixty years
Roxbury continued to be the headquarters of his
work among the Indians.
It was not until 1646, however, that he began
to preach to the natives.
H e had spent many
months and years in acquiring their language and
such a familiarity in its use as would enable him
to present the truths of the gospel. The first
service was held on the 28th. of October, 1646,
not far from Roxbury. After a prayer in English
and a short address in their own tongue, the
Indians were encouraged to ask questions. They
expressed a desire to know more of the truths
which they had heard and asked, " How he came
to know Jesus Christ ? " " Were Englishmen ever
as ignorant of Jesus Christ as Indians ? " " Can
H e understand prayers in our language ? " This
service was followed by others and soon the
Indians began to ask for instructions for their
children, and to manifest a sincere interest in
the good news in spite of the protests and
threatenings of their medicine men.
Eliot early foresaw the necessity of persuading
the people to adopt more settled habits of life,

if his work was to be a permanent one, and to this
end obtained from the general court of the colony
a grant of land, for the establishment of an
Indian village. Through his influence, the
Indians accepted the new manner of life, and
called their town Norranetum. They adopted
many habits of civilized life. The men began
to cultivate the ground and to learn trades. The
women were no longer field laborers only, but
were taught to spin and to sew.
Nor were Eliot's labors confined to one locality. Wherever he could find a group of Indians,
there he preached and taught, and his field of
labor was constantly widening. A yearly gathering of the Indians on the Merrimac river for the
purpose of fishing, was to him a yearly opportunity for preaching the gospel to new and everchanging companies.
The work necessarily involved many privations
and difficulties. His preaching was often opposed
by chiefs who feared the lessening of their power,
and his life was frequently endangered.
Of the
privations, he writes : " T h e r e is not so much as
meat, drink, or lodging for those who go to preach
the gospel among them; we must carry all things
with us, and somewhat to give unto them." " I
have not been dry day nor night from the third
day of the week unto the sixth, but so travelled,
and at night pull off my boots, wringing stockings, and on with them again and so continue.
But God steps in and helps.
I have considered
the word of God, ' Endure hardness as a good
soldier of Jesus Christ.'" The conversion and
advancement of the Indians absorbed his whole
heart and life, and he had little care or thought
for his own necessities.
At times, Eliot was cheered by the encouragement and sympathy of those who watched his
efforts. Tidings of his success reached England
and many Christians of different denominations
sought to aid him by pecuniary contributions.
H e never received any considerable sum of
money, but valued most highly the spirit of cooperation thus manifested. As the village which
was first made a permanent settlement continued
to grow in population, he realized the necessity
of teaching the Indians to govern themselves, in
order that their village might become an example
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^o others of a true Christian community. With love which animated his life. H e was accustomed
this end in view, he suggested to them the plan to say of his daily task: " Were I sure of going
which Jethro proposed to Moses. It was readily to heaven to-morrow, I would do what I am
accepted and they chose for themselves rulers of doing to-day." H e wrought out in his own life
companies to whom they pledged obedience, at the inspired assurance of the apostle and says :
the same time covenanting to serve God during " Prayer and pains through faith in Jesus Christ
the rest of their lives. A solemn assembly was can accomplish anything." From his closing
held on the 24th. of September, 1651, to ratify days comes the happy assurance : " My underthese agreements. It was a memorable day. standing leaves me, my memory fails me, but I
The service of prayer and preaching was largely thank God, my charity holds out."
conducted by the Indians in their own language,
A true apostle, verily. One whose meat it
and was a signal manifestation of the blessing was to do the will of Him that sent him, and who
which had rested upon the work.
fulfilled the injunction of his Lord to look upon
In 1662, the ordinance of the Lord's supper the fields and behold them white to the harvest.
H e looked and reaped.
was first observed.
Even in the early years of his ministry to the
Indians, Eliot recognized the need of a Christian M O D E R N SIGNS : OR, P R E S E N T P R O O F S
literature for their instruction. H e first published
OF T H E SUPERNATURAL. '
a catechism; in 1661, the New Testament, and
BY ARTHUR T. PIERSON.
in 1663, the whole Bible. These were followed
PART FOUR.
by other books adapted to their use, and up to
the time of his death, he was constantly publish- •J^HE Answers to Prayer should form a distinct
ing grammars, dictionaries, catechisms and trans- ^ ^ department in the proofs of Supernatural
lations of English works. As a result of this Interposition; and with these we shall bring to
incessant labor by voice and by pen, there were a close our brief presentation of Modern Signs.
in 1764, within forty miles of Boston, seven
The words of David (Psalm 5 8 : 11), furnish
towns of " praying Indians " as Eliot's converts us a good starting point:
were often called.
There were also twenty-four
So that a man shall say,
Verily, there is a reward for the righteous;
Indian preachers in different districts and four
Verily, H e is a God that judgeth in the earth.
English ministers who preached in the Indian
language. The war between the English and the
These words close a Psalm of complaint.
Indians in succeeding years, seriously interfered David is surrounded by unjust, malicious and
with the work and destroyed to some extent its hardened foes.
H e prays that their devices
results, but the work of restoration was faith- against him may be broken, and their power defully and patiently taken up, and continued ilntil stroyed ; and he concludes the Psalm and prayer
the strength of the missionary absolutely failed by showing what was the' secret reason for his
through increasing years. His wife, who had supplication : he wishes God to be glorified. If
through long years, shared his work by relieving wicked men triumph over the righteous, it looks
him from all temporal cares, died three years as though there were no God ; it seems to set a
before him.
premium on sin. But when evil designs are frusTo the last moment of his life, he was busily trated, and wicked men overthrown — when a
occupied and rejoiced in the opportunity of righteous life is rewarded—God is vindicated,
teaching a little child to read when his strength and the existence and justice of the unseen
no longer permitted him to preach. He died in Ruler of men are demonstrated. Men are com1690, at the age of eighty-six. A few of the pelled to say, " Yes, there is fruit to the righteous,
sayings of John Eliot which have been handed there is a God judging in the earth." This is redown to us may fitly close this sketch by bring- presented as said, not by any particular man, not
ing before us the sincerity, the faiths and the even by believers, but by man in general as
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opposed to God. And the original words carry
even a stronger, more emphatic meaning, that
this and nothing else is tnu (Ps. 39 : 12). The
righteous gets the appropriate fruit of his character and life. The same Power protects him and
destroys his enemies.
Notwithstanding all
doubts, false appearances and denials, THERE IS
A GOD, and he judges the earth; he separates between righteous and wicked. Men may not, but
He does, discriminate.
These words present the exact argument of
this paper. If you scatter filings of various
metals upon a surface, and the iron and steel
filings separate themselves from the rest, you
know there is a magnet at work, though you may
not see it. When you pass through a garden
and see weeds plucked up and lying withering
under the sun, while not a flowering plant or fragrant shrub or useful vegetable has been disturbed, you are just as sure that a husbandman
has been at work as if you saw him at his toil.
So there are such differences in this world between the good and the evil man that no sane
man can doubt God's existence. Even u7igodly
men can scarce watch human history without
feeling the presence of a presiding power.
Franklin will not be accused of being a Christian believer. Yet, in the National Convention
of 1787, at that momentous crisis when no progress seemed to be making toward a closer bond
of union between the confederate states, he arose
and thus addressed the President: " How has it
happened sir, that, while groping so long in the
dark, divided in our opinions, and now ready to
separate without accomplishing the great object
of our meeting, we have not hitherto once
thought of humbly applying to the Great Father
of Lights to illuminate our understandings ? In
the beginning of the contest with Great Britian,
when we were sensible of danger, we had daily
prayers, in this room, for divine protection. Our
prayers, sir, were heard and graciously answered." And Franklin moved that "henceforth, prayers, imploring the assistance of Heaven
and its blessings on our deliberations, be held in
this assembly every morning before we proceed
to business."
When it is remembered that
Franklin was a skeptic rather than a believer, it

will appear that he must have been singularly
impressed with the obvious proofs of a divine
hand judging the earth.
A terrible plague of grasshoppers devastated
Minnesota and Dakota for several years, until it
seemed as though famine threatened the people.
A day of fasting and prayer was appointed in
Minnesota and devoutly observed. The next
Spring the grasshoppers appeared, but immediately a parasite attached itself to them, which
prevented their doing damage and laying eggs
against another season. It made a profound impression on the people that, from the time of that
public humiliation, the scourge disappeared.
The despair of the people drove them to prayer,
and the answer was so plain that it was a matter
of general public recognition.
Spurgeon designates as " Modern workers of
Miracles," Franke, J. Falk, Jung Stilling, J.
Gossner, George Muller, Theodore Fliedner,
L. Harms, J. Wichern and others, who by faith
and prayer have originated and developed Christian institutions of the most remarkable character. For one, I am alarmed at the waning faith
in the supernatural, found even within the nominal church of Christ. The drift is toward a
blank, bleak naturalism. The inspiration of the
Bible is resolved into the inspiration of genius,
the Incarnation of God in Christ into an impersonation of godly character; the divine atonement by blood into a mere human martyrdom;
the Regeneration by the Holy Ghost into a selfreformation : even so the supernatural power of
prayer is refined away. A man pulls himself
toward shore by a rope attached to a stake and
persuades himself the shore moves toward him.
Results proceed " not from the influence of the
suppliant on God, but from the mystic working
of one soul on another or on itself."
As Christlieb says again, here is a greater miracle than that God should answer prayer. How
often help comes from a person of whose existence, even, the suppliant did not know, in response to an existing need unknown to any one
but the needy. It has been said of Muller that
" the ' L o r d ' who went before him was merely
another form for his own German energy, his
simple, feeling heart, etc., a form dear to him and
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imposing to the English public." And so, forsooth, we are to account for the fact that, during
a half century, without ever applying to a human
soul for a gift, he received millions of dollars, to
build the orphan houses, to provide food and
clothes and all needed comfort for 2,000 orphans;
notwithstanding that, in the crises of want, lest
it should seem that he was indirectly applying to
the public for aid, he even withheld the annual
reports in which the story of past needs and
divine supplies is told. This story of George
Muller is too marvelous to be rapidly and superficially told. There is no solution to the mystery it presents except a prayer-hearing God.
I have enjoyed the rare privilege of an intimate personal acquaintance for twelve years with
Mr. Muller and I have learned facts from his own
lips. When he went to the University of Halle
as a student for the ministry, he found 1,300
students, 900 of them theological, and yet out of
them all, but three who gave evidence of being
really followers of the Lord Jesus. H e observed
among nominal Christians, in both Germany and
in England, great unbelief in the power of prayer,
and about the year 1830, when 25 years old,
he determined to undertake a work for God that
should be a rebuke to such unbelief.
H e would look entirely to the Lord for his
living, and for the entire support of his work.
This is now nearly sixty years ago and he has
never wanted for anything^ Many times left
without a single piece of money in his pocket or
' a morsel of bread for his table, he has gone to
the Lord on his knees and simply prayed, and in
each case the want was supplied. H e was the
first man in the kingdom of Britain to take this
step of relinquishing his salary, but thousands of
others have now been inspired by his example to
rely on the same merciful and gracious Hearer
of prayer.
When he removed to Bristol his heart was singularly stirred by the condition of poor children
in the streets, and though he had no means whatever, he determined to undertake a work for the
street arabs. In 1834, he formed an institution
for supporting both Sunday and week-day schools
and schools for adults. H e began with only a
single day school, choosing God instead of some
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Duke or Earl, as the Patron, and made no appeal
for funds, but simply published by circular the
purpose of his school. Fifteen years ago there
were already seventyfive day schools connected
with this institution, and 15,000 children, thirteen of the schools being in Spain, two in Italy,
five in India, and six in Demerara. Beside
these, there were 39 Sunday Schools, making in
all 114, which had been attended by above 75,
000 children.
In the first year they circulated a few copies
of the Scriptures ; now, tens of thousands yearly.
Of late years 150 missionaries scattered in all
parts of the world have been assisted by this
society and they are sending out 4,000,000 tracts
yearly, over 66,000,000 having been sent out
previous to the year 1878.
Then look at MuUer's orphan work. His pastoral visits had shown him that parents lacked
faith in prayer, and that orphan children were
growing up without care. H e had neither money
nor influence, but he resolved to trust in the living God and start an orphan asylum. H e is not
an impulsive man, and he undertook this only
after much thought and prayer. One evening
reading Psalm 81, he noticed the verse which became the key note of his life -. '.* open thy mouth
wide and I will fill it." H e fell on his knees and
besought God.to do great things for him — to
give him a suitable house for an orphan asylum
and a thousand pounds to start the work. Think
of this one poor man calmly getting down on
his knees and asking God for a building and
5,000 dollars in money ! It seemed an immense
sum but he opened his mouth wide and expected
it filled. The first day he got 07ie shilling from a
poor German missionary, and another little donation from another missionary. Little by little
money came in.
Then a poor woman, who
earned but one dollar a day by her needle, was
moved to give -him $500, the savings of many
years. He felt it to be wrong to take her money.
but she refused to take it back. In a few months
he was in a position to rent a house capable of
holding thirty orphans, and set a time for applications to be made by those who wanted orphans
to be admitted. H e waited on that day, three
hours but no application! H e went home and
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lay on the floor praying to God. He saw he had
asked for a house and money, but he had not
prayed for orphans to fill it. Next morning he
had the first application, and in a month fortytwo were received. In six months he opened
another house for boys and girls under eight
years. In nine months he opened a third house
for boys over eight. Thousands of orphans have
been thus cared for in answer to prayer. When
money is all spent, he calls all his helpers together and, forbidding the buying of a single
article except for cash, they simply call on God.
During fifty-four years, these asylums have never
allowed one cent of debt.

trusted God for a hundred thousand dollars.
Money now came in rapidly, and he had enough
to commence building; but he would sign no
contract till he had enough to pay for the whole,
work.
{To be continued^
CHRIST OUR LIFE.
BY REV. G. W. GREENWOOD.
Philippians

i.

«VN the four chapters which comprise the epise 3 tie to the Philippians, Christ is presented to us
in four leading aspects. In the first chapter we
may look at him as our life; in the second, asour pattern; in the third as oicr object; and in the
fourth, as our stre7igth.
I desire to look very briefly at the first chapter
— Christ as our Life. How grandly the Apostle sets forth the glorious triumph of that life
which is hid with Christ in God. Here we behold a man apparently in the power of men, and
yet as far beyond the reach of men as the sun
is beyond the grasp of a child. H e was bound
as a common prisoner, and that in no heroic
fashion, just simply one among a great many
others, held in captivity by a nation that as yet
cared little or nothing about Christianity, either
ffood or bad. I mention this fact to show that
Paul was not bound in Rome under circumstances which would in the least make him what the
world might call a distinguished prisoner or a
hero. It was not the consciousness, therefore,
that an admiring world was applauding him, or
that he was even in the 77ii7ids of many men, that
sustained him. As a man, simply, his imprisonment would be all the worse to bear because it
lacked the charm of heroism.

Often they have got through breakfast and had
nothing in the house for the dinner. H e calls
his helpers together for a united prayer, and help
always comes. Often it was necessary to have
a second prayer-meeting after dinner before they
got a supper, and even a third, before they had
provision for breakfast. The prayer plan has
never failed in these more than fifty years ! Not
once nor ten times, nor a hundred, nor a thousand, but ten thousand times, he and his helpers
have thus called on God for an immediate want,
and it has never yet failed to be supplied !
And the way in which the supplies have come
has been wonderful. Sometimes a cheque will
come by mail from a stranger at a distance, or a
visitor would happen in and visit the institution
and be moved to give something, and sometimes
at a critical hour, just the amount of food or
clothing would be sent anonymously to the door.
A while after the first orphan house was opened
a donation of $2,500 was received and a new
house was opened. Then came a new crisis.
They had 126 orphans and more could not be
taken in. They must have their own houses and
It is in the plodding, prosaic ways of life that
must build them. They would need $75,000.00 the faith of many of us is found wanting. Men
and had but $7.00 in the treasury. Mr. Muller have walked defiantly to the headman's block
began praying. For thirty-three days not one with the halo and glory of martyrdom about them
penny came in, but he still kept praying. On the who would in all probability have chafed under
thirty-fourth day, the first donation came : it was the enforced imprisonment waich Paul had to
five thousand dollars. H e was no more excited endure, just because it was so commonplace.
than on the previous days, for he was not at all Men will endure much if the world is permitted
surprised. H e knew the money would come and to see and talk about it. What graceful airs we
he could wait God's time. The faith that began can give ourselves in public. Many a soured
by trusting God ^for a shilling, now equally visage would look amiable if only the world
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would smile its approval. But to go and do
these things in the quiet and obscurity of their
own home, in the unnoticed paths of life, to be
calm and joyous and peaceful and happy and
loving and generous, for no other reason than
that God is there', is where so many of us fail,
and we do fail because we have not learned to
know Christ as our life.
Here, then, was Paul a common prisoner;
he who could preach as perhaps none since
have preached, shut out from th^ world,— the
world that needed so much the very gospel
he was commissioned to preach. Does he murmur ? Does he complain of a mysterious Providence that has brought him into this confinement and obscurity ? We hear no complaint.
N a y ; the very key-note of this whole epistle,
written in prison, is joy; in every chapter we
hear him rejoicing. H e writes to the Philippians
and tells them that the things which happened
unto him have fallen out rather unto the progress of the gospel. What a striking comment
is this epistle upon the promise which says :
" All things work together for good to them that
love the Lord," Paul beheved this promise ; he
knew there was no accidents with God.
He
knew that while walking in faith and obedience
to God, there was no position in which he could
be placed that was not sacred. For him to live
Was Christ, and Christ was just as precious to
him when chained to a Roman soldier as when
he stood upon Mars Hill addressing the Athenians, or, as when at Lystra the people would
have worshipped him as a god. H e did not say
• for one to live is to occupy a distinguished place
upon earth; he did not say for us to live is to
have an occupation suitable to my talents, agreeable to my tastes, in harmony with gifts that
God has bestowed upon me. No. H e simply
said, for me to live is Christ — to live anywhere
or anyhow was Christ. The prison was really a
prison to him; you never can imprison a soul
absorbed with Christ. You might as well try to
catcl;i a sunbeam or chase a thought. Faith will
do all things for Christ and in Christ, and so
one thing is as good as another. Some one has
said that an angel would just as soon sweep a
•crossing as govern a kingdom. Precisely so;
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because neither occupation constitutes the truejoy or real dignity of that soul which knows itslife to be hid with Christ. Neither the sweeping of the crossing nor the government of thekingdom at all affect my standing with God, and.
neither of the occupations can reach the place
where I stand as the redeemed of the Lord-^
The highest occupation of the regenerate soul is.
to worship God, and this can be done as well in
a prison as in a palace, as well by the smithy's
fire as in the " solemn temple. "
Position and place, be they ever so humble or
circumscribed is not that which is bringing d e feat into my life. It is the unsanctified affections of our own hearts, more than any otherthing that rob us of the power and peace wer
ought to enjoy. You may exclude the natural
sun from a man's cell, but you can not exclude.the Sun of Righteousness by any artificial means^
Storms sometimes interrupt the communication,
between cities; but nothing but our own want.
of faith and obedience can interrupt the communication between our souls and God, and.
where this heavenly commerce exists life must bea triumph. You can neither add to nor diminish
from one who can truly say, " For me to live is
Christ."
You have no dignities upon earth
which you can confer upon him. The child of
God is dishonoring his high calling, he is grieving the Holy Spirit within him, the moment h e
begins to think of human dignities or callings..
When we begjn to value any position on earth, as
such, we begin to undervalue our position in
heaven. " If ye be risen with Christ seek thosethings which are above, where Christ sitteth' on.
the right hand of God."
The trials and vexations that press heavy xa^on
God's children, are most, if not all, of their own.
manufacture. Abiding in Christ is the sovereign
remedy for every ill. " H e that abideth in ineand I in him, the same bringeth forth much
fruit." But it is not the fruit-bearing you need
to be so much concerned about, it is the " abiding in him." The fact is, just as soon as we begin to admire our own fruit, or begin to talk
about it, we shall find that we are losing the sap-and nourishment of our real life. Fruit-bearing
is the natural result of Christ-abiding. My d e a r
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reader, are you abiding in Christ ? are His words
abiding in you.? If so, you are bearing fruit.
" Oh, I wish I could realize it," says one. Oh,
that is a fleshly wish. How often we hear people express the wish that they might be used of
God. The men and women that are used
are those 'that abide in Christ. The more you
live for and in Christ, the less trouble you will
have about being used for Christ. A heart that
is at rest in Christ will be at rest in everything
that Christ sends. That was the condition of
the apostle Paul as the prisoner of the Lord
Jesus Christ. " In nothing shall I be ashamed,"
he says, " but that with all boldness, as always,
so now also, Christ shall be magnified in my
hody, whether it be by life or death." Some
were preaching Christ out of contention, supposing to add affliction to his bonds, but nothing
could hinder his rejoicing in the Lord. What
can the world or Satan do with a man, rising
above all the untoward conditions of life, and
saying, " For me to live is Christ, and to die is
gain." But because he knew that it was needful
for the Philippians that he should abide in the
flesh, he says: " I know that I shall abide."
He takes no account of Nero. His work was not
finished, and so he says, " I shall abide." The
exhortation which Paul gave to the Philippians,
we would give to all : " Let your manner of life
be as it becometh the gospel of Christ." Amen.

A

MISSIONARY

TOUR

ACCORDING

TO

MATT. lo.

* V T is known to many friends that I have long
o*/ been exercised as to the perpetual obligation
of those methods of missionary work laid down by
the Lord Jesus in Matt. lo, Mark 6, and Luke 9,
and 10. I believe them to be still binding and
that the Church will never overtake her task of
evangelizing the world until she returns to these
neglected instructions, in which is contained the
deep wisdom of her Lord.
Just now a series of
articles is appearing in The Christian, of London,
(12 Paternoster Buildings,) entitled. The (Question
of the Hour; Foreign Missions; The Situation
Surveyed; Defects Disclosed; and the Church
Recalled to her Lord's Instructio7is, in which these

very methods are advocated and objections met.
They are being much observed, and, we believe,
will interest many. I have recently taken a
considerable journey in which I have proved
their practicability and preciousness, and therefore they are no longer a mere theory to me but
a rich experience. To speak somewhat of this
my present purpose.
On the trip to which I refer, I was accompanied
by a beloved fellow-worker, as yet unacquainted
with the language. Omar, a native Christian,
was also to go.
Though recently converted, he
has been much used in leading others to Christ.
But at the moment of embarking he was arrested
and temporarily imprisoned, and we were obliged
to go on alone. We went by steamer to Mazagan,
as we feared being followed and harrassed if we
started from here. We left that town at dawn,
as soon as the city gate was open, one cloudy
December morning. We were clad in native
garments and carried with us neither purse nor
scrip nor change of raiment.
The few pieces of
silver we, had left from the voyage we gave to
two beggars sitting in the gate. Never before
we suppose were they so enriched with alms. We
walked on, taking the road to Morocco city, the
Southern capital of Morocco, deeply conscious
of the gravity of our undertaking. We were
pressing into a region unknown to us, where few
Europeans had ever been seen, with no resources
save what faith supplied, and where we knew
the message we bore would provoke hostility.
Indeed, it is part of the faith of Mohammedans
to hate us and one of them who kills a Christian
is, they say, sure of heaven.
The daily details
of this trip are written in our inmost hearts, but
are too lengthy to be reproduced here. Some of
them would tax the credulity of those not familiar
with the ways of God with those who trust
Him.
Our first resting place was alDout 11 o'clock,
that first morning, when we were invited to take
shelter from the rain in a native khima or tent
made of the fibrous root of the dume plant.
Here we preached to a group that gathered.
They asked us if we would eat, and the wife of
our host, at the bidding of her lord, hasted to
knead and bake a loaf of coarse bread, which
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they set before us hot and with butter.
We ate
with hearts subdued by this early token of the
Lord's presence. The brother with me wept for
joy, saying never before was bread so sweet to
his taste, for never before had he eaten direct
from God's hand. Here the woman who prepared us food brought us her child, recently
become blind through smallpox, begging us to
heal it, and saying she had seen in a vision, the
night before, one coming to her, who laid his
hands on the child's head, calling on God. We
dared not do otherwise than pray over it, which
we did with much emotion. It did not please
the Lord to show us an instantaneous result;
but we confidently believe the answer was not
long delayed.
The question of food was one to my mind of
great practical moment. Can missionaries indeed
now travel and preach without carrying supplies,
in faith of that word "Provide neither gold, nor
silver, nor brass in your purses, no scrip (wallet)
for your journey, . . . for the workman is worthy
of his m e a t " (Matt. lo. 9 : 10). We believed
they could, but wished to prove it by experience,
which we abundantly did, amid a strange and
fanatical people, whose very Koran forbade them
to be friends with us, and among whom we
might well expect, humanly speaking, to starve,
if indeed we escaped without violence. To the
praise of our faithful Lord, we can testify that
not one of the twenty-one days we were journeying did we lie down without having eaten food,
although several days the Lord permitted us to
fast until well on in the day, and two or three
times until night. But on these occasions we
seemed inwardly sustained, and suffered no inconvenience and never grew hungry ; although when
at home the delay of an hour in taking food
would produce faintness. These days of such
evidently appointed fasting were generally our
best days spiritually, in which prayer and praise
abounded, and we learned that " Man shall not
live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God."
. We found the more we preached the more
regularly and certainly our needs were supplied.
If our zeal in speaking for Christ relaxed, supplies grew scant. Almost invariably it was those
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to whom we testified who gave to us. Let no
one think we asked • food of any but God. We
went forth in the consciousness of being the
high-commissioned ones of heaven, who had
untold spiritual treasure to give, knowing it was
a small thing that we should receive the little
bread that fed the body, and the little space its
weariness required for rest. We knew also that
they who received us received Christ and Him
that sent Him, and brought a sure reward thereby to themselves.
One morning, having walked since dawn
through a desolate region for more than twenty
miles, it being now noon, and having eaten
nothing, we prayed for food. Immediately thereafter we met a tall native (the first one I think
we had seen in the road that day) who saluted
us, and though knowing nothing of our need he
at once let down a basket from his shoulder,
disclosed a dish of hot kous-kous, and bade us
eat. Another day at noon, as we rested beneath
a tree, and in the very act of praying for food,
having eaten nothing, a man from a passing
caravan invited us to share with him a loaf of
excellent bread. Several times we arrived at
villages or houses where, the moment we came
in, there was brought us hot food, just " t h a t
i n s t a n t " dished up, being in God's knowledge,
though not in theirs, for his weary servants.
God's " instants" are instructive. Note this
(Luke 2 : 38).
To our surprise, we were everywhere received
into their mosques, over whose thresholds we
had never known Christians to pass. Here we
preached the gospel to the foukies or learned
men and all others who came. About fifteen
nights out of the twenty-one we slept in mosques.
Sometimes we were speaking away on towards
midnight to eager listeners. But many opposed
and blasphemed. Occasionally we were treated
as dogs and put out of the mosques and houses,
but never at night when we needed shelter.
It was far from being a holiday trip, for
besides our frequent fastings, and eating the
coarsest food, with scarcely ever a taste of meat
or eggs or milk, we were four different times in
imminent danger from clubs, knives and stones,
with which we were threatened. Soaking rains
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were frequent. Once we were taken by a soldier
T^efore a governor who ordered us taken to the
Basha, but we escaped and fled from the city at
:sunset, sleeping that night on the cobble stones
that paved the entrance to an enclosed village.
Twice we were detained by wicked men who
•threatened us with weapons and stones. In one
^•of these instances we were driven by " fellows of
t h e baser sort," at nightfall, into a filthy enclosure, open to the rain that was falling, and
>exposed to the keen winds from the snows that
covered the Atlas mountains near by.
We
preached Christ to a group that gathered about us
a n d presently one of them took us into his own
house, turning a colt and donkey out to make the
needed room. H e gave us food for our bodies,
but better still for our souls, for he said, " Tell me
.again those precious words you spoke." We
thought of Paul and Silas and the jailer at Philippi.
This night a little straw made us an unusually
comfortable bed, for we rarely slept save on the
ground, sometimes on a piece of native matting
a n d sometimes awaking to find the rain flooding
the place where we were lying.
After leaving Morocco city and journeying
West towards home we had to ford many icy
streams from the Atlas snows. Yet never once
•did we take cold. We both had perfect health
the entire trip after getting under way, though
;Satan made a determined onslaught to turn us
•hack, through a stubborn sick head-ache with
•which I started, and which hung on for two days.
But the Lord healed me of that in answer to
•prayer, as also he did, the night before we left
Mazagan, of a troublesome hard swelling in the
throat, which I had long had, and which would
not yield to remedies. That night I asked the
Lord to remove it as an earnest of His approval
of our journey. In the morning there was no
trace of it. It never returned. Neither did the
head-ache after it was healed, notwithstanding
(fasting, exposure, sleeplessness and the excitement
of our oft recurring perils. I mention this to the
praise of God's grace.. I also confidently expect
t h a t those who go out thus, taking God at His
word, will find that He will give them " boldness
'by stretching forth His hand to heal " (Acts 4 :
-29, 30). " Heal the sick " is part of the march-

ing orders of Matt. 10, and, according to Mark 16,
part of the heritage of those who "believe." It
only awaits faith and obedience.
In crossing a swift stream I lost one of my native
shoes. So the latter half of the journey was
slowly and rather painfully made, for everywhere
the road was strewn with stones. However the
circumstance wrought patience, and showed us
also the Lord would not have us push on rapidly,
but pause and preach in every possible place.
These few trials I mention were the richest part
of our experience.
The divine wisdom of the directions of Matt. 10
impressed us daily. Among the points of advantage I may mention our freedom from the cares
attending travel with tents and baggage, which so
wear upon one's patience and minimize one's
time and opportunities for speaking,— the ready
access we had to the people, the way in which
their hearts seemed disposed to attend to our
message by their ministering to our temporal
wants,— the interest and surprise with which they
listened when we told how we were traveling and
how the Lord supplied us,— the lessons in kindness and patience we learned from God's ways
with us,— the advantage of being, as to all our
circumstances, pliant in His hands, that He might
mould and discipline us at His will,— the consciousness of illustrating before the people, to
some extent, the faith, self-denial and disinterestedness which the gospel we preached requires,
—these and many other things showed us the infinite wisdom and value of Christ's own methods
in Matt. 10. How a return to them would sift
out the weak and unsuitable from among proposing missionaries, and secure' a Gideon's band in
faith and power.
Thinking over the details of this memorable
trip, there are some of thrilling interest I should
like to reproduce, but time and space fail. Only
the importance of the subject has led me to
write as much at length as I have. I will only
add that we sought in everything to conform to
our Lord's instructions in Matt. 10. We sought
not the great, but asked after " the worthy " and
abode with them; we fled when persecuted;
when brought before rulers on two occasions we
did not premeditate, but were given a message at
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the time ; we were as sheep among wolves, yet
we feared not the face of men.
Thousands of unmarried Christian men could
go forth as missionaries upon these simple and
effective methods. A small sum ($100, or;^2o
a year, per head, at most) would sustain them,
living as natives, until they knew the language.
After that, the question of support sinks almost
out of sight, where it belongs, and where it was
>. in Apostolic times. Doubtless the difficulties
and hardships may be great, but the joy and
reward will also be found to be unspeakable.
The field here in Southern Morocco is vast
and virtually untouched. Ri^ht here in Mogador
can be learned the Arabic tongue, also the
Shillah, the language of the Mohammedan
Berbes called Sous and Shluh who fill the Atlas
mountains, and from whom most of our converts
have been won, also the language of the blacks
of the Western Soudan can be studied here.
Thus workers would be equipped to travel and
preach in any of the vast regions in which these
three tongues are spoken.
To those who have'^not had tidings of our work
since we came from Tangier, now nearly nine
months ago, I may. mention that we have had
great blessing, numbers having renounced Mohammedanism, and, showing evidence of faith in
Christ, have been baptized. But persecution has
seemingly made sad havoc among them. Many
are scattered in other places, some, thank God,
devoting themselves exclusively to preaching the
•word, going on the methods in Matt. 10. Some
still, here, fear to continue attending our meeting
for converts and inquirers, which until now, we
have held nightly for months. A few come with
all boldness. Some have caused us deep sorrow.
Everything points to its being God's will that we
should continually travel and preach. We hope
to start out again soon.
As for years past, we still continue to prove God's
faithfulness in providing for our temporal needs.
Though not working as the representative of any
society, and though without human promise or
prospect of support, we lack no good thing. God
-.so interweaves trial and deliverance, discipline
and consolation, that the outcome is ceaseless
blessing. We feel we have learned a new and
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precious lesson of faith, in trusting our Lord, not
only for funds to be sent us, from time to time,
but, (which we found at first far harder, and in
its issue, far richer,) waiting on Him in our journeyings, above spoken of, to give us, meal by
meal, the food we needed, and places wherein
nightly to lay our heads, as well as openings for
service.
Just as we are sending this off, we are gladdened
by full tidings from two beloved native brethren,
who were, three months ago, set apart with prayer
and fasting, to go forth as Matt. 10 missionaries.
They have been travelling since, without purse or
scrip, in remote and dangerous parts, and experiencing hatred, rejection and even severe stoning.
But they write in the strength and joy of God, and
tell of eager attention, of many believing, and of
having baptised forty-five men, including some
" honorable " ones.
They are pressing on to
other towns and tribes.
Praise with us.
'
E.

F.

BALDWIN.

Moarador, Morocco.

TO K N O W HIM."
BY ALICE ARMSTRONG.

Discordant and unstrung, a broken lyre.
Is soul of man as shattered by the fall;
Erst-while each chord vibrated to the call
Of voice divine, responsive as Heaven's choir.
Man sought to know beyond the limits set
By Him who keyed the instrument for praise
And glad obedience — these its sweetest lays.
Dread retribution swift the essay inet.
And man called " good," the climax of God's skill,
Most like divine in form and powers of thought.
Was this rare instrument to come to naught.
Destroyed by an enslaved, perverted willi
The tangled, broken, jangling strings once more
Were drawn together by the loving hand
Outstretched on Calvary: Now, God's command
Can sweep its chords with music sweet as yore.
" To know Him " is the richest strain today
Which thrills and trembles on the new strung lyre
Its notes are echoed by angelic choir
And satisfy soul longings by the way.
Baltimore, Md.
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SIMON JASPER'S CONVERSION.
BY MARK GUY PEARSE.

^ p \ o you happen, good reader, to know the old
^ ^ town of Dunheved? " T h e chief town of
Cornwall," as every worthy native of it contends,
on the strength of many geographies.
Not far from there — a mile and a half or so,
over the ups and downs, without which there is
no getting anywhere in that west country, and one
reached the little village where Simon Jasper
dwelt. Here, seated in the little room that served as kitchen, and parlor, and all else, Simon
told me as follows the story of his conversion :
" One Sunday, there came an old gentleman
over from Camelford to preach, — a dear, quiet
old man. H e was'nt much of a preacher, so far
as I can mind; but, somehow, you could tell in
a minute that he was a good man. And there was
nothing in all the world that I liked so well as
looking after them that loved the Lord ; for if
I couldn't tell how to love Him myself like I
wanted to, I thought I could try and do everything for them that did love Him. Why, it was
a joy to me to look after their horses, or so much
as black their boots. Well, that Sunday I was
coming home over over the fields, and when I
got to the last stile, there was the dear old gentleman standing, leaning on the gate.
" Well, my lad," saith he, looking up all so
kind and pleasant; " what are you called ? "
" Simon, please your honor," I says, feeling so
glad that he had spoken to me.
" Simon ! — come, I must shake hands with
you," and he put forth his hand and took mine
in it, alooklnig me full in the face. " There was
once a man that was called Simon, and the Lord
Jesus Christ looked upon him and said: Lovest
thou Me 1 What would this Simon say, I wonder, if I ventured to ask him the question ? "
H e spoke all so kind, and seemed as if he
would do anything for me. I felt that I could
somehow tell him all my heart.
" I do wish I did, sir," I said, " and I be a-trying to."
" Bless you, dear lad," and the old gentleman
laid his hand 'pon my shoulder, and spoke kinder
than ever. " Bless you. Some day you shall be

able to say, as he did long ago, Lord, Thou
knotvest all things: Thou knowest that I love Thee.
But it will never be by wishing and trying."
I looked up quite frightened. Whatever could
I do if I gave that up ! " Won't it, sir ? " I
gasped out.
" N o , " saith the old gentleman, shaking his
head and smiling. " We never love with wishing
and trying to. We always love because we can't
help it."
" I don't want to help it, sir," I said, and thinking
I must be different from everybody else. " You
see, sir, I be so hard, and dark, and cold — 'tis
dreadful!"
" So was that other Simon," said the old gentleman. And he took his Bible out of his pocket,
and opened it to the last chapter of St. John.
" Now let me tell you about it. You see they had
been fishing all night — toiling hard and catching nothing. Well, of course, Simon was all cold
and hungry, just like as if he hadn't any feeling
in him. Wet to the skin and all out of heart, too,
I dare say. Well, the Lord did not say to him
then, " Simon, lovest thou me ? " If he had, I
expect Simon would only have said, " I do wish
I did. Lord — and I am trying to."
No, n o ;
that is not the way the wise and blessed Lord
does. H e said to Himself with His tender
heart — Poor children ! they are tired and hungry, and wet and cold. So H e told them to let
the net down on the right side of the ship, and
H e gladdened them with a great haul of fish.
Then H e lit a fire for them, and cooked a fish,
and had some bread ready; and as they came up
out of the sea. H e said, ' Come a7id dine.'"
I leaned over to look at the page ; it seemed
all so wonderful; and there was his finger right
under the very words.
" So when they had dined," and his finger went
along pointing out the words. " Do you see that,
dear lad ? When the poor, drenched, shivering
Simon was warmed, and had finished his dinner,
and felt all comfortable, and was lying down on
the sand looking right up into his Lord's face,
and thinking what a dear, kind, blessed Master
He was, then Jesus looked upon Simon, and said
to him,' Lovest thou Me 1' And then all Simon's
heart leaped up, and cried out, ' Lord, Thou know-
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est all things; Thou knowest that I lote Thee.'
Now that is how it always is. The good Lord
takes us and'makes us feel His love, and warms
our heart with it, and shows us how good and
kind H e is — then we begin to love Him. 'Tisn't
wishing to, or trying to then, but just loving because we can't help it. We love Him because He
first loved us. H e must begin. Do you see ?"
I looked up without a word, wondering wherever he could have got so glorious a gospel as
that from; and I had been puzzling over it so
long.
" People think that Jesus did come t6 save sinners, only they must be nice kind of sinners, full
of beautiful feelings, and repentance, and faith,
and earnestness, and everything that is good,
and then the Lord will save them. N o ; H e
comes to save people that are all hard, and dark,
and cold, and dead. You just look to Him, dear
lad, like Simon did of old. Ask Him to show
you His love. If you think of Him, you can't
help loving H i m ; but if you keep thinking of
yourself, you will never get above wishing and
trying to."
Then he laid his hand tenderly upon my shoulder. " Take these words with you, dear lad, wherever you g o : The Son of God, who loved me, and
gave Himself for me."
" I thank you, sir," I said. I came atvay feeling
that it was all so clear as day. Letting Jesus do
it for me, instead of trying to do it for myself. I
could see that there were no bounds to it then,
for who could tell where His power would end to ?
Of course, I could think of nothing else, and so
soon as ever I had tended the cattle, I kneeled
down in the hay-loft and began to pray. I was
not going to think of myself. He must begi7i it.
The words kept coming to my mind again and
again. So I told the Lord I was come on purpose for Him to begin it; and would H e please
for to begin it then and there. And, bless His
name H e did it. It was not so much anyway of
thinking about it or seeing it. It \^jas just a
blessed feeling put into my heart that went
through me — that the Son of God did love me,
and gave Himself for me. .There,— it was exactly what the Bible saith,— the love of God shed
abroad i7i ihe heart by the Holy Ghost give7i tmto us.
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And kneeling there that evening I was able for to
look right up, and say, " Lord, Thou knowest all
things; Thou knowest that I love Thee." It did
hurt me then for to think that ever I had doubted
Him.
I went forth with my mind all full of peace, and
a quiet sort of joy, singing with a glad heart:
" The opening heavens around me shine.
With beams of sacred bliss.
If Jesus shows His mercy mine,
And whispers I am His.

And I did wish to tell everybody all about it.
When I come in to supper, I told them how I had
found the Lord; and most of them knew by my
looks, so they said, that something had happened.
The little ould maister he only shook his head,
as if he didn't believe it, and, saith he, "Z^/ him
that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall."
But the dear old gentleman, he come to me, praising the Lord; and he whispers all so tender and
encouraging: " Now you have let Jesus begin it,
you must let Him end it, too. H e is the Author
and the Finisher of our faith. You must go all
the way looking to Him. ' Fear not,' H e says,
' I am with you always.' God bless you, dear
lad and make you a blessing."
The dear old gentleman, he never come again.
A fortnight after that they went to call him one
morning, and found him dead in his bed.
THE CHAIN;

OR, THE DECEITFULNESS
OF SIN.

" ^ ^ H E wicked," saith the Scripture, "worketh a
^ ^ deceitful work" (Prov. 11 : 18). Men refuse to obey the voice of conscience; they stifle
its reproachful cries; conscience speaks not so
loud next time; its utterances become less and
less clear and distinct.
This is the fearful
process; aud then it is silent altogether; and be- '
cause it says nothing, the sinner fancies it has
nothing to say here or hereafter — now, nor by
and by.
Men turn away their eyes from the prospect
set before impenitent sinners, and at last persuade themselves there is no such prospect before them. They reason falsely about God's attributes, about his truth, about their own state;
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and so they are deceived as to the final results of
sin. " There is a way that seemeth right unto a
man, but the end thereof are the ways of death."
See how this is illustrated in the history of Ahab.
His heart is set on the inheritance of Naboth.
Religion, as well as love for the memory of his
ancestors, prevented an Israelite from alienating
his inheritance. The king is repulsed and vexed.
Jezebel reminds him that he is king of Israel.
H e allows her to do that which perhaps he would
not have done directly himself. The coveted inheritance is obtained at the price of Naboth's
blood. The king rises with alacrity to go to take
possession. But the sentence of Divine retribution sounds in his ears: " Thus saith the Lord,
In the place where dogs licked the blood of
Naboth, shall dogs lick thy blood." How little
did such a result present itself to the mind of
Jezebel when she planned, or to his when he approved, the deed of wickedness. Then his refusal to send for Micaiah, because he knew he
would tell him the truth, and even after that, his
disguising himself, as if the vengeance of God
could not find him o u t ; while in spite of all his
attempts to delude his own mind, or to disguise
his person, the arrow of the strong archer, " shot
at a venture," falls by a destiny, and there falls
where it may carry death to a hidden transgressor.
A minister, while preaching on the nature and
deceptive influence of sin, made use of the following illustration. " Suppose a man should go to a
blacksmith, and say to him, ' Sir, I wish you to
make me a very long and heavy chain.
Here
are the dimensions; have it done at such a time,
and I will pay you the cash for i t ' The blacksmith is pressed with other and more important
work, but for the sake of the money, he begins
the chain, and after toiling many days, finishes
it.
" The man calls.
' Have you made that
chain ?'
" ' Yes, sir, here it is.'
" ' T h a t is very well done.
A good chain;
but it is not long enough.'
" • Not long enough ? Why, it is just the
length you told me to make it.'
" ' Oh yes, yes; but I have decided to have it

much lo'nger than at first; work on it another
week ; I will then call and pay you for it.'
" A n d thus, flattered with praise,'and encouraged with the promise of a full reward for his labor, he toils on, adding link to link, till the appointed time when his employer calls again, and,
as before, praises his work; but still he insists
that the chain is too short.
" ' But,' says the blacksmith,' I can do no more.
My iron is expended, and so is my strength. I
need the pay for what I have done, and can do
no more till I have it.'
" ' Oh, never mind ; I think you have the means
of adding a few links more; the chain will then
answer the purpose for which it is intended,
and you shall be fully rewarded for all your labor.'
" With his remaining strength and a few scraps
of iron, he adds the last link of which he is capable. Then says the man to him, ' The chain is a
good one : you have toiled long and hard to
make it. I see'that you can do no more, and
now you shall have your reward.' But instead of
paying the money, he takes the chain, binds the
workman hand and foot, and casts him into a
furnace of fire.
" Such," said the preacher, " is the course of sinIt promises much, but its reward is death; and
each sin is an additional link to that chain which
will confine the transgressor in the prison-house
of hell. ' Now, therefore, be ye not mockers^
lest your bands be made strong.' "
Providentially, there was in the congregation
that day, a blacksmith, who had lived a very
wicked life. H e was much excited, and at the
close of the meeting, declared that the whole discourse had been directed to him ; and he wished
to know who had been telling the preacher all
about him. The preacher had never even heard
that there was such a man ; but, in the course of
the week, he had the pleasure of knowing him as
a brother in Christ.
T H E T E N T E R - H O O K PROOF.

^ N a Yorkshire village I knew one Thomas
e t ' Walsh. It was a favorite opinion of Walsh's
that the Bible was " all made up." H e could
never believe it was written where it professed
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to be, and by the men said to have written it.
Walsh owned a considerable part of a factory,
and one year'he set his heart on making a very
large and fine piece of cloth. H e took great
pains with the carding, spinning, dyeing, weaving
and finishing of it. In the process of manufacture it was one day stretched on the tenter-hooks
to dry. It made a fine show, and he felt very
proud of it. The next morning he rose early to
work at it, when to his amazement it was gone!
It had been stolen during the night. After
weeks of anxiety and expense, a piece of cloth
answering the description was stopped at Manchester, awaiting the owner a n d proof. Away to
Manchester went Thomas as fast as the express
train could carry him. There he found many
rolls of cloth which had been stolen. They were
very much alike. H e selected one which he
claimed as his.
But he could not prove it. In doubt and perplexity he called on his neighbor Stetson.
" Friend Stetson, I have found a piece of cloth
which I am sure is the one stolen from me. But
to prove it is the question. Can you tell me
how?"
" You don't want it unless it is really yours ? "
" Certainly not."
" And you want proof that is simple, plain —
such as will satisfy yourself and everybody ? "
" Precisely so."
" Well, take Bible proof."
" Bible proof! Pray what is that ?"
" Take your cloth to the tenter-hooks on which
it was stretched; and if it is yours, every hook
will just come to the hole through which it passed
before being taken down. There will be scores
of such hooks, and if the hooks and holes just
come together right, no other proof that the cloth
is yours will be wanted."
" True. Why didn't I think of this before ?"
Away he hastened, and sure enough every hook
came to its little hole; the cloth was proved to
be his, and the thief was convicted, all on the
evidence of the tenter-hooks. Some days after
Thomas again hailed his friend.
' " I say, Stetson, what did you mean by calling
tenter-hook proof, the other day, Bible proof ? I
am sure if I had the good evidence for the Bible
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that I had for my cloth, I would never doubt it
again."
" You have the same, only much better for the
Bible."
" How so ?"
" Put it on the tenter-hooks. Take the Bible
and travel with it; go to the place where it was
made. There you find the Red Sea, the Jordan,
the Lake of Galilee, Mount Lebanoh, Hermon,
Carmel, Tabor and Gerizim; There you find the
cities of Damascus, Hebron, Tyre, Sidon and
Jerusalem. Every mountain, every river, every
sheet of water mentioned in the Bible is there,
just in the place where it is located. Sinai and
the desert and the Dead Sea are there: so that
the best guide-book through the country is the
Bible. It must have been written there on the
spot, just as your cloth must have been made and
stretched on your tenter-hooks. That land is the
mould in which the Bible was cast, and when
brought together we see that they fit together.
You might as well doubt that your cloth fitted to
your hooks."
" Well, well, I confess I never thought of that;
I'll think it over again. If you are right, then
I'm wrong — that's all."

" H E FORGETTETH NOT THE CRY OF
THE HUMBLE."
OA' COLPORTEUR having gone to give an address
^^l/ at a temperance meeting, took a few almanacs
with him, and at the close of his address, opening one, he read out the text printed at the foot
of one of the illustrations: " H e forgetteth not
the cry of the humble," and then the beautiful
hymn by Paul Gerhardt, commencing —
" Jesus, Thy boundless love to me
No thought can reach, no tongue declare;
Oh, knit my thankful heart to Thee,
And reign without a rival there.
Thine wholly, Thine alone I am;
Lord, with Thy love my heart inflame."

At the close of the meeting, he sold all the
almanacs he had but one, and then left for home.
On the way, a rough-looking man overtook
him, and accosted him thus :
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" I say, guv'ner, have you got any o' them
little b o o k s ? "
H e replied that he had one left; and the man
said he should so much like to have it, but he
hadn't a penny with him.
" I aint a teetotaler," he said, " b u t I just
thought I'd like to come into the meeting to see
what it was like, and I did like them pretty words
you read."
" Take the almanac, my friend," said the colporteur," and you can pay me when you see me
again,"
Nearly a year elapsed, when one day the colporteur saw a man with a bright, happy face,
crossing the road, and extending his hand towards
him. " I say, guv'nor," he exclaimed, " I owe you
a penny, I think."
" What for ? " asked the colporteur ; when the
man reminded him of the previous circumstance,
ending, " A n ' it's the best pen'orth ever I had ! "
H e then gave him a hearty invitation to come to
his house.
H e went the same afternoon and found the man
kept a small fish shop. Walking right into the
back parlor, he overheard the man saying to his
wife, " And I met the man this d a y ; " and, turning around, added joyfully, " and here he is."
H e then showed the colporteur the picture from
the almanac, with the text and verses, framed in
Berlin wool, and nailed up above the mantlepiece.
"That's.what did it," he exclaimed. " First I
gave up the drink, then I began going to the
meetings. Now, sir, I'm a Christian, bless the
Lord, and that's what did it."
When the colporteur left, he carried a light
heart and heavy pockets, for the latter were well
filled with " cockles," a present to " the missis,"
a humble but hearty token of gratitude for the
blessing he had received.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF GRACE.
" For m y y o k e is e a s y a n d m y burden is
light." Matt. I I : 30. Mark Guy Pearse tells
us of an incident which occurred in connection
with a sermon of his on Christ's invitation to the
weary and heavy-laden.
I had finished my sermon, when a good man
came to me and said: " I wish I had known

what you were going to preach about. I could
have told you something."
"Well, my friend," I said, " i t is very good of
you. May I not have it still ? "
" Do you know why His yoke is light, sir ? If
not, I think I can tell you."
" Well, the good Lord helps us to carry it, I
suppose."
'•No, sir," he explained, shaking his head, " I
think I know better than that. You see, when I
was a boy at home, I used to drive the oxen in
my father's yoke. And the yoke was never made
to balance, sir, as you said." (I had referred to
the Greek word. But how much better to know
the real thing.)
H e went on triumphantly : " Father's yokes
were always made heavier on one side than the
other. Then, you see, we would put a weak bullock in along side of a strong bullock, because
the stronger one had the heavy part on his
shoulder."
Then his face lit up as he said : " That is why
the yoke is easy and the burden is light; because
the Lord's yoke is made after the same pattern,
and the heavy end is upon His shoulder."
So shall ye find rest to your souls.
" If I regard iniquity in m y heart the Lord
w i l l not hear m e . "
Ps. 6 6 : 18. The late
Professor W. F. Sherwin, of Chautauqua and
musical fame, in connection with a Bible-reading
which he was conducting many years ago, by way
of illustrating the doctrine, or duty, of entire
Christian consecration—the necessity of heartpurity, or of utter sincerity, as a condition of
divine acceptance and of answer to prayer, as
stated in the well-known text: " If I regard iniquity in my heart," etc. (Ps. 66 : 18),— related
the following striking incident :
"When,", said he, " a year or so ago, I moved
from New York to Cincinnati, I experienced not
a little difficulty in obtaining a suitable tenement,
one which would be generally convenient, as well
as pleasant and homelike for my family. At
length, however, 1 found one that was quite to
my taste. It was very pleasantly situated. It
was bright with color; it had a fine southern exposure. There was a little lawn in front, a gar-
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den in the rear, and its appointments generally
were all that could be desired. I made haste to
signify to the agent in charge of the premises
that I desired to engage the house. H e informed
me that before the bargain could be finally closed,
it would be important for me personally to visit
the owner, as, before the house could be rented,
he desired to make a single reservation. And
so away to the owner I hurried. And what do
you think that reservation was for which allowance
was thus to be made ? It was nothing less than the
right to the whole use and individual control of
one of the principal rooms in that house — the
same to be under lock and key, and no one save
himself to be ever allowed to enter it, or even
know the nature of its contents. My disappointment was great. A liberal discount was to
be allowed on the rent for the use of this reserved
chamber. I did not especially need the expected
room. What should I do ? I did not long debate. After a moment's reflection, choking down
the bitterness of my chagrin, I courteously, and
yet emphatically, and even indignantly, exclaimed
' T h e whole, or none ! ' "
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follow wherever he leads, not doubting that victory will be found upon the side of the army of
the Lord.
Long have the hosts of sin and evil warred
against truth and righteousness, and a long-suffering Saviour has waited, and invited, and entreated ; but there will be a change, by and b y ;
the Lamb of God shall be the Lion of the tribe
of Judah; the suffering Saviour shall wear his
battle-face," and every foe shall fall prostrate at
his feet.
" Hark I 'tis the warlike clarion!
On to the battle, heroes, on I
' All hail, all h a i l ! ' the legions cry,
' Jesus, be thine the victory!'
Haste to the battle I See, the Lord
Waves to the heavens his conquering sword!
' To arms, to arms !' was once the cry,
But now the trump sounds victory."
— The Safeguard.

" For thou w a s t slain and hast redeemed
us to God b y t h y blood." Rev. 5 : 9. Some
Africans are terribly blood-thirsty and cruel. A
chief one day ordered a slave to be killed for a
" And so," said he most impressively, " it is in very small offence. An Englishman who overregard to our relations to God. It should be de- heard the order at once went to the chief and
finitely understood that God insists on having offered him many costly things if only he would
absolutely the whole, or none, of our hearts. We spare the poor man's life. But the chief turned
pray, ' Come, O Thou Lord Jesus, and abidejwith to him and said, " I don't want ivory, or slaves,
me !' But before that prayer can be answered, or gold ; I can go against yonder tribe and capand the Holy Spirit come and make a tenement- ture their stores and their villages. I want no
house of our hearts, we must dedicate to his use favors from the white man. All I want is blood."
not simply one, two or three places, but abso- Then he ordered one of his men to pull his bowlutely every room therein. H e must have the string and discharge an arrow at the heart of the
poor slave. The Englishman instinctively threw
whole or none."
himself in front and held up his arm, and the
" H i s e y e s w e r e as a flame of fire, and on next moment the arrow was quivering in the
his head w^ere m a n y crowns," Rev. 19 : 12. white man's flesh. The black men were astonIt is said that, just previous to a battle, Oliver ished. Then, as the Englishman pulled the arCromwell's soldiers were accustomed to look at row from his arm, he said to the chief: " Here is
him, and then whisper to each other : " See, he blood; I give 77iy blood for this poor slave, and I
claim his life." The chief had never seen such
has on his battle-face ! "
When they saw that stern, iron face, lighted love before, and he was completely overcome by
up with martial fire, they felt that victory was it. He gave the slave; to the white man, saying,
certain, and they followed their leader with un- "Yes, white man, you have bought him with your
questioning courage. So we, looking unto the blood, and he shall be yours." In a moment the
"Captain of our salvation," and remembering poor slave threw himself at the feet of his delivthat he has never suffered defeat, should boldly erer, and with tears flowing down his face, ex-
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claimed, "O, white man, you have bought me
with your blood; I will be your slave forever."
T h e Englishman could never make him take his
freedom. Wherever he went the rescued man
was beside him, and no drudgery was too hard,
no task too hopeless for the grateful slave to do
for his deliverer. If the heart of a poor heathen
can thus be won by the wound on a stranger's
arm, shall not we, who are "redeemed by the
precious blood of Christ," give our whole lives
also to his service ? — Friend of Missions.

W^ATCH

TIDINGS.

A ministry to Israel.— A man has recently
died in Jerusalem who was counted eccentric by
many ; but who was much beloved by those who
knew him.
We had the pleasure of his acquaintance, and with many others have often
joined in singing his sweet hymns. H e so ministered to poor Jews in Jerusalem, and so exhibited the gospel to others that he won a warm place
in their hearts. The following is the account of
the prayer they prayed for him in one of the
synagogues, and of the tribute they paid to him
on his death. It is from an account given by
Rev. Dr. Vincent, of the American Pilgrim in
Jerusalem:
" T h o u who blest our fathers, Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, bless and guard and keep Horatio Spafford and his
household, and all that are joined with him, because he
has shown mercy to us and our children. Therefore may
the Lord make his days long in righteousness. May the
Lord's mercy shelter him. In his and in our day may
Judah be helped, and Israel rest peaceably; and may the
Redeemer come to Zion. Amen."
There are not many Jews iu Jerusalem who pray for the
Christians they know I
A few months ago Mr. Spafford died. In the early
part of July he was attacked by fever. After four weeks
he began to recover. In the latter part of September he
met with a relapse, and on the afternoon of Tuesday,
September 25th, passed away. A Jerusalem correspondent says to the tourist whose words I have just quoted;
" A b o u t the last thing Mr. Spafford said was: ' A
great joy has come to me.' A blessed peace reigned
about him throughout; and as he lay in his casket he had
such a peaceful expression that those who saw him said it
was difficult to realize he was dead."
The influence of Mr. Spafford upon the natives was
never more manifested than after his death. Mohammedan friends prepared the body for burial. Young Moham-

medans wept as though a father had been taken away
from them. At the funeral the hymn of his own composition, " I s it well with my soul ?" was read. The correspondent continues:
" Representatives of every nation and people in Jerusalem were at the funeral; Jews and Mohammedans especially desired to bear the remains. T h e orphans of the
Jews' School, the pupils and teachers from the school of
the Israelitish Alliance put wreaths on the coffin, as did
many others, and all classes insisted upon being permitted to take turns in carrying the body from the house
to the grave. On arrival there, a Russian gentleman, the
principal singer in the Russian Greek Cathedral, asked
permission to speak, and in the Russian language paid a
tribute to one who was a 'father to the fatherless, and
who had pre-eminently given his life for others.' The flag
at the Consulate stood at half-mast from the time of his
death until after the funeral. The Pasha (the Governor of
Jerusalem) called the next day to express his sorrow, and
wept as he spoke of him. The American Consul said:
' No one will miss Mr. Spafford more than myself. I t has
been a great blessing to have such a man as he in
Jerusalem.'"

Chronic persecution of t h e J e w s . — That
God is stirring up the Jews to return to their own
land by making their residence in other lands
impossible, as prophecy indicates that H e will do
in these last days, is evident from the following
remarks by Mrs. E. A. Finn, the well-known evangelist among the Jews :
The position of the Jews in Europe is daily becoming
more and more critical and difiicult. The persecutions
which six years ago roused so much attention have
passed from the acute into the chronic stage. The newspapers are no longer filled with accounts of wholesale
massacres, though violent outbreaks against Jews do still
occur in Russia, and Jewish towns and villages are still
burnt down by incendiaries whose object is pillage, often
ending in murder.
But there are other ways of harassing and tormenting
this afllicted people so as to " m a k e life impossible" for
them, at least in Russia. Jews are now shut out of educational institutions and forbidden to open schools of their
own. In one place, where the attendance of Jewish boys
averaged eighty or ninety, only two were admitted in the
year 1887. In the same year only four Jews were admitted into the Technological School, and none at all into the
Institution of Civil Engineers. Jews were repelled at the
Universities, and those Jews who have, in former years,
successfully passed examinations in law, medicine, and
chemistry, are now forbidden to practice.
By a hundred such contrivances as these life is made
unbearable for them. Sudden edicts of expulsion are
issued by the police authorities, and these edicts are
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enforced with extreme severity. Poor people, who have
lived for twenty or thirty years m the same city, have been
given from three to eight days' notice for winding up
their affairs. These things were done in the depth of last
w i n t e r — a n d now again this year the expulsions have
been renewed and the enforced exodus is going on. It has
been observed that these expulsions are always co-hicident
with the* approach of winter, and one high official admitted
that, in his opinion, the expulsions are happily timed if the
inclemency of the season should kill off a few thousand of
the Jews. Driven from one trade after another, driven
from villages into towns, from towns out of the country
altogether, what is to become of this unhappy people ? It
is impossible to settle in England, or indeed in any other
country, the tens of thousands of Jews who are being
expatriated from Russia and other' European countries.
They naturally turn to the land of their fathers, and all
who can, go thither to seek shelter if not home.

More liberty asked for Judea.— The following recent facts, says the Christian Herald,
are noticeable as pointing to the approaching fulfilment of our prophetic expectation that some
notable step of progress in the increased liberation of Jerusalem and Judea will take place this
year, 1889, as being the end of Daniel's great
period of 2,345 years from 457 B.C., when Artaxerxes gave the command to Ezra, as set forth in
Ezra 7, to institute certain reforms in the Jewish
polity. Then in its secondary ultimate fulfilment
the 2,345 years dated from Nehemiah's commission to rebuild feruSalem in 445 B.C., will end in
1901 as the End of this Age.
Mr. H. Guedalla is stated in the fewish Chronicle of February 15, 1889, to have received the
following letter from Jerusalem, dated Jan.23 : —
" The English Jewish press has recently published news
to the effect that the decree of the Turkish Government
prohibiting new Jewish emigrants coming from foreign
countries to settle in Palestine was henceforward to be
applied only to Israelites coming in large numbers, but not
to Israelites coming in small numbers. The Governor of
Jerusalem, however, maintains that this favorable modifi-.
cation of the decree does not apply to Russian and
Roumanian Jews, who are, as heretofore, to be sent back to
Russia or Roumania by the Government after a stay of
three months. It is hoped that the Anglo-Jewish Association and the Board of Deputies will do something in the
matter, but letters addressed to them on the subject by
the Rabbis of Jerusalem have remained as yet unanswered.
You are doubtless aware that a great number of our coreligionists, originally of Russian nationality, have enjoyed
British protection ever since the Crimean war treaty of peace,
and this protection was extended to their children bom in
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Judea. Five years ago, notice was given to these British
proteges that protection would cease in 1890. About three
years ago an appeal was made by the Jewish authorities
here to the Queen, and letters were likewise addressed to
the Anglo-Jewish Association and to the Board of Deputies,
but the results were not favorable. The present year, 1889,
is, therefore, according to present arrangements, the last
year that British protection will be granted to about 500
families, and every European who has visited this semicivilized country well knows what it means not to be under
Consular protection. Could you possibly inquire in high
quarters whether something can yet be done in favor of so
many families who are guilty of no offence whatever, but
who are doomed to forfeit, at the end of 1889, the British
protection they have been enjoying to the present? The
question of the Montefiore property is a matter that concerns all the community here, and yet nothing is done on
the subject. It is clear that the present inhabitants must
be turned out, but it is quite as clear that they ought to be
compensated in consideration of their great poverty. My
personal opinion is, that should the Committee of the Sir
Moses Montefiore Testimonial Fund earnestly wish to interfere ill the case in favor of the poor of the Holy City,
they could achieve a great deal through their former agent
Mr. Pines, should they be inclined to re-employ him. W e
have this winter, Jihank God, a great abundance of rain,
thus doing away with the water famine, which so seriously
oppressed our poor last year. It is also rumored that a
certain English Baronet has gone to Constantinople to obtain permission for carrying out his project to provide Jerusalem with a permanent water supply. A railway from
Jaffa to Jerusalem is likewise stated by Dr. Thomas Chaplin to be about to be commenced in March, 1889. H e says
that the Sultan of Turkey has granted a firman to Mr. Joseph
Navon for the construction of a railway from Jaffa, the
seaport on the Mediterranean Sea, to Jerusalem, and that
a company has been formed to make this railway, which is
expected to pass near the Artuf colony of the Jewish Refugees Aid Society.

R o m a n i s m in Rome.— There it is more
hated than anywhere in the world. The following throws interesting light upon the subject:
Count Enrico di Campello has been holding conferences
at San Remo to advance the cause of " Catholic Reform."
If will be remembered that the Count was, up till September, 1881, a canon in St. Peter's, Rome. H e there had before him the prospect of a splendid career in the Roman
Catholic Church. For conscience' sake he sacrificed all.
Unable to worship and serve God according to Scripture
teaching, and to be true and faithful to his king and country, as he desired to be; unable to be a Chi;istian without
hypocrisy, and an Italian subject without being an enemy
of his nation, he voluntarily placed his resignation of his
canonry in the hands of Pope Leo X I I I . Very early he
unfurled the banner of Catholic Reform. H e worked for
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a time m Rome, and then transferred the centre of his
labors to his native district in Valnerma, in Umbria, where
his cause is advancing day by day.
It is a notorious fact that the Church of Rome, in Italy>
has lost its hold on the great mass of the people. Men of
intelligence and education rarely enter a church door. It
is also indisputable that, so long as the Church of the
country remains where it is, there will be no return to itThe hatred in the Italian mind of the Papal system is
Something that an Englishman can hardly understand.
His whole being loathes it. It is to him the embodiment
of everything that, as a man and a patriot, he should hate
and despise. What, then, is happening is this : the Italian
people are drifting fast into indifference and infidelity.
When I have talked to some on religious matters, they
have replied: " W e are sick of priests and churches. W e
have thrown [them all overboard." Others openly avow
themselves infidels and atheists. Still the religious element is strong m the Italian character, and many say: " W e
should like to have a religion we could believe in."
This is exactly the want that Count Campello seeks to
meet.^ H e wishes to see established in Italy a Reformed
Catholic Church. Protestant churches in Italy are doing
excellent work. Still these are mostly on Presbyterian
lines, and therefore, whilst meeting the wants and wishes
of many, fail to meet those of many more.
Count Campello has visited San Remo, where he addressed his countrymen in the theatre, on his reason for
leaving the Church of Rome. The Italians turned out in
thousands to hear him. H e told them plainly that he left
the Vatican because he was wearied of hypocrisy and of
slavery. H e left it because he wished to profess himself a
believer and follower of Jesus Christ. He called upon the
ItaUans to drive the Papacy from their consciences and
minds, and hearts and homes, and, if one day an opportunity came to do so, out of their country. And then, in
most earnest and impressive words he urged them to put
Christ in the place of the Pope, and the Gospel in the place
of the Syllabus. In all he said he was supported by the
applause of his audience. Even when preaching Christ,
there was not raised one cry of opposition. The local press
is strongly supporting Count Campello and his movement,
and some of the young Italians waited upon him before he
left for Umbria, to beg his return.
A. R.
BOOK

The best that has been spoken or written concerning
" The greatest among the holy and the holiest among the
great," is here brought together. While Christ is best seen
in his own light, it certainly cannot detract from His excellent glory to have that light reflected back upon his
person from the minds of the great and good and eloquent
of all ages. Many gems for one crown are here collected
and for the most part they are worthy of the place. W e
wish for the book a wide reading, and predict true spiritual
and intellectual profit therefrom.
S u g g e s t i v e T e a c h i n g O u t l i n e s for W o r k e r ' s T r a i n i n g C l a s s e s . By John H . Elliott. Chicago: W . W.
Van Arsdale. 132 pages.
Good! and a manual greatly needed. The demand for
training lay-workers for evangelistic and missionary service
is a rapidly growing one. For the use of such, here is the
thing needed. It is a Biblical out-line, which the student
can fill up from the Scripture and from experience. This
we hold to be the best method of theological teaching, and
here is the best compendium we have met.
T u r n i n g P o i n t s in t h e L i v e s of E m i n e n t C h r i s t i a n s ,
London: Hodder & Stoughton, 27 Paternoster Row.
Biography is the best reading — at least Christian biography for Christian reading— next to the Bible. But our
busy nineteenth century cannot find time for long memoirs ;
happy is the writer, therefore, who can give us much in
little. Here it i s : big lives in brief stories. The hinge is
seized upon — the true turning point of destiny — and then
the whole life made to revolve around it in a small circle.
The book takes in the best and greatest men of the ages —
ranging from Ambrose and Augustine to Judson and Henry
Martyn and Brownlow North. It is good reading.
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ilONFIRMATlONS ' O F S C R I P T U R E
come in from many sources just when
unbelief is most vehement in its assaults
on Scripture. The following from an exchange
is remarkable :
At Babylon, Col. Rawlinson found the very hunting
diary of Nebuchadnezzar I In it here and there are portraits of the old king's dogs sketched by himself, and underneath is written the king's name. It is wonderful. But
the most wonderful of all is, that in the diary he records
that he had been very ill, and in the delirium of his sickness he thought he had been out to graze like the beasts
of the field ! Now read God's Book (Dan. 4 : 32, and so
on). It says he did thus go out senseless and beast-like to
eat grass seven times (years). And to think that twentyfive hundred years afterward, ^ if to sternly rebuke unbelief of the Holy Word, the clay plates excavated from the
ruins of the king's ancient capital should confirm this old
book of the prophet Daniel. It is the Book of God.

has ever been
asserted by those who hold to the exceeding sinfulness of sin. Augustine uses the phrase
" beata culpa,"'ha.-^^y fault. Doubtless he meant
exactly what another great theologian has formulated — Richard Hooker — who says :
T H E SERVICEABLENESS OF SIN

I am not afraid to afiirm it boldly, that the puffed-up
man receives a benefit when sins are permitted." Jeremy
Taylor, of the golden mouth : " Augustine says that they
who are too proud, sometimes are permitted to fall into
sin. I t is not-a cure that man may u s e ; but God sometimes permits it. Peter was safer after his fall than in the
days of his confidence."

i88g.

NO.

6.

But let US remember, nevertheless, that it is
the thing which God hates.
RITUALISTIC FOLLY. Arch-deacon Farrar has
an article on " Creed Tests," in which he makes
a strong attack on ritualism and its kindred
errors. His remarks are aimed chiefly at the
agitation which has arisen from the trial of the
Bishop of Lincoln for what are declared to be
unlawful practices in enlarging upon the ordinary and prescribed ritual of the Church of
England, and departing from the rubrics of the
Book of Common Prayer in conducting the service for the Holy Communion. The closing passage of this article is very eloquent. The writer
says :
Men say that they multiply ritual observances in order
to glorify the sacrament. Is the sacrament glorified by
postures and vestments, or by meek, pure and humble
hearts ? Over half of Europe, men not only glorify, but
worship, the sacramental elements; they genuflect to them
and pageant them about like an idol. Are those countries
better for this blank idolatry .'' One of the vilest kings of
France, Louis XV., went on his knees in the mud before
the host, and was cheered as a religious king; yet he did
so coming from the Caprea of his loathly palace, returning
to the sty of his habitual vices. Nations are saved by
righteousness, manliness and self-denial; by preaching a
simple Christ to simple men; not by mitres and candles
and such geegaws.

may prove a wonderful
blessing. God does not hinder the trial, but
transfigures it, turning the grinding pain into the
glad peace. Whether the following is literally
true or not it is spiritually true :
SORROW, LIKE SIN,

not the sin itself, is
what renders it of blessing. We heard a Christian say in a public meeting, " I thank God that
I was ever a drunkard : otherwise I Should have
You may not know how it is supposed the pearl is
.perished in my self-righteousness, and never formed. A grain of sand, or some foreign substance, getknown my need of Christ. It is fearful con- ting entrance within the shell of an oyster, hurts its senfession, but it may perhaps explain the startling sitive body, which having no power to expel the cause of
pain, covers it with a secretion, and by degrees rounds off
statement of Eraser, a Scotch theologian :
T H E REBOUND FROM SIN,

I find advantages by my sins. I may say as Mr. Fox
says, my sins, in a manner, have done me more good than
my graces. They have made me more humble, more
watchful, more revengeful against myself. . . . Sin loses
strength by every new fall.

all sharp angles, moulds it into a sphere, and finishes it
with a polished surface. Thus it accepts the inevitable
presence as part of its life, and when it dies yields upj
shaped and perfected, a perfect gem, lovely with the tints
of the skies, a jewel whose worth is far beyond the pain
that gave it existence.
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T H E M I L L E N N I A L KINGDOM.
BY T H E

EDITOR.

(Concluded.)

/%fyut we have out-run our argument, and must
> ^ r e t u r n to what has been passed over. Beside Jew and Gentile and Church of God, there
is still another sharer in the millennial redemption ; a dumb partner who is yet to find utteran^ce
when " t h e hills shall break forth into singing,
and all the trees of the field shall clap their
hands." " Often " says Goethe, " have I had the
sensation as if Nature, in wailing sadness, entreated something of me, so that not to understand what she longed for, cut me to the heart."
We understand what her longing is, and what is
to be God's first answer to it. " For we know
that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth
in pain together until now, . . . waiting for the
adoption, to wit, the redemption of the b o d y "
(Rom. 8 : 23). Earth bears the wound received
through man's transgression, and the brute
creation travails in anguish with fallen humanity.
Deep as is the mystery of punishment for sin, the
punishment of no sin, as witnessed in animal
suffering, is even more inexplicable. " In Adam
all die :" not only all persons but all things.
But as,man and creation fell together, so must
they rise together in the time of redemption.
Earth will then lay off her soiled week-day garb
and put on her Sabbath dress, and with her
singing robes about her, take up again that anthem which was heard when the morning stars
sang together and all the sons of God shouted
for joy. " Cursed is the ground for thy sake,
thorns and briers shall it bring forth to thee "
(Gen. 3 : 17, 18), is the sentence which for six
thousand years has remained as a sign and testimony to God's judgment upon sin. But then:
" Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir tree,
and instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle
tree : and it shall be to the Lord for a name, for
an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off"
(Is. 55 ; 13). The beauty of holiness and the
eternal harmony of redemption must be displayed,
where the dishonor of sin has been most visible.
Therefore, this globe which has so long served
as a grave for man fallen, will now serve as a

temple for man upraised : yea, more, as Anselm
says: " The whole earth which carried in its lap
the body of the Lord, will be a paradise."
It is necessary to emphasize this truth of, the
rehabilitation of the earth, on philosophical as
well as on spiritual grounds. For we know not
how to vindicate the ways of God to sober
thinkers, if this material world is to end in catastrophe instead of regeneration. A vague, shadowy
heaven beyond the stars, to which man as a bodiless immortal spirit is to be finally transported,
has little meaning or attraction to the ordinary
mind. And we are free to say that such a conception is a triumph of Gnostic philosophy over
scriptural revelation : the philosophy which finds
man's highest happiness in release from this material body, and therefore, logically, the race's
highest attainment in deliverance from this material world. While this notion is widely prevalent in the Christian Church of our day, we deny
that there is anything inspiring or victorious in it.*
Instead of the apostolic prayer for the perfection
of our " whole spirit, soul and body at the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ," it places our hope in
the dismemberment of this human trinity: it proposes a truce with the grave willingly surrendering the body to its possession, provided only the
soul may be eliminated in the dissolving chemistry of death, and float away to some realm of
happy shades. Instead of rejoicing in the beatitude, " Blessed are the meek: for they shall
inherit the earth," it makes haste to yield all
right and title to this globe, if only the saints
may be released from its gross environments, and
soar to worlds unknown. Even so lofty a thinker
as Edwards gives full sway to this idea in his
History of Redemption, where, speaking of the
end, he says: " Thus Christ's Church shall forever

* " It is a one-sided spiritualism which can conceive of no
perfectly consummated blessedness, save in a heaven, distant as far as possible from this earth. Infinitely more
acceptable, and more worthy of God, is the Biblical conception that this earth, too, which, through sin, laden with
the curse, has been made the scene of grace, has, as well
as other worlds, a pecuUar destination to accomplish in the
realization of God's adorable plan; and that the gulf shall
entirely cease to be, which at present exists between
heaven and earth."— Fan Oosterzee, Image of Christ, p. i^'^i.
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leave this accursed world to go into the highest
heaven, the paradise of God. . . . When they are
gone this world shall be set on fire and turned
into a great furnace, wherein all the enemies of
Christ and his Church shall be tormented forever." Is this an alluring conception of redemption, that in its final issue it will have turned
what was made to be a Paradise for man's delight,
into a purgatory for his torment? We should
call this the apotheoses of divine failure, rather
than the crown of divine redemption. Yet it is the
logical out-come of that philosophy which considers the spiritual to be everything, and. the material nothing. We hold that it is infinitely
honoring to the Creator to believe that in the
end he will be found tabernacling in a restored
world, from which he has wiped away the last
vestige of sin, and in which he has silenced the
last discord of rebellion. If the problem of human
destiny is to be worked out to a successful issue,
only on some yonder side of creation; and in
such unknown terms and quantities, that even the
spiritual Christian cannot comprehend it, how impossible it will be to justify God's dealings to men.
In treating,of the doctrine of future life, it may be
questioned whether modern theology has not so
far withdrawn from a sober and scriptural materialism as to be carried into an attenuated and, for
the most part, incomprehensible spiritualism.
We believe on the contrary, that in setting forth
the - judgments and rewards of the future, God
has expressed them in conditions which even the
men of this world may understand if they will.f
That there must be a baptism of judgment-fire

for the earth, preparatory to this anointing with
millennial joy, is plainly revealed. How difficult
it is to explain the predictions of scripture on
this subject, we need not say. " The day of the
Lord " of which Peter writes — " in the which the
heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and
the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the
earth also, and the works that are therein shall
be burned u p " — is.evidently a long period, embracing the entire age, from the second advent to
the close of the millennium. It is within this era
that these burning judgments occur. But the fire
is for purging, and not for annihilating, since the
announcement immediately follows: " Nevertheless, we, according to his promise, look for new
heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness " (2 Pet. 3 : 13). In the prophecy of
Isaiah we have a glimpse of this renewed order:
" For behold I create new heavens and a new
earth : and the former shall not be remembered
nor come into m i n d " (Is. 65 : 17). Now Jerusalem is seen restored, and made a perpetual joy
in the earth; a warring creation has been tamed,
and the wolf and the lamb are found peacefully
feeding together. But though life is wondrously
ameliorated and prolonged, so that one a century
of age is counted an infant,—" The child shall die
an hundred years old,"— immortality has not yet
been reached for the whole race on earth. The
goal of death has been pushed far onward, but
not abolished ; and though for the risen Church,
death has been swallowed up in victory, it still
has dominion over men in this globe during the
millennium.

t " Upon two distinct grounds we may believe that the
earth will ultimately be made new: first, that having been
brought under the bondage of corruption, not of its own
will, but by the sin of man, it is embraced in the scope of
redemption; it is to enter into " the liberty of the glory of
the children of God" (Rom. 8: 21). Second, that God
having made man, body and soul, and appointed the body
to be an essential element in humanity, He will so order
the material world that it shall minister in the highest degree to all his needs. If the body be raised into a higher
condition through resurrection, there must be a corresponding change in its material environments, — the new creation
serving as a means to higher knowledge of God, and to the
continual enlargement of man's conception of His power,
wisdom, and goodness." — Rev. S. f. Andrews — God''s
Revelations to Men, p. 361.

But looking on to the end of this millennial
period we behold the final and perfected order, in
which mortality with all its sorrowful accompaniments has at last been swept away. " And I saw
a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven
and the first earth were passed away: and there
was no more sea " (Rev. 2 1 : i). Now the climax
of blessedness has been reached, for the world and
all that dwell therein. As the opening of the
millennium witnessed the bridal of the Church
with Christ, its close will witness the bridal of
the earth with heaven. Then the redeemed were
caught up into the clouds to celebrate their nuptials with their Lord; now the Lord comes down
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to our globe to celebrate the nuptials of the earth
and sky. " A n d I heard a great voice out of
heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God is
with men, and he shall dwell with them, and they
shall be his people, and God himself shall be
with them, and be their God. And God shall
wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there
shall be 7io more death, neither sorrow, nor crying,
neither shall there be anymore pain : for the for77ier
things are passed away'''' (Rev. 21 : 3, 4).
From all we have thus considered, our inference
is, that the redemption of the earth will begin
with the return of the Lord from heaven at the
opening of the millennium; but will only be perfected at the end of that period, when death shall
be forever abolished, and there shall be no more
curse. The millennial kingdom is thus redemptive, not only for the race, but for the earth; the
final chapter in the great restoration which is to
usher in the eternal state. Though far surpassing
all which we now know in blessedness, the millennium will not be a faultless condition. Sin
and sin's agencies will still have a certain sway:
for Satan will yet once more incite rebellion,
before being finally and forever cast into the lake
of fire (Rev. 20- 3-10). But after that, the
eternally perfect, the faultlessly holy condition
will be reached. Of this condition we can as yet
only catch transporting glimpses, and speak in
stammering accents. It is the time when God
shall be all m all: and the whole world brought
into unwavering obedience to his will. The longsuffering Church forever married to her Lord:
Israel, once hated and for.saken, now made an '
" eternal excellency, a joy of many generations : "
the Gentiles, who long lay at the gate full of sores,
carried by angels into Abraham's bosom, and the
world with all its reconciled inhabitants, lying
forever on the breast of God.
" Earth, thou grain of sand on the shore of the
Universe of God; thou Bethlehem, amongst the
princely cities of the heavens; thou art, and remainest, the Loved One amongst ten thousand
suns and worlds, the Chosen of God ! Thee will
H e again visit, and then thou wilt prepare a
throne for Him, as thou gavest Him a manger
cradle; in His radiant glory wilt thou rejoice,
as thou didst once drink His blood and His tears.

and mourn His death ! On thee has the Lord a
great work to complete !" —Pressel.
MASTER MISSIONARIES.
BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
NUMBER SIX,
DAVID ZEISBERGER,

1721-1808.

'T^KE inherent power and unceasing develop^ ^ ment of the spirit of Christian missions when
it completely pervades a Christian community,
has never been more strikingly exemplified than
in the history of the Moravian church. In 1732,
ten years after the founding of Herrnhut, the
United Brethren sent forth their first representatives to foreign lands, beginning in that year the
mission to the West Indies. In 1733 a small
company turned toward the north, and became
the first missionaries of the Moravian church in
Greenland, taking up the work which Hans
Egede was about to lay down.
One year later, in 1734, the spiritual life of the
church found fresh expression in an attempt to
carry the gospel to regions yet unvisited, and to
a people unevangelized, the Red Men of North
America. It is worthy of note that the first company to visit North America with the express object of preaching the word of truth to the natives,
was from this church, small in numbers, young in
years, yet already mighty in faith and good
works. Missions to the Indians previously established by English settlers, had occupied a
subordinate place in the plans of the colonists,
and had been an outgrowth rather than an impelling motive of their settlement in the Western
Continent. The Moravian brethren went forth
unhampered by any thought of personal gain.
The origin of the mission to the Indians may
be briefly stated. Count Zinzendorf was offered
a tract of land in Georgia by the English trustees.
This at once awakened in his mind the hope
that the Cherokees, Creeks, and Chickasaws, who
were then dwelling in that part of the country,
might be reached by the gospel. Pecuniary aid
was secured in England and the first company
of missionaries arrived in Georgia in 1735. A
few years later, an attempt was made by the
Spaniards to drive the English out of Georgia.
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The Moravians were then. called upon to bear
arms, but this being contrary to their religious
principles, they withdrew in a body to Pennsylvania, and, in 17 41, founded Bethlehem, the
Herrnhut of America. Among this company was
David Zeisberger, who is known as the John
Eliot of the West, the Apostle of the Delawares.
Born in the village of Zauchtenhal, in Eastern
Bohemia, in 1721, Zeisberger was five years old
when his parents, leaving all their worldly goods
behind them, fled to Herrnhut that they might
find freedom to worship God. H e was, for a
time, placed at school in Holland, but at the age
of sixteen, joined his parents in Georgia and went
with them to Pennsylvania.
His conversion
occurred in Bethlehem, the human means being
the singing of a German hymn by a company of
young men. H e was, from the first moment of
his Christian life, consecrated to the cause of
. missions. H e soon joined a class of students
who were acquiring Indian languages, and began
active preparations for missionary service. The
next year, 1745, he went to the valley of the
Mohawk, that he might more readily perfect himself in the use of the Indian language. Here,
as so often happened to others, he and his companion were suspected of being French spies,
were arrested, carried to New York, and imprisoned for two months.
A few years later, Zeisberger was appointed
one of a deputation to accompany Bishop Spangenberg to Onondaga, the capital of the Six
Nations, in order that negotiations might be entered upon with this Indian league. A similar
service was rendered many times in succeeding
years. During a visit to Herrnhut, he received
from Zinzendorf a special appointment as perpetual missionary to the natives of North America,
and the story of his life, though lacking in exact
details, shows how faithfully and diligently he
fulfilled the commission.
His journeys among the Indians involved great
self-denial and many sufferings.
The forests
were well-nigh trackless. H e was sometimes attacked by traders ; was often in danger from
rattlesnakes, at one time finding one beneath the
pillow on which he had been sleeping; once, his
life was saved from assassins lying in wait, by
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his providentially taking a wrong path; again,
was rescued from sudden death at the very instant that a tomahawk was falling upon his head.
When sickness came upon him in the wild forests,
his faith and cheerfulness were unfaltering.
The journeys which Zeisberger undertook were
by no means limited to Pennsylvania. The first
mission station in Ohio was founded by him, and
he shared in the work of the stations afterward
established. H e followed cojnpanies of converted Indians to Michigan and to Canada that
he might continue to watch over and guide them.
Throughout his life, he practised great selfdenial in personal matters. A fellow worker at
one time found him greatly exhausted, yet apparently not ill; only after the closest questioning
was the fact discovered that in order to relieve
the missionary treasury, Zeisberger had been using only the coarsest food, and that in limited
quantity. H e would at no period of his service
receive a salary, saying that he had given himself
to the work " without any view of a reward other
than such as his Lord and Master might deign to
bestow upon him."
So" assured were the Indians of the sincerity
of his devotion to their interests, that they sought
to have him numbered with them. He was
adopted by the Iroquois, and received into the
clan of the Turtle, and was also naturalized by
the Monseys. H e was naturally gentle in his
bearing, and filled with the spirit of kindness,
but in times of evil-doing was fearless in rebuke,
and in the midst of extreme danger, self-possessed
and full of heroism. H e said of himself: " I
make no pretensions to false heroism, but am by
nature as timid as a dove. My trust is altogether
in God. Never yet has he put me to shame, but
always granted me the courage and comfort I
need."
The value of the services which he rendered to
the country at critfical periods in its history, was
acknowledged by many generals. In 1761, he
acted as interpreter of the government, at a congress held with Indian tribes ; the neutrality of
the Delawares in 1776 was due to his efforts;
and at Fort Pitt, in 1769, he was instrumental in
preventing an Indian war. His literary work
was by no means small or unimportant. H e
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published in the Delaware language, a Delaware
and English spelling-book, a collection of hymns,
the translation of a treatise by Bishop Spangenberg, and the history of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. His lexicon of the German and
Onondaga languages, filled seven volumes, and
many manuscripts of other works are still preserved. His closing years were spent at Goshen
on Tuscarawas, in Ohio, the last Indian town
founded by him. During his last illness, while
suffering great pain, he said: " The Saviour is
near. Perhaps H e will soon come and take me
home." It was a great delight to him to be surrounded by Christian Indians, and to hear the
hymns which they sung in their own language.
On the 17th of November, 1808, while the chapel
bell was tolling, and the Indians gathered about
him were singing of heaven, he fell asleep.
The missionary work of David Zeisberger
covered sixty-two years, and is by far the longest
service ever rendered by any white man among
the Indians. The years were filled with unremitting toil and sacrifice, and though to-day his
name is little known and but seldom heard, his
life-long labor, his unselfish devotion, and his
Christian heroism, entitle him to a foremost
place among the honored pioneers of modern
missions.

M O D E R N SIGNS : OR, PRESENT PROOFS
OF THE SUPERNATURAL.
BY ARTHUR

T.

PIERSON.

PART FIVE.

P j ^ GAIN let US notice how careful this prayerful
^ ^ man, Mr. Muller, was in the use of his
divinely given money.
At times he had fifty
thousand dollars in the bank, for the building;
but whatever were the needs of the orphans for
food or clothes, he never touched a cent of this
money, but looked to God for the supply of the
daily wants. The money that had been given for
buildings was sacred; to use it for other purposes would be distrust of God and perversion of
funds.
Soon after the house was built and
opened, there were so many more applications
than he could meet, that he prayed for another
building for 700 more orphans.
Within five

years two more houses were built and at a cost
of 215,000 dollars. Six years later he built two
more at a cost of $300,000. These five buildings
stand together and make a little town on Ashley
Downs. Their size and extent may be inferred,
from the fact that they have 1,700 windows, and
accommodate over 2200 orphans. And yet all
this stupendous work has been carried on^ and
brought to its present state of completeness without a single appeal to any man or woman for a
shilling of help. These facts were verified by
the writer in a personal visit to the orphanages
in September, 1888.
Travellers in Germany visit that wonderful
hospital within three or four hour's ride of
Tubingen, which is more interesting than the
famous university of Wirtemberg where Reuchlin and Melanchthon taught. Here Pastor Blumhardt, a man of singular gifts and graces, of
most serene temper and apostolic earnestness,
drew to him unceasingly the sick and suffering;
and in the chambers of that hospital, astonishing
virtue went forth in connection with prayer for
their recovery.
Even those nervous maladies
which modern medicine seems most powerless to
reach, yielded under the prayers of this godly
and apostolic man, until he was compelled to
give up the pulpit and parish and give himself
wholly to the prayer of faith for healing; and at
times, 300 persons were at once in the hospital.
A young man in the state of Indiana, left home
for a business opening in Ohio. There, a gentleman from his own native place found him, and
was shocked to discover that he had become a
profane swearer. Returning home, he felt constrained to tell his pious parents of his awful
degeneracy.
They said little, and, in doubt
whether they had understood him, he called the
next day and repeated the statement. The
father calmly replied: " W e understood you;
my wife and I spent a sleepless night on our
knees, pleading in behalf of our son ; and about
daybreak we received the assurance from God
that James will never swear again," Two weeks
after, the son came home a changed man. " How
long is it since this change took place ?" asked his
rejoicing parents. H e replied that just a fortnight before he was struck with such a sense of
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guilt that he could not sleep, and spent the night
in tears and prayers for pardon. Mark — there
had been no time for any parental appeal,
or even for a letter of remonstrance. While they
were praying for him, God moved him to pray
for himself.
A merchant of Bristol, England, by a disaster
at sea, was nearly ruined, financially, and the
shock made his wife insane. Her father, an eminent disciple living at Birmingham, a man of
great faith in prayer, asked a few others of like
mind to his house to unite in prayer for her recovery. At that very hour she was restored to
reason.
During a long course of years, even to the
closing fortnight of his fife, in his last sickness.
Dr. Judson lamented that all his efforts in behalf
of the Jews had been a failure. H e was departing from the world saddened with that thought.
Then, at last, there came a gleam of light that
thrilled his heart with grateful joy. How did it
come ? Unexpectedly. Mrs. Judson was sitting
by his side while he was in a state of great languor, with a newspaper, a copy of the WatchTnan
and Reflector, in her hand. She read to her husband one of Dr. Hague's letters from Constantinople. That letter contained some items of information that filled him with wonder. At a
meeting of missionaries at Constantinople, Mr.
Schauffler stated that a little book had been published in Germany, giving an account of Dr.
Judson's life and labors, that it had fallen into
the hands of some Jews, and had been the means
of their conversion ; that a Jew had translated it
for a community of Jews on the borders of the
Euxine, and that a messenger had arrived in Constantinople, asking that a teacher might be sent
to them.
When Dr. Judson heard this, his eyes were
filled with tears; a look of almost unearthly
solemnity came over him; and clinging fast to
his wife's hand, as if to assure himself of being
really in the world, he said:
" Love, this frightens me, I do not know what
to make of it."
"To make of w h a t ? " said Mrs. Judson.
" Why, what yoii have just been reading. I
never was deeply interested in any object, I never
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prayed sincerely and earnestly for anything, but
it came ; at some time — no matter at how distant a day — somehow — in some shape — probably the last I should have devised, // cafne / "
Spurgeon's testimony is to the same effect,
that remarkable illustrations of believing prayer
are constantly occurring in spiritual things. A
poor woman, accompanied by two of her neighbors, came to his vestry in deep distress. Her
husband had fled the country ; in her sorrow she
went to the house of God, and something in the
sermon made her think that Mr. Spurgeon was
personally acquainted with her case. Of course
he had known nothing about her. It was a general illustration that fitted a particular case. She
told her story, and a very sad one it was. H e
said, "There is nothing that we can do but to'
kneel down and cry to the Lord for the immediate conversion of your husband." They knelt
down, and he prayed that the Lord would touch
the heart of the deserter, convert his soul, and
bring him back to his home. When they rose
from their knees he said to the poor woman, " Do
not fret about the matter. I feel sure your husband will come home, and that he will yet become
connected with our church." She went away, and
Mr. Spurgeon forgot all about it. Some months
after, she re-appeared with her neighbors and a
man, whom she introduced as her husband. H e
had indeed come back, and he had returned, a
converted man. On making inquiry, and comparing notes, it was found that the very day they
prayed for his conversion, he, being at that time
on board a ship far away on the sea, stumbled
unexpectedly upon a stray copy of one of Spurgeon's sermons. H e read it. The truth went to
his heart. H e repented and sought the Lord,
and as soon as possible, he returned to his
wife, and to his daily calling. H e was admitted
a member, and his wife, who up to that time had
not been a member, was also received. That
woman does not doubt the power of prayer.
In a personal interview with Mr. Spurgeon at
his own home the past summer, he told the writer
the following facts: At the time of his feeling
compelled to take a stand against the " Down
Grade " tendencies in theology, a man who had
given him ;!^2GO a year, that he might have money
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for certain benevolent work, withdrew all further
help; and in the letter which he sent him, informed him that it was because of his persecution
of his fellow-baptists, in the late doctrinal controversy. Mr. Spurgeon quietly praised God, all
the same, and said in his childlike way, " Lord,
send this help to me by whom thou wilt."
Soon after, while at Mentone, a lady, a stranger,
asked an interview, and left with him a check for
200 pounds sterling, the exact amount withdrawn
from his annual income by his offended former
friend ! The next day he asked the donor to explain. She said she could not explain, only that
she had been strongly impressed while in London,
that she should go to Mentone and give Mr.
Spurgeon ;^2oo; and that she could not rest
till she had obeyed the impulse. He asked her
if any one had communicated to her any facts
touching the withdrawal of that very sum from
his work. She said that she had no knowledge
whatever of the fact. He then drew from his
pocket, the letter which announced the withdrawal
of the former gift, and side by side with it placed
her note enclosing the same amount! And the
lady was lost in amazement.
An aged christian man, a humble blacksmith,
while one day at work in his shop, was suddenly
overwhelmed with the thought of the spiritual
state of the people about him, among whom there
had been no revival of religion for years, so that
the church was almost extinct, and Satan's kingdom all-prevailing. So great was his distress,
that he abandoned the anvil for the closet. A
mighty revival folloAved, multitudes were brought
to repentance and faith; and most wonderful of
all, these new converts all dated their concern
for themselves back to that very day and hour,
when, in the secresy of his locked shop, that
humble blacksmith was pouring out his soul to
God, for the unsaved about him.
Could the secret history of disciples be unfolded,
it would be found that the proofs of a supernatural interposition in answer to prayer, are as common as many daily occurrences, and as indisputable as the most incontrovertible facts. Blessed
are they, who in their own life have the personal
and portable proofs of Christianity. To him who
will meet God in the closet, He is ever savins-:

" Handle me and see
If it is I, myself."
(fPo be continued^
GROWTH UNTO SALVATION.
BY REV. GEO. C. N E E D H A M .

'Tfl ^ ^'^^^ horn babes desire the sincere
^4lV milk of the word, that ye may grow
thereby" (i Pet. 2 : 2). The Revised version is
a better reading. " As new born babes, long for
the spiritual milk which is without guile, that ye
may grow thereby unto salvation." The two ends
of a believer's life are regeneration and glorification. It starts with the first; it is consummated
in the secomd. Both the first and last are termed
salvation, while the development of that life from
commencement to climax is also called salvation.
The christian is saved, that he might save himself ; he saves himself, that he might be saved
ultimately. Being born into newness of life, he
must needs grow unto salvation.
The figure introduced in the above verse is
very natural. The loving babe seeks the nour"
ishment adapted to its being, that it may grow
thereby. So should those newly born into spiritual life long for the unadulterated milk of the
word for growth unto enlargement of that life.
The Word of God is their mother; so is it also
their nurse. Provision is made, and promise
given that the diligent christian shall grow like
the cedar and flourish as the palm (Ps. 92 ; 12 ;
Hosea 14: 5 - 7 ) .
Beautiful illustrations of
growth, denominated " waxing strong in spirit"
are found in the case of John the Baptist and
Jesus our Lord (Luke i : 80 ; 2 : 40).
I.

THE

BELIEVER GROWS BY CARE AND
CULTIVATION.

Naturalists pay much attention to the development of animals and birds; Botanists, to plants
and trees. Let either become neglectful in their
special departments and degeneration will assuredly follow. The principle of " reversion to type,"
is a law of nature from which even the christian
man is not exempt. If the flowers of spiritual
graces are not carefully cultivated, the weeds of
natural vices will speedily germinate. The beginning of backsliding is neglect.
Protracted
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absence from the closet will show itself in habitual absence from the prayer-meeting. Carelessness regarding fellowship with God will betray
itself in utter indifference concerning the communion of saints. H e who would attend to the
growth of his inner life, must fulfill the laws of
that life aijd give himself to prayer and Bible
study. A deep concern for our spiritual health
will make us careful to observe the means for its
promotion and establishment.
II.

T H E BELIEVER GROWS BY DETERMINATION
AND

DECISION.

In nature there is either growth or decay.
Cessation of growth marks deterioration of life.
The removal of a plant from its natural influences
will hasten its death, while on the other hand
even adverse circumstances cannot destroy it. I
found gay flowers on the Rockies, within a few
feet of snow; but they had the warmth and light
of the sun, in addition to the nourishment of the
soil.
It is the christian's duty to guard against removal from Christ. God has given us both heavenly and earthly resources for growth, but we
must determine to abide where they reach us.
A decided christian will not allow foreign elements to wither his life. Through the power of
the Spirit he becomes master of circumstances.
Bunyan flourished in a prison cell;- Livingstone
was fragrant amid Africa's bleakest wilds; McCheyne continued sweet and humble in the
midst of great successes. H e who decides to be
holy can obtain grace for every need.
III.

GROWTH IS SLOW YET SPONTANEOUS.

Mushrooms grow rapidly, but as quickly melt
away, while the oak of tardy growth lives out the
centuries. We fear for the boy who runs up
too fast; growth that is hasty is not healthy.
Glass is made in a few hours; the diamond
is a product of the centuries. The analogy
holds good in spiritual experiences.
A step
heavenward may be taken at a time, but they
who reach the top at a bound seldom keep their
footing. Christian growth is spontaneous, but not
spasmodic. We cannot make ourselves grow by
any artificial process. " Which of you by taking
thought can add one cubit to his stature." The
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simple rule is to live in harmony with the law of
our spiritual being, arid we shall assuredly attain
unto maturity of christian life. Food is requisite :
so is air, and exercise. Activity there must be,
yet activity alone does not prove growth. Midgets
are active yet they remain dwarfs. The plant is
active, but the inner life is pushing itself outward
constantly, spontaneously. " Consider the lilies
how they grow; they toil not, neither do they
spin." Jesus taught his disciples in the language
of nature. " If ye abide in me (the branch in the
vine) and my words abide in you " (the sap).
Union and communion with Christ ensure spiritual growth, Let none be discouraged then, if
their attainments in the things of God are slow.
Better slow and sure than rapid and erratic.
Abide thou in Christ as the plant in its bed, and
thou shalt yet be fragrant.
IV.

GROWTH IS THE ANTIDOTE TO APOSTASY.

What a treacherous element is our sinful fiesh.
Its life is downward; the thoughts of the flesh
gravitate earth-ward and hell-ward. The Psalmist said, " I hate vain thoughts; " literally, " I
hate thoughts." No wonder. How shall our degenerating thoughts be supplanted ? By the introduction of God's thoughts to the heart. As the
spring in the mountain will rise to its own level,
reaching the topmost story of the highest building
through its conduits, so God's thoughts which are
heavenly in their origin lift the soul heaven-ward.
Outward conduct is not the test of character.
" As a man thinketh in his heart so is he." Now
let the thoughts of God dislodge a man's own
thoughts until they are transmuted into life, then
will real christian character be formed and become self-revealing. " Let the word of Christ
dwell in you richly in all wisdom, speaking to
yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual
songs, singing and making melody in your hearts
to the Lord." When the soul is full of the word
of Christ, the life is being nourished with its appropriate food. This is not only the true corrective but the best preservative. By the Word
permeating us are our evil habits overcome, and
all evil doctrines overthrown. We cannot grow
too much in the divine life; we cannot be too
healthy.
The apostle commends those whose
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faith grew exceedingly; there is no danger of
having an excess of faith. Apostasy is disease,
the result of unbelief; growth is its antidote.
We return to our test and again remark on the
source and supply of nourishment. The " m i l k "
of the word in this passage does not refer to its
elementary teaching, but rather to its purity and
simplicity in contrast to the guile and hypocrisies
of v.i. The word will bear the strictest analysis,
but more than a fool is he who is ever testing its
properties, yet never tasting its sweetness. The
analyst may scrutinize it with his perverted intellect and remain wholly ignorant of its purport
and power ; while the christian believer with the
faculties of his new naturg, not only yearns for,
but also receives into his believing heart this word
of God which instructs, edifies, and enlarges the
spiritual man. " Wherefore putting away all filthiness, and overflowing of wickedness, receive with
meekness the implanted word, which is able to
save your souls. But be ye doers of the word,
and not hearers only, deluding your own selves "
(James 1 : 2 1 , 22).
THE CORONATION.
BY MRS E. O. JEWELL.

Gird on the sword, go teach His word,
' Till heathen idols fall;
And knees shaJl bend, and voices blend
In " Crown Him Lord of all! "
Go watch and pray, prepare the way,
Tho' doubts and fears appall.
Kindle the flame in Jesus' name,
And " Crown Him Lord of all!"
Lo ! swells along, one joyful song:
Good cheer, good cheer I the call
Floats grand and free, beyond the sea:
O ! " Crown Him Lord of all! "
On thirsty land, and barren strand.
Abundant showers shall fall;
The desert place shall bloom in grace,
And " Crown Him Lord of all I "
Awake I awake! the mountains break
In rapture at His call;
The morn is here, the King is near,
O ! " Crown Him Lord of all! "
All hail the day! when at His sway
All other sceptres fall;
One only throne the nations own.
One King: " the Lord of all I "

D E A D TO SIN, OR D E A D IN
BY REV. J O S E P H

SIN.

COOK,

^ T is most certain that every one of us will
^
soon be dead to sin, or dead in sin. It is a
searching and an inspiring thought to which we
have all listened with so much profit, I find it
difficult to follow by anything that shall commence at a height as lofty as the one which we
have left. We were told at one point of the discussion, that if we were to die within three days,
and were to know our fate in advance, some of us
might to-day choose to abandon sin utterly, irrevocably, gladly, and forever, I find, then, human
life represented by the arm, which you will notice
is just seven times the breadth of the hand.
Here are the first ten years ; our tender fifteens,
our teachable twenties, our tireless thirties, our
forcible forties, our powerful fifties, our serious
sixties, our weary seventies, and our aching
eighties. In youth there is great possibility of
change, but as we come nearer and nearer to the
shoulder, you can swing the arm through only a
narrower and narrower curve. Character hardens
into a final permanence, and you come at last to
love what God hates, and to hate what God loves;
or to love what God loves, and to hate what H e
hates, and to do it permanently. There is hope
for man as long as this life lasts; there is less
and less hope as life advances. As we turn fifty,
very few men change their character. Some of
you are far beyond the elbow, many of you are
far from it. I don't know but that within three
days some of you will pass the mysterious line
which no man crosses without fixation of character. I don't know but that, as the preacher has
told us, we shall die to holiness within three days
unless we die to sin within that time. I have no
authority to promise anybody more than three
days probation before he may pass into a state
where he will hate what God loves, and love what
God hates. At any rate, we know that character
becomes permanent. I am not sure, therefore, but
that if we keep in view the power of habit, we
may live as if the judgment were visible, as if the.
present were the time of decision, as if here and
now we were called on to choose the right hand
or the left in paths of infinite extent.
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T H E KING.
BY MRS. GEO. C. NEEDHAM.
"Thine eyes shall see the King in His beauty."— ISA. 33 : 17.

In my dreams I saw the King,
With His crowned and hoary hair,
With His glowing form and feet,
And His raiment lustrous fair;
All beneath Him, all around,
Amber clouds, and sapphire ground.
I n my dreams I heard the King
Speak, and utter a command;
Then a mighty trembling went
Through the sea, and shook the land ;
Awful wheels, with creatures bright.
Flashed and ran before my sight.
In my dreams I touched the King,
As with sceptre offered me.
In most gracious tones He said,
" Kiss the Son who welcomes thee : "
Like the angels I fell down.
Each one casting low his crown.
In my dreams Ifelt the King
Raise me up with hand of power,
Knew His Spirit's living breath
Glorified me in that hour;
Done was sin, and left was earth.
This was my celestial birth.
GOD'S

^

REST.

BY REV. HUBERT

BROOKE,

M.A.

" 2^HERE remaineth therefore a rest for the peo^
pie of God."
What is this rest?
The
whole surroundings of the passage, and especially
the tenth to the thirteenth chapters, show that it
is not a rest from outward trials, afflictions, persecutions, and reproaches (Heb. lo : 32, 2,2>\ ^2 :
4 5 13 : 3? 13? 14); but that it is deep inward rest
of soul in the midst and in spite of these things.
The assaults of Satan and his forces upon the
Christian, and the Christian's wrestling with them,
will continue while life on earth lasts; but his
assurance and his experience all through may be
this sure promise : " Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on T h e e : because he trusteth in T h e e " (Isa. 26 : 3).
Every particular about this deep rest of soul is
carefully enunciated in our chapter. The time
to which it belongs, the marks by which it is distinguished, the manner by which it is possessed,
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are plainly declared, Let us examine them
closely.
The tifne when this rest may be enjoyed is t h e
first important matter, because so many commentaries and writings simply assume that it refersto heaven and the other side of the grave. But
it cannot be heaven's rest, for three reasons.
First, because the whole of Israel failed to obtain it, including Moses, Aaron, and Miriam, with
Joshua, Caleb, and their faithful generation.
Surely none would dare to say that these saints
all came short of heaven's rest; yet they did come,
short of//zz> rest, since none had obtained it in
David's time (vers. 7, 8). Again, it is spoken of
as a present possession by the Apostle, saying,
" We which have believed do enter into that rest "'
(ver. 3, R.V.). Surely no Christian could apply
such words to heaven, and say that we do enterheaven now. Thirdly, the warning in the first
verse is literally this : " Let us therefore fear, lest,
a promise being left us of entering into His rest,
any of you should seem to have come short of i t "
(ver. i). That means that they ought to have
entered it already ; for surely one cannot be said
while still on earth to have come short of heaven's
rest, which is not entered till life is done. A further proof that this rest is something to be known
on earth lies in the fivefold repetition of the word
" today," in immediate connection with the promise of rest, and as defining the time for entering
it (Heb. 3 : 7, 13, 15 ; 4 : 7 \pi^'^- Is not this
decisive ? Can you, by any possibility, urge the
possession of a rest confined to heaven as something to be entered today ?
The ma7-ks distinguishing this Sabbatic rest from
every other are two. First, it is called by God
" My rest," and is explained as referring to H i s
rest on the seventh day, when H e "rested from
all His work" (Heb. 4 : 3, 4 ; Gen. 2 : 2, 3.)
And then it is one that is entered by this remarkable door : " H e that is entered into His rest, h e
also hath ceased from his own works" (ver. 10).
Two texts from other places will serve to illustrate this condition of soul in which it ceases
from its own works and enters God's rest."Work out your own salvation with fear a n d
trembling. For it is God which worketh in you
both to will and to do His good pleasure." ' " T h e
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God of peace . . . make you perfect in every
good work to do His will, working in you that
which is well pleasing in his sight " (Phil. 2 : 12,
1 3 ; Heb. 13: 20, 21). Both are expressions of
resti7ig from choice or decision of our own, a7id working out only what God works in. It is in effect
the very life of which Zacharias spoke in his inspired song: " that we should be saved (///. salvation) from our enemies, and from the hand of
all that hate us ; . . . that He would grant unto
us (as a present gift), that we being delivered (as
a definite act) out of the hand of our enemies,
might serve Him (as a continuous experience)
without fear, in holiness and righteousness before
Him, all the days of our life" (Luke i : 71-75)The student is particularly urged to notice the
tenses of the verbs in this sentence, by which
the definite and present entrance into this rest,
and then the continuous outcome of fearless service, are sharply and clearly distinguished. The
Christian is invited to compare this description
of the true life of the believer with his own experience, and not to be satisfied until the two
agree together.

preached entered not in because of disobedience "
(Heb. 3 : 19 ; 4 : 2 ; 4 : 6, I I , marg.; Gk. for
" unbelief " in verses 6 and 11). As of old, so
now, unbelief denies the goodness of the land,
and declares the impossibility of possessing i t ;
disobedience then refuses to act upon the promise, and leaves the blessing unclaimed (Num. 13 :
51, 52), The third hindrance, the secret workshop where the other two are fashioned, is a
faulty heart. In the chapters before us, Israel
is declared to have failed — and in its failure explains ours — because its heart was yearning (3 :
10), evil, unbelieving, and God-forsaking (3 : 12),
hardened and sin-deceived (3 : 13). That solemn warning from Israel's history is at once applied to us, and the retention of this obstacle
absolutely forbidden : " Take heed, brethren, lest
there be in any of you an evil heart of unbelief."
That explains the whole difficulty in the way of
Christian progress; it is not any hindrance standing in the way without, it is the giant mountain
of unbelief within.

A few years ago the terrible Hell-gate rock, at
the entrance to New York harbor, was underThe manner of entra7ice is, like every fresh step mined and charged with dynamite. A tiny wire
in the knowledge of God, by faith. " They could connected the charge with an electric battery on
not enter in because of unbelief. . . . We which shore, and at the given moment a baby hand
have believed do enter into that r e s t " (Heb. 3 : pressed a spring, conveyed the spark, and burst
19; 4 : 3). Just as by faith we ceased f7'077i our the mighty rock to pieces. Christians, your diffi0W71 works for salvation, a7id werejustified by grace culties and stumbling-blocks, the rocks of offence
(Rom. 4 : 4, 5) ; so by faith are we to cease f'om that threaten you with harni or ship-wreck, are
our own works in service, and enter into the rest of all undermined. Your foe has been vanquished
God's inworkifig.
by your Lord : " the prince of this world is
judged." Let your feeble hand of faith rest on
" I struggled and wrestled to win it,
the mighty power of Christ, and every obstacle
The blessing that setteth me free ;
But when I had ceased from my struggles,
and foe must yield to Him. " Holding the
His peace Jesus gave unto me."
Head," H e shall rule and prevail, and you shall
Such a glorious prospect as this, such wondrous enter the rest that remaineth for the people of
fellowship in God's own rest, ought to leave un- God. Faith in Him believes the promise and
satisfied every believer who comes short of it. the possibility of obtaining i t ; obedience steps in
For the sake of any who consciously fail herein, and takes possession.
we will look at the hindrances which prevent its
In close connection with the rest, and explainenjoyment.
ing the remedy for the faulty heart that hinders
Three main items are mentioned here as hin- its enjoyment, comes in the High Priesthood of
dering souls from entering God's rest. The first Christ (Heb. 4 : 14, 15). Only the High Priest
two are closely connected, and are called unbelief can cleanse the believer from heart defilement
and disobedience: "they could not enter in be- and error. Of Him it is said, that H e cleanses
cause of unbelief . . . they to whom it was first the conscience (Heb. 6 : 14), cleanses the wor-
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shipper (Heb. 10: 2, 10, 14), cleanses the heart
and the body (Heb. 10: 22), of those who claim
His grace and use His power. A perfect and
divine provision is here. We beseech you that
ye receive not the grace of God in vain.
There is grand encouragement here : " Seeing
therefore it remaineth that some must enter
therein." That means that you may enter. God
will not keep unoccupied the blessing H e proI vides for His people. If those to whom it was
first preached refused it, then it is preached to
others, even to you.. As in the wedding feast,
the invitation rejected by some is promptly given
to others. " Let us labor (///., make haste) therefore to enter into that rest." Why not enter
now.? The precious blood that answered for
your redemption can overcome the foe (Rev. 12 :
11), can cleanse your conscience and your heart
(Heb. 9 : 14; 10: 22), and establish your entrance now.
" Now, O my Joshua, take me in;
Cast out Thy foes ; the secret sin
The carnal mind remove !
The purchase of Thy death divide,
And oh ! with all the sanctified.
Give me my lot in Love! "
WHAT

ARE W E

LOOKING

FOR.?

rtJXEFORE the dawn of the Reformation, God prew ^ pared some hearts to expect it. They were
looking for it with confidence, and even for some
leader such as Luther to be raised up.
If we may read again a reflection of what God
is about to bring to pass in the expectation of
faithful hearts, what is it they are looking for.?
Is it not the coming of the Lord ?
We ought to be able to discern the time, not
to decide that the Lord will come at once, but
merely to note the facts of the case — the expectancy at the time the Reformation was dawning
and the expectancy now, and let the comparison
have its due weight. The humble and believing
heart may find food for reflection. We need not refer to utterances of many
hearts who for the past half-century have been
watching for the Lord's return. Those who hold
this hope know well how they all coincide with
what has just been said; but let us note the
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declarations of one or two before the Reformation, as showing very distinctly present in their
hearts the expectancy then of just what God was
about to work. And why should it be otherwise
if the Spirit of God dwells in the saints ? Could
they have been led of the Spirit and not be prepared in a special way for what H e was about to
do, as was Abraham for the judgment on Sodom
and the remnant in Luke for the advent of
Christ ?
Huss of Bohemia, a century before Luther,
driven out of Prague, said: " They have begun ,
by preparing a treacherous snare for the goose
(Huss. meaning goose); but if even the goose
has broken through their toils, other birds will
break through them with still greater force. Instead of a feeble goose, the truth will send forth
eagles."
By Sigismond's order, Huss was summoned
before the council of Constance and thrown into
prison.
In imagination he saw Pope and bishops
effacing pictures of Christ on the walls of his
oratory, and the next day many painters restoring these figures in still greater numbers and
brighter colors. " Busy yourself with your defense," said the Knight of Chlum, " rather than
with dreams. I am no dreamer but I maintain
this for certain, that the image of Christ will
never be effaced. They have wished to destroy
it, but it shall be painted afresh in all hearts by
better preachers than myself. The nation that
loves Christ will rejoice at this."
When Archbishop Crayn in 1482 endeavored
to assemble a council in Basle, he was thrown
into prison and the Inquisitor, Henry Institores,
uttered these words, " All the world cries out and
dema7ids a council, but there is no human power
that can reform the Church by a council. The
Most High will find other means which are at
present unknown to us, although they may be at
our very doors, to .bring back the Church to its
pristine condition " — and this about the time of
Luther's birth. We are reminded of the words
of Scripture when the high priest (John 9 : 49)
prophesied that one man should die for the people, "this spake he not of himself." God used
the Inquisitor to give voice to what was in the
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ability and eloquence that such an undertaking
requires; but God will raise up a hero, who by
his age, strength and talents shall hold the foremost place. H e will oppose error, and God will
give him boldness to resist the mighty ones of
the earth." (D'Aubigne's History of the great
Reformation should be more read.)
Such are t h e utterances recorded before the
dawn of the Reformation, and why should there
not have been Simeons and Annas awaiting the
Lord's deliverance then as well as of old prepared by the Spirit of God for what H e was
about to bring to pass ?
And now in the present time what are we
looking for—faithful men in the Church—Christians who are excercised as were Andrew Proles
and Crayn and Huss, and may we not say, as
were Simeon and Anna.? What are such hearts
looking for, as those of old looked for a work of
God — is it not clearly the second coming of the
Lord and the rapture of the Church ?
It is familiar to many that those whom God
has specially used in the present century to lead
the way in separation from the corruptions of
the Church and to continue patiently in well
doing have discarded the expectation of a gen1498."
" T h e Church," says D'Aubigne, from whom eral reformation. What they have had laid upon
the above extracts are taken, " already had a their hearts has been the patient waiting for
presentiment that the hour of combat was ap- Christ — content to be few and little accounted
proaching."
If more than one philosopher of— looking for deliverance out of a scene where
announced in some measure during the last cen- the Church has sadly failed to continue in the
tury the revolution in which it closed, shall we goodness of God. The Spirit of God has brought
be astonished that many doctors at the end of home with special power such scriptures as,
the fifteenth had foreseen the approaching change " Behold I come quickly. Hold fast that which
that would regenerate the Church ? Andrew thou hast, that no man take thy crown."
Proles, Provincial of the Augustines, in his conThis has characterized the yearning of the
vent of Himmelspforte, used to say, " My breth- heart and the teaching of many devoted men in
ren, go hear the testimony of the Holy Scriptures." the last half-century, however little it may have
They declare that by grace we are what we are, been responded to and reflected in the daily life
and that by it alone we hold all that we possess. of those who have enjoyed such a ministry.
Whence then proceeds so much darkness and
This does not say that the Lord is to come
such horrible superstition ? Oh my brethren, now, but if the expectation of the Reformation
Christianity needs a bold and great reformation was answered, let at least the absence of any such
and I think I see it approaching." Then would hope now as taught of God give increased power
the monks cry out, " Why do you not begin this and brightness to the hope of His coming.
reform yourself and oppose such a cloud of erIf the Church sank lower and lower till all
rors ? " But the aged Provincial replied : " I am was darkness, has not the Lord in mercy by debent with years, and I have not the learning. grees brought back a few to the light, bringing
-hearts of many, and a prediction of the
Reformation.
Savonarola, a Dominican, preached in Florence in 1489 ; his zeal was fervent — " We must
regenerate the Church. God remits the sins of
inen and justifies them by His mercy. There are
as many compassions in heaven as there are justified men upon earth; for none are justified by
their own works. No man can boast of himself,
and if in the presence of God we could ask all
these justified sinners ' Have you been saved by
your own strength ?' all would reply as with one
voice, ' Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but
t o thy name be the glory.' Therefore, 0*Lord,
-do I seek thy mercy , and I bring not unto thee
my own righteousness, but when by thy grace
thou justifiest me, then thy righteousness belongs
unto me, for grace is the righteousness of God.
So long, O man, so long as thou believest not
thou art, because of thy sin, destitute of grace.
O God, save me by thy righteousness, that is to
say, in thy Son, who alone among men was found
without sin. Fly, he cried, from Babylon, meaning Rome. H e was condemned by the Pope
(Alex. VI.) in 1497 and burned at the stake in
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out by one and another recovered truth until the
proper hope of the Church is preached far and
wide?
What if His coming is near ? It should make
the heart leap. May such be our attitude. It
is the one we should never forsake. May all we
think and do be consistent with the word, "Even
so, come, Lord Jesus."
,
E. S. L.
THE

ONE

ESCAPE.

y|VoD has but one escape, and how ca7i we escape
^ ^ if we neglect that escape.? Just as at sea, the
cry of fire is heard, and destruction is inevitable.
The life-boat is lowered, and whoever fails to
reach it, can find no other escape. And oh, how
lamentable, when the one escape proves to be inadequate, when the one escape is no escape;
neglect, or no neglect, it is all the same. It will
never be forgotten, the failure of the fire-escape
one night in Dublin. Who that saw it can ever
forget it} The scene of the fire was in Westmoreland Street—that fine, broad, open street,
with its tall, spacious houses. It was on a calm
summer evening, when the streets were thronged
with those who had been released from business,
just when the fire occurred. By daylight, therefore, the spectators gazed on that terrible scene.
There were seven who were seen to be shut up in
that prison-house of flame. The fire had been
gradually gaining from the basement, and occasionally those seven were seen, until, as a last resort, they reached the front windows of the upper
story. There they stood, imploring help. When
they were told the escape was coming, despair
gave way to hope; thankfully they awaited the
ladder which they saw coming over the Carlisle
Bridge. Thousands looked on with relief when
they saw it on the spot. Shut up in the highest
, story were those seven living beings. When
told the escape was at hand, they stood looking
hopefully down on that which was to be their
deliverance. They saw the ladder being elevated
to where they stood. But, o h ! dreadful revulsion of feeling — dreadful even to describe it —
when, on having applied th^ ladder, it fell short
of those who needed it. Oh! the deep, unutterable
agony which ensued, when those to whom the
escape had promised life, saw that it could not
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reach them. They were seen to give one heartrending look of despair, and then with agonizing
shrieks fall back into the flames, no more to be
seen until their charred remains were found
mingling with the ashes of the smouldering pile.
Ah! never did hope and despair stand nearer
together; never was hope more deceived, or despair more sad. The escape proved to be no
escape, the salvation was no salvation. But, beloved, it is not so with our God. God, indeed,
has but one escape, and that escape never fails.
Man was lost, sin must be atoned for; and once
an atonement is made, an escape from God's
wrath is made ; for sin and wrath are indissolubly
connected.
H e who took the sin, took the
wrath, and that is our escape.
Dear reader, it is Jesus who has taken that
wrath, and Jesus only, as the righteousness of
God we want to present before you. Alas, alas !
some have not the knowledge of Him; you are
yet in your sins. You are in the presence of an
escape, why not use it ? Oh! what will you do
without Christ ? Oh ! how can you escape if you
neglect so great salvation ?
There is life in a look at the Crucified One; f ; ? :
There is life at this moment for thee;
Then look, sinner, look unto Him and be saved,
Unto Him who was nailed to the tree.
Oh take, with rejoicing, from Jesus at once
The life everlasting He gives;
And know with assurance thou never canst die •
Since Jesus thy righteousness lives.
IF I ONLY

HAD.

« *^F I had only let the brakes alone," groaned
e ? Ed. Reed, from his hiding-place in the
barn, as he thought of the wreck just below the
railroad station. Ed. and his companions had
been playing about the cars that stood on the
grade by the stock yard, and just for fun had unloosed the brakes for a little ride. H e intended
to stop in a minute, but within that time, the car
had acquired such momentum that his weak
hands could not arrest its progress. Frightened,
he jumped to the ground, while the car rushed on
down the grade, flew the track at the open switch,
and rolled to the bottom of the enbankment, a
perfect wreck.
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If we could only foretell the future, as well as
we can review the past, how much evil we might
avoid! If we could only know before-hand the
consequences of undoing the brakes — giving
way to bad habits, how differently we would act J
If that quick tempered youth only had checked
his passion when it was possible to control it, he
would never have become a murderer. It seemed
like a small fault at first, but it grew in violence,
till in the fury of his rage he struck the life from
his friend. We may repent of sin, but we cannot
arrest its consequences. We may even be forgiven, and we may improve the future, but the
past is gone beyond recovery.
" If I only had ! " is the wail that goes up, day
after day, and night after night, from a cell in a
well known New York asylum, where a negligent
bridge-tender wears out his dreary life. If hei
had only realized there was danger, he would not
have forgotten to raise the red light. Once, and
only once, he failed to do his duty. But that
failure sent the express train through the open
draw-bridge, bringing sudden death to a score of
passengers, and driving him to hopeless insanity.
Many a father has wrung his hands in wildest
agony over the cold form of his prodigal son,
because those hands had neither raised the danger
signal, nor snatched his boy from impending ruin.
" If I had only confessed my Lord before men,"
breathed a poor girl, as she lay on her couch in
her last illness. She had loved her Saviour, and
in her modesty had shrunk from publicly taking
the vows upon her. But now she saw how sheliad
wronged the dear Master who had come to comfort her in her hour of extreme need. She thought
how her example might have influenced others,
how many opportunities she had lost of helping
them, because she, herself, had not come out on the
Lord's side. < And it created a pang in her dying
heart, to think how much she might have done
for him who had done all for her, and how fruitless her life, in fact, had been.
"If I only had known the value of my opportunities, I never would have abused them," said
a sensualist, whose wasted life had been one long
failure. Many a noble young man has thrown
away the gift of genius, strength or fortune, for a
few evenings of merry-making, and to-day has

nothing to show for it but a diseased' body, a polluted mind, and a desolate home. If I only had
— but now it is too late! I have wept bitterly
over the past, but wept in vain. Tears will not
blot out my record. Remorse cannot restore
what I have forfeited. Regret will not reverse
the wheels of time, nor bring back the chances
of former years. Opportunity once offered and
refused, never returns. According to the Chinese
proverb : " Even the gods can't help a man who
loses an opportunity."
" There is a tide in the affairs of man.
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune; ,
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries."
Rev. H. H. Henry.
THE WORD PROVING

ITSELF.

*)VT is an admirable saying of Dr. Parker that
e ^ " T h e inspired Word always can prove the
Word to be inspired." It is like the apothegm of
that other P a r k e r — T h e o d o r e , the rationalist —
that " Only a Jesus could forge a Jesus." The
self-evidencing power of Scripture is in its matchless ability to do what it is pledged to do. A
candle does not need a candle to show that it is
a candle : the Word of God does not need the
word of man to prove it divine. Only give it a
chance and it will vindicate its own divinity.
How admirably is the fact brought out in the
following leaf from the life of Dr. Malan, of
Geneva:
On one occasion. Dr. Malan was travelling by diligence
to Paris, his fellow-travellers being a French officer (a member of his own congregation), and another gentleman, a
stranger. Accordmg to his custom Dr. Malan took out
his Bible, and read some portion of it aloud. Such a proceeding was perhaps scarcely legitimate, as, in a public conveyance, the traveller, whatever may be his views — poHtical, social, or theological — has a right to be protected
from any personal intrusion.
Be that as it may, however. Dr. Malan continued to
read his portion aloud. The stranger. In the meantime,
remonstrated, avowing infidel opinions, and loudly assailing the Word of God. The French colonel, seeing that
the discussion was likely to be a protracted one, and not
altogether persuaded of the wisdom of his pastor in thus
mtroducing the subject of religion in a public vehicle, interrupted it by saying: " You are well aware how greatly
I respect you. Dr. Malan, but I think, at this time, you err
somewhat in judgment. You should first convince this
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gentleman that the book yoti are reading aloud is the
Word of God, since he denies it to be so. You can hardly
expect him to submit to an authority that he openly
disavows."
" C p l o n e l ! " said Dr. Malan, " I ask you, would you —
if you were going into the field of battle — endeavor to
persuade the enemy that the weapon in your hand v ^ s a
sword, or should you use it.'' "
" Mo^t undoubtedly I should use it," said the colonel.
" That is just what I do," said Dr. Malan; " I believe
the Word of God to be the sword of the Spirit, and I use
it accordingly."
Silence soon supervened, and at the end of the day, as
was the custom, the three travellers passed the night at the
same hotel, Dr. Malan and the French colonel purposing to
continue their journey on the morrow.
At breakfast the next morning, as the two friends were
seated together at the same table, a waiter entered the
room and inquired of Dr. Malan " whether or no he was
proposing to go on to Paris by the diligence ?" On receiving a reply in the affirmative, he explained: " The gentleman that travelled with you yesterday desired me to inquire ; as, if you are purposing to go on today, he wishes
to be your fellow-traveller."
Before the journey was completed, Dr. Malan and the
professed skeptic had become cordial in their intercourse.
In after years, the latter became a. communicant in Dr.
Malan's church, and his attached friend in the bonds of the
gospel.
Such is the power of the inspired Word when applied to
the heart and conscience by the Spirit of grace. Truly,
we may say, God loves the poor blundering fool and honors his service of love, imperfect though it be, far more
than your cautious, silent Christian, who, while he is never
guilty of an imprudent act, never does anything for his
Lord.
HIDDEN

POWER.

^rt^sTHER MARTINE, was a poor untutored colored
^ ^ woman, an ex-slave, crippled and disabled
by rheumatism. Her home was in a little hovel,
without a sign of beauty but the rose that clambered to the roof, and opened its fragrant pink
blossoms every June, in bright contrast with the
coatse, unpainted structure. It was perched on
the edge of a high hill, where one side had been
excavated to form the High Street of the small
town, and was reached by a long flight of rickety
steps.
But here, Esther, cared for by a widowed
daughter, had her vantage ground. She was free
from intrusion, and could overlook her neighbors.
Placed in her arm-chair every morning, she could
look down upon the street, and note the comers
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and goers all day long. Every man, woman and
child, accustomed to traverse the paved walk on
either side of the street, she knew " by name or
by sight." It was her only diversion to watch
them, and it did really seem to draw her mind
from her aches and pains, to notice their doings
and their attire.
But her heart was not centred on the outside by
any means, for she was a sincere " lover of the
Lord," and she would wonder if those she saw
were the sons and daughters of the Lord God
Almighty, and her constant prayer was that they
might learn to love and trust the Saviour.
One day the good deacon who brought her the
small monthly stipend allowed her by the church,
said, " You will have something new to pray for
this week, Esther. We are going to have special
meetings every afternoon and evening, and we
know you will join your prayers with ours for
God's blessing."
Esther's soul was on fire in a moment. She
clasped her crooked hands, and her eyes were
suffused with tears. " I will, Massa Brush, I
will! " she exclaimed, and then instantly reverting
to her street people, she asked, " Massa Brush,
is John Switzer a church man t "
" N o , Esther, his wife has been praying for
him these twenty years-"
" Now's his time," she whispered, with a nod
of her head. " Is Massa Drew ?"
" N o : he had a good praying mother, but he
is a very ungodly man."
The black head moved again. "Nothing is
too hard for de good Lord," as if' accepting
another charge. " A n d how's dat Farnum, he
dat keeps the shoe store ? "
" He's not a Christian."
" Massa Cheever ?"
"No."
" Dey all ^6 by here, one, two, free, four times
ebery day. I'll pray de good Lord for dese,
Massa Brush, dese dat's close by me."
No one knew how devoutly Esther prayed.
The deacons went to the meetings, the good
women of the church visited and labored with
with sinners, the ministers prayed and preached
and held inquiry meetings, but no one thought,
not even Deacon Brush, of the poor old shut-in,
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up in the tumble-down cabin in High Street, or in Hindustan. H e knew the father and mother of the
dreamed of the grand part she was taking in the child, and knows every word of it to be true, and believes
that God answered the little girl's prayer.
precious work of grace that was refreshing the
In that city lay a mother sick. For months she had not
church. But there she sat, day by day, as the left her bed, and all that she looked forward to was slow
meetings went on, and wept and supplicated for death. Her little daughter was eight years old. She loved
souls. She mentioned the names she knew be- her mother and was almost broken-hearted. She took the
fore the throne, and those she did not know by '^e-vf Testament and read the promises of answers to
name she designated in her own quaint fashion. prayer. Going to her mother, she said :
" Mother, dear, can't Jesus make you well ? "
" Dare's de woman wid de red shawl. Lord, de tall
" Yes, my child, but it is not His will."
ma7i wid de bald head, de ma7i wid de brow7i coat.
" Mother, why not ? Have you ever asked Him to heal
Lord, you knows Vw every one. IM de Holy Ghost you.?"
C077ie like de fire in de bush, an' burn in dem souls I " No, no, my child, but — "
"Mother, you pray to God, I know."
Gib de minister de powerful message, an' let de word
" Yes, darling."
fall like de stone in Golila's forrard. Lord, a7i' save
" What kind of prayers, mamma ? "
de7n souls to praise de Lord, an de blessed Christ I"
" Oh, my child, I am in such agony I cannot talk to you
And the glory of the Lord came down and filled about it; go and play."
The child dropped her head sadly, and went out beneath
that little cabin, and that humble saint shouted
a?tree
in her father's garden, for her father was a postal
" Hallelujah," for she knew, that she had the
official in that large city, and had a beautiful-home. She
blessing she asked.
Among the forty who were received a few
months later into the communion of the church
were twelve persons, men and women, young and
old, who lived in High Street, or daily passed
through it, whom Esther afterwards identified as
" De chillen God gived me." They were those
for whom she had personally prayed.
Poor Esther ! " Poor, yet making rich ! " She
makes us ashamed when we think how we, with
health, abundance, and every favoring circumstance, often say, •' I have no opportunity to do
good! "
If every other door is closed, can we not enter
into the holy place, as she did, and win souls to
Christ by the power of prayer ?

sat there, and thought, and prayed. Suddenly she returned
to the bedside of her mother, and kneeling, said : " Mamma, I am going to try Jesus, anyhow. H e says, ' Ask.'
Yes, I am going to ask Him. Now, mamma, pray^with
me. O Jesus, dear, good Jesus, I've no happy days now
since my mamma is sick these three months. She is so
sick she can't talk to her little girl. O Jesus, she is so sick.
O God make my mamma to get well. O God, you can,
you will. Mamma loves you ! her little girl loves,you "
Suddenly she sprang to her feet, and clapping her hands,
cried : " H e will, mamma. He will. H e will
That self-same day the lady, who had not moved her
Hmbs for months, arose from her bed, and went about her
household duties, healed and praising God. Her husband
met her at the door that day, and overwhelmed with the
event, went down on his knees and prayed to God to make
him worthy of the blessing that had fallen on his house;
while his little girl stood by him, her face radiant with holy
joy, exclaiming, " O, papa, Jesus did it! "

And what will they say to the following, who
insist
that we must not vulgarize prayer by using
/y|OTHiNG is so much needed for the strengthVi ening and confirmation of the faith of it upon too trivial matters 1 We cannot vouch
for the truth of this story, but the Christian C071Christians as the experience of definitely answered
serz/ator does :
prayers. How many Christians can speak of
Some years ago the Methodists were holding a camp,
such experience in their lives ? We give the folmeeting in the town adjoining where I now reside. One
lowing for the encouragement of those who would
lovely afternoon a gang of rowdies were seen marching
ask great things of God and expect great things around and through the encampment, with large powder-of God. Let us not stumble at these instances horns swung (5ver their shoulders, with the corks out, and
because of their startling realism; but rather let making trails of powder all through the grounds. Their
plan "leaked out." They were going to wait until even- •
us be strong in faith giving glory to God :
ANSWERED PRAYERS.

Elkanah Beard, who was for many years a missionary,
tells the following about a little girl in the city of Benares*

mg service, and then set fire to the powder. The presiding
elder rushed into one of the tents greatly excited, saying:
" W e are going to have a terrible time tonight." A very
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pious, devoted sister, whose faith in God to answer prayer
was often the occasion of this remark: "When Sister
Titus prays the heavens bow," replied to the presiding elder,
" We must pray for rain." As there was not a cloud to be
seen, the faith of some wavered: but this good sister prayed
for God to send rain to wet the powder, and in less than
one hour the rain came in torrents. The powder was not
only wet, but washed out of sight. It was said the rain
fell to tlie depth of several inches. So the devil lost his
powder, and his servants were disappointed in their plans
to bring trouble in the camp. I have these facts from an
eye witness.
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friend, went, but came back shaking with terror.
She began to go, herself, ten years ago or more.
" How did you find him today.? " they would ask,
when she came back out of the lion's den.
" Don't ask me how I found him," she would reply ; " I leave all that to Jesus." She confessed,
however, that she expected every moment to feel
his hugh stick, especially one day, when she
dropped on her knees and prayed for him in his
presence. The brave heart was kept up by its
faith. Here were the hidings of its power, the
CHRISTIAN EDDY.
assurance that God would bless His word.
Oj^LL the zeal which marked her career: all the " How I love the spot! " she said once, as she
><iy success which crowned her labors, we trace passed the window ; " what joy it will be when I
back to the one fact which she records in con- have him with me in glory! " And this while
nection with her conversion. " At my conver- his fury still raged. For nine years she visited
sion // seemed as though the Dove rested on my him without apparent result; but at the end of
this time he was stricken with illness. She
heart, and He has never left 7ne sinceP
Years ago, in London, God put it in her heart begged to be allowed to see him, and was perto visit one of the worst lanes in the metropolis. mitted, on condition that she would neither speak
A policeman remonstrated with her. " It is not to him nor pray for him aloud. Three times the
safe," he said; " we never go down there, except silent visitor went, and watched, and prayed. In
two at a time." " But Jesus is with me," she re- spite of the silence he had enforced on her he
plied ; and she went, H e was with her, and gave had looked for her visits, he told her afterwards,
her favor amongst the people, and every one re- with eager anxiety. " The clergyman has given
me up, the missionary has given me up, and now
ceived her gift or word.
But " the disciple " is not to be above " the she has given me up, and I shall be lost." Nay,
M a s t e r " ; loving appeals will sometimes be met but she had not given him up, nor had God either.
by refusals and resistance. Once, when going On the third visit the shoemaker held out his
about doing good, she was struck down. In- hand. The ice was broken, and the waters bestantly, bystanders rushed upon the assailant, gan to flow. The soul was opened to the
and would have taken him before a magistrate. Saviour ; the man lived for a time to Him, and
" You must let him go," she said. " But he hit then died to Him, and now may have welcomed
you !" " Yes, he did; but you must let him go." his benefactress into everlasting habitations.
" But he struck you to the ground !" " Still you
Her decision of character was shown as much
must let him go, I am sure Jesus would," And in her faithful remonstrance with what she beso her meekness was as rare as her energy, and lieved to be error, as in her steadfastness in seekhad the stamp of the same mint, the ring of the ing those who were known to be lost. Once she
coinage of Christ.
wandered into a ritualistic church, and, entering
Her courage has come out in some of the into conversation with some of the sisterhood,
cases I have mentioned. Let me give another she pointed them from images of saints to a livinstancy. In the next street to where she lived ing Saviour, At that moment the priest of the
was a shoemaker, a tall, athletic man, who stood church came up. Unabashed, instead of ceasing
six feet two, and could walk forty miles at a her testimony, she turned to him, and, with adstretch. H e was the terror of many, and hated mirable tact, enlisted him, as it were, on her side,
religion with a terrible hatred. The devoted by saying, as she quoted the book he was bound
clergyman of the district tried to influence him, to acknowledge, " Is it not so, dear sir 1" " I
but in vain. A missionary, a friend of our am afraid you don't reverence the Virgin Mother,"
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he answered, parrying the shaft. " I love her as
a blood-bought sister," was the comprehensive
reply.
Of all the traits in her character none was
more marvellous than her perseverance. I have
known her hold on-to efforts for drunkards who
had grown old in sin, and for fallen sisters who
had relapsed into evil again and again; seeking
them with the greatest tenacity and tenderness.
A group of skeptics came into the little shop
one day. They were watched by loving Christian eyes, and spoken to by gentle Christian lips.
The ringleader of the band blustered out his
brazen defiance.
But when, after others had
tried, Christian Eddy came near and spoke to
him, he quailed, and turned away, and said; " I
cannot stand you ; you talk like my mother."
HEBICH'S TUB.
^ r is rather more than thirty years ago that a
e5^ missionary of the Basle society, named
Samuel Hebich, lived and labored on the west
coast of India.
He was a remarkable man, fearless, earnest,
and also more successful as a soul-winner among
Europeans than any other of whom I have heard.
The striking characteristics of his ministry were
the personality of the Lord Jesus and the personality of Satan, and the conquest he made of the
most determined opposers of the truth were many
and striking.
One regiment that had been stationed at Cannanore was so powerfully affected by his preaching, and house-to-house visitation, that no less
than seven ofiicers and most of their wives were
truly converted to God, and were not ashamed
to confess their faith in Christ. Several noncommissioned officers and others followed, so
that ere it left the station it had earned the
sobriquet of Hebich's Own.
From Cannanore, this regiment was sent to
the French rocks, a military station near Serino-apatam; and after they had been a year in these
quarters, the Christians especially invited their
beloved friend to pay them a visit, which he
gladly responded to. From one house to another,
according to his wont, he visited, and, though
with tenderness of manner, put the most search-

ing questions to his children in the Lord. These
elicited a fact which gave him no small uneasiness, namely, that the prayer-meeting, once so
thronged and so much set by, had dwindled away
till some were not sure that it Existed at all.
His presence stirred up their hearts. Every
night he held meetings, and they were fully attended, not only by those who had good cause
to love the man, and listen to his words, but by
others from the neighborhood, who had heard of
him, and longed to obtain some blessing for
themselves.
It was thus the writer found himself in the
company thus gathered; and he was greatly
struck by his first sight of the German missionary, as he stood behind a table with a large open
Bible on it.
I shall endeavor to give his discourse on this
particular occasion, as nearly as I can remember
it, in his own language. There is a force and a
pathos in foreigners' English that so materially
helps one to remember the subject, that I shall
not attempt to improve it.
H e read the fourth of Ephesians, and expounded it till he came to the sixteenth verse,
which he read slowly, and repeated the words
^\fitly shoined togeder."
H e paused a few seconds, and abruptly put the
question, " Did you ever see a tob.?" This homely
appeal roused the audience, and caused a smile
to pass over every face.
" I f you go to P
(a factory in the neighborhood), you vill see some fery large fobs. You
and I cannot make a tob ; it requires a cood carpenter to make a tob, or it vill hold no vater, because it is not made of von peece of vood, but
of many, and de many must be fitly shoi7ied togeder. Dere are four tings to make a cood tob,
1. It must haf a cood bottom.
2. Each of de peeces must be fitly shoined to
de bottom.
3. Each von must be fitly shoined to his fellow.
4. Each von shall be kept close by de bands
outside.
Von peece may be narrow and de next peece
be vide, yet it shall be a cood tob ; but if a leetle
shtone or a bit of shtick vill come between de
peeces, it vill not do at all. If de peeces are
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near, but do not touch, it vill not do at all; and
if all de peeces but von touch, and are fitly shoined
togeder, and dis von fall in or fall out of de circle, it is no, tob at all. Now if vee haf a cood
bottom, and efry peece be fitly shoined to de bottom, and all are fitly shoined togeder from de top
to de bottom, haf vee now a tob ? No, it vill not
hold vater for von moment till de bands are put
on. De bands press hard on each peece of vood,
and den are dey more fitly shoined togeder:
* Oder foundation can no man lay dan dat is
laid, vich is Jesus Christ,' Here vee haf de cood
bottom for our tob. It is perfect, and efry von
dat truly believes, is resting on dis cood bottom,
and is fitly shoined to it by de Holy Spirit of
God.
Dere are many who call demselves Christians,
who are not so shoined, but vee are not speaking of dem now.
X In de Acts of de Apostles vee read often of
being 'filled vitde Holy Ghost,' and ven gadered
togeder for prayer vonce, de whole house did
shake vid His power. Shust so now H e fills
vid peece and shoy de soul dat loves de Lord
Jesus, and likevise de company gadered togeder
in His name. Sometimes! not always. Sometimes ! not always. Vy not always ? Vee shall
see. Vat is de shmall shtick or shtone between
de peeces of vood dat make de tob} It is de leetle quarrel — de hard vord — de dirty bit of
money, dat keeps broder from being fitly shoined
to broder. Vat is de space between de peeces
from top to bottom, troo vich you can see de light.?
I t is de coldness dat you feel but do not tell.
De major's vife and de captain's vife vill bow,
but not speak or greet each oder as formerly, because vispering has come between dem. Vat is
de peece of vood dat falls out de circle ? It is de
proud, unforgiving spirit dat efry von can feel is
in de meeting, and vich causes all hebenly peece
to run out. You are fery sorry dat you haf no
blessing, and you lebe de meeting because it can
do you no cood. You shtay at home vit de debil,
and become dry indeed.
Oh, beloved, he fitly shoined togeder / You haf
BO power of your own. Dat vich shall keep you
is de encircling bands of de love of Jesus, from
head to foot, and as dis power presses on each of
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you, so vill you become yet more closely shoined
togeder. Den de Holy Spirit shall fill you to
overflowing. Den all who come into your midst
shall be refreshed, and de name ov de Lord Jesus
be glorified! Amen." — ^ . A". 6^.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF GRACE.

" Stand therefore, having your loins girt
about w i t h truth." Eph. 6 : 1 4 . When Pompeii was destroyed there were very many buried
in the ruins of it who were afterward found in
very different situations. There were some found
who were in the streets, as if they had been attempting to make their escape. There were some
found in deep vaults, as if they had gone there
for security. There were some found in lofty
chambers. But where did they find the Roman
sentinel ? They found him standing at the city
gate, with his hands still grasping the war-weapon,
where he had been placed by his captain. And
there, while the heavens threatened him; there,
while the earth shook beneath him, there, while
the lava stream rolled, he had stood at his post;
and there, after a thousand years, he was found.
So let Christians stand to their duty, in the post
at which their Captain has placed them.
" H e that speaketh of himself, seeketh
his o w n glory." John 7 : 18. It is recorded
of an architect by the name of Cuidius that, having built a watch-tower for the king of Egypt, to
warn mariners of certain dangerous rocks, he
caused his own name to be engraved in a certain
stone in the wall; and then, having covered it
with plaster, he inscribed on the outside, in golden
letters, the name of the king, as though the thing
was done for his glory. H e was cunning enough
to know that the waves ere long would wash away
the coat of plastering, and that then his own name
would appear, and his memory be handed down
to successive generations. How many there are,
who, while affecting to seek only the glory of God
and His church, are really seeking whatever is
calculated to gratify self-love. Could the outer
coat, as it were, of their pretenses be removed,
we should see them as they really are, desirous
not of God's glory, but of their own.
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" If w e ask anything according to h i s w i l l do we make room for him in our hearts than he
h e heareth u s . "
i John 5 ; 14. A modern fills us.
novelist tells us of a great bell which was made
Oh, what encouragement we have to watch and
to vibrate by the note of a slender flute. The wait, because we know he is with us and will not
flute had no influence upon the bell, except when forsake us.
a certain note was sounded ; then the great mass
of metal breathed a responsive sigh.
•" For t h e y h a v e digged a pit to take me^
So it is only when our wills are in accord with and hid snares for m y feet." Jer. 18: 22.
God's will, that we experience an answer to our There is a story about how the hunters capture
prayer, and the feeble human cry seems to elicit elephants, which gives us a useful illustration of
a divine response.
There is a pre-established the cunning devices old Satan uses in ensnaring
harmony between the voice of the Shepherd and unguarded souls. The hunters tell us that they
the hearts of the sheep. " If ye abide in me, and dig a large pit, and first cover it with small sticks,
my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, then they lay a thin layer of dirt, upon which
and it shall be done unto you." — Edward fud- they place the sod. For a few days they pour
son, D.D.
water on the sod, and cause the grass to grow
more rapidly, and present a better appearance,,
which soon attracts the great beasts, who come
" B l e s s e d is that servant, w h o m his Lord, along and step on the trap door, which lands
w h e n h e cometh, shall find s o doing." them at the bottom of the pit.
Matt. 24: 46. It is said of Sir Henry Havelock,
How eagerly Satan watches for our weak
that one day he was going over London Bridge points, and makes the temptations more enticwith his son Harry ; he said to him : " Stop here, ing that he may ensnare us. But, thanks be to
Harry, till I return."
God, through Christ we can say: " Get thee
The father completed his business and returned hence, Satan," and he leaveth us.
home alone. After a short time his wife asked :
" Where is Harry ? " " Why, bless me," replied
WATCH TIDINGS.
Sir Henry, " I left him on London Bridge, and I
Armed E u r o p e . The most thoughtful believe
am sure he will remain there until I return." H e
hastened to the bridge to find his son waiting his that a colHsion is not far off. What tremendous
preparation for it, and what may come out of it!
return.
There comes to the child of God, hours when The Christian says :
Fifteen years ago The Times, in a leading article, wrote
it seems as if he must give up all efforts to labor
as
follows:
for his Master. Dark hours come, hours of disEurope is still striving to add to the number of her efcouragements fall upon him, and he feels as if
fective soldiers. Her present state is scarcely less truly one
not only earthly friends had forsaken him, but
of actual war, though no shot is fired in anger, and no
that Christ Jesus had withdrawn his presence. trumpet as yet blown for battle. Her armies are arrayed
Dear reader, such scenes come to us all, but against one another, though none of them has passed bethanks be to God, for his up-lifting promises, yond the limits of its own frontiers. Modern war has long
been a question of comparative resources, and these are exsuch as :
pended during the continuance of peace as lavishly as they
" H e that endureth to the end shall be saved."
could be if the very name of peace had been given up. If
" I will never leave thee nor forsake thee."
this state of things is permitted to continue, it will be a dis" Lo, I am with you always."
grace to European statesmen. It is on their shoulders that
the real blame is to be laid.
" My grace is sufficient for thee."
If this was true fifteen years ago, what are we to say to
Shall we not, then, go forth with renewed vigor,
day to the present condition of things ? Then the standing
pleading the precious promises of God ? His
armies of Europe numbered about six millions of men>
great, strong arm is sufficient to bear us up, and while to-day they number ten and a half millions.
then, too, his willingness to help u s ; no sooner
The pressure of such enormous armaments has been
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shown as regards the peasantry of Italy by the Blue Books
of a Parliamentary Commission (1882 — 1885), where it is
stated that 45 per cent, of the net returns of land is swallowed up by taxation. The income tax is equal to 2s. 8din the pound, and the grist tax and salt tax add much bit"
terness to the poverty and hunger of the people. A story
of equal suffering comes from Russia, whilst in France the
taxation upon almost every article of diet makes the cost of
living bear very heavily upon the working classes.

T h e N e w Palestine. — From every direction
come testimonies to the budding fig tree of Jewish revival. In the Century for May Mr. Wilson
writes :
" Within a few years the buildings outside the walls have
so increased as to form a new city almost as large as the
ancient one within. Superb churches are going up, all
about Jerusalem, even on the stony incline of the Mount
of Olives — many more churches than the whole populace
can fill; but their purpose it is not hard to conjecture."

In h a r m o n y with this is the following:
Bishop Blyth writes from Palestine that within a few
years the Jewish population has risen from 20,000 to 50,
000, and says, " There never was a time when the Jews listened with such attention to the claims of Christianity as
they do now." Here is a fine field for live missionaries
from American churches. Why not try and conquer Jerusalem for Christ 1

W a r upon the Papacy is as fierce as ever in
Italy. What shall be the end thereof.'' Says an
exchange:
The Prime Minister.of Italy proposes to confiscate the
possessions of the monastic and other Romanist orders.
They yield an income of about ^30,000,000 annually. This
means war to the knife between the Italian government
and the Pope.

China opening. — Everything pertaining to
the material development of heathen countries is
deeply interesting: for the plow-share of civilization often prepares the furoughs for the seed of
the gospel. In this light the following is deeply
interesting:
The railroad extending seven miles out of Shanghai,
which the excited Mandarins tore up and pitched into the
sea a few years ago, was little more than a toy concern with
an equipment almost as grotesque as the coaches on our
first railroad would now look to us. The first real railroad
in China is the line recently opened between Tientsin, Taku
and Tong-shan, connecting the coal fields west of the Gulf
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of Pe-tshi-li with Tientsin, the seaport of Pekin. It is only
87 miles long, but it may prove the entering wedge that
will revolutionize China's slow methods of transportation.
This road has been built with Chinese capital by English
engineers, and it is pronounced first-class in its construction
and appointments. There are fifty splendid bridges along
the line, the longest spanning a river that is 600 feet wide.
The rolling-stock includes two luxurious saloons and sleeping coaches for distinguished passengers, and eighteen ordinary passenger coaches. The first-class fare is only ^1.30
for the 87 miles, and the road is already doing a rushing
business. Its commercial success is said to be already assured, and one of its most enthusiastic friends is the Viceroy Li Hung Chang, who ten weeks ago was whizzed over
the line at the rate of 35 or 40 miles an hour.
No wonder the Chinese are dumb with astonishment as
they find their goods or themselves delivered from one end
of the route to the other in four hours, a journey that, with
their clumsy methods of locomotion, required as many days
a few months ago. The imperial edict has gone forth that
the new enterprise may buy the right of way even through
the graveyards, those terrible stumbling-blocks heretofore
in the way of Chinese railroad building; and as new sections are added to the line both north and south of its present terminal points, the great innovation can hardly fail to
undermine the unprogressive notions that have kept China
so far behind the spirit of the age. — N. Y. Sun.

M a c h p e l a h is in some respects the most interesting spot in all the East. It is the burial-place of
the Patriarchs: as such, singular to say, it has
been sacredly guarded by Israel's bitterest foe,
the Turks. Strange paradox of providence that
this holy Jewish shrine should have thus been
watched over by the enemy of the Jew, to surrender it back into his hands in God's appointed
time.
The following account of Hebron by Mr. E. N.
Adler in the fewish Chronicle, is deeply interestingHebron, or Khalil, or the " City of Friendship," is perhaps the oldest city of the Holy Land, and in interest it
vies with Jerusalem itself. Among the Jews it is reverently
described as " The Burial Ground of our Fathers," and a
pilgrimage thither is highly esteemed. The Mohammedans
regard it with even more reverence, as a sacred place, than
Jerusalem, for is it not the last resting-place of A b r a h a m el Khalil Allah — the friend of God and His great prophet
Mahomet ? Their regard, although flattering to Abraham,
carries with it the disadvantage that it makes the Hebronites
the most fanatical of the followers of Mahomet and the most
intolerant. Christians cannot live at Hebron, and Jews there
are treated as dogs. Curses both loud and deep greeted us
as we walked round the Great Mosque, which encloses the
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Cave of Machpelah; but as we did not understand the
meaning of the imprecations or appreciate the delicacy or
appropriateness of the choice epithets they applied to us,
and as the missiles thrown at us were not well aimed, we
could afford to treat our reception with amused nonchalance.
Nowhere in the East did I meet with such bigotry as at
Hebron, and it did not surprise me to learn that Dr. Stein,
the Hebrew medical man whom we sent out there some
time ago, has no Mohammedans among his clientele, because the Hebronites, unlike those who live in Jerusalem
and elsewhere, are too utter fatalists to believe that medicine can arrest the progress of disease or the angel of death.
Though the local government there and in the neighboring
villages employ him occasionally, it is merely as a coroner
to inspect a corpse or hold an inquest and certify the cause
of death! H e is extremely,well liked by the Jews, and
they were unanimous in his praise.
Hebron is the first town seen by the wanderer who
reaches Palestine by way of the Desert of Sinai. The
beauty of its position and almost English verdure of the
slopes which surround it make it pre-eminent. It is, therefore, by no means surprising to find that Dean Stanley and
other writers are quite poetical in describing the contrast
between the wilderness of rocks one has to traverse for
many days and the fertility of the well-watered valley in
which Hebron lies. The prevailing color of the surrounding cliffs is purple, and the Mohammedans say that from
the red earth of Hebron, Adam, the first man was formed
and that thence he derived his name,
That Adam was
also buried here, both Talmudical and Mohammedan legends agree.
Into the cave of Machpelah, where Abraham and Sarah
are buried, no one is permitted to enter without the Sultan's special firman. This was obtained by the Prince of
Wales when he went there in 1862, and the visit is graphically described in Stanley's " Sinai and Palestine." But
Mrithout a firman the most powerful persuasives will not
secure an entrance. Even Baron and Baroness Edmond
de Rothschild could not succeed in getting the Pasha of
Palestine to admit them on his own responsibility, and so,
although they travelled by land all over Palestine, Hebron
tliey did not visit. And Mr. Benn Levy has told me that a
bribe of ;iCsoo was not sufficient to make the Governor of
Hebron, or the Sheik of the mosque, stretch a point in
his case.
The Jewish population of Hebron now numbers barely
1,000 souls out of a total population of 10,000. There is
only one Jew — a Mr. Romano — of even moderate means
in the town, and he is rather an absentee landlord, for he
lives the greater part of the year in Constantinople. H e
owns a fine, large house, of course of stone, and the banqueting hall on the first floor would not disgrace a Nom^an
Castle. H e is very hospitable, and Jewish guests are
brought to his house, quite as a matter of course, to be
boarded and lodged if necessary, just as though it were a
hotel. Neither payment nor a present is accepted, but one
is expected to contribute to the local " Society for Good
Works," which, of course, one is only too glad to do.

Jerusalem, Hebron, Safed, and Tiberias constitute the
four " holy cities " of the Jews, and nearly all of the Holy
Land Jews reside in them. In Safed they constitute onehalf of the 12,000 inhabitants, and in Tiberias they number
3,000 out of 5,000. Besides these, there are 1,000 Jews
among the 6,000 inhabitants of Haifa; 1,000 among the
12,000 of Sidon, and 2,000 among the 15,000 of Jaffa.
There are only 150 Jews out of 10,000 in Acre, 120 at
Shechem out of 18,000, and 120 at Gaza out of 20,000.
Including 4,000 colonists, which is perhaps an over-estimate, I should say that, notwithstanding the recent immigration of Russian and Roumanian Jews, there are not
more than 43,500 of Jews in Palestine out of a total population of over half a million people.
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lEY OF T H E HEART. The great furnished a key for unlocking some new mystery
practical question is how to get the of the book, and ere long the whole will stand
heart open to the gracious influence of open to view. What a fine remark is this of
Piiiederer's on what he calls one of the deepest
God's love. Says the British Weekly :
"Old legends," says Dr. Maclaren in one of his latest laws of development of the history of religion :
sermons, " tell us of magic gates that resisted all attempts
to force them, but upon which if only one drop of a certain
blood fell they flew open." If the doctrii\e of the atonement
failed to unclpse the inner doors of the heart, it would
thereby be condemned. If it opens them, it is thereby approved. Every theory of the atonement must be judged
by its practical effect in renewing the spirit of man.

The religious spirit loves to conceal its deepest mysteries
and its most fruitful germs in the calyx of richly colored
apocalyptic imagery, in order that they may grow, and
gain strength under the protection of that covering, until
they are capable of flourishing alone, and defying both
storm and cold by their own strength.

Here we may challenge the enemies of the
Cross to meet us, as Moses met the magicians.
We have seen the heart barred and locked by unbelief and hatred, till it seemed utterly impossible to open it, yet unclosing and holding itself
open forevermore, at the appeal of Christ's blood.
Can mortality show any such conquest as the
atonement can show ?

" CHRISTIAN NATIONS ! " exclaims an eminent
preacher, "there is not a Christian nation on the
face of the earth." The so-called Christian nations are sending shiploads of rum and opium to
destroy their heathen neighbors; but what are
they doing to give them the blessings of our civilization ? Lord Bacon well says :
Truly merchants themselves shall rise in judgment
against the princes and nobles of Europe; for the merchants have made a great path in the seas, unto the ends
of the world, and sent forth ships and fleets of Spanish,
English, and Dutch, enough to make China tremble; and
all this for pearl and stone and spices. But for the pearl
of the kingdom of heaven, or the stone of the heavenly
Jerusalem, or the spices of the Spouse's garden, not a
mast has been set up.

. APOCALYPTIC STUDY. The book which pronounces an inspired benediction on all who
shall read it, is the book of all others most neglected and shunned. " Blessed is he that readeth and they that hear the words of this prophesy " (Rev. I : .3). Why do not more seek this
blessing by a diligent study of the Revelation ?
One answer to the question is this : the book is
DEFEAT all along the line for temperance.
for a suffering and persecuted church; it has,
Oh king alcohol, " this is. your hour and the
therefore, little attraction for a secular and
power of darkness ! "
worldly church. Prof. Godet says:
The more deeply the church plants in the earth the
stakes of her tent, and establishes herself at her ease here
below, the more does the Apocalypse become to her a foreign and even a repulsive book, The more, on the other
hand, tempestuous winds shake the curtains of her temporary dwelling place and threaten to break their cords,
the more does she feel the value of this marvellous book
which teaches her to look up continually toward the Bridegroom whose return she expects.

Ha! see where the wild-blazing grogshop appears.
As the red )vaves of wretchedness swell;
How it burns, on the edge of tempestuous years,
The horrible LIGHT-HOUSE OF HELL !

have not been loosed"
it is replied, " and the book is incomprehensible." On the contrary, each passing century has

Thine eyes shall see King, the Mighty One,
The Many-crowned, the Light-enrobed, and He
Shall bid thee share the kingdom He hath won.
Thine eyes shall see.

" T H E SEAL§ THEREOF

eyes shall see the King! the very same
\Whose love shone forth upon the curseful tree,
"Who bore thy guilt, who called thee by name.
Thine eyes shall see.

THINE
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THE JUDGMENT OF CHRISTENDOM.
BY T H E

EDITOR.

2 ^ H E first resurrection and the rapture of the
^ ^ saints have carried our contemplation heavenward ; but it is now recalled to what is passing on the earth. The one transaction is the
exact reverse of the other. The Virgin Bride is
called upward to the marriage supper of the
Lamb ; the apostate Spouse of Christ is now cast
down and publicly divorced by her long dishonored Lord. The punishment meted out to her
— " These shall hate the harlot, and shall make
her desolate and naked, and shall eat her flesh
zxvA. burn her with fire'" (K^v. 1 7 : 16),—is according to a very ancient law. " And the daughter
of any priest, if she profane herself by playing
the whore, she profaneth her father : she shall be
burnt with fire" (Lev. 2 1 : 9). This fallen
daughter of God has persisted in her fornication
with the kings of the earth for centuries; and
they with whom she has glorified herself and
lived deliciously now turn against her and become the providential instruments of her destruction, saying to the Almighty: " Thy daughter-inlaw hath played the harlot: bring her forth and
let her be b u r n t " (Gen. ^S: 24). Graphic and
lifelike to the highest degree are the delineations
of the papal apostasy. As the true Church of
Christ is set forth under the double similitude of
a bride and of a city, so is the false. And one
has only closely to compare the details of the
harlot's photograph in Rev. xvii. with the lurid
painting of Babylon the great in Rev. xviii. to perceive that the subject is the same in each. The
scarlet and purple, the gold and precious stones
and pearls are found in both descriptions; the
same sin of wantonness with the kings of the
earth ; the same indictment of persecuting God's
saints; and the same doom of being " utterly
burned with fire " belong to each. Only in the
first portrayal, the kings of the earth are seen
executing the divine vengeance upon the apostate bride ; while in the second, they are represented as bewailing and lamenting her doom
even as a profligate will sometimes weep and
mourn over his murdered paramour.
Hark, the song of exultation breaking forth

from heaven ! A great voice of much people —
of myriads whose blood the harlot drank — is
now heard saying : " A,lleluia: salvation and
glory and honor and power unto the Lord our
God. For true and righteous are his judgments;
for he hath judged the great whore which did
corrupt the earth with her fornication and hath
avenged the blood of his servants at her hand "
(Rev. 19 : 2). And immediately a triumphal
procession is seen moving forth from the direction whence comes the song : " And I saw heaven
opened, and behold a white horse; and he that
sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and
in righteousness doth H e judge and make war "
(Rev. 19: 11). This majestic rider we met at
the very opening of Apocalyptic history ( 6 : 2 ) ;
but then he was going forth in peaceful conquest : " And I saw, and behold a white horse
and he that sat upon him had a bow " — " Thou
didst ride upon thifie horses, upon thy chariots of
salvation : thy bow was made quite bare'''' (Hab, 3 :
9) — " and a crown was given unto him." This
is the '•'•Stephanos,''' the crown which in scripture
is so repeatedly set before the Christian as the
prize for his spiritual overcoming, and which is
fitly worn by Him who in the days of his flesh
could say, " I have overcome the world." " A n d
H e went forth conquering and in order to conquer:"
not only to effect the present victories of redemption, but to win the ultimate sovereignty of the
world.
This final conquest has now arrived: for as
the white-horse rider comes forth from heaven,
we behold, " and on his head were many crowns."
Not the Stephanos now, but the diadema is the
symbol of his supremacy. The kingdom of the
world has become the kingdom of our Lord and
of his Christ; and all the crowns of all the kings
have passed over upon his brow. The long succession of world-wide monarchies which we beheld in Daniel's vision has intervened ; the stone
cut out of the mountain without hands now
smites the image upon its feet and itself fills the
whole world. How striking the picture of the
final transfer of earth's sovereignty to Immanuel.
To Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, the first
in this line of universal monarchs, God said:
"Thou, O King, art a king of kings''
Now that
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this bloody line terminates, in the overthrow of
mystical Babylon — whose sovereign has long
arrogated both temporal and ecclesiastical supremacy— Messiah takes up both the successions
and also takes the long abused title attaching
thereto: " And H e hath on his vesture and on
his thigh a name written, King of kings\ and
Lord of lords''(Rjev. \<^; 16).
It is necessary here to explain how this judgment of Christendom is related to that of the
world as a ^yhole. This will only be possible by
giving careful attention to the law of prophetic
perspective which rules so constantly in the
divine predictions. That wondrous judgmentparable of our Lord recorded in the twenty-fifth
of Matthew seems to be opened out by later revelations so as to have an age-long reach. Resurrection and judgment are counterparts; and
as the rising of the dead foretold by Christ in
the gospel of John (5 : 28) though seeming to be
a simultaneous event for the righteous and for
the wicked^—• " T h e hour is coming in the which
all that are in the graves shall hear his voice
and shall come forth ; they that have done good
unto the resurrection of life, and they that have
done evil unto the resurrection of damnation "—
is shown in the later Revelation of John to take
place in two stages a thousand years apart; so
the judgments in which these respective resurrections issue are separated by an entire millenium. Laying the prophecy of the twenty-fifth of
Matthew alongside this of the fifth of John,
we judge that they exactly harmonize : that the
time when the Son of man shall " sit upon the
throne of his glory" is the whole millennial
period: that the time when the righteous ' dead
shall hear the King say unto them, " Come ye
blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world "
is at the coming of Christ in the beginning of the
millennium, which is " the resurrection of life:"
that time when the unrighteous dead shall hear
the sentence, " Depart from me ye cursed into
- eternal firie" is at the close of the millennium,
which is " t h e resurrection of condemnation."
While this is so, we should not err in saying
that in one sense the judgment of the righteous
and of the wicked is simultaneous. For since
't.:il:
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resurrection is the great declarative act of justification, the coming forth of the righteous from
the tomb at the advent of Christ is their open
acquital and vindication before the universe :
while the non-resurrection of the wicked is their
silent condemnation — which silent condemnation, however, is to be made public and visible
at the second resurrection and the great white
throne-judgment at the end of the millennium.
It has been maintained that the scene in the
twenty-fifth of Matthew is strictly and only a
judgment of the living nations. It is clearly
this ; but the question is whether this prophetic
picture of our Lord is not a composite photograph comprehending in a single view all the
stages and subjects of the judgment.
While acknowledging the exceeding difficulty
of harmonizing all the texts relating to this subject, we conceive of the great transaction thus :—
Judgment begins at the house of God when the
Master of the house returns in the clouds of
heaven. Instantly there is a separation of the
wheat from the tares; of the sheep from the
goats; of the Bride from the harlot. By resurrection and translation, the faithful living and
the faithful dead are instantly brought into
one company in the skies: by non-resurrection
and devastating judgments, the apostate dead
and the apostate living are brought into the
other company in Hades. Thus, in an instant,
in the twinkling of an eye, judgment is pronounced for both classes.
Now the reward of the righteous begins. That
manifestation predicted in the words, " For we
must all appear before the judgment seat of
Christ; that everyone may receive the things
done in his body according to that which he
hath done, whether it be good or bad," at last
takes place. This is not a judgment of believers
as to the question of life or death: into such
judgment it is distinctly declared they do not
enter: " Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that
heareth my word and believeth on Him that
sent me hath everlasting life and shall not come
into condemnation — Kpiaiv judgment — but is
passed from death unto life " (John 5 : 24). T h e
first resurrection is itself the award of life; and
they who now stand in their risen and immortal
M'-
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bodies have passed beyond all possible inquisition concerning the inheritance of life eternal.
But into strict and solemn investigation concerning their works, they do now come; for at length
is that scripture fulfilled: " Every man's work
shall be made manifest; for the day shall declare
it, because it shall be revealed by fire; and the
fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is "
(i Cor. 3 : 13). Doubtless there will stand before the Lord in that day many who are saved
but unrewarded, redeemed by the precious blood
of Christ but not recompensed at the resurrection of the just; their works burned up as worthless; but themselves saved so as by fire (i Cor.
3 : 15). But to such as have borne the cross
and endured hardness, this is the time of reward : " Behold I come quickly and my reward
is with me to give to every man according as his
work shall be." And this recompense we believe
will consist in no vague and transcendental joys
of song and rapture and repose. That repeated
strain in the parable which follows that of the
ten virgins—"well done good and faithful servant : thou hast been faithful over a few things,
/ will make thee ruler over many things " — seems
to indicate the nature of the saints' inheritance.
Reigning with Christ over the earth throughout
the millenium, their rank in his manifested kingdom will be according to their fidelity during the
time of his absence. In the judgment of the
nations, which now follows, they will be associated
with their L o r d — " Know ye not that the saints
shall judge the world" (i Cor. 6 : 2)? — a n d in
their nearness to Him in honor and authority will
consist the greatness of their reward. It is not
necessary to believe that the saints' reward will
be altogether earthly or civil; but nevertheless
there is a meaning which must not be spiritualized
away in the beatitude of our Lord : " Blessed are
the meek, for they shall inherit the earth " (Matt.
5 : 5 ) ; and in the award of the nobleman returning from a far country to set up his kingdom:
" Well, thou good servant: because thou hast
been faithful in a very little, have thou authority
over ten cities" (Luke 19 : 17).
At the end of the millennium occurs the second
resurrection. So far as there is a quickening of
" the rest of the dead " — those left behind at the

sound of the advent trumpet a thousand years
before — it is strictly a "resurrection unto judgment." Here in the vision of the great white
throne which follows, we find " the book of life "
opened, and " whosoever was not found written
in the book of life was cast inth the lake of fire."
Those whose names were in the book, have
already been living and reigning with Christ a
thousand years; therefore, unless we think of
them as now leaving their thrones and crowns
and coming before the bar of God to be tried for
their lives, we cannot conceive of their being the
subjects of this solemn inquisition : and as we
have already seen, the scripture declares that
they will not be, since they have already passed
from death unto life, and come not into judgment.
But, holding that- the righteous and unrighteous still die during the millennium, it appears
that there will be saints as well as sinners in the
second resurrection. Hence, there will be for
such a judgment of works when the assize of the
great white throne and of him that sits on it shall
open. How solemnly therefore it reads : " A n d
the sea gave up the dead which were in i t ; and
death and hell delivered up the dead which were
in them, and they were judged every man according to their works."
Such seems to be the order as we gaze through
the long and solemn perspective of the judgment
scene; but if our readers shall put a question
mark against many of our conclusions, we shall
not be surprised. There is a massing of shadows and a concentration of mystery about the
whole scene, which invest it with unutterable awe.
We are willing to leave the shadows unlifted and
the mystery unsolved, if " knowing therefore the
terror of the Lord " we may " persuade men."
ILLUMINATED TEXTS.
BY THE EDITOR.
" There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth ; and there is
that withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty^''
PROV. I I :

3

24.

N the human body an equitable circulation is
conceded to be the prime essential to good
health. Every member and every organ needs to
be nourished proportionately in order to keep up
a good state of bodily vigor. But the human
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'•'• Forme to live is Christ." P H I L , I : 21.
blood exhibits a marvellous tendency to be clannish and exclusive. With students and men of
A great many Christians are like guide-boards ;
great mental activity it tends strongly to the they point to Christ, but do not appear to be gohead. Like a persistent office seeker it is always ing toward him very fast themselves. On the
hanging round this seat of government, the brain, contrary, their confession, unmatched by conseeager to be employed in the higher profession of cration, makes them appear to be pointing one
nourishing thought and ministering to the intel- way and living Another way.
God spare us
lect, instead of being sent to the more menial work from being mere finger-post disciples, directing
of vitalizing the hands that labor for their daily men in the straight and narrow way, and yet
bread and of warming the feet that walk for a standing in that way, year after year, cold, pasliving. But this aristocratic habit of the blood, sionless and unmoved, never by a rugged selfthis tendency of a man's life-tide to the brain is denial giving any proof that we are going in that
dangerous to health. The veins become dis- way ourselves. God said to David: " I will
tended and plethoric as those in high office are guide thee with mine eye." And that is the way
certain to do. Then come headache and vertigo, we ought to guide men, " Looking unto Jesus,"
that malady of concentrated power, or what is and by the whole bent and aim and energy of our
worse, the rupture of one of, the blood veins on lives showing that we are living for him and
the brain, and apoplexy, and down goes the seeking his glory, we should turn men to him.
throne of reason and the seat of life, and the I saw a man a few days since, stopping in the
whole body corporal perishes also. Equalize the crowded throngs of State Street, and looking
circulation, says the doctor. Get the blood steadily up at some object in the sky, which had
away from its rendezvous and send it to the arrested his attention, and in five minutes there
extremities.
was a crowd of more than fifty gathered round
And so the proverb is verified again : " There and looking up also. Ah, thought I, if Chrisis that scattereth and yet increaseth, and there tians would live every day with their eye on the
is that withholdeth more than is meet, but it risen and ever blessed Lord, showing by their
tendeth to poverty." Give your wealth if you self-denial and unworldliness that he is the
would become rich; expend your sympathy if central and supreme object of their affection,
you would be happy. Scatter your blessings if how they would gather men of the world about
you would be enriched by them.
them: how they would stop the hurrying tread
of the worldly, eagerly bent on the pursuit of
" Incline my heart unto thy testimonies.^'' PSALM 119: 36.
gain; how they would lift the earthward gaze of
I saw a sign painter take a dish full of gold the world to Christ,
dust and pour it over the board upon which he
was working; but when he turned the board over
MASTER MISSIONARIES.
it nearly all seemed to slide off. But n o ! not
BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
all; the lines where his brush had been drawn a
few moments before with the adhesive preparaNUMBER SEVEN.
tion, these caught the glittering particles and
CAPT. ALLEN GARDINER, 1 7 9 4
1851.
held them firm. And so, thought I, must the
HE gospel of Christ during the era of modern
teachers of God now do. Pour the golden sand
missions has entered many and widely differof the gospel over the Whole congregation, and
if it seems to slide off, and get no hold upon ing fields. It has opposed itself to beliefs long
their hearts, let us know that many a one who has established and elaborately formulated as embeen touched with the preparing grace of the bodied in the religious systems of India and
Holy Spirit will catch and hold fast the word of Burmah. It has penetrated the once unknown
life, and so the word shall not return to God Western continent, and has offered itself to the
Red Man of North America, whose simple belief
void.
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recognized only the overruling power of a Great
Spirit. It has braved the ice-bound regions of
the North and gathered to itself many trophies
from a race which was but dimly groping after a
knowledge of God. But nowhere has the gospel
encountered greater depths of moral ignorance
and loathsome savagery than among the natives of Terra del Fuego, and nowhere has it won
more signal triumphs, and more marvellously
proved itself to be a " savor of life unto life."
The testimony of Darwin upon his first acquaintance with these savages is as follows: " The
language of these people scarcely deserves to be
called articulate.
These poor wretches were
stunted in their growth : their hideous faces were
bedaubed with white paint, their skins filthy and
greasy. Viewing such men, one can hardly make
one's self believe that they are fellow creatures
and inhabitants of the same world. The different tribes when at war are cannibals. It is certainly true that when pressed in winter by hunger,
they kill and devour their old women before they
kill their dogs. I believe, in this extreme part of
South America, man exists in a lower state of
improvement than in any other part of the world."
To such a people was the gospel first carried
by Capt. Allen Gardiner, whose life and death
were as a seed of corn falling into the ground
and bringing forth much fruit.
Capt. Allen Gardiner was born in Berkshire,
England, in 1794. From childhood he manifested
a strong love for the sea, and in early years joined
the English navy. From the time that he was
led to personally accept Christ, he became a witness to the gospel in every country which he visited. A visit to South America deeply impressed
him with the needs of that country, and on returning to England in 1824, he sought to induce
the London Missionary Society to enter upon
work among the Indians of the Southern continent. The refusal of the society only served to
strengthen the purpose already formed to devote
himself to missionary work. He turned first to
Zululand, but finding no opportunity for permanent work, he entered South America.
From
one country to another he journeyed, but everywhere tribal wars, distrust of foreigners, or other
opposing influences hindered his settlement. H e

returned to England, but with undaunted spirit
and by ceaseless pleading secured, in 1844, the
formation of a committee which should undertake
missionary work in South America. Under this
committee, Capt. Gardiner and Mr. Robert Hunt
sailed for Patagonia in December, 1844, and anchored in Gregory Bay.
After meeting many
trials and dangers through the cupidity, treachery
and extortion of the native chief, they were further hindered by the strife existing between Chili
and Brazil, each of which claimed Patagonia.
Again there seemed no resort but to return to
England.
In 1845, Gardiner once more set sail for South
America, this time to obtain information as to
the most promising field for opening a new work.
H e was absent a year and a half, and in February,
184S, after a year in England, sailed from Cardiff
for Terra del Fuego with a pioneer party of six,
led by himself. They established themselves on
an island which they named Banner Cove. The
natives soon appeared and manifested such thieving propensities that it was practically impossible
for the mission party to do anything but watch
their property night and day. It became evident,
indeed, that the only way of beginning the work
was to be provided with two large boats, one to
be used as a mission-house, and the other as a
store-house. In Gardiner's words: " The mission
establishment for the present must be afloat."
Yet again, therefore, Capt. Gardiner and his company returned to England.
In September, 1850, afresh company of volunteers sets forth, again led by Gardiner.
This
time they are provided with two launches, two
small boats, and provisions for six months. The
names of this company deserve a place in the
record: Richard Williams, a physician ; John
Maidment, a Christian worker in London; John
Bryant, John Pearce, John Badcock, Cornish
boatmen ; and Joseph Erwin, a carpenter, who
had previously accompanied Gardiner. A few
days after arriving at Banner Cove, Gardiner
writes in a letter sent to England : " Nothing can
exceed the cheerful endurance and unanimity of
the whole party."
The next tidings of the devoted band filled
every heart with sadness and horror. The story
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may be briefly told, omitting details which can
hardly be transcribed. The additional supply of
provisions which was soon to follow the missionaries, was delayed several months in leaving
England, and, so far as could be learned, had
not been carried beyond the Falkland Islands.
This fact, in connection with the absence of any
tidings, caused great anxiety in E n ^ a n d , and a
vessel was sent out to seek the missionaries.
The captain's journal will most fitly tell the story:
"Oct. 21, 1851. — Came to Banner Cove;
saw painted on the rocks : ' Gone to Spaniard's
Harbor.'
" O c t . 22. — Run to Spaniard's Harbor. Went
on shore and found the boat with one person
dead inside; another we found on the beach,
completely washed to pieces; another buried.
Those, we believe, are Pearce, Williams, and
Badcock. By their journals I find they were out
of provisions on June 22nd. I have never found
in my life, such Christian fortitude and such
patience as in these unfortunate men. They
speak in their journals of going to the Falklands,
but they found their boats not fit, and in fact, they
waited till their provisions were gone and they
were taken with the scurvy so bad that it was impossible for them to go. They had no rest; they
were driven from place to place by the Indians,
always in dread and fear.
Add to these the
stormy, dreary nights, with almost perpetual snow
and ice, and cooped up in a small boat so laden
that there was scarcely room to move, without
food, and with that terrible disease, the scurvy,
and you can judge of their situation partly."
Later tidings were as follows : " There is ample
proof that each of the seven individuals who so
courageously put his hands to the work has finished his earthly course.
Capt. Gardiner's remains were found by the side of his boat, from
which it is most likely he had got out and was
unable to get in again. Dr. Maidment's body
was found in a cave, and two others on the
beach." On May 7th, Dr. Williams had written :
" My poor, frail body is now very attenuated and
my sinking, depressed feelings are very great at
times; but my mind feels no depression. Should
anything prevent my ever adding to this, let all
my beloved ones at home rest assured that I was
^
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happy beyond all expression the night I wrote
these lines, and would not have changed situations
with any man living." Among the papers found
was one bearing in very indistinct writing these
words from Gardiner: " T h e Lord has seen fit to
call home another of our little company. Yet a
little while, and through grace we may join that
blessed throng. , I neither hunger nor thirst,
though five days without food." This was dated
Sept. 6th, 1851, and was evidently written on the
day of his death.
Thus ended the life of this heroic man. He
had followed with patient feet the footsteps of
his Lord who was made perfect through suffering;
he had finished his course, he had kept the faith.
But as in early ages the blood of the martyrs
was the seed of the church, so was it in Terra
del Fuego. The mission was re-enforced. After
patient toil, the fruitage began to appear, and
there is now upon these islands a Christian
church. Christian homes have been established,
the industries of civilization have been introduced,
and so marvellous has been the transformation
as to win from Darwin, shortly before his death,
an unequivocal testimony to the reality and wonderful extent of the work. H e wrote in regard
to it: " I had always thought that the civilization
of the Japanese was the most wonderful thing in
history, but I am now convinced that what the
missionaries have done in civilizing the natives
of Terra del Fuego is at least as wonderful."

M O D E R N SIGNS : OR, PRESENT PROOFS
OF T H E SUPERNATURAL.
BY ARTHUR T. PIERSON.
PART SIX.

3

s prayer a positive power in man's relations
with God ? This question is, in some respects, the most vital, practical question, touching the religious life of our day. The age of
miracles may be past; supernatural signs no
longer be wrought in the forms in which they
once astonished mankind ; that public and popular attestation and authentication of Christanity,
demanded at the outset for the perpetual establishment of its august claims, may no more be
needful; but, if a human soul may have personal
% 6
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communion and contact with an unseen and
spiritual God; if blessings and benefits may be
obtained directly from Him, which no effort of
our own and no mediation of our f ellowmen can
procure; if I may unmistakably discern divine
interposition in the affairs of my own life, and
recognize the invisible hand by unerring tokens
of God's guarding, guiding, governing presence—
then I have a perpetual miracle in my own life —
a permanent proof of the supernatural, which convinces and overwhelms my own mind, To others
my experience may not bring conviction, but it
satisfies me; and as every praying soul may have
the same essential testimony, there can be no excuse for any one's abiding in the darkness.
The most dangerous doctrine concerning prayer
is that current philosophy already referred to,
which presents a half-truth only; conceding subjective value, but denying all objective efficacy
to prayer; limiting the benefit attached to a devout habit, to the working of natural results, entirely within the suppliant.
For example, a man becomes conscious of vicious
tendencies working through his bodily appetites ;
through his carnal lusts, greed of gain, or ambition ; through his impatient, irascible temper, or
his mean, malicious disposition. Feeling the true
dignity of his manhood, conceiving a high idea
of character and self-control, he sets before himself an ideal which he aims to reach. Believing
in the positive power of prayer, he shuts himself
up daily alone with God, and makes this grand
self-conquest the subject of earnest prayer. H e
feels assured that God hears him and imparts a
higher, divine help and strength. He goes out
of his closet consciously stronger, like a giant
exhilarated with new wine, and in course of time
he actually becomes a transformed man. His
bodily appetites are no longer his masters, but
his slaves; greed no longer vexes him with an
insatiate lust for gold ; ambition no longer excites
him with an insane desire for place and power ;
he becomes gentle and generous, meek and unselfish, and renewed in the whole tone and temper
of his being. H e attributes it all to the power
of God working in him, in answer to those mighty
daily wrestlings with God.
Now the trancendental philosopher says, " All

this is a harmless delusion. Let him believe it
if it comforts him : but the fact is that God has
nothing to do with it — it is simply self-culture.
The man has been reflecting, and sees his true
self mirrored. H e sees his moral deformities and
sets himself to correct them. H e first forms a
true idea of what a man ought to be, then he
shapes his idea into an ideal, perhaps an example
— some heroic soul, living or dead, becomes a
perpetual presence before him, inciting and inspiring to a noble victory over self. Seneca
advised one of his friends to represent to himself
Cato, Socrates or some other sage, as a constant
observer, a formative power. Alexander's statue
inflamed Caesar, and Caesar's image inspired
Napoleon. The victories of Miltiades would not
suffer Themistocles to sleep, and so Themistocles
became the rival of Miltiades for military glory."
In some such way does modern naturalism account for all spiritual attainments and achievements secured by the praying soul. They are
the natural results of self-scrutiny, self-conquest,
self-culture, under lofty ideas and elevating and
educating ideals of character and destiny. A man
puts his hand on a lever, and by it lifts a weight
which, without it, he could not stir from its place ;
or he pulls himself up by a pulley-rope. H e
thinks that God's power is exerted on the lever,
and raises him by the pulley; in fact, says the
sceptic, it is only a right application of human
strength in accordance with the laws of natural
and moral philosophy.
We give to the naturalist's explanation of prayer
ample room, because we wish the theory fully
apprehended, that we may be warned against its
plausible philosophy; and that we may present
the answer, both of Bible proof and historic fact.
There is no doubt that, as far as this explanation goes, it is true; but it is only a half-truth.
There is a whole hemisphere of truth and of fact,
not visible from this point of view, nor included
within this horizon.
The Bible affirms zpositive advantage in prayer
" This poor man cried, and the Lord heard him,
and saved him out of all his troubles. T h e angel
of the Lord encampeth round about them that
fear him, and delivereth them " (Psalm 34 : 6, 7).
Here, Jehovah is represented as hearing prayer
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and interposing to save the suppliant. And the
idea is further expanded by a reference to the
deliverances wrought by the "Lord's angel,"
This reference carried great weight to a Jew.
" The angel of the Lord " was a historic reality,
working supernatural signs and wonders, all
through that wonderful career of the chosen people of God. Not less than one hundred times does
this mysterious personage appear in Hebrew history, and with what marvellous miracles are his
golden footsteps attended ! H e pours a rain of
fire on Sodom, and opens a fount for Hagar in
the desert, and provides a lamb for Abraham's
altar; he smites the firstborn of Egypt, and
guides the exodus of Israel; he arrests Balaam,
with his drawn sword of flame, and consumes
Gideon's cakes with miraculous fire; he ascends
unharmed in the flames of Manoah's sacrifice,
and smites 185,000 Assyrians in one night; he
preserves the three holy children in the furnace,
and Daniel in the den of lions; he announces
the birth of John the Baptist and of Jesus; he
conducts the celestial choir in the anthem of the
nativity; he rolls back the stone from the sepulchre of Jesus, and opens the prison doors for
Peter.
,
The angel of the Lord was to the Hebrew, the
synonym of the unmistakable power of God. No
theory of naturalism could account for his august
and awful interpositions — and here he is especially connected with answers to prayer! There
is no mistaking the Bible doctrine on this subject.
When such events as these can be explained by
natural causes, by self-scrutiny, self-conquest or
self-culture, then prayer may be brought down to
the level of natural philosophy and moral philosophy. But until then, there must remain in
this mystery, a supernatural factor.
And in confirmation of this Biblical doctrine,
we will give some further examples and proofs of
the supernatural force working in response to
believing supplication. The examples, selected
almost at random, will be chosen, not so much
for their startling and exceptional character, as
to illustrate a positive result, not to be explained
by the plausible philosophy already referred to.
It has been customary for sceptics to account
for answers to prayer by a theory of co-incidences,
ii. .i.^^^feite^^
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or a mere accidental correspondence between the
thing sought and the thing obtained.
This
might do in one or two cases; but the testimonies
to answered prayer run through the whole history
of faith and supplication. And not the ignorant
alone, or the highly imaginative, whose superstitions or fancies might be supposed to invest
events with a needless dignity; but the most intelligent, sober-minded and cautious disciples'
form the great cloud of witness-bearers.
{To be continued^
CHRIST OUR P A T T E R N .
BY G. W. GREENWOOD.
Philippians 2.

H^ the first chapter of this epistle we see Christ
1/ set forth as our life, the indwelling power of
right action, the source of all good: but not only
is Christ our very life, but he, himself lived our
life upon this earth: that is, he lived here as he
would have us live. His words are: " As I am
in the world so are ye," and even with regard to
his work he said to his disciples, " greater works
than these shall ye do, because I go unto my
Father." In speaking of Christ as our pattern,
let us remember that he has not shown us the
possibilities of human nature, simply, and then
left us to struggle in our own strength after a lofty
ideal, just as some artists set before them the
works of the great masters in order that, at least,
they may catch some of their inspiration and
genius. Before we see Christ as our Pattern, we
see him as our Life — the one in whom we live
and move. Our Christianity is Christ. We begin in him ; the working out of our own salvation
with fear and trembling, is because that it is God
that worketh in us to will and to do according to
his own good pleasure. Pn him, by him, to his
works is the divine order, so that I come with the
life of Christ to do the works of Christ. But
some might be ready to say, " If I have his life
in me, does not that constitute all perfection,?"
Yes, and n o ! That life unhindered; that divine
spirit unquenched, would undoubtedly constitute
a blameless walk; but practically in my life, I
find an enemy at work, always seeking to hinder
the operation of the spirit — the old man striving
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against the new man, and this adversary of my
soul coming as a very angel of light, ministering
to my carnal nature, and doing this with such
subtilty as almost to disarm suspicion of his presence. Then it is that the Word of divine truth
comes to rebuke and to admonish, then I look at
Christ as my pattern, and take my soundings, as
it were, from him. " I find out Satan by looking
at Christ," just as a man will discover his ignorance by contact with one more learned. When I
look at Christ as my pattern, I am able to discover what spirit I am of.
As one in whom the spirit of Christ dwells, I
am to have the mind of Christ; I am to do nothing through faction or vain-glory, but in lowliness
of mind count others better than myself — " n o t
looking each of you to his own things, but each
of you also to the things of others." Now look
carefully at this scripture and see if this does not
strike very near to the root of a great deal of
weakness in your lives, see if your failure in this
particular is not the cause of much disappointment; see, dear reader, if it is not after all, the
fact that you are thinking so much of yourself
that your very life is made to depend so much
upon your own pleasures and desires, that instead
of living to bless others, you are living chiefly to
gratify yourself. Says the Apostle James: " From
whence come wars and fightings among you, come
they not hence of your own pleasures that war in
your members ? Ye lust and have not, ye kill and
desire to have and cannot obtain : . . . . Ye ask
and receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye
may consume it upon your pleasures." How much
of our life is consumed in ministering to our own
wants, and it is surprising how blind we are when
self is in the way. James speaks of those who
deceive their own hearts, and how true this is!
many people think they are working for God,
when they are only working for human recognition, for position and power. And the poor things
will even pray about it, yes, and ask their freinds
to pray for them — plead with God for opportunity to gratify their own desires in his name.
How sad all this is ? If we would take Christ as
our pattern, surely we should escape much of this
sin and ignorance. Here is the remedy — "Have
this mind in you which was also in Christ Jesus;

who being in the form of God, counted it not a
prize to be on an equality with God, but emptied
himself, taking the form of a servant, being made
in the likeness of men, and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself, becoming
obedient, even unto death, yea the death of the
cross."
Christ, who was equal with the Father, thought
this equality not a thing to be grasped at during
his earthly ministry, for this ministry was to do
the will of the Father, and so he emptied himself
that he might do it perfectly. H e would allow
nothing to stand in the way of the most perfect
obedience to the Father's will — no bodily comfort, no love of ease, no desire for a " good time "
simply. H e took no journey, he said nothing,
he did nothing only as his Father directed. He
did not sail over the beautiful Lake of Galilee
because it happened to be a pleasant sail. Surely
his eyes were not closed to the beauties of the
landscape, but he did not move from place to
place simply to gratify his love of the beautiful
in nature, though none could better appreciate or
enjoy its beauty as he moved along. H e was not
insensible to the charms of social life or the tender ministry of love, but every thing in his life
was subordinated to this one purpose — " I came
not to do mine own will but the will of him that
sent me." " Have this mind in you," says the
Apostle. Set Christ before you as your pattern ;
be suspicious of your own desires. When your
mind, and your thoughts, and your wishes and
plans turn largely upon self, think of him whose
very life you have — how he emptied himself with
an obedience that reached to the death of the
cross. Think of the humility of his life, he did
all things without murmuring.
In the light of this second chapter of Philippians, let us challenge.every aim and desire of
life. God does not want you to torture your
bodies or starve your stomachs, but H e does
want your hearts best affection centred upon
him. H e wants you to make his love, his favor,
his will, the basis of all your action. When
Christ is my real life Siud pattern, then I shall be
able to say : " I care not what I am or where I
am, what I have or what I have not, if onty I
may do the will of God and have his smile rest-
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ing upon me." It is the absence of this that
brings such desolation into our lives. We have
reached out for those things which could centre
in self, instead of reaching after the things which
would centre in God. Dear reader, let us work
•out from God to God. The consideration of
this subject, with the knowledge of our own
weakness, is overwhelming. The writer is conscious of speaking to one, at least, whose affections have taken such deep root in the soil of
earthly desire that nothing but the mighty power
of God can transplant these into the heaven of
christian obedience and love. But the deep
springs of perennial joy and blessedness have
their source in the utter forgetfulness of self and
absorption of the whole soul unto God.
Following this deep humiliation of Christ, this
perfect emptiness of the God- man, we have this
significant statement: "Wherefore also God
highly exalted him, and gave him a name which
is above every name." It is the same ancient
word of the prophet: " Therefore will I divide
him a portion with the great, and he shall divide
the spoil with the strong, because he hath poured
out his soul unto death." High exaltation and
a portion with the great is the divine reward for
self-humiliation. I shall touch, perhaps, the experience of many when I say that there will
come between this self-emptiness and your idea
of happiness that which seems impossible for
you to give up. When you think seriously of
how your life is affected, of how it is made glad,
and then think of having the mind that was in
Christ, who looked not upon himself, who came
not to be ministered to by any earthly joy but to
entirely forget himself for others, it may seem to
many that life would not be worth the living. If
these words have not yet discovered you to your
inner self, let me ask you to gather your thoughts
t o g e t h e r — I do not mean your church thoughts
simply, or prayer-meeting thoughts; but gather
together your life thoughts and mark the direction in which they tend. Do they centre in self,
in the world, in the creature, or in God ? If you
could photograph every thrill of joy; if you
could give form and shape to every sensation of
delight you have had for the months past, how
much of Christ and of heaven would you see.?
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If you were to drop every single thought and affection in which you could not glorify God, how
much of your happiness would be gone ? Dear
reader, do you shrink from answering this question faithfully.? But let me remind you that it is
just at this abandonment of self where God meets
you. This self-renunciation may seem to you
like a crucifixion : it is a crucifixion, but the end
is a transfiguration. It seems like darkness and
night, but it leads to light and glory; it seems
like the very isolation of death, yet it is but the
portal of a life more abundant. Says the apostle, writing to the Romans : " I beseech you
therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to
present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable service. And be not fashioned according to this
world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of
your mind, that ye may prove what is the good
and acceptable and perfect will of God." How
many of us have proved what is this good and
acceptable and perfect will of God? Are we
afraid to venture ? Oh, let us remember upon
whom we are called to venture. Like Elisha,
we are asked to keep our eyes open towards
heaven, through the whirlwind of passion, the
blinding deceit of earthly riches, and the constant demands of a nature that is at enmity
against God ; but this is the way we get a double
portion of his spirit. Has some earthly affection
twined itself so tightly round your heart that to
let go would be to reveal the terrible wounds
which it has made ? Ah, he who demands your
love has a balm for every wound. H e will not
leave you with a lacerated heart, if your heart
will but turn fondly to him. In the world they
sing sometimes, " Love Lies Bleeding;" but the
love that grapples itself to Christ never lies
bleeding. The letting go of these earthly desires
and affections, the denying ungodliness and
worldly lusts, will cause the flesh to smart as
when one with a wet hand grasps the frosted
iron, and knows not until he relaxes his hold
how cutting the operation i s : but to patient
faith and obedience there comes a more than
compensating blessing. " Do all things without murmurings and disputings : that ye may be
blameless and harmless, the sons of God, without
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rebuke in the midst of a crooked and perverse
nation, among whom ye shine as lights in the
world."
ROBERT MURRAY

3

McCHEYNE.

N the wonderful revival) of spiritual life and
power in Scotland, which preceded and prepared the way for the Free Church movement,
McCheyne was an honored instrument.
His
sympathies were all with the evangelical party.
H a d he lived a few months longer, he would have
been among the more than four hundred ministers, who, under the lead of Chalmers, " went
o u t " at the disruption.
H e was a fellow-student and intimate companion of the Bonars, Burns, Andrew Somerville,
James Hamilton and others, who subsequently
became distinguished preachers. His Mission
of Inquiry to the Jews led him, in company with
Andrew Bonar, Dr. Black and Dr. Keith, to Palestine and Egypt in 1839.
With this exception, his short ministry was
exercised in Dundee, in charge of the parish of
St. Peter's. Brief as was his active ministry, extending over only six years, it was wonderfully
blest from the commencement. His first sermon
after his ordination was the means of awakening
several, and he seldom preached without more or
less evidence of the accompanying power of the
Spirit.
H e had a regular congregation of eleven hundred, and the care of a parish of four or five
thousand, mostly made up of " noisy mechanics
and political weavers." In this busy hive of industry and amid this mass of worldliness, his
ardent and devoted piety soon made itself felt.
In addition to his pulpit labors, he attempted a
regular house-to-house visitation, often accompanied by an evening lecture in the neighborhood. But with his feeble health and other demands made upon his time and strength, he
lamented that he was never able to overtake his
parochial work. H e was often called to preach
at communion seasons and on other occasions,
and so blest were his labors felt to be, that
people often begged that if he could not preach
they might at least hear him pray once more.
Powerful as his preaching often was, it was his

character that often chiefly impressed men.
After a week of evangelistic labor in Jedburgh,
the general impression left among the people was
that " a peculiarly holy man of God had been
among them."
There seems to have been a delightful aroma
of godliness about his whole walk and conversation. While far from being an ascetic, while
utterly destitute of everything like cant or pretence, while fond of nature, and everywhere
showing himself the poet, and scholar, and refined, cultivated gentleman, he always made religion uppermost, and moved among men like
" one who holds communion with the skies."
Something was due, no doubt, to the times in
which he lived, to the general awakening in the
Church of Scotland after the long and dreary
reign of Moderatism ; but McCheyne was himself
one or God's chosen instruments in carrying on
this great work of spiritual reformation. In his
own parish there was an almost continuous revival under his ministry. Modern evangelistic
methods were almost unknown, and would probably have met with but little favor. The chief
reliance was upon preaching the word, and
prayer. Prayer-meetings as at present conducted
were no part of church work or life. McCheyne
did not favor meetings except for godly persons
for reading the Scriptures, brief comment and
prayer; and these seem to have been of quite a
private nature, small gatherings in different parts
of the parish. At one time, thirty-nine such
meetings were held weekly.
One prominent
means used consisted of an evening service once
a week, at which the pastor read accounts of revivals and missionary intelligence, and which
was thronged with eager listeners. All through
his ministry, McCheyne often preached on missions, having himself once seriously thought of
going to India. His mission to the Jews deepened the interest he had before felt in the chosen
people, who with him were still " beloved for the
fathers' sake," and whose conversion he associated as an important factor with the conversion
of the Gentiles and the millennial glory.
McCheyne finished his work on earth at the
early age of thirty; in the brevity and concentrated fervor of his life as a minister of Christ
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resembling Richard Brainerd, who died at thirty,
and Henry Martyn, who died at thirty-two. It
is a little remarkable that while McCheyne finished his course more than forty years ago, three
of his most intimate friends, Andrew Bonar, his
biographer, Horatius Bonar, the sweet hymnwriter, and Andrew Somerville, who within a few
years has preached and travelled far and wide
as an • evangelist, are still working and warring
for Christ, and patiently waiting for the coming
of the King.
The great want of the present day is more of
the single-hearted devotion and unction of the
subject of this sketch. Like Henry Martyn, McCheyne was a brilliant scholar, and might have
made a distinguished place for himself in the
temple of fame; but, like Henry Martyn, he
laid down all his gifts of genius and his stores of
learning at the foot of the cross, leaving the
record of a life which young ministers ought to
familiarize themselves with next to the Bible,
. and which older ministers may read the third or
thirtieth time with increasing delight and profit.
D. F. L.
Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.
A R E M A R K A B L E VISITATION OF T H E
SPIRIT.

AVjE are so accustomed .to relegate all supernatural signs and wonders to the days of
the apostles, and yet the church of God is full of
them today. " The place where they were assembled was shaken " is a statement in the Acts of
the apostles. But here is a genuine instance of
the same mighty working in our own day. The
author of the following story is a good and conscientious man, not given to fancy or exaggeration.
He was for many years pastor in Springfield, III.,
and we know him intimately. H e has often related the story to us, and now we give it in his
own words. The writer is Rev. Dr. Miner, a
well knowri Baptist minister:
W h e n a young man, in 1850, I was preaching in Lebanon, Conn. Lebanon was an old town, thickly populated
in the days of the Revolution. It' was the first of July,
hetween haying and harvest, when no one expected a re-vival. The Spirit of God came, and the work commenced.
I preached a sermon to a crowded house; had never asked
for a demonstration of feeling, but then asked them to rise
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fpr prayer, and a large number of young people arose.
Great feeling was manifested. I appointed an inquiry
meeting. In one section of the town was a band of infidels
and spiritualists-—very wicked men. They heard the notice, and sent word that they were going to attend, and put
questions to the young minister, and break up the revival.
I was greatly troubled, and laid the matter before God;
then went to two or three men of faith and prayer, and
asked them to the meeting.
When Wednesday night
came the lecture room was filled — a large number present
being interested for their souls. The infidel band came
and appropriated part of the house. I made known the
contents of the letter; then read the account of the Pentecostal miracle, and said the Spirit of God is able to thwart
these men.
I then prayed, and such power came upon the meeting that
the brethren near me fell from their seats to the floor, apparently lifeless. When I was through, one of them was
able to cry: " O Lord, take the cup of trembling out of
the hands of thy saints, and put it into the hands of thine
enemies." That moment those men cried as if touched
with hot iron. They writhed in agony. The man who
offered the prayer went to the leader of the infidel band, a
wicked man, a bully, who seemed like some wild animal,
and said: " G e t down on your knees."- He dropped on his
knees instantly. Three days and nights he went without
eating and sleeping, saying: " I am going to hell, and I
ought to go." H e was converted and became a preacher.
His father was converted and became a preacher. Back
of all lies the fact that the mother had been praying for
them twenty years, when they in their wickedness had
prevented her from going to the house of God. A great
revival followed. And that experience, that baptism of
the Spirit, has been worth more to me in my life and work
than all else.
A WISE

SILENCE.

T H A T godly man, Adolph Monod, remarked: " T h e
Holy Scripture is wise, even in its silence." You will
search the Bible in vain for the word " Trinity." Why "i
Because the word would present to our minds the idea of
something speculative, whereas the doctrine which human
theology, in these later times has called by this name, is of
all doctrines the most practical and most tender, because
the very expression of God's love, whether in his relations
to humanity, or in the inner relations of God to himself.
It is interesting to note the historic order in which God
has revealed his love to men, to give to them eternal life.
First, we have God the Father, in the Old Testament;
then God the Son, in the Gospels; then God the Spirit, in
the Epistles. There is touching pathos in the revelation
that the Son is one with the Father, and all that excites
our tender gratitude to Christ, is bound up with the fact
that he is the veritable Son of God, that is to say, God;
as he is the Son of man, that is to say, man. It has been
well expressed thus : " I n the Old Testament, we have v
God for u s ; in the Gospels, God with u s ; and in the
Epistles, God in us." — Selected.
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BRIEFS ON THE S. S. LESSONS.
BY MRS. GEO. C. N E E D H A M .

S A M U E L C A L L E D O F GOD.
I S a m . 3 : 1-14.

July 7-

6xpfAnation0»
T H R I C E , it is stated, Samuel ministered before
the Lord, i Sam. 2 : 11-18, Three of his
duties are specified. H e waited on Eli, like
Elisha attending Elijah : he opened the sanctuary
doors' and trimmed the lamps. It is probable,
since the Tabernacle was a long time at Shiloh,
that some ceiled enclosure had been provided
for it, which explains the mention of " doors ; "
for the Tabernacle proper had only curtains, and
no such solid doors as the word here used
implies. The ephod Samuel wore on these occasions, was a simple shoulder garment of ordinary linen, common to other official personages
besides priests. 2 Sam. 6: 14. The word of
the Lord was precious, in the sense-of being
scarce. Only two prophets are mentioned in all
the history of the judges. Ju. 4 : 4 ; 6 : 8. In
open vision, means there was no publicly recognized prophet to communicate God's will to the
nation.

The lamp of God is put for all the seven lamps
of the candlestick.
Four of these lights, it is
supposed, were extinguished at sunrise. Thus
the call came in the night when Eli and Samuel
were sleeping in their separate apartments, adjacent to the Holy Place. The prompt response
would show Samuel was accustomed to be awakened by the infirm Eli. His patience, and Eli's
gentleness appear in the dialogue of verses 5-8.
Samuel certainly knew the Lord in his heart,
for we are told, as soon as he was weaned he
worshipped God. i Sam. i ; 28. But he did not
yet know the Lord through prophetic revelation.
What appears to be young Samuel's mistake
in supposing Eli called him, was in truth God's
providence to make the high priest apprehend
the divine character of the message. Had the
revelation come under different circumstances,
without Eli's knowledge, he might have justly
doubted its authority.

After the repeated call, the language implies
that the Lord presented himself in a more personal manner to Samuel. It also implies the
conscious approach of a voice which had been
heard more distantly.
When sharply smitten the ear tingles with pain.
The catastrophe to Eli's family should astound
all who heard it. The prophecy is found in
chap. 2 : 2 7 .
The word " v i l e " describes public esteem,
rather than personal character. Eli's sons were
indeed vile men ; but the thought here is, they
became a curse in the eyes of the public.

Samuel's character offers four aspects of consideration :
I. A C o n s e c r a t e d Child. H e possessed the rare advantage of a godly mother. Hannah was one of the seven
notable mothers whose offspring was of divine promise.
In Hannah's case there was the added glory of personal
intercession. Samuel was not simply given of God. H e
was " asked of God." Born of prayer; devoted to the L o r d ;
and trained in the sanctuary; the whole environment of his
childhood was conducive to piety.
But for one opposing circumstance, we might say he could
not help being good. Eli's sons were his companions. As
brothers, the three were associated in daily duties. Samuel
must have well known their conduct. His own purity proves
the independence of his choice. H e willed to do right.
Eschewing evil, he clave to the good. Like Joseph, he remained uncontaminated by vile conduct.
I I . A Called Child. A call to service will speedily follow a consecration to service. Give yourself, or what belongs
to you to the Lord, and he will certainly make use of you.
Do not expect he will call for you until you are in the way
of being called. Samuel's place of sleeping, near the sacred
ark, his quick ear and quicker step, and patience, though
aroused at midnight, were beautiful essentials for God's use.
I I I . A H o l y Child. God will often take lowly vessels
instead of exalted, as fishermen rather than Pharisees were
chosen for apostles ; but unclean ones are set aside. Samuel's purity was the aggravating contrast to the vileness of
Eli's sons. They rebelled; he ministered. They perverted
d u t y ; he obeyed it. They grew in sin; he grew in grace.
Their death made the ears of Israel to tingle with shame;
his death made their eyes to weep with sorrow. H e was
gentle, patient, respectful, courageous, calm, truthful, humble. All these were the traits of the child, then but twelve
years old.
I V . T h e I m p o r t a n c e of t h e Call. It was the beginning of a new epoch in Israel's history. H e was the first
of the succession of prophets whose chief object was predictions of a coming Christ. From that night he was suddenly exalted to be the nation's official prophet; the most
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famous after Moses. Acts 3 : 24. Equal prominence with
David is accorded him. Psa. 9 9 : 6 ; Jer. 1 5 : 1 ; Acts 13 :
20; Heb. II : 32.
His call was a key-note. His own life was an unceasing
calling upon God. i Sam. 7 : 8 ; 15: i i . Like his great
Antitype, Jesus, he was whole nights in prayer. Like Paiil,
he was spent for others. It was marvellous that a child
should have been entrusted with such a lofty commission.
By the mouth of babes God rebukes the enemy and avenger,
and perfects praise. Psa. 8 : 2.
THE

SORROWFUL

DEATH

OF

ELI.

I Sam. 4 : 1-18.

July 14-

6\^)Canation0»
T H E place, Eben-ezer, was not really so named
till twenty years later, i Sam. 7 : 1 2 . It is one
of those occurrences frequent in Scripture, where
the sacred historian antedates some fact. Eli
was of excellent ancestry — descended from Ithamar, the youngest son of Aaron. Ex. 6 : 23.
H e was the first high priest of that line. Previously the priesthood had run in Eleazar's line,
Aaron's oldest son. Ezra 7 : 1-5, His name
meant summit or highest. It was very unusual
and improper to detach the ark from its appointed
surroundings, and take it into battle.

Eli may be studied in four ways; or in two private, and
two public relations:
I.
II.

A MAN.
A FATHER.

III.

A JUDGE.

IV.

A PRIEST.

I. A s a Man he appears to have been well qualified for
great usefulness. This may be partly inferred from the
transfer of the priesthood to him, by direct divine appointment. I Sam. 2 : 30. His chief fault seems to be negligence. H e was humble, tender, patient. Unselfish, he
rejoiced at Samuel's call and birth, i Sam. 2 : 20. Without jealousy, he saw Hannah's son preferred to his own
children, i Sam. 3 : 18. The worst charge brought against
him by Scripture is of a negative character. H e " restrained
n o t " his sons.
Are there not many to-day, among us, who are moral,
and well-wishers of the church of God, who are yet neglectiiig the discipline and salvation of their children.' Is there
not some tendency to distorted service among Christian
workers ? Do we not find it easier to cultivate the gardens
of others than attend to our own little patch ? In short,
does not public service often usurp the place of home duty.''
II. A s a Father, Eli draws forth our tenderest sympathy. H e might have had other sons than Hophni and
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Phineas ; but there is no record of such. Purposely the
Holy Spirit has painted a domestic scene of unmitigated
gloom. H e neither had pleasure in their lives, nor hope
in their death. Concerning their conduct it was written:
" They were sons of Belial." Concerning their eternal state
it was said: " They, knew not the Lord." It is no wonder
that this disappointed father should have found solace for
his affectionate heart in the gentle, holy ways of Samuel.
III. A s J u d g e , Eli's office was exceptional. Ordinarily
judges were raised up and appointed to execute special deliverances, like Gideon and Samson and Samuel. H e appears to have judged Israel forty years; part of this time
as co-judge with Samuel. The record of his public life as
judge is very meagre. Evidently his was not a vigorous
administration of the office. Yet in this dark time, God
raised up two men, Samson and Samuel, to uphold and
illustrate strength and holiness in Israel. Thus the truth is
never without its defenders.
I V . Eli a s P r i e s t has several traits to commend him
to our regard. The cause of Israel was always dear to his
heart. The ark was precious to him. H e cared more for
the cause of the Lord, than for the welfare of his sons.
Ver. 13. Notice four facts:
1. When Samuel announced the judgments of God on
his house, he heard them with submission, i Sam. 3 : 18.
2. When he was told of the slaughter and defeat of
Israel's armies, he received the news with stletue. Ver. 17.
3. When told of the death of Hophni and Phineas, he
hears without complaint.
4. But when informed of the capture of the ark, he
swoons and dies.
Thus we learn from his unconscious actings, what desire
lay nearest his heart. In the loss of the ark he saw the departure of the Presence and Glory of God from the nation.
There is a grandeur in his death thus viewed that brightens
the gloom of his life. It is a sudden burst of beauty, like
the unexpected sunset after a rainy day. We may truly
write his epitaph:
1
ELL
Aged 98.
D I E D OF A B R O K E N

HEART,

F O R T H E C A U S E OF T H E L O R D .

,

LESSONS :

1. A negligent life is as sinful as a positively wicked one.
2. Reproof given too late is unavailing. Eli's sons were
grown up before we read of his remonstrating with them.
3. It is hard to bend the stiffened limb of a tree. After
the warning came from God, twenty-seven years of grace for
repentance were granted Eli's sons, i Sam. 2 : 2 5 . They
were too old in sin to be turned.
4. Domestic trials should provoke our most prayerful
energies.
5. If our children are not trained for God, some little
Samuel will be chosen in their places. Some Hannah will
be honored above Eli.
6. Let us not live so careless that the chief beauty of
our career will be the testimony of our death.
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SAMUEL

THE

J u l y 21.

REFORMER.
I S a m . 7 : 1-12.

^\jptanatxonB*
KiRjATH-jEARiM was the nearest town to Beth•shemesh. The frightened inhabitants were anxious to have the awful ark removed from their
village. Ch. 6: 19. Shiloh, its former abode,
was probably destroyed by the Philistines. Samuel, whom the Scripture has not mentioned for
twenty years, now appears before Israel as a
national reformer. Eli had been dead twenty
years. It was an exceptional time in Israel's
ecclesiastic history. The appointed priests had
scandalously neglected duty; and out of the
regular priestly order, God selected two men,
Abinadab and Eleazar, to maintain his service.

3n0txuctxon6*
Towards whatever point in Samuel's history we direct our
attention, his character shines out with equal attractiveness.
The gentle, truthful boy of twelve, delivering God's message to Eli, was a wonder. The man of purity, and prayer,
and prophecy, standing between all Israel and the Philistines, is still a marvel of consecration and power. Himself
" a s k e d of God," prayer was the key-note of his life.
Everywhere he is the man of supplications. The passage
before us contains three leading thoughts :
I.
II.
III.

T H E P O W E R OF PRAYER.
T H E PREPARATIONS FOR P R A Y E R .
T H E PRE-REQUISITES OF PRAYER.

I. T h e P o w e r of P r a y e r . Israel was in such a dilemma that all human deliverance looked improbable.
They were unarmed and untrained, while the Philistines
were soldierly and Strong. Twenty years before, in this
place, the Philistines gained a great victory over them.
Then, too, they had the ark of God; but its presence had
not helped them. They were in a different spirit now.
Then, they shouted, but did not pray. Now, in consciousness of their own weakness, they were beseeching Samuel
to " Cease not to cry unto the Lord for us." They looked
to him as their intercessor. Job 9 : 3 3 ; i Tim. 2 : 5 ;
I John 2 : 1 . Men know not how to pray aright, except
they have the Spirit, as did Samuel, to teach them. Rom.
S : 26, 27.
I I . T h e P r e p a r a t i o n s for P r a y e r . Response, on God's
part, follows obedience to conditions on our part. The
fulfillment of these conditions is shown in the case before
us.
T. Israel lamented apter God; i. e., "they began to look
up apter him." For twenty years they had not done so.
Now, they were dissatisfied in heart with their condition.
T h i s was the incipient beginning of their victory and bless-

ing.
Even Samuel could not pray successfully until
Israel thus longed after God.
2. There must be a porsaking of idols. Jehovah and
Ashtaroth could not be cherished together. T o simply
turn unto God, is only one-half of the act of repentance.
There must accompany that, soul-purging and renouncing
of all God disapproves of.
3. Acknowledgement op weakness. At Mizpeh they poured
water out before the Lord. This rite was symbolic of contrition and helplessness, i Sam. 14: 14; Psa. 22 : 14;
Lam. 2 : 9.
4. They pasted. True fasting is not simply ceremonial,
but springs from sorrow of soul. Thus the fasting of
Daniel was the natural consequence of his burdened heart.
(Dan. 10: 3, S.)
I I I . T h e P r e - r e q u i s i t e s of P r a y e r . There is but one
stepping stone to all holy privileges; viz., the blood op
atonement. Neither lamenting, nor repenting, nor forsaking idols, nor fasting, with pouring out of water, were sufficient to guarantee God's favorable answer. Only when
Samuel offered up the sucking lamb of propitiation was
victory secured. Then God thundered, and delivered them
from their enemies. The fact is eternal. Blood is the
purchase price of all divine blessings. Without temple,
without ark, without human priest, God's saints now
"overcome by the blood of the L a m b " (Rev. 12: 2). In
every instance of Israel's national history, their deliverances rested on honoring the sacrifices of God's appointment. Ex. 12: 23; Josh. 5: 9, 10.
Beside these three grand divisions the lesson suggests
minor thoughts for practical consideration:
A great test came. As soon as the Philistines heard how
the Israelites were lamenting and turning unto their own
God, they put themselves in battle array. Remembering
the past miracles Jehovah had wrought, they seemed to
fear and expect some result from this great convocation at
Mizpeh. And Israel was apraid. I t is well they were.
It made them pray more earnestly for Samuel's intercession. The plant of prayer thrives in the soil of necessity.
Some of us would never pray at all but for the pressure of
circumstances.
A great victory came. And God wrought it with his own
weapons. How comforting to remember that the " G o d
of forces " holds the powers of nature in check for our
safety; and yet, prayer can instantly unclose them for our
deliverance. The awful sea which drowned the Egyptians,
rescued the Israelites. So God's power in nature ever
wears two faces. It is grace to His saints; it is judgment
to His enemies.
A stone of praise. The word Eben-ezer, has both a backward and forward meaning. I t said to Israel: God only,
has been your helper in the past. The idols you looked
to, the nations you trusted, all proved broken reeds to
wound and fail you. It also said: Learn to lean only on
Him in the future. W h a t God has done, he will continue to do. This earnest was fulfilled, and a long period
of peace and prosperity followed.
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ASKING FOR

A

KING.
I Sam. 8 : 4-20.

J u l y 28.

<Si\\>tCi\X(xixonB*
age at this time cannot be positively
stated. It is supposed that he was approaching
seventy. Evidently the nation regarded him as
infirm, and likely soon to die, and leave them
without a head. His sons, who were stationed
nearly fifty miles distant, were not to be thought
of as fit to take their father's place.
The present characteristics of oriental monarchs are fully described in this lesson. They
still claim the right to the services of their subjects at pleasure.
SAMUEL'S

3\xBtxuU\onB*
This Scripture easily may be arranged
thoughts:
I.

T H E R E Q U E S T OF T H E

under

four

PEOPLE.

II.

T H E C O N D U C T O F SAUL.

III.

T H E C O U N S E L OF G O D .

IV.

T H E CONDITIONS

OF A K I N G .

Thus we have three actors in the contest:
T H E ELDERS.

SAMUEL.

JEHOVAH.

Consider the Elders: ambitious, §elf-willed, and compacted together to advocate a wrong cause.
Consider .Sa»«wf/: grieved at the people's disloyalty and
ingratitude, but finding relief in prayer.
Consider Jehovah: insulted and rejected, yet patient,
and condescending to reason with the nation.
I, T h e R e q u e s t . Four reasons were offered for asking a king:
1. Samuel was old.
2. His sons were unfit to be his successors.
3. They wanted to be like other nations.
4. They wished for a military leader, which Samuel
never had beeni
These last two were the true reasons. The others were
mere fabrications. Had the people possessed faith, and
loyalty to their unseen King, God would have overruled
and amply met the contingencies of Samuel's feebleness,
and his sons' folly.
It was wrong to ask for a king, because it was the glory
and happiness and peculiarity of Israel, to be unlike the
other nations, in having God alone for their Sovereign.
They were designed to be the only theocratic kingdom on
earth. Ex. 19: 5, 6 ; Num. 2 3 : 9 ; Hos. 13: 9-11. God
cast this unique theocracy, as a grain of salt in the midst
of earth's corrupt governments. Instead of fulfilling its
high commission of blessing to all the families of earth,
by example, protest, and purity of religion, Israel was overborne by surrounding circumstances, and gradually lost
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their own distinguishing features of government. Now
they capped the climax by asking a king. To be as the
other nations was precisely what the Lord did not wish
them to be.
I I . T h e C o n d u c t of S a m u e l . Samuel's displeasure
at the nation's proposal arose, not from personal regret at
being himself set aside, but from the spiritual consciousness that the movement was deeply revolutionary in character. It involved most radical disloyalty to God. Already in the persons of judges and priests they had the
representatives of royalty among them. But that was not
sufficient. They virtually said: Because the Lord is un.
seen, He is no king.
The word rendered " displeased," is not the term used
to express anger or personal disappointment. It designates the feeling one has when something is done contrary
to his judgment op right.
In Samuel's perplexity he sought the Lord. How beau
tif ul is his conduct. We are not told that he remonstrated
with the people; but that he prayed to the Lord. Much
time is wasted and many a cause lost by arguing with men.
They who go first to God, are better fortified to subsequently plead with men.
The best earthly services must come to an end. Many
and faithful had been Samuel's good deeds. The people
were ready to forget them, and anxious to set him aside.
His methods were too simple; and his administration
lacked the outward show of the surrounding kingdoms.
The trouble lay not with Samuel, but with Israel. They
had become carnal, and lost their liking for spiritual rule.
I I I . T h e C o u n s e l of God. The mind of the people
was so set on their desire that refusal would only have
produced rebellion and disintegration. When men or nations become thus self-willed we find the Lord usually leaves
them to their own way; and then punishment follows in
natural sequence, rather than from direct divine visitation _
It is very wonderful to notice the fellowship between
Samuel and the Lord. As an equal would talk to his
friend, God comforts Samuel with the thought: They have
treated you just as they have treated Me. We are com-,
panions in this distress.
I V . T h e Conditions of a K i n g .
Foreseeing this
time of rejection, God had provided for it. Deut. 17 : 1420. They were of such a binding character, as to render
their king a mortification rather than a pride. Hence they
speedily broke loose from the restraint, i Kings 10: 26;
1 1 : y-b; 2 Chron. 9 : 25-28. Their punishment is r e .
corded, i Sam. 13: 13, 14; Hos. 13: 11.
" The name op the wicked shall rot." One brief mention,
and Samuel's sons are read of no more, while he is perpetuated in the New Testament. Heb. 1 1 : 32.
Prayer is the best solution op diffictdty.
God^s rule, though unseen, is actual. Unholy desires may
be granted, but will certainly be duly punished.
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SAUL

CHOSEN

OF

THE

A u g u s t 4.

LORD.
I S a m . 9 : 15-27.

XL
III.
IV.

^\\itcKn<xt\on6*
Saul's family standing, different
translations describe his father as " a mighty man
of wealth," " a man in authority," " a man valiant
and strong." It is rather singular, since Saul
and Samuel lived but twenty miles apart, that a
man of such prominent family position had never
met the prophet. It bespeaks the indifference
of the tribes to religious interests. Saul must
have ,been about forty years old at this time;
married, and with grown up children.
To speak in the ear (ver. 15) is an orientalism
describing the privacy of God's revelation to
Samuel. It arises from the custom of lifting up
a man's turban, " uncovering his ear," to whisper
a secret. Samuel is first told he should anoint a
captain over Israel because the great qualification
of oriental kings was military ability. Verse 20
has sustained some variations of rendering. The
R. V. reads : " And for whom is all that is desirable in Israel ? Is it not for thee, and for all thy
father's house ? " The Douay and Thomson read
similarly. This is preferable; for, since Saul
was a stranger even to Samuel, it could not be
truly said that the choice of Israel was fixed on
him ; but it could be said that God had appointed
for him all the desirable things which pertained
to the office of king.
The " parlour " of scripture, denotes the audience chamber of an official. The word " cook "
is found nowhere else in scripture, an-d meant the
butcher or slaughterer. The shoulder, and that
upon it, was the whole right leg. This was not
simply the best part; it was always the reserved
portion for the priests. Deut. 18 : 3. The shoulder was also emblematic of government. Isa. 9 :
6 ; 22 : 22. For Samuel, to whom it belonged to
set the shoulder before Saul, expressed his resignation of authority into Saul's hands.
The
assembled guests must have been surprised at
these acts of high deference to a stranger from
the insignificant tribe of Benjamin.
CONCERNING

3n0truc^ton0»
I.

G O D ' S W A Y S IN PROVIDENCE.

SAMUEL'S FAMILIARITY W I T H THE LORD.

V.

H I S UNSELFISH SPIRIT.
T H E DISPOSITION OF SAUL.
T H E S I M P L I C I T Y OF E A R L Y J E W I S H L I F E .

I. G o d ' s W a y s in P r o v i d e n c e . By a most natural
chain of circumstances Saul is lead to Samuel. Yet God
was behind it all, overruling and controlling the man's free
movements. It is the marvellous mirror of all our lives.
God is directing our freest motions to the fulfillment of
some purpose of his own. Though often unconscious of
it, our difficulties are the stepping stones to our blessings.
It was not much to lose a few asses, when a kingdom was
found instead. The New Testament doctrine is the grand
development of this feeble type. H e that loseth his life
for Christ's sake shall find life eternal. Saul acted as all
carnal men do. H e searched with all his ability for the
asses, and when his own wit failed, then he sought the
counsel of the Lord. Godly men seek the Lord first. So
Jesus commands: " S e e k ye first the kingdom of God."
II. S a m u e l ' s F a m i l i a r i t y w i t h t h e L o r d .
Where
Saul was ignorant, Samuel was taught. H e knew all about
the asses and much more. The secret of the Lord is with
them that fear him. Gen. 18 : 17 ; Psa. 20: 14; Amos 3 :
7. This truth is most certainly verified to the followers of
Jesus : " Henceforth I call you not servants, for the servant knoweth not what his lord doeth; but I have called
you friends; for all things that I have heard of my Father,
I have made known unto y o u " (John 15: 15).
I I I . H i s Unselfish Spirit. None but a man of grace
can cheerfully submit to see another increase, while he decreases. Samuel could; John the Baptist did; Barnabas
did before the rising Saul of Tarsus. The New Testament
rule is inflexible : " In honor preferring one another " (Rom.
12 : 10).

I V . T h e D i s p o s i t i o n of Saul.
H e naturally inherited pride, fierceness, and stiff-will, as the traits of his
tribe. Judges 19, 20, 21. But here he is modest, humble, ,
and docile. Though a grown man, he was obedient to his
father's wishes, and solicitous of the old man's peace of
mind, i Sam. 9 : 5. For two years, while the Spirit of
the Lord overshadowed him, he was patient, prudent, and
peaceable. When he broke away from divine restraint all
the ugliness of his nature came into prominence. W h a t a
lesson for us to abide in Christ, that we may bear fruits
unto holiness.
V. E a r l y J e w i s h Life. How simple was the great
prophet Samuel. Without pomp or equipage, Saul failed
to recognize him. They who are friends of God can afford
to forego earthly display. The Son of God, because he
was God, sought not earthly distinction. Phil. 2 : 6, 7.
Saul the Chosen, was head and shoulders above the
people.
Christians, Christ's chosen, are the greatest of all people.
Let us avoid Israel's sin of asking any other king than
Jesus.
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SAMUEL'S

FAREWELL

ADDRESS.

A u g u s t II.

I Sam. 12 : 1-15.

^\\>t(xn(xixon0.
THOUGH Samuel here formally resigns his rulership of Israel into the hands of the new-made
king, he does not retire from public life, but continues to judge Israel fifteen years, i Sam. 7 : 15.
He was the last of fifteen judges. While Saul
became the military head, Samuel remained the
ecclesiastic head. Saul fought; Samuel prayed.
The scene of this address is Gilgal, notable as
the place where Israel first encamped after entering the promised land. Here Joshua set up the
twelve memorial stones. Josh. 4 : 3, 19, 20. The
second national passover was kept here. In Samuel's time, Gilgal had taken the place of Shiloh,
as the national religious center.

3n0txuctxonB*
I. T h e e x t r a o r d i n a r y c i r c u m s t a n c e s of t h e a d d r e s s .
The particulars of Samuel's address stand without a parallel in sacred history. The king has been chosen and inaugurated. Samuel permits the joy and festivity to proceed unhindered. At the close, he lifts up a public and
unflinching protest against the whole affair. It has sometimes been thought that Deut. 17 : 14-20, gave divine permission for electing a king. But evidently the nation
never once regarded this passage in their law as the sanction for a king. If they had, they surely would on this
occasion have reiterated these words in defence of their
conduct. It was simply a provisional and restraining law,
in case, at any time the nation would demand a king. The
restrictive laws were eight in number, and were designed
to so circumscribe the rights of the king, that if obeyed,
the government, though nominally monarchic, would virtually remain theocratic:
1. God reserved the choice of the king to himself. See
Deut. 17: 14, 15. So Saul, David and Solomon, were
selected by name, and then after them God made the
kingly government hereditary in David's family, i Kings

bidden. Solomon grievously disobeyed in these last three
particulars, and in consequence, " his heart was turned
away from God."
6. The king was to write out for himself a copy of the
book of the law, from the authentic copy kept in the sanctuary. This precept was undoubtedly intended to fix the
divine laws firmly in mind, and bind the king to his obligations. W e are here reminded of young Josiah's surprise
and contrition, when he first found and read out of the
book of the law. 2 Chron. 34: 18.
7. The king was bound to govern by these laws. H e
could not, like other monarchs, make his own will his law.
Thus, when Samuel told the people what their king should
do (i Sam. 8 : 11), he was showing how he would pervert
justice and violate God's merciful precepts. The ideal
kmg was to be God's viceroy, governing by laws which he
could neither alter nor abrogate, while in matters of difficulty he was to consult divine authority through the
oracle.
'
8. Humility and mildness were, finally, enjoined' upon
Israel's king. He was to treat his subjects as brethren,
and not as slaves. Deut. 17 : 20; I Chron. 28 : 2.
I I . T h e rule of S a m u e l . H e had been to the nation
all that was enjoined upon a king. H e challenged them to
point out a single flaw in his administration. Before one
supreme witness in heaven, aud one august witness upon
earth, they affirmed his government was without fault.
Why, then, demand a king .*' By their own acknowledgement their sin was manifest.
What is most remarkable was that they showed no inclination to put away the sins they had confessed. Was
ever a nation so perverse and contradictory ?
The lessons are these :
1. God's people are a chosen people; and because
chosen, peculiar.
In government.

Ex. 19: 6; Phil. 3 : 20.

In worship.
(i). Place of worship.
(2). Object of
worship. (3). Basis of worship. (4). Elements of worship. Deut. 12: 10-12; John 4 : 24.
In marriage.

Deut. 7 : 3, 4 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 14-17.

In food.

Lev. 1 1 : 2, 46; John 6 : 51.

In dress.

Num. 15: 38; i Pet. 3 : 3.

In business.

Deut.

2 : 4 ; 12 : I.

In benevolence.

2. He must be a native Israelite, neither heathen nor
proselyte.
3. H e was not to multiply horses. Egypt was then the
chief breeding place of the world for horses. This command was not simply to restrain pomp; its chief design
was to forbid the Jews the use of cavalry, and thus make
manifest that God protected his nation by special providence.
4. Multiplying wives was forbidden. An extensive harem was the glory of Eastern monarchs.
5. Also, the accuniulation of gold and silver was for-

In hope.

15: 1-7; i Cor. 7 : 1-7.

Lev. 27; i Cor. 16: 2.

Deut. 18: 15; Titus 2 : 11.

So the Christian. As soon as he seeks to become like
the world he loses his spiritual power.
2. God's mercy is as deep as man's transgressions.
God's purpose of grace should be accomplished to Israel,
even in the face of their failure.
3. Horses and weapons of war are the defences of men
of sight. Thunder and lightning, the artillery of heaven,
are the confidence of men of faith. 2 Cor. 10 : 4.
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and peeled," but still beloved.
Ye sons of Israel's race;
How many Gentile's hearts today
Take you to their embrace!
SCATTERED

How many, who with yearning hope
Have waited long to see
Your tribes engrafted once again
In their own olive tree.
Exiles from home, in many lands
Ye've wept and wandered far.
Straining your weary eyes in vain
For Jacob's promised star.
In vain ! Long centuries ago
It rose on Zion's hill;
Thousands have hailed its glorious light,
And ye are waiting still.
And why this veil of unbelief.
That hides Him from your view;
While with a heart of pitying love
'^&%%\ah. waits for yout
Israel's Messiah ! seated high
Upon the Father's throne;
Jesus of Nazareth, once on earth
Rejected by his own!
His children gave him only thorns
To bind upon his brow;
Ten thousand thousand grateful hearts
Give him their homage now.
Jesus the crucified, the crowned.
Once more thy firstborn claim;
Let Jewish lips again repeat
Hosannas to thy name I

"I AM SUCH A W R E T C H . "

^^OME time ago I was a district visitor in a small
^ ^ town in Buckinghamshire. In my district
was a court mainly occupied by respectable working people. One Sabbath afternoon I was going
round the court, and was about to enter one of
the houses, when a woman said, pointing to the
house:"
" Don't go in, miss ! "
" Why not ? " I inquired.
"Because, miss, a very bad man lives there,
and swears so dreadfully at all the people who
visit him that they cannot stay in the house.
Some of the Wesleyans went to see him, but he

abused them so fearfully they would not remain.
He is very ill, too, and it seems to make him
more violent. You had better not go, miss !
" Well, it is very sad that the poor man should
be left in this state. The worse he is, the more
he wants visiting. I suppose he will not kill me
if I go ? "
" No, miss, he can scarcely move, so he could
not do that."
"Well, I am not easily frightened. I'll risk
going in. God can take care of me. I go with
a message from Him."
" Well, miss, you might t r y ; but I fear you
will not do much good."
Asking for divine guidance, I ventured to rap
at the door. A loud, harsh voice called out;
" Who's there ? Come in ! " S o l walked in ;
and truly the look of the man was startling
enough. H e was a powerfully built man, with
black hair and thick black beard, the growth Of
many days. There was a look of defiance in his
eyes that made one shrink.
I spoke gently, and said : " How are you today,
Mr. G
? I am sorry to see you so ill."
" How am I ? Bad enough — and I don't think
I shall be better in this world or the next."
" Oh, I hope not so bad as that! If you have
not much hope of being better here, what is to
hinder your going to a better world when you
leave this ? "
Turning to me with a look of terror, he said:
" What ? Because I am such a wretch. I am a
very wicked man, and swear, and I can't help it.
How am / to he saved ? It is no use thinking
of it."
" Shall I read a beautiful story to you ?"
" You, a nice young lady, read to me ! I never
thought any lady would do it."
" Why not ? I should very much like to do it,
and* it will make you forget your pains a little
while. Are you willing ?"
"Yes, miss, if you don't mind."
A point was gained. I took God's blessed
word, and read that incomparable parable, " T h e
Prodigal Son." As I read, he became quiet and
appeared interested; and when it came to the
part, " His father saw him, and ran, and fell on
his neck, and kissed him," etc., I saw tears steal-
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ing down his rugged cheeks. I said, " Mr. G
you are that son; and the Father in heaven will
receive you with compassion, if you will return
to him, Will you not arise and go to your
Father today ?"
" Oh, miss, I am such a wretch! My poor
wife can tell you what I am." She, a timid but
intelligent looking woman, had been standing by,
evidently fearing an outburst of passion; but
she scarcely ventured a remark. I then turned
to Ps. 51, and on reading the twelfth verse, saw
that it was strongly underlined. I said : " This
Psalm seems to have been read by someone who
once knew the 'joys of salvation.' "
T h e woman's tongue seemed loosed. "Yes,
miss, I did once know the ' joys of salvation;'
but, oh, dear! they are all gone. I have no joy
now, but sorrow upon sorrow. I was a member
of a Baptist Church once, but it is now seven
years since I entered a place of worship."
" My dear, good woman, how did you come to
this state of things.?" With big tears rolling
down her cheeks, she said : " Why, miss, Imarried
this man. I did wrong, I know; but he was not
so bad then as he is now. H e promised me he
would never hinder my going to chapel, and I
believed him ; but I soon found ' unequal yoking'
was a bad thing. I repented when it was too
late, and many's the beating I've had for stealing
out to chapel. So I gave it up." Looking round
at her husband,, she said : " You know G
,
it is all true."
" Yes, yes," he said, " it's quite true.
I've
been a wretch, I know it; but will you forgive
me ? " and he sobbed as he made this confession.
"Yes," she said, I can forgive, if you will ask
God to forgive."
1 I stayed some time, and, before I left them, he
promised me that he would let his wife read a
chapter from the Bible to him every day; that
his daughter, who was about fourteen, should
sing, a hymn, and that he would try and pray.
H e thanked me for calling, and asked me to repeat my visit the next Sunday. This I was only
too glad to do, and promised him]that, all being
well, I would soon come again. Thus ended my
first visit to this " dreadful man." So I thanked
God, and took courage.
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At his request I continued my visits, and found
that he gradually became softened, expressing a
desire for the past to be forgiven, and longing to
be received by his heavenly Father as a poor
repentant prodigal. After some weeks his wife
told me he was greatly changed; that she had
not heard an oath pass his lips since my first
visit; that he had not once beaten her, but had
become much more quiet and gentle in his ways.
Some months passed in this way. The Spirit of
God seemed to be working upon him. He had
a great trial in his daughter, who had grown up
a wild, disobedient girl.
One Sunday, when I called as usual, the wife
met me at the door, weeping bitterly. " Oh,
miss! " she exclaimed, " it is all over; he is so
bad. H e has tried to destroy himself three times
this week." It appeared that his daughter had
been extremely provoking, and he in an outburst
of passion, had sworn at her. Then he exclaimed :
" I had vowed never to swear again, but the devil
has conquered ! Now there is no hope for me !
I must go to hell! " " Soon after this," continued
his wife, " h e went upstairs. Feeling uneasy, I
followed him, and was only just in time to prevent his hanging himself. I tried to soothe him,
but it was of no use; and since then he has twice
attempted to take his own life."
I was very much grieved to hear this, and
asked Mrs. G
where he was. "Upstairs,
lying on his bed in great distress." 1 I proposed
to go and speak to him, and she gladly led the
way to the room. As I mounted the stairs, I
said : " Mr. G
, what is the matter ? " In a
tremulous voice he replied: "Oh, miss, don't
come ! It's no use ; I'm lost, lost forever ! " As
I entered the room, I said: " N o ; Mr. G
,
not lost! Jesus is able aud willing to save to the
uttermost. We will ask Him to save you. You
shall ask for ypurself."
"Will it be of any use, miss ? " I assured him
that no repentant sinner would ever be cast out,
but that now the sin would be to reject the dear
Saviour and his offered mercy. H e wept bitterly,
and said: " The girl was so provoking, and I
swore at her." I said, " Yes, Mr. G
, but
you must pray for strength to resist temptation,
and God will give it to you. , We will also pray
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that God may convert your daughter, that she no God's. Noo, it strikes me, that it's wi' the
kirk as wi' this house. Ye are working on ane
may be a comfort to you and your wife."
After reading, and talking with him for some side, and me on t'ither, but if we only do our
time, I prayed with him, and left the house, prom- work well, we will meet at the top at last. Gi'e
ising to call again soon. His poor wife thanked us your han,' auld neighbor.' "
The two neighbors shook hands across the
me with tears in her eyes. Soon after this I had
to leave the town, so I asked a gentleman who ridge of the thatch, and their friendship thus
was studying for the ministry, to look after this renewed, ever after remained unbroken.
We meet at the top ! But alas for poor humanfamily, and committed them to the care of the
Good Shepherd. On my return to England after ity, how many never get near enough to the top
some years' absence, I inquired about them, and to see each other, much less to greet across the
was rejoiced to hear that they had all become ridge. We live on separate sides of the buildbelievers, and, being kept by the Holy Spirit, ing, and we think if the rafters on our side of
had led consistent Christian lives; and further, the roof are pitched right, surely those on the
that father, mother, and daughter, had joined a other side must be wrong, for they stand directly
opposed to ours. So foolish are we that we forChristian church. — P., in Christian.
get that if the rafters did not stand in opposition
to each other, the roof would fall, and the house
MEETING AT THE TOP.
would be a ruin. And so in our ignorance, and
BY H. L. HASTINGS.
darkness, and blindness, we grow harsh, and unN one of his most inimitable sketches, Nor- wise, and uncharitable, and destroy with our
man Macleod presents us with a story of the " meat " our brother for whom Christ died.
Is it not time to start for the top ? We may
members of two rival Scottish sects, which is as
come up on different sides, but we shall meet
full of meaning as an ancient parable :
" I mind," said David, " twa neighbors of ours, there. Fogs will vanish, misunderstandings will
and ye'll mind them too, gudewife; that was cease, the voices that sounded harshly and unJohnnie Horton and Andrew Gebbie. The one kindly as we have shouted at each other from
was a keen Burgher, and t'ither was an Anti- our low standing-places on opposite sides of the
burgher. Baith lived in the same house, though house, will sound softer and sweeter as we speak
at different ends, and it was the bargain that each to each other in the glad sunshine at the top.
should keep his ain side of the house aye well Up to the roof, men ! Leave disputing and go
thatched.
But they happened to dispute so to work. Strive for a higher, purer, holier life.
keenly aboot the principles of their kirks, that at Get above partisan strifes and sectarian wranglast they quarrelled and didn't speak at a'. So lings; church squabbles, and personal controone day, after this, as they were on the roof versies ; and work in the clear, glad sunlight of
thatching, each on his ain side, they reached God's love, and grace, and salvation, and you
the top, and looked over face to face. What will meet at the top with many an earnest, ardent,
could they do ? They could na flee. So, at godly soul who is in fellowship with you in the
last, Andrew took off his Kilmarnock cap, and one body, though you may have long disowned
scratching his head, said : ' Johnnie, you and me, or ignored the dear relationship. And by and
I think, has been very foolish to dispute as we by, in the clear light that bathes the crest of
hae done aboot our kirks, until we hae almost Mount Zion ; in the light of the glory that is to
forgot His will aboot ourselves; and so we hae be revealed ; the long parted children of a comfought so bitterly for what we ca' the truth, that mon Father shall unite, not only in real, but
it has ended in spite. Whatever is wrang, it is manifested unity, and in answer to Christ's partperfectly certain that it can never be right to be ing prayer, " that they may all be one " they shall
uncivil, unneighborly, unkind ; in fact, to hate " meet at the top," to clasp glad hands, and
one anither. Na, na, that's the devil's wark, and never part again.
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SAMUEL HARRIS'S LAWSUIT.
'VVjHEN Samuel Harris of 'Virginia, began to
preach, his soul was so absorbed in the
work, that he neglected to attend to the duties of
this life. Finding, upon a time, that it was absolutely necessary that he should provide more
grain for his family than he had raised upon his
own farm, he called upon a man who owed him a
debt, and told him he would be glad to receive
the money.
The man replied: " I have no money by me,
and cannot oblige you."
Harris said.: " I want the money to purchase
wheat for my family; and as you have raised a
good crop of wheat, I will take that of you instead
of money, at a current price."
The man answered: " I have other uses for
. my wheat, and cannot let you have it."
" How, then," said Harris, " do you intend to
pay me ?"
" I never intend to pay you until, you sue me,"
replied the debtor, " and therefore you may begin
your suit as soon as you please."
Mr. Harris left him, meditating. Said he to
himself: " What shall I do ? Must I leave preaching, and attend to a vexatious lawsuit ? Perhaps
a thousand souls may perish in the meantime,
for want of hearing of Jesus ! N o ; I will not.
Well, what will you do for yourself ? Why, this
; . will I do ; I will sue him at the Court of Heaven."
Having resolved what he would do, he turned
aside into a wood, and on his knees laid the
matter before the Lord. Mr. Harris felt such an
evidence of divine favor, — he felt, to use his
own expressive language, that Jesus would become bondsman for the man, and see that he
was paid, if he went on preaching. H e arose
from prayer resolved to hold the man no longer
a debtor, since Jesus had assumed the payment.
He therefore wrote a receipt in full, of all accounts
against the man, and dating it in the woods where
he had prayed, signed it with his own name. Going the next day by the man's house, on his way
to meeting, he gave the receipt to a servant,
directing him to give it to his master. On his
return from meeting, the man hailed him and
demanded what he meant by the receipt he had
sent him in |;he morning.
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Mr, Harris replied : " I mean just as I wrote."
" But you know, sir," answered the debtor, " I
have never paid you."
" True," said Mr. Harris, " and I know you
said that you never would unless I sued you.
But, sir, I sued you at the Court of Heaven, and
Jesus entered bail for you and has agreed to pay
me ; I have therefore given you a discharge." ^
" B u t I insist upon it," said the man; "mat-'
ters shall not be left so,"
•" I am well satisfied," answered Mr. Harris.
Jesus will not fail me. I leave you to settle the
account with Him at another day. Farewell."
This operated so effectually on the man's conscience, that in a few days he discharged the
debt.
If this method should be adopted, it might be
found a much easier and cheaper way of collecting debts, than to appeal to the glorious uncertainties of the law.
BEFORE THEY CALL I W I L L ANSWER.
r)^ DUTCH preacher one evening held a meeting
Kiy in a strange city. While he was preaching,
and enforcing upon the hearts of his hearers the
doctrine of the Cross, a police officer came into
the room and forbade him to go on. H e even
commanded him to leave the city. As he was a
stranger in the place, and the night was dark, he
wandered around the city gates. H e was not,
however, without consolation; for he remembered Him who had said : " Lo, I am with you
alway, even unto the end of the world." "Though
I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil: for thou art with m e ; thy
rod and thy staff they comfort me."
H e had long been in the school of Christ, and
had learned to watch for the slightest intimations
of his will. While he was thus wandering around,
suddenly he saw a light in the distance. " Se^,"
he said to himself, " perhaps the Lord has provided me a shelter there," and in the simplicity
of faith he directed his steps thither. On arriving, he heard a voice in the house; and as he
drew nearer he discovered that a man was praying. Joyful, he hoped that he had found here
the home of a brother. H e stood still for a moment and. heard these words, poured forth from
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T h o u h a s t in l o v e for m y s o u l d e livered it from the pit of corruption."
Is. 38 : 17. A man had fallen into a deep pit,
and lay groaning in the miry bottom, utterly unable to move. Confucius (the ancient Chinese
philosopher) passed by and, looking into the pit,
said: " P o o r fellow! I am very sorry for you.
Why were you such a fool as to get in there ?
Let me give you a piece of advice: If you ever
get out, be careful you don't get in again." And
that was all he could do for him. Next came a
Buddhist priest, and looking down at him, said :
" Poor fellow ! I am pained to find you in such
a condition. I think if you could scramble up
I L L U S T R A T I O N S O F GRACE.
two-thirds of the way, or even half, I might reach
" E v i l c o m m u n i c a t i o n s corrupt good down and help you out." But the man was utmanners." i Cor. 15 : 2;^. Holiness is self- terly unable to move. Last of all, Jesus Christ
demonstrative.
H e whose heart is pure sur- came by, and hearing his cries went to the edge
rounds himself with a spiritual atmosphere and of the pit, and reached entirely down to the botadorns his life with a quiet succession of godly tom, and lifted him up and set him on his feet,
and benevolent actions. As a man travelling to and said : " Go and sin no more."— Prom a sera distant country thinks, reads and talks of the 7no?i ly a converted Chinaman,
land he longs to see, so the holy man thinks,
reads and speaks of the city of God, whither he
" T h a t by all m e a n s I m i g h t s a v e s o m e , "
is journeying; hoping to receive an inheritance
in that dwelling-place of sinless souls, " he puri- I Cor. 9 : 22. During a heavy storm off the
fieth himself as He is pure." The strongest de- coast of Spain, a dismasted merchantman was
sire of his soul is expressed in these lines of St. observed by the crew of a British frigate. The
captain of the frigate instantly gave the order to
Ambrose:
put her about; a boat was lowered, and a band
'*Meet for thy realm in heaven,
of gallant men started in it, and, with much diffiMake me, O Holy King I
culty, succeeded in boarding the vessel. Then,
That through the ages it be given
lifting up the canvas, they found a man, so wasted
To me thy praise to sing."
with fasting and hunger, and so completely exWhen visiting a gentleman in England, I obhausted that he could give them no information.
served a fine canary. Admiring his beauty, the
Supposing that the rest of the crew had been
gentleman replied : " Yes, he is beautiful, but he
washed overboard, they lifted him into their boat
has lost his voice. H e used to be a fine singer,
and soon reached the ship. After a time he
but I was in the habit of hanging his cage out of
showed signs of life, and his lips moved. Listhe window; the sparrows came around with
their incessant chirping; gradually he ceased to tening intently they heard him whisper, faintly
sing and learned their twitter, and now all he and painfully: " There's another man." Rescan do is to twitter, twitter." O, how truly does cued from death, the first use he made of his rethis represent the case of many Christians 1 covered speech was, not to ask for further comThey used to delight in the songs of Zion, but forts for himself, but to tell them that another was
they came into close association with those whose in peril, and to entreat them to rescue him.

an earnest heart: " Lord Jesus, they have driven
thy persecuted,servant out. of the city, and he is
perhaps wandering at this moment in a strange
place of which he knows nothing. O may he
find my home, that he may receive here food and
lodging!"
The preacher, having heard these words, glided
into the house, and as soon as the suppliant said
" Amen," he saw his prayer answered. Both fell
on their knees, and together thanked the Lord
who is a hearer of prayer, and who never leaves
nor forsakes his servants.

notes never rise so high, until at last, like the
canary, they do nothing but twitter, twitter.
— L>. L.Moody.

{i

" F o r w h e r e y o u r treasure is, there w i l l
your heart be also." Luke 12 : 34. In the
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biography of Edward the First, a very touching
incident is given us. It said he long had cherished a desire to visit the Holy Land, but ere he
could so arrange his life, death came, and claimed
him. While lying on his death-bed he ordered
his attendants to take his heart after death, and
convey it to the place he had so much wished to
visit.
If we cannot, just yet, be in heaven, our hearts
may be there, sent on before us, and awaiting
our coming. So it is, if we are realizing the
Scriptural idea: " F o r our citizenship is in
heaven, from whence we look for a Saviour."
'* For I k n o w w h o m I h a v e believed,
and a m persuaded that h e is able to keep
that w h i c h I h a v e c o m m i t t e d unto h i m
against that d a y . " 2 Tim. 1 : 1 2 . A doctor
who was once visiting a Christian patient, had
himself long been anxious to feel that he was at
peace with God ; the Spirit had convinced him
of his sin and need, and he longed to possess
that " peace which the world cannot give." On
this occasion, addressing himself to the sick one
he said : " I want you just to tell me what it is
— this believing and getting happiness, faith in
Jesus, and all that sort of thing that brings
peace." His patient replied: " Doctor, I have
felt that I could do nothing, and I have put my
case in your hands ; I am trusting to you. This
is exactly what every poor sinner must do in the
Lord Jesus." This reply greatly awakened ,the
doctor's surprise, and a new light broke in upon
his soul. " Is that all ? " he exclaimed ; " simply
trusting in the Lord Jesus ? 1 see it as I never
did before. H e has done the work. Yes, Jesus
said on the cross, ' I t i s finished,' and 'whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life !' " From that sick-bed the doctor went a happy man, rejoicing that his sins
were washed away in the blood of the Lamb.
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known to shed a drop of Quaker blood. The
history bi this treaty was kept by the Indians,
by means of strings of wampum, and they would
often count over the shells on a clean piece of
bark and rehearse its provisions. Would it not
result in much blessing, if God's people everywhere would take a leaf out of the Pennsylvania
Indians' book ? Oh how few sit down to consider
and rehearse the terms of the treaty whereby
peace and joy here, and glory hereafter has been
secured to them ! " They counted over the shells."
Every shell was fraught with meaning to them.
'•'• A clean piece of bark \" These shells must, not
be soiled. Remember those Indians acted in
this manner, not in order to force the settlers to
keep the peace, but that they themselves might
ever remember what they had pledged themselves
to perform or to forbear. What obligations are
you under to God ? Are you honestly desirous
to meet them ? Then study the treaty — rehecirse
the provisions.
" "We have received the spirit of a d o p t i o n ,
w h e r e b y w e cry, Abba, Father." Rom, 8 :
15. Dr. Gill has seriously suggested in his Expository, that inasmuch as the word " Abba,"
read backwards or forwards is the same, we may
infer that in adversity or prosperity alike, God is
the Father of his people.
WATCH TIDINGS.

T h a t huge idol in St. Paul's, London, we
saw with our own eyes, and observed the tendency of the worshippers to bow the knee as they
came before it. We mean the Reredos recently
set up at an expense of ninety thousand dollars
in that famous Protestant temple from which all
such abominations were cast out in the time of
the reformation. The movement against this innovation is strikingly set forth in the following
resolutions, adopted by the Central Committee ,
" R e m e m b e r t h e w o r d unto t h y ser- of the Union of Clerical and Lay Associations ' , •>
vant, upon w h i c h thou hast caused m e and forwarded to the Archbishops and Bishops,
to hope." Ps. 119: 49. History tells us that to each member of both Houses of Parliament,
Penn's treaty with the Indians was kept most and to the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's, and
sacredly by the savage race, who, though waging embodied in a petition presented to both Houses
relentless war with the colonies, were never of Parliament:
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I. The Central Committee of the Union of Clerical and
Lay Associations have observed, vrith deep alafm and regret, that a reredos has recently been erected behind the
communion table in St. Paul's Cathedral; on which appear
the figures of our Saviour on the cross — so sculptured as
to resemble a large crucifix — and of the Virgin Mary with
the infant Jesus in her arms, known in the Church of Rome
as the Madonna and Child.
z. The Committee believe that the erection of these in
the most conspicuous part of the great metropolitan church
is of very doubtful legality; that it is a public contradiction of the teaching of the Homily on the peril of idolatry ; that it approaches perilously near, if it does not
actually constitute a direct and open breach of the second
commandment, which is read as binding and obligatory
every Lord's day; and that grave dishonor is done to the
one Mediator by the position of prominence given to the
Virgin Mary, placed, as she is, between the crucified and
risen Lord.
3. Past history provides ample and significant record of
the disastrous results of admitting carved images into
churches. Incitement is furnished for the promulgation of
Romish doctrine. A new and formidable hindrance is
created to Christian mission work, especially among Jews
and Mohammedans, who entertain the strongest repugnance to the presence of images in places of worship. The
consciences of many loyal churchmen are grievously
wounded. The apprehension gains ground that " What
begins in decoration may end in idolatry." Incalculable
injury is inflicted on the Protestant character of the National Church.
4. The Committee, therefore, most solemnly and sorrowfully protest against this unhappy innovation ; all the
more as they have reason to believe that its intrusion has
already shaken the confidence in the government of the
Church of many loyal and devoted members. In the
judgment of the Committee the figures ought to be removed. They appeal to all who have authority in Church
and State to unite in marking their disapprobation of the
introduction of these objectionable figures into the great
Protestant Church of St. Paul, and they plead with their
fellow-countrymen to repel this, and other efforts, which
tend to assimilate the practices of the Reformed Church of
England with those of the Church of Rome.

St. Peter's successor is the humble pastor,
not the haughty prelate. " The elders which are
among you I exhort," says Peter ; " who also am
an elder," or exactly, a " co-presbyterP H e was
of the same rank as his brethren and never
dreamed of any primacy. The contrast between
him and his so-called successors is thus set forth
in the Ontario Spectator:
When St. Peter was bishop of Rome his court consisted
of 1,160 persons. There were 20 valets, 120 house pre-

lates, 170 privy chamberlains, 6 chamberlains, 200 extra
honorary chamberlains, 130 supernumerary chamberlains,
30 officers of the noble guard, and 60 guardsmen, 14
ofiicers of the Swiss guard and palace guard, 7 honorary
chaplains, 7 foreign honorary chaplains, 20 private secretaries, 10 stewards and masters of the horse, and 60
doorkeepers.
p . s.— On looking somewhat more closely into the matter, we find that an error has crept into the above statement. It is his holiness, Leo the thirteenth, who is attended by a retinue of 1,160 persons. The humble fisherman who is said to have been the first bishop of Rome
lived in much simpler style. But great improvements have
been made since Peter's day.

Return of the J e w s . At a recent meetingin London, the Archbishop of Canterbury and
Sir John Kennaway referred to it as a reason for
increased zeal in evangelical work among the
Jews. Students of prophecy have long held that
the final messengers of the gospel to the uttermost parts of the earth will be Jews, converted
at Christ's coming. The Archbishop, in speaking of their characteristics, pointed out their peculiar fitness for the work. He said :
I have a letter from the Bishop of Jerusalem, who writes
to me that quietly, since the begintiing op this year, por some
reason or other, the Turkish restrictions on the inplux and
settling op the Jews in Palestine are removed, and that it is
now anticipated that, considering what the injlux used to be
under all those restrictions, they will come in by thousands.
If that be so, in ten years, if you have thrown yourselves
with energy on Palestine, think what will have liappened
if this influx goes on. You will have the most remarkable
centre in the world. Other religious centres and localities
decay, but that will have become more bright and thriving
than ever. And what will the people be that you have
there ? A people trained among all nations, trained in
every nation of the world, knowing the habitudes, the feelings, the principles that belong severally to all the nations •
of the world. Why, look at them now! Their very princes
help all nations at this moment. It is not merely that they
are strong on this Bourse, or that Exchange, but that they
really are, with their immense capital, and with the sagacity
with which they devote it to every end, helping all nations.
And their poor, the world over, are doing the hardest and
humblest work for the least recompense, and of all people
they do it in the most patient, industrious, and self-denying
spirit. Well, those characteristics of their rich and their
poor will follow t h e m ; and therefore, I say that if you do
fix your whole heart on the work in Palestine, if you fix it
there in a generous and comprehensive spirit, and try to
enlist the sympathies of the whole church in your work,
you will have there an agency por the diffusion of Christian-
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ity, a power for the diffusion of Christianity, if you could
make it Christian, such as can be found nowhere else."
In dealing with the same subject. Sir John Kennaway
said: " You are looking forward to what is to be the sure
word opprophecy as regards the work in Jerusalem, seeing
that the eyes of the Jews themselves are turned on the
Holy Land. It is there that our chief thoughts and interests are centred. And the work there commands a special
interest at the present time in view of the great nncrease op
the population.
For the first thirty or forty years of the
Society's existence, the number of Jews in Jerusalem itself
was from 5,000 to 8,000, and in the whole of Palestine
there were only 20,000 to be found. Now there are 25,000
in Jerusalem alone, and it is calculated that there are 60,000
in the whole of Palestine. And this is the case in spite of
every opposition placed in the way by the Turkish Government. It is interesting to compare this with the 42,360
who returned after the captivity in Babylon as stated in
Ezra 2 : 64. And we are encouraged by the report of the
Bishop of Jerusalem, who uses these very remarkable
words : '• We have now to face the opening demands and
responsibilities of a day of unique opportunities. Never,
since our Lord^s day, have there been so many inquirers after
Christia?iity, never so general a withdrawal of prejudice
and opposition. Never did the rulers of the Jews show so
kindly an attitude towards the work.'"

Lasserre's F r e n c h translation of the gospels, sanctioned by the Pope and afterward condemned by him, is not yet quite suppressed. Its
author, it seems, is still pressing for the removal
of the Papal ban. Can infallibility stand another
trial by reblessing what has been blessed and
banned in turn by the Pope ? The following is
the latest news about it;
.
M. Henri Lasserre has now been in Rome four months,
and continues to hope that his famous version of the gospels in French, first blessed and then banned by the Pope,
may have a renewed lease of life and usefulness under the
sanction of the Roman Catholic Church. It is expected
that the authorities of the Index will shortly announce their
decision. M. Lasserre has been greatly supported in his
trial by the interest which Protestants have shown in his
praiseworthy endeavor. In a letter to an English correspondent he says: " I ask you to continue to pray that the
great trial through which the new translation of the Gospels is at this moment passing may issue in a happy result,
and in a greater diffusion of God's word among us."
Not oidy is the result of the appeal being awaited with
anxiety by those who desire the spread of the Gospel light
in France, but many are looking on with great interest to
see whether M. Lasserre will not show himself to be made
of the same material as many religious reformers whose
names stand out prominently in the glorious history of
French Protestantism.
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In Jerusalem.
Mrs. A. E. Davis writes to
the Age to Come from the city of David, Among
other items in her letter, the following are of
special interest:
The grand topic of interest is the " railroad." Mr. Frutigar, I believe, is still in Paris in the interest of this road.^
It will be a rejoicing day for Jerusalem when the screeching, puffing engine shall roll its freight of human beings
into the city of the Great King.
Another important item of news I have just learned. A
concession has been granted to the Jews to return to their
country; but not in large numbers at one time, lest it
should cause suffering. This seems to be a wise consideration on the part of the Turkish government.
I can cheerfully say to the friends that the prospect is
now very encouraging. I have no doubt that much suffering must be endured for a while, in the gathering processBut who are not willing to suffer for the kingdom of God,
that they may share its glory ?
The markets are full of oranges, for six cents a dozen,,
and fresh vegetables in abundance, and in good order.
We leam from Mr. Frutigar's family that he has met
with the most wonderful, even almost incredible success in
Constantinople and Paris. The Sultan received him with
marked attention, invited him to dine, and decorated him
with a badge of honor.
In Paris he met Baron Hirsch, and he and Baron Rothschild have taken hold of the railroad scheme in good earnest. Of course it must be a success.
Jan. 4. On New Year's eve we went to Mr. Joseph's to
watch the old year out and the new year in. It is similar
to a watch-meeting in New England.
Mr. Joseph has told me that he expects to issue his paper, The Witness, from Jerusalem next month. H e has
brought with him a press and type, and he will soon have
his office ready foi- work. He has also opened a readingroom, where the poor Jews can have the privilege of readingTravellers continue to arrive from America and Europe,
and the prospect is good for a busy season. The fields
^re robed in beautiful green, and the soft, gray tint of the
olives, supported by the mountain drapery in the background, make a charming picture as I view it from my
window.
I am told that Baron Hirsch has proposed to build onehalf of the railroad from Jaffa to Jerusalem. I understand
he has no heirs, except one nephew. This nephew was
here last spring on a visit. H e looked quite young, with
a delicate constitution. It seems to be the opinion of all
that the building of this railroad to enter Jerusalem from
the seas, by steam, is an opening wedge for greater thingsto follow. It is very healthy in the city now; business is
brisk, especially in the Russian quarters. The price of
land is rising.
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ilONDITIONAL
JUSTIFICATION"
is what the Advocate of Holiness talks
about — an original idea not found in
Scripture. It says :
When will Christians come to understand the dependent
relation of justification to holiness ? We dre not justified
once for all, but only so long as our ways please the Lord.
Jesus says: " If ye continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed." Justification after conversion is a conditional and contingent state. It is dependent upon our
holiness, either actually enjoyed or earnestly sought.

i88g.

NO.

8.

morality, was preached under the name of Christianity. Our generation is more materialistic
than rationalistic ; the rust of yellow gold corroding more deeply into its heart than the lust of
serious atheism.

also, is the low secularism in our churches : that '' lust of entertainment " which conceives the sin of ecclesiastical
amusement, which, when it is finished, bringeth
This is a kind of pawn-shop religion -— in Christ forth spiritual death. We cannot give too emtoday arid out of him tomorrow if Satan chances phatic endorsement to the following words of Dr.
to get the advantage. It stakes our salvation in E. W. Donald.
our good conduct, and not in God's grace; it
There is enough in the character of many of our methods
makes eternal life depend on the perseverance
of administering the church to cause a thoughtful man to
of the Christian, and not on the perseverance of
ask whether, if' the present pace is maintained, the dawn
Christ. Conditional justification, forsooth ! All of the coming century may not see our churches transthe subsequent steps to justification are so cer- formed into houses of amusement, or clubs of physical
tain to follow, that God puts them already in the comfort. From a church kitchen to a church stage is,
past tense : " Whom he called, them he also just- after all, not far. The path to be travelled is already indicated by church bowling alleys, church gymnasiums, and
ified : and whom he justified, them he also glori- here and there a church billiard table. The parish sociable,
fied'' (Rom. 8 : 30).
parish strawberry festival, parish lawn party, have lost the

may be considerably prevalent in
the Church of our times, but those who paint it
blackest, —forever sighing for the old days which
were better than these — need to get occasional
glimpses of the old days, and take heart. Dr.
jDoddridge was a teacher of theological students,
a century ago. What think we of this as indicating the tone amorig them ?
UNBELIEF

\

'^ I was last night," said he on one occasion, " expounding the first of John in the family, and insisting on the
importance of remembering and maintaining the deity and
satisfaction of C H R I S T , when some of our good preaching
seniors were pleased to express their contempt of what
they heard, by laughing, and almost making mouths."

N o ; in spite of all the trashy preaching, and
weak theology,,we cannot think that there is so
low a doctrinal standard as that of a century ago,
when- an eminent Christian jurist declared, that
after diligent search, he could find no pulpit in
London where anything, much above a heathen

DISHEARTENING

ENOUGH,

attraction of novelty. But the appetite for entertainment
is not appeased. These have only whetted it, and now
ingenuity is looking around for a new card. What next.?
There is nothing of entertainment in the Ten Commandments; nothing funny about the Sermon on the Mount;
nor do we find in any utterance of the men who wrote the
Epistles and Gospels, the faintest suggestion that they
were possessed with the spirit of entertainment.
The
Church of God is not the house of attractions. The lust
of entertainment and the teaching of the Cross go not
together.

is growing more and
more prevalent in the Ritualistic churches both
of England and America. It is good to hear
such strong words of rebuke from Bishop Ellicott
as the following:
AURICULAR CONFESSION

Are we to build up again the things we destroyed}
Are we to return to bondage from which the Holy Ghost
has set us free ? Are we to run the dreadful risk of making Christ of none effect by a worse than Galatian error.?
No, it cannot be; it will not be. Sacramental Confession
neither is nor ever will be the doctrine of our Apostolic
and Reformed Church.
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ENGLISH CHURCHISM, HIGH AND LOW.
BY THE

EDITOR.

" T ^ H E worst and the b e s t ! " was our constant
exclamation, as we were privileged for
three months to come into contact with these two
opposite elements of the Anglican Church. Indeed may it not be that it takes the worst to
produce the best, as the blackest shadows are
cast by the brightest lights ? The sore disgust
which godly Christians in the English establishment feel at the grotesque abominations which
have obtained a foothold in the worship of their
churches, seems to have driven them to an opposite extreme of simplicity and plainness.
Thus excess has issued in excess — excess of
formalism in excess of spirituality. When we
speak of " grotesque abominations," we describe
our own impressions and sensations in the presence of the high ritualistic displays which we
have witnessed.
Extremes meet, and therefore it is quite possible for the sesthetic to culminate in the fantastic.
Bishops in tights, as one encountered them moving in the crowds of London during convocation
— how odd they look to an American, whose eye
has not been trained to the mysterious conceits
of clerical dress ! So the intonings and the east
turnings which one observes in the ritualistic
worship: the parti-colored dress of the Bishop of
Lincoln, rivalling Joseph's coat of many colors, the
head-gear of the Bishop of London, looking like
a Shaker's broad-brim inverted, with the brim
sticking out like an umbrella at the top. What
unworshipful doings in the name of worship:
and what laughter-provoking toggery in the name
of clerical dress!
But when we speak of "grotesque abominations," we must put the emphasis on the last
word. For so God has termed these very things
which are now set up in the national churches of
England : " For the children of Judah have done
evil in my sight, saith the Lord: they have set
their abominations in the house which is called by
my name to pollute i t " (Jer. 7 : 30).
And a careful examination into the nature of
these abominations as explained in Scripture,
shows that the term includes, among others, pic-

tures, and images, and the eastward posture.
(Ezek. 8.)
During the crowded days of the great Missionary Conference in Exeter Hall, we used frequently
to drop into St. Paul's Cathedral, and invariably
found a large throng gathered about the chancel,
gazing, with various comments, upon the recently
erected reredos which there confronts the eye.
This obnoxious article, over which England is
now so violently agitated, is an elaborate piece
of carved work, wrought at immense cost, and
conspicuously exhibiting, among other things, a
crucifix, and an image of the Virgin Mary and
child. Thousands of churchmen have set their
names to a protest demanding the immediate removal of the offensive furniture, but only to find
their petition vetoed by the Bishop of London,
who, like most of the ecclesiastical dignitaries,
seems to be on the side of the Romanizers.
Those who protest, do not hesitate to call the innovation " idolatrous," and " sacrilegious," and a
gross defilement of our national Christian sanctuary." To say nothing of Scripture, which we
believe to be clearly on the side of the remonstrants, it is certain that the verdict of Reformation history is strongly with them. For, in 1539,
the crucifix and images of the old St. Paul's were
pulled down and publicly burned in the churchyard; and the history of the time abounds in
condemnations of such objects, as idolatrous, '
and affording just occasion of offence: while
various decrees are on record commanding their
removal and destruction. " Why," asked Archbishop Cranmer, "should the living images of
Christ contend for dead images ? "
How far the English Church has backslidden
towards the popery and paganism from which it
was once purged, is plainly apparent, judged by
this criterion. For now one sees the dead images
going up everywhere — sumptuous cross-carving
substituted for humble cross-bearing, candles on
altars for the shining of godly lives, gaudy vestments for the beauty of holiness, unintelligible
droning and intoning of priests for wholesome
and edifying exposition of the word of God, All
this seems to be the inevitable fruit of State
churchism, that forbidden alliance which the
Scripture calls spiritual adultery. For, surprising
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to relate, even in Scotland where the work of the
Reformation was most radical, ritualism is beginning to creep back into the established Presbyterian Church.
In St. GileS' in Edinboro, we
looked with profound satisfaction upon the seat
occupied by the famous Jenny Geddes, and from
which, in the olden time, she hurled her stool at
t'he head of the officiating minister, because he
was introducing into the service something savoring strongly of popery.
Her conduct was
esteemed so pra.iseworthy by later generations
that her seat in St. Giles' is marked with a memorial tablet, and her remonstrant stool is preserved side by side with the pulpit of John Knox
in a museum of the nation's antiquities. But by
a strange revenge of fate, it has come to pass
that this very St. Giles' Church now exhibits the
most mature buddings of Presbyterian ritualism.
" The sore disgust of godly churchmen," did we
say? One of the most earnest supporters of the
Church Missionary Society lamented to us, that
while the claims of a perishing heathen world
are pressing as never before, ritualism is yearly
turning a vast stream of the Church's wealth into
the promotion of gaudy decoration, elaborate
altar carving, and sumptuously jewelled and cloth
of gold vestments for the clergy. Another clergyman who has heard the bitter cry of the miserable city poor, and stripped himself for the work
of rescue, points to the carved work of St. Paul's
and indignantly asks: " Think you that looking at
pictures or pottery, can induce any man to leave
off blacking his wife's eyes ?" But the blacking of
eyes goes on in wretched East London, and the
masquerade of a paganized Christianity goes on
hard by in sumptuous St. Paul's.
But as superstition and formalism abound in
one section of the Anglican Church, so does the
most fervent evangelicanism abound in another.
We have rarely met Christians of such humble
and earnest piety, of such Christ-like and catholic
sympathy with all true disciples of the Lord, as
many of these evangelicals with whom we were
brought in contact. The very sorrow which they
feel at this growing idolatry seems to have been
the means of warming and chastening their spiritual life. The result has been a strong recoil
from formalism to informalism : from high church
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exclusiveness to low church fellowship with all
true believers. Indeed, we should say that there
is now a considerable body within the Anglican
Church who might be fitly styled non-conforming
conformists, — those who remain in fellowship
with their mother Church because they see not
what else to do for the present, but who are ready
to avow, publicly and privately, their utter disfellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness
with which her sanctuaries have been defiled.
We have before us as we write, a calm and
thoughtful tract by a churchman who expresses
the deliberate opinion that in a few years the
Established Church of England will have completed her Romanizing career, and come once
more into union with the Church of Rome. But
this apostasy is being resisted step by step.
Such determined opposition to the insidious foe !
Such a boldly protesting Protestantism! We
found in Paternoster Row, a book and tract store
entirely devoted to the business of furnishing
weapons for this controversy. We found families
of the highest rank confessing themselves still
churchmen, but avowing that they preferred worshipping in halls and chapels until the offensive
idols are put away.
An odd story was told us of a young lady —
a lineal descendant of one of the reformers who
suffered martyrdom for his opposition to Rome —
who is wont to carry a pocket compass to church
when worshipping away from home, in order to
determine the direction, and so avoid turning to
the east in prayer time.
So it is evident that there are Protestants still
as well as Romanists : and that while fashion,
state influence, and ecclesiastical authority are
becoming more solidly arrayed on one side, there
is on the other a faithful and God-fearing remnant who will not bow the knee to Baal.
PROPHECIES MISUNDERSTOOD.
BY REV. LYMAN ABBOTT, D.D.

6

ARLY education led me to look with prejudice,
not to say with contempt, upon all theories
of Second Adventism. I imbibed the notion,
from SunHay^chool and pulpit and literature,
that the incarnation and death of Christ was the
last and supreme manifestation of God to men ;
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that the conversion of the world and the redemption of mankind were going steadily and surely,
though very slowly, on from the birth of Christ
as the starting-point, and under the influence of
Christian ministration to their consummation.
The notion that the gospel dispensation was preparatory to another, as the Old Testament had
been preparatory to the Gospel; that the manifestation of God in the man Jesus Christ was
preparatory to another manifestation of God in
kingly and triumphant form, as the manifestation
of God in the law and the prophets had been
preparatory to his manifestation in his Son, never
dawned upon, or at least never took lodgment in
my mind. The doctrine of a second coming was
interwoven in my thought with vague impressions
of Millerism, Second Advent camp-meetings,
prophecies of days and years when the advent
should take place, interpretations of the mystic
prophecies of the books of Daniel and Revelation, mechanical conceptions of a physical king
with his throne and his courtiers in Jerusalem,
and his administration proceeding therefrom;
for all of which I had no respect then, for all of
which / have greater_jx:sfLect the older I grow.
In this spirit I arrived, in a course of systematic and careful study of the New Testament, at
the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew, of which
the thirteenth chapter of Mark is a parallel report. Previous utterances of Christ had already
somewhat shaken my preconceived theories. I
had not gone far in the careful study of this chapter before I reached the conclusion that the interpretations of those commentators who deny
the second coming were inconsistent with a reverent, unprejudiced, and impartial acceptance of
Christ's own words. The principles adopted by
this interpretation, if applied to other portions of
Scripture, will make the Bible mean anything
which the Bible student desires it to mean. The
whole chapter is reduced to a mere prophecy of
the destruction of Jerusalem, and the admonition
with which Christ closes his discourse : " What I
say unto you I say unto all, Watch," is absolutely
eliminated from it, because no Christian since the
close of the first century has had occasion to
watch for that destruction. The sublime description of earth's dying days is robbed of all its

sublimity. " The sun shall be darkened, and the
moon shall not give her light," is made to mean,
those shall be dark days ; " The stars shall fall
from heaven and the powers of the heavens shall
be shaken," is interpreted, the great empires of
the world shall undergo disturbances; the appearing of the sign of the Son of man in heaven
is reduced to a declaration that the sign shall
appear, testifying that the Son of man is in
heaven ; the mourning of all the tribes of earth
is supposed to be fulfilled in the sorrow experienced by the inhabitants of Palestine at the
appearance of the army of Titus ; the sending of
the angels with the sound of the trumpet becomes,
messengers shall call into the church the true
disciples of Christ; and " from one end of heaven
to the other," is reduced to, from Dan to Beersheba. I certainly do not mean to impugn the
honesty of other interpreters in declaring that
this principle of interpretation is not an honest
one, and is the product of that vicious, but alas!
common endeavor not to read in the Scripture
what it contains, but to read into the Scripture
what the reader desires to find there.
In further pursuing this study I found, from
parallel passages in the writings of the apostles,
borrowing Christ's phraseology here in describing
pictorially the last judgment, that they who heard
him understood him to refer to a future coming
in pomp and power. I found that Christ himself
employed almost identical language elsewhere,
under circumstances which forbade all doubt as
to his meaning. I found the interpretation put
upon this chapter, as the prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem, unfulfilled by the events; the
inhabitants of Palestine did not see in that destruction a sign that the Son of man was in
heaven, bvft on the other hand remain unbelievers
to this day. Christ did not gather his people
into one church at that destruction; on the contrary, they were scattered to the four winds by
the persecutions which followed.
Do not think, H e says in substance, that the
end of Jerusalem is the end of the world. Before that end of the world, before I come to take
possession of my kingdom, there must be a long
period of deceit, false messiahs arising, wars and
rumors of wars, famines and pestilences and
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earthquakes. These are but the beginning of
that travail out of which the kingdom of God is
to be born. This world-anguish is itself a prophecy of a birth of a kingdom of righteousness, of'
joy, and of peace, (verses 4-8). The Church itself shall share in this labor-pain. Four successive eras of trouble must it pass through. The
Gentiles shall hate it, and persecute i t ; the
Romans shall burn its Bibles, imprison its disciples, or send them to the mines, or cast them to
the wild beasts, or impale them upon lofty poles,
and pour oil or tar upon them, and light them to
be torches for the malignant on-lookers. Follow,
ing this, Christians shall fall into enmities one
with another. They shall hate one another and
betray one another to death. The persecutions
by the Roman Catholic Christian of his Protestant Christian brethren shall transcend the persecutions of Christians by the Gentiles; the fire
and sword of Alva, the massacre of St. Bartholomew, the inquisition of Spain, shall exceed the
cruelties of a Nero, a Caligula, a Diocletian.
The age of persecution and internal conflict
shall be followed by an age of scepticism and
false doctrine. False teachers shall arise in the
Church itself, who, bearing the name of Christ,
shall deny the truth of Christianity. The enemies
of Christian truth shall be born within the Chris,lian C h u r c h — a Strauss, a Baur, a Kuenen.
Every tenet of Christian faith, — the inspiration
of the Scriptures, the incarnation of the Son of
God, the forgiveness of sins, the life everlasting,
the living communion of God with his saints —
shall be questioned or denied by teachers of religion wearing Christian vestments, and preaching from Christian pulpits. Last, and worst of
all, iniquities shall abound, faith shall grow dim,
love shall grow cold, the lines of demarkafion
between the Church and the world shall seemingly be obliterated, and luxury shall enervate,
and selfishness and greed shall corrupt the
Church of God itself.
In each and every experience they are to bear
witness to God's truth, as the Spirit of God shall
give them utterance. When the signs of the end
of Jerusalem and its temple draw near, even then
they are not to think that the Messiah is coming.
They are not to wait in the beleaguered city, ex-
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pectant for him, for the temple must fall, and
Jerusalem be destroyed, and a new faith must be
built up out of the ruins and remnant of the old
religion, before the fullness of the time will have
come. Not till after that tribulation — how long
after no man knows, not the angels, nor even the
Son of man himself — will be the dawning of the
Lord.
In this paper I propose to draw certain doctrinal and spiritual conclusions which seem to
me to be warranted.
Christ is coming again. The manifestation of
God in humiliation in the incarnation is not the
final and consummate manifestation. The disclosure of God to his children by his spiritual
• communion with them is not the consummate
and final disclosure. Paul looked and waited
for the coming of his Lord. Peter warned his
readers not to be deceived by scoffers asking:
" Where is the promise of His coming ?" John
bade the children of God purify themselves by
the hope that when He shall appear his children
shall be like him. James exhorted the disheartened and the discouraged to be patient unto this
coming of the Lord. As they understood him
we may safely understand him. The first coming
of Christ was the springtime in the divine seasons;
the dispensation of the Spirit is the rich and
fruitful summer; there awaits for us, our hope,
the ripened and mellow autumn.
When H e comes it will be in such guise that
no one can question or doubt it. H e will come
as the flood came; he will come as the lightning
comes. As a king comes with the trumpeters
that precede him, so will H e come, and his advent
.will be proclaimed and emblazoned far and wide.
Now H e is incognito. Only the spiritual sense,
only love and faith peer beneath his peasant
garb and behold a King. Only now and then in
his earthly life does his divinity flash forth so
that the temple traders flee from the fire of his
eyes, and the soldiers fall to the ground when he
comes out from the garden to surrender himself
to them. Then Caiaphas and Pilate and the
centurion and the guards and the soldiers shall
recognize him, as well as Peter and James and
John. All the tribes of the earth shall mourn,
seeing Him, and the kings of the earth, and the
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great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bond man,
and every free man, shall hide themselves, and
call on the mountains and the rocks to hide them
from the face of Him that sitteth on the throne.
His coming will be unexpected. Men will be
buying and selling, marrying and giving in marriage. All the industrial and social life of the
world will be going on, and into the midst of it
H e will break in the suddenness of his glory
upon the astonished world. No man knows —
no, not the angels in heaven ; no, not the Son of
man himself — the hour of his coming. But if
the early disciples erred by thinking it must come
in their own time, we are in danger of erring by
thinking that it cannot come in our time. They
anticipated; we procrastinate.
If we are humble we shall not pass by, as
though it concerned us not, Christ's solemn injunction : " Watch ; and what I say unto you I
say unto all. Watch," I chiefly object to the
common interpretations of the New Testament
prophecy as fulfilled in the destruction of Jerusalem and the dispensation of the Holy Spirit,
because they rob the New Testament of this solemn warning, and this eloquent incentive to holy,
earnest Christian living. If we believed that tomorrow, any morrow, the lightning may flash out
from East to West, that tomorrow, any morrow,
the trumpets may sound in the horizon announcing the coming of our King, and our buying and
selling, our marrying and giving in marriage may
be broken in upon by his second advent, and
by the consummation of all things before his
judgment throne, we should better understand
Paul's mystical exhortation : " It remaineth that
both they that have wives be as though they had
none; and they that weep as though they wept
not; and they that rejoice as though they rejoiced not; and they that buy as though they
possessed not; and they that use this world as
not abusing it." So may each one of us be
moved to live henceforth, from the devout and
careful study of this hope, and this warning of
Christ; ever looking for the blessed hope and
the glorious appearing of our Lord and Saviour,
with this prayer ever in our hearts : " Even so,
Lord Jesus come quickly."

MASTER

MISSIONARIES.

BY ALICE B. M E R R I A M .
NUMBER

EIGHT.

JOHN WILLIAMS, 1 7 9 6

J

1839.

'ROM the east and from the west, and from the
islands of the sea, have those been gathered
who shall sit down in the kingdom of heaven.
" L e t them give glory unto the Lord, and declare his praise in the islands." These words of
the prophet have been fulfilled, and in the new
song which shall arise from those redeemed " out
of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and
nation," will be heard the voices of those who
first learned His name upon the islands of the
far distant seas.
The first scene of missionary labor in the
South Seas, or Southern Pacific, was the island
of Tahiti, the largest of the group known as the
Society or Georgian Islands. Here, in March,
1797, a company of twenty-three persons sent out
by the Church Missionary Society of England,
began their work. Though well received by the
natives at first, they were obliged within a year
of their arrival to flee for safety., Some, however,
returned; other laborers came from England,
and the work was renewed and enlarged. War
among the natives now interfered, and in 1809
not a single missionary remained upon the island,
yet in succeeding years they returned again and
again to the posts assigned to them. Such had
been the history of the work in Tahiti when John
^^'^illiams arrived in 1817, and a new era opened.
Williams was born at Tottenham High Cross,
near London, on the 29th of June, 1796. No
details in regard to his childhood or early education are available, but his mother is known to
have been a woman of devout and earnest character, and to have carefully instructed her children
in the word of God. H e received only an ordinary English education as it was designed that
he should enter a business life, and at an early
age he was bound as apprentice for seven years
to an iron-monger. H e was to be fitted only for
the commercial part of the business but the bench
and forge were so attractive to him that he soon
became, by the use of his spare moments, a skillful workman.
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H e was converted in his eighteenth year, and islands. Thousands of human victims had here
at once entered upon a life of Christian ser- been slain, and now the way was open to give to
vice, teaching in the Sunday school, visiting the these people the gospel of light and peace. It
poorhouse and almshouse, and identifying him- was an irresistible call to Williams, and in comself with the various activities of the church with pany with Mr. Threlkeld, he removed to Raiatea.
which he was connected. There were now devel- A great feast was provided for them, and a warm
oped a firmnes and decision of character, that welcome extended. They found the people willwere marked elements in the work of his later ing to listen, and Williams at once began to preach
years. About a year after his conversion, the three times each week. H e also began the transdesire was first awakened to give himself to the lation of the Bible, and organized schools for
service of Christ in foreign lands, In view of old and young; at the same time teaching the
this desire, he joined a class composed of young people many of the arts of civilized life. A
men who were studying for the ministry, seeking chapel was erected in 1820. Such was the result
thus to supply in some degree the deficiencies of of the preaching and example of the missionaries,
his education, and to prepare himself for his that from six to eight hundred persons attended
chosen work. After a period of study, he was the sunrise prayer meetings on Sunday mornings.
strongly recommended by his pastor to the SociAfter five years of work at Raiatea, he began,
ety, and, though very young for so important an in 1823, the missionary voyages which were the
undertaking, was at once appointed. The de- means of carrying to other islands the blessings
cision to accept him was abundantly justified in which had been given to Raiatea. H e wrote to
later years. He possessed an unusually active the Society: " A missionary was never designed
mind, was quick in applying knowledge, and was by Christ to gather a congregation of a few huneminently persevering, — qualities which in a dred natives and "sit down at his ease as if every
large measure counterbalanced the lack of train- sinner was converted, while thousands around
ing which was due to his early appointment.
him, and but a few miles off, are eating each
, Williams was ordained in September, 1816, in other's flesh and drinking each other's blood, livcompany with Robert Moffatt, and a few weeks ing and dying without the gospel. For my own
later sailed with his wife for Sidney. Here they part, I cannot content myself within the limits of
were detained for four months, and again for a a single reef." The story of the succeeding years
shorter time in New Zealand, reaching Tahiti, cannot be given in detail. On his first voyage,
their final destination, in November, 1817, one he left native teachers on the island of Aitutaki.
year after leaving England.
At another time he carried eight native teachers
His work as a missionary was begun on the to the Navigators' Islands. Native Christians
island of Eimeo. H e found among the people began also the work upon Raratonga and opened
much respect for religious services, and a desire the way for the settlement of English missionaries.
for instruction, but many ideas and customs of
At one time the progress of the work was seriheathenism remained, and on many islands the ously hindered by the withdrawal of the ship
gospel had not yet been preached. It was soon which had carried the missionaries from island
decided that stations should be opened upon to island. At this juncture, the indomitable enislands yet unvisited, and Williams, with others, ergy and perseverance of Williams stood him in
was assigned to Huahine. Here he was at once good stead. Almost incredible as the statement
visited by chiefs and people from other islands, may seem, he, with the help of a few natives,
"who desired to listen to the new teachers, and built and rigged a ship of seventy tons burden,
the king of Raiatea was especially earnest in his which he named the " Messenger of Peace." By
entreaties that one of the missionaries should means of this vessel, he and his associates were
settle upon his island.
Raiatea had been for enabled to visit many distant groups of islands,
many generations the center of all the barbarous and through native teachers to rapidly extend the
practices which had . degraded the neighboring work. In 1833, Williams was obliged to return
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corresponding interpositions in more recent
times ? A remarkable case of deliverance from
persecution, and of punishment visited upon
cruel persecutors, is recorded of the Jewish colony at Alexandria, about two hundred years
before Christ.
Ptolemy Philopator, furiously angry at the
refusal of the high priest to permit him to invade
the temple courts at Jerusalem, on his return to
Egypt, flung into prison all the Jews upon whom
he could lay hands. There was at Alexandria a
huge hippodrome used for gladiatorial shows,
and here a host of captives were confined. The
king decreed that elephants, made furious by intoxicating and stimulating drugs, should be let
loose upon them in the arena of the ampitheatre,
and allowed to trample them to death. For two
days his own drunken revels delayed the execution of this horrid decree, and for two days there
went up ceaseless prayer to Israel's God, that he
who delivered Daniel from the lions, would rescue his helpless people.
The third day came, and the infuriated monsters were driven into the ampitheatre and goaded
forward to torture the prisoners. But wonderful
to relate, instead of attacking and destroying the
Jews, they turned madly upon the guards and the
spectators, killed many of them, and drove the
rest in terror from the corridors. Ptolemy was
so impressed with this exhibition of the power of
the God of the Jews, that he released the prisoners, and like Ahasuerus, permitted them to destroy their foes.
, The Waldenses are the Israel of the Alps, who^
in their mountain fastnesses, for centuries guarded
the ark of a primitive faith and worship; while
the terrors of the Vatican confronted them — that
summit of terror, which was " An Olympus for its
false gods, a Sinai for its thunder, and a Calvary
for its blood." Read the story of the siege of
La Balsille, their mountain fortress. Hemmed
in by the French and Sardinian army through
MODERN SIGNS; OR, PRESENT PROOFS the summer, gaunt famine stared them in the
OF T H E SUPERNATURAL.
face; the foe guarded every outlet of the valley,,
BY A R T H U R T. PIERSON.
and their ungathered Crops lay in the fields. I n
PART SEVEN.
midwinter, driven by gnawings of hunger to visit
E read of the marvellous deliverances of the abandoned harvest fields, beneath the deep
Israel in answer to prayer. Are there no snows they found God had kept the grain unhurt,

to England. The unremitting toil of seventeen
years, in which his wife had fully shared, had
undermined their health, and a time of rest was
imperative. They remained in England four
years, and during this time Williams was enabled
to arouse deep interest in the South Sea Islands,
and to secure the necessary funds for the purchase of a ship, which should be fully adapted to
the work of the mission and used wholly in its
service. This was called the " John Williams,"
and was to be supported by the children of the
Sunday Schools of England.
The returning company of missionaries left
England in 1838, and after reaching the South
Seas, visited the Navigators' and Society Islands,
and then sailed for the New Hebrides. Here
they left native teachers on the island of Tauna,
and proceeded to Erromanga. The natives of
this island appeared sullen, and averse to intercourse with the foreigners, but after apparently
gaining their confidence by gifts, the missionaries
prepared to land. They were attacked, however,
as soon as they reached the shore, and being
separated and taken by surprise, were quickly
overpowered. A strong effort was made to bring
the boat to the rescue of Williams, but though
the distance was short, the natives had succeeded
in dragging the body from the water \vhere it had
fallen, and carried it beyond reach, so that after
fruitless efforts to regain the bodies of those who
had been slain, the survivors were obliged to
leave the island. Thus suddenly, and in the
midst of his life-work the earthly service of John
Williams was ended on the 20th of November,
1839. Monuments to his memory were erected
on both the Samoan and Hervey Islands, but the
most enduring memorials of his life are to be
found in the Christian churches and homes of the
South Sea Islands, and in the lives that bear
witness to the transforming power of the gospel
of Christ.
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and part of it was gathered in good condition a
year and a half after it was sown l In the spring
after, a merciless cannonade broke down the
breastworks behind which they hid, and the helpless band cried to the Lord. At once, H e who
holds the winds in his fist and rides in the clouds
as his chariot, rolled over them a cloak of fog,
so dense that in the midst of their foes they escaped unseen!
A company of Covenanters had been pursued
by their persecutors until their strength was exhausted. Reaching a little hill which separated
them from their pursuers, their leader said : " Let
us pray here, for if the Lord hear not our prayer,
and save us, we are all dead men." H e then
prayed : " Twine about the hill, O Lord, and cast
the lap of thy cloak over puir old Saunders and
these puir things." Before he had done speaking a mist rose up about the hill, and wrapped
the devoted little band about like the very cloak
of the Lord he had prayed for. In vain their
enemies sought to find them, and while they were
wearying themselves in the effort, an order came
which sent those foes on an errand in a different
direction,
I When the Protestants in Rochelle were beseiged by the French king and in peril of starvation, God sent into the bay a shoal of fishes to
feed them, such as were never before seen in
that harbor.
To an attentive eye, the world is constantly
coming to new crises which can be safely turned
only as God's own power interposes; and praying souls who watch the signs of the times, both
seek the divine deliverance and mark the footsteps of God's own angel. Our own country has
been the theatre of these marvellous interpositions repeatedly, from the time when a flock of
paroquets turned Columbus to the San Salvador
group, until now.
Sometimes these answers to prayer are on a
colossal scale, both as to the territory they cover
and the lime through which they extend. For
example: S. H, Willey, D.D., one of the pioneer
home missionaries on our western coast, has in
his " Thirty Years in California," shown us on
what hinges turn the destinies of whole states
and nations. Before the gold of California was
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known, there were many adventurers from the
United States and Europe already there, drawn
by advantages of the climate and regarding it as
a golden gate to Pacific and Asiatic commerce.
They saw that for the development of its great
resources, California ought to be cut loose from
Mexico, and attached to some more progressive
nation.
Most of them favored a British protectorate,
and there was a British fleet hovering near by,
waiting for a pretext to take possession, and the
United States was also waiting to have ground
for similar action. When the war with Mexico
began, the news, slowly moving, reached the commanders of the American and the British forces
at the same time, and both at once started for
the harbor. Commodore Sloat hoisted the Starsand Stripes only 3. week before Admiral Seymour
arrived.
In the same month of July, 1846, 260 Mormons sailed from New York, and reached San
Francisco well supplied with all that could furnisb
a Mormon colony, but found the American flag
floating over the harbor. The colonists, who
hoped to have settled on the coast, bitterly disappointed, sent messengers to meet Brigham Young
who was advancing overland, and the result was
that he stopped at Salt Lake. By such a trifling
circumstance was that column of 15,000 MormonS'
prevented from making the Golden Gate their
harbor. On the same day, Feb. 2, 1848, on which'
the treaty was signed by which Mexico ceded
California to the United States, gold was found.Had the discovery been one day earlier, the signature would probably never have been put to
that document. California as narrowly escapedbeing a slave state. While the settlers were mostly
miners, they adopted a state constitution with am
article prohibiting slavery. Soon after came thatlarge migration from the Southern States, that
would have determined its future for slavery, had
the migrating band not come too late.
This is simply one example from thousands,
of the way in which God remembers his praying
people, even in the turning of the scale of national history and destiny. And no philosophy
can account for such cases, which denies a Divine
Providence ruling in human affairs.
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W H E N H E S H A L L COME.
BY REV. I. O. R A N K I N .
W H E N He shall come who is the Lord of glory,
"When H e shall come to take his people home,
Shall He find faith and eager expectation
And waiting saints in every tribe and nation
"When H e shall come ?

Now H e is with us. His the words of promise :
" Lo, I am with you alway — to the end."
Then we shall be with Him in joy forever,
Then we shall leave Him, lose Him, never, never,
When He shall come.
And art thou then expecting his appearing,
When H e shall come to take his people home.''
The day draws on, the wrathful skies are clearing;
The day of joy, the day of triumph's nearing.
When H e shall come.
Gloversville, N , Y.

CHRIST OUR OBJECT.
BY G.

W.

GREENWOOD.

Philippians 3.

AfVyE have already looked at Christ as our "Life"
and our " Pattern," we now come in this
third chapter to look at him as our object, and
that is, after all, only to look at the person of
Christ a little closer. There is just this distinction between the second and third chapters
of Philippians, that in the former we look rather
at the way Christ lived; we see the deep humiliation and self-emptiness of the Christ; while in
this third chapter we come to look at the Christ
himself; and hence this takes in the whole Christ,
— not only Christ in his humiliation, but Christ
in his glory — Christ the very Son of God.
The apostle says: " Finally my brethren, rejoice in the Lord." That is, let your joy and
rejoicing stop not short of the very person of
Christ himself; as well in the sunshine as in the
shade ; as well in poverty as in riches ; as well
when he is sending you temporal blessings as
when he is withholding the same; in sickness as
in health. In short, make the very Son of God
the object of your heart's deepest affection. Love
is not easily turned aside from its object; real
deep-seated love is susceptible of great tension ;
many waters cannot quench it. In this chapter
it is the very person of Christ that engages the
apostle's thoughts. H e counts all his intellectual

attainments and his earthly position and standing
as loss for Christ, — " That I may know him, and
the power of his resurrection, and the fellowship
of his sufferings, being made conformable unto
his death." Here is Paul's object, and he desires to know that object so thoroughly that he
may share with him the sufferings of his earthly
ministry. Oh, how deep is this love! how much
we need to know and love Christ for Christ's
sake ! How fondly love will stand by its object
and long to share its sufferings and pain ! Says
the mother to her suffering offspring: " I wish I
could bear it for you, my child." Where the
marital relationship is what God intended it to
be, we have the same longing on the part of husband and wife, to share in each other's sufferings ;
yea, friend with friend will sometimes do the
same. Christ had become so thoroughly the one
object of Paul's life, that he could not think of
the sufferings and death of his Lord without a
longing desire to share in them.
In any station of life it is of the utmost importance that we have before us a definite object.
If a man is going along in this life without a
clearly defined object or pursuit, he will seldom
accomplish much.
In morals, at least, we want an object in advance of our attainments. Christ is the proper
object for every Christian, and when he becomes
really our object we shall be constantly led higher
and higher in our apprehension of him and his
wondrous love to us.
But Christ will never be the object of our lives
until we can say with the apostle P a u l : " I count
all things but loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord." And let me say
that he never will become the object by any mere
theorizing or reasoning on theological grounds,
as when one might say: " Of course, he is my
Redeemer, and my Intercessor. All power is
given to him in heaven and on earth, by him I
live and move, and hence, he must occupy the
chief place." But does he occupy the chief place ?
Have you really counted all things but loss for
him ? If he has become really your object, then
you will suffer the loss of friends, the loss of
earthly store, the loss of health; everything may
be taken from you, so that you have none to call
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father or mother, sister or brother, husband or
wife, child, lover, or friend, and yet, you will
•count yourself rich above all thought or expression, because of the e,xcellency of ^the knowledge
of Christ Jesus, your Lord !
V
I am afraid that instead of having Christ as
the supreme object, many have simply salvation
as the object to be attained; that their chief
thought is their final deliverance from the power
•of death and the grave ; they are pressing on to
that amid some misgivings, and much sorrow.
But in order to make Christ my object in the
light of this third chapter of Philippians, the
question of my salvation must be a settled fact.
I must see Jesus as my Saviour, as the one that
has already accomplished the work of my salvation. Nothing but the heart's affection will enthrone Jesus Christ as the object of my life ; and
nothing but the knowledge that he has already
redeemed me will beget that affection and love.
The hope that he will ultimately save me will
never do it. It may beget a slavish fear to live
in the dread of being damned, but it will never
captivate the heart. Nothing less than the once
crucified Christ, now in the glory of his Father,
must become the object of my life. If he is not
really and truly the one object, I shall want much
to make life even seem happy. But if he be the
true object of my life, all my poverty will be forgotten in his riches, my weakness in his strength.
His friendship will fill the little world of my being
with delight. You may readily know if Christ is
the object of your lives — the treasure and the
heart always go together. Mary came to the
empty sepulchre of her Lord, weeping; " Woman,"
said the angels, " why weepest tliou ?" " Because
they have taken away my Lord, and I know not
where they have laid him," was the sorrowful
reply. Mary had lost her object. Her heart
was with her treasure, and her treasure was the
Lord Jesus, who had spoken peace to her soul;
. and if he had gone, there was nothing left for
her but sorrow and weeping. Nothing can charm
the soul of the true Christian long, but Christ;
it would be strange if it were otherwise. Whose
love so deep, so real, so constant as his who purchased us with his own blood, who gave to us
his own life, with a pain and a travail of soul that
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none but a very God could endure ? " Woman,
why weepest thou ? " " Because they have taken
away my Lord." You might have taken away
anything and everything from Mary only that
Jesus was left, and she would not have wept.
Love does not require much company. If it can
possess its object, then no country is foreign, no
place is desolate. See that young wife, sharing
the perils of the deep with the object of her affection, and the awful waste of waters has no
solitude for her. She will brave the tempest;
kindred, home, and country she will leave, for
strange manners and rude customs of far off
lands, only that it be with him who has become
the sovereign of her heart. She has got an object,
her heart is centered upon it; with that object
she will call any land her home, and every scene
shall be a minister of delight to her.
Oh, dear reader, if you have not already done
so, start, with the man Christ Jesus as the supreme object of your life. Let every impulse,
every affection, remain in abeyance, if need be,
until he is enthroned in your heart and in your
life'. Will you not-think of him as " t h e fairest
among ten thousand, and the one altogether
lovely ? " Will you not think of him as yearning
over you in the death throes of the cross ? Will
you not think of him as the one who is soon to
come and change this body of humiliation, and
make it like unto his own glorious body ? Will
you not think of him as the one alone in whom
you can rely in the severest extremities of life ?
There will come a time when the kind offices of
friends will avail you nothing, when the hand of
love will be palsied and no human voice can stir
the terrible lethargy of the soul. Oh, how you
will need Christ then S Make him the object of
your life now; let your love for him o'ertop
every earthly affection, not in theory only, but in
reality. Be jealous for your Lord, and reserve
for him the purest, the sweetest, the strongest
affections of your soul. Then he will bring you
into his banqueting house, and his banner over
you shall be love; then you shall sit down under
his shadow with great delight, and his fruit shall
be sweet to your taste.
""'
But let me put in a word of warning here. In
making Christ the object of your life, do not
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make the mistake of confounding the gifts with
the Giver; let it be the very person of Christ,
and not simply the blessings he has to impart.
I think some people are measuring their piety
and devotion by the glow of their own feelings.
If they are receiving blessings they imagine they
are loving Christ But he will never become the
true object of your life by any introspective view.
It is true that you will love him because he first
loved you, but you will have to look away from
yourself to him. If he is the object, then your
thoughts must center upon him, not upon yourself. Love always loses itself in its object.
If
you are very happy, do not necessarily conclude
that you are very pious. True piety, true devotion to the Lord Jesus will consist in loving him
when you do not feel very happy, even when you
do not realize his presence, when he seems far
away. Learn a deep spiritual lesson by your
earthly affections, for they are but types of the
heavenly. The devoted wife would not think of
saying to her husband: " I would like to love
you, my dear, if I felt a little better." Or what
would you think of a wife writing to her absent
husband and saying: " You are so far away
and I so seldom hear from you, that really my
heart is growing cold, and I do not think I love
you any more. If you could only come very
often and cheer me with loving words and nice
presents, then I should love you, I am sure ?
Dear reader, is this the way you have learned to
love your Lord ? Is this the vain, superficial
thing you call love to him who gave his life for
you ? If it be so, let me entreat you to kindle
anew the flame of sacred love, at the cross of
Calvary. If you cannot love, you can at least
look, and if you will look with the eye of faith,
look steadfastly and long to the Christ of God,
you shall find that great deep of your soul broken
up. The apostle says: " But we all, beholding
as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed
with the same image, from glory to glory, as by
the spirit of the Lord." Some one has truly said:
" If I think of the world, I get the impress of the
world; if I think of my trials and sorrows, I get
the impress of my sorrows; if I think of my failures, I get the impress of my failures; if I think
of Christ, I get the impress of Christ." Now, as

a closing word, remember that the object of your
heart is not h e r e ; " F o r our citizenship is in
heaven, from whence also we look for the Saviour,
the Lord Jesus C h r i s t " The Lord's table separates us from everything that is not Christ-like,
from that everything Christ does not like. He,
the rejected One is our feast, the absent King is
our Lord. This is our memorial, in this we show
forth the Lord's death till he come. " S e t your
affection on things above, not on things on the
earth. For ye are dead, and your life is hid with
Christ in God. When Christ, who is your life
shall appear, then shall ye also appear with him
in glory " (Col. 3 : 2-4).
REMARKABLE CONVERSION OF PROF. J. F .
GODFREY, IN MR. HAMMOND'S MEETINGS IN

ROCHESTER:

LETTER

FROM LORD TENNYSON.
pj^T Mr. Hammond's closing meeting in the
vL/ South End churches of Boston, he spoke
upon the work of the " Holy Ghost which is given
unto us." H e quoted numerous passages to
show that it is the privilege of God's people to
be led by the Spirit continually. For example r
" I will pray the Father and he will give you
another Comforter that he may abide with you
forever; even the Spirit of truth ; for he dwelleth
with you and shall be in you " (John 14 : 16, 17).
" H e shall guide you into all t r u t h " (John 16:
13). " As many as are led by the Spirit of God
they are the sons of God " (Rom. 8 : 14).
After commenting on these and similar passages, Mr. Hammond related a remarkable instance of the leading of God's Spirit which, in a
strange manner, resulted in the conversion of a.
man who had faced death at the cannon's mouthH e spoke as follows : " An incident in my experience illustrates some of the points of which
I have been speaking in connection with these
passages of Scripture.
In the year 1S63, ^ ^Q^d a series of meetings
in Rochester, N. Y., most of the churches of the
city uniting in the work. One thousand and one
from the sabbath schools were examined and
received into the churches. Nine hundred and
sixty-three, largely adults, were admitted to the
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churches in one day. The work was general
through the city and the surrounding country.
After seven years I was invited back there to
hold another series of union services. As I had
kept no record of the sermons preached and the
illustrations used, I was constantly studying for
something fresh, which I had never used there
before.
One day I had but little time to study the subject for the evening. I knew that Dr. Shaw's
large church would be crowded, and I felt greatly
-burdened for a blessing upon the people. My
constant prayer was: " Cast me not away from
thy presence, take not thy Holy Spirit from me."
I felt that the little I had in mind was as but " a
few loaves and fishes, with which to feed the multitude." In Matt. 14 : 17, they said unto Jesus :
"We have but five loaves and two fishes. H e
s^id: JBring them tome. And looking up to heaven
he blessed and brake, and gave the loaves to his
disciples, and the disciples to the multitude, and
they did all eat and were filled."
Thus I brought, in earnest prayer, what little
I had to Jesus for his blessing, that it might be
multiplied so as to feed the multitude. While
speaking to the Christians, I sought to urge upon
them the importance of courage and holy boldness in fighting the battle of the Lord. I called
their attention to those passages in the Acts,
where the words "bold," " boldness," and " boldly"
occur, and thus, by examples from God's word,
and by the.promises, I endeavored to strengthen
the faith of God's people.
At this point a new illustration occurred to me
which I never before thought of using in a religious meeting.
It was in October, 1854, at Balaklava, during
the war in the Crimea, that Lord Lucan gave the
order to " The Light Brigade," numbering 630, to
advance. " Advance whither ?" was the question.
" There is the enemy," was the reply, " and there
are the guns." Truly, there they were. Six battalions of infantry, six solid masses of cavalry,
with thirty heavy guns in position directly in
front of them, batteries on the right, and slopes
on the left, lined with rifle-men and light field
pieces; and a mile and a half to be traversed
before they could meet the enemy. Truly, this
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was a ride "into the jaws of death," yet these
noble men, "the flower of England," made the
attempt. They took the guns, they cut their way
through the infantry, and through the cavalry.
By some blunder they were not supported, yet
they cut their way back under the fire of the
Russian guns,—" all that was left of them, left of
six hundred."
When a boy in college, I had repeated Tennyson's " Charge of the Light Brigade " as a declamation, and so, under the inspiration of the moment, I threw my heart into it, and made it as
vivid as possible before the solemn gathering in
Dr. Shaw's church, crowded in every part.
That scene of dreadful carnage was pictured
before us all, as we beheld those valiant men cut
down like the forest before the tornado. We
have only room to quote two verses out of the six :
Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward.
All in the valley of Death'
Rode the six hundred.
" Forward the Light Brigade !
Charge for the guns ! " he said :
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred. '
« Forward the Light Brigade! "
W a s there a man dismay'd ?
N o ; tho' the soldiers knew
Some one had blunder'd:
Theirs not to make reply.
Theirs not the reason why,
Theirs but to do and die;
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.

Just as I began to repeat this, a lady pressed
her way in and stood by the open door, and not
waiting for the application, she said to one of
the ushers: " I thought this was an evangelistic
meeting."
" So it is," was the reply.
" But I heard that poetry repeated over at the
Corinthian Hall half an hour ago by a Shakesperian reader, in that same way. I don't see any
gospel in that."
" But you have not waited for the application,
you may yet find something good taught by it."
At the close of the service, good Dr. Shaw
came to me asking: " Why did you put Tenny-
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son's 'Charge of the Light Brigade' in your
sermon tonight ?"
" I can't tell; it came in and came out," said I.
" But I think it was a mistake, for some seriously objected to it. I do not want you or the
meeting criticised.' I hope you will never use
that in a sermon again. It was too dramatic."
" I am sorry if I made a mistake. I know I
was much in prayer for the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, before coming to the meeting. I am sure
I felt my own weakness, and inability to accomplish any good without His help; and it was my
prayer that I might be led only by the Spirit of
God."
On my return home that night I said to my
wife : " I think I must give up preaching."
"Why.?" she asked.
" Well, some were greatly displeased with the
meeting tonight."
" Who were not pleased ?"
I did not like to tell her, for I knew how much
she respected the opinion of Dr. James B. Shaw,
but she continued her inquiries till I had to tell
her that Dr. Shaw was greatly disturbed at the
meeting.
" W h a t ! " she exclaimed, " why did not Dr.
Shaw like it ? "
I did not wish to tell her, for I feared she
might be as much troubled as Dr. Shaw had been.
Again she asked what it was that Dr. Shaw
disliked about the meeting.
At last I had to tell her it was because I
repeated Tennyson's "Charge of the Light
Brigade."
" Why, Edward, what did you do that for ? I
never knew you to do such a thing before; surely
there was no gospel in that, and you are always
talking about the importance of the gospel being
found in all the illustrations used in such meetings. What gospel is there in the ' Charge of
the Light B r i g a d e ? ' "
That was a hard question to answer. She felt
sorry about it, and so did I — worn out as I was
with fatigue, I did not feel much better after,
like a boy, I had had a good cry over the matter,
I did not sleep much that night. Long before
breakfast time the next morning, I was called to
meet a gentleman in the drawing room, a fine.

noble looking man. H e astonished me by saying :
" I was one of the six hundred who fought our
way to the redoubt at Balaklava, and one of the
thirty-six who came out alive.
When the war broke out, I came to this country and espoused the side of the North, I have
faced death in a hundred battles ; but never till
last night, when you repeated ' The Charge of
the Light Brigade ' did I feel what a miserable,
ungrateful sinner I was, I seemed to be in the
battle again, I saw my comrades cut down on
my right hand and on my left, and the thought
came to me, Why has God spared my life when
I have so long been rejecting His Son, who died
on the cross for me. _ This seemed to be the
greatest sin of all. What I heard you say of his
sufferings and death came vividly before me, and
the tears fell fast from my eyes. As I looked
around I noticed my wife, sitting by my side,
bathed in tears. I found that she, too, was
under deep conviction of sin. God had used
those same words to show her that she must come
to Christ or be forever lost When we reached
home, we fell on our knees and cried to God,
for Christ's sake, to forgive us our sins and to
make us his own children.
T h a t prayer was
soon answered. This morning we both awoke
happy. I could not wait for breakfast I felt
I must come and thank you for bringing that
wonderful scene before me so vividly through the
words of Lord Tennyson,
I fully believe the Lord led you to do this.
He knew, very likely, that nothing else would
lead me to realize my lost condition and my
need of Christ, I was shown my great ingratitude in not loving him who, as by a miracle
spared my life, when nearly all my comrades
were cut down in that fearful carnage. It was
his Holy Spirit that led you to send those words
home to my heart. They lifted the veil of forgetfulness and made me to hear the cannon's
roar, belching forth death. I now see that my
soul has indeed been brought
' Through the jaws of death
Back from the mouth of hell.'

I can never cease to thank you for repeating
Tennyson's ' Charge of the Light Brigade.' "
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At the morning meeting, which filled the Presbyterian church, this gentleman,— Professor
Godfrey was his name — I wrote it on the back
of his photo which he gave me, stood up and related, in substance, what he had that morning
said to me. Many were in tears. Dr. Shaw,
with much emotion, walked across the platform,
and, taking me by the hand asked my pardon for
what he had said the night before. " God, I believe," he added, " was answering your prayers
in leading you to repeat that ' Charge.'
He
knew the effect it would have in bringing this
man and his wife to Christ. After this, if you say
anything in the meetings, which may seem to me
to be out of place, I shall pray that God may, in
some way, use it for his glory in bringing some
lost soul to Christ. ' His ways are not our ways
nor are his thoughts our thoughts.' May the
Lord help each of us to give ourselves up entirely to him to be led by his Spirit, offering the
prayer of the psalmist, ' T e a c h me thy way, O
Lord.' "
A gentleman from England who heard Mr.
Hammond repeat these facts, communicated
themjto Lord Tennyson, and received the following letter. Mr. Hammond read it in one of his
meetings:
Farringford, Freshwater, Isle fii Wight, England.
DEAR

SIR:

I thank you for your very interesting letter, and if, as you say, you can answer for the
truth of the detail, it would be well if Mr. Hammond's
record of his experience were more publicly known.
If you would give me leave, I would send an account of
the particulars to one of our papers in this country.
Yours Faithfully,
TENNYSON.

March 19, 1887,

To God be all the glory!
THE CONVERTED ACTRESS.
^LEVATING and reforming the theatre has been
undertaken by broad church clergymen.
We protest that the ministry has something more
serious than this. Convert the theatre-goers if
you can; the play-actors and the dancers—^^reform them by the regeneration of the Holy Spirit,
so that they shall abandon the stage for some-
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thing more real and ennobling. The following
is greatly to the point on this question :
On Sunday evening, February 17, a mass meeting was held in the DeRemer Opera House,
Pueblo, in the interest of the Y. M. C, A, work,
in which most of the ministers of the city participated. Rev. Mr, Newton, of the Holy Trinity
Episcopal Church, in the speech he made on
that occasion had occasion to " thank God for
the theatre as a place where the tired and worn
preachers could find recreation and rest of mind."
H e was roundly applauded by a part of the audience, and the sentiment was received as the
expression of the ministers of the city.
Of
course no reply could be made at the time, for
the ministers had not met to debate the theatre,
but to organize a Y, M, C. A, But every other
minister of the Association dissented from the
view of the Rev, Mr, Newton, who made a public declaration of that fact. We are glad to
know that very few of the Christian people of
Pueblo accord with the opinion of Mr. Newton.
The discussion of this matter in the Ministerial Association, reminded us of an incident related by the Episcopal Bishop of Michigan to a
large audience in St. Louis, Mo., which goes to
corroborate the oft-repeated statement that no
truly converted actor or actress will remain upon
the stage. A young, talented and tender-hearted
actress was passing along the street of a large
city, and seeing a pale, sick girl lying upon a
couch just within the half-open door of a beautiful dwelling, she entered, with the thought that
she might cheer, by her vivacity and pleasant
conversation, the young invalid. The sick girl
was a devoted Christian, and her words, her patience, her submission and heaven-lit countenamce so demonstrated the spirit of her religion,
that the actress was led to give some earnest
thought to the claims of Christianity, and was
thoroughly converted, and became a true follower of Christ. She told her father, the leader
of the theatre troupe, of her conversion, and of
her desire,to abandon the stage, stating that she
conld not live a consistent Christian life and follow the life of an actress. Her father was astonished beyond measure, and told his daughter that
their living would be lost to them and their busi-
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ness ruined, if she persisted in her resolution;
and loving her father dearly, she was shaken
somewhat in her purpose, and partially consented
to fill the published engagement to be met in a
few days. She was the star of the troupe, and a
favorite. Every preparation was made for the
play in which she was to appear. The evening
-came, and the father was rejoiced that he had
won back his daughter, and that their living was
not to be lost. The hour arrived ; a large audience had assembled. The curtains rose, and
the young actress stepped firmly forward amid
the applause of the multitude. But an unwonted
light beamed from her beautiful face. Amid the
"breathless silence of the audience, she repeated :

O Light, that followest all my way,
I yield my flickering torch to T h e e ;
My heart restores its borrowed ray.
That in Thy sunshine's blaze, its day
May brighter, fairer be.
0 Joy, that seekest me through pain,
I cannot close my heart to T h e e ;
1 trace the sunshine through the rain.
And feel the promise is not vain
That mom shall tearless be.
0 Cross, that liftest up my head,
I dare not ask to fly from Thee ;
1 lay in dust life's glory, dead,
And from the ground, there blossoms red.
Life that shall endless be.
Edinburg.
THE

" My Jesus, I love Thee, I know Thou art mine,
For Thee all the pleasures of sin I resign;
My gracious Redeemer, my Saviour art Thou,
If ever I l9ved Thee, my Jesus, 'tis now."

That was all. Through Christ she had conquered, and, leaving her audience in tears, she
retired from the stage, never to appear upon it
again. Through her influence, her father was
converted; and through their united evangelistic labors many were converted to God. This is
a true story, and is given, in substance, as it was
related by the Bishop.
O Christian, seeker after God, " b e not conformed to this world." Ministers of the Gospel,
" have that mind in you which was also in
Christ." Sin not to elicit the applause of the
multitude, but with all long-suffering patience,
gentleness and godlipess, serve your day and
generation with holiness of purpose, and strive
to be "living epistles," known and read of all
men. You cannot take Christ with you into the
iDall-room or theatre, and where he is not, there
you may not go.

""O LOVE, THAT WILT NOT LET M E GO.'
BY REV. G. MATHESON.

0 LovE, that wilt not let m e ^ o ,
I rest my weary soul in Thee ;
1 give Thee back the life I owe,
That in Thine ocean depths, its flow
May rich6r, fuller be.

LETTER

"I."

BY REV. W-ILLIAM HASLAM, MI A. •

3

HAD been speaking, one Sunday, at the beginning of a mission, upon the necessity of the
new birth. This is a most important subject at
all times, but more particularly in the present
day, when there is so much written and spoken
about the " Fatherhood " of God, regardless of
the new birth.
The Lord said : " Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God." Just as a
man needs natural birth to see natural things, so
he needs spiritual birth to see spiritual things.
I insisted not only upon the necessity of the new
birth; but, taking the brazen serpent as a type, I
also insisted that this new birth must be through
the Son of Man. " As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of Man
be lifted up, that whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have everlasting life."
The Lord graciously set his seal upon this testimony by drawing some souls to Himself that
evening.
The next morning, at the Bible-reading as it
was called, there came two brothers, both men of
learning, and regarded as very good men. They
sat in front of the pulpit and looked steadily at
me all through the address.
The following morning they were there again,
and this time I observed one of them taking
notes. It was somewhat embarrassing at the time ;'
but, as my dependence was not upon my learning, but upon God, I went on.
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I was led to speak upon the difference between
men's teaching and God's.
I said : " Men teach by imparting instruction
directly to men. In this way, they may convey
the interpretation of . Scripture from mind to
mind; but this is no|: the manner of God's
teaching.
St. Paul tells us that all Scripture is profitable
for doctrine ; but, observe, after doctrine or teaching comes, not knowledge, but reproof; after reproof, correction, and then instruction in righteousness. The light which God's doctrine gives
us reproves or convicts us, because our thoughts
are not as God's—we see that if God is right, then
we are wrong. When we yield to, this reproof,
the next thing is correction, or being put straight
with the line of God's teaching ; and then follows
the instruction. For this instruction the Holy
Ghost prepares the ground before he sows the
seed.
The Word of God is as seed which is foreign
to the ground, not like weeds which grow there
naturally, because they are indigenous to the
soil."
Notes were taken fully of this also.
The following day, having spoken of the manner of God's teaching, I took the other side,
namely, the manner of receiving that teaching,
on our part.
I said: " T h e r e must be a childlike spirit." I
did not know that these learned men before me
were instructors of youth. " A childlike spirit,"
I continued, " is very different from a manly spirit.
.If we would advance in spiritual knowledge, the
Lord does not say we must become as great
giants, but as little children. A man reasons
about a thing before he receives it; the child
takes it as it is given him, upon trust A learned
man must needs weigh and consider a subject all
round before he accepts it; a child is incapable
of this.
Supposing a child comes to school, and, in these
rationalistic days and precocious times, says to
his teacher ' A. Why is that A, and why should
it stand first ? Why not put B first, or third, and
C in the first place ?' The teacher remonstrates
with his young scholar, and says very meekly:
' That is how it has always been. A, B, C
' No,'
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replies the child, ' I cannot accept that old-fashioned teaching.' ' Pray, my child,' says the instructor, 'if A is not to be first, will you tell me
what letter you would put in its place ?' The
child answers with much assurance, * The letter
I.'"
The learned gentlemen smiled simultaneusly,
and others also did the same.
"You may smile," I said, " b u t this is the way
and the spirit in which a great many people come
to Scripture teaching. If they do not do this
exactly, they reason over it, or try to understand
and lay hold of it, instead of letting it lay hold
of them. The Word must lay hold of you, or it
will do no good. The seed must take hold of
the ground before it can grow upward."
After the sermon, I received a message that a
gentleman wished to see me, and would call at
three o'clock in the afternoon.
Punctually at the time named, my two learned
friends arrived, and came in.
" You knocked us over with your letter I, this
morning," said one of them. " I suppose you
meant us."
" I suppose God did," I replied. " Please let
me hear what you have to say."
" We are sons of an evangelical clergyman,"
one answered, " and have passed through the
university, but we have never met with your line
of teaching before."
I said: " I had to learn mythology and some
theology too at college; but I was not taught to
know about spiritual things there — we must be
taught of God. The universities are seminaries
of human learning, and are needful as such ; but
God alone teaches us about the things of eternity.
The Scripture says: * Except a man be born
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God.'"
" I think," said one of the gentlemen, interrupting me, " you will allow that there is much variety
of opinion upon that subject."
"Yes," I answered, " that may be ; but there is
but one new birth known to all who have experienced it. Do you know it ? "
There was no answer. I did not desire to ask
what these gentlemen thought, but what they knew.
I continued : " The test of knowing the new birth,
is 'seeing the kingdom of God.' By nature, we
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are born blind, and cannot possibly discern spiritual things ; but at the new birth we are enabled
to see, for then we receive spiritual faculties."
" I cannot say," said one of the gentlemen,
" t h a t I see what you profess to see."
" Dear friend," I replied, " do not suppose that
I am better than you. I assure you this spiritual
eyesight is as much for you as for m e ; but you
will not obtai?i it by trying to attain it. You
must submit to God, and let him give you this,
his gift, and with it, the forgiveness of your sins.
Believe me, it is not an optional matter, but one
of life or death ! You cannot see heaven either
in this world or the next without i t "
" I think it is hard, for you to say so much as
that," said the gentleman. " You unchristianise
such multitudes of good men."
I replied : " Let God be true, and every man a
liar. If He says A is A, and A is first, let it be
s o ; and if H e says: ' Marvel not, ye must be
born again,' then give up, and say: ' Yes, Lord,
I am willing.' God will give you the new birth,
only upon one condition, and that is the surrender of yourself to him."
I added: " I think I have said enough now;
shall we pray ?"
We knelt down together, and very soon both
gentlemen were melted to tears. When they began to pray aloud for themselves, the struggle
was over; and they very shortly found peace,
and gave praise to God.
In their turn, they had to stand against obloquy and laughter too. " How weak of them,"
said one, " to receive such teaching." " How
presumptuous," said another, " t o stand up in
their private judgment against the wise and good
of centuries !" and so on.
But, for all this, the Bible says: " He that
believeth hath everlasting life."
S W E A R I N G TOM OF B A S I N G S T O K E .

Christmas, in the year 1800, Mr. Marsh
^<y was ordained to the curacy of St. Lawrence,
Reading. As the church had to be closed for
repairs before the following Sunday, his valued
Christian friend, Dr. Ring, invited Mr. Marsh to
spend that day with him at his mother's house in
Basingstoke, promising him the opportunity of
PJYT

preaching, as the curate of the parish church had
offered the pulpit.
The rector had been for some time non-resident, but returned unexpectedly that week. On
hearing of the arrangement that had been made,
he said to his curate: " That evangelical young
Marsh shall not preach in my church."
When this news was announced to him on his
arrival, he received it with his usual serenity of
temper, merely replying : " Then I am to be a
listener instead of a preacher, tomorrow. But I
can pray as much as I wish — no man forbidding
me.
The Master in whom he implicitly trusted had
otherwise planned that Sunday's work for him.
Early in the morning a messenger came from a
clergyman, who had a small church in the suburbs of the town, to say that he had been seized
with an attack of inflamation in the chest, and
that he would be most grateful if Mr. Marsh
would undertake his duty.
Gladly accepting this opportunity, he went
forth to preach the Gospel of Christ from these
words : " Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh
away the sin of the world."
At the conclusion of the sermon he offered to
give the congregation an afternoon service. Between the services the news spread about the
town that the young clergyman, who had been
refused the pulpit of the large church, was to
preach again in the small one. With the generous impulse of Englishmen to take the side of
any one whom they fancy to be injured, the numbers who pressed to hear him were so great that
the congregation overflowed until the churchyard
was crowded. Even the choir deserted from the
parish church, in order to testify their sympathy
with the young clergyman who had fallen under
the rector's ban.
Amongst the crowd in the center aisle there
stood a man so noted for his ungodliness, and
profane language as to be known in Basingstoke
by the name of " Swearing Tom." H e was a
leader in sin and profanity, and for seventeen
years he had never entered a church. It was
only curiosity which brought him now.
The text was taken from Ezekiel: " I will put
a new spirit within you." Toward the close of
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the sermon the preacher quoted the words : " If
ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts
imto your children, how much more shall your
Heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to them
that ask him ? " — remarking that, contrary to
the conclusion which might have been expected,
" t h e offer was not to children, but simply to
those who asked. There was nothing, therefore,
between the worst of men and this most blessed
gift from heaven, but to ask for it." He then
added : " If the most wicked man in this church
would go home and pray that God, for Christ's
sake, would give him His Holy Spirit to change
his heart, God would hear and answer that man's
prayer."
These words went straight to the heart of
" Swearing Tom." " I am the worst man here,"
he said to himself; " I will go home and pray."
As he went, he had to pass by the familiar public
house, but, unmoved by the calls of his companions, he refused to turn in.
On reaching his home, he threw himself upon
his knees, and tried to pray in the words which
he had heard from the pulpit. The prayer was
answered. From that time he became a changed
man, and his name of " Swearing T o m " was
soon altered for that of " Praying Tom," by
which he was known until the day of his death.
He placed his leisure time at the disposal of his
clergyman for visits to the sick and afflicted, and
was made a great blessing, for upwards of half a
century, in his native town.
It was not until Mr. Marsh preached again in
that church, after a lapse of thirty years, that he
became aware of the blessed results of his first
Sunday's sermon, when Tom himself asked leave
to speak to him in the vestry, and told him the
story of his conversion.
Many years later, as Dr. Marsh was going up
the stairs of Exeter Hall for the last meeting
there of the British and Foreign Bible Society at
which he was able to be present, a stranger met
him and asked him if he was not Dr. Marsh; on
receiving the reply, he said: " A h ! dear sir,
' Praying Tom' of Basingstoke is now ' Praising
T o m ' in heaven." His last hours were blessed
indeed, for he died as he had lived, rejoicing in
his Saviour.—Life of Dr. Marsh.
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TRUST IN CHRIST ALONE.
BY C. H.

SPURGEON.

" Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in mercy."
— Hosea 10: 12.

rtETustake
note upon this sowing, and ask:
^^ "What shall we sow? Here is our heart, a
ploughed field, ready to receive the seed. What
shall we sow ?" I answer: see to it that there
is sown in you a real faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ. Let it be of the simplest and niost childlike kind. Do not trouble yourselves with definitions which darken counsel by words without
knowledge. Hold on to Christ as a babe clings
to its mother with its arms around her neck.
Trust him, depend upon him, rest in him, and in
him alone.
But mind that your faith is real reliance on
Jesus, for I meet with some who think that faith
is to believe that you are saved; but if indeed
you are not saved, such faith will be a lie, and
you will entangle yourselves in the net of false
confidence. Others think that faith is to believe
that Christ died for them, when at the same time
they think that he died for everybody, and then,
of course, he died for them. Surely there cari
be no particular virtue or power in believing
what is a self-evident inference. Many believe
that Christ died for them, and yet they are not
saved. Savingly to believe is to trust Christ:
see that you have this trust sown in you.
You ought to know why you trust him, what
he did for you, and in what relationship he stands
towards you and God; you should be able, not
merely to sing about his blood, but to know the
doctrine of atonement, to grasp the blessed fact
of his substitution, and know the reconciliation
thereby effected.
To know whom you have
believed should be one of the chief objects of
your life. I am afraid that some profess to have
been converted who do not even know the A, B, C,
of the Gospel, namely, what is the faith of God's
elect, and on what does it rest Take heed to
yourselves that ye be not ignorant here, but let
your heart be well sown with simple reliance on
the eternal Son of God, who loved us, and gave
himself for us.
,:
' ,
Sow to yourselves, and see that in your soul

y-
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF GRACE.
there is repentance of sin. Do not fall under
the notion that the necessity for repentance is
" Silver and gold h a v e I n o n e ; but s u c h
over. I have heard it said that repentance is as I h a v e , give I t h e e . " Acts 3 : 6. Socrates
" merely a change of mind." I wish that those once had a trusted servant, who, seeing others givwho so speak had undergone that change. It is ing presents to his master, came to him one day,
a sad sign of a faulty ministry when men can and said : " Because I have nothing else to give
depreciate that precious grace. Mark you, no thee, master, I here give thee myself." Socrates
sinner will ever enter into heaven who has not saw the earnestness of the servant, and said, " Do
repented of his sins. No promise can be found so." After bestowing upon him gifts, and adin the inspired page of eternal life to men who vancing him to the head of his servants, he called
live and die without repentance. It is an old- him one day, and said : " I now give thee back
fashioned virtue, I know, but it is in fashion with to thyself better than when I received thee."
the angels, who rejoice over sinners who possess
Just such a spirit as this is what Christ requires
it.
of u s ; and when we come to him with such a
trusting
love, he takes us out of our sins, and
Know, my dear young friends, that sin is an
evil and a bitter thing, and the language to be through his own blood cleanseth us, and maketh
used about it is such as David employed in the us heirs of the kingdom of God. Dear unsaved
fifty-first Psalm. Pray to God to convince you friends, though you may be poor, wretched, and
of your guilt, and ask him to enable you to flee miserable, it matters not what or who you are,
from every false way. Seek grace to detect sin, Jesus bids you come. And when j^ou come, He
and, as soon as ever you discern its presence, will make you " free indeed." Come as you are;
fly from it as you would from a deadly serpent. come, saying " J u s t as I am," and He will in no
May there be wrought in you an inward abhor- wise cast you out.
rence of sin, and a loathing of yourself because
of your tendency to transgress. " Ye that love
the Lord hate evil." " Hating even the garment
spotted by the flesh,"
May you also have a full conviction that in
you, that is, in your flesh, there dwelleth no good
thing; that your nature is empty, and void, and
waste, like the chaos of old, except as the blessed
Spirit shall brood over you, and the everlasting
God shall new create you. There needs to be
in your soul a deep sense of its ruin, or you will
not prize redemption ; and much of the godly
sorrow of repentance, or you will not know the
ecstacy of forgiveness. O for a plentiful sowing
in tears, that we may reap in joy!
As for you who are not ploughed, I beseech
you to remember that you can bring forth no
fruit to God. Be ashamed at your barrenness,
and cry mightily unto him that he would deal
graciously with you and bring you to Jesus; for
now you are nigh unto cursing, and ere long,
unless grace prevent, your end will be to be
burned. May God save you, for Christ's sake.
Amen,

" C l e a n s e t h o u m e from s e c r e t faults."
Ps, 19 : 12, A gentleman who had spent some
time in Italy, said that while at Florence, one day
his attention was attracted by the mournful notes
of some birds, and he was led to inquire the cause
of their sad twitterings. l i e found in a room a
great number of birds in cages, and that the eyes
of each had been put out by means of some
pointed instrument. At night the owners of the
birds took them outside the city, and hung the
cages in trees that were varnished with a heavy
coat of a kind of mucilage. These birds kept up
their mournful songs, and attracted other birds
to their cages; and the coating of mucilage so
fastened them that the men could easily capture
them.
Flow true to life is the illustration ! Satan
puts the spiritual sight from millions of poor
mortals, and uses them to decoy others into his
net. On every hand we see the effect of wicked
men who are Satan's agents in alluring others
into the n e t It behooves every child of God to
arm himself with the whole armor of Christ Jesus,
that he may be " able to withstand the wiles of
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the devil," and constantly keep his eye upon
God, who " will not sviffer you to be tempted
above that ye are able, but will with the temptation also make a way to escape, that ye may be
able to bear i t "

and tender joys flooded his mind. With a great
lump in his throat which choked all words, he
uncovered the tear-disfigured face, and the kiss
which sealed his penitent forgiveness was a new

" R e j o i c e not a g a i n s t m e , O m i n e e n e m y :
w h e n I fall, I shall arise." Micah 7 : 8. In
the course of an article on the prayer of Jabez
(i Chron. 4 : g, 10), the Rev. T. Vincent Tymms
says: " The wife of a workingman was recently
touched with the love of Christ, and her whole
character was suddenly transformed. She had
inherited a passionate temper, and time had not
improved it. Her scolding voice and rasping
sarcasms had made home wretched to her husband, who answered railing with oaths, and sometimes, when defeated by her superior tongue,
with blows. Now, all this was changed. The
shrew was tamed, and for some weeks a great
peace settled down upon the household. But
one morning the old fire blazed up again, under
some great provocation, and hot words having
once burst forth, the woman's anger with herself
mingling with the shame of failure and disgrace,
made passion more furious and ungovernable
than it had ever been before. Hastening to
escape, the man went out to work, muttering
words of scorn about the religion which had thus
speedily proved vain. But before going veryfar
he found that in his excitement he had left his
tools behind, and so he reluctantly turned back.
Hoping to avoid notice, he opened the door very
softly and was creeping along the passage to an
outhouse, when he heard his wife's voice. She
was evidently in distress, but to whom could she
be talking? Standing silently ,in the doorway,
he looked into the room, and all was plain. The
woman sat by the fire-side, rocking herself to and
fro, her apron drawn up over her face, with hands
pressed against the bowed head, while she moaned
with strong agony and tears : " O God, forgive
me for speaking so to my dear husband ! O God,
I never thought to do it again ! O Lord, I have
lost his love forever now, and I deserve that, but,
O Christ, I have driven him away from thee ! "
That simple prayer melted the listener's heart.
He understood it all now. Visions of new life

W h e n t h o u p a s s e s t through the w a t e r s ,
I w i l l be w i t h thee." Is. 43 : 3. Admiral
Sir Thomas Williams, a straightforward and
excellent man, was in command of a ship, crossing the Atlantic Ocean. His course brought him
in sight of the Island of Ascension, at that time
uninhabited, and never visited by any ship, except
for the purpose of collecting turtles which abound
on the coast. The island was barely descried on
the horizon, and was not to be noticed at all;
but as Sir Thomas looked at it, he was seized by
an uhaccountable desire to steer toward it.
He felt how strange such a wish would appear
to his crew, and tried to disregard it; but in vain.
His desire became more and more urgent and
distressing, and foreseeing that it would soon be
more difficult to gratify it, he told his lieutenant
to prepare to " put about ship," and steer for
Ascension. The officer to whom he spoke ventured to respectfully represent that changing their
course wotild greatly delay them — that just at
that moment the men were going to their dinner
—that at least some delay might be allowed.
But these arguments seemed to increase Admiral Williams' anxiety, and the ship was steered
toward the uninteresting little island. All eyes
and spy-glasses were now fixed upon it, and soon
something was perceived on the shore. " It is
white — it is a flag- it must ht a signal! " And
when they neared the shore, it was ascertained
that sixteen men, wrecked on the coast many
days before, and suffering the extremity of hunger, had set up a signal, though almost without
hope of relief.— Selected.

marriage vow.

I ask that Thou wilt sanctify me wholly;
That I may be all cleansed by Thy word:
And be preserved in spirit, soui and body.
Blameless unto the coming of the Lord.
Thy coming, Lord ! O bliss beyond comparing!
0 sights and sounds that I shall soon be sharing!
1 know in whom I trust,— I shall be there.

igS,
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BRIEFS ON THE S.S. LESSONS.
BY MRS. GEO. C. NEEDHAM.
SAUL

A u g u s t i8.

REJECTED

BY T H E

LORD.

I S a m . 15 : 10-23.

0X)jf anaiion0»
Two years after Saul began his reign, God
gave him his first test of obedience, i Sam. 13 :
2-15. It is supposed eight years had elapsed
when this second test came. Both were alike unsatisfactory, revealing the disobedience of Saul,
and calling down God's double curse. From
this time onward, Saul's life is one long tragedy.
The chapter we are studying records the official
parting between Samuel and Saul, i Sam. 19 : 24.
Tradition says the king of the Amalekites was
very tall and beautififl. Saul likely spared him
to make a parade of him.
Agag, like Pharoah or Csesar, was the title
common to all the Amalekite rulers. The wording of verse 12 indicates that Saul had returned
from the battle in grand, pompous procession.
The " place set up," seems to have been a triumphal monument, surmounted by the emblem of a
hand, indicating to passers-by that through his
power and energy, king Saul had wrought a great
victory. This of itself was sin, as it was contrary to God's will for His people to either love,
or glory in war.

The grand thought of this lesson is contained in ver. iS.
All the incidental circumstances of the narrative take form
and color from what is called
T H E J O U R N E Y O F SAUL.
I. T h e R e a s o n for t h e E x p e d i t i o n .
It seems
strange to call Saul's expedition against Amalek •s.joitrney,
rather than a war. In war there is much of hazard, and
uncertainty as to the final result. While on the contrary,
a journey is often full of agreeable surprises; is usually
provided for, with the expectation of a happy termination.
The wording here teaches us that God had planned and
equipped for this expedition. It was to be an easy, honorable, and certain task to subdue (lie Amalekites. The
reason for the command is found. Ex. 17: S-16; Deul.
25 '• I7--I9- The word had gone forth nearly four hundred
years before: " I will utterly put out the remembrance of
Amalek from under heaven." No other enemy treated
Israel with such meanness. Egypt might claim some honoable cause for fighting Israel; Amalek had none. But

there was another reason for destroying Amalek. That
nation was peculiarly profane and impious. Their name
meant " a people that licks up." " T h e y feare.d not God."
E x . 1 7 : J6, margin, states this: "Because the hand of,
Amalek is against the throne of Jehovah, therefore Jehovah
will have war with Amalek from generation to generation."
At Rephidim, when God supplied Israel with water by a
miracle, they tried to deprive them of it. Hence at the
very beginning of the regal government, Saul is commissioned to destroy the old national enemy.
I I . T h e D i r e c t n e s s of t h e C o m m a n d . There was
no mistaking the terms of the order: " Smite Amalek, and
utterly destroy all that they have." From the first call of
Israel out of Egypt, God had determined to exterminate
ALL Canaanites out of the promised land, and settle the
seed of Jacob there in sole possession. The tribes failed
to accomplish this purpose in Joshua's time. Saul also
failed, and was disqualified from being king. But David
after him, who largely did fulfil the Lord's design, and
"warred the wars of the Lord," is called " a man after
God's own heart." i Sam. 13; 13, 14. We are to learn
from Saul's failure, io do exactly as the Lord has told us.
A servant is to have no will but the will of his master. A
servant must not enlarge or diminish his master's orders.
God has never commanded a trifle; and we are never to
dare trifle with anything he has commanded. Saul missed
a great deal by his trifling with God's will; and the poor,
scattered Hebrew nation to this day smart under the stroke
caused by his disobedience. Every one of us have some
part in God's plan of government. W e are each some
wheel in the great clock of Providence. A small disobedience, like one broken cog, throws the whole machinery out
of motion. What plain command of God zx^ you trifling
with, my friend.'
I I I . T h e R e s u l t of t h e D i s o b e d i e n c e .
1. It made God repent.
2. It made Samuel weep.
3. It cost Saul his kingdom.
4. It was visited on Israel nearly five hundred years after!
1. God repented in the sense that he now determined to
change his method or dealing towards Saul. He would no
longer patiently prove him, but rend the kingdom from
him. The expression means that Saul's conduct gave the
Lord sorrow that he had ever made him king. Thus we learn
Saul could have done better if he would. To which thought
fits the New Testament idea, that with every temptation,
there is a ivay of e.scape. i Cor. 10: 13; Jas. i : 14.
2. Samuel weeping, reminds us of Abraham pleading
for Sodom, and Jesus saying of Jerusalem : " How often
would I have gathered you, but ye would not." Matt. 23 :
37. Are we in this company of godly intercessors, pouring
out tears and prayers for others ?
3. Others beside Saul are losing a kingdom b y disobedience. Rejection of God's commands concerning Jesus, is
the forfeiting of eternal life.
4. The Amalekites spared by Saul gave Israel trouble
for generations. Their hatred to the Lord's people never
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ceased. By strange retribution, an Amalekite was instrumental in Saul's death, and took the crown from his head;
while David, who destroyed Amalek, was raised to the
throne. 2 Sam. 2 : i - i o . It was an Amalekite, Haman,
a survivor of the profane race, who plotted a monster
scheme of revenge against Queen Esther and her race.
Esther 3 : i, 8, 9.
God estimates disobedience as
Rebellion. Deut. 9 : 7, 24.
Witchcraft. Isa. 8 : 19: i Tim. 4 : i.
Stubbornness. Deut 21 : 18-21,
Idolatry. Col. 3 : 5; Rev. 22: 15.
^

The proofs of obedience are
Believing God.
Confessing Christ.
Observing His Commandments.
THE ANOINTING
August 25.

OF

DAVID.
I S a m . 16 : 1-13.

0X)jfdnatton0.
A FEW questions may be raised for consideration : Since Saul was permitted to reign forty
years, just as long as David and Solomon, how
are we to understand the expression " I have rejected him from reigning over Israel."
"^Was it not in the natural course of events to
now look for a speedy change of rulers, since
Saul was about eighty ?
Are we to suppose God would have granted
Saul unusual longevity and vigor, like Moses and
Caleb, had he obeyed God's will}
Or, are we to understand that by " rejecting
Saul," the Scriptures meant the rejection of
kingly succession in Saul's house ?
It would be interesting to learn how long Samuel mourned for Saul. The rebuke implies that
his' undue sorrow had deflected him from proper
duty. H e needed to be stirred up to forget
things behind, and press on to things before.
Phil. 3 : 13. Probably Samuel, on his journeys,
carried a drinking horn. This he was to fill with
oil. It seems unscriptural to say: " Saul was
man's choice, and David was God's choice," since
both men were selected by God alone. Saul
must now have grown very daring in sin, since
he would be ready to kill Samuel. The prophet,
though so long in fellowship with God, was human, and timid for his life. His frank confession of his fears is very touching and comforting
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for us. Taking along the heifer was not a deceitful ruse, but a necessary adjunct to the official
anointing to be performed. There was accustomed to be held at Bethlehem a yearly feast at
which the devout Jesse presided, i Sam. 2 0 : 6 .
It does not appear, however, that Bethlehem
was in Samuel's circuit, since his arrival alarmed
the elders. Sometimes it is necessary to suppress
half the truth. Our Lord said : " I have yet
many things to say unto you; but ye cannot bear
them n o w " (John 16: 12).
The presence of sin makes men tremble.
Though perhaps not personally guilty, the elders
knew there was wrong practiced in the land.
Sanctification, was bathing and changing the
clothes, according to Exo. 19 : 14,15- Samuel's
mistake about Eliab shows us that, unilluminated
by the Spirit, the best men see only with carnal
eyes. Isa. n : 3 ; i Cor. 2 : 14, 15. The absence of David from the feast was designed of
God, to show, as in Saul's case, that the choice
of a king was not of Samuel, but all of the Lord.
All the same Jesse's family treated David as an
insignificant child, the last to be honored of God.
I Sam. 17 : 28. His personal beauty appears to
have been quite equal to Saul's, and is the frequent theme of Scripture. His hair auburn, his
eyes " bright." Margin : goodly in countenance,
comely in person, mighty, valiant in war, prudent,
with feet swift as hind's, (Psa. 18 : 33, 34,) and
hands strong and cunning. Humility and modesty were the setting for this attractive picture of
physical graces.

^nBixMtixoMB. 7
I.
II.
III.

D A V I D THE P R I N C E .

' '/'

D A V I D T H E PROPHET.
DAVID THE POET.

A Pious man.
A Prayerpul man!
A Praisepul man.
I. T h e P r i n c e . His name meant "beloved." His
character fulfilled the title. God loved him. Men loved
him. Even frenzied Saul, and outlawed characters, as
those of AduUam, were drawn by the irresistable fascination of his influence.
i Sam. 16: 2 1 ; 17: 3 ; 22: 2.
Women like Abigail were attracted to him in admiration.
I Sam. 25: 30, 31. "All Israel and Judah loved David "
(i Sam. 18: 16). Himself, in his psalms repeats the
words, "loving kindness," very frequently. David was
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not morally perfect, though called in Acts 13: 22, " t h e
man after God's own heart." i Sam. 2 : 35 qualifies and
explains this statement. H e was officially the opposite of
Saul, in executing God's will rather than his own. From
the veiy first, David showed anxiety to be led of God in
every step. Though repeatedly he had opportunity to slay
Saul, and assume his rightful rule, yet he would not anticipate the purpose of the Lord. He delighted to call himself " h i s servant." During a seven years war he never
lifted sword against a subject, and at the end avenged no
offence, strangely enough, but the murder of Saul his rival!
2 Sam. 4 : 10-12. Unlike Saul, but greatly like Jesus,
David was a long time proved in faith and grace before he
was raised to full power and honor.
II. T h e Prophet.
If we would truly appreciate
David, we must look away from the personal man, and
consider him as a representative character. Then all the
outlines of his life become majestic and beautiful. In connection with David the gift of prophecy took on a new
aspect. It ceased to be merely the forecast of judgments,
and opened up expectations of millennial glory. To Abraham, Messiah had been revealed as the seed, or incarnate
man. To Moses, he was revealed as the prophet, sent to
teach the way of deliverance from sin. To David, he was
revealed as the king, himself coming to rule over all nations.
David, as prophet, understood himself to be only i type of
that greater king who was to rule in righteousness forever
and ever. This, Peter declared. Acts 2 : 29, 30, 34.
III. T h e Poet. His anointing of the Spirit greatly
enriched those gifts of courage, music and poetry for which
David was noted.
All were devoted to God's glory.
Through his psalms he has lived in the loving, grateful
heart of the Church of God in all ages. In them we learn
of his constant fellowship with God; his hatred of sin, and
his joy in expectation of the Messiah. Christ was his constant theme; suffering, dying, rising, ascending, returning.
His prophecies in the psalms are the gospel of the Old Testament. David was the great Evangel declaring to all the
seed of Abraham the full truth of how they might be saved
through a Sin Bearer.
DAVID
September

i.

AND

GOLIATH.
I S a m . 17 : 32-51.

<^xpfana^ion0^
is some difficulty in ascertaining the
exact order in which the events in David's early
public life occurred. He had alreadyh&^rv introduced to Saul, and played before him, previous
to his encounter with Goliath, i Sam. 17 : 12,15.
Hence, the inquiry after the fight, "Abner, whose
son is this youth ?" would only imply that Saul,
impressed with the wonderful courage of this
young man of Bethlehem, who had been his forTHERE

mer attendant, now enters into full inquiry concerning his family and pedigree.
Compare
verses 12, 15, 34, with 16: 23.
Goliath was descended from the old Rephaim,
whose progenitor was Arapha. There is much
mystery surrounding this race. There appears
to have been three sons of Arapha, who with
their father formed the heads of four tribes. Jos.
14 : 15 ; Jud. 1 : 1 0 . In the days of Moses they
were a terror to Israel. Num. 13 : 32, 12,. The
glory of Caleb's faith was that he claimed for his
inheritance the territory where these giants dwelt.
Jos. 14: 12, 13.
Under Joshua these giants
were all destroyed except a scattered remnant
which took refuge among the Philistines in Gath
and Ashdod. Deut. 2 : 21. Three independent
witnesses, Moses, Joshua, Samuel, record the fact
that Goliath was a giant of Gath, and the reason
why he came to be in that locality. Later, four
more of these giants, the brother and sons of
Goliath, fell by the hand of David and his servants. 2 Sam. 2 1 : 16-22. Goliath was in height
either 9 feet 2 inches, or 10 feet 6 inches, if the
cubit be 18 or 21 inches. In either case an enormous man. His armor is computed to have
weighed almost 273 pounds. The Philistines had
not allowed any blacksmith in Israel, hence, the
army, with the exception of Saul and Jonathan,
were without swords or spears. Their domestic
instruments they were forced to sharpen at the
forges of the Philistines, i Sam. 13 : ig-22.
The " target," or " gorget " of brass Goliath bore,
was a " brazen lance." His back was sufficiently
protected by his coat of scale armor. It is still
the custom, when oriental champions meet, for
each to make a speech. This is often recited in
verse, filled with the most abusive and defiant
sentiment. The high tone of David's utterances
were a striking innovation upon the usual profane custom.

5n0^t:uction0»
I. S o m e r e m a r k a b l e c o n t r a s t s .
Never was beheld
more unequal combat than this between Goliath and David.
I. Goliath was of remote and mysterious ancestry; descended from the Nephilint, apostate angels, who made
alliance with the beautiful daughters of men, and whose
offspring were a race of giants, men of renown, noted for
impiety. Gen. 6 ; 1-4.
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David was the son of an obscure Hebrew,!by occupation
a shepherd.
2. Goliath was mature, a father of giants.
David was merely a young stripling.
3. Goliath was a veteran in war.
, David totally inexperienced, the pomp of war a mere
pastime to him. i Sam. 17 : 28.
4. Goliath was stately, slow and haughty in bearing.
David was slender, natural and quick in motion.
5. Goliath was covered with heavy armor from head to
foot.
David was slightly clothed, and wholly unarmed.
6. Goliath advanced with an attendant.
David went alone.
7. Goliath came boasting of himself.
David approached extolling Jehovah.
8. GQliath cursed.
David prayed.
9. Goliath was filled with presumption.
David was filled with faith.
10. Goliath brought a shield.
David brought a N A M E .
11. Goliath had slain men.
David had only killed beasts.
12. G^o//a/'/i'j name meant "brilliant."
•
David's meant " beloved."
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DAVID

AND

JONATHAN.

September 8.

i Sam. 20: 1-13.

0x^)fana^ton0»

IN the great historic picture gallery of David's
life, we pass on to another scene. The last was
full of energy: this is full of pathos. We studied " David and Goliath " as we would gaze on
the glittering Alps, or towering Himalayas, with
awe and bated breath. We draw near to " David
and fo7iathan " as we would linger over a lovely
flower to inhale its fragrance and enjoy its
beauty. In David before Goliath we saw a type
of Christ, the Divine Man, anointed with power
above His fellows to meet and vanquish Satan,
and give, deliverance to all the Israel of God.
We seem to hear him say as if on behalf of his Lord,
he comes bringing the head of the giant with
him : " I have trodden the wine press alone, and
of the peoples there was no man with me."
But in David with foiiathan we behold altogether another and stranger type. Here, David
One was the embodiment of strength and splendor. The stands to represent the Divine Man in His huother, an image of weakness and humility.
mility, full of sorrows, and acquainted with grief.
How the hearts of the men of Israel must have tremIt is the prophetic portrait of one to come after
bled as they beheld from the hill tops the wonn advance
to thresh the mountain.
" Fear not, thou worm Jacob, and David, who should likewise be despised, rejected,
ye men of Israel: I will help thee, saith the Lord thy Re- and plotted against. H e craves friendship and
deemer, the Holy One of Israel. . . . Thou shalt thresh sympathy. We seem to hear him say to Jonathe mountains, and beat them small, and shalt make the than ; " Will ye also go away ? " (John 6 : 67).
hills [the armies of the heathen] as chaff " (Isa. 41 : 14,15).
Will you, who have put your own princely robe
II. The secret of D a v i d ' s victory.
upon me, and thereby confessed your confidence
1. He sought only the vindication of God's honor by in my future exaltation, desert me in the hour of
the act.
my darkness and danger ?
2. H e put himself into God's hand to be simply an inDavid the daring warrior, and David the clingstrument or channel of power. It is plain he cared nothing
ing friend, like Elijah, the defiant prophet, and
for the personal notoriety of the deed. Self was quite out
of sight. Hence, when Eliab challenged him so insultingly Elijah, the frighteiied subject of Jezebel, are
David had no spirit or inclination to answer back. It was doubles to illustrate the profound mystery of
not simply that he curbed his temper on this occasion; Incarnation.
At one time, we see the Son of
he really was not affected by Eliab's words. His mind God stilling the tempest, and raising the dead.
was set on something grander than his own reputation.
Then we behold the counterpart, a Son of Man,
Stab a corpse but it does not feel. When we become dead
to self and alive only to God, triticism and censure slip submitting to Mary, dumb before Pilate, crushed
from us as water rolls from the plumage of the sea bird. in view of death, asking a few fishermen: " Could
Goliath, all selp-conscious, failed. David, all God-conscious, ye not watch with me one hour ? "
succeeded. Armor and weapons were clogs and weights.
The Lord Jehovah in David wanted no defences.

3n0tt:uciton0»

Let these two principles but possess us Christians, and
we shall conquer Satan, Goliath's great antetype in every
contest. " Greater is he that is in you, than he that is in
the world " (I John 4 : 4).

The details of David's friendship with Jonathan are so
clearly stated in Scripture, that it would be a pity to nlar
their terse symmetry by enlargement. Let us draw some
spiritual lessons from the story.
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Discernmott.
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It was two-fold:

1. Jonathan appears to have taken little interest in his
father's young minstrel, until the day of his notable duel
with the giant. Then, not only his remarkable display of
courage, but something unrecorded but more wonderful, of
grace of utterance, with which David narrated the history
of his life and election of God, immediately knit the soul
of Jonathan unto the soul of David. This is the two-fold
evidence which constrains us to love Jesus Christ. We
know his power in creating and upholding the universe.
We have proofs that he is God. But something sweeter
yet attracts our souls. It is the grace of his earthly lifei
his words of purity, his deeds of mercy.
2. Jonathan not only admired but he discerned. He
perceived in David, God's selected king. H e looked beyond the immediate barriers, and grasped the ultimate destiny of David. Without selfishness, he was so ready to acquiesce in the will of Jehovah, that he strips off his own
robe of heirship, and with his weapons and girdle, tenders to David his birtliright, his allegiance and \\\spaithfulness. And was not such appreciation dearer to David than
all the obeisance which was later rendered to him when
royal honors surrounded and surfeited him ? Can we miss
the lesson.' Is it not 7iow, during the time of Christ's re.
jection, while Satan is the Prince of this world, and " we seenot yet all things put under him," that Jesus seeks the homage of our faith ? By and by every knee shall bow to him
and every tongue own his lordship, both among demons
and men. Then, acknowledgement of Christ will be compulsion of circumstance.
Now, it is the conpession of
confidence.
II. T h e quality of t h e friendship. It was a friendship before the Lord. They entered into covenant, and
took God into the partnership. This is the only sort of
fellowship permissable with the children of God. It was
unholy alliance that wrought defeat with Samson as a
judge. It was unholy alliance that brought discister to
Solomon as king. It is unholy alliance, whether, in business, marriage or friendship, that destroys the integrity of
Christian walk.' " How can two walk together except they
be agreed ? " How can a believer and an unbeliever even
approximate toward agreement? If the wall of separation
about our Christian character be low, any thief or wolf can
pass over it without climbing.
III. It involved risk, and delicate tact also. Jonathan's filial affection never grew dim in its lustre, though
his- love for David daily increased in brightness. And
this friendship of Jonathan's was most paradoxical. Always at the royal table with him, he was his father's continual companion, loving, tender, true. Yet his loyalty to
David was nothing less than a constant protest against his
father's treatment of the Lord's anointed. H e needed not
to confess " T h o u shalt be king over Israel : and I shall be
next unto thee." His friendship declared that. Where
else in Scripture can be found a clearer illustration of

Christian duty and experience.'' Are we not told: " H e
that loveth father or mother more than Me, is not worthy
of m e " 1 Are we not enjoined to forsake all for the kingdom of God} And yet, are we not as strictly commanded
to fulfil every obligation of affection in the home, and duty
in the commonwealth ? Wise as serpents, harmless as
doves. Unknown, yet well known.
Dying, yet living.
Faultless to men, and blameless to God.
WATCH

TIDINGS.

Congo Railroad is in a fair way to be built.
It promises great riches to the merchantmen
seeking goodly pearls; but what to the missionaries searching for lost sinners "i Never was
there such a door-opening as that which will be
effected when this vast and teeming valley shall
be made easily accessible to the heralds of the
cross. The British American gives this report
of the present condition and prospect of the
railway:
It has been stated that a railway is to be built at once
from Stanley Pool to the lower falls of the Congo. This
railway, though only 262 miles in length, is a first step
toward opening up Central Africa, and the establishment
of commercial relations with the vast population on the
banks of the mighty Congo and its tributaries. .Stanley
has always believed that a road of this kind would pay
good dividends from the start. In a chapter on this great
river he ventured to predict that " on the islands of the
Congo, which, in the aggregate, cover an area of 3,000
square miles, with 8,000 square miles of the main river,
enough rubber could be collected in one year to pay for a
Congo railway." Sir William McKinnon, who is a shrewd
and long-headed Scotchman, and who looks at a business
project from a purely business standpoint, so far agrees
with Stanley as to make a large investment in the road now
to be constructed. The same view of the subject is taken
by foreign capitalists generally, for of the five millions or
thereabouts, which is the estimated cost of the road, only
200,000 remained to be subscribed a week or two since,
and that sum has now been reduced by fifty thousand dollars' worth of stock which stands in the name of C. P .
Huntington of New York.

R i t u a l i s m still makes rapid progress, and
threatens to swamp that portion of the church
where it reigns, in speedy apostasy. Rome looks
on complacently. Says IsraePs Watchman:
Romish tendencies in Britain cause something like alarm
among thoughtful and devout Protestants; and Papists on
the Continent do not hesitate to say what in all probability
those at home think with regard to the development of
Ritualism in our midst. A Paris paper, VUnivers, calls
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the lately erected reredos in St. Paul's Cathedral " a magnificent and impressive monument," and, after referring to
the countenance it gives to the adoration of the Virgin
Mary, says: " From the worship of the Holy Virgin to the
worship of the saints there is but a step, and this step
once made, the Protestant Ritual will more easily be drawn
into conformity with that of Catholicism. Nothing will
then remain but to come back to Rome." In_similar language a Spanish paper, the Faro de Vigo, writes on " The
Triumphs of Catholicism:" " Every day the tendency in
England towards a return to the Catholic traditions becames more marked; not only does the number of converts
increase, but all the Protestant churches tend more and
more to the Roman Catholic Church in the exterior practices of worship. It seems as if the day is not far distant
when the Jose' de Maistre's prediction will be fulfilled,
that ' the century will not terminate without mass being
said in St. Paul's.'" One of the most alarming signs of
the times is the advance of Ritualism by leaps and boundsi
and the no longer stealthy, but bold and blatent, advance
of Popery. W e are laying up a plentiful store of shame
and sorrow for our children. Is there no possibility of
arousing British Christians from their deadly slumber ?

L y i n g m i r a c l e s are predicted as among the
most notable work of Anti-christ. They still
abound, as recent reports from Rome show, manipulated and guided by all Satanic ingenuity.
The following, sent us by a correspondent, is new
to us, and we cannot vouch for its correctness,
only it bears a strong family likeness :
It is said that in China the teachers prick through the
shell of the oyster the form of the cross, and the animal
in self defence from the pain of the pricks, deposits a
cement which rounds off the sharp points and hardens into
a pearl in the shape of the cross. When perfected, the
shell is opened, and on the inner surface is seen a pearl
cross which is presented to the natives as a proof of the
divine origin of Romanism.
D. W.

Drifting R o m e w a r d s . The repulsion from
Ritualism is strongest among those whose ecclesiastical neighborhood is nearest it. The following strong words from the Mid-Continent are very
interesting:
1

1

We feel a deep sympathy for the truly pious members
of the Protestant Episcopal denomination, who sorrow at
heart because of the dangerous drift of certain of their
ministers and churches toward the Papacy'. Under the
direction of these pretentious and intolerant leaders, whose
aim seems to be rather ritual than righteousness, a movement has been organized for enlargement of dignities and
powers. Within the bounds of New York State there are
several dioceses. Now diocese is not a disease .of any
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kind, nor a disease' of any living thing. It is only a technical name for " the territorial extent of a bishop's jurisdiction." Every Episcopal bishop is supposed to superintend a diocese.
Recently, representatives of these several dioceses of
New York met and after discussion prepared a plan for
uniting them under one general organization in a so-called
province. This scheme, of course, involves a higher officer
than any of the bishops to stand at its head, and to have
a grand name — archbishop, primate, patriarch, or papa.
History repeats itself. Thus it was that the early Church
gradually was drawn away through the vanity and ambition of leaders, from the simplicity of the faith of Christ
to a position where formality, ceremonies and a ritual culminated in a hierarchy and a heresy. Thus Episcopacy is
drifting today directly Romewards. Its worship is growing more formal and more imitative of the genuflexions,
adorations and vain repetitions of the Papal apostasy.
There are more flowers, more candles, more clothes, more
processions.
What gain can come to the cause of Christ by this
movement it is hard to see. Its effect upon the coming
primate and his subordinates will be destructive of humility, of evangelical efficiency, and of the spirit of Christ.
Its effect upon the Church will be wider separation from
all Protestantism. If our blessed Lord should come to
earth and casually meet (and He would not be likely to
meet them otherwise) some of these lordly bishops, and
archbishops, and cardinals, parading in their pompous
millinery, whom the desire to ape seems now prevalent in
a portion of the Protestant Episcopal sect, H e would probably break forth into an indignant repetition of the more
vigorous and emphatic parts of His ancierit address, recorded in the latter part of the 23d chapter of Matthew.
Against the proposed consolidation of dioceses. Bishop
Huntington, of Central New York, vigorously protests. H e
holds it to be contrary to the simplicity of the historic episcopate. But " simplicity " is not the right word; for history plainly shows that the so-called historic episcopate has
been marked by ambition, pomp and greed; by ostentation
and corruption; by worldliness and vice, until Europe hid its
head in shame before its supreme disgrace. That is why
it is so hateful to us, because its pedigree is smirched with
treachery to truth, failure in virtue, and unfaithfulness to
God and man.
And this is the happy goal to which these ambitious and
restless bishops are now pressing on. One Province would
lead to another until there soon would be a score. Then
the provinces likewise must have one head, and the question would arise whether to recognize the Pope of Rome,
or to have a Protestant Pope for America.
While these things are going on openly in the sight of
all men, the grotesque invitation to all the religious sects
to desert their meeting-houses and unhistoric ordinations
and simple, spiritual modes of worship, and to join the
grand procession of the mitered and rich-robed potentates,
parading the path of Papacy, is highly entertaining. Oh,
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yes, we are deeply impressed with the magnificent spectacular demonstration! No words are lengthy enough to
express our emotions.
But we have seen the menagerie come to town so often
that somehow we are not overwhelmed with awe as the
dioceses march gaily by. Hail and Farewell, Historic
Episcopate! Bon voyage! Remember us kindly to his
holiness when you bend low to kiss the diamond cross
that sparkles on the jewelled slipper of the Papal hierarch.
Our Master bathed His disciples' feet. You may kiss the
pope's big toe for yourselves — not for us. We are not in
the slipper-kissing business. No, thank you ! We prefer
not to go along. We are contented to remain where we
are. We shall stay behind. But do us the particular
favor, please, to take the Historic Episcopate safely with
you.
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EIGHED, NOT COUNTED.
Why plagiarism. We have never taken out letters patent. H e
should the multiplication table have so who pays his penny, and buys our sermon, may preach it
much] more influential a place in our if so it pleases him.
There is the true unselfish ring in this, says
Christian computation than the scales. A missionary defending the work of education on The Christian. With all who love the Gospel and
heathen fields, against critics who complain of wish it to be proclaimed honestly and powerfully,
the small results arising therefrom, puts in this we can only hope that the minister's statement
plea which may have a much wider application may be perfectly accurate. Only, let preachers
who preach other men's sermons acknowledge
than he gives i t :
their source: otherwise they are guilty of plagConverts must be weighed as well as counted.
One
•wintry afternoon a lad was converted in a small chapel; iarism, which is dishonesty.
only one soul saved, but that lad was C. H . Spurgeon, and
that one conversion meant the conversion of thousands.
So in regard to the college converts, their number is not
large, but their influence is great. One of them, Narayan
Sheshadri, has been the means of bringing a thousand
heathens into the Christian community. Others have become missionaries, teachers, magistrates, merchants, and
many of them have nobly served Christ in the positions in
which H e has placed them, and have exerted a wide influence on those around.

How TO STUDY THE BiBLE is a question much
discussed at conventions and conferences. The
best way to study is, doubtless, to study it. It
is well put in the following:
Study it carefully ;
Think of it prayerfully;
Deep in thy heart let its precepts dwell;
Slight not its history;
Ponder its mystery;
None can e'er prize it too fondly or well.

of the right sort and more of it, say
we. We have much wished that there were more
reading of the good sermons of other men by
ministers, and less preaching of their own poor,
unscriptural, and unevangelical discourses.
In connection with this subject it is gratifying
to find Mr. Spurgeon, in the current number of
The Sword and the Trowel, writing thus :
PLAGIARISM

A certain minister says, somewhat spitefully, that Mr.
Spurgeon's sermons are largely used in many pulpits : and
we confess that we are not grieved by the information.
If the Lord has ever given to his servant a thought or an
expression which tended to edification, it is the common
property of the Church of God. W e will raise no cry of

CHRIST'S

THREEFOLDNESS.

" I am

the

way,

the truth, and the life." The self-asserting moralist makes his own way; the original thinker discovers his own truth; the asserter of natural religion originates his own life. But the Scripture
is very bold, and saith: " Whosoever goeth onward "— in his own way — " a n d abideth not in
the teaching of Christ"— which is the only truth
— " hath not God "— and therefore, hath not
eternal life which alone comes from God. Thomas
a' Kempis beautifully states i t :
Without this Way I cannot go ;
Without this Truth I cannot know;
Without this Life I cannot grow. .

ALL the sin that has darkened human life and
saddened human history began in believing a
falsehood : all the power of Christianity to make
men holy is associated with believing truth.—
Dr. y. A. Broadiis.
ALL that man lost in the fall may be summed
up in the single word " death: " all that he gains
in the redemption of Jesus Christ may be summed
up in the single word " life."
" M Y love is ofttimes low.
My joy still ebbs and flows;
But peace with Him remains the same,
No change Jehovah knows.
I change. H e changes n o t ;
God's Christ can never die;
His love, not mine, the resting place;
His truth, not mine, the tie."
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ding word of command; and the dead in Christ
shall rise first, and those saints that are alive,
BY THE REV. CANON FAUSSET.
that are left, shall together with them be caught
2 ^ H E prevalent feeling as to unfulfilled prophecy up in the clouds to meet-the Lord in the air."
^ ^ has undergone a great change. Formerly, He might have, and H e might come for His
the mind of most men, even in the Christian saints at any moment, as St. Paul implies, before
world, was expressed in the witticism, " Its study the signs predicted have come to pass ; but His
either finds men mad, or makes them so." Now, coming with His saints subsequently (2^ch. 14 :
all thinking men recognize in the social, political, S) to decide the issue between Himself and the
and moral world our times are pregnant with is- last Antichrist, must be preceded by the foretold
sues of the most momentous kind. The Chris- signs.
tian has what the mere worldly politician has not,
I. The present age is defined by our Lord as
a key to the solution of the perplexing problems " the times {the opportunities^ of the Gentiles"
of our age. We have " the word of prophecy (Luke 21 : 24). In the Gentile season of grace,
made more more sure " by past and present ful- " the fulness (the full number) of the Gentiles "
filments, and " shining as a lamp in a dark place (the Judaeo-Gentile elect Church) is coming in
until the day dawn." Hence, to neglect this (Rom. I I : 25). When this season is closing our
divinely-given lamp would involve us in our Lord foretells " There shall be signs in the sun,
Lord's rebuke to the Pharisees : " Ye can discern moon, and stars, and upon the earth distress of
the face of the sky, but can ye not discern the nations, with perplexity," etc. Now this sign is
signs of the times ?"
being palpably fulfilled. The times of Israel's
If the investigation were merely for the gratifi- depression are closing by the emancipation of the
cation of curiosity, it might be dismissed as hav- Jews in almost all ^countries in this century; and
ing no practical bearing. But since, whilst " the simultaneously, the near ending of the times of
secret things belong unto the Lord our God, the Gentiles is marked by the revolutionary disthose things which are revealed belong unto us, integration of the monarchies and republics (sucthat we may do all the words ; " and since God ceeding the Roman Empire) where the Jews have
has promised a special blessing to them that been scattered, through the democratic theory
'* hear, read, and keep the words of the prophecy, that all men are equal.
for the time is at hand," our wisdom is to be
The preliminary stages of Israel's restoration,
" like the children of Issachar, men having un- as foretold by Ezek. (37) are already being realderstanding of the times to know what Israel ised. The Turkish Government, which for cenought to do."
turies has held the Holy Land, is slowly but
A difficulty may here suggest itself : Our Lord surely falling to pieces. The restrictions which
announced beforehand certain signs to precede had forbidden the Jews settling in their own land
His Second Advent; and accordingly many have are removed; and not only in the country of
reasoned. His return cannot be in my time, be- Judea, but in Jerusalem itself, there is a considcause these signs have not yet been all fulfilled. erable Jewish population, which is ever on the
Yet H e with equal distinctness declares that His increase through accession of new immigrants.
coming shall be as that of a thief in the night, There is now a larger Jewish population in Jeruin such a day or hour as men think not. How salem that that of Christians and Mohammedans
shall we reconcile these seemingly conflicting put together. Bishop Blyth states, that whereas
announcements ? The answer is furnished by twelve years ago there were only about 15,000
distinguishing, as Scripture guides us, between Jews in all Palestine, now there are 25,000 in
His coming/^/- His saints, and His coming with Jerusalem alone, and in all Palestine not less
them to inflict judgment on apostate Christen- t h a n 60,000.
dom and Antichrist. " The Lord Himself shall
Then the outbreak of persecution against the
descend from heaven with a shout — with a bid- Jews in continental lands, Russia and Germany,
T H E SIGNS OF T H E TIMES.
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is something surprising in an age of light and toleration. The Jews had been acquiring wealth
and standing in Gentile lands, and were beginning to give up the hope of J s r a e l .
But prophecy solves the enigma. We see fulfilled before our eyes the words (Ezek. 20: 32,
34,) " That which cometh into your mind shall
not be at all, that ye say. We will be as the nations. . . . I will bring you out from the countries wherein ye are scattered." For 1,800 years
'the only attempt to reconstitute the Jewish state
at Jerusalem, under the apostate Emperor Julian,
failed through Divine interposition, balls of fire
hindering the workmen : the time was not yet.
Now, as Ezekiel foretold, there is a noise and
shaking among dry bones, bone is joining bone ;
there is going on an eternal process of national
reorganization, prelimary to their return in an
unconverted state to their own land. Their conversion is not to be till the Spirit it poured on
them in the day of their great tribulation there
(Zech. 12, 13, 14). But, politically, statesmen are
now entertaining seriously the question, hitherto
outside the range of practical politics, whether
the best solution of the Eastern difficulty would
not be the restoration of the Jews as a nation
to their own land ? The Turk must soon give up
his hold on it, and the mutual jealousy of European nations will not allow Russia or any other
great power to seize it.
2. The droppings of the spiritual showers,
foretold as precursory to the Lord's coming to
reign, are already falling. The prophet Joel (2 :
23, 28, 29) foretells an outpouring of the Holy
Spirit towards the close of our age, even as it began with the Pentecostal outpouring : " Be glad
ye children of Zion, and rejoice in the Lord your
God, for he giveth you the former rain in just
measure, and H e causeth to come down for you
the rain, the former rain and the latter rain : And
afterward I will pour out My Spirit upon all
flesh." The full blessing shall come to the Jews
first in the midst of their great tribulation (Zech.
12: 10; 13, 14); then to the Gentile world.
The spiritual movement among the Jews of Bes• sarabia towards Jesus Christ, whom they and
Rabinowitz, their leader, claim as their "brother,"
illustrates this. The special revivals of religion
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in various lands of Gentile Christendom by evangelistic missions also attest it. Before the Lord
comes to take His saints, and to inflict vengeance on apostate Christendom, as we might
expect from His loving character, H e gives one
last message of mercy. Before the tempest the
Good Shepherd gathers all His sheep into the
fold.
3. Connected with this is the sign of His coming which the Lord Himself gives (Matt. 24 : 14) :
" This gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witness unto all nations;
and then shall the end come." The end meant
is plainly not the end of the world kosmos but of
the age aioonos. Nor does the Lord say that all
nations are in this age to be converted. If H e
had said so, there would have been ground far
the charge laid against Christian Missions, that
after the preaching of eighteen centuries they are
a failure. The Lord's command is, that His disciples shall preach the gospel as a witness to the
world: and His revealed purpose is, when that
witness shall have been completed, that H e will
come Himself to convert first Israel, and then
the nations. Thus, missions are doing successfully the very work which God appointed; they
are being used by God, in " the times of the Gentiles," " t o take out of them a people for His
n a m e " (Acts 15: 14), which with the Jewish
" remnant according to the election of grace," as
one Church shall be at His coming the glorified
Bride of the Lamb. Then on earth shall begin
the millennial age, when " a nation shall be born
at once ; " and " so the kingdoms of this world
shall become the kingdom of our Lord and His
Christ." The sign of His near approach is the
fact, that there is now scarcely a nation where
the Gospel has not been preached for a witness,
by means of the vernacular Bible and the living
missionary.
4. About the time of the end, the apocalyptic
seer " saw three unclean spirits like frogs come
out of the mouth of the dragon, and of the beast,
and of the false prophet" (Rev. 16: 13). As
before the First Advent, Satan, by his demons,
took possession of men's bodies, so before the
Second Advent the anti-trinity of the evil spirit
seeks to counterwork the good Spirit of God.
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" The unclean spirit out of the dragon's mouth,"
now especially repeats the old serpent's lie, "yea,
hath God said.'' " denying plenary inspiration of
Scripture : " ye shall not die," denying the eternal punishment of the lost; " ye shall be as
gods," proclaiming man's apotheosis. " The unclean spirit out of the beast's mouth " (as the
beast represents the world-power with face like
the brute earthward, man no longer looking
heavenward and reflecting the image of God in
which he was made, and, therefore, like Nebuchadnezzar, degraded to the brute level, notwithstanding all his earthly culture), in these " last
days " especially seducing men to intense worldliness, selfishness, and lawlessness. Worldliness
is what our Lord fixes on as the feature of likeness between the peo-ple just before the Flood,
and men at the time of His manifestation for
judgment. St. Paul (2 Tim. 3) gives us marks
of the last days : " Men shall be lovers of their
own selves, lovers of pleasure more than lovers
of God, having the form of godliness, but denying the power." " Lawlessness ano^nia in mystery," as it has been in midiaeval Christendom,
will (2 Thess. 2) culminate in " t h e revelation of
the Lawless one anomos, the man of sin, the son
of perdition, whom the Lord shall destroy with
the brightness of his coming." Our Lord also
foretells the " abounding lawlessness (anomia,
Matthew 24: 12), and that, because of it, " t h e
love of the majority shall wax cold." The rebuke against the Laodicean Church, the last of
the seven, which together represent the whole
Church of all ages, is : "Thou art neither cold
nor hot but lukewarm." Could there be a better
photograph of the majority of Christendom ?
" The unclean spirit out of the mouth of the
false prophet „ is already in part represented by
the spiritualism and necromancy which have
lately broken out. St. Paul (2 Tim. 3) also foretells the revived pretensions of " seducers " like
the Egyptian magicians, " Jannes and Jambres."
If the alleged communications from the unseen
world be genuine (and the spiritualistic publications may be named as legion), it certainly is not
the dead who answer the necromancers, but demons personating them. Prophecy tells us that
" sorcerers " shall be among those cast into the

lake of fire at the close of the age (21 : 8 ; 22 :
15); and that " t h e Lord Himself will come as a
swift witness against the sorcerers " (Mai. 3 ; 5),
and " will cause the unclean spirit to pass out of
the l a n d " (Zech. 13 ; 2).
5. But the full manifestation of the false
prophet is yet future. The last Antichrist to
whom he shall minister is only manifested fully
when the ten kingdoms (the last form of Daniel's
fourth kingdom) shall have stripped oi all her possessions the apostate church, or Babylon [i. e., all •
outward Christendom, of which Romanism is the
prominent representative, (Rev. 13, 16, 17, 28,
19). The beginning of the process is one of the
most significant signs of our times, that we are on
the eve of the consummation. When the professing Church forsakes the Lord her husband for
the world, she becomes spiritually " the harlot."
Jerusalem the holy becomes " Babylon, mother of
abominations of the earth." Isaiah (i : 21) furnishes the key : " How is the faithful city become
an harlot! " God's retributive law is — the instrument of her sin is made the instrument of her
punishment (Jer. 2 : 19). The world-power on
whom she rested, and whose scarlet livery she
wore, being conformed to the world instead of
being transformed to Christ's image, at last wearies of and casts her off. France, which first by
the usurper Pepin gave the usurping see of Rome
temporal dominion, was the first under the usurper Napoleon to strip her of it. The beast has
similarly stripped the harlot in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Belgium. But the process is not
yet complete.
6. The waning faith of our day, with its impatience of dogmas, its unblushingly avowed
Positivism, Secularism, and Agnosticism, is fulfilling the predicted signs of His approach:
" When the Son of Man cometh, shall H e find
faith on the earth ?" The growing realization
of the communion of saints at this very time,
when men (as foretold) are tempting God with
stout words : " It is vain to serve God," is a sign
closely allied to the former. When men " call
the proud happy," " then they that fear Jehovah
speak often to one another, and Jehovah hearkens, and a book of remembrance is written
before Him for them that fear Jehovah and think
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upon His name; and they shall be His in the
day that H e does make a peculiar treasure"
(Mai. 3 : 1 3 - 1 6 1 4 : i). How sweetly suggestive it is that the same Greek word which express the assembling or gathering of the saints
for communion on earth, expresses their gathering together to Jesus at His appearing. The
communion together now is the earnest of perfect and eternal communion then (Heb. 10 : 25 ;
2 Thess. 2 : 1 ) . The frequent conferences of
Christians for prayer and study of the Word are
fulfilments of this appointed sign of the end.
7. Growth in knowledge of the prophecies,
but little understood in past times, is another of
the foretold signs of the time before the end.
This sign is certainly being now fulfilled. In
Daniel 12 : 4, 8, 9 ; 8 : 26, the Divine direction
is : " Seal the book to the time of the end." But
at the time of the Gospel revelation of what had
been previously veiled, it is : " Seal not the sayings of the prophecies, for the time is at hand "
(Rev. 22 : 10). " It was sealed to Daniel, for
then the time was distant; it is unsealed to us,
for the end is near." The fuller understanding
of it at the close of our age is further foretold :
" Many shall run to and fro (/. e., scrutinize every
word : as the phrase means in Amos 8 : 12 run
to and fro in diligent search), and so THE knowledge (of it) shall be increased."
8. Earthquake, famine, pestilences, in divers
places, " Wars and rumors of wars " are another
sign. The peculiarity of our day is, those physical phenomena foretold as signs by our Lord,
seem to be intensifying and converging now
towards a focus. Scientific men have noticed
the increase of earthquakes in this century above
any preceding one. Mr. Mallet, C.E., states
that the number recorded from 1800 to 1882 is
6,637 '• whereas from 1500 to 1800 it is 2,804.
All the great powers are armed, expecting at any
day a universal and deadly conflict.
The expiration of the mystical 1,260 days or
42 months, or "time, times, and dividing of a
time," i.e., three and one-half years, is by most
interpreters, with reason thought to be imminent.
At the same time futurist interpreters believe
these periods literal and still to come.
9. One last sign remains to be noticed: the
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remarkable analogy between our times and those
preceding the First Advent of our Lord, as respects the unification of the world. The providence of God then remarkably prepared the nations for the manifestation of Messiah. Had H e
come earlier, the progress of the Gospel must
have been slow, owing to the isolation of nation
from nation, and the barbarism in which so many
countries lay; and also the barrier which the
want of any generally understood language and
literature interposed. But precisely at the time
when Rome combined the nations in one almost
universal polity, and with one state language —
significantly marked by the Emperor's decree
that all the world should be registered for taxation (Luke 2 : i), " t h e days were accomplished"
for Jesus' birth; so now the hedges are broken
down between the peoples, not merely of Europe,
Western Asia, and North Africa, as at the First
Advent but on a grander scale between all nations near and far. " We are living," said the
late Prince Consort, " in a period of transition
which tends rapidly to that great end to which
all history points — the realization of the unity
of mankind. The languages of all nations are
becoming known and put within the reach of all.
Thought is communicated with the rapidity and
by the power of lightning."
By the railway,
the telegraph, the telephone, and kindred appliances uniting the people in solidarity, the grand
field is all but ready for the manifestation of the
Lord Jesus to sweep out the unbelieving, and
then to " t a k e His great power" and reign as
" King over all the e a r t h " with His transfigured saints.

"TILL

HE

COME."

" Till H e come ! " 'tis sorrow's sigh,
Upward borne by hope in tears.
" Till He come ! " 'tis faith's reply.
To a thousand doubts and fears.
" Till H e come I " it is the groan
Of creation in her pangs.
" Till H e c o m e ! " on this alone
Earth her expectation hangs.
*
" Till He come ! " the words return
Echoing from the world again.
Where the weary nations yearn
For a righteous King to reign.
Thus for man and earth we pray,
" Hasten, Lord, the joyful day."
J. F. B. T,
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H I N T S FROM P H A S E S OF T H E MINISTRY.
BY REV. F. L. CHAPELL.

T ^ h e r e are set before us in the New Testament
^ ^ two distinct phases of the ministry. First,
that of the Gospels, which is itinerant, urgent
and supernatural. (See Matt. lo and Luke lo.)
It is a hasty heralding to Israel of Messiah's
near, personal, public appearing. These evangelists are sent " before his face into every city and
place whither he himself would come." They
are to hold themselves aloof from the social amenities of life — to salute no man by the way ; to
make no natural provision for their support — to
carry neither purse nor script, and to traverse the
whole land as speedily and urgently as possible,
in view of the immediate appearing of the King
of Israel.
The second phase is that of the Epistles, which
is settled, leisurely and natural. See the Epistles
to Timothy and Titus. It contemplates continued service in single localities. These bishops
or pastors are to abide in their several cities, and
to teach their flocks to be faithful not only to
to their peculiar faith, but also to the social,
commercial and political relations in which they
may find themselves. True, they are to be constantly looking for Messiah's advent; but they
are not required to take such an urgent and exclusive and ubiquitous attitude regarding it, as
were the evangelists of the gospels. They have
a support from their own flocks, on which they
may reasonably and naturally rely. These two
phases of the New Testament ministry are very
distinct. If we wish for brief designations of the
difference between them, we may say that the
first is evangelistic and supernatural; the second,
pastoral and natural. There was, in New Testament times, a change from the first to the
second, which the Saviour himself, in some degree, anticipated when he said : " When I sent
you without purse and script, lacked ye anything ?
But now he that hath a purse, let him take it,
and likewise his script, and he that hath no
. sword, let him sell his garment and buy one, for
the things concerning me have an end."
Now, it is well known that through most of the
Christian era, the second phase has largely pre-

dominated. But, in our own day, there is a tendency manifested, in various quarters, to return,
more or less, to the first phase. Modern Missions were something in this direction; but it
has, during the last half century, invaded the
ministry. Fifty years ago, it was the rule for
young ministers to be settled for life over a single parish; while travelling evangelists were
comparatively unknown.
But during the last
half century, increasing with every decade, and
indeed, with every year of late, a great change
has come over the ministry in regard to .permanency. It has, indeed, been resisted as indicative
of something wrong. But still it goes on. Long
pastorates are becoming well nigh impossible, even
under the most strenuous efforts to maintain
them; while evangelists are markedly increasing
in number. Many pastors are leaving the settled
ministry for the evangelistic work.
Even the
noted pastorates, like Spurgeon's and Talmage's,
whose permanency is remarked, are really evangelistic ; partly because of the changing congregations that attend them, and partly because the
press scatters their sermons world-wide. That
the ministry of such men should be confined to
a local congregation, in our day, is unthinkable.
And along with this change from tne pastoral to
evangelistic, there is provided, in the providence
of God, as never before in the world's history, the
means of travel, so that some are coming to regard the world literally as their field. Witness
Muller, Moody, Guinness, and others. And still
further yet, many are conscientiously turning to
the first phase in regard to support. The " Faith
principle,' as it is called, is being more aud
more adopted. The extraordinary overleaps the
ordinary. Witness Hudson Taylor and Bishop
Taylor. An extreme example of this in the case
of Rev. E. F. Baldwin, of North Africa, who
recently made a remarkable missionary tour in
that land, literally in accordance with directions
given to the Apostles in Matt. lo, and now
endeavors to impress upon the Christian world
the propriety of this method.
What now, is the significance of all this ? It
is easy to brand such men as fanatics. It is easy
for religious editors to lecture pastors and
churches on their restlessness. But has not the
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tendency some profound meaning in it ? Is it
not an " age " question ?
If the end of the age is really imminent, is not
a change from the second to the first phase of
the ministry just as reasonable and providential
now, as was the change from the first to the
second in New Testament times ? If the Christian era is to continue for centuries to come, in
much the same manner that it has in centuries
past, then this tendency is an evil, which should
be stoutly resisted. But, if the end of the age is
literally near, then this tendency is of God, and
should be solemnly heeded.
Flemington, N.J., July, 1889.
MASTER

MISSIONARIES.

BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
NUMBER N I N E .
J O H N COLERIDGE PATTESON, 1 8 2 7 — 1 8 7 1 .

missionary field has presented in every
country and in every period many and diverse types of Christians in the persons of its
Master Missionaries.
It has been again and
again demonstrated that God is able to use " the
weak things of the world to confound the things
which are mighty." It has been as clearly shown
that H e often chooses to employ the rarest talents
and the fruits of highest culture among the lowliest and most degraded people. In and through
all the workers, has been wrought out in lines
of living light, the assurance of the word of God :
" Not by power nor by might, but by my Spirit,
saith the Lord."
John Coleridge Patteson was born in England,
in 1827. His father. Sir John Patteson, was a
retired judge. H e was educated in the public
schools and at Oxford.
His early years were
unmarked by any special incident, but were
characterized by earnestness and diligence in
work and an amiable disposition. H e was ordained, in 1853, to the curacy of Offington; but
after a single year of service, the current of his
life was completely changed. Bishop Selwyn,
Primate of New Zealand, while visiting Sir John
Patteson, proposed that his son should enter the
missionary work. The younger Patteson, with
the consent of his father, gladly accepted the
TJ^HE
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suggestion, and with the Bishop, sailed for New
Zealand in 1856. During the voyage, he studied
the language of the people to whom he was to
minister, and was so successful in acquiring it as
to be able to preach immediately upon his
arrival.
The field upon which he now entered comprised the islands lying between New Zealand
and New Guinea, about two hundred in number,
and clustered in dififerent groups. Among the
more prominent are New Caledonia, New Hebrides, and the Loyalty Islands. The latter had
been occupied by the London Missionary Society,
and the work had been carried on by sending
native workers, who had been trained by the
missionaries, to the neighboring islands to teach
and to preach, thus opening the way for the missionaries to follow. A serious difficulty, however, was found in the fact of the proximity of
these islands to the Equator, which made it impossible for Europeans to live upon them for
more than a few months of the year. Bishop
Selwyn determined to surmount this difficulty by
coming into such friendly relations with the
people that they would be willing to entrust their
children to his care to be taught in New Zealand.
His first voyage with this end in view was in
1848 ; but owing to changes in the missionary
vessel, this plan was not definitely carried out
until after Patteson's arrival in New Zealand.
In May, 1856, the Bishop and Patteson visited
Norfolk Island, and the Loyalty Islands, finding
much to rejoice over in the results of the labor
of past years. Soon after, we find Patteson
fairly established in the service. H e lived at
Auckland ; there the school was established and
the gospel preached, and thence he went forth to
the islands to gather the natives who should be
trained to become in their turn teachers to their
own people.
After five years, Selwyn retired and Patteson
was made bishop in his stead, thus assuming the
entire care of the mission. Henceforth his life
was that of a missionary pastor. In the difficult
work of visiting the islands and selecting the
young people to be taken to Auckland, he manifested rare ability in quickly understanding the
natives and adapting himself to the different cir-
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cumstances which surrounded him. In 1863, a
new and larger missionary vessel, named, like its
predecessor, " The Southern Cross," was provided
for his use, and he was thus enabled to extend
his journeys. In the report for 1862, it is recorded that books were being printed in seventeen languages, and others were being considered.
The visits among the islands were often attended
by danger. At one time, in visiting an island
where he had landed regularly for many years,
he was sitting among the people, when a man
approached with an uplifted club. In order not
to betray a lack of confidence, Patteson remained
seated and held out some small articles as a
present; but before an attack could be made, the
assailant was forced by the other natives to withdraw. Again in 1864, at Santa Cruz, a missionary party of six landed, and found themselves in
a crowd of four hundred men, all armed and
known to be cannibals. This being an ordinary
experience, no danger was anticipated until they
attempted to return to the boat, when they were
attacked, and many were wounded. The Bishop
extracted from his own wound the head of an
arrow, of which five and a half inches had passed
into his body.
The work among the young people gathered
at Auckland was one requiring much patience,
tact, and consecration on the part of the teachers.
Patteson wrote : " It is not possible to cage so
many wild birds without anxiety about them.
We take care to let them see the reason for everything, and never require them to do what any of
their t o c h e r s are not equally ready to undertake." Again, he wrote : " They will not suffer
among themselves things that are wrong. Hence,
in a school of seventy, of whom thirty are newly
brought from wild savage life, we never hear of
quarrelling ; and when a pair of scissors was missing on one occasion, it was regarded as a very
great matter. I don't believe they could look me
in the face as they so, with a real brightness and
confidence and honesty, if there were any hypocrisy about them. I am speaking now of our best
scholars who have been with us for some time,
and whose minds are, by God's grace, fairly made
up to try and do their duty, and be a blessing to
their countrymen."

In 1865, the question of the removal of t h e
headquarters of the work from Auckland was
seriously considered, and as a portion of Norfolk Island had been offered to the mission for
this purpose, the Bishop in this year visited the
island to judge of its adaptability to the work.
Though many sacrifices were involved in the removal, yet it was evident that it would advance
the work, by bringing the missionaries nearer to
the islands and thus allowing several voyages instead of one, to be made each year. The removal was accordingly determined upon, and
was effected in the Spring of 1867, the new station being called St. Barnabas. At the end of
the year, the benefits of the change were apparent
to all. They were six hundred miles nearer the
islands, the climate was more healthful, and there
were fewer interruptions to the work than at
Auckland.
The year 1868 was marked by the first Christian wedding, and ordination of George Sarawia,
a native of the Banks Islands. In 1869, trouble
began to arise through the slave traffic. It was
said that the natives were not bought, but hired;
yet they were practically kidnapped. This aroused
the indignation of the natives and embittered
them against the white men. It also of necessity
hindered the work of the mission, and involved
new and constant danger for Patteson in landing
upon the islands, since he might at any time be
mistaken for a slave trader. But though the evil
steadily increased from year to year, he refused
to give up any portion of his work, and calmly
pursued his usual course. In September, 1871,
in company with other missionaries, he called at
a small island adjoining the Santa Cruz group,
to obtain an interpreter. Some canoes were
lying near the island, and the Bishop with four
others put off in a boat and joined the canoes.
As the tide would not permit the boat to cross
the reef, the Bishop entered one of the canoes
with two chiefs whom he knew and was taken
ashore.
Suddenly, and without the slightest warning,
the natives in the remaining canoes attacked the
occupants of the boat, and wounded several. The
boat at once returned to the vessel, and a strong
party, well armed, immediately set forth to search
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for Patteson. As soon as the tide permitted them
to cross the reef, they saw floating in the middle
of the lagoon, a canoe, apparently unoccupied,
but having a bundle in the middle. This proved
to be the body of Bishop Patteson, carefully
wrapped in native matting, and tied at the neck
and ankles. As they lifted it from the canoe,
a yell of triumph arose from the beach. Examination showed that the side of the skull was
shattered and the body pierced with many arrow
wounds. The motives of those who thus added
the name of Patteson to the list of missionary
martyrs will probably never be known.
Such is the story of a life cut short in the
midst of its ripest years, yet the story of a finished work. With many souls as the seal of his
ministry, John Coleridge Patteson entered into
the presence of his Lord, to go no more out forever, and to receive from his hand the reward of
his service. " Be thou faithful unto death and I
will give you a crown of life."

M Y GRACE IS SUFFICIENT FOR THEE.
Ap/ce t COL 'T] X°-P^^

I^^'

BY H. GRATTAN GUINESS, D.D.
JESI;S, from myself to thee
In the hour of need I flee;
Speak that word, O speak it now
Arkei soi he karis mou.

When I feel the strength of sin
Strive for mastery within.
Be thou near, and whisper thou,
Arkei soi he karis mou.
When I seek lo serre my king
May this watchword courage bring:
May this trust my lips avow,
Arkei'soi he karis mou.
When discouraged by the past
Tell me love divine shall last;
When I mourn the fruitless vow,
Arkei soi he karis mou.
When bereavement or distress
Fill with bitterness my breast,
Whisper while in grief I bow
Arkei soi he karis mou.
Shouldst thou tarry, Lord, on high,
Tell me, if 'tis mine to die.
When the death-dew beads my brow
Arkei soi he karis mou.

MODERN
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S I G N S ; OR, P R E S E N T

OF T H E

PROOFS

SUPERNATURAL.

BY ARTHUR T,

PIERSON.

PART EIGHT.

^^ HE power of prayer is the perpetual sign of the
^ ^ supernatural. Much of the benefit and blessing that comes to praying souls might be traced
perhaps, to natural and secondary causes; but
in hundreds of cases we must either admit a
supernatural factor or deny the facts. Without Divine interposition they are as inexplicable
as the deliverance of the three holy children from
the furnace, or Daniel from the den.
From the age of ten years, the prayers of
Jonathan Edwards were astonishing both for the
faith they exhibited and the results they secured.
His intellect approached that of a cherub, and
his heart that of a seraph, and so we can distrust
neither his self-knowledge nor his candor. H i s
communion with God was so rapt and rapturous,
that the extraordinary view of the glory, love and
grace of the Son of God would overcome him so
that for an hour he would be flooded with tears,
weeping aloud.
Prayer brought him power like that of Peter
at Pentecost. His sermon at Enfield, on " Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God," delivered
without a gesture, produced such an effect that
the audience leaped to their feet and clasped the
pillars of the meeting house, lest they should slide
into perdition !
That one man, in the midst of an apostasy
from God that well-nigh wrecked the religious
life in England and America, pealed out his
trumpet-call in 1747, summoning the whole Christian world to prayer. In that tract, pleading for
a " visible union of God's people in extraordinary prayer," he refers to the day of fasting and
prayer kept at Northampton the year before,
which was followed that same night by the utter
dispersion and defeat of the terrible French
Armada under the Duke d'Anville; and Edwards
adds : " This is the nearest parallel with God's
wonderful works of old, in times of Moses, Joshua
and Hezekiah, of any that have been in these
latter ages of the world."
That trumpet peal to universal prayer one
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hundred and forty-two years ago, marks a turning point in modern history. To comprehend
its importance, we need a high point of prospect, that sweeps a wide horizon. To see the
special need of God's interposition, and the desperate necessty that drove his disciples to prayer,
we must get some conception of the world at that
time.
Awful spiritual desolation prevailed at the
opening of the last century. The prospect was
as dreary and hopeless as has been seen, perhaps, since the Dark Ages. The leaders of English society were Hume, Gibbon and Bolingbroke,
giants of infidelity: in France, Voltaire, Rousseau and Madame de Pompadour: in Germany,
Frederick the Great, the friend and companion
of Voltaire, and like him, a deist. " Flippancy
and frivolity in the church, deism in theology,
lasciviousness in the novel and the drama," such
was the state of England, which Isaac Taylor
said was in a condition of "virtual heathenism,"
while in America Samuel Blair declared that
" religion lay a-dying."
But what was the pulpit doing in those days ?
Nothing. " Natural theology, without a single
distinctive doctrine of Christianity — cold morality or barren othodoxy formed the staple teaching both in established church and dissenting
chapel."
The best sermons were only moral
essays, a thousand of which contained not enough
gospel truth to convert one soul: all seemed to
agree to let the devil alone; it was the church
and not Satan that was chained. The grand
weighty truths for which Hooper and Lorimer
went to the stake, and Baxter and Bunyan to
jail, seemed like relics of the past. The land
was flooded with irreligion and infidelity, Collins and Tindal stigmatized Christianity as priestcraft ; Woolston declared the miracles of the
Bible to be allegories, and Whiston denounced
them as impositions and frauds.
Clark and
Priestly openly taught arianism and socinianism,
and helped to make heresy fashionable. Blackstone the lawyer, went from church to church and
heard every clergyman of note in London, and
says he heard not one discourse which had more
Christianity in it than the writings of Cicero, or
from which one could tell whether the preacher

were a disciple of Confucius, Mahomet or Christ.
An open disregard of religion was, as Archbishop Lecker said, " t h e characteristic of the
age." Even the bishops led the way in worldliness, as Archbishop Cornwallis gave balls and
routs at Lambert Palace, till even the king interfered, and it was said the best way to stop Whitefield in his work of reform was to make him a
bishop. Such a state of things caused true disciples great humiliation and drove them to God
in sheer despair. All over the Christian world
there began to be little praying circles of devout
souls, begging God to pluck his hand out of his
bosom.
Of such a character was that little gathering
in 1729, in Lincoln College, Oxford, when John
Wesley, Charles Wesley, Mr. Morgan and Mr.
Kirkham met for conference and prayer, burdened with the apostate condition of the church.
Six years after these meetings began, there were
but fourteen who assembled ; but out of that
prayer meeting methodism was horn, the mightiest
modern movement in the direction of evangelical faith and evangelical work 1 God heard
those prayers, and Whitefield and the Wesleys
began to preach with tongues of pentecostal
flame, resisted by a rigid, frigid church, driven
into fields and commons, but so reaching the
people as they could not have been reached inside chapel walls !
Just at this time, as has been said, in 1747,
Jonathan Edwards, in America, flung broadcast
his mighty tract, with tremendous power, urging
upon the American churches concerted prayer,
at the very time when, beyond the seas, went
forth a summons to all disciples to unite in
special prayer " for the effusion of God's spirit
upon all the churches and upon the whole habitable earth." And so the companies of praying
souls gathered in England, Scotland, Wales and
Ireland, and throughout New England and the
Middle States,
In 1780 came another mighty tidal wave of revival, under the influence of the Haldanes,
Andrew Fuller, Rowland Hill, Sutcliffe, etc.
William Grimshaw, Wm. Romaine, Daniel Rowlands, Jno. Berridge, Henry Venn, Walker, of
Zouro, James Hervey, Toplady, Fletcher of
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Madeley,-— these men all belonged in that grand
apostolical succession that kept up the revival
fires during that period of reformation ; they
were raised up in such numbers and in such a
crisis by Him who answers prayer, to seem the
awful tide that was sweeping away every landmark of religion and morality.
The full significance of those concerted prayers
never can be fully known till Eternity opens its
awful doors ! In answer to them came the era
of modern missions, the establishment of the
monthly concert of prayer, the founding of the
first Foreign Missionary Society in England, the
consecration of Wm. Carey to the missionary
work, who alone secured the translation of the
Bible into forty different tongues, and the circulation of two hundred thousand copies.
To those prayers may be traced all that modern missions has accomplished, opening doors
into every land, multiplying organizations till we
have now upwards of one hundred and twenty,
translating the Bible into nearly three hundred
languages and dialects, and setting up the Cross
in every quarter of the globe.
More, even, than this may be traced to that
concerted prayer, about the middle of last century. To reach Asia with the gospel, we must
get to the heart of the continent, and India was
the working center. England was there in the
East India Company, but that company was the
foe to missions. But God was moving. H e
gave Britain a foothold in the central field of
oriental missions, and a sceptre over two hundred millions of people. This made it necessary
to keep open the line of communication with the
home government, to maintain an open highway
of travel and traffic; and hence came, in the
providence of God, that remarkable influence
which determined the attitude of every nation
along that highway, as at least neutral, if not
favorable to Christian missions. And so came
the.battle of Plassey, in 1757, which determined
that Protestantism, and not Papacy, should rule
India; and later, the Sepoy Rebellion, which
swung the great English power in India over to
the side of Christian missions. These are only
(the outlines of a grand march of events,) just
now in progress, all of which began under the bugle-
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call of the angel of the Lord, in answer to prevailing prayer.
We have given this one instance in full outline only as an example, among numberless ones,
how prayer does sway the balance of national
history and a world's destiny.
{To be Continued^)
CHRST OUR S T R E N G T H .
BY G. W. GREENWOOD.
Philippians 4.

rvy-jE are well prepared for this fourth chapter by
* ^ the three preceeding chapters, in which
Christ has been presented as our Life, our Pattern, our Object; and we come to look at him
more particularly as our rtrength. If we study
this epistle carefully we shall, I think, be impressed with the design and orderly arrangement
of the subject matter; we shall see that Christ
must really be to us what he is represented to be
in the first three chapters in order that we may
possess him as he is set before" us in the fourth
chapter.
The great difficulty that so often presents itself in our Christian lives is found in the fact
that we have gathered about us so many things,
and have entered upon so many ways, that are
really not the things and ways of God, that we
have no confidence to take hold upon his
strength. We have actually possessed ourselves
of much that is displeasing to God. We have
started to build according to our own plan ; but
somehow the structure is lacking in harmony and
proportion. It is not " fitly joined together," and
is in danger of falling upon our heads, and in our
disappointment and despair we cry to God for
strength, — " O Lord help or we perish." But
what would we have the Lord help us to do ?
To strenghten a structure that is altogether contrary to his mind and wish — the Supreme Architect to put his hand to our poor, earthly, selfish
plans? Would you have divine perfection to
father your human imperfection.-' God will not
make your strength strong — " To them that have
no might he increaseth strength." When God
touched Daniel he put him on his knees. T h e
only way that God could help some of us would
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be to completely ruin us (according to our idea
of ruin); we possess so much that we never possessed in him. We have incurred liabilities and
responsibilities, entered into relationships and
positions, and have done so much that has not
had for its end the glory of God, that is in itself
so unlike Christ, that it would, perhaps, be the
best thing that could happen to have the Lord
sweep everything away, and let us begin afresh
in his name, and for his honor and for his glory.
Like Job, to be deprived of everything and ourselves'in sackcloth and ashes, that we might take
hold of life as those who live in Christ, making
him our pattern, having him for our object, and
doing all things in his strength. Perhaps you
you see, then, why this epistle begins with Christ
as our life and ends with him as our strength.
Whatever is to be consummated in glory, whatever is real and true in life must be begun and
carried on in Christ and for Christ. What infilicities there are in our daily lives ! What strife
and tumult. Do you understand the philosophy
of this ? Do you know the reason why disappointment and sorrow and discord enter so
largely into our lives ? Is it not that we have
been leaning to our own understanding and taking the management of our own lives. The
prophet said of the Messiah that the "government should be upon his shoulder," but we have
robbed God of his right to govern, and have
often taken the government of our lives into our
own hands, and our own selfish aims and purposes have brought leanness into our souls.
The Apostle said : " For me to live is Christ,"
and then he could say with a tone of triumph ;
" I can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me." There are many so-called
Christian families where you could hardly recognize the presence of God — families that are a
perfect bundle of infelicities. Perhaps the father
or mother is crying out of the depths of sorrow
for a deliverance which does not come. But go
into the history of that family, find out all its
secret springs, and you will never charge God
with injustice. Perhaps the very marriage of
husband and wife was consummated without a
thought of God's honor or glory; they start life
with the chief purpose of getting on in the world :

business is entered upon with little or no reference to God.
A mercenary desire to accumulate wealth or
make a fine appearance in the world has largely
excluded the thoughts of Him who said : " T a k e
no thought, saying. What shall we eat? or What
shall we drink? or Wherewithal shall we be
clothed ? for after all these things do the Gentiles seek." God has spoken very definitely with
regard to our family relationships. H e says:
" Husbands, love your wives ; wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands as unto the
Lord." But how few observe this command as
God desires it should be observed. Children are
to be brought up in the " nurture and admonition .
of the L o r d " : but is it not a fact that many
spend more time in bringing them up in the good
esteem of their neighbors and friends ; their little
bodies are clothed for show, while their souls are
starved, and when they grow up vain and imprudent, and senseless and Godless, then parents
often feel themselves cruelly wronged. Thus the
web of life is spun out, and oh, what tangles, what
broken threads, what blurred colors ; what a hitand-miss life it is ; habits deeply rooted in forgetfulness of God, appetites unsanctified by grace,
tempers ungoverned by watchfulness and prayer.
In other words, God's word neglected, his will
unheeded, our own pleasure and selfishness fostered, and life a terrible failure; and then in the
midst of the fierce antagonisms that gather about
us, we cry to God for help, and, like that
poor old backsliding Naomi, we can say : " The
Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with us."
What details one might go into if our poor, disappointed, sorrowful lives needed any further
explanation.
And yet we find poor, dejected souls who seem
altogether oblivious of any fault attaching to
themselves, and you hear them s a y : " I have
always tried to do my very b e s t ; " but trying to
do your very best in a position already displeasing to God can avail you nothing., A man might
try to preserve his health in a plague-stricken
city and wonder why he should be attacked by
disease when he had so fiercely struggled against
it: the only way to insure health would be to
leave the city altogether. Striving to do your
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"best-while your life is not wholly submitted'to
God is simply trying to do right in the midst of
wrong. It is as if a child was ordered by his
father not to go to a certain place, but in opposition to the father's will, he goes there, and he
then says: " I will try and please father while I
am here." But he never can. Do you not see,
dear reader, that we are kept from laying hold
upon God's strength because of the false position
we occupy. It is only when we are weak in ourselves that we can be strong in the Lord. We
get nothing apart from Christ himself; but with
him we get all things. " My God shall supply
all your need according to his riches in glory by
> Christ Jesus." When he becomes my life, my
pattern, my object; that is, when I live in him,
when my walk is regulated by him, and when my
affections are centered upon him, then it is that
I am strengthened by him, and burdens hitherto
lieavy to bear grow wonderfully light. When the
soul can truly say: " T h o u knowest. Lord, that I
' seek thy glory, that my very life is thine, that I
would possess nothing apart from thee, that I desire thy will to be done in my heart and life,"
then that soul becomes possessed of a divine
energy, and Christ and a human soul is an immense majority in this world. When a man or a
woman can take hold of God's strength,— and
the poorest of us may do this — then difficulties
vanish like dew before the rising sun, and " mysterious providences" are all taken out of our
lives. A man with a life wholly submitted to
God does not reason as other men. H e seldom
says " I c a n n o t ; " but more frequently says : " I
can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me." But there his doing is all submitted
to Christ. Paul says : " I have learned in whatsoever state I am to be content. . . . I know
both how to be abated and how to abound ;
everywhere and in all things I am instructed, both
to be full and to be hungry, both to abound and
to suffer need." Dear reader, do not many of
the troubles and discomforts you experience in
your Christian life arise from the forgetfulness of
that divine injunction which bids you both to
abound and to suffer need. One of the recurring
questions, especially at this season, is, " Did you
have a good time ? " and it may be that the de-
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sire to have a " good time " starts into activity
many of the things that are grievous to God. As
the disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ, the Christian is not to seek for himself a good time, but to
"seek first the kingdom of God." Christ came
not to be ministered to but to minister to others ;
but who would not share with him in the calm
serenity and conscious power he possessed while
he went about doing his Father's will. The
Christian gains his life by losing it, and best
serves himself by the utter forgetfulness of his
own needs, and the yielding up of his own desires. Christ is enough for the human soul.
Possess him and you possess all that is worth
possessing. Amen.
SPIRITUAL LIFE IN T H E PSALMS.
BY GEO. C. NEEDHAM.

^J^HE subject of " Spiritual Life in the Psalms,"
^^ necessitates an explanation of the b o o k ;
a general exposition of its design, and an exegesis of several passages where life is specially
introduced.
Some old writers translated the original title
of the book by the English words, " t o move
briskly, irradiate, shine." They therefore called
it " t h e book of the shinings forth," "irradiations," " manifestations or displays," viz : Displays of divine wisdom and love, exhibited in
God's dealings with His chosen people. The
book may be compared to the Cloud of glory
which not only was the symbol of, but the very
envelope which enwrapped the divine presence.
Israel's God was in the Cloud, speaking out of it
sometimes in hot rebuke, yet again with words of
gentle admonition and endearing persuasion.
Righteous anger flashed from that cloud; divine
compassion flowed from it. At times we observe
God vindicating His uncompromising holiness in
slaying the rebellious, yet again and again illustrating His matchless patience toward His selfwilled people.
Not unlike the Cloud do these Psalms reveal
God's essential character. Water-floods, tempests,
earthquakes, and mighty thunders not only declare His power, but also His burning indignation
against sin. The green pastures, the still waters,
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the shining of the sun, the serene heavens show
forth the merciful side of God, which is ever
toward the children of men. The desolating
Jehovah of Psalm 96 is also the pitying Father of
Psalm 103. The analogy m a y b e carried out
more fully when we remember the uses of the
Cloud. It was Israel's guide, shield, and light.
In Ps. 7 3 ; 24, we r e a d : " T h o u shalt GUIDE
me with thy counsel." In Ps. 43 : 3, it is declared : " His truth shall be thy SHIELD and
buckler." Ps. 105 : 30, acknowledges, " T h e entrance of thy word giveth LIGHT."
The book of Psalms has also been called " THE
BOOK OF PRAISES," and by that name it is now
known in the church. Praise is abundant in this
part of Holy Writ, rising higher and higher
towards the close, when in a grand climax everything in heaven above, and on the earth beneath
is invited to swell this song of worship: " Let
everything that hath breath praise the L o r d "
(Ps. 150 : 6). The first note of praise is in recognition of His righteousnes (Ps. 7 : 17); and the
last for his mighty acts (Ps. 150 : 2).
In Ephesians 5 : 19, we observe a three-fold
division of praise which may have special reference to this book. " Speaking to yourselves in
Psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing
and making melody in your hearts to the Lord."
The parts called " Psalms," were generally accompanied by an instrument and may have been declarations and acknowledgements of God in the
manifestations of his power and glory.
Hymns
were offered as an act of worship in which praise
was directly ascribed to God by His redeemed
people. Songs would more especially express the
emotions of the worshippers. The book of
Psalms include all these : psalms, hymns and
spiritual songs.
There is a constant outcry against emotional
preaching, but nowhere in the Psalms do I find
that special provision has been made for the suppression, or repression, of the believer's emotional
nature. Emotions oi grief, or gladness are herein fully recognized. Precious little interest will
the book of Psalms have for us if the juices of
our life have been sapped by an over-weening
intellectualism. The proprieties so-called have
been the death of revivals both in the church and

individual souls.
Praise that comes from a
frozen heart, or falls from icy lips is but the simulation of worship. " God is a Spirit, and they
that worship Him must worship Him in spirit
and in truth." As we read the Psalms, we need
the Holy Spirit, to enkindle our emotions in order
that we may duly appreciate them and readily
utihze them. To the cold rationalizing intellect
these divine compositions will prove but the dead
letter of Hebrew poetry.
The book of Psalms has been used as the vehicle of spiritual worship both by pious Jews, and
believing Gentiles in every age since God gave
them to man. Our blessed Lord who understood
them in their original design and ulterior aim,
sang these songs of Zion, and, with His disciples,
employed them as the expression of His and their
devotion. In that upper room they sang the
hallelujah psalms which record the goodness of
God to Israel in their redemption and rewards,
but which carry beneath their historic surface,
deep and fervid spiritual experiences.
Dr. Edersheim has called attention to the fact,
that the Talmud dwells upon the peculiar suitableness of the Hallel to the Passover, " since it
not only recorded the goodness of God to Israel,
but especially their deliverance from Egypt and
therefore appropriately opened with ' Praise ye
the Lord, ye servants of Jehovah,' and no longer
ye servants of Pharaoh."
But our blessed Lord has revealed to us deeper
things in the Psalms, even those things concerning Himself. In Ps. 22 : 25, it was predicted of
Jesus that in the midst of the Congregation H e
would sing God's praises. While the complete
fulfillment of this prophetic utterance is reserved
for future occasions, its immediate fulfillment
took place, when our gracious Lord, as precenter,
led the band of disciples around the passover
table in chanting this matchless hymn of worship.
Let us now glance at these six Psalms, commencing with the 113th, which compose the great
Hallel. Observe that this Psalm begins with the
exclamation of worship, " Hellelujah," rightly
translated," Praise ye the Lord." " Praise ye the
Lord, praise the name of the Lord. Praise, O ye
servants of the Lord, praise the name of the Lord.
Blessed be the name of the Lord from this time
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forth and for evermore. From the rising of the
sun unto the going down of the same the Lord's
name is to be praised. The Lord is high above
all nations, and his glory above the heavens.
Who is like unto the Lord our God, who dwelleth
on high, who humbleth himself to behold the
things that are in heaven, and in the earth! H e
raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth
the needy out of the dunghill; that he may set
him with princes, even with the princes of his
people. H e maketh the barren woman to keep
house, and to be a joyful mother of children.
Praise ye the Lord."
In this song of praise, the disciples may have
only their forefathers in mind who were exalted
from the dunghill to princely estate, while the
thoughts of Jesus would encompass and embrace
all of the facts and experiences involved in verse
six, "who humbleth Himself," etc.
Did H e
not understand this as foreshadowing His own
incarnation.
In Psalm 114, the Exodus of Israel from Egypt
is again the subject of sacred song. The triumph
. of their deliverance is sketched in graphic figurative language from verses 4 - 7 : " When Israel
went out of Egypt, the house of Jacob from a
people of strange language ; Judah was his sanctuary, and Israel his dominion. The sea saw it,
and fled ; Jordan was driven back. The mountains skipped like rams and the little hills like
lambs; What ailed thee, O thou sea, that thou
fleddest?
Thou Jordan, that thou wast driven
back > Ye mountains, that ye skipped like rams;
and ye little hills like lambs? Tremble, thou
earth, at the presence of the Lord, at the presence
of the God of Jacob; which turned the rock into
a standing water, the flint into a fountain of
waters."
(To be continued^)
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BEING GOOD AND DOING GOOD.
BY THE EDITOR.

T^HE two ideas are related as root and fruit, as
^ ^ means and end. Moralism always begins
at the wrong end, attempting to grow trees from
trunk to root, and to build its house from top to
bottom. Remember that we do not do good in
order to become good, but that we become good
in order to do good. We must have the life of
God in our souls before we can do the works of
God with our hands. Therefore, the first requirement of the gospel is that we " believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ." To believe on Christ is to
accept him, to trust in him, to commit the soul to
him alone for salvation. " H e that believeth on
the Son," saith Jesus, " h a t h eternal life : and he
that believeth not the Son shall not see life but
the wrath of God abideth on him " (John 3 : 36).
What is meant by the saying: " H e that believeth on the Son hath eternal life " ? It means
that through faith in Christ we get the holy life
of God in our souls; or, as the Bible says, we
are made " partakers of the divine nature." Do
we not see that if we have the life of God in our
hearts we shall do the work of God in our lives ?
If a clock does not keep good time it is of little
use to put the hands forward today because it is
too slow, or to move them backward tomorrow
because it is too fast. The thing to be done is
to repair the inside of the clock, to regulate its
wheels and springs so that it will move the hands
correctly. So when a man does wrong, lies,
cheats, steals or gets drunk, it is of no use to try
to regulate his hands or his feet or his tongue or
his mouth, in order to make him kind and sober
and truthful. His heart must be made right
before his actions will become right. This is
what Jesus meant when he said : " For out of the
heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries,
WASHED.
fornications, thefts, false witness, blasphemies.
I HAVE washed my hands, I have washed my feet,
These are the things which defile a man " (Matt.
I have washed my heart,— and I thought
15 : 19). Therefore, H e came to regulate the
I will wash in the self-same fountain all
heart, to put a new mainspring in it by regeneraThe work that my hands have wrought.
W. Luff.
tion : to put a new love into it by giving us the
R E V . M R . SPURGEON'S is now one of the 3,000 Holy Spirit, so that we should do the things we
British churches in which unfermented wine is did not once do, and love the things which we
did not once love.
used at the Lord's Supper.
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Now, if we have Christ's heart of love within
us we shall do Christ's work of love about us.
Many persons, old and young, have been willing
to die for others as Christ did, when they have
his love shed abroad in their hearts by the Holy
Spirit. A gentleman says that he was sitting beside Mr. Spurgeon on the platform of the Metropolitan Tabernacle when an American physician
told the following story of his own experience;
and the great heart of the London preacher
melted and the tears ran down his cheeks, while
the narration was going on. Listen to this story
of a little Christian martyr :
She lived in a frame house built of wood. All the houses
round about were of the same kind. One day there was
heard the startling cry of Fire ! Fire! Alas, it was true :
the fire-demon had broken loose and the wind caused the
flames to make great headway before much assistance
be given. In one house the husband rescued his fainting
wife, who had become unconscious through the smoke. H e
then sprang from the window, and saved himself; and
then, like a poor maniac, went rushing through the crowd,
crying, and tearing his hair. And why.'' A h ! that was
the sad part of it. In his excitement he had saved his
wife and himself; and then it dawned upon him that his
three dear children were asleep upstairs, and there was no
possible chance of reaching them. Poor man ! he would
liave rushed into the burning house and perished with
them but for strong friends who held him back by main
force. But for them he would have destroyed his life in
an utterly hopeless attempt.

best to alleviate her sufferings, and found, on removing
the burnt clothing from the child, that only one part of
her body had escaped the fire, and that was a patch round
her heart, where she had so tightly clasped her brother
and the babe. Her sight was gone, her hair was burnt
off, but around the chest and heart there was no mark of
fire.
" Her patience in death," said my friend the Doctor,
who shed tears as he told me, " w a s beautiful."
H e said to h e r : " Mary, do you know me ?"
" Y e s , doctor," was her reply.
" I fear, my dear, I cannot do any more for you," said
he.
'' Never mind, never mind; thank you, doctor. I have
saved Bobbie and baby, and Jesus has promised to save
me, and he will, won't he, doctor ?" •
" Y e s , my dear, for he has done so already." And he
had scarcely said these words to encourage her, when
Mary was no more.
Do you tell me, madam, after this, that I need the stage
or fiction to stir my imagination, or move my emotional
powers ? No, madam, I have no time to go and hear
about the trials of those who never lived; nor to weep
over events that never happened. But in the Bible, and
in active service for Christ, I find full scope for all the
faculties and emotions with which God has been pleased
to endow me.

Here is an illustration of the heart of Christ in
a child repeating the work of Christ in this life.
Like her Master, this little heroine became " obedient unto death:' This is exactly the spirit of
the gospel as it is written in i John 3 : 16:
" Hereby know we love because he laid down his
Soon the excitement became intense. Through the
blinding smoke a weak voice was heard, and a dim form life for us: and we ought to lay down our lives for
In the light of this sweet story of
was seen at the window. Little Mary was there, the hero- the brethren:''
ine of my story. She was a sweet little Christian of self-martyrdom, let us be ashamed that we have
twelve tender years. She was hugging her little brother sacrificed so little, suffered so little, borne so
Bobbie, and a cry was raised from beneath :
little for Christ's sake.
" J u m p , we will catch you; jump, jump, quickly I " cried
But it will be said: " T h i s was simply the
the crowd.
She heard the shout from beneath, and instantly dropped prompting of natural love: any one, heathen
her little brother into the outstretched hands, which, hap- or Christian, would do the san^." No.
Many
pily, caught the child in safety.
a heathen mother has thrown her own babe into
" J u m p , jump, jump ! " was again the continued shout.
the river or into the fire, to appease her idol-god.
But no voice was heard to reply. All thought she had
succumbed; but soon her little figure was again discerned Many a pagan child has destroyed brother or
sister at the bidding of superstitious custom.
at the window.
" J u m p , jump, j u m p ! " said the people with increased Let us thank God if, through the love of Christ,
excitement; and so she did. It was her last leap in this and the operation of the Spirit, divine love has
life, but it was a grand one. She was safely caught by the
once more become natural to our hearts. When
crowd, and in her arms was a dear little baby, scarcely
hurt. Alas! little Mary herself was terribly burned. She the sun has risen we find his rays everywhere;
was soon taken into the house, and a doctor was tenderly in the low valley and dark glen as well as on the
examining her. H e saw at once that she was doomed. lofty hill or mountain p e a k : and so, likewise,
She was unable to see, but still conscious. H e did his
we shall now find stray beams of Jesus Christ
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the "true Light that lighteth eVery man that believe that Jesus is the Son of God ? Will you
cometh into the world " among the most igno- now accept him and confess him ? Would you
rant and outcast children of men. What a ray be a saviour of others ? Then you must first be
of such light do we we find in the simple inci- saved yourself. And God has made the way of
dent from news-boy life which we recently picked Salvation very plain in the Bible. In Romans
up in a daily newspaper:
10 : 9 it is written; " If thou shalt confess with
It surprised the shiners and newsboys around the post thy mouth the Lord Jesus; and shall believe in
office the other day to see " L i m p y T i m " come among thy heart that God hath raised him from the dead
them in a quiet way, and to hear him say:
thou shalt be saved."
"Boys, I want to sell my kit. Here's two brushes, a
hull box of blacking, a good stout box, and the outfit
goes for two shillin's 1"
" Goin'away, Tim ?" quired one.
" Not'xactly boys, but I want a quarter the awfulest
kind just now."
" Goin' on a scursion ? " asked another.
" N o t today, but I must have a quarter," he answered.
One of the lads passed over the change and took the
kit, and Tim walked straight to the counting-room of a
daily paper, put down his money and said:
' ' I guess I kin write it if you'll give me a pencil."
With slow moving fingers he wrote a death notice. It
went mto the paper almost as he wrote it, but you might
not have seen it. H e wrote:
"Died—Litul
Ted — op scarlet pever ; aiged three yeres.
Funeral tomorrer, gon up to kevin ; lept won bruther."
" Was it your brother ? " asked the cashier.
Tim tried to brace up, but he couldn't. The big tears
came up, his chin quivered and he pointed to the notice
' on the counter and gasped:
" I — I had to sell my kit to do it — b — but he had his
arms aroun my neck when he d — died "
He hurried away home, but the news went to the boys,
and they gathered in a group and talked. Tim had not
been home an hour before a boy left the kit on the doorstep, and in the box was a bouquet of flowers which had
been purchased in the market by pennies contributed by
the crowd of ragged but big-hearted urchins. Did God
ever make a heart which would not respond if the right
chord was touched ?

. What a sweet, a salutary lesson inay we learn
from' these stories of children's devotion. The
great lesson is that of doing good. In Galatians
we read: " As we have therefore opportunity let
us do good unto all men, especially unto those
who are of the household of faith." But in order to do good we must be good; in order to be
good, we must have the life of God, the only
good One, in our hearts. And we can only have
this life in us through the new birth. What are
we to do 'to get this new birth ? The Scripture
answers : " Whosoever believeth that fesus is the
Christ is born of God" (i John 5 : i). Do you
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EDITOR.

is the finest instinct in m a n — the most
subtle and fine and unerring of all the organs of knowledge. Have you never noticed
how your child, who knows nothing yet of
reason or argument, can read your unspoken
meaning in your eye — yOur pleasure or your displeasure, your command or your prohibition ?
His childishness puts him into perfect communion with your heart, so that he catches, as by a
magnetic flash, the most delicate instructions of
your will, /' I will guide thee with mine eye,"
says God to his sons. " Be not as the horse or
the mule, which have no understanding: whose
mouth must be held in with bit and bridle lest
they come near unto t h e e " (Ps. 22 : 8). Exchange not that finer sense of faith, which reads
God by looking into his face, in reverent, trustful apprehension of heart, loose not this for that
coarser, blunted sense of reason, which must be
guided by the bit and bridle of ocular demonstration or palpable evidence before it can be convinced. Faith pleases God in the sense that it is
the most filial, worshipful attitude of the spirit.
It is the highest tribute of affection when your
child clings to your hand as you approach a dangerous, dark or frightful place, instead of letting
go and refusing to follow you. In Genesis it is
said: " And Enoch walked with God, and was
not for God took him," and in the quotation in
the 'Hebrews it is said that " he pleased God and
was translated." Let us believe that the expressions are synonomous. H e walked with God in
the fellowship of such a glorified childhood—holding to his hand in such clinging intimacy of trust
and communion with his heart, with such simpleutter reliance, that God never let go of his hand,
IAITH
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again, I trembled, because I saw from it that the
foundations on which I had been building were
entirely wrong, and would not stand before God.
There was I, a choir singer, a church member, a
total abstainer, and yet trembling because I was
A WARNING VOICE.
N my younger days I was, like many others, not saved. Praise God that (after some anguish
carelessly passing through life without tak- of soul) I was brought to rest on the foundation
ing any thought as to the direction in which I which he had laid at the cross, namely, his own
was going; and, although quite unconscious of Son, who finished the work, paid the ransom,
the fact, I was at that time on the way to hell! and gives salvation : for " Through this man is
Not that I was entirely without what people call preached unto you the forgiveness of sins, and
" religion." At the age of eighteen I was enrolled and by him all that believe are justified from all
as a member of a choir to lead what was termed things" (Acts 1 3 : 38, 39). Ever since, I have
the praise of God; not knowing the meaning of been happy in the Lord. Perhaps some one
the Scripture which says : " The dead praise not who has as much profession as I once had, and
the L o r d " (Ps. 115 : 17). Truly I was dead — yet is not born again, may be reading these lines.
" dead in trespasses and s i n s " (Eph. 2 : i ) — If so, let me solemnly warn you, lest you make
and an enemy to God (Col. i : 21)—never hav- the sad mistake that thousands are making at
ing been born again, and therefore being just in the present day; for nothing you have done, or
my natural condition. Oh, what a fearful thing ever will do, can save you from the wrath to come.
it was for such an one as I to stand up and sing In the twenty-third chapter of Matthew you will
such words, for instance, as are contained in the find eight terrible woes pronounced against the
54th paraphrase:
scribes and Pharisees, the most religious men of
that d a y ; but they were hypocrites and Christ
" I'm not ashamed to own my Lord,
rejectors withal. Reader beware ! Believe on
Or to defend His cause.
Maintain the glory of His cross,
the Lord Jesus Christ, and then you shall be
And honor all His laws,"
able to sing truly with the heart:
as if God could be mocked by such lip-worship.
" No works of merit now I plead.
But Jesus take for all my need;
This was not all, for in a short time I was adNo
righteousness in me is found.
vised to "join the church." I thought this a
Except upon redemption ground."
more solemn step than joining the choir, but I
was spoken to and encouraged by being led to S A F E T Y , C E R T A I N T Y , A N D E N J O Y M E N T .
understand that I was " a sample man ; " although Cjfjov will find, in the teaching of Scripture,
the fact was that I was a poor, lost sinner. You
( j that while you are saved by Chrisfs work
see I was ignorant of the Word of God, and did and assured by God's word, you are maintained
not know that it is only born-again ones (John 3 : in comfort and joy by the Holy Ghost, who in7)—believers on the Lord Jesus (Acts 16: 31), dwells every saved one's body.
living stones (i Peter 2 : 5), of which the Church
When we are walking " worthy of the Lord,"
of God is made.
the Holy Ghost will be producing in our souls
Shortly after joining the church, a verse of His blessed fruits—"love, joy, peace," etc. See
Scripture, repeated by a Christian, startled me Gal. 5 : 22. When we are walking in a carnal,
out of my fancied security. The words were worldly way, the Spirit is grieved, and these
these: "Other foundation can no man lay than fruits are wanting in greater or less measure.
that is laid, which is Jesus Christ" (i Cor. 3 : 11).
When Chrisfs work breaks down (and, blessed
This Scripture, which at first I thought strange, be God, it never, never 7vill,) yotir salvation will
yet came home to me as the Word of God, and break down with it. When your walk breaks
became in my case " the axe laid to the root of down (and be watchful, for it may^ your enjoythe tree." Reading the verse over, and over ment will break down with it.—Selected,
and instead or laying him in the grave as he does
most men, lifted him up into heaven, by that very
clinging which had kept him so near him on his way.
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B E O F GOOD

CHEER.

BY A. T. PIERSON, D.D.
Impromptu verses, after hearing Rev. David Guthrie preach on
three texts; Matt. 9 : 2 ; Matt. 14: 27, and John 16: 33.)

" B E of good cheer"
Son, do not fear;
Thy sins forgiven be.
Thy guilty past
Henceforth is cast Into a boundless sea.

.

'

" Be of good cheer "
For I am near
;
To guard thee and to guide:
Though waves roll high
Lo ! it is I I
I'm with thee — at thy side.
" Be of good cheer "
Tliou taiTiest here.
Where trials never cease;
Conquest was mine
And shall be thine,
In me thou shalt have peace.
I L L U S T R A T I O N S OF GRACE,

" B l e s s e d are those servants, w h o m the
Lord w h e n h e c o m e t h shall find watching."
Luke 12 : 37. An Arctic explorer found floating
helplessly about among the icebergs of that cold,
lonely country, a ship. Going on board he found
that the captain was frozen, and sat dead at his
log-book, while the helmsman stood at his post,
and the men on watch still on duty, but cold in
death. What happiness will it be when our Lord
doth come to know we have done our duty, and
can welcome our Saviour as he bids us " come
up highfer." " Blessed are those servants, whom
the Lord when he cometh shall find watching."
Reader, are you ready ? Are you ever watching
and waiting the coming of your Lord ?
" T h o u shalt be r e c o m p e n s e d at the
resurrection of the just."
Luke 14: 14.
The papers describe the welcome and ovation
given to the captain of the steamer Missouri
when she landed at Philadelphia on the 22nd of
April. Some weeks before, this steamer came
upon the Danmark in m-id-ocean in a sinking
condition. At once, with much labor and sacrifice, the passengers of the sinking ship were
transferrcji to the Missouri. Everything was
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done for their comfort, and after much anxiety
the vessel with her precious freight came safely
to landing at Philadelphia.
" Hundreds of
voices blended in a great shout, and cheer upon
cheer rent the air as the Missouri, with her precious cargo, which she had so gallantly rescued,
arrived safely at her dock. Ferryboats and tugs
which were passing added to the enthusiasm with
their steam whistles. Brave Captain Murrell,
who stood on the bridge of the steamer, was the
cynosure of all eyes. H e was at once surrounded
by a great crowd, all bent on paying a tribute to
his gallant services in saving so many lives."
Does not a like welcome await those who come
up in the resurrection of the just with the great
convoy of souls which they have been instrumental in saving, say: Here am I and those which
thou hast given me."
" Confounded be all t h e y that serve
graven images that boast t h e m s e l v e s of
i d o l s . " Ps. 97 : 7. The following test was
put by a Hindoo convert to some priests when
crossing a river. Said the man : " Now, Pundits,
I throw this god, made of stone, into the water
— it goes to the bottom. I throw the dog in and
he swims to land." As they looked on in amazement, realizing the force of the argument, the
man said : " Do not expect me to worship a god
which is inferior to a dog. No ! I will no longer
worship a stone, but I will worship Him who
made the stone. I worship the Lord Jesus and
Him only will I serve." The argument was
unanswerable.—- Ch. Missy. Pnst7-ttctor.

" O the depth of the riches both of the
w i s d o m and k n o w l e d g e of God," Rom.
II : 2,Z- The smallest islands of the sea are
found to be, in many cases, the tops of great
mountains, that spread in every direction their
vast bases under the ocean. A single square
mile at the surface often has a base qf a hundred
square miles. And so the smallest word of God,
the least promise, has its deep and broad foundations in the nature of God; and is as firmly
based as the great continents of doctrines and
systems of truth.
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" I f o n e died for a l l . " 2 Cor. 5 : 14. Not
long since, a railway train, loaded with over six
hundred passengers, was running across New
Jersey. By some mishap to the machinery, a
back draft drove the steam and flames into the
cab and forced the fireman and engineer to retreat from the locomotive to the baggage car.
The tender was on fire, and the train dashed
along without control.
An attempt was made to get the air-brakes in
the rear of the train, but the block of frightened
passengers interposed an obstacle that could
neither be penetrated nor surmounted. Seeing
the destruction that threatened the six hundred
lives, the engineer, Joseph A. Seig, rushed
through the smoke and flume back to the burning cab.
Nearly a minute passed,— it seemed an age to
the paralyzed passengers, penned up, and swiftly
rushing to a horrible death — and then the train
stopped. The passengers knew that the engineer had succeeded in putting on the air-brakes
and in reversing the engine.
The stopping of the train allowed the flame to
shoot upward and to disclose the tender. A
man's head was seen in the water-tank. Two
men rushed forward and lifted out the half-consumed engineer.
H e had jumped into the water to extinguish
his burning clothes. His flesh was scorched all
over his body, and from both hands it hung in
shreds. In three days he died, a martyr to duty.
What a parable this of that greater sacrifice :
Christ Jesus dying for all passengers on the train
of this fallen planet rushing on to ruin !
" C a s t ye up, cast ye up, prepare the
w a y , t a k e u p t h e s t u m b l i n g b l o c k o u t of
t h e w a y . " Is. 5 7 : 1 4 . " I had ploughed around
a rock in one of my fields for five years," said a
farmer, " and I had broken a mowing machine
knife against it, besides losing the use of the
ground in which it lay, all because I supposed it
was such a large rock that it would take too
much time and labor to remove it. But today,
when I began to plough for corn, I thought that
by-and-by I might break my cultivator against
that rock; so I took a crow-bar, intending to

poke around it and find out its size once for all.
And it was one of the surprises of my life to find
that it was little more than two feet long. It was
standing on its edge, and so light that I could
lift it into the wagon without help."
" The first time you really faced your trouble
you conquered it," I replied aloud;' but continued to enlarge upon the subject all to myself;
for I do believe that before we pray, or, better,
while we pray, we should look our troubles
straight in the face.
We shiver and shake and shrink, and sometimes do not dare to pray about a trouble because it makes it seem so real, not even knowing
what we wish the Lord to do about i t ; when if
we would face the trouble and call it by its name,
one-half of its terror would be gone.
" A l l w^e like s h e e p h a v e g o n e a s t r a y :
w e have turned every one to his o w n
w a y : a n d t h e L o r d h a t h laid o n h i m t h e
iniquity of u s a l l . " Is. 53 : 6. Dr. McKay,
of Hull, was once on his way home from addressing a meeting, when a man came running up to
him, and exclaimed : " Dr. McKay ! caii you point
out to me the way of life ? " The good doctor
opened his Bible at Isaiah 53 ; 6 : "All we like
sheep have gone astray," etc. After reading the
verse, he said ; " You see there are two ' alls ' in
this verse, the one at the beginning, and the other
at the end. Well, you just go in at the one ' a l l '
and come out at the other, and your salvation is
secure. ' All we like sheep have gone astray.'
Is not that true ? " The man said it was. " ' We
have turned every one to his own way.' Is not
that also true ? " " It is," was the reply. " ' But
the Lord hath laid upon him the iniquity of us
all:"
And bidding the man good-night, the
doctor hurried away. In a few days the man,
now a true believer in Christ, called to tell the
doctor the great change that had taken place in
him, and to thank him for showing him the way
of salvation. Perhaps many of you have gone
in at the one " all," but have you come out at the
other ?
I T is well for us to shut up our desires within
the compass of trusting and pleg.sing God.
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BRIEFS ON THE S.S. LESSONS.

Jn0tt?uc^ion0«

BY MRS. GEO. C. N E E D H A M .

I. God f u s t r a t e s t h e wicked. Pursuing David had now
become Saul's life-v/ork. His raids against his other enemies were merely incidentals. He was constantly returning to the old motive. Providence leads the men together
to test them both. Yet Providence holds a firm protecting hand on the man of God's choice. The lesson is, we
are simply to do our duty, and leave our defence with the
Lord. Be it noticed, David was always the one hiding and
Saul the one hunting.

DAVID
September 15.

SPARING

SAUL.
I S a m . 24 : 4-17.

(^X|)Canation0»
the scene of this lesson, was a rocky
wilderness, abounding in such caves. David was
about twenty-five years old. Psalms 57 and 142,
appear to have both been written as commemorative of this event in the cave. It is rather surprising that S^ul should have entered into this
cave, when he knew David was in the vicinity.
The Jews have a tradition, very pretty, as a possible explanation for Saul's incaution. They say :
" God foreseeing that Saul would come to this
cave, caused a spider to weave her web over the
mouth of i t ; which, when Saul saw, he took for
granted that no person had lately been there;
and consequently, he entered it without suspicion," We have no account of the promise which
David's men alluded to, found in 5 : 4. It appears to liave been their reasonable inference that
if David was to be king of Israel, Saul, his rival,
must be got rid of. In verse 4, there seems to
be something in the vigor of the expression:
" T h e n David arose," that may imply that when
David first arose from his concealment his intention was to kill Saul; but that immediately his
conscience restrained him, and he simply cut a
piece from the king's robe. If Saul were asleep,
and the robe was laid aside from his person, or
trailing on the ground beside him, this, David
could easily do. The marginal reading implies
that the robe was not being worn by Saul at that
particular time. To be anointed, or devoted,
rendered ^^ne person sacred before the Lord.
David must have suffered Saul to go some distance before he cried after him, and exhibited his
trophy, for Saul appears to have recognized the
voice rather than the person of David. A live
dog, in Scripture, is the symbol of scorn; a dead
dog expresses helplessness joined to contempt.
Deut. 23 : 18 ; 2 Sam. 9 : 8 ; Phil. 3 : 2. Fleas
were insignificant, but numerous and annoying.
Here the expression is " one flea," implying weakness to fight against Saul's three thousand^
EN-GEDI,

II. T h e t e s t to DaVid. He had never received any
command to slay Saul. It was hard to resist the advice of
his devoted followers. They might desert him for his folly
in neglecting this great chance. Had not God sent him to
the cave for this very purpose? Was not duty clear?
Notice, David first reasons with himself, and conquers his
own rising impulses, and then reasons with his men. The
lesson is, he who does not rule himself cannot influence
others. Consider other good men like Joseph and David,
who were severely tested in their integrity before God put
them into places of public trust. Gen. 3 9 : 20; Dan. i : 9.
God has not appointed any man to be his own avenger.
III. T h e terrible n a t u r e of a n g e r . Anger is always
selfish in the natural heart. Only Jesus was angry against
men in a pui-ely unselfish sense. We are counciled to
imitate him, and " B e angry and sin n o t " (Eph. 4 : 26).
Saul's wrath had one motive, self-interest. It may be
questioned whether it was genuine gratitude, or chagrin,
that led him to compliment David on his goodness and
forbearance. And we find that while David porgave Saul,
he could not trtcst him. So in verse 22, David returned to
his hiding place in the rocks.
I V . M a n y n o w like Saul.
He was convinced of
David's magnanimity, but the knowledge did not change
his behavior. Many know what Jesus has done for lost
men ; but the conviction produces no fruit in their lives.
V . S a u l ' s confession. It must have been a great
comfort to David to have Saul say: " / know well that
thou shalt surely be king." Let us all aim to act so uprightly that even wicked men shall be compelled to say:
" These are truly the sons of God: they have been taught
of Jesus."
VI. D a v i d ' s p a t i e n c e . Saul would have no respect
for his own oath. David knew it. Had he not already
broken his promise with Jonathan to spare David? Ch.
19: 6. Yet David willingly enters into covenant, and
faithfully kept it. 2 Sam. 9 : 1,7.
VII. D a v i d ' s c o n s c i e n c e . His faith is most wonderful. He will not lift a finger to hurry the purpose of God.
H E shall have all the honor of raising him to the kingdom.
Seven year? was a long time to wait. But if God could
afford to be patient with a bad man, surely his servant
could. The lesson is, leave all the ordering of your steps
to the Lord. Read Proverbs 3 : 6, as a complete comjnept op this wjjole lesson-
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DEATH
September 22.

OF S A U L A N D

HIS

SONS.

i S a m . 31 : 1-13.

<^\pt(xnaixonB*
T H E day of which David had so singularly
prophesied had come, i Sam. 26 : 10. And
David, firm in his integrity, had not hastened it.
Saul's last notable act before the battle of Gilboa
had been to consult the witch of Endor. He
who had been so zealous to banish all wizzards
out of the land, fell into sin along the lines of
his best excellency, by consulting one. i Sam.
28 : 3. Saul's death was complex in its causes.
First; he was severely, no doubt fatally,
wounded by a bow shot.
Second; his armor
bearer, who is generally supposed to be Doeg, the
Edomite,(i Sam. 21 : 7,) being solicited, refused
to thrust him through and end his agony.
Whereupon Saul took a sword, not his own, but
the same one, probably, with which Doeg had
killed the priests at Nob (i Sam. 22 : 18,) and
smote himself. H e must have swooned, for the
armor bearer, supposing Saul dead, " fell likewise
upon his sword and died." Third; after this
Saul must have revived, and being very weak
and weary, half raising himself upon his spear,
he saw the chariots of the enemy bearing towards
him. H e also saw a fugitive Amalakite approaching ; and calling to him begged him to slay him.
2 Sam. I : 9, 19. H e was convinced he could
not live, but was anxious to dispatch his life
before the enemy reached him. Thus, judgment
from God, murder from the Amalakites he had
once spared, and suicide at his own hand, were
the complex factors in his death.
Plad the
Amalakite lied in the story he told, he would
surely have retracted when David threatened him
with death. The reasons for his death are recorded in four places. I Sam. 13: 13, 14; 2 8 :
17; I Chron. 10: 13, 14; Hos. 1 3 : 10, n .
The crown the man took could not have been the
real diadem, but some mark of royalty he wore.
Burning the dead was not usual among the
Hebrews.
There were various extraordinary
reasons for the bodies of Saul and his sons being
thus disposed of. First; to prevent disinterment
and recognition. Saul's height was very remarkable, and though otherwise beyond recognition.

this would identify him.
Second; they must
have been putrified beyond the point of embalming. T h i r d ; the burning may not have been
actual cremation; but a burning of spices along
with the act of interment, upon the greatly
mangled and mutilated flesh. Their bones were
reverentially saved; and years after, David honorably buried them. 2 Sam. 21 : 12-14.

I. C i r c u m s t a n c e s of h i s d e a t h .
These were extremely painful. H e was made to feel and know himself
to be dying. Yet no word about his soul, or eternal future,
escapes his lips. His only desire was to save his poor
body from insult. Yet he did not escape the thing he
dreaded. Very singular it is, in subsequent mention of
Saul and his sons, Scripture only talks of their bodies. We
are hereby reminded to " Fear him who hath power to cast
both soul and body into hell."
II. T h e p e r p e t u i t y of good d e e d s . Saul never performed many good acts. But one act of kindness, done to
the men of Jabesh in the very beginning of his reign, was
not forgotten, forty years after. I Sam. 11.
III. A m o r a l m a n m a y y e t be a v e r y b a d m a n in
God's sight. Some have judged that David's eulogy of
Saul and Jonathan was oriental exaggeration. 2 Sam. i :
19-27. But judging from general outlines, it was not unmerited. Though Saul had jjersonally treated David with
cruelty, yet he had enlarged and defended Israel. H e was
never guilty of idolatry. H e had fought witch-craft zealously, save on the one occasion, and was a tender father, a
man of courage, and prompt perseverance. Yet all these
moral qualities weighed nothing, while his heart was not
right with the Lord. W h a t shall we say of those, who
are now presuming their moral excellencies will gain them
heaven, while at the same time, they are despising God's
Son and rejecting his gospel. John 3 : 3.
I V . D a v i d ' s g e n e r o s i t y . No word of exultation over
the death of his implacable enemy escapes David. His
grief was just and genuine. H e is anxious to forget the
bad and remember only the good.- "Tell it not in Gath."
He would rather hide than publish the ignominy of their
deaths. How superhuman is such grace. How grandly
he stands the test, when the Amalakite presents him the
crown and bracelet, evidently hoping for reward.
V . God's p r o v i d e n c e in t h e c i r c u m s t a n c e s . David
was at the time at Ziklag, on the borders, a place given
him by Achish, king of Gath. H e could in no wise be
accused of conniving at Saul's death. The acts of the
Philistines made it notorious, and published it as a marked
judgment. Jonathan also dying at the same time, though
it caused David personal grief, was God's method to remove all obstructions to the throne.
Never judge by appearances.
Conquer the motive of anger in you.
Beware of doing wrojig, even with a sincere motive.
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FOR R E V I E W

SUNDAY.

S e p t e m b e r 29.

Mark i : 22.

was a model teacher. The scribes were
exclusive, and taught only their own disciples.
Plis heart had compassion on the ignorant multitude. Matt. 9: 35, 36. The scribes, again
taught only in their own schools; Jesus went to
those outside. Matt. 4 : 23, 24. There is an
old proverb : " It is easier to preach than to practice." Jesus combined both perfect conduct in
himself, and perfect testimony in his teaching.
As teacher, he always assumed the name. Son of
Man. But five times, does he speak of himself
as Son of God. John 5 : 2 5 .
JESUS

^0>)? ^t 'tCM^^t
I. w i t h a u t h o r i t y .
This, rather than his doctrines
first astonished his hearers. H e had a divine message
about which he was perfectly certain. Authority is the
prime i-equisite in a teacher. W e are to set two things before our heart. First: the desperate need of lost souls.
Second: the certain remedy promised. Knowing they
had the word of the Lord in their lips, gave courage and
positiveness to the old prophets. Clothed in sheepskin,
they yet dared to stand before royal purple, and deliver
their message with dignity. 2 Chron. 18 ; 24-27. Authority supposes knowledge. W e must master the subject we
are to teach. It is better to know one topic, or line of
thought welt, than to know several loosely.
II. H e t a u g h t S c r i p t u r e . This was peculiar to all
New Testament preaching; but of the law, prophets and
psalms, they unfolded Christ. W e cannot improve upon
that method, save to add to what those teachers taught,
the increased light of Gospels and Epistles. Illustrations
are like stimulants; very good as ascessories, but not
actual food. The eternal truth only, will abide in the
memory as living seed, i Pet. i : 23 ; i John 3 : 9.
III. H e t a u g h t by p a r a b l e . That is, by natural com^ parison, illustrating the book of revelation from the book
of nature. Stars, clouds, lilies, birds, illumined His otherwise mysterious teachings, so that the sermons of Christ
were picture books held before the delighted gaze of the
unlettered, common people. One really never need go
outside the Bible for a story to point a doctrine of grace.
There is enough in "Jacobs Ladder," in "Abigail," in
" Mephibosheth," in the " Good Samaritan," in the " Palm
Tree," the "Backsliding Heifer," the "Pearl of Great Price,''
and the " Lost Sheep," to unfold the gospel of the Son of
God in all its multiform phases.
' I V . H e t a u g h t g r a c i o u s l y . " All bare Him witness,
and wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out
of his m o u t h " (Luke 4 : 22). In Psa. 4 5 : 2, because
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grace was poured into His lips he is called " Beautiful,
beautiful, above the sons of men . . • God hath blessed
thee to eternity." His outward beauty is not the quality
emphasized here, but the charm of his captivating speech.
The Queen of Sheba said to Solomon: " Happy thy men,
happy these thy servants who stand before thee always."
V . H e t a u g h t by d e e d s . Mankind flocked to him
for benefits. Pie fed, he healed, he rested his hearers.
So poor himself that he was cradled in a manger, was without a place to lay his head, must catch a fish to obtain tribute money for Caesar, and, finally, was laid in a borrowed
tomb, he yet bestowed gifts upon the needy. Like their
Lord, the early Macedonian converts out of " deep poverty,
abounded unto riches of liberality" (2 Cor. 8 : 2). The
most effective teacher will be he, who, like Paul, is willing
" t o spend and be spent " for his disciples. 2 Cor. 12 : 15.
V I . H e t a u g h t individually. One woman at a well,
another in a garden, one Rabbi by night, one inquirer m an
an upper room, were as important audiences to him as the
thousands who thronged his pathway. In the Old Testament Jehovah's audiences were always solitary men, like
Abraham under the blue sky; Moses in the desert; Elijah
in the wilderness cave; or, as John in Patmos. This
affords great mcentive to the present teacher to be very
painstaking and conscientious with a small company of listeners. John's great public sermon apparently brought no
converts. John i : 29-34. His private talk with two disciples the next day, won Andrew, and Andrew brought
Peter the mighty apostle. Verses 40-42. So from small
and faithful effort truth will multiply in other hearts, who
may hear our teaching second-hand.
V I I . H e t a u g h t prayerfully. " And it came to pass
in those days, that he went out into a mountain to pray,
and continued all night in prayer to G o d " (Luke 6 : 12.)
This is a very touching record; the Son of God, the
Divine Man, qualifying himself for his teaching by communion with His Father. All his great movements, like
choosing the twelve and sending out the seventy, were prefaced by special seasons of prayer. On the day of Pentecost the descent of the Holy Ghost followed protracted
prayer. Acts i : 14: 1 1 : i, 2. Prayer will, first of all,
cleanse our motives. There is love of men, love of "self,
pride of learning, and a very small percentage of love of
souls in any of us. Second: prayer is the key to unlock Scripture to our own comprehension. The Holy
Spirit comes in response to prayer, to teach us what we
shall teach others. Because the Spirit was upon Jesus
without measure, he knew all things, and needed not that
any man should teach him. Third: prayer begets love for
souls, which is the all-important quality in a successful
teacher. No one can be much in fellowship with Christ
through prayer, and not imbibe the Master's sympathies
and methods. And no one who prays little, and leaves his
special vineyard unwatered by the tears of supplication,
can hope in the harvest at the end of the age, to bring to
the Great Husbandman other fruits than diseased, putrid
grapes, vidld olives, and tares.
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THE TRIBES UNDER
O c t o b e r 6.

DAVID.
2 S a m . 5 : 1-12.

<^\\>tcinatxon0*
BY " all the tribes " is meant, of course, representatives from the twelve tribes. David possessed the prime requisite of proper pedigree.
H e was of the royal tribe Judah. The lion,
the king of beasts, was Jacob's image for Judah.
Gen. 49 : 9. Afterwards this became the tribe's
military standard, with the motto: " Rise up,
Lord, let thine enemies be scattered,"
The
Sceptre, the Lawgiver, the Shiloh (Prince of
Peace), were all prophesied to come of Judah.
Hebron, where the tribes assembled, had a most
interesting history. It was originally KirjathArba, the home of the giant Anakims. Near
here Sarah was buried. It was given to Caleb
by conquest. In Hebron, probably, to this day,
lie the embalmed remains of Joseph. Gen. 50 :
13. Saul had made David a Captain, and this
is alluded to in verse 2. Verse 6 is obscure.
Jerusalem was well nigh inaccessible. It would
seem that the Jebusites, trusting in their natural
fortifications, had, in ridicule, placed lame and
blind men upon the walls, saying: " David must
slay these before he can take the city."
The Septuaguit translation gives this thought:
" It was said to David, Thou shalt not come in
here, for the blind and the lame are opposed to
it." Still, the idea is ridicule. The " g u t t e r "
was some subteraneous passage, difficult to scale.
Let I Chron. 12 : 23-40 be read in connection
with this lesson, for the particulars of the crowning. Great kings gloried in erecting cities of
their own. Ashur built Nineveh ; Nimrod built
Babylon. Gen. 10: 10, 11. Jerusalem became
famous as ihe city of David. It is mentioned
eight hundred and forty-eight times in the Bible.
Geography, prophecy, moral excellence, and
future relate to Jerusalem. The proclamation
of the Gospel began at Jerusalem. No other
city has suffered such vicissitudes of disaster.
No other city has such promises of revival.

Jn0^ruc^ion0.
The tribes claimed a four-fold relationship to David:
I.

THEIR

BROTHER.

II.

THEIR

CAPTAIN.

III.

THEIR

SHEPHERD.

IV.

THEIR

KING.

I. K i n s h i p . They said: " W e are thy bone and thy
flesh." This was according to the specification of Deut.
17: 15. Saul had been home-born also; but Saul was
not of the predestined royal Judah. There is no bond so
strong as of kinship. We can not but be reminded of the
spiritual teaching in this. Jesus, the true David, is our
brother. To as many as believed on him to them gave he the
privilege of being called Sons of God. John i ; 12. When
on earth he called his followers brethren. Matt. 12: 49. It
is remarkable that in so doing he ignored his relationship
to his natural brethren. So in the type David became the
official brother of all the tribes of Israel.' This, again, fulfilled another specification of Deut. 1 7 : 20. The King
was to treat all his subjects as brethren not as slaves.
The unity of all believers in Christ is a favorite New Testament theme. The Church is said to be of Christ's flesh
and of his bones. Eph. 5 : 30.
II. T h e i r L e a d e r . A general must be variously qualified : I. H e must possess courage; 2. Experience;
3.
Endtcrance;
4. Reliability.
These qualities in David
point onward to Jesus. H e is the Captain of our Salvation. Had he courage ? H e left heaven; he came to
earth. H e trod the winepress alone. This was the glory
of his courage. Alone, he fought the powers of sin^ death
and hell. Had he experience ? H e knew the gilded temptation to power and position. H e knew the pangs of hunger. H e knew the toil of poverty. H e knew the opression of a lonely spirit. H e knew the hardships of itinerant life. H e knew the desertion and treachery of friends.
He knew the tortures of agonizing suffering. Is he not
well qualified to be a Leader and Commander to his
people? Isa. 55: 4. Had he endurance ? H e showed it
at every encounter. The devil gained no advantage over
him, The Scribes, Pharisees and Lawyers never entangled
or overthrew him. H e endured the cross, despising the
shame, triumphing over principalities and powers, making
a show of them openly. Had he reliability?
Integrity
illumined his way. There was no guile in his mouth, no
flaw in his conduct. Pilate uttered the combined testimony of the world : " I find no fault in him " (John 18 : 38).
III. T h e i r S h e p h e r d . A Shepherd does three things:
he sa^'cs, he peeds, he controls.. As good shepherd, Jesus
died for the sheep. John 11. As great shepherd he rose
from the dead, and entered into heaven, ever to feed and
sustain his sheep. Ileb. 13: 20. As <:/»'^ shepherd he
now controls their way, and shall return in glory, to rule
over the flock of his inheritance, i Pet. 5: 4.
I V . T h e i r king. The tribes mention the other three
relations of David to them before this. There is a rise in
the stages of their esteem, and an increase in the grade of
his authority. This is very suggestive. They who do not
first know Jesus as brother, leader, friend, guide, can never
know him as king.
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2 Sam. 6 : 1-12.
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Jn0^t:uttiou0,
Trace the general features in the history of the Ark :
1. In the description of the Tabernacle it is mentioned
first of all, as the chief est piece of furniture; for the reception of which the whole Tabernacle structure was erected.
It was composed of three articles, forming one piece of
furniture, thus symbolizing the glory and mystery of the
Trinity. Heb. 9 : 23. The pot of Manna aud budding
rod were not in connection with the ark in Solomon's
temple. It is thought from i Kings 8 : 9, compared with
Exo. 16: 34, that these two articles never were deposited
in the chest of the ark, but were laid up beside it within the
veil.

T H E fuller account of this memorable act is
found I Chron. 13: 1-14; 15: 1-28; 16: 3 7 43. The Ark was now about four and fifty years
old. Since the time Eli's sons took it into battle
nearly seventy years before, it had been mostly
in obscurity and disuse, i Sam. 6. From Psalm
2. It divided Jordan. Jos. 4 : 7 .
132 : 2-5, we learn it had a long time been the
3.
It was captured by the Philistines, i Sam. 4 : 10, 11.
desire of David to restore the ark to honor. As
4. It dethroned Dagon, the fish god. i Sam. 5: 2, 3,4.
the ark belonged to the whole nation, he held a
5. After seven months, was sent back to Israel, i Sam.
council about it. For other names of Baal, read 6 : I I , 12.
Jos. 15: 60; I Chron. 1 3 : 6. Why they took a
6. When received, the men of Bethshemesh removed the
new, that is an unprofaned cart, it is difficult to blood-sprinkled cover and looked into it; for which prosay, unless in recollection of what the Philistines fanity, fifty thousand and seventy people were killed.
did sixty-five or seventy years before. It was a I Sam. 6 : 19.
wrong way of doing a right thing. The heathen . 7. It was then taken to the house of Abinadab, where
Philistines knew no better. The law for remov- it remained until David's time, nearly seventy years.
I Sam. 7 : 1 .
ing the sacred vessels was plainly given. Num.
8. On his removing it, Uzzah died before it. 2 Sam.
4 : 15-20. Even the faces of the Levites were 6 : I I .
to be veiled as they handled the vessels, till they
9. Next, it abode with Obed-edom three months. 2 Sam.
had covered them.
Formerly, when carried 6: II. ^
about, the ark was first wrapped in the veil, then
10. From there it was transfered to some temporary
in badger's skins, then in a blue' cloth. Verse tent David prepared for it. 2 Sam. 6 : 17. Here it refive is to be corrected in its reading by i Chron. mained over forty years, till David died, and the temple of
13 : 8. The " anger of the Lord " was indigna- Solomon was all completed.
11. Thence it was transfered. 2 Chron. 5 : 6, 10.
tion.- David's "displeasure," is scarcely well ex12. Manasseh caused it to be removed to make way for
pressed by this English word; he was dishearta carved image. Josiah re-instated it. 2 Chron. 33 : 7 ;
ened at the result of his long cherished plan.
35: 3Uzzah's death was a representative one, though
13. The other holy vessels of the temple were captured.
his own blamable ignorance occasioned it. It Jer. 52 : 19.
was better that one man die for the nation, that
The prophets make no mention of the fate of the ark ;
the whole nation perish not. David learned how but the Apocrapha states that Jeremiah caused it to be
jealous was the Lord for every commandment of hidden away, till the restoration of Israel. 2 Mag. 2 : 5, 8.
The ark is everywhere the symbol of Jehovah's presence
the Law to be observed. Though Uzzah's life
and power, presenting us a shadow of atonement through
was in judgment, we can scarcely class him
Jesus Christ , who is the only propitiation or mercy seat
among the profane unbelievers, whose souls must for the sins of the world.
,
perish forever. The house of Obed-edom of the
It was never seen, except by the High Priest, symbolizcity of Gath-rimmon, seems to have been the ing Him whom no man can look upon and live, save in the
nearest frrendly spot to deposit the ark. As a person of Jesus Christ our Great High Priest. John i :
Koathite Levite he was an appropriate man to 18 ; Heb. i : 2, 3.
As we do not read that Abinadab was blessed by the
receive it. Yet we must think of him personally
sojourn of the ark ; so Christ, if simply acquainted with inas a man of courage and piety. Read more of
tellectually, and not honbred by personal faith, will do our
him I Chron. 26 : 4, 5, 8.
souls no good.
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TIDINGS.

N o p r o p h e c y of our Saviour has been more
literally and strikingly fulfilled than this : " There
shall arise false Christs." Every age has had
them ; our own time has nurtured not a few. A
colored Messiah has recently been producing the
wildest excitement among the blacks of the South,
drawing great multitudes after him. One in the
West, by the name of Schweinfurth, seems to be
creating the most astounding impression. Dr.
W. A. Stanton has recently given an extended
account of him in the Examiner.
H e says :
Rockford, Illinois, is the home of the most presumptive
and blasphemous claimant for divine honors. The delusion had its origin in a sect called the Beekmanites. About
fifteen years ago, Mrs. Dora Helen Fletcher Beekman, the
wife of a Congregational rhinister in Northern Illinois, became a victim to the Perfectionism or holiness craze that
was having such a revival then. She soon became convinced that she had in her, as no one else ever had, the
Spirit of Christ. She was a literal incarnation of Christ,
a kind 9f anointed wafer, or more correctly, perhaps, a
living illustration of consubstantiation.- It is not easy to
define her claim in theological language, but you get the
idea, I trust. Well, a^ good many people in those days got
the idea too, and she had quite a following in a few small
towns in Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota and Missouri. Her
headquarters were at Byron, Ill.yi six or seven miles southwest of Rockford, Her most devoted followers gathered
there and actually worshipped her as " t h e Bride of Christ."
While in Alpena, Mich., in 1877, she founded one of her
churches, and among her converts was a young unmarried
Methodist minister named George Jacob Schweinfurth.
He followed her to Byron, made his home there, and soon
came to be her chief apostle. In April, 1883, Mrs. Beekman died, having promised that she would rise in three
days. Her body was placed on a raised platform, her followers never leaving it alone for an instant, and the three
days passed and seven days passed. Still the Beekmanites' faith was unbroken, and Mr. Beekman (who, by the
way, was not a partner in these delusions) with the aid of
the public authorities took the offensive coipse and buried
it.
Mr. Schweinfurth soon saw his opportuniry, and had a
strange tale to tell. He had had a vision of heaven
" t h r o u g h the windows of the dying Dora Beekman's
soul." From her inspired lips in her dying moments had
come these words to him : " Y o u are Christ, the holy one.
My spirit passes into thee and thus transforms thy whole
being. Go forth, pure and sinless, the only son of God,
spiritually begotten of me. Thou shalt bring all nations to
worship thee." His story was received and believed. In
him were fixed the hope of the Beekmanites. Through a
gradual transformation of his body he was to become the

real Christ in physical as well as spiritual existence. This
transformation or reincarnation, which has been going on
during the past six years, is now complete. Quite recently
Mr. Schweinfurth has assembled the Beekmanites in a
house on Wolfram Street, Chicago, and made to them the
startling announcement that he is now the perfect Christ,
the same who was crucified, buried, and who rose again
and ascended into heaven. H e says that this is his second
advent; he is now going to draw all men unto him, and
he has organized his followers into the " Church triumphant." The neucleus of this church is here and is known as
" Heaven." Its rays already reach to Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, Leavenworth, Louisville and Cincinnati.
It also shines in smaller towns such as St. Charles, Minn.,
Buena Vista, Mo., and Paw Paw, III. There are several
hundred disciples. They worship Schweinfurth as "Jestis
Christ, Lord of heaven and earth. " They hold all of their
property at his disposal, and pay him tithes. At least
$50,000 worth of property in this county and $100,000
worth in Chicago has been deeded to him as voluntary
tributes. His mail is a large one, and brings him large
sums in drafts and checks from the above mentioned
cities and from solitary converts here and there. Three
banks in this city have reason to know that this man is becoming a very rich " C h r i s t . "
Mr. Schweinfurth is thirty-six years old, medium size,
bright, sharp eyes, auburn hair and beard, and — laugh if
you will—he looks as much like the popular pictures of
our Saviour as any man I have ever seen. The contour
of his face, his expression, his hair and beard all are srikingly suggestive. He is conscious of this, and emphsizes
the coincidence. H e says that though his present body is
of new and material substance, and therefore does not
show the wounds of his crucifixion, yet his features have
not changed since his resurrection. H e dresses in modern
attire, and in his deportment he is every inch a gentleman. His language is as precise an imitation of Christ's v
as it is possible to make it. H e is calm, quiet, polite, and
gives no evidence of insanity aside from his abominable
claims to divinity. Outwardly, his moral life is blameless,
and his influence over his folldwers is marvellous.
In reply to questions which need not be given here, but
can readily be imagined, that man said: " I am the
Christ, I am the perfect man, I am God. I possess all
of the divine attributes and am sinless. This is my
second advent on earth, and the time is not far off when I
shall make such manifestation of my divinity and power as
will startle the world, and bring believers to me by the
thousands and tens of thousands.
I have unlimited
power. I do not this time often work miracles, for I wish
now to convert the world to truth without fhe intervention
of the supernatural; but I can work them, and have done
so for those who believe. (His followers testify that he
works miracles.) I shall be here many years, but I am
only incarnate, this body is material, and must perish.
When it becomes corrupt in death, I shall enter another
body and still live on earth.
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Africa's E v a n g e l i z a t i o n through Africans. This is the deep conviction of many who
are burdened for the salvation of the Dark Continent. Moffat, the Master Missionary of this
land used to say : " T h e only hope for the rapid
and complete evangelization of Africa is through
the Christian Africans now being raised up in
America." One not informed might well be astonished at the educational preparation already
acquired by this people to fit them to be the
redeemers of their country : ,
The latest statistics on the subject show that " i n the
South there are now 16,000 colored teachers, 1,000,000
pupils, 17,000 in the male and female high schools, and
3,000,000 worshippers in the churches. There are sixty
normal schools, fifty colleges and universities, twenty-five
theological seminaries. They pay taxes on nearly two million dollars worth of property; this is in the Southern
States, which, if including the Northern States, would
double the property valuation. This is a wonderful showing for the race."

T h e temporal power of the P o p e . Some
time since the Christian at Work had a note in
which it pooh-poohed the idea of the restoration
of the temporal power of the Pope, and in replying to it the Catholic Review says :
The Christian at Work need not trouble itself about the
temporal power of the Pope. The Catholic world is now
agitating the subject, and never did the sign appear more
favorable for it. The odious legislation of Minister Crispi
has made mbre apparent than ever the terrible wrongs that
Pope, priest and Catholic people may suffer at the hands
of the invading Government at Rome. The voices of
more than two hundred million Catholics are now heard in
in favor of the temporal sovereignty which the Pope did
possess for centuries, which is his by right today, and
. which the just spiritual rule of Catholics of every land and
race on the globe demands.

This is, however, one serious obstacle to the
restoring of the temporal power, viz., the decree
of God in the sure word of prophecy. Those
who study this word find proof that this Man of
Sin, this most blasphemous enemy of God and
man has now reached the end of his evil tyrrany
and dominion.
F e l l o w s h i p in apostasy.
England is at
present blessed with an ecclesiastical lion. It is
no less a person than " His Beatitude, the Archbishop of Cyprus." Unfortunately, the Archbishop does not speak English, and the English
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do not speak Greek—modern Greek at least.
They can go through the show of the thing, however, even to the producing of disgust and remonstrance in certain quarters. The Rock, referring
to his reception in London, says:
Whilst it is becoming that the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of Giberaltar should avouch to him
a cordial hospitality, it is not necessary to invest his
presence with ceremonies as they had for him at St.
Peter's London Docks, last Sunday evening. We are informed that " o n reaching the chancel screen the Archbishop blessed all around with a small but very beautiful
cross carried by his chaplain." H e was conducted to a
throne prepared for him. " At the Magnificat he blessed
the incense, and when censed himself, blessed the thurifer."
At the close of the service he blessed everybody " f r o m the
high altar in Greek." This then is the sort of reunion
which Canon Liddon and our Anglican friends are anxious
to cement. Is the clock-dial of Christianity to be set back
a thousand years ? And are we all to become semi-pagan
again that we should have this incense and posturing in
place of the worship in spirit and in truth ?

Papal b l a s p h e m y . One of the sins charged
upon the great apostasy, the Papal Antichrist, in
prophecy, is that of blasphemy.
Blasphemy
means in Scripture, the assumption of divine
prerogatives. Does the Catholic church claim
through her priesthood actually to forgive sins ?
" Rome," says Rev. C. C. Starbuck in recent articles,
" d o e s teach that the priest, by a personal act, porgives
sins (on certain conditions), and not that he merely ^(rc/ar^j
forgiveness." " So far is it from being true that Rome,
in Tetzel's time (or ever since) allowed that priestly absolution does not secure divine forgiveness of etei^nal punishment ; on the contrary, her whole system rests upon the
claim that it does. So far from being true that the priest's
absolution absolves from temporal penalties due to the
church, these temporal penalties are what the sacredotal
absolution fails to exhaust." " I will now prove that
Rome holds absolution to be a veritable porgiveness, and
not a mere declaration, on the part of the priest. Canon
IX. of the Council of Trent, De Sanctissimo Pcenitentioe
Sacremento, says: ' If any one shall have said that the
sacremental absolution of the priest is not a judical act, but
a bare ministry of pronunciation and declaring ,that sins
are remitted to him who confesses, provided only he believes himself absolved, or the priest absolves not seriously, but in jest; or shall say that there is not required a
confession of the penitent, in order that the priest may
be able to absolve h i m : let him be anathema.' And the
catechism of the Jesuit Deharbe asks : ' Does [the priest
truly remit the sins, or does he only declare that they
are remitted ? A. The priest does really and truly remit
the sins in virtue of the power given to him by Christ."
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Biblical Eschatology. By Alah Hovey, D.D.
delphia : American Baptist Society.

Phila-

A work of admirable candor, and clearness of statement. Wisely, the author can-ies no candle with him in
his explorations of the future life except that pure word of
prophecy furnished by Revelation, that "light shining in
a dark place until the day dawn and the day-star arise in
our hearts." Imagination has too much intruded into the
field of eschatology of late, giving us such works as '' Gates
Ajar" and ''Letters prom Hell."
Philosophy has been
equally presumptous in attempting to predict a future life
from the the soul's intuitions; while modern necromancy
declares that its one mission is to demonstrate the immortality of the soul. In this work the author declares that
" n o reliance is placed on the phenomena of modern spiritualism ; philosphical arguments are also passed by in
silence." It is, in a word, a purely Scriptural discussion.
We have met no better presentation of the doctrine of a
literal bodily resurrection as against the now widely prevalent theory of elimination in which the soul's going out of
the body at death is made equivalent to the body's rising
from the dead at the sound of the last trump. Equally
admirable is the refutation of the doctrine of a second
probation. Whether the Scriptures throw as much light
on the intermediate state as the writer finds in the Scriptures quoted by him may be doubted, though we do not
question the general conclusion or' that concerning the
final state of the righteous and the wicked. Though the
author does not accept the premillennial theory of the
advent, that doctrine has rarely had such respect accorded
to it by its critics. In closing his review on this part of his
subject he records his hearty admiration for " t h e enthusiasm, devotion and learning " of the premillennarians, declaring that " i n evangelical and missionary labors they
have no superiors." The work constitutes an admirable
hand-book on eschatology.
E d w i n A r n o l d as P o e t i z e r and P a g a n i z e r . By William Cleaves Wilkinson. New York : Funk & Wagnalls.
Ihe Light op Asia has been greatly praised by Liberals
who have outgrown Christianity, and yet want some solace
for their spiritual en7iui. It has, moreover, become a
principal text-book with that considerable coterie of culturists who have taken up esoteric Buddhism as the final
faith of long-searching souls. Now the opinion has been
generally prevalent among intelligent readers that the
Light op Asia is an exquisite fraud as a professed representation of Buddhism. Prof. Wilkinson not only justifies
this opinion by overwhelming evidence ; but goes further
and demonstrates by scathing criticism that the poetry of
the book is as spurious as the history and philosophy.
The critique is the most thorough piece of literary dissection which has appeared for many a day. It will do vast
good in exposing an artful poetical imposition.
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U T O F SEASON. " We sometimes hear
people question," says the Episcopal Recorder in defence, " t h e propriety of
preaching where the circumstances are not favora b l e — and certainly it is more desirable to
have surroundings in keeping with the importance and solemnity of the topic. But that God
worketh not as man worketh, is well shown by
the following, incident clipped from an exchange,
while it testifies to the remarkable melodiousness
of voice which some of his. hearers regard as one
of the minor attractive powers in Mr. Spurgeon's
preaching;"
Some years ago Mr. Spurgeon, intending to preach in
the Crystal Palace, London, on a certain date, himself
went to the Palace for the purpose of giving orders as to
where the partitions were to be put up, that his voice
might be heard over as wide an area as possible, H e tried
his voice from various parts, reciting the t e x t : " Behold
the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world."
Years passed by, and last year, when Mr. Spurgeon was
laid aside by sickness, a message came to him requesting
that he would visit a nian who was dying, and was desirous
to speak to Mr. Spurgeon. He, being unable to go, sent
his brother, and the dying man said: " Tell Mr. Spurgeon
that twenty years ago I was working in the Crystal Palace,
making some alterations previous to a sermon which he
was going to give. H e came to the Palace to see the
partitions raised, and called out several times ' Behold the
Lamb of God.' It was that text, sounded out in a strange
manner, that was the arrow which God used to pierce my
heart, and made me see my Saviour."

" RELIGIOUS MUCHNESS " is what one calls it.
The religion of swell-front display and sounding
brass. It is the fatal temptation of our times to
cultivate such. Christian ministers are so much
for " preaching to the masses," when Christ gave
, his greatest discourses to single hearers: Nicodemus at midnight, and the woman at the well.
And in order to reach the masses, very questionable methods are employed to draw them. Is it
not time to talk of faithfulness to the one or two ?
The following is well said:
There is a large number of people whose idea of religion

i88p.

NO.

10.

seems to be muchness. Success to them is only known
when they are riding on the crest of the wave, and everything is at flood tide. Big meetings, big churches, big
societies, big ministers, big sermons, big choirs, big organs
and big bells — all these are to their taste. But how little
they know of the pure streams of life, the still, sweet
waters that make glad the city of our God — of the joy of
lowly hearts, of communion with Plim who, in the upper
chamber, or on the mountain top, talks'with His disciples
and unfolds to them things that the world knows nothing
of. The multitudes may crowd around Him who dispenses
the fishes and loaves, but it is granted to the dear disciples
of the Lord to continue with Him in His tribulation, to
witness His miracles and His agony, and to stand beneath
th^ shadow of His cross. Let us be content to know
Christ in His humility, in His poverty, and in His loneliness. Thus knowing Him and being known of Him, we
shall share His triumph and success in the day when H e
shall come to claim His own.

The line of battle is
drawn on this question in England. We quote
from The Christian: "Commenting on"the recent
utterances of the President of the English Church
Union, the Record firmly says:
T H E MASS OR NOT.

It is the Mass, the Mass pure and simple, that Lord
Halifax openly confesses himself to be striving for. The
other matters must, in his view, be only important so far
as they group themselves around his great central idea,
and assist or retard the consummation of his wishes.
Proposals for peace are clearly out of the question. Lord
Halifax must have the Mass; Protestant Churchmen must
resist it. These are the two sides; they have the field to
themselves, and compromise is impossible.

The removal of uncertainty on this supreme
point is an advantage, and justifies Sir Arthur
Blackwood's plea in the same paper for comprehension. H e objects to the formation of a society
consisting only of Protestant Christians. We
are not, on various grounds, very sanguine about
this. Nevertheless, nothing is more demanded
than that Christian Englishmen, as Sir Arthur
contends, should stand shoulder to shoulder in
defience of the Reformed faith, and should remember the motto of William III., * The Protestant
religion, and the liberties of England.'"
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A F I N A N C I A L SIGN O F OUR T I M E S .
BY REV. F. L.

CHAPELL.

" Ye have heaped treasure together for the last days."
—JAMES S : 3.

3

N the revised version the text reads : " Ye have
laid up your treasure in the last days." The
meaning is not essentially different, but a little
clearer, namely, that there would be a great accu.
mulation of wealth in the last days of the age. And
we name this as one reason for believing that the
end of the age is near— a reason found in things
industrial and financial.

Not only is there vast wealth in the world, but
that wealth is piled up, instead of scattered abroad.
The few, instead of the many, have it; and, in
consequence, there is want and discontent and outcry on the part of the laborers who create it; as
the next verse to the text goes on to say : " Behold
the hire of the laborers, who have reaped down
your field, which is of you kept back by fraud,
crieth," etc. Now, while this has always been
true, in particular times and places, especially
with nations that have reached the acme of their
glory and come to naught, it is now getting to be
true of the world at large, which is also coming
to the acme of its present glory and coming to
naught. But we cannot understand this reason,
as the Bible puts it, unless we look at things as
God looks at them. One reason why men do not
believe the Bible more is that they do not take
God's point of view, and conceive of His whole
plan in reference to the earth and the race of man
on the earth. They start from their own observation of present facts, instead of from God's revelation of past and future facts. They infer that the
present condition of things is a normal and a
natural one, which they are to improve as best
they can ; while God says that this present condition of things is an abnormal and unnatural one,
which is to be endured until He shall restore the
normal and the natural.
Now, our text says that in the last days of this
age there will be a heaping up of property. And
this, therefore, becomes one of the signs that the
end is drawing nigh. Just as in intellectual and
locomotive matters there has been nothing like
the present conditions, just so, in industrial and

financial matters, there has been nothing like the
conditions which have grown in the present
century.
I. And, first, in regard to the availability of
-real estate. In any recording of the wealth of the
world, land is a very important item ; for it is out
of the soil that much of wealth is produced.
To be sure, land is worth nothing unless it is
improved. And it is never improved unless
civilized man gets it in possession. But it is only
within these fifty-eight and fifty-ninth centuries
of the world's history that a large part — perhaps
I might say half — of the best land of the world
has been open to civilized man. North and South
America, Australia, and the larger part of the
continent of Africa have just been made available.
And as population carries into these available
regions, the increase in their value is fabulous.
Less than three centuries ago, I doubt not, the
whole of New York City could have been bought
for a hundred dollars, if, indeed, anyone could
have been found who could give a title to it.
Less than seventy-five years ago all Chicago
was in a like condition. And the same is true in
hundreds of localities where property is now
reckoned by millions.
All that some people have had to do in order
to become wealthy has just been to sit still and
see their real estate increase in value. Europe is,
of course, worth more today than before America
was discovered. Therefore, all of America's
wealth is clear gain to the wealth of the world.
The same is true in regard to Australia, and
many parts of Asia and Africa. Yea, the same is
true, to some extent, of the seas, which, while they
are not owned by individuals are yet yielding up
their wealth to the use of man. Think, also, of
the mines and the vast deposits of coal and oil
that have recently come to light ! The world is
thus growing enormously, fabulously wealthy in
these latter days. Population is, indeed, increasing but probably not one thousandth part as fast
as is the wealth of the world. We cannot realize
it, since we have been born and brought up in
this marvelous era. But when you take into view
the long centuries past, the material development
of our day is like a flash of lightning for suddenness and magnificence.
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2. The inventions of the present day— these
create wealth by doing the work of thousands of
men. The printing-press — what an army of
scribes it draws pay for! The steam-engine —
what millions of days' works it earns ! The mower,
the reaper, the thresher, and all farm machinery
—what wealth there is in it! The sewing machine
— how many millions by common needles it
distances! The numerous inventions in electricity, magnetism, and photography, etc., and all
inventions — I cannot stop to enumerate them —
have immensely increased the wealth of the world.
An inventor becomes a millionaire in spite of
himself. And all these things not only produce
wealth of the standard and staple sort, such as
was in existence before, but they themselves
become articles of value. An inventory of the
world's property today would show hundreds of
things of the greatest value - ^ such as railroads,
telegraphs, etc. — that had no existence whatever
one hundred years ago. And production of
manufactured articles becomes sometimes so
enormous that factories and mills are forced into
idleness until the glut in the market abates.
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than it was one hundred years ago, or even ever
before in all its fifty-nine centuries of history.
What I have hitherto said has reference simply
to the creation and increase of wealth. We now
come to the more important question. What is
done with this wealth ? Is it distributed among
the many.'' Is it used for temporary needs with
the thought that the present life is soon to pass
away ? Is it poured freely forth to spread the
glad tidings of the age to come ? Ah, no ! It is
heaped together and held with the idea of the
permanency of the present age.. For, in the first
place, the very laws of trade themselves centre
wealth with the few rather than with the many.
In the great city, which is the centre of trade, we
find the millionaire on one street and the beggar
on the next. Grant, if you please, that the
millionaire has lawfully come by his millions, he
nevertheless has them. Treasure is heaped up
with him, while hundreds all around him are in
actual need. And he not only has his treasure,
but he is also determined to keep it and add, if
possible, to it. Money makes money. H e can
control the market; he can make a " corner" for
example, in wheat, which will put millions more in
his heap, even if it raises the price of every loaf
throughout Christendom. Now, if the man to
whom the millions come, in the course of trade,
were a believer in the age to come, he would say,
" I must make a temporary use of this wealth."
H e could easily find ways enough of using it,
and might bless thousands in so doing. A few
there are who endeavor thus to use their treasure.
But they are so very few that they make but little
impression on the general drift of the world's
financial affairs. The vast majority have no
thought whatever of the age to come. The temporariness of the present age does not enter at
all into their calculations. But, rather, permanent possession is their only thought and ideal.
And so the heaping-up process goes on.

[ T h u s by inventions alone the wealth of the
world is enormously increased more than figures
can show.
3. But, also, consider the suggestive fact that
markets become world-wide. The facilities for
transportation are such that a market is found
for many things that even fifty years ago could not
be sold. In my boyhood I saw thrown to the
. swine, luscious fruits that now would command
the cash in the cities. We now have California
fruits on our tables, whereas fifty years ago we
scarcely realized that there was such a country
as California. Some of us remember the California gold fever of '49. It was a wild and faroff land then. Only forty years have passed,
and what wealth California alone has added to
the world! Then a millionaire was almost unknown. Now they are common enough. And
Not only is this state of things calling the
even the billionaires are figuring in literature, attention of God — it is also calling the attention
although it is well-nigh impossible for the human of man. Never before in all the world's history
mind to really grasp what is meant by such a term. was there so much thought given to the problems
Comparisons of different epochs are difficult, but arising out of the peculiar conditions of financial
it is probably a very safe thing to say that the affairs. So- prominent is this financial question
world is worth at least a thousand times more becoming, so pressing are these industrial
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Robert Morrison, often known as " the lastmaker of Morpeth," was born in 1782.
His
parents were natives of Scotland, who removed
from Fifeshire to Morpeth, in Northumberland,
and afterward to Newcastle-upon-Tyne. In early
years, he made but little progress in study, and
gave no indication of the brilliant attainments
which were to crown his later years. His religious training was careful and thorough, and bore
fruit in his conversion at the age of fifteen.
Thereafter he manifested a desire for improvement, and a deep thirst for knowledge; and
though he had been apprenticed at an early age
to his father,and was obliged to spend at least
MASTER MISSIONARIES.
ten hours at his work, yet by unremitting diligence
BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
he was able to make considerable advance in
grammar,
history, and the sciences. Among the
NUMBER TEN.
periodicals which interested him, were the MisROBERT MORRISON, 1 7 8 2
1834.
sionary Magazine and the Evangelical Magazine,
T^HE empire of China has been aptly called published in Edinburgh and London. Through
^ ^ " The Gibraltar of Paganism."
Through these his thoughts were first directed to the work
unnumbered generations it held itself aloof from of Christ in foreign lands.
the world, in proud seclusion and exclusiveness.
Upon the death of his mother, to whom he
Its great wall was as a symbol of the strong and was most tenderly attached, he began active
enduring barriers by which the nation repelled preparations for his life-work, entering Hoxton
all intruders, and shut itself in to the considera- Academy in 1802, and soon after presenting
tion of its own greatness. It was known that himself as a missionary student to the Directors
beyond these barriers there was a great country, of the London Missionary Society. He was
teeming with a vast population, held under the cordially accepted by them and was advised to
sway of heathenism as found in the systems of complete his preparation at the missionary colBuddhism and Confucianism. Yet through many lege at Gosport. Here he remained for some
generations the Church of Christ found itself time, and removed to London in order to acquire
confronted by closed ports, and met with a per- a knowledge of medicine. The Directors of the
sistent refusal in all efforts to enter the country London Society had decided to open a mission
with the gospel.
in China, but as it was understood that the
Today, how different are the circumstances! authorities of the Empire would not permit any
Though still " The Gibraltar of Paganism," the one to preach the gospel within its bounds, they
closed doors are flung widely open ; freedom of determined to send three or four persons to reside
access to the most remote district of the Empire, in the country that they might acquire the lanis now granted ; and the protection of the law is guage, and undertake the translation of the
assured " t o all persons teaching or professing Scriptures. Application was made to ministers
the Christian religion."
and students, but no one was found to share the
Missionaries of the Roman Catholic Church work, and Morrison finally received his appointentered China in the seventeenth century; but ment alone. H e sailed from Gravesend in Jantwo hundred years passed by before an English- uary, 1807, and turned westward to China by
speaking missionary became the representative the way of New York.
An incident which
of our race, and of the Protestant Church in the occurred during his stay in New York, reveals
Chinese Empire.
his steadfast reliance upon God. Upon paying
necessities that they are made the rallying cry in
political campaigns, and the themes for sermons
is so-called Christian pulpits. Indeed, they are
becoming the burning questions of the hour,
because they press so heavily upon the masses
of mankind. Fifty years more of such heaping
as we have seen in the last fifty, would make somebody cry out in very agony for the last day to
come. For these questions cannot possibly be
settled satisfactorily in the present age. Only
the age to come will settle them, by creating new
conditions of society and new methods of life.
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his passage to China, the ship-owner remarked
to him : "And so, Mr. Morrison, you really expect
that you will make an impression on the idolatry
of the Chinese E m p i r e ? " " N o , sir," replied
Morrison, " but I expect God will."
H e arrived in China on the 4th of September,
1807, a date which signalized the beginning of
Protestant missions in that great empire. He
found a home in Canton, if a room ordinarily
used as a cellar can be called a home. Here he
lived, ate, and slept, at first conforming as closely
as possible to the customs of the Chinese. H e
accustomed himself to the use of chop-sticks,
wore a queue, and adopted Chinese garments, in
order to gain a greater influence over the people.
He became convinced, however, that his work
could be better prosecuted by returning to European habits, and he soon discontinued these
customs.
On moving to Macao, he hired a building, and
with additional assistance, began to prepare himself for the great work of translating the Scriptures, Many Chinese, learning of his presence in
the city, came to him to make inquiries in regard to
religion. H e welcomed every one, yet was obliged
to use much caution in teaching them, lest he
should be ordered to leave the country. For a
considerable time he remained indoors, and when
obliged to seek the outer air because of the injury
to his health, found it necessary to go only by
night, and accompanied by Chinamen, lest his
work should be cut short by assassination.
In 1808, he married an English lady residing
in Macao, and thenceforth found in her a true
helper. At the same time, his work was also
advanced by his accepting the situation of Chinese
Translator and Secretary to the East India
Company at Canton. His employment by the
Company was several times the means of preventing his expulsion from the country. The work
he now undertook was very arduous because of
his fragmentary knowledge of the language, but
he still found many opportunities for conversing
with the Chinese, and also held services regularly
for English and American merchants and sailors.
Gradually his work among the Chinese extended,
and more public services were begun, with from
two to twelve attendants.
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After six years, Morrison was gladdened by
the arrival of William Milne who was thenceforth
his associate, and afterward his successor. During these years Morrison had prepared a Chinese
grammar, and was then engaged upon a Chinese
dictionary. The translation of the Scriptures
was also well advanced. The grammar and
New Testament were printed in 1814, and the
entire Bible was ready in 1818. The Chinese
dictionary was printed by the East India Company, who paid for it the sum of ;^i5,000.
In 1824 he returned to England for rest,
because of the strain upon his physical energy,
resulting from his incessant labors. H e was
everywhere received with honor, and awakened
much interest in Chinese missions, among the
different churches of the country. After a visit
of two years, he returned to China, and with
unabated ardor took up his work. He began a
Chinese Commentary upon the Scriptures, prepared books and tracts for distribution, and
preached the gospel. Eight years of service
were permitted him, and just as the fruitage was
beginning to appear, he entered into rest in
August, 1834.
The work of Robert Morrison in China was
emphatically that of laying the foundations.
Other men have entered into his labors, and have
found their way made ready before them through
Morrison's translation of the Scriptures, and the
Christian literature prepared by him. His successors have, perhaps, gathered more souls into
the kingdom of God, but their work was made
possible by Morrison's patient, unceasing labor,
and to him, first of all, is the Church of Christ
indebted for the wide-spread harvest fields of the
present day.
'

I am undone, — the law in wrath
Bays, like a hound, upon my path.
And conscience writes on earth and sky," T h e soul that sinneth it shall die."
O blessed Gospel,— word of power
Heard, but unheeded till this hour 1
' Twas God who hung upon this tree.
And died a substitnte for me !
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ABIDE IN CHRIST.
BY ANDREW
V

MURRAY.

JOHN 1 5 : 5 .

^ T was in connection with the Parable of the
O Vine that our Lord first used the expression
" Abide in me." That parable, so simple, and
yet so rich in its teaching, gives us the best and
most complete illustration of the meaning of our
Lord's command, and the union to which H e
invites us. ,
The parable teaches us the nature of that union.
The connection between the vine and the branch
is a living one. No external, temporary union
will suffice ; no work of man can effect i t ; the
branch, whether an original or an engrafted one,
is such only by the Creator's own work, in virtue
of which the life, the sap, the fatness, and the
fruitfulness of the vine communicate themselves
to the branch. And just so it is with the believer
too. His union with his Lord is no work of
human wisdom or human will, but an act of God,
by which the closest and most complete life-union
is effected between the Son of God and the
sinner. " God hath sent forth the Spirit of PPis
Son into your hearts." The same Spirit which
dwelt and still dwells in the Son, becomes the
life of the believer; in the unity of that one
Spirit, and the fellowship of the same life which
is in Christ, he is one with Him. As between
the vine and the branch, it is a life-union that
makes them one.
The parable teaches us the completeness of the
union. So close is the union between the vine
and the branch, that each is nothing without the
other, that each is wholly and only for the other.
Without the vine the branch can do nothiiisTo the vine it owes its right of place in the vineyard, its life and its fruitfulness. And so the
Lord says, " Withoutme ye can do nothing." The
believer can each day be pleasing to God only in
that which he does through the power of Christ
dwelling in him. The daily inflowing of the lifesap of the Holy Spirit is his only power to bring
forth fruit. H e lives alone in Him and is for
each moment dependent on Him alone.
Without the branch the vine can also do nothing.
A vine without branches can bear no fruit. No

less indispensable than the vine to the branch,
is the branch to the vine. Such is the wonderful
condescension of the grace of Jesus, that just as
His people are dependent on Him, H e has made
Himself dependent on them.
Without His disciples H e cannot dispense His
blessing to the world; H e cannot offer sinners
the grapes of the heavenly Canaan.
Marvel n o t ! It is His own appointment: and
this is the high honor to which H e has called
His redeemed ones, that as indispensable as H e
is to them in heaven, that from Him their fruit
may be found, so indispensable are they to Him
on earth, that through them His fruit may be
found. Believers, meditate on this, until your
soul bows to worship in presence of the mystery
of the perfect union between Christ and the
believer.
There is more : as neither the vine nor branch
is anything without the other, so is neither anything e x c e p t / w the other.
All the vine possesses belongs to the branches. The
vine does not gather from the soil its fatness and
its sweetness for itself,— all it has is at the disposal of the branches.
As it is the parent, so it is the servant of the
branches. And Jesus, to whom we owe our life,
how completely does H e give Himself for us and
to us: " The glory Thou gavest me, I have given
them." " H e that beheveth in me, the works
that I do shall he do also; and greater works
shall he do." All His fulness and all His riches
are for thee, O believer; for the vine does not
live for itself, keeps nothing for itself, but exists
only for the branches. All that Jesus is in heaven,
H e is for us : H e has no interest there separate
from ours; as our respresentative H e stands
before the Father.
A7id all the branch possesses belongs to the vine.
The branch does not exist for itself, but to bear
fruit that can proclaim the excellence of the vine.
It has no reason of existence except to be of
service to the vine. Glorious image of the calling
of the believer, and the entireness of his consecration to the service of his Lord. As Jesus gives
Himself so wholly over to him, he feels himself
urged to be wholly his Lord's. Every power of
his being, every moment of his life, every thought
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and feeling, belong to Jesus, that from Him and
for Him he may bring forth fruit.
As he realizes what the vine is to the branch,
and what the branch is meant to be to the vine,
he feels that he has but one thing to think of and
to live for, and that is the will, the glory, the work,
the kingdom of his blessed Lord,— the bringing
forth of fruit to the glory of His name.
The parable teaches us the object of the union.
The branches are for fruit and fruit alone.
" Every branch that heareth not fruit He taketh
away." The branch needs leaves for the maintenance of its own life, and the perfection of its
fruit. The fruit itself it bears to give away to
those around. As the believer enters into his
calling as a branch, he sees that he has to forget
himself, and to live entirely for his fellowmen.
To love them, to seek for them, and to save
them, Jesus came. For this every branch on the
Vine has to live as much as the Vine itself.
Pt is for fruit, much fruit, that the Father has
made us one with Jesus.
Wondrous Parable of the Vine,— unveiling the
mysteries of the Div^ine love, of the heavenly life,
of the world of Spirit,— how little have I understood thee ! Jesus the living Vine in heaven,
and I the living branch on earth! How little
have I understood how great my need, but also
how perfect my claim, to all His fulness ! How
little understood how great His need, but also
how perfect His claim, to my emptiness ! Let
me, in its beautiful light, study the wondrous
union between Jesus and His people, until it
becomes to me the guide into full communion
with my beloved Lord.
Let me listen and believe, until my whole being
cries out: " Jesus is indeed to me the True Vine,
bearing me, nourishing me, supplying me, using
me, and filling me to the full to make me bring
forth fruit abundantly." Then shall I not fear to
say," I am indeed a branch to Jesus, the True
Vine, abiding in Him, resting on Him, waiting for
Him, serving Him, and living only that through,
me, too, H e may show forth the riches of His
gr3,ce, and give His fruit to a perishing world.
It is when we try thus to understand the
meaning of the parable, that the blessed command
spoken in connection with it will come home to
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us in its true power. The thought of what the
vine is to the branch, and Jesus to the believer,
will give new force to the words, " Abide in me."
It will be as if H e says : " Think, soul, how completely I belong to thee. I have joined myself
inseparably to thee; all the fulness and fatness
of the Vine are thine in very deed. Now thou
once art in me, be assured that all I have is
wholly thine. It is my interest and my honor
to have thee a fruitful branch, only abide in me.
Thou ai;t weak, but I am strong; thou art poor,
but I am rich. Only abide in me; yield thyself
wholly to my teaching and rule; simply trust
my love, my grace, my promises. Only believe :
I am wholly thine; I am the Vine, thou art the
branch. Abide in me."
What sayest thou, O my soul ? Shall I longer
hesitate, or withhold consent ? Shall I not
instead of only thinking how hard and how
difficult it is to live like a branch of the True
Vine, because I thought of it as something I had
to accomplish — shall I not now begin to look
upon it as the most blessed and joyful thing
under heaven ?
Shall I not believe that, now I once am in Him
He Himself will keep me and enable me to abide ?
On my part, abiding is nothing but the acceptance of my position, the consent to be kept there,
the surrender of faith to the strong Vine still to
hold the feeble branch. Yes, I will, I do abide
in Thee, blessed Lord Jesus.
O Saviour, how unspeakable is Thy love!
" Such knowledge is too wonderful for me, it is
high, I cannot attain unto it." I can only yield
myself to Thy love with the prayer that, day by
day, Thou wouldst unfold to me somewhat of
its precious mysteries, and so encourage and
strengthen Thy loving disciple to do what his
heart longs to do indeed — ever, only, wholly to
abide in Thee.

T H I N K not the worse of Christ for his manger or his
cross. As he ceaseth not to be man in his highest estate,
so he was God in his lowest. His words were oracles, and
his works miracles; his life was a pattern, his death a sacrifice; his resurrection glorious, his ascension triumphant,
his intercession prevalent, and his coming again will be
magnificent.— Selected.
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SPIRITUAL LIFE IN THE PSALMS.
BY GEO. C. N E E D H A M .
NUMBER TWO.

^ H E third Psalm of the Hallel is a complete
^ ^ repudiation of idols, and an exhortation to
trust in the living God. The Psalm ends with
Hallelujah. Psalm 115: i - i o : " N o t unto us,
O Lord, not unto us, but unto thy name give
glory, for thy mercy, and for thy truth's sake.
Wherefore should the heathen say, Where is now
their God ? But our God is in the heavens: he
hath done whatsoever he hath pleased. Their
idols are silver and gold, the work of men's hands.
They have mouths, but they speak n o t : eyes
have they, but they see not ; they have ears, but
they hear not: noses have they, but they smell
n o t : they have hands, but they handle n o t : feet
have they, but they walk not: neither speak they
through their throat. They that make them are
like unto them; so is every one that trusteth in
them. O Israel, trust thou in the Lord: he is
their help and their shield. O house of Aaron,
trust in the Lord: he is their help and their
shield."
Psalm 116 is more experimental. As on
several occasions during His earthly life our
Lord wept tears of grief, I should not wonder if
His utterance of the early part of this Psalm had
been choked with emotions of anguish. Hear
Him cry = " The sorrows of death compassed me,
and the pains of hell gat hold upon me : I
found trouble and sorrow." (verse 3). Yet the
Psalm has also its triumphant assurance. Jesus
exultingly exclaims : " F o r thou hast delivered my
soul from death, mine eyes from tears, and my
feet from falling. 1 will walk before the Lord in
the land of the living" (verses 8, 9). Verse 16,
" Thou hast loosed my bonds," refers to our
Lord's resurrection. The Psalm ends with
Hallelujah.
In Psalm 117 we have a wide range within a
small compass. This is the central chapter of
the Bible, and its shortest: O praise the Lord,
all ye nations : praise him, all ye people. For
his merciful kindness is great toward us; and
the truth of the Lord endureth for ever. Praise
ye the Lord."

Paul quoted from this Psalm in Romans 15,
to prove the calling of the Gentiles. The Gentiles
who in this age are members of the Church of
God; the Gentiles who as nations will be
brought under the sway of Messiah's reign during
the millennial age, and those who in ages to
come shall share in His glory are exhorted in
this Psalm to shout their Hallelujah. Oh ! how
Jesus would sing this song in that upper room
with exultant spirit, as His prophetic eye foresaw
the abundant fruit of His toil; the vast multitudes saved by virtue of His blood. " H e shall
see of the travail of His soul, and shall be
satisfied."
Psalm 118 is a magnificent composition. It
is the closing Psalm of the great Hallel, The
first and last verses were chanted at the re-building
of the temple in the days of Ezra, and possibly
the whole Psalm formed part of their song-service.
During the singing at the Passover table our
Lord would recognize the prophecy alluding to
Himself in verses 22, 23, " T h e stone which the
builders refused is become the head stone of the
corner. This is the Lord's doing ; it is marvellous in our eyes."
This was the Psalm which braced Luther for
his fight against the enemies of the Church. He
writes in his dedication of this Psalm: " This
is my Psalm, my chosen Psalm. I love all holy
Scripture which is my consolation and my life,
but this Psalm is nearer my heart, and I have a
peculiar right to call it mine. It has saved me
from many a pressing danger, from which nor
emperor, nor kings, nor sages, nor saints could
have saved me. It is my friend ; dearer to me
than all the honors, and powers of earth." And,
he adds, " I am not jealous of my property : I
would divide it with the whole world."
How significant that verse 8 is the middle
verse of the Bible ? " It is better to trust in the
Lord, than to but confidence in man." Many
writers assume that the early church, following
the example of our Lord and His disciples, used
the book of Psalms for public praise. The primitive Christians were severely simple in their
ritual. Their spirituality of worship was not
rendered artificial by motives of foolish display.
Where such temptations overtake and overcome
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a church it is only fit to be spewed out like the
church of Laodicea. It is a very solemn affair
to undertake the guidance of church praise. If
there be a chorister, and if there be a choir, such
persons should be specially characterized by
sobriety of demeanor and by a fervid spirituality.
Honest Adam Clark referring to the pure worship
of the early church, and remarking on the singers
of his time said: " Those whose peculiar office it
is to direct and lead that part of the divine
worship which consists in singing the high praises
of God should have clean hands and pure hearts.
To see this part of public worship performed by
unthinking, if not profligate youths of both sexes,
fills the serious with pain and the ungodly with
contempt. H e who sings not with the Spirit, as
well as with the understanding, offers a sacrifice
to God as acceptable as the dog's head and swine's
blood would have been under the Mosaic law."
I do not know if choirs generally have improved
much since Adam Clark's day, but this we do
^now, that there is a marked contrast between the
sensuous worship of our times, chiefly limited to
choirs, or quartettes, and -the exalted w;orship of
spiritual life which finds its varied expressions of
reverence, homage, devotion, and adoration in
the book of Psalms. The sentimentalism of
carnal worshippers may be gratified, by unmeaning sound, but how God can be glorified, or the
church edified by senseless jargon is a question
beyond our comprehension.
In Psalm 47 : 7 we are commanded to sing
praise with understanding.
Old Charnock said :
" In worship the soul adores and reverences God's
majesty, is ravished with His amiableness,
embraceth His goodness, enters itself into an
intimate communion with this most lovely object,
and pitcheth all his affections upon H i m ; we
must worship God understandingly; it is not else
a reasonable service."
Much of modern hymn-writing has lowered the
standard of worship. The sickly rhymes without
reverence or sense, full of silly endearments and
frivolous allusions to things most sacred, has
prostituted spiritual praise : while many of our
revival song-services are more befitting heathen
fanes than Jehovah's temple. Jingling ditties
which have over-flowed the land indicate how
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sadly the church has declined in her worship
from the days when she appreciated " David's
harp of solemn sound."
The Psalms always present the living God as
the object of worship. The voice is unto God.
1. The voice of supplication is directed to Him.
Psalm 5 : 3, 4, " My voice shalt thou hear in the
morning. O Lord ; in the morning will I direct
my prayer unto thee, and will look up. For thou
art not a God that hath pleasure in wickedness :
neither shall evil dwell with thee."
2. The voice of praise is uplifted to Him.
Psalm 47 : 6, " Sing praises to God, sing praises :
sing praises unto our King, sing praises."
3. The voice of laudation is to God. Psalm 47:
I, " O clap your hands, all ye people; shout unto
God with the voice of triumph."
As the panting deer hastens to the water-brooks,
so the throbbing heart of the believer hasteth
towards God. Hear the cry of the quickened
soul in Psalm 43 : 3, 4: " O send out thy light
and thy truth : let them lead me ; let them bring
me unto thy holy hill, and to thy tabernacles.
Then will I go unto the altar of God, unto God
my exceeding joy: yea, upon the harp will I
praise thee, O God my God."
Notice here: The light like the cloud of old
leads to the \io\y hilloi Zion. But that does not
satisfy. Nor does the tabernacle, the house of the
Lord satisfy ; nor does the brazen altar with
its smoking sacrifices, nor the golden altar with
its fragrant incense fully satisfy. The true
worshipper must enter within the vail to commune
with a personal God, who Himself is the believer's
{To be continued?)
PROPHETS of the advent are speaking forth from
most unexpected directions. The article in our
August number containing the frank avowal of
the Premillennial Hope, by Dr. Lyman Abbott,
after a life-long opposition to this doctrine, has
created a glad surprise. " What! Is the successor
of Henry Ward Beecher among the prophets.?
Yes ; what the great Plymouth church preacher
called " a fascinating dream, but destined never
to be realized," his successor espouses as the
true and ortht)dox teaching.—Editor.
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EXPERIMENTAL RELIGION.
BY T H E

EDITOR.

^ H E phrase " Experimental religion " was one
much in use among Christians of the last
generation. Whether we should wish the expression to be forgotten for what it seems to mean,
or to be perpetuated for what it really did mean,
is a question. It seevis to mean that religion is
an experiment, a kind of trial trip to heaven, in
which the voyager may reach the desired port, or
may be wrecked by the way, according or not as
the experiment is successful. This is about the
idea which many entertain of the salvation of
Christ: that it is a gospel-ship which depends so
much on our personal navigation, that we ought
not to embark upon it without carrying a lifepreserver, in the shape of a mental reservation,
on which we can put ashore in case of disaster.
To hold it as an article of faith that one may
fall from grace, goes a long way towards helping
one to such a fall.
But our fathers meant by the expression " Experimental religion," a salvation that has been
proved by a real heart-experience, so that it has
become a part of one's own spiritual history.
Substituting Christ for religion, the person for
the idea, we greatly approve of laying strong
emphasis on this requirement. To know Christ
by living experience is most important. Salvation
by sacraments is a system of trading in religion
without ever handling the goods: salvation by
faith brings one into such personal and vital
relationship to Christ, that he can say of his
Saviour as John did: " T h a t which we have
heard, which we "have seen with our eyes, which
we have looked upon, and our hands have handled
of the Word of life " (i John i : i). Such a salvation as this' is self-commending: we believe
one who talks of what he has really known, and
felt, and tested in his own life. An experienced
religion rests on the true specie basis of Christ
himself; a theoretical religion rests on the currency of ordinances and creeds, and is subject
to every fluctuation which theological speculators
can induce in the market.
How grand and
strong is Paul's aspiration for an experimental
religion: " That I may know Him and the power

of his resurrection and the fellowship of his
sufferings."
Not only was the phrase which we are considering much in use among our pious fathers, but
the custom of frequent relation of Christian
experience was much insisted on in the Church,
What power is there in such relation, if it be
genuine, for demonstrating the divinity of the
gospel.? Let us remember that this was the
main resource of the apostle Paul for convincing
the unbelievers. Read through the book of the
Acts, and note how constantly he repeats the
story of his conversion. Powerful logician as he
is, and rare master of skilful argument, he seems,
nevertheless, in great emergencies to leave these
accomplishments and resort to a simpler weapon
— that of telling his Christian experience. How
almost surprised we are when we seehim brought
before Agrippa, to hear him take up this homely
weapon! After conceding the great ability of
the king, as one "expert in all customs and questions which are among the Jews " we might expect
him to present a thoroughly logical defence of
Christianity, and to bring to bear such powerful
reasoning as he employs in the epistle to the
Romans. But n o ! After a plea for a candid
consideration of his case — " I beseech thee to
hear me patiently,"—he takes up the simple
story of his life from his youth, his wondrous
conversion to the then present moment; and
with what effect read and see (Acts 26 : 4-29).
Let us remember that there is nothing, after
all, which so powerfully affects men, as the narration of the story of real life, especially the real
life of redemption. Conversion is the miracle of
miracles; " t h e standing miracle of the ages," as
Neander calls it. Christians never tire of listening to the wondrous story. Let the lowest and
most illiterate sinner tell how by the renewing of
the Spirit, his feet were taken from the horrible
pit of sin, and placed upon the Rock, Christ
Jesus, and no matter how rude or unrefined his
speech, he will be certain to find eager, tearful
listeners.
And, moreover, this is the truest
evidence of Christianity, an evidence so obvious
that none can fail to grasp it. The editor of the
London Telegraph desiring to make some observations on the workings of the Salvation Army
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visited one of their meetfng-places in Whitechapel,
London, the quarter which has been recently
made so notorious by the series of horrible murders committed there. H e thus describes an
incident which there came under his observation:
There was an exceedingly devout couple on a seat not
far distant from me, and it was evident that the woman
wished her husband to rise and say something, and that
he was equally anxious she should do so. And presently
she did. Her speech was briefer than that of any one
who had spoken previously: " I thank God for His goodness to me, but more especially I thank Him for the
blessed change that, through His servants who worship in
this place, H e has made in my husband. I beseech the
prayers of every one here, that he may hold fast to the
good cause." To tell the truth, the husband she was
speaking of was not a likely looking subject. Though
decently dressed, he was still a rough looking fellow of
the bull-necked and heavy-jawed type, with a countenance
expressive of anything but gentleness of spirit, and meek
submission to any amount of persecution for religion's
sake. Yet there could be no doubt, whatever the strange
means by which the miracle was wrought, that the man
was thoroughly enthralled and made captive, for the time
being at all events, to the principles of Salvationism.
More frequently, perhaps, than any other, was his deep,
gruff voice heard uttering loud and, to those near him,
startling, sudden ejaculations of approval at particular
points and periods of the preacher's discourse. When
the congregation knelt down to pray, he was not satisfied
to bow the knees, and cover his face with one hand, but he
must turn bodily round, with his fists clenched, and his
arms encircling his head, while his forehead pressed
against the hard seat. He groaned and sobbed so, and
made such dismal noises that his wife did her best to
comfort him, patting his broad back with her work-worn
old hand, and whispering to him to bear up and be glad,
though all the time her own cheeks were wet and her eyes
red with weeping. So strangely did the man seem affected
that, when the service was at an and the congregation
departed, my curiosity was roused, and I kept the pair in
sight. Walking down the Whitechapel Road by their
side, I took the liberty of questioning them as to how
long it was since they joined the Salvation Army, and how
they had been induced to turn their religious attention in
that direction. After what I had witnessed of the behavior
of both I was not surprised to find that they were disposed
to speak with freedom on the subject. For a moment the
woman hesitated; but her husband, who still occasionally
applied his pocket-handkerchief to his eyes, exclaimed:
" Tell him, old gal; tell him all about i t ; don't hide nothing. I didn't when at last I was marched off my legs,
and cried out to the Lord to catch hold of me. And H e
put forth His hand and did it, bless His holy name."
H e spoke these words aloud, and with his hands clasped
and raised above his head. " Well, you must know, sir,"
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the woman began, " m y husband and me were not brought
to see the light of truth and glory at the same time. Plow
I came to seek it — " " H o w she came to seek it," the
man interrupted her, " was because she had for her husband as hard and as cruel a beast as ever a poor soul was
tethered to. That was me. I was the curse of her life,
sir. I'm a slaughter-man by trade; but half my time I
used to be too lazy to work at it, and I used to make this
poor little bundle o' bones work for me at the wash-tub or
at scrubbing, or at charring — anything. What did I care,
so long as I could wait on her for a shilling, when she
came home at night, to find me in beer and 'bacca ? And
I didn't let her off at that. I used to fist her. It is to the
glory of the Lord that f confess to it. H e can wash white
as snow the heart of such a wretch as I used to b e ; and I
confess, sir, that I used to fist her often. I fisted her wuss
than ever when I found out that she used to come on the
quiet to the hall here. I was that mad jealous of her doing
it that I used to feel like killing her sometimes. It used
to seem to me that she did it on purpose, to show me up
and make me feel ashamed of myself. It didn't seem
half so bad to do as I was doing when she fired up at me,
and swore back when I swore at her, and sometimes caught
up something and fetched me a clout with it when I came
home drunk and began fisting her. But when she began
to go to the hall, sir, she took a turn — a turn that raised
the devil in me that strong that it is a wonder I did not
murder her. N Q matter how I fisted her, she took it meek,
and wiped the blood off her mouth, and said: ' May the
Lord forgive you, as I do. Jack,' I used to be furious
then, and go at her and fist her till she hadn't got any voice
left to crow over me. But next morning, sir, she'd be
bright and cheerful, and, if I said anything taunting, she'd
make answer: ' I can wait, Jack. It is not you and me
that is rustling (wrestling), lad. It is the devil in you
fighting against the Lord in me. The victory may be far
off; but I can wait, for it is certain.' Praise be to His
glorious name, sir, the victory was not far off; it was
nigher than she thought. It come sudden, sir, as I'd fell
a beast with the axe. I'd been fisting her cruel, for I was
malicious drunk that night, till I thought I had done for
her quite. She lay on the floor so still, with the blood a
trickling from her forehead, and I was growing frightened
and sober, when she comes to her senses and pulls herself
up to her knees by catching hold of the bedstead, and, sez
she : ' Oh, Lord ! don't be too hard on my poor husband.
Take pity on him, for my sake, and loosen the hold the
devil has on him.' And as I sat there on the chair, sir,
staggered and wandering, she managed to get up, and she
put her arms around my neck, and sez s h e : ' Oh! dear
Jack, I may be dying. I think I am. Let me hear you
say: " O h God, forgive m e ! " and I shall die happy.'
But I didn't say i t : I couldn't. I was so took aback, and
'mazed that I was dumb. I was dumb all through the
night, sir, and she never let me go; and it wasn't till morning's light that I found a voice to say what she asked me
hours before. There's the story from first to last, sir, and
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that's how I came to join the Salvationists, and the reason
why I mean, with my wife's help, to stick to them while
I've got living strength. I don't know who you are, sir,
or your meaning for getting me into talk; but I'll make
bold to ask you one question, now I'm done : D'ye blame
me for sticking to 'em ?"

It is the same story — the same miracle of
grace. Saul of Tarsus in the first century, and
this London butcher in the nineteenth century,
are brothers in the wondrous kinship of the new
birth. The world wondered at the fabled touch
of Midas which professed to change stones into
gold. And no one is so high or so low that he
will not stop and listen, and at last become entranced with the wondrous story of this divine
Transformer, our blessed Christ, who with one
touch of His renewing Spirit can change a mad
persecutor of the Lord Jesus into an ardent disciple of the Lord Jesus; a cruel servant of the
devil into a humble disciple of the Saviour.
Reader, have you experienced this great
change ? Have you been made a subject of the
new birth? If not, remember how simple the
condition on your part. Only accept Christ,
and God pledges to effect for you this great
miracle. As it is written in the gospel of John
(r : r2) : '^ As many as received Him, to them gave
he power to become the softs of God, even to them
that believe on his name.'''

ILLUMINATED

TEXTS.

BY THE EDITOR.
" And behold, there talked w^ith him t w o m e n ,
which were M o s e s and Elias."— Luke g : 30.

^(VjE learn from this scene that there will be a
full and clear recognition between the saints
in glory. These talked with each other as friend
speaks to friend. They knew each other and
were recognized by those who looked upon them.
It was Moses and Elias, not some shadowy
apparition of them, not some cloudy intangible
specter of them, but their visible selves. And as
in the picture, so in the glorious reality that will
soon come to us. We shall meet the same
familiar faces that we have known here. Like
the dear Lord, the fa.shion of the countenance,
will be changed indeed — but only perhaps by

the celestial glory that will set upon it. You
know what power light has to transfigure, how
the setting sun falling on some homely cottage,
will often throw its uncouth shape into a strong
relief of beauty, and make all its window panes
glow with burnished splendor, and so cause it to
look, for the while, like a very celestial palace.
So I have thought it might be in the resurrection
life. The light of the Lamb will transform everybody with it own glory: and faces that were
dull or homely here, without losing a single ^
feature to mar their identity, will be so glorified
in the radiance of the Saviour's countenance,
so that as of Stephen, it will be true that those
looking stedfastly on them, will see their face as
it had been the face of an angel.
" For who hath resisted his will and prospered ? "

That God's will must be done, does not prove
that our wills may not be done ; done, too, not by
resistance, but by submission to God's. You
know that if the wind is blowing east, all the
power on earth cannot change its course and
cause it to blow west; but the seaman can, by
adjusting his sail to it, make it carry him west.
A ship often sails right in the opposite direction
from the wind. So, oh Christian, while you may
not change God's will you may secure your own
will by submitting to his, for God often does his
will through giving us ours. Your will may be
one of the channels through which God's will
flows, so that the divine purpose is secured through
gratifying the human desire and wish. This is
very important to remember, as explaining in
some degree, at least, the relation of prayer to the
will of God -. that that will may include our prayers
in the scheme of its dispensation, may have prearranged its dispensations with them in view.
So that so far from colliding with the divine
purpose and running counter to it, our petitions
may lie right in its line.
For godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation
not to be repented of : but the sorrow of the world
worketh death. 2 Cor. 7 : 10.

You throw a ball upon the floor that it may
bound back into your hands. And God takes a
man that he calls in vain to come to his arms and
throws him upon his sin, and lets him hurt himself
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on it in order that through the rebound of disgust,
through the repulsion of condemnation, he may
come back into His love and service. And so
he uses sorrow because as the human is constituted it is fouud to be the best corrector, the
strongest reactionary force for bringing one into
the love and service of God. And it is a beneficent law of our constitution that just in proportion as the repentance is effected, the sorrow
diminishes. It has to push violently to start
the sinner from his attachment to wrong doing:
but the farther it carries him along on the lines
of obedience the more it subsides and dies away.
Hence the apostle says so significantly: " I
rejoice that I made you sorry, though it was only
for a time." H e does not suggest that they need
prolong and intensify i t ; that they must stretch
it out and give increased vitality to it by dwelling
on it and nursing it. It is this change of mind,
this repulsion, that he wants, and when that is
secured he would have them assuage their grief
lest any one of them might be broken, with over
much sorrow. So you see that sorrow is not a
sort of regulation requirement of the gpspel
mercy, but an instrumentality thereof.

MAKING

PLAIN

THE

WAY.

simplest things are often made the most
^ ^ difficult by man's dark illumination. " T h e
plan of salvation " is much talked of by certain
wise ones; but when they present that plan to
the sinner it is found to be so complex that he
Utterly fails to grasp it. We have heard mature
Christians give advice to penitents to " pray, and
continue to pray till God h e a r s ; " to " resolve
never to commit another sin as long as you live,"
etc. How simple and immediate the requirements of gospel: " Believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and thou shalt be saved." Accept Christ:
trust Christ. This is the first requirement; and
woe be to the teacher who puts some " plan " in
the place of God's way of life. The following
from the experience of Rev. Thomas Low, carries
its own significant lesson :
TJ^HE

A charming young lady arose from the piano, and a
Christian friend said: " T h a n k s for your music. You
entertain us delightfully. May I ask how it would be if
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you were called to serve some poor sinner in his sorest
extremity.?"
" I don't quite understand you."
" W e l l , suppose one with only a few moments to live
should cry out to you to tell him how to be saved. No
minister or other Christian, we'll say, can be called in time:
the soul must learn the way from you or be lost. W h a t
would you tell him ? "
" I am sure I don't know. I am not a Christian. Why
ask me ?"
" But think a moment. You have been going to church
and Sunday school all your life, and have heard sermons
and exhortations without number. You surely could think
of something to tell him."
" Well, I would tell him to pray."
" Suppose now, he has but ten minutes to live, could
you tell him that ten minutes' praying would certainly
save his soul ? Remember now, one in such a condition
must not waste time in mistakes."
" N o : ten minutes or ten hours of praying would not
save him, unless he was real sorry for his sins."
" But suppose he should say : ' I don't know how to be
real sorry. How can I tell when I am sorry enough.''
and should you hear him cry o u t : ' I am lost, I am l o s t ! '
what would you say then ? "
By this time the young lady was deeply interested, and
said eagerly: " Tell me what I ought to say."
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be
saved."
" But suppose," said she, " h e should answer: ' I don't
know what that means.'"
" Then I would give him more of the words of God.
Man's words are unavailing, but the entrance of God's
Word gives light. I would tell him he must beUeve that
'All have sinned, and come short of the glory of
God : ' and that ' Christ Jesus came into the world to save
sinners; ' that H e died on the cross, ' t h e just for the
unjust, to bring us to God,' and that whosoever believes
on Him (relies on — trusts Him to save) ' shall not perish
but shall have everlasting life.' I would say with great
positiveness: ' Believe this, and even in this eleventh hour
you skall be snatched as a brand from the burning.'"
After a pause, the young lady said, with a new light in
her eyes : " Why, / believe all that."
" A l l what.?"'
" T h a t I am a sinner, and that Christ came to save
sinners, and that H e died for sinners."
" Anything else.-' "
" Yes ! " was the answer, with a quivering lip, " H e died
for me."
" Will you thank Him ?"
" Of course I will, I never did before but I do now. I
do now!"

sorrows, griefs, and suffering can be
paralleled, with nothing but his love.
CHRIST'S
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THE VOICE AND THE ECHO.
"PJ^LL flesh is g r a s s ! " was the echo of the
V i / voice of truth twenty-six centuries ago.
And "All flesh is g r a s s ! " was the response of
Peter, reminding man that what is shapen in
iniquity, and " born of woman, is of few days and
full of trouble : he cometh forth like a flower,
and is cut d o w n ! " (Isa. 4 0 : 6 ; i Pet. i : 24).
" Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher: all is
vanity! "
And this Preacher was king over
Israel, and his experience of wisdom was, that it
was vexatioji of spirit; of power, that it was vanity ; of glory, that it passed away; of mirth and
pleasure, gold and silver, palaces and gardens,
servants and possessions, luxury and grandeur,
above all that were in ferusalem before him, that it
was " vanity and vexation of spirit." Saul of
Tarsus," who strove in vain " to kick against the
pricks," also echoed the same truth and said:
" The fashion of this world passeth away! I
count all things but loss . . . yea, and do count
them but dross."
How bright the future to the believer who
trusts the word of the Lord which endureth forever, and who, by faith, rejoices in the hope of
glory — a hope as sure and certain as that God
is truth and love. But what a contrast between
this certai?ity of eternal life and the dark speculation of the sceptic and infidel — between Paul
and Hume, for instance. The following account
was published at Edinburgh, where Hume died,
in the Christian Observer (yo\. 31, p. 665) :
"About the end of 1776, a few months after
the historian's death, a respectable looking
woman, dressed in black, came into the Haddington stage-coach while passing through Edinburgh.
The conversation among the passengers, which
had been interrupted for a few minutes, was
speedily resumed, which the lady soon found to
be regarding the state of mind persons were in
at the prospect of dea-th. An appeal was made,
in defence of infidelity, to the death of Hume,
as not only happy and tranquil, but mingled even
with gayety and humor. To this the lady said:
' Sir, this is all you know about i t : I could tell
you another tale.' ' Madam,' replied the gentleman, ' I presume I have as good information as
you can have on this subject; and I believe that

^yhat I have asserted of Mr. Hume has never
been called in question.' The lady continued:
' I was Mr. Hume's housekeeper for many years,
and was with him in his last moments, and the
mourning I now wear was a present from his relatives for my attention to him on his deathbed;
and happy would I have been if I could have
borne testimony to the mistaken opinion that
has gone abroad of his peaceful and composed
end. I have, sir, never, till this hour, opened my
mouth on this subject; but I think it a pity the
world should be kept in the dark on so interesting a topic It is true, sir, that when Mr, Hume's
friends were with him he was cheerful, and
seemed quite unconcerned about his approaching
fate, nay, frequently spoke of it to them in a jocular and playful way; but when he was alone,
the scene was very different: he was anything
but composed, and his mental agitation was so
great at times, as to occasion his whole bed to
shake. H e would not allow the candle to be
put out during the night, nor would he be left
alone for a minute. I had always to ring the
bell for one of the servants to be in the room,
before he would allow me to leave it. H e struggled hard to appear composed, even before me.
But to one who attended his bedside for so many
days and nights, and witnessed his disturbed
sleeps, and still more disturbed wakings: who
frequently heard his involuntary breathings of
remorse, and frightful startings, it was no difficult
matter to determine that all was not right within.
This continued and increased until he became
insensible. I hope in God I shall never witness
a similar scene !' "
Scripture asks : " How dieth the wise man ? "
Scripture answers : " As the fool " (Eccl. 2 : 16).
But the man who seeks worldly glory, how
dieth he? Listen to a striking instance of an
illustrious youth, who was suddenly seized by
the cold grasp of death, and made captive by
the king of terrors.
History has almost forgotten to chronicle the
sudden death of Napoleon IL, who, at his very
birth, was proclaimed by his father king of Rome.
The illustrious youth never attained to the kingdom, but at the fall of his father he was separated
from his mother, Maria Louisa, and under the
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protection of Austria, he was kept in a castle,
and honored with the title of Duke of Reichstad.
It is reported that he had the genius of his race,
and he waited only the opportunity to show forth
the wisdom of his generation. One morning, a
violent pull of the bell called his attendants to
his drawing-room. Napoleon 11, was sitting on
an easy chair, pale with the pangs of death;
and, with accents of a desperate disappointment,
expired with these words on his dying lips: " Mon
Dieu! Le fils d'un homme qui a fait trembler le
monde, avoir a mourir sans honneur et sans
gloire! " (My God! The son of that man who
made the world tremble, must die without honor
and glory!) He was twenty years old. Had the
princely youth had " Christ in him the hope of
glory," how happy would he have been to have
lost all title to human glory, in the prospect of
of being forever a king and a priest in the heavenly kindom!
But let us now turn from scepticism and despair
to faith and hope. The change is like being
translated from the coldness, barrenness, and
gloominess of winter, into the beauty, fragrance,
and joyful promise of spring. What was the
language of Paul when he foreknew that his
departure was at hand? " I have fought a good
fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the
faith : henceforth there is laid up for me a crown
of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous
Judge, shall give me at that day, and not to me
only, but unto all them also that love His appearing" (2 Tim. 4 : 7, 8).
George Herbert, the day before his death,
suddenly rose from his couch, called for one of
his instruments, and having tuned it, he played
and sang:
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One more beautiful exhibition of the Christian
hope is found in the narrative of The loss of the
'•'•Kent." "One young gentleman," writes Major
M'Gregor, "having calmly asked my opinion of
the state of the ship, I told him that I thought
we should be prepared to sleep that night in
eternity; and I shall never forget the peculiar
fervor with which he replied, as he pressed my
hand in his: ' My heart is filled with the peace
of God.' " Comment would only mar such beautiful testimony to the blessedness of believing in
Jesus. "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace
whose mind is stayed on Thee: because he trusteth in T h e e " (Isa. 24: 3).
But among all that ever named the name of
Jesus with adoring gratitude, from the martyr
Stephen to the present hour — among the millions
of Christians who have died under all manner of
torture, and in every variety of circumstance calculated to try their faith — not a philosopher
nor a peasant, not a nobleman nor a beggar, not
a man, woman, nor child was ever known to
repent that his faith in Christ had disappointed
his hope (Heb. 11: 33-40). All dying believers
are faithful echoes of the experience of the chief
of sinners : " I know whom I have believed."
May these thoughts, dear reader, resound in
your heart, as echoes of the grace and truth
which came by Jesus Christ, that you may find
rest to your soul. — G. F.
PAUL AND T H E YOUNGER

3

PLINY.

T is delightful to see a Christian gem set side
by side with the best that Paganism can
produce and to observe how they compare. The
following which we take from the Independent
is admirable for the instructive parallel of this
" My God, my God,
kind which it furnishes :
My music shall find T h e e ;
And every string
" The letter of the Younger Pliny to his friend
Shall have its attribute to sing."
Sobinanus, written in behalf of a manumitted
John Janeway on his deathbed exclaimed: slave who had deeply offended this friend, has
" More praise still! Oh help me to praise him ! for centuries been teferred to as one of the finest
/ have done with prayer, and all other ordinances. specimens of epistolary composition to be found
I have almost done conversing with mortals. I in profane literature. We give Bishop Lightfoot's
shall presently be beholding Christ, himself that admirable translation of this letter, as follows:
'Your freedman, whom you lately mentioned
loved me, and died for me, and washed me in
to me with displeasure, has been with me, and
His blood."
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governed in your passion, and as an instance of
your paying so much regard to me as to yield
either to my authority or to my request. You
will accept, therefore, at once, both of my applause and my thanks. At the same time, I must
advise you to be disposed for the future to pardon
the faults of your people, tho' there should be
none to intercede in their behalf. Farewell.'
Under somewhat similiar circumstances Paul,
when a prisoner at Rome, wrote the personal and
private letter to Philemon found in the New
Testament. Philemon lived in Colosse, and was
a Christian convert by the labors of Paul.
Onesimus, his servant, had left him and gone to
Rome. There he came in contact with Paul
and was converted to Christianity. H e doubtr
less stated to him the facts of his departure
from Philemon, and probably expressed a desire
to go back, and very likely wished Paul to write
Concede something to his youth, to his tears, a letter to Philemon in his behalf, that he might
and to your own natural mildness-of temper: carry it with him on his return. Paul did write
do not make him uneasy any longer; and I will such a letter ; and as translated in the Revised
add, too, do not make yourself so ; for a man of Version of the New Testament, it reads as
your benevolence of heart cannot be angry with- follows:
out feeling great uneasiness. I am afraid, were
' Paul, a prisoner of Christ Jesus, and Timothy
I to join my entreaties with his, I should seem our brother, to Philemon our beloved and fellowrather to compel than to request you to forgive worker, and to Apphia our sister, and to Archippus
him. Yet I will not scruple to unite mine with our fellow-soldier, and to the church in thy
his, and in so much the stronger terms, as I have house: Grace to you and peace from God our
very sharply and severely reproved him, positively Father and the Lord Jesus Christ.
threatening never to interpose again in his behalf.
I thank my God always, making mention of thee
But tho' it was proper to say this to him, in order in my prayers, hearing of thy love and of the
to make him more fearful of offending, I do not faith which thou hast toward the Lord Jesus and
say so to you. I may perhaps again have occa- towards all saints; that the fellowship of thy
sion to entreat you upon his account, and again faith may become effectual, in the knowledge of
obtain your forgiveness ; supposing, I mean, his every good thing which is in you, unto Christ.
fault should be such as may become me to inter- For I had much joy and comfort in thy love,
cede, and you to pardon. Farewell.'
because the hearts of the saints have been rePliny's letter was a success in gaining the end freshed through thee, brother.
sought, and he made this fact the occasion for
Wherefore tho' I have all boldness in Christ
writing a second letter to his friend, as follows : to enjoin thee that which is befitting, yet for love's
' r greatly approve of your having, in compli- sake I rather beseech, being such a one as Paul
ance with my letter, received again into your the aged, and now a prisoner also of Christ Jesus;
family and favor a discarded fteedman whom I beseech thee for my child, whom I have begotten
you once admitted into a share of your affection. in my bonds, Onesimus, who was aforetime unThis placability will afford you, I doubt not, profitable to thee, but now is profitable to thee
great satisfaction ; it certainly, at least, has me, and to m e ; whom I have sent back to thee in
both as a proof that you are capable of being his own person, that is, with my very h e a r t ;
threw himself at my feet with as much submission as he could have fallen at yours. H e
earnestly requested me with many tears, and
even with all the eloquence of silent sorrow, to
intercede for him; in short, he convinced me,
by his whole behavior, that he sincerely repents
of his fault. I am persuaded he is thoroughly
reformed, because he seems deeply sensible of
his guilt. I know you are angry with him, and I
know it is not without reason ; but clemency can
never exert itself more laudably than when there
is the most cause for resentment. You once had
an affection for this man, and I hope you will
have it again ; in the meanwhile, let me only prevail with you to pardon him. If he should incur
your displeasure hereafter, you will have so
much the stronger plea in excuse for your anger,
as you show yourself the more exorable towards
him now.
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whom I would fain have kept with me, that in thy
behalf he might minister unto me in the bonds
of the Gospel; but without thy mind I would do
nothing ; that thy goodness should not be as of
necessity, but of free will. For perhaps he was
therefore parted from thee for a season, that thou
shouldest have him forever; no longer as a servant,
but more than a servant, a brother beloved,
specially to me, but how much rather to thee,
both in the flesh and in the Lord. If then thou
countest me a partner, receive him as myself.
But if he hath wronged thee at all, or oweth thee
aught, put that to mine account. I, Paul write it
with mine own hand, I will repay i t ; that I say
not unto thee how that thou owest to me even
thine own self besides. Yea, brother, let me
have joy of thee in the Lord ; refresh my heart
in Christ. Having confidence in thine obedience
I write unto thee, knowing that thou wilt do even
beyond what I say. But withal prepare me also
a lodging; for I hope that through your prayers
I shall be granted unto you,
Epaphras, my fellow prisoner in Christ Jesus,
saluteth thee; and so do Mark, Aristarchus,
Demas, Luke, my fellow-workers.
The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with
your spirit. Amen.'
These letters, written under somewhat analogous circumstances — the one by a Roman
heathen, and the other by a Christian apostle —
are models alike in their delicacy, their courtesy,
their benevolent and gentle spirit, and their skillful adaptation to the end sought to be obtained.
The letter of Paul moves in a much higher plane
of thought than that of Pliny, and makes an
appeal to the sentiments and feelings that have
their basis in loyalty to Christ. There is no
record as to the effect of the letter on Philemon;
but assuming him to be worthy of the high commendation which the apostle bestows upon him,
we cannot doubt that the letter set all things
right between him and Onesimus. It was a letter
of friendly intercession addressed to one Christian in behalf of another, and, as such, beautifully
shows the character of Paul.
We remember that, in the great controversy
about slavery in this country, Paul's letter used
to be referred to by slaveholders and their apolo-
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gists, as if the apostle were really the defender
of slavery, and meant virtually to compel a fugitive slave to return and deliver himself up to his
master. Nothing can be further than this from
the whole drift, tone and express language of the
letter, Paul's whole desire was to place two
Christian men in proper relations oi feeling toward
each other; and this surely was anything but
justifying and defending slavery. Onesimus himself carried the letter to Philemon, and probably
it was written at his request.
A CASUALTY.

J ' ^ H E morning papers contained among their
^ ^ casualties the following paragraph :
" R U N OVER.—Yesterday afternoon an unknown boot-black, aged about eight, was run
over at the corner of Blank Street, City Hospital."
Only one short, sharp cry, followed by the
hoarse shouts of several m e n — t h a t was all.
They carried him to the sidewalk, and as the
crowd gathered round him, some one coming by
stopped and asked: " What is it?"
" Only another boot-black hurt," was the careless response, and the questioner passed On.
The ambulance came. The crowd made way;
then separated, and the incident was forgotten.
Nobody knew him ; nobody cared.
The hospital slept, all but one silent watcher,
who kept her vigil beside one little cot, rising at
intervals to scan the little pale face that lay on
the pillow. No sound but the breathing of the
patients and the monotonous tick-tack of the great
clock broke the stillness. Sleep had granted a
respite from suffering and care.
Presently there was a movement, and the little
white face turned toward the watcher, and a
feeble voice asked : " Say, where be I ?"
" You are in a good place, child."
It was still again for a moment, and then —
" Say, Missus, where's ray box ?"
" I don't know. I expect it was lost."
" Lost ? O, yes, now I know. I was runned
over, wasn't I ?"
" Yes. What is your name ?"
"Tommy."
"Tommy w h a t ? "
" Jest Tommy."
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" But you must have another name."
" No'm, I aint."
" Well, what is your mother's name ?"
" I aint got no mother. I had onc't, but she's
dead."
The kind face bent down to kiss him, and he
murmured :
" She used to do that. Say, I'd like to see
her agin."
" Well, perhaps you will. But there, don't
talk any more."
A short silence followed, but presently he
inquired : " Kin she come back ? "
"Who?"
" My mother."
" No, she can't do t h a t ; but maybe you will
be able to go to her."
"When?"
" Pretty soon."
H e dozed again, and the hands of the great
clock dragged themselves wearily on. In his
sleep he was again with his mates. Now he was
calling, " Shine!" now he was counting his
money, laughing with his comrades, and eagerly
plying his trade, happy in his humble box as
lordly princes on their jewelled thrones. O,
Sleep ! truly it is you who lifts from us our cares
and sorrows. The hands of the clock had barely
passed the hour of two when he again awoke.
" Missus! "
"Yes, dear."
" Won't yer kiss me agin? It seems as though
my mother was close to me when you do that."
She kissed him, and he dropped off to sleep,
but -not for long. The minute hand had not
reached the half-hour when he awoke with a cry
and start. " Say, what makes me feel so queer ?
I feel," and the words came with more difficulty,
" as — though — somethin' — heavy — was —
restin' — on — me."
The lights were turned up, and noiseless feet
hurried to and fro,while willing hands raised the
little form from the pillow. Brighter grew the
eyes as they seemed to gaze on something toward
which the little yearning arms were outstretched.
Fainter and fainter came the breath; feebler and
feebler grew the voice.
" You — was — right, — Missus."

,, Theyraised him higher, and he whispered: "You
—was — right. I kin — I kin — go."
" Where, dear ? "
"You said —I could, and —I kin —go —to—"
The little outstretched arms fell, and that last
loving word was spoken on the other side of the
great river.— The Home Visitor.
" I ' M ON

FIRE."

BY REV. WILLIAM HASLAM,

M.A.

WAS invited, upon one occasion, to conduct a
mission in a fashionable watering-place. As
the invitation came altogether unsolicited by me,
I had but one answer. This was in the affirmative—there was no reason why it should be otherwise. I confess a kind of dread and misgiving
haunted me, for report said that the Vicar who
had invited me was not much in sympathy with
my kind of work; and that the people of the
place were exceedingly proper and respectable.
I prayed much that I might be guided into wise
proprieties, so as not to give unnecessary offence,
but otherwise to do all I could to win the people.
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On my arrival at the place, my worst fears
were realized. I found the Vicar cool and unsympathetic, the congregation exceedingly well satisfied with their propriety, and the atmosphere of
the church as dead and cold as a garden in midwinter.
My first appeal on Sunday morning fell very
flat on me, if it did not on my hearers. It seemed
as if I could not get the edge of the sword to
bear at any point; not that I intended, by any
means, to flash the glittering sword in the eyes of
the people, and hit very hard with the flat side of
it, for fear of hurting anyone. Far from that, I
wanted very much to do deadly hurt; but it was
like a nightmare—the sword would not cut.
In the afternoon I was not much happier; but
in the evening I thought the atmosphere, spiritually, was warmer. The after-meeting, however,
in the schoolroom was a failure.
Nevertheless, I determined to go on. I had
had as discouraging beginnings as this before,
and things had changed.
The Vicar said to me the next morning: " Did
you see a great, tall woman in the congregation
yesterday?"
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"Yes," I said, "I" think I know the one you
mean. I,noticed her standing up without a book,
but she appeared very attentive."
H e said : "She is a Roman Catholic — a most
ignorant woman; I do not think she can read a
word. I cannot imagine what brought her to
church; I am sure she has never been there before. I have known her in the parish for a long
time as a notorious character. She drinks and
swears like a man, and has been seen to knock
down with her fist a man who disputed with her.
She is to be heard about the streets all day long,
shouting fish or vegetables."
At the afternoon instruction, the woman in
question presented herself again, and sat, looking
the picture of attention. Whether she understood
anything that was said, I do not know; but there
she sat. In the evening she was at church again,
and came also to the after-meeting in the schoolroom. At the conclusion of the opening hymn
I asked the Vicar to pray; and while he was
engaged in a quiet and silvery utterance — it was
anything but exciting — the Roman Catholic
woman suddenly rose to her feet, and, uttering a
loud, piercing shriek, cried out: " I'm on fire!
I'm on fire! " Then shaking her clothes violently
she shrieked louder and louder.
The Vicar was dumb with amazement, and the
respectables thoroughly scared. I rose up from
my knees, and walked quietly towards the
woman. As I went I gave out the words of a
hymn, " How sweet the name of Jesus sounds,"
and commenced to sing it to a well-known tune.
This was taken up and carried on by some few
of the congregation.
The poor affrighted woman, after stamping
with her feet, and shaking her clothes again and
again, as if she really was in flames, made a leap
all at once, and bounded over the feet of others
who were kneeling between her and the aisle.
Here she continued shaking her clothes as if to
extinguish flames.
"Come here with me," I said to her; "come
to the end of the room ; we will see about putting
out the fire."
" Oh !" she cried, with a louder shriek than
ever, " I ' m sinking into hell! Oh, save me, save
me!"
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"Come here," I continued, "and we will see
about that too."
The singing of the hymn was still going on at
the other end of the room, by those who were
not quite terrified. Poor people, they could not
make their escape, for the " dreadful" woman
and I were in possession of the only way of exit
from the building.
At length I persuaded her to kneel down, and
I knelt by her side, and prayed softly, until she
became calm. Then I put before her the way of
salvation.
" Oh, but it's a sinner I am; yes, I am — that
I am."
I said, " I am glad you feel your sins ; Christ
came to save sinners such as you. H e can save
you direct. You ask Him for yourself. Say,
' God be merciful to me, a sinner.' H e wants no
priests to help him in this work ; H e can save
without them ; only believe on Him."
The poor creature was still trembling and
panting with the terrible fright she had been in,
and was willing to do or say anything. I urged
her again to repeat the prayer, " God be merciful to me, a sinner." I said, " T h e Lord Jesus
has taught us sinners to make that prayer, and
He has in his love told us the answer to it before
we begin. You shall go home justified — saved,
you know. He loves y o u — H e died to save you."
The same Divine Spirit who had convicted
her in this remarkable manner, was present to
guide and teach. her. She found peace and
pardon, and in a short time (I connot tell how
long) she returned quietly to a seat in the prayermeeting.
I was led to say a few words about the work
of the Spirit; how the wind bloweth where it
listeth. We cannot tell whence it cometh, or
whither it goeth. So is everyone that is born of
God the Spirit. I added, " The Lord has brought
our sister in a remarkable way to pardon and
peace. Shall we sing again and praise God ?"
" Yes," said the Vicar ; " here is a hymn I
have found:
" O God, our help in agespaist,
Our hope for years to come;
Our shelter in the stormy blast,
And our eternal home."
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" Y e s , " I replied, "let us sing that — it is more
of a prayer than praise. However, begin."
After singing this hymn, I prayed, and then
dismissed the meeting. I must say I felt as if I
had dismissed the mission, too.
The people went out quietly one by one ; but,
as I had beckoned to the Irish woman to stay
behind, she did so, and I had a long talk with
her.
She told me that she had had a dream, in
which she was told to go to Church. She went
as she had promised to d o ; but she could not
tell why she came again and again.
I found her very ignorant; but, as she said,
one thing she knew, that once she was lost, but
now she was saved, and that made her happy.
The Vicar was very suspicious, and doubted
very much about this woman's change. He dwelt
continually upon what she had been in the past.
I could not help saying to him, " You are like
those people who call poor fallen women Magdalenes—the true Magdalene is the person who
is saved, and out of whom the devils have been
cast."
However, I could not help thinking, " I t is all
up with the mission;" and, although I greatly
rejoiced over the poor woman in question, still I
went to bed feeling much depressed.
Somewhat to my surprise, the next morning
the meeting was well attended. In the afternoon
still more were present; and in the evening,
though a week-day, the church was full. My
worst fears were dispelled. The atmosphere was
changed from winter to spring, and, like springtime, new life was visible all around. Living
souls were revived, and dead ones were beginning to move.
We had a good after-meeting, and several
persons, without shrieking, found peace with God.
By the time we reached the second Sunday the
church would not hold the people who desired to
come. Many had to go away, being unable to
get in.
My Irish friend grew in intelligence marvellously, and actually was seen in the after-meeting
talking to anxious persons of her own acquaintance. There was no mistake about the change
wrought in her, and if she had gone back after

the mission was over, I feel sure that I should
have heard of it with vengeance. T h a t lioness
had become a ewe lamb; though, as she said,
" I'll never forget that awful fire I was in, Oh,
it was just awful — that it was ! "

ILLUSTRATIONS OF GRACE.
" A n d let u s consider one another to
provoke unto l o v e and to good w o r k s . "
Heb. l o : 24. I remember reading of a traveller who was crossing the Alps,, being overtaken
by a severe snowstorm, he became drowsy by his
long exposure to the cold, and lay down in the
snow to rest. Just then he saw another traveller
approaching from an opposite direction.
The
poor, unfortunate man seemed even in a worse
condition than himself. He collected his strength,
and managed to crawl to where the traveller was,
and, taking his hands in his own, he began to
rub them with all the strength left him. His
companion soon began to revive, his powers
were restored, and he was able to resume his
journey. The exercise bestowed upon the traveller had started the first traveller's blood into
circulation anew, and they reached shelter in
safety. So it is in our Christian life : by helping
others heavenward, we also walk in the same
direction, and render pleasing service to our God.

" For w h o s o e v e r s h a l l keep the w h o l e
l a w , and y e t offend in one point, he is
guilty of all." James 2 : 10. " D e a r m e ! "
said little Janet, " I buttoned just one botton
wrong, and that made all the rest wrong ! " and
Janet tugged away, and fretted, as if the poor
buttons were quite at fault for her trouble.
" Patience ! patience ! " said mamma, smiling
at the little fretful face, " and next time look out
for the wrong button ; then you'll keep all the
rest right. And," added mamma, as the last
button was put in its place, and the scowling
face was smooth once more, " look out for the
first wrong deed of any k i n d : another and
another are sure to follow."
Janet remembered how, one day not long ago.
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she struck baby Alice; that was the first wrong so that ships far out knew by it where they were,
deed. Then she denied having done it; that and were guided safely into the harbor.—Rev.
was another. Then she was unhappy and cross D. Macrae,
all day because she had told a lie. What a long
list of buttons fastened wrong just because one
" U n t o t h e m that look for H i m shall h e
went wrong — because her naughty little hand appear the second t i m e w i t h o u t sin unto
struck baby! The best thing she could do to salvation." Heb. 9 : 28. A friend recently remake it right again was to tell mamma how turned from New Mexico, told me one morning,
naughty she had been, and ask her to forgive her; .rising early for a day's hunt, he saw, dimly outbut that was much harder than just to do the lined against the gray sky, the form of a man.
buttons again.
Fearing some sinister designs, my informant
Janet thought it all over, and between the quickly called the attention of his friend, a resibuttons and her very unhappy day I think she dent of that region.
learned never again to forget to look out for the
His fears were at once dispelled. " The man
first wrong deed.
you see," said he, " is indeed a watcher, placed
there for a purpose. But he is not a spy upon
" A m o n g w h o m y e shine as lights in the our actions. He is a descendant of the ancient
w o r l d ; holding forth the w o r d of life." Aztecs, the memory of whose glory still lingers
Phil. 2 : r5, 16. One night a man took a little in the darkened minds of this degraded people.
taper out of a drawer and lighted it, and began They recall the golden age of Montezuma, their
heaven-descended king, and cherish with fond
to ascend a long winding stair.
" Where are you going ?" said the taper. hearts the tradition that he will come again to
"Away high up," said the man, "higher than restore their ancient glory.
the top of the house where we sleep."
This man is a sentinel placed on that height
I " And what are you going to do there ? " said to watch for Montezuma, who is to come some
the little taper.
morning at the exact moment when the sun first
" I am going to show the ships out at sea kisses these lofty peaks."
where the harbor is," said the man. " For we
Such was the pathetic legend by my friend.
stand here at the entrance to the harbor and some Do you wonder that instantly there flashed into
ship far out on the stormy sea may be looking my mind the apostle's statement from which the
out for our light even now."
title of this article has been taken ? " Unto them
" Alas ! no ship could ever see my light," said that look for him shall he appear a second time
without sin unto salvation."
the little taper. " It is so very small."
" If your light is small," said the man, " keep
As we may imagine, Montezuma rewarding
it burning bright, and leave the rest to me."
the fidelity of the sentinel by granting him the
Well, when the man got up to the top of the first vision of his beauty, so we. are here told
lighthouse — for this was a lighthouse they were Jesus will reveal himself first of all to those who
in — he took the little taper and, with it, he have been faithful to his command.
lighted the great lamps that stood ready there
" Watch ye, therefore ; for ye know not when
with their polished reflectors behind them. And the Master of the house cometh, at even, or at
soon they were burning steady and clear, throw- midnight, or at the cock-crowing, or in the morning a great strong beam of light across the sea. ing ; lest coming suddenly he find you sleeping.
By this time the lighthouse man had blown out And what I say unto you I say unto all, Watch ! "
the little taper, and laid it aside. But it had (Mark 14: 35, 36).
done its work. Though its own light had been
What Christian heart, pondering these promises,
so small it had been the means of kindling the does not exclaim with the Apostle John on
great lights in the top of the lighthouse, and Patmos, " Even so. Lord Jesus, come quickly! "
these were now shining brightly over the sea. — A. P. Cobb.
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BRIEFS ON THE S.S. LESSONS.
BY MRS. GEO. C. NEEDHAM.
DAVID'S
O c t o b e r 20.

THANKSGIVING

PRAYER.
2 S a m . 7 : 18-29.

Golden T e x t . In everything give thanks,
for this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you. I Thes. 5: 18.

was in the fourteenth year of David's
reign. For the parallel account read i Chron. 17.
Of the antecedents of Nathan the prophet, here
mentioned for the first time, we have no record.
He was prominent throughout the reigns of David
and Solomon. (2 Sam. 12: i ; i Kings 4 : 5; i
Chron. 29 : 29). He is to be distinguished from
four others of ' t h a t name, mentioned in the
Chronicles. This lesson shows us the Kingdom
of Israel settled and consolidated, with a royal
court, such as had not been before in its history.
THIS

I. T h e P u r p o s e of David. David was ever a prompt
man of action. Past attainment never satisfied him.
Whatever may have been his failures or deflections, his
leading life motive was to honor God as his vicegerent
over the kingdom. The welfare of the Ark always
concerned him Psa. 132: 4, 5. Thus he was like Eli.
I Sam. 4 : 18. The corresponding New Testament command is plain for us. I Cor, 10: 31.
I I . T h e P o s i t i o n of David. He was enjoying a short
interval of rest. He had just subdued the Philistines, and
wis soon to be in war again. David did not love war.
Psa. 120: 7. But he was commissioned of the Lord to
exterminate His enemies. Saul had failed to do this;
but David performed it. Deut. 7 : 1,2. Nothing like this
is enjoined upon the Christian. Rom. 12 : 17-21. It is
beautiful to see David's heart turn to some home work for
God's glory, as soon as he has respite from war. So
should our thoughts immediately turn to Jesus in plans for
the promotion of his cause, when the business or activities
of each day are suspended, even for a short time.
I I I . T h e Councillor of D a v i d . He was not an
infallible man, though a prophet. Jesus alone always spoke
the mind of God. Yet Nathan was not condemned for his
human advice. On the contrary, the Lord honored him,
by sending Aim, rather than Gad, back to David with His
own message about the temple. Thus fellowship with
others about the things of God's kingdom is very proper.
As in David's case, though human conference may not
bring about just the result we contemplate, yet it may lead
to some much higher work. David's long preparation

added much to the grandeur of the Temple, which probably
far exceeded his own first conception of what it should be.
There is a very sweet word in Mai. 3 : 16 in this connection. The Lord causes to be written down the words of
those who talk one to another about his name, and work,
and honor. Nathan was of different temper from Jonah.
Jonah got angry when his message to the Ninevites was
not accomplished. Jonah 3 : 4 ; 4 : iI V . T h e P r a y e r of D a v i d . For one or two instances
of "sitting before the Lord," see Exo. 17 : 12 ; i Sam. 4 :
13; Neh. 1 : 4 ; Cant. 2 : 3 . To sit upon the heels was
the Oriental posture of deepest reverence. H e appears to
have sat meditating before he spoke aloud. Psa. 3 9 : 3.
The prayer contains nine elements :
1. Htimility.
Verse 18.
2. Hope. Verse ig.
3. Obligation. Verse 20.
4. Acknowledgement oppree grace. Verse 21.
5. Ado?-aiion. Verse 22.
6. Love por Israel. Verse 23.
7. Assurance. Verses 25-27.
8. Conpdingfaith.
Verse 28.
9. Prophetic discernment.
Verse 29.
Nathan's message also contained nine specifications:
1. Took him from the sheep cote. Verse 8.
2. Was with him everywhere. Verse 9.
3. Cut off his enemies. Verse 9.
4. Made him a great name. Verse 9.
5. Made of him a kingly house. Verse 13.
6. Promised concerning his seed. Verse 12.
7. Appointed for the Temple. Verse 13.
8. Spoke of David's death. Verse 12.
9. Established his kingdom forever. Verse 16.
V . T h e P r e p a r a t i o n s of David. To prepare for the
house of the Lord was even greater work than to build it.
To David were committed three lines of preparation.
1. To subdue the enemies, and bring peace to the
kingdom, that the work might go on undisturbed.
2. Under the pressure of adverse providences, to write
those inspired Psalms, which were afterwards to be so
necessary in the Temple worship.
3. To collect material for the future building. The
temple was founded in conflict and blood. It was appointed
by revelation of the Spirit. So Christians now can only
enter into the good works which God before ordains.
Eph. 2 : 10. David had the honor of ordering all that
Solomon should execute. Glory is but the fruit of grace.
The cross is the starting point of all subsequent blessing.
The king of blood preparing for the Temple, and the king
of peace building it, are two types of J e s u s ; first in his
conflict for the church which was to be his Holy Temple;
And as He shall see it all completed in glory then.
I. Consider David's magnificent desire. 2. How steadfastly he worked for it, 3. W h a t immense treasure he
gathered for it. 4. W h a t hardship he endured to obtain
them. 5. How, when there was enough he added tnore
for ornament, i Chron. 22 : 5.
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SIN, FORGIVENESS AND PEACE.
October 27.

Psa. 32 : i - i i .

G o l d e n T e x t . Therefore being justified by
faith, we have peace with God through our Lord
Jesus Christ. Rom. 5 : 1 .

<2i^)pt<xnatxon0*
W E know that David wrote this Psalm, because
Paul in quoting from it ascribes the authorship
to him. Rom. 4 : 6. It is one of thirteen Psalms
designated " Maschil " or a Psalm of instruction.
Thus, through a personal confession, its use is for
all believers. He who had been delivered from
sin, seeks by it to teach others the same way of
forgiveness and salvation. The occasion of the
writing of this Psalm is recorded in 2 Sam. 11.
David for a long time remained under the misery
of his double sin, before he confessed and repented. Then his contrition as expressed in the
32 nd and 5 i st Psalms was so grand and genuine,
that one is as much surprised at the depth of his
sorrow, as amazed at the enormity of his sin.
Luther called this Psalm, along with Psalms 51,
130 and 143, Fsalmi Paulini, since, like Paul's
epistles, they teach the forgiveness of sins, without the deeds of the law. Rom. 11 : 32 ; 5 : i.
It will be noticed that the sacred number three,
connected with the Trinity, and the three-fold
oifice of Jesus, as Way, Truth, and Life, runs
prominently through this Psalm. Three facts
are discussed: Transgression, Sin, Iniquity. Three
processes of cleansing are mentioned : forgiveness,
covering, not imputing. Three results of pardon,
peace and purity are described : Instruction, Teaching, Guidance. Like the first Psalm, and the
sermon on the Mount, this begins with blessedness. It is not blessing to the law-keeper, but to
the law-breaker, through grace forgiven.

5n0^vuetton0.
I. T h e Cause of the Confession. David was not
moved of himself to repentance. God's grace was seen
even in this. To him was sent inward darkness and agony.
Then faithful rebuke by Nathan. Then afflicting providence in the death of his child. 2 Sam. 12: 9, 10, 14.
The Lord's " heavy hand upon him" constrained him to
repentance. Verse 4. As we admire this great repentance
of David; let us the more admire the greater grace of God
which follows each wandering sheep. Luke 1 5 : 4 .
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IL T h e B a s i s of true Happiness. This lies in the forgiveness of sins. The Psalm begins with roaring, it ends
with song. An unforgiven sinner, David was moaning like
a wounded animal. Inward agony produced in him the
sensation of burning fever. But when forgiven, all was
changed. Then he spoke of cooling waters for his heat,
and songs and shouts to express his gladness. No earthly
condition of honor or wealth, can compare with the peace
which comes through the knowledge of forgiven sins.
I John I : 9. The longer David kept from acknowledging
his sins, the weaker he grew. This is true of every sinner.
Prov. 28 : 13.
III. H o w wrong doing is described. By three words :
Transgression, Sin, Iniquity.
To Transgress, means to
pass a given boundary. Adam and Eve were given all the
trees save one to eat of in the garden of Eden. They went
beyond God's command, and took of the forbidden tree.
Gen. 3 : 2, 3. To sin means to miss the mark, or fall short
of a given point. God told Saul to slay all the Amalekites,
destroying also all they possessed. He fell short of keeping the whole command, by sparing the king Agag, and
the best of the cattle, i Sam. 1 5 : 3 , 14. ^S- 1^" commit
iniquity means to turn aside. It expresses something
morally distorted. Jeroboam made two calves of gold,
and said: " Behold thy gods O Israel." i Kings 12: 28.
Thus he committed iniquity by distorting worship.
IV. H o w wrong doing is put away. There is a
radically corrupt principle inherent in humanity, which
inclines to evil. David shows God's three-fold method of.
cancelling this evil:
By forgiving.
By covering.
By not imputing, or reckoning.
Notice how man deals with his sins.
1. By hiding them. Josh. 7 : 20. 21.
2. By blaming someone else. Gen. 3 : 11-13.
3. By lying about it. Exo. 32 ; 21-24.
4. By feigning indifference. 2 Sam. 11 : 26, 27.
5. By disputing with God. Jonah 4 : 9.
Notice how God deals with sin.
1. By uncovering it. 2 Sam. 12: 7, 12, 13.
2. By j ustifying through a substitute, i Sam. 7 : 9 ;
Luke 18 : 13, 14; Isa. 53: 5, 6.
3. By remembering them no more. Isa. 43 : 25.
4. By not imputing them. Rom. 4 : 8.
V . T h e R e s u l t s . Joy and peace in believing. Rom.
15: 13. Activity in the Lord. Psalm 51 : 12. Obedience
Psa. 119: 67. Guidance, and knowledge. Psa. 3 2 : 8.
Covered Sin is the great thought of the Psalm. As the
waters of the Red Sea covered the Egyptians. As the
mercy seat covered the ark in which was the law. As
clouds or fog cover objects from our eyes. Exo. 14: 28 ;
Isa. 44 : 22. As raiment covers our persons. Thus Aaron's
sin, was called making the people naked. Exo. 32 : 25.
Salvation is as a wedding garment. W e are to put on
Jesus as raiment. White raiment, the livery of heaven,
expresses purging from sin. Rom. 13 : 14; Rev. 3 : 18.
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DAVID'S
N o v e m b e r 3.

REBELLIOUS

SON.
2 S a m . 15 : 1-12.

Golden Text. Honor thy father and thy
mother : that thy days may be long upon the
land which the Lord thy God giveth thee.
Exo.

20:

12.

Following their father's evil example, Amnon,
one of David's sons had committed incest (2 Sam.
13.); and Absalom, another son had murdered
his brother in revenge. Absalom then fled to
his grandfather (2 Sam. 13 : 37), the king of
Geshur, where he remained three years. Joab,
David's nephew, and the commander-in-chief of
the army of Israel, was the means of bringing
him back from exile. 2 Sam. 14: 21, 24. Subsequently Joab further interceded for the young
man, who had been David's favorite son; and
persuaded his father to be reconciled to him.
This David did; giving Absalom the kiss of
peace. 2 Sam. 14: 33. Such had been the
history of Absalom, up to the time our lesson
begins. Not satisfied with being forgiven and
recalled, he speedily organizes a stupendous and
craftily planned rebellion against his fathers rule.
Psalm 38, written at that time shows that David
regarded Absalom conduct as a righteous judgment from God for his own great sin. He was
beginning to realize Nathan's threats. 2 Sam.
12 : 10. Verse seven of the lesson mentions the
the time of this rebellion, as "forty years" after
Absalom's restoration. This could not possibly
be. Altogether David only reigned forty years.
The revised version has not amended this date,
as there is no Hebrew manuscript known which
reads otherwise. Several versions, and Josephus
make the time four years; and most commentators accept this as the probable data. But two
Hebrew manuscript read forty days, instead of
forty years. And this is as likely to be correct
as any reading. Absalom did stay with his
grandfather three years. It is very probable his
revolt occurred within the year after his return,
and might easily have been planned and started
forty days after his father's kiss of restoration.
Horses were the rare appendages of monarchs.
Absalom thus employed methods to make him-

self noted and gorgeous in the eyes of all Israel.
He would thus contrast with his father, who now
somewhat advanced in years, and aged by the
hardship of war, was no match for his handsome,
dashing, stylish son, the pride of the nation.
David also appears at this time to have but infrequently showed himself before the people for
the administration of petty cases of judgment.
His sins had led him into penitential retirement.
And upon all these circumstances, Absalom
craftily seized, as advantageous to himself.

3n0^truciion0*
I.

T H E F R U I T S OF WRONG DOING.

II.

T H E ALLUREMENTS OF P R I D E AND POMP.

III.

T H E Y W H O SIN ARE W E A K TO REPROVE OTHERS.

IV.

T H E DISTANT EFFECT OF BAD EXAMPLE.

V.

T H E ONLY REFUGE IN D I S T R E S S .

VI.

T H E E N D OF EVIL DOERS.

VII.

T H E T R I U M P H OF T H E RIGHTEOUS.

1. David's affairs were in a complete moral tangle.
Dissension among his children; jealousy among his wives;
evil design among the officers of his army ; and a spirit of
disentegration among the tribes, could all be discerned;
and traced to one source — his own disobedience to the
law of God, and the restraining rules for Israel's king.
His polygamy was a most prominent cause of his troubles.
Frightful disease had fastened upon him, and driven him
to a great extent from public life. Psa. 41 : 8. And
though he was steadfastly devoting himself to the religious
purpose of collecting material for the temple, yet God's
hand was heavy upon him in repeated disaster; as it must
be upon all who sin, even though they repent, as did David.
2. God's true kingdom cometh not with outward show
or observation. The counterfeit is more showy than the
real. The true Bride wears simple white linen. The
Harlot is decked with purple, and gilded ornaments.
3. David's own sin hindered him as father, from punishing his son. The royal king was powerless before the
guilty parent. So Lot was without power in testimony.
4. Like the pebble cast into a pond, the circles of evil
influence widened. David's friends and advisers became
iunoculated with his defective morality. Ahithophel, Joab,
Hushai, and Cushi sank to the same level of crime and
duplicity. Truly " o n e sinner destroyeth much good."
5. The Lord is the only true refuge in distress. Thus
ungodly m^n instinctively fall on their knees and pray
when^ brought into calamity. David appears to have
written twenty-two of his most highly devotional Psalms
in connection with thi§ brief period of his history.
6. The very mule in whose swiftness Absalom trusted,
was the means of his d e a t h ; and his hair on which he
prided himself was the instrument.
7. God chastened David, but he did not kill him. H e
cast him into the fire to consume his dross. Rev. 3 : 19.
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November 10.

GRIEF FOR

ABSALOM.

2 Sam. 18 : 18-33.

Golden T e x t . A foolish son is a grief to
his father, and bitterness to her that bare him.
Prov. 17 : 25.
T H E three chapters, 15th, i6th, and 17th of
2 Sam., are taken up with an elaborate description
of Absalom's revolt, and David's flight. No
other single event of Jewish history is described
with such minuteness. David's characteristics
were very strong. We have seen his great courage (i Sam. 17 : 45-47), his great magnanimity
(i Sam. 2 4 : 9, 10), and his great penitence
(2 Sam. 12 : 13). Now we are to study his great
affection. David's sudden panic, and humiliating
flight are almost unexplainable circumstances in
a man hitherto so invincible. With him were
still mighty men. 2 Sam. 15: 18. Where was
, their faith ? Nothing but the weakening power
of his sin can explain the reason for David's
abasement. Sin leaves its marks of damage,
even on the repentant soul. Samson's hair grew
after he broke his vow, and he got his strength
back; but he was never the same man again.
His eyes were put out. And the strong man went
groping in darkness to the day of his death.
Judges 16 : 21. Yet this truth, like many others,
has another side. David himself wrote: " He
restoreth my s o u l " (Psa. 23 : 3). The New
Testament teaches the same comfort. Gal. 6 : 1 ;
For Joab's history see 2 Sam. 2 : 13, 18; i
Chron. 1 1 : 6 . H e was an extraordinary man,
full of courage, common sense, promptness, and
zeal for David. His foresight, as a statesman,
is very remarkable. He made himself prominent
in many crises in David's history. Yet he was
unscrupulous, and ready to avail himself of any
means to accomplish an end. See 2 Sam. 3 : 2 7 ,
3 9 ; 1 1 : 16, 17; 18: 5, 14.

3n0tx\ittxon0*
I. T h e Great C o n t r a s t . Never was there more unnatural hatred of a son for a father. Never was there
stronger love of a father for a wayward child. Absalom
would have killed David. David would have died for
Absalom. Does not David here typify the Lord Jesus,
despised and humiliated by rebel sinners, yet willing to die
for them^? John 1 5 : 13; Rom. 5 : 7 , 8 .
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II. T h e T e n d e r C h a r g e . " D e a l gently por my sake
with the young man " (2 Sam. 18 : 5). H e had no claim to
be dealt gently with for his own sake. Here is another type
of the gospel motive — the grace of God. T h e Lord thus
constantly appeals to each of us as Chrisfian workers:
" Deal gently with the erring, for Jesus' sake. Their sins
make them hateful. They deserve wrath; but God the
Father loves them, and you must love them too." Luke
6 : 35. 36.
III. T h e R e a l C r i m e .
It was against the Lord's
Anointed. Thus we are to look at it as more than the
ordinary usurpation of ambition and pride. How patiently
David kept his hands off Saul, for this reason.
When
on earth, the kings and rulers took counsel against Jesus,
God's true Anointed. John 1 1 : 4 7 , 5 3 ; Acts 4 : 25,27.
I V . T h e E x t r a o r d i n a r y D e a t h . The providence of
God fought against Absalom. Read Hannah's prayer
(I Sam. 2 : 3,9, 10), and Abigail's prophecy (i Sam. 2 5 :
29), While other soldiers went on foot, Absalom, as a
token of princely ostentation, rode on a mule. His end
was ignominy. His beautiful pillar, to perpetuate his memory, availed him nothing. H e was buried in disgrace
beneath a heap of stones. So was Achan. Josh. 7 : 26.
A special mark of infamy was the suspension of a body
upon a tree or gallows. God's own hand made Absalom
a curse or abomination in the eyes of all Israel. Deut. 21 :
20-23. David, fully realizing this, would have sharpness
added to his grief. Psa. 34: 16. While Joab broke the
king's command, he did real service for the kingom.
V . T h e K i n g ' s Great S o r r o w .
1. It was co7nmejtdable sorrow.
2. Yet it was censurable sorrow.
1. Absalom was his son — and his wayward son. Natural pity leads us to be most tender towards that which is
weak or deformed, morally or physically. It is also the
law in the church of Christ, i Cor. 12: 23. H e was his
unsaved son. David could not say of him as of his other
little dead s o n : " I shall go to h i m " (2 Sam. 12: 23)
Absalom's fate was dark. With all his guilt upon him,
he was plunged into eternity. David, knowing his own
safety with God, would have died, were it possible, for
Absalom. His sorrow also took in other issues. H e saw
the beginning of future disaster to Israel, of which himselp
had been the first cause. Thus it was godly sorrow.
2. Yet it was censurable grief. The " father" should
have forgotten himself in the " k i n g . " Public duty demanded it. He should have remembered how Aaron
conducted himself under similar bereavement. Lev. 10:
1-3. It was " sorrow overmuch." 2 Cor. 2 : 7. Samuel
had been reproved for this, i Sam. 16: i. It was a
sorrow which ignored God, who had wrought deliverance
for Israel. It was hasty, fleshly, and human. It lacked
David's usual spirit of submission. But, like Naaman,
David was a reasonable man. He heeded the counsel ot
his servants. 2 Kings 5: 13. So he quickly recovered
himself, and his interest in the nation, and then wrote
Psalm 84, ending " T h ^ L o r d God is a sun and shield."
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TIDINGS.

C o n v e r s i o n of the J e w s . The movement
towards Palestine by God's ancient people seems
to be attended by an equally striking movement
towards Christ. The following views of Lord
Beaconsfield are deeply interesting as coming
from a son of Israel :
Lord Beaconsfield anticipated the conversion of the
Jews, or rather, to use his own words, that " t h e y will
accept the whole of their religion, instead of only the half
of it, as they gradually grow more familiar with the true
history and character of the New Testament." And he
laid great stress on the fact that the non-Christian Jews
at the present day are for the most part descendants of
the earlier exiles, whose ancestors never heard of Christ
till centuries after the crucifixion, when His religion approached them in the guise of a persecution.
" I t is improbable," he wrote, " t h a t any descendants
of the Jews of Palestine exist who disbelieve in Christ.
Perhaps, too, in this enlightened age, as his mind expands
and he takes a comprehensive view of this period of progress, the pupil of Moses may ask himself whether all the
princes of the house of David have done so much for the
Jews as that Prince who was crucified on Calvary ? Had
it not been for Him, the Jews would have been comparatively unknown, or known only as a high Oriental caste
which had lost its country. Has not He made their
history the most famous in the world ? Has not He hung
up their laws in every temple ? Has not H e vindicated
all their wrongs ? Has not Pie avenged the victory of
Titus and conquered the Caesars.'' What successes did
they anticipate from their Messiah .-'• The wildest dreams
of their rabbis have been far exceeded.
" Has not Jesus conquered Europe and changed its
name into Christendom ? All countries that refuse the
Cross wither, while the whole of the New World is devoted to the Semitic principle, and its most glorious offspring, the Jewish faith ; and the time will come when the
vast communities and countless myriads of America and
Australia, looking upon Europe as Europe now looks
upon Greece, and wondering how so small a space could
have achieved such great deeds, will find music in the
songs of Zion, and solace in the parables of Galilee."

R o m e and Turkey. The confession is frequently made, that the hardest missionary field
is in Papal countries; and we read of similar
confessions in regard to Mohammedan lands.
The subjects of the Pope, and the votaries of the
false prophet are alike hard to win. This is according to prophcy. Papacy and Mohammedism
are both destined to go down under the judg-

ment of God. The following is significant in
this view. It is from the Christian Commonwealth :
It is not too much to say that missions among the Turks
are the forlorn hope of the Christian Churches. W h o
hears at any time of the conversion of a Mussulman to
Christianity ? All over the world the gospel is making
progress among heathen tribes. Idolatry is everywhere
surrendering, but it cannot be said that there is any sign
as yet of the collapse of Mahometanism. As a political
power the cult of the False Prophet is as effete an anachronism as that of the Beast. It was among the corruptions
of the Eastern Churches that the " L i t t l e H o r n " rose up
as if for providential chastisement, and that, as all students
of ecclesiasical history mark with wonder, at the very
same period as the ten horned beast sprang into being by
reason of the apostasy of the Church of the West. The
seventh century witnessed the birth of Popery and Mahometanism together: and to complete the parallel, these two
systems as secular usurpations have each received their
mortal wounds in the nineteenth century, with a coincidence in point of timewhich is again a chronological marvel.
It is evident that the present period is a spiritual crisis
for the world. At this juncture Turkey, and especially
Asiatic Turkey, ought to be the most important missionary
field in the world. Many of our readers may not know
that it is a favorite field with some of the American mission
agencies, which are carrying on great enterprises in various
parts of the Sultan's dominions. There is one thing which
is most singular about mission work in Turkey, viz., that
it is almost confined to attempts at the conversion of
Christians to Christianity! This may sound like a ridiculous anomaly, but it is the anomaly of facts. The truth is
that the Turks never allow, and they never will if they can
help it, any liberty of action which encroaches on Mahometanism. Turkey is all open to all missionaries. Yes,
but none of these must seek in any way to convert the
believers in the Prophet! Let Protestants, Catholics,
Greeks, and Jews all go to work to convert Armenians,
Druses, Marionites, or eac/i other, and the Sultan and the
Pashas smile with complacency. But should some young
Mussulman be convrted, there is a blaze of furious fanaticism forthwith.
It is a fact that the most interesting country in the world
is the most hermetically sealed, as yet, against the gospel,
no matter what professed liberty is enjoyed.

T h e P o p e ' s D i s t r e s s is the saint's rejoicing,
considering that his bloody and blasphemous
line has been the greatest enemy to Christ and
His Church. He is constantly threatening to
leave Rome : but what country wants him ? Ihe
Christian says :
It is somewhat noteworthy that none of the ultra-Roman
Catholic countries are at all anxious to have the Pope as a
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resident, temporary or otherwise, should he decide upon
leaving Rome. Austria has already made a strong expression of opinion in regard to the proposed departure; and
the Government of the country in which it was stated that
an asylum has been offered to him — Spain — has stated
its refusal to entertain the idea of giving him an asylum.
Altogether, the attitude of these countries is anything but
complimentary to the head of the Romish system, and it
would seem to suggest that they have seen rather too much
of it.

Jerusalem as t h e H o l y See would be odd:
but many students of prophecy have suggested
this as a possibility of the last times. So we cut
the following from an English exchange :
The Pope is once more holding out his oft-repeated
threat of leaving Rome, where he alleges that he holds an
impossible position, and, according to the Rome correspondent of The Times, the matter is exciting some attention
there. I t is said to have been discussed at a recent secret
consistory, and preparations are, it is stated, being made in
Spain for the contingency of his removal thither. It may
be doubted whether such a menace is to be taken seriously,
for a removal is most likely to involve the loss of what
little prestige is left to him. On the other hand, however,
it may be noted that Rev. James Neil, the well-known
writer and speaker, in his " Palestine Re-peopled," states
that in the opinion of the Jesuits, the removal of the seat
of apostasy to Jerusalem, is the only step to revive its waning influence. H e further quotes from a work written by
one Abbe Michon, in which such a departure is advocated,
as likely to further " the grand scheme for the union of
the churches." Again, the construction of the railway
from Jerusalem to Jaffa, to which we lately alluded, may
be destined to play an important part in the development
of this phase of Eastern events.
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shall be without sin unto salvation," replied Mr. Mason.
"Christian Science teaches that sin h a i no existence in
reality. Neither, indeed, do sickness and death. They
are but misconceptions arising from a perverted sense. If
these malignant evils are realities, God must support them,
making Him anything but ' a very present help in time of
trouble.' Therefore, sin destroyed to the human consciousness would indeed be the second coming of Christ.
But bear in mind, this second coming of Christ is not
physical, but mental."

T h e G o s p e l in I r e l a n d . The following is
good news, from a country heavily oppressed by
the Papal yoke. It proves that God's word, and
a spirit of love are the best weapons to use in
the warfare against the false teachings of ^Romanism. We copy from the london Christian.

D e m o n i s m and Sorcery are abroad in these
last days in many forms. Almost always this
sin, so solemnly forbidden, is connected with
some form of doctoring. Here we find the word
"sorcery," as denounced in Revelation, to be in
the original, pharmakeia or pharmacy. (See Gal,
5 : 20 ; Rev. 9 : 21). We have long considered
Christian Science to belong to this school of forbidden arts. By its fruits judge it. The New
York Sun reports an interview with Dr. Frank E.
Mason, one of its expounders, as follows :

The readiness of the people of Ireland to listen to the
Gospel as kindly presented by the Scripture Readers'
Society for Ireland is as gratifying as it is noteworthy.
Told in a loving manner, the message that God justifies
believers in Christ apart from legal works or ceremonial
observances, almost everywhere finds very attentive
hearers. Curiosity as well as anxiety may of cour$e account for this, but we are glad to learn that a spirit of real
anxiety is undoubtedly manifesting itself alongside an independence of thought which is by no means favorable to
Romish superstition and retrogression. The secretary of
the Society, recently showed us some letters from Scripture Readers, and certainly they^are full of intimations of
an encouraging character.
While the South Down riflemen were in camp at Saul,
meetings were held daily, and attended by a goodly number
of men, some of them Roman Catholics. The Scriptures
were read and explained, and at the close of the encampment cordial thanks were expressed on behalf of the riflemen. A Reader who has been laboring in county Tipperary decribes a visit to an " emergency " man in charge of
an evicted farm. The reception was hearty, and God's
Word was read and his love contemplated in the inhospitable seclusion of the neglected place. A third Reader,
resident in county Mayo, reports the death of a believing
old lady who some time ago, with her husband, came out
of the Romish Church. Many of the Readers remark upon
the pleasure with which they are received in Roman
Catholic families. One, whose sphere is in an inland
town, says, " I visit two Romish families, the members of
which listen most attentively. They also read God's Word
for themselves, and look for my visits with great joy."

" T h e physical, personal Jesus has disappeared, and mankind dwells today in the place He promised to prepare for
us. He has come again to receive us unto himself in his
Father's kingdom — a condition of mind, not of locality."
" Then you believe that Christian Science is the second
coming of Christ ? " we asked.
" The Bible declares that the second coming of Christ

The method of the workers is shown by the following
sentences from a conversation in a town in county Cork,
between a Reader and some Roman Catholics:
Q.—
would you have us believe that the Apostles were Protestant.? A . — T h e Apostles preached salvation through
faith in a crucified Redeemer, just as evangelical Protestants do, Q. — Do y«u believe in the Blessed Mother ?
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A. — The Virgin Mary was one of the saints of God, but
we do not pray to her. Q. — I f the Virgin were on earth
now, to which Church would she go, yours or mine ?
A. — How could she go to yours and say, " H o l y Mary,
Mother of God, pray for me a sinner " ? Instead of praying to herself in that way, she would of course go to a
Protestant church, and sing again the holy song: '' My
soul doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced
in God my Saviour." Q . — You believe then that the
Virgin was saved by faith in her Son ? A. — Yes, for
Jesus said, " I am the way, the truth, and the life; no
man cometh unto the Father but by Me." This Reader
had about forty Romanists hearing him and asking questions for the space of two hours; and when the time to
part came, all were on the best of terms.
BOOK

NOTICES.

Ray's of Messiah's Glory.
Hodder & Stoughton.

By David Baron.

London :

A converted Jew — as we judge the author to be — can
discourse more sweetly concerning Messiah than almost
any other. Here are many rich things set forth concerning our glorious King. The writer's knowledge of the
Hebrew enables him to find beauties in the person of
Christ, as depicted by the prophets, which would escape
the eye of the ordinary reader. The work is instructive
and spiritually nourishing.
T h e Premillennial V i e w :
I s it Scriptural ? By
W. B. Boggs, Ramapatam, India.
It is a striking evidence of the progress of the gospel
that a printing press in a remote district of India should
be sending back to America such tracts as this. As for
the little book, it is admirable. W e are delighted with
the cogent affirmative answer that is given to the question
on the title page, for we believe it to be the answer of the
Bible, the answer of the primitive church, and largely the
answer of the Baptist body to which the writer belongs in
purest and best days. Reader, send a half-dollar to the
devoted missionary on his lonely field, and get his work.
It gives the argument for the premillennial advent, compactly and admirably.
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GOOD M I S S I O N A R Y . From a secular paper we cut the following item.
It will not be long dwelt on by the
common reader, but we ask for it a moment's
consideration:
•
There has been in China, at least one Americart missionary who has gained the full confidence of the natives.
This was Rev S. Crossett, an independent missionary,
who died lately at Pekin. H e devoted his life to the
poorest classes of the Chinese. H e took care of the sick
and homeless, visited the prisons and buried the dead.
So well known and loved was he that he travelled all over
China and the East without money, and wherever he went,
food and lodging were freely given him. H e ate only
fruit and rice or millet, and drank water. W h a t had the
world to offer to a man like that ? H e sought only to
help the poor in all ways that he could. The natives
revered him, and bestowed on him the name that meant
the highest praise they could give to any one. They called
him the Christian Buddha.

We were honored to know the man well. In
the Industrial Temporary Home of Boston, of
which we are President — an institution to lodge
and feed the homeless and stranger, requiring
work with the saw and axe as compensation —
We first found him. Being in the city as a stranger, he preferred to lodge in this place, working
for his board, to begging hospitality. An educated
man, of keen original mind, men called him very
eccentric. He was so, since he made Christ his
centre, and hence was thrown out of centre with
the customs and traditions of the world. But we
had much sweet converse and prayer with him.
May he rest in peace.
is a relative term. The orthodoxy of one age often becomes the heterodoxy
of another. The faith of primitive Christianity
is at some points scouted as the fanaticism of
latter day Christianity. The first sign of alleged
insanity which Mr, Crossett, above mentioned,
exhibited was in his laying his hands on the sick
for their recovery. H e learned it of his Chinese
converts, they having learned it from the New
Testament. H e at first forbade them, but they
challenged him by the word of God whether they
ECCENTRICITY

NO.

II.

were not enjoined to do so. H e had to concede
it, then he practiced it, and then was set down
as touched with insanity.
No CHANGE AT ROME except as aggressive
Protestantism and nineteenth century civilization
compels it. The Pope groans over the erection
of Bruno's statue in Rome, calling it " The abomination of desolation standing in the holy place."
But while he even calls on the Protestant world
to resent the insult, he does not call on any to
join him in repenting for the sin of the Pope in
burning Bruno at the stake. The Pndependent
says:
The Catholics of England (we quote from the Roman
letter of Tfie Catholic Mirror) have written to the Pope
approvitig his protest against the erection of a monument
to Giordano Bruno, and they say :
" It grieves us that certain men have had the insolent
audacity to violate the reverence due to the Supreme Pontiff, and with him the whole Christian world, in erecting a
monument to one Bruno, in the very place where he suffered the punishment due to his crimes. His monstrous
opinions put forth concerning human society, government,
States, and the truth of philosophy exceed in perversity all
others."
This is the most outspoken approval of persecution for
opinion's sake we have seen lately from Roman Catholics.
We are astonished that an English Catholic could have
written it, or an American Catholic paper printed it.
Bruno was a religious unbeliever, and he wrote his unbelief.
That was all; bad enough, hut not an offence to be punished by long imprisonment and the stake. " T h e just
punishment of his c r i m e s ! "
Do American Catholics
really approve of religious persecution.''

T H E pious Fenelon prayed: " If thou wilt
make use of me for thy work, I deliver myself to
thee. Without thinking of self, I will simply
pour forth on others what thou hast poured out
on me. I will not stop timidly or look back,
however difficult may be the duty. I will act
simply as in thy sight, knowing whom I serve."
T H E heart of Christ' alone can enlarge the
heart of man. His unselfishness is the best
cure of our selfishness.
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ELECT ACCORDING TO THE FOREKNOWLEDGE OF GOD.
B Y THE EDITOR.

3

s it true that all the future lies open to the eye
of God as distinctly and completely as all the
past ? If it be so, that presence and prescience
exactly correspond we must answer yes. God
not only fills all space with his presence but he
fills all time also. " God is a circle whose circum.
ference is everywhere and whose centre is nowhere," is a very ancient saying. And all eternity
past and future, lies within that circle, as truly
as all space. Therefore God knows the future
because he is in the future. Motion and succession are alike unknown to the Almighty.
That is, God has not to go to any place in order
to be there : for he is omnipresent or everywhere.
So he has not to wait till the next century in order
to know what will happen in it; for he is omniscient
or all knowing. It is sometimes a good thing
to have an old and accepted doctrine challenged
that we may be set to thinking about it. Dr.
James Martineau, one of most eminent living
thinkers, has recently denied in the most explicit
terms the foreknowledge of-God. He says " T h e
belief in the divine foreknowledge of our future
has no basis in philosophy. We no longer deem
it true that even God knows the moment of our
moral life that is coming next. Even he does
not know whether I shall yield to the secret
temptation at midday. To him life is a drama
of which he knows not the conclusion." If this
be so then we can think of nothing so dreary and
dreadful as to be living under the direction of
such a God. Would we like to ride upon a train
whose engineer can know nothing of what is
before him, and who carries no locomotive headlight to throw a single ray of illumination upon
the track that stretches on into the darkness of
midnight ? What a torture of perpetual foreboding would it be to travel on such a route! And
as we are moving on through time is it possible
that we are under the escort of one who knows
nothing of what may happen tomorrow ? " Then
let me off this train," one might reasonably
say, " I had rather walk than ride under such
circumstances. I prefer to trust to my own

finite tact, than to commit myself to omniscient
ignorance."
But what relief to turn from this opinion of a
great man to the clear testimony of the word of
God" Whom he did foreknow he did also predestinate." "Elect according to t\i& foreknowledge
of God:' Such is the language of Scripture.
And as all Scripture is given by inspiration of
God, this is God's own testimony to himself on
this great question of foreknowledge. And cannot we see even with our short sighted wisdom
how necessary it is that it .should be so 1 Foreordination of course is impossible without foreknowledge. You may manage your little retail
business, without knowing what a day may bring
forth, and get on fairly well; but we are bold
to say that God could not manage the universe
on these conditions. All the celestial trains
have to be run on schedule time, or God's
business and man's business alike will be thrown
into inextricable confusion. Suppose the sun
were an hour late in getting in tomorrow morning; or suppose that on account of some celestial
storm blocking up the roads, it were two or three '
days behind time, what a panic it would bring
on in business, and what a wreck would result in
the universe. We cannot conceive it possible
that the unvarying order which we see all about
could be present, without a perfect knowledge of
God's part of all the future. When God sends,
forth the train of the ages from his presence, all
the track over which they move must be foreseen
or wreck and collision will be the consequence.
Providence is equally impossible without foreknowledge, " All things work together for good
to them that love God," says the Scripture. How
do they work >. By the guidance of infinite
chance ? Wheels within wheels, and wheels playing into wheels in the vast system of human
circumstances and all permitted to move according to their own sweet will; Is this the way in
which all things work together for good to God,s
saints ? We know it cannot be so. There must
be a divine Superintendent directing all: and he
can direct all only as he knows all things from
the beginning to the end. Here is a cause ; and
yonder, twenty years hence, is the effect. Unless
God sees the relation of the two, how can he
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touch the keyboard of causes with his finger
today, so as to effect our highest good a score of
years in the future.
And God works at long
range. H e is no day-laborer planning only from
sunrise to sunset. We believe that our pious
grand-mothers praying and studying their Bibles
in the lonely cottage among the hills had much
to do in shaping our Christian characters. And
when now we pray for success upon our labors we
seem to hear the Lord saying; " Before thou
callest Tanswered : and before thou knewest me
I girded thee." And we don't believe that God
can make all things work together for good to
his people unless he begins very far back and
looks very far ahead.
And prophecy is an
overwhelming answer to the denial which we
have quoted. God has foretold and he must
therefore have foreknown. He foretold the
destrtiction of Jerusalem, the fall of Tyre, the rise
and fall of the four successive world empires,
Persia, Medo-Persia, Greece and Rome, and
innumerable other events which have literally
come to pass. Let who will believe that all
these predictions and fulfillments are only the
result of happy guess-work. We cannot believe
it. To foretell is to have foreseen. Light travels
faster than sound. You can see the flash of
fire from the cannon's mouth a mile- away, considerably before the noise of the discharge
reaches the ear. God flashed the light of prediction upon the pages of his word, and we see
it; wait a little and we can see the event itself.
But both were one in the mind of God, for he
, spake and it was done.
BLAMELESS BEFORE

GOD.

BY H. F. WICKERBY.

^\yjHEN Jacob fled from his father's tent with a
^ ^ ' f e a r f u l spirit and condemning conscience,
he came to a desert place, where night overtook
him. His only possession was his staff, and laying his head upon a stony pillow, the solitary
wanderer fell asleep. Then God showed him
His mercy — opened His heavens above Jacob,
and discovered to him a ladder set up from the
earth, the top of which reached to heaven. Upon
this shining way the angels of God ascended and
descended, and "behold the Lord stood above it
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and said, I am the Lord God of Abraham thy
father, and the God of I#aac: the land whereon
thou liest, to thee will I give it, and to thy seed;
and thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth,
and thou shalt spread abroad to the west, and to
the east, and to the north, and to the south:
and in thee, and in thy seed, shall all the families of the earth be blessed." Having promised,
God declared that He would perform. H e assured
Jacob that H e would be with him, and keep him,
and not leave him until all the word of His grace
had been fulfilled.
Thus was Jacob blessed with the promise of
earthly blessings in earthly places, and all was
secured to him in the Seed — Christ.
Let us turn to a ladder of blessings, another
shining way even more excellent than that which
Jacob saw, and upon which the angelic company
communicated between earth and heaven. We,
like Jacob, are by nature ready to perish. We
are wandering across the desert world, possessed,
in self, of not one single good thing. Darkness
surrounds us. Sleep wraps us in insensibility;
but God is rich in mercy. Of His own great
love He loves us, even as we are, dead in our
sins. He opens His home above to us, and
shines upon us in His own love. H e "hath
blessed us with all spiritual blessings in the heavenly places in Christ." All is God's own doing,
all His sovereign grace, and He Himself secures
every blessing to us irrevocably in Christ.
The ladder Jacob saw was set up upon earth
and reached to heaven; the shilling way of spiritual blessings, which God presents to the Christian's eye in the opening verses of the first chapter of'the epistle to the Ephesians, is let down
from heaven, and reaches us, just as we are, on
earth. Its stay is the very heart of God, and
from the heart of God it descends to us, and by
it we reach to the heart of God.
CHOSEN in Him before the world's foundation.
HOLY —
BLAMELESS — " H o l y and without blame before
Him in love."
ADOPTED — "Predestinated unto the adoption
of children by Christ Jesus to Himself, according
to the good pleasure of His will, to the praise of

the GLORY OF H I S G R A C E . "
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ACCEPTED — "Accepted in the Beloved."

R E D E E M E D — ^ " I n whom we have redemption
through His blood."
F O R G I V E N — " Forgiveness of sins according to
t h e RICHES OF H I S GRACE."

The reader will not fail to note that it is the
riches of God's grace which meet him in his
helplessness and in his sins. Those stores of
grace, which the need of millions cannot exhaust,
that wealth of grace, which countless crimes, and
sins innumerable have not diminished; for God is
"rich in mercy," and the treasury wherein the
riches of His grace are stored, is none other than
His own heart, and according to His own heart
H e abounds in grace towards the sinner.
Forgiveness is our first blessing. The heavenward step upon which we first set foot is " forgiveness of sins." We cannot know one of all
the blessings wherewith we are blessed in the
heavenly places in Christ, until we, by grace
believe and know that God has forgiven us all
our sins by virtue of what Christ has done for
us.
Redeemed, brought to God, is the next step.
Redemption in Christ, through the blood of
Christ. Here we discover a sensible nearness to
God such as even the knowledge of His pardoning grace does not afford. The forgiven sinner
is purchased for God. He is taken out of the
prison and brought into liberty; and it is in
Christ, where Christ is, that he has the redemption. The redemption is connected with the
Person of the Redeemer. It is not simply that
a price, even that of His precious blood, has
been paid for us, but in the Lord Himself "we
have the redemption."
Accepted—"Accepted
in the Beloved." Mark
these wonderful words, and behold how we have
mounted upwards! All that the beloved One of
God is to God as the Accepted One on high, so
is the humblest believer in Him. Christ is personally accepted, and as such H e is the object
of God's delight — we, too, being in Him, are
accepted even as Christ. Christ is the measure
of our acceptance before God. We are graced
in the Beloved, robed in His beauty, adorned
with His perfections.
Forgiven all trespasses—brought to God in

Christ—accepted in the beloved One of God —
these are indeed blessings whereby we ascend in
the power of God's grace towards us, to God
Himself, the Blesser. God's purpose of grace is
to bring His people into perfect nearness to
Himself. His will is to have His own before
Him, not simply as forgiven sinners, but as dear
children. And the fulfilment of this, His purpose, God will display in eternity to the glory of
His grace. While all the blessing of the fifteenth
of Luke is, without doubt, ours now, we may find
in the father kissing the prodigal, despite his
rags and misery, the riches of grace; and in the
father seating the son at his table, the glory of
grace. Before his father, at rest in his father's
love, the prodigal was the expression of the
father's heart to all within the house,— a heart
which not only forgave him his sins, but brought
him into the honors of his house. Here in our
sins we prove the riches, there in His^ presence
we shall ourselves be the joyful expression of the
glory of His grace. Here, in our need, we
receive privately the riches of pardoning mercy,
the pardon of our own particular evil, but in the
coming day, myriads of God's creatures shall
behold the glory of God's grace to sinful men,
in the blessings wherewith we are blessed in
Christ.
Adopted into God's family is the common lot
of all God's people. God has destined that His
people should be His children. Angels are His
servants.
Sinners, saved by grace, forgiven,
redeemed, accepted, are nearest to His heart.
And thus it is given to us, before it is manifested
what we shall be, to rest in the love of God in
the aft'ectionate intelligence of His dear children;
" Behold what manner of love the Father hath
bestowed upon us, that we should be called the
sons of God ! " We are already made partakers
of the divine nature and have the spirit of adoption given to us, whereby we cry Abba, Father!
With the present blessing of adoption, and
with the prospect of God having us before Him
to the glory of His grace, we find that we have
yet again mounted up on our shining way. But
let us inquire: "Are we at liberty as we thus think
of God? Are there any fears l e f t ? " God is
holy; we are by nature still sinful. God is light;
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we are, though believers, often sinning. What a
word then is this which next meets u s :
Blameless I—"Without
blame before Him."
In His presence. Under His eye, in whose sight
the very heavens are not clean. Before Him,
who charges even the angels with folly. And
what is man — the sinful worm, man?
But
" blameless is God's own word. No fault before
God is what He declares respecting His children.
Such is the result of God's great salvation for us.
Holy I—This is also His word. The riature
holy, the actions blameless. The fountain pure,
the waters undefiled. Such is the purpose of
God concerning His own.
In love we are to be before Him thus. Not
as if He would excuse, or extenuate, or pass over
our weakness or wilfulness in love. No, but in
love, as in the repose of His own nature, for He
' is love. God is love, and in the joy of that love
we are to be before Him. God is light, and in
the holiness of that light, and in the liberty of it,
we are to be before Him. Holy as to our inmost
being, for God is holy; blameless as to our
behavior, no folly left for God to find fault with.
Verily conformed to the image of His Son, and
thus perfect liberty before Him, our everlasting
joy. It is for this Christian reader, that we are
Chosen — chosen not in self, not because of
what we are, but in Christ, for it is Plis work and
His worth which God regards with ineffable
delight; and it is in Him alone that all these
blessings are ours. " Now He that hath wrought
us for the selfsame thing (the glory) is G o d "
(2 Cor. 5 : 5 ) ; but the present reality, " Y e are
of God," and " Greater is H e that is in you, than
he that is in the world " (i John 4 : 4), is in no
wise short of the future glory. Let us weigh
them together and inquire whether one is more
rich in blessing than the other — whether the
present blessing or the secured blessing is the
greater. The secured blessing is but the display
of the present. All is ours now in Christ. We
are heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ.
If there be not complete rest in God there is
something lacking in our hearts. If we cannot
lay hold of " Holy and without blame before
Him," the weakness arises from lack of the sense
of sin within our breasts. A deep sense, a thorough

sense of what sin is, will be the best practical
interpreter of our being blameless before God.
If we have indeed learned what sin is at the cross,
we shall not dread God's holiness, for we shall
then be shut up to the love which gave His Son
to be made sin for us and to suffer in our stead.
God's perfect love casts out fear from its presence. Our sinful nature has been condemned;
what is there left to us.? The nature of God
Himself, Light and Love! Our sins are pardoned ; what then is left to us ? The holy liberty
of children in the presence of Him who gave His
Son to be the propitiation of our sins ! Well may
we say : " What hath God wrought ? "
MASTER

MISSIONARIES.

BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
I

NUMBER

ROBERT MOFFAT,

ELEVEN.
1795

1883.

'T^HE unknown lands and peoples of Central
^ ^ Africa have for many generations drawn to
themselves the thoughts and aspirations of the
thoughtful and intelligent inhabitants of civilized
and Christian nations. The merchant, the scientist, the missionary, have alike longed to enter
these unexplored regions, and to gather the rich
harvests which were assuredly awaiting their
coming. At the beginning of the present century,
the gates of brass which barred the approach to
the fruitful fields of Interior Africa were impenetrably closed. Today, they are swung widely
open. In the intervening years, many servants
of Christ have given themselves freely and without reserve to Africa and its uncounted millions.
Among these the first place must be given to the
honored name of Robert Moffat, whose life and
labors in, and for Africa nearly spanned the
nineteenth century.
Robert Moffat was born, December 21st 1795,
at Ormiston, in East Fothiax, Scotland. Little
is known of the families of his parents, beyond
the fact that they were in lowly paths of life, but
marked by a quiet and steadfast piety. His
early education was extremely limited, and did
not extend beyond the simple subjects which
were a,t that time taught in the country schools
of Scotland. In 1809, he was apprenticed to the
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trade of a gardener. His days were henceforth
filled with heavy, manual labor, yet he found
time to increase, in a slight degree, his mental
acquirements, and there was then manifested in
him the strong craving, so marked throughout
his life, to know something of every kind of work
•with which he came in contact. In 1813, Moffat
removed to Cheshire in order to accept an advantageous opening in his chosen trade, and here,
through contact with earnest and godly Methodists, he was led to a personal acceptance of
Christ. His conversion was soon followed by
le desire to devote himself to the service of
Christ among the heathen; and with much hesitation he offered himself to the Directors of the
London Missionary Society.
A few months of study and preparation, a
hurried visit to Scotland to bid farewell to his
parents intervened, and in August, 1816, he found
himself in London. On the 30th of September,
nine missionaries were set apart for their respective fields; among this number, the names of
Robert Moffat and John Williams shine pre-eminent in the annals of missionary heroism.
Moffat and his companions embarked on October 19th, and arrived at Cape Town, on January
13th 1819. Here, the progress of those who
expected to labor in Namaqualand, beyond the
borders of the colony, was unexpectedly stayed
by the refusal of the governor to allow them to
proceed. As all representations and pleas failed
to alter the decision, there was an enforced stay
cf eight months in Cape Colony; a period which
was profitably employed in the acquirement of
the Dutch language, and in an evangelistic tour.
Permission to depart being finally obtained, Moffat gladly left Cape Town, and in January, 1818,
found himself at his chosen field, Africana's kraal,
in Namaqualand.
Of the more than fifty years of abundant labors
that followed, but a brief outline can be given.
Twelve months were spent in Namaqualand.
Every surrounding tended to discouragement:
the country was barren, the supply of water was
scanty, the people wild and savage. Moffat gave
himself unremittingly to work of any kind that
came to his hand; established a school, taught,
preached, and attempted to introduce the simpler

arts of civilized life. The work was sealed by
the conversion of Afrikaner, the chief whose wild
warfare had been a source of terror to all the
colonists of South Africa, and whose complete
transformation through the influence of Christianity has been so often chronicled.
In December, 1819, Moffat was married to
Mary Smith of England, who had come to Africa
to share his labors, and who was henceforth an
untiring helper in all his service.
New fields now claimed their attention, and
accompanied by John Campbell, Moffat and his
wife left Cape Town early in the year 1820, intending to press forward to Bechwanaland. After
travelling northward six hundred miles in ox
wagons, they reached the Orange River, and a
few days' journey farther north brought them to
Griqua Town. Here they were delayed because
the governor would not allow them to proceed,
and, other obstacles intervening, it was not until
1822, that they were permanently established in
Bechwanaland.
The station was first called
Lattakoo, but was more familiarly known in later
years as Kuruman.
The acquiring of the language was a slow and
difficult process. The missionaries were obliged
to build houses for themselves, to enclose gardens
and to provide some means of irrigating the land.
The people at first looked upon them merely as
a means of gain ; and when it was found they
were not traders, they stole shamelessly from
them, and used many devices to force them to
leave the country. These were fearlessly withstood ; and as Moffat endeavered to prove to the
people by unceasing kindness that he desired to
be one with them in their interests, he gradually
won their confidence and love. Through several
years which were marked by repeated invasions
of Bechwanaland by neighboring tribes, he freely
hazarded his life by efforts to make peace with
the invaders, and by journeying to Griqua Town
to seek assistance.
These years of sacrifice and danger at last bore
fruit, and in 1828 the prospect began to brighten.
An improvement in the morals of the people took
place; more decent raiment was used, and the
simple arts of civilized life displaced the rude
efforts of their savage condition.
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The work of producing a literature in the
Seckwana language was now pressed forward,
and the gospel of Luke was ready for the press
in 1828. In 1838, the translation of the New
Testament was completed.
The fact that no
printing-press in the colony could undertake so
large a work, together with the imperative need
of rest and change, induced a visit to England,
which covered a period of four years, 1839—1843,
and which was filled with arduous mental labor'
directed to the awakening of a deeper interest in
the missions of South Africa. Upon their return
to Bechwanaland, Moffat once more gave himself unreservedly to the ever-increasing work of
his own field, and also made many journeys to
distant tribes • of Central Africa who had heard
wonderful tidings from Kuruman, and who desired to know more of the missionaries.
• These journeys were undertaken for the purpose of preparing the way for missionary settlements and were productive of much good. David
Livingstone had now become the son-in-law of
Moffat and the two were in hearty accord in all
explorations which tended to open the country
to the gospel of Christ.
The translation of the Old Testament was also
steadily carried forward, and the closing years of
Moffat's life in Africa were filled with no less
varied and important work than had occupied
his earliest years.
After fifty years of work in Bechwanaland,
Robert and Mary Moffat slowly and reluctantly
laid down the work which was so dear to them,
and in 1870 returned to Englarj,d. The revision
of the Old Testament still remained, and Moffat
was spared to accomplish this, thus achieving a
work unparalleled in the history of Scripture
translation. " N o evidence," says Seller, " can
be adduced that the whole Scripture was, by any
one person, rendered into Saxon. Even Wickliffe had the help of many persons, much more
Coverdale. But Robert Moffat has lived to translate the whole Bible into the barbarous dialect of
South Africa,"
But a few months of earthly life remained to
Mrs. Moffat after arriving in England, and in
December, iiSyo, the happy union of more than
fifty years was broken by her death. The veteran |

missionary spent the closing years of his life
among his children, and with friends who tenderly cared for him. His final illness was brief,
and unmarked by special incidents, and the long
pilgrimage was peacefully ended on August loth
.1883.
Of Robert Moffat it may most truly be said,
that like the apostle Paul, he had fought a good
fight, he had finished his course, he had kept the
faith. For him, there is no less surely laid up a
crown of righteousness, bright with many jewels
won from the heathenism of Africa, which shall
be given him in the day when his Lord and Master returns to be glorified in and with his saints.
SPIRITUAL LIFE IN THE PSALMS.
BY GEO. C. NEEDHAM.
NUMBER THREE.

T^HE soul's outlook God-ward is a prominent
^ ^ feature of the Psalms. Praise is offered to
Him ; prayer is directed to H i m ; confession is
made unto Him ; pardon is sought at His hands ;
service is rendered to Him, while worship ascends
to His name. All this is agreeable to the divine
will. In Psa. 50 : 14, we are exhorted to "offer
unto God thanksgiving, and pay thy vows unto
the Most High," while in verse twenty-three we
are thus assured: " Whoso offereth praise glorifieth me."
Even the most superficial glance at the Book
of Psalms, will not fail to notice, that every aspiration, and longing of the soul is toward God.
When submerged in deep distress, as lead sunk
in the ocean, or when borne aloft above the
storm as on eagle's wings, God, is always the
Being to whom it turns. Is the soul at a distance from God, then do we hear its throb of
anguish spoken, " From the ends of the earth will
I cry unto thee, when my heart is overwhelmed:
lead me to the Rock that is higher than I " (Psa.
61 : 2). Or, is the soul near to God, then do we
hear its joy exulting amid surrounding gloom:
" Yea through I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for thou art
with m e ; thy rod and thy staff they comfort m e "
(Psa. 23 : 4).
Responding as the rain drop to the law of grav

/"
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itation, spiritual life, as shown in the Psalms, is
attracted to God. He is the mysterious Pole of
the moral universe, to which the sensitive needle
of divine life in the regenerate man undeviatingly
turns. There are indeed spiritual atmospheric
disturbances recognized throughout the book;
still the trembling needle refuses to rest in any
direction but toward the personal Lord God who
is its great afl[inity.
Turn we now to Psa. 63 : 1-8, where we find
proof of the yearnings of spiritual life after the
living God. Give special emphasis in reading, to
the names of " G O D , " and the pronouns " T H E E "
and " T H Y . " " O God, thovizxt my God; early
will I seek thee: my soul thirsteth for thee, my
flesh longeth for thee in a dry and thirsty land,
where no water is ; to see thy power and thy
glory, so as I have seen thee in the sanctuary.
Because thy lovingkindness is better than life, my
lips shall praise thee. Thus will I bless thee while
I live : I will lift up my hands in thy name. My
soul shall be satisfied as with marrow and fatness ;
and my mouth shall praise thee with joyful lips :
when I remember thee upon my bed, and meditate
on thee in the night watches. Because thou hast
been my help, therefore in the shadow of thy
wings will I rejoice. My soul followeth hard
•altQ.x thee; //zj'right hand upholdeth me."
Quaintly does Master Thomas Brooks comment on the first verse: " H e doth not say my
soul thirsteth for water, but my soul thirsteth for
Thee ; nor doth He say my soul thirsteth for the
blood of mine enemies, but my soul thirsteth for
T h e e ; nor doth he say my soul thirsteth for
deliverance out of this dry and barren wilderness,
but my soul thirsteth for Thee in a dry and
thirsty land where no water is ; nor doth he say,
my soul thirsteth for a crown, or a kingdom,
but my soul thirsteth for Thee ; my flesh longeth for Thee."
Surely this also is our desire, or at least we desire to have this desire ; we long for this longing.
Oft and again in reading the book of Psalms,
are we reminded of the truly sainted Rutherford,
whose fervid utterances both in his sermons and
letters indicate the profound emotions of his soul.
" O h ! that Christ," said this sainted preacher,
" oh that Christ would come near, and stand still,

and give me leave to look upon H i m ! for to look
seemeth the poor man's privilege, since he may
for nothing and without hire behold the sun. I
should have a king's life, if I had no other thing
to do than forevermore to behold and eye my fair
Lord Jesus; nay, suppose I were holden out at
heaven's fair entry, I should be happy for evermore to look through a hole in the door, and see
my dearest and fairest Lord's face. O great
king why standest thou aloof ? Why remainest
thou beyond the mountains ? O well-beloved
why dost thou pain a poor soul with delays.'' A
long time out of thy glorious presence is two
deaths and two hells to me. We must meet: I
must see Him. I am not able to do without Him.
Hunger and longing for Christ hath brought me
such a necessity of enjoying Christ, that cost me
what it will, I cannot, but assure Christ that I
will not, I am not able to do without Him."
Such are the quenchless longings of true
spiritual life whether found pulsating in the heart
of a banished king within his cave Adullam, or
a banished preacher within a prison cell. Most
pathetically does Testergeen portray this phase of
Christian experience in the sublime hymn concluding with these lines :
" My heart is pained, nor can it be
At rest, till it finds rest in T h e e . "

Are not these outgoings of the soul the fruitage
of spiritual life ? Do we not everywhere throughout the Book of Psalms recognize this devotion
of spiritual life ? Do we not see that life ascending heavenward on wings of love, and trust, seeking companionship with God? And the Personal Being of God in all His glorious attributes,
perfections, and providences becomes the engrossing object of the believer's worship. H e
lives in God ; he moves in God; he drinks in
every precious thought of God which makes
Him real, and which brings Him nigh.
{To be continued?)
If Jesus died for you, there stands this sure argument,
that as H e did not die in vain, you shall not perish. H e
has suffered, and you shall not suffer. H e has been con.
denmed, and you shall not be condemned. H e has died
for you, and now He gives you the promise : " Because I
live, you shall live also." — Selected.
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AN

ANSWER

TO

PRAYER.

3

N his interesting book " Garenganze," Mr. F.
S. Arnot tells of a remarkable answer to
prayer. Kama the son of the heathen chief
Sekhome, was converted to Christianity, and was
compelled to fly before the persecutions of his
father. Afterwards the old chief sent his second
son ' Kamane to fight Kama and his followers.
After a sharp battle Kamane was defeated, and
the old chief fled and left his kingdom to Kama^
the rightful heir. Sometime after Kama became
chief there was a terrible year of drought, threatening the loss of all the crops. The enemies
of Christ sneered at the Christians and wondered
what they would do without rain-doctors, important persons in Africa, Kama now appointed
a day of prayer to God, and all his people were
invited to be present. The Christians at Shoshong sent messengers to the village of the Makalaka close by, calling them to come to this allday prayer-meeting. The Makalaka heathen
however,- sneeringly retorted that they were not
going to turn away their rain-doctors and refused
to come. The Christians spent the day in humiliation and prayer, and towards evening heavy
clouds arose, and a prolonged, drenching shower
of rain passed over the town. The gardens of
the Shoshong Christians lay alongside those of
the Makalaka in a plain in front of the town,
and in the morning it was found that all the fields
belonging to the people of Shoshong were well
soaked with water, but those of the Makalaka
were as dry and parched as before.
BEHOLD; HE

COMETH!

BY F. H. THATCHER. •

T I M E hastens on. The world unmindful
Slumbers in the lap of centuries. A "little flock "
Watch the great pendulum of time, and count
The year-beats: remembering that H e
Upon whose word they rest their hope
Hath said : " I come again."
The day, the hour ye may not know;
Be ready, pray and watch.
So then
In ridicule do scoffers turn, .and ask :
" Why hope ye still ? for since
The fathers fell asleep, all things
Remain the same from the beginning

Of creation until now, the present
Like the past. H e will not come.
Why lay ye not aside
Your soberness, and eat and drink
And marry as do we ? "
His faithful ones
By worldy minds are not misled
For said He not, " as in the days
Of Noe, so shall it be
In times that shadow forth the coming
Of the Son of man?
Our Master is not slack concerning'
His great promise, as slackness
Is accounted by some men, but is
*
Longsuffering to usward, desiring
That all men should repent, and willing not
That any one should perish. So
Bending all their powers in watchfulness
They wait, like men assured
The coming of the Lord.
H a r k ! that
Trumpet blast, sounding at midnight
The earth around. Its tones denote
The language of the heavens.
Look ! that vivid brightness, shining
As flash the lightnings from the east
Unto the west — such glorious light
Belongeth not to earth. 'Tis
The appearing, prophet-promised
Of the bright and Morning Star.
What means these shaken tombs, what mean
These rising ones, ascending, robed in glory
Midst the brightness toward the sky ? It is
The rapture of the saints.
Blessed
Are they whom coming thus
The Lord finds waiting. Blessed they
That keep their garments. Changed
In the twinkling of an eye, they rise
To meet their Saviour in the air
Blessed are they who sleep
In Jesus, and in this resurrection
Have their part; on such the second death
Shall have no power; but with the
Living saints now glorified, they meet
The king, behold his glory, and
Being like him, dwell with him forever.
And now
Behold, H e which hath given
Testimony to these things
Hath said ; " Surely I come quickly."
How answereth my soul ? O Saviour,
Help me so to live, that I
May always say: ' ' Even so
Lord Jesus, quickly come,"

Buffalo, N. Y.
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THE BLOOD THEY COULDN'T S E E !
BY R. SCOTT MONCRIEFF.

^OME weeks ago, at a railway station in one of
our popular sea side resorts, the Saturday
had been an unusually busy one; several excursion trains, in addition to the ordinary trains,
had arrived, each one crowded with passengers
who had hurried forth from it in thousands, eager
for rest or recreation by the sea-side, during the
Whitsuntide holidays.
" T h e place has been full of life all day," one
would have said ; but " there is death here," he
would have added, could he have looked into a
room off the platform, in which one had been
lying that day, waiti g for the summons to g o
forth in an opposite direction, on a journey she
knew not whither, and absolutely alone !
About nine o'clock that evening, a friend at
whose house I was a guest, Mr. M —, received
an urgent message to "come and pray with a
woman dying at the railway station." Her name
was not given, nor any other information, by the
girl bringing i t ; nor did she know Mr. M — ' s
name, having been told to run to the house and
ask for " the gentleman that preaches on the
sands." And as it was his practice to do so
every evening, he had no hesitation in accepting
the message as for himself, and hurried off, after
asking me to follow him soon, as he could not
remain absent from his own house for above half
an hour.
When I entered the station soon afterwards,
glad to leave behind me the glare and noise
from a crowded drinking and dancing saloon
immediately adjoining it, the platform was deserted and quiet at last; but quieter still was the
room in which I found tjie departing traveller, a
girl of about twenty, one of the two barmaids
employed in the restaurant. She had been seized
on the day before with an illness so severe that
the doctor had failed to check its progress; and
he told me, as I spoke to him at the door, that
though she might survive until next day, the end
might now come at any moment. But a short
time before, she had seemed so rapidly sinking
that her companion in the refreshment room,
who had frequently heard Mr. M
preaching

on the sands just opposite the railway station, had
sent for him, not knowing a single minister of the
Gospel, or having a single Christian friend in
the town, as she told me.
_
She assured me, further, that during the eighteen months which she had spent in that situation
neither of the barmaids had been allowed time to
go to a place of worship on one single Sunday,
though they had asked for it again and again;
and that she had been able to hear the Gospel
preached only now and then by crossing the
road on a Sunday evening, between trains, and
listening to the preaching on the sands! She
added that her companion, a delicate girl, had
come to the situation, from London, only a few
weeks before, during which she had not been
absent from the bar for a single day until now,
and that the girl had not a single friend in the
place.
The mother, hastily summoned from London,
sat sobbing at one side of the sufferer; at the
other Mr. M
was kneeling, now quoting to
her, in low and gentle tones, passages from the
Word of God, setting forth Jesus as the only
Saviour, and able to save to the uttermost; and
now, in simple words, offering prayer. On his
rising to leave her, I took his place, and found
her mind quite clear and her voice strong, though
she was exceedingly weak. She was quite conscious that her end was very near, and admitted
that she was not ready for it, and that all was
dark before her. She had never been religious,
she said; had never thought about her soul;
or read the Bible; or cared to go to church ;
But now she was no longer indifferent, as she
had been up to that hour. Mr. M
's words
had thoroughly aroused her to a sense of her
need of a Saviour. She was very quiet; but the
earnestness of her expression, and of her gaze
revealed the state of her mind, as she told me
how she wished she knew Jesus as her Saviour.
" Do you remember," I said, " the old Bible
story of the people in Egypt, who were told by
God to kill a lamb for each family, and .sprinkle
the blood on the door-posts in the evening, and
that none of the family were to go out of the
house until the morning ? And do you remember what then took place — h o w the angel of
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God, going through the land, killed the firstborn
in each house not marked by -the blood, but
passed over each house on the doors of which
' blood was sprinkled?"
" Yes ; I remember that story," she said.
" And by whom was the blood to be seen," I
'asked — " by the people inside, or by the angel
outside, the house ? "
'
" B y the angel outside," she answered.
" S o then," I added, " t h e y were saved by
trusting to blood which they themselves had shed,
but now could not see ? "
•
" Y e s ; they could not see it," she replied.
"Now," I said, "Jesus, the Lamb of God, was
slain by men, and his very blood was poured
upon this earth, as the blood of the lamb was
put on the door posts. The Word of God
says, ' Christ our Passover was sacrificed for us.'
God saw his blood, and still sees it upon every
one that believes in Jesus ; and if you believe in
the blood of Jesus, the Lamb of God, now. He
will see it on you, and pass over your sins. Do
you follow my meaning ? "
" Oh, yes; I understand that. How wonderful !" she exclaimed, with animation.
" N o w I will tell you a true story," I said.
" Many years ago, in India, I had been travelling
all day, on horseback, with an elder brother.
Late in the evening, when it was quite dark, we
came to a river, which we had to cross in order
to reach his house on the other side, where his
wife and children were expecting us. But we
found it so flooded that we could not ford it,
and had to wait until a boat could be procured.
After Ipng waiting, we were told that the boat
was there; and on going down to the river-side,
we saw a long, narrow canoe, hollowed out of a
^ single tree, in which, as we were told by the men
who had brought it, they would take us across
in safety, one by one ! My brother had crossed
before in that very boat, and had no hesitation
in stepping into it, saying he would go first. It
was pushed off, and in a moment was swept away
on the rapid current, out of sight in the darkness,
and I was left alone on the margin of the river.
" After a time I was hailed from the further
and unseen shore by a voice which I recognised
as my brother's, and I knew that he had crossed
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in safety. So when the canoe was brought for
me, instead of being afraid, as otherwise I might
have been, you know, I stepped down into it
without fear, and was immediately borne away
from the shore. It was not long before we
reached the other side; and though it was so
dark that I could not see on what to step as I
left the canoe, I had been greeted by a voice
which I knew to be that of my brother, and my
hand had been grasped by a hand which I felt
could be none other than his, as he assisted me
up the bank; and ere long he brought me to his
own house, where I found a room had been prepared for me, and a hearty welcome."
" I see ; I see," said the dying girl, with much
earnestness.
I went on saying: "There is a dark river
before you, and you are brought down to the
very brink of.^it; but there is One who, if you
believe in Him, will show Himself to be your
own brother, who has crossed this very river
before you, having gone to prepare a place for
you in his Father's house on the other side. Can
you trust Jesus to save you ? "
" Oh, how you have helped me, sir ! how you
have helped m e ! " she suddenly exclaimed, with
intense earnestness, seizing my hand with an
eager grasp, as if I was to support her on her
stepping down into the boat.
" Listen," I said, " to what H e cries to you
from the other side: " When thou passeth
through the waters I will be with thee; and
through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee.'
" Fear thou not; for I am with thee."
She had raised her head from the pillow, and
her left shoulder, turning toward me on seizing
my hand ; but now she sank back again, murmuring : " Oh, how you have helped me ! Thank
you ; thank you ! "
I think I shall never, forget the eagerness of ,
her gaze as she seemed to hear the Elder ^ '
Brother's voice hailing her from the further
shore:
On hearing a fresh burst of sobs from her
mother, sitting now at the foot of the bed, she
partly raised herself again to look at her, and
called to her in a very tender tone: " Mother,
mother, try not to cry;' I have no fear now,"
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I then reminded her of her sins, telling her
that Jesus could not receive her on the other side
unless she repented of them and confessed them
on this side. She said that she did indeed feel
what a sinner she had been. I urged her to
confess them to God in her heart, saying that
that was her part, and that so surely as she did
that, so surely might she rely on Him to do his
part, and to forgive, and to cleanse her from all
unrighteousness. Still holding my hand, as I
rose to leave, she said : " You will come again;
sir ? "
" Yes, but you will probably have crossed the
river bfeore I can come again," I replied.
" It may be so," she calmly answered.
" T h e n I leave you trusting in the blood,
though you can't see it ? " I said.
" Yes, just as they did ! " was her reply.
The quietness of the room had been disturbed
now and then by the clink of glasses in the adjoining bar, and the increasing noise of preparations in the station for the arrival of a train due
from London, and as I stepped out on the platform, the crash of dance music and the sounds
of revelry from the saloon fell on my ear in very
sharp and painful contrast to the scene I had
just left; and yet how very many would have
pronounced it a scene of death in the midst of
life.
About II A. M. on the following day I stood
once more by the side of the dying girl, who had
been expecting me, she said. I was much struck
with the brightness of her countenance, and her
cheerfulness of voice. Though evidently much
weaker, her mind was still' quite clear. She was
still "trusting in the blood which she could not
see, just as they did," she said, and was not
afraid of the river; and then, at my suggestion,
she earnestly thanked the Lord for the forgiveness of her sins.
After a brief visit, and giving her some passages of Scripture for her encouragement, I bade
her farewell as one whom I felt sure I would
meet again. I was at the door when I heard
myself called, and turning back, I asked her
mother if she had called me ; but the daughter,
with a bright look from her pillow, said, " It was
I ,sir; only to say good night "

called soon after I had left her,
Mr. M
and was no less surprised than I had been at her
cheerfulness. She assured him that now she was
not afraid to die, having found Jesus to be her
Saviour, and thanked him as the one whose words
had first led her to seek Him.
When I called again, about 5 P. M., I found
that she had crossed the river.
Looking at the crowds of idlers in the streets
and on the sands, how many would have said
again of the scene in the chamber, " It is death
in the midst of life ! "
But would not H e have pronounced it life, in
the midst of death, in whose Word it is written,
" She that liveth in pleasure is dead while she
liveth " (i Tim. 5, 6) ; " H e that hath the Son,
hath life, and he that hath not the Son of God
hath not life " (i John 5 : 12.) ?
T H E BOOTBLACK'S GIFT.
fyj MORNING of heavy rain — a steady, continvL/ uous downpour, from the hour at which the
almanacs said the sun rose until noon. Then
the sky cleared, and the sun shone out, making
the wider London streets bright and cheery, and
the narrower ones almost grotesque and unrecognizable with sharply defined patches of shade
and golden light. The old houses, still reeking
with the rain, showed the defects in their plaster
facings, as the sun's rays rested upon them.
Stay-at-home people said it had turned out a
lovely day, after all, but people whom the sunshine had tempted out, qualified their assent
with the remark that it was wretched underfoot.
All the light and cheer were overhead, very little
of them reaching the pathway, as is often the
case in this life.
As the sun sank in the west there was a steady
stream of walkers from the great hive of city
offices and stores toward every point in the circumference of the ever-widening circle that surrounds the British metropolis. It continued for
an hour, and then, as darkness fell, the streets
were comparatively deserted. Not quite — the
heavily shod policeman, a few belated stragglers,
and a few others who had no home to go to, still
trod the sidewalks, while their more fortunate
human brothers and sisters were enjoying the
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evening meal. In one of the quieter streets two
boys were talking. They were on the side of
the street which was taken up by a low wall and
iron railing that enclosed a small park for aristocratic people who had the keys. The boys were
wretched-looking objects. Their faces were prematurely old, and had the sharp, pinched look
which tells of hunger and a hard struggle to
maintain life. Their clothing was old, and ragged, and strangely incongruous. One of them
wore the cast-off suit of a'full-grown man, and
had made locomotion in it possible by rolling up
the bottoms of the trousers and the ends of the
sleeves. H e was leaning upon a broom as he
* talked with a boy who had set his blacking-box
down at the foot of one of the dwarf pillars that
impede traffic, and was sitting upon it. To both
boys the rain and mud had been welcome. They
thrived by them as lawyers thrive on the quarrels
and crimes and moral mire, from which they rescue other people.
" Had good luck, Jimmy ?" said he with the
broom, glancing at the pile of big English pennies
which the other was raising in his hand.
"Middling," was the reply. "Eight on 'em.
Best yet this week. How've you done, Bob ? "
" Bad," was Bob's report. "Worse'n ever. I'll
have to leave this crossing; folks are too hard
'round here. Kept it swept clean all day, and
never got but threepence."
" Plenty of 'em go over, too," commented
Jimmy, considering the problem.
" Ah, but they're mean. I heerd a lady say
to another as crossing-sweepers were paid by the
Lord Mayor and Aldermen, and some of 'em say
we make lots of money. I wish they knew.
One man, a big fat one in black clothes, said
he'd have me took up for begging. If it warn't
for Mother I wouldn't have cared if he had. I
should ha' got a good dinner, anyhow."
" Mother bad still! " aske4 the other.
" Yes, gets worse. She don't have half enough
to eat, now she can't get work. There ain't nothing but what I get. She says she'll be better by
and by; but she won't if I can't get her more
bread. We don't have near enough, either of us.
I thought I'd have had a shilling today, sure,
and we'd have had a supper; but we can't."
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Tears came in the lad's eyes as he spoke, but
he was ashamed of them, and turned around to
brush them away with his ragged sleeve. Jimmy,
however, knew what he was doing, and sympathy
showed under the grime on his face. He had
been fingering the uppermost of the pile of pennies while Bob had been speaking. Now he
held it out.
"Here, Bob, take hold! I can spare it. We
ain't quite so hard up as you. Father had a job
yesterday, an' he won't want any o' mine tonight.
You can get half a quartern loaf for fourpence.
You're welcome."
Bob was the bigger boy, and some qualms of
honor seemed to trouble him. But the temptation Was too great, and the penny was taken,
"You're a good un, Jimmy," he said. " I t ain't
fair to have it off you, but I'll try to make it up
some day."
The one boy shouldered his box, of brushes,
and the other his broom, and together they
slouched away eastward toward the wretched
quarter where the poor herd together in dilapidated, pestiferous refuges. Only a short distance,
however. As they came to the gate which opened
into the park, it opened, and a gentleman came
out. They slunk away from the gate as if afraid
to obtrude themselves, but he stepped forward
and laid a hand on the shoulder of each.
"Which of you two gave the othef a penny
just now?" he asked.
" He did." said Bob, nodding his head toward
his companion. " I t ' s all right, he knows me."
"Give me your hand, my boy," said the gentleman. I should like to shake hands with you.
You are a noble little fellow. Oh, it wont hurt,"
he said, as the boy rubbed the hand on his rags
before offering it to be shaken. " I don't mind
that kind of dirt. Now, then, you two come
with me and I'll give you a good meal, and then,"
addressing the bigger boy, " I want to go and
see that sick mother of yours. I'm a doctor,
and perhaps I can do her good. I was on the
other sfde of the wall when you were talking.
That's how I know about her." This in answer
to a wondering look on the faces of both boys.
It was near midnight when the doctor was
back again at the place where he met the two
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that ' Mary Hawes danced.' True, there was a
difference between the two cases, but this was
merely circumstantial. The difference related to
the time, the place, the company, and not to the
thing itself,— in both cases it was dancing. On
hearing this, Mary promptly discontinued the
practice, and gave the whole subject a serious
and careful investigation^, which resulted in the
conviction that, however right it be for others, it
was wrong for her; and she ever after conscientiously refrained from participating in it."
Her letters at this time show that she was
keenly alive to pleasures of society; she was no
morbid misanthrope, but a bright, well educated
young girl, fitted to grace the social circle and
surrounded by troups of friends. The sacrifice
she made was a painful one, and her gentle nature shrank from the trial ; but a consciousness
of doing right sustained her, and we are told that
CHRISTIAN CONSISTENCY.
in after j'^ears she reviewed this early decision
r^ BEAUTIFUL instance of that consistency which with comfort and satisfaction.
Would that more young Christians at the
v l / is one of the brightest jewels of the Christian character, is related in the Memoir of Mrs. present day might find peace and comfort to
Mary E. Van Lennep, daughter of the late Rev. themselves, as well as strengthen their influence
Joel Hawes, D. D., of Hartford, Conn. The for Christ, by imitating Mary Hawes' example.
book is almost unknown to the present genera- Is it not passing strange that professing Christion ; but it is a gem of religious biography, and tians will encourage their children in mere
might well replace many a story book on the worldly amusements, rather than by example and
shelves of our Sunday School libraries. No bet- teaching to cultivate habits which will make
ter book could be placed by a Christian parent in their life a power of Christian influence in this
the hands of a young daughter. The subject of world, as well as prevent thorns from springing
this Memoir was greatly blessed in her parent- up to choke the Word and make it unfruitful ?
age, in the influences of her home and her early Do not the times in which we live call loudly for
training. The incident referred to occured in more true Christian consistency in these things
her seventeenth year, and reveals a maturity of on the part of the disciples of Christ? Is not
character remarkable in one so young.' The fol- worldliness the sin of our age, and ought not
Christians to oppose it with a firm, consistent and
lowing is the incident referred to :
D. F. L.
" Into the musical circles, of which she was constant testimony ?
Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass.
for several winters a very happy member, dancing had been introduced, and she had taken part
" I MURDERED HER."
in it as a thing of course. At length something
occured which turned her attention to the pro- ^TNURING the progress of a great "revival,"
priety of professors of religion participating in ™ ^ meetings were often held in a large hall.
such an amusement. Her example was appealed One evening at the close of the sermon hundreds
to by a young professor, who attended public of persons remained, and Christians were busy
balls, in justification of the thing. When asked here and there, speaking a word to the impeniby a friend whether he thought the practice con- tent or the inquiring. A lady called the attention
sistent with his Christian profession, he replied of a minister of the Gospel to a tall, gray-haired

boys. " G o d forgive me," he said, reverently
baring his head and looking upward. " Here I
am, fifty years old, with every comfort about me,
and every want supplied, and a little fortune laid
up for old age, and I never knew what dire need
there is about me, and never put out my hand to
relieve it. And I would not have done it now if
that little fellow's penny had not made me feel
ashamed. Yes, ' sick and in prison, and ye visited me not.' I plead guilty. I neither knew
nor cared ; and the money I have thoughtlessly
wasted might have saved lives and perhaps souls.
O God, let me never forget the sights I have seen
this night; and give me time to atone for my
long neglect, by giving all my time and efforts
as long as I live, to help the thousands of poor,
afflicted creatures that are dying around me."
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man with a sad and even stern face, and in a
few moments the servant of the Lord was by
his side. " This is the first time in mor£ than
thirty years," said the gentleman, " that I have
heard a sermon; and I was attracted to this
place by mere curiosity. I cannot 1 converse
freely with you here, but would be glad to see
you tomorrow."
The next day they met, by appointment, in the
pastor's study, and the stranger gave, in substance,
the following statement: He had commenced
his public life as a lawyer in Kentucky, but had
removed with his family to a western territory.
In his new home success constantly crowned his
efforts to acquire wealth, and his pride kept even
pace with his prosperity. H e was not only an
infidel, but a bitter, vindictive infidel, who, like
Saul of Tarsus, verily thought with himself that
he ought to do many things contrary to the name
of Jesus of Nazareth. It was his delight to scoff
at the Bible; and again and again he bought
copies of the sacred Scriptures to read certain
portions to men and boys who gathered about
him, and then to tear them to pieces with profane
and obscene jesting.
H e had given strict orders that no religious
book nor paper should be admitted into his house,
and every member of his family was forbidden
to listen to the preaching of God's word. At
length his wife's health began to fail, and she
had a sorrowful, wistful look, which he attributed
to her illness, although she uttered no complaint,
and expressed no concern about anything. A
few months previous to the interview with the
pastor, business had called him to the city where
he was seen in the hall, and his little girl had
accompanied him. One day as they were passing a book-store, she said: " Papa, before we left
home. Mamma gave me some money, and asked
me to buy her a hymn-book; please, let me get it."
" No," he replied with an oath, " I will have no
nonsense about my house."
Immediately on their return home he heard
his wife say to their little girl: " Did you bring
me the b o o k ? " The child replied : " No, Mamma.
I did not forget, but Papa would not let me buy
it." The mother made no reply, but in less than
four weeks afterwards she was in her grave.
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" A n d now," exclaimed the man in husky tones,
and with a look of remorse and terror, " I murdered her ; I murdered her by inches, for I found
out after her death that my infidelity had broken
her heart. She so longed for some one to speak
to her about Jesus, but she dared not ask the
privilege. I would not permit her to read His
name even in a hymn-book, and she, died and
was buried without a prayer. Oh, I am damned,
I am damned," groaned the wretch, " and an
everlasting hell justly awaits me."
The pastor was so overcome for a moment by
the horrible recital he could only say: " Let us
bow before G o d ; " and the chair at which the
murderer kneeled rattled on the floor in his grasp,
as his strong frame shook and quivered with
agony. But with the Gospel of God's wondrous
love to a lost world that hated and murdered
His dear Son, lying upon the study table, there
was nothing to do but to read to the trembling
sinner: "Come unto Me, all ye that labor, and
are heavy laden, and I will give you r e s t " (Matt.
II : 28) ; " For the Son of man is come to seek
and to save that which was lost" (Luke 19 : 10);
"Through this man is preached unto you the
forgiveness of sins: and by Him all that believe
are justified from all things, from which ye could
not be justified by the law o^ Moses " (Acts 13 :
38, 39); " G o d commendeth His love toward us,
in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for
us " (Rom. 5 : 8 ) ; " The blood of Jesus Christ,
His Son, cleanseth us from all sin " (i John i : 7) ;
"This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world
to save sinners, of whom I am chief" (i Tim. i :
15) ; " Whosoever will, let him take the water of
life freely " (Rev. 22 : 17).
Three days later the same minister was holding
an open air meeting. He had announced as the
first hymn:
" O precious blood, O glorious death,
By which the sinner lives!
When stung with sin, this blood we view,
And all our joy revives.
The blood that purchased our release,
And washes out our stains,
W e challenge earth and hell to show
A sin it cannot cleanse."

While the people were singing, he observed
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the wife-murderer, who beckoned to him the
moment he caught the preacher's eye. Descending from the stand, the man approached him,
and whispered with uncontrollable emotion of
joy: " That blood has cleansed even me; tell
the people that it can save the vilest wretch that
ever lived." H e afterwards made a public confession of the name he had hated, and has since
departed to be with the Lord. But his message
is here repeated for the encouragement of any
bruised sinner, who fears that his day of grace
has passed. Jesus can save. He can save the
chief of sinners, He can save 7iow, and will save
every one that believeth.
MAHANAIM.
Among the last messages that the late General Gordon sent home
from Khartoum, were these: "The bands are with me Mahanaim."
— G e n . 32 : i, 2.

Journeying at our Lord's commands,
Through the waste and desert lands,
We are met by angel bands:
Mahanaim.
Messages of love they bring,
Words of cheer from Christ our King.
Loudly let our praises ring:
Mahanaim.
Though the way be dark and drear,
Dark with storm clouds lowering near,
W e will never doubt nor fear:
Mahanaim.
Though malignant foes in rage,
W i t h our ranks fierce warfare wage,
Faith shall every fear assuage :
Mahanaim.
Safe through all our course we're led,
And with showers of manna fed,
Bread from heaven, the living head :
Mahanaim.
Soon our weary feet shall stand,
Firm upon the promised land,
With our escort angel band:
Mahanaim.
L o ! before our wondering eyes,
Towering upward to the skies,
See the golden headlands rise:
Mahanaim.
Joy ! our pilgrimage is o'er;
Stand we on the golden shore;
Home ! our home forever more :
Mahanaim.

" A L I G H T I N T H E W^INDOW."

T^HE village of Arreton, in the Isle of Wight, is
^
sacred to the memory of the Rev. Legh
Richmond, and'his work among the cottagers.
The dairyman's daughter is buried there; tlie
cottage in which she lived still stands ; and many
visitors to this lovely island, during the summer
months, visit both the cottage and the graveyard.
It has been my happy lot to see many precious
souls "born again of the Spirit" in this interesting village. A few years ago I received an invitation to speak of Jesus and visit the people. I
was offered a home in the shepherd's cottage, if
I would stay a few days amongst t h e m ; and
feeling it to be a call from the Lord, I went.
We held the meetings in a neat little Mission
Chapel, and the few days I spent there were
some of the happiest of my life. Many souls
were led to the Saviour, and the Lord's people
rejoiced in fulness of blessing.
The shepherd was a Godly man, always happy
and cheerful. I have been awakened as early as
three in the morning, by hearing him pour out
his soul to God in prayer for the people who
were not converted in the village, before he went
out to tend his sheep. H e was always ready
with a word from the Lord to help his fellow
Christians. Truly he was a spiritual under-shepherd, having grace from the Great Shepherd of
the sheep—the Lord Jesus.
I was called away in the midst of this mighty
work to Brighton ; and when it become known
in the village that I was about to leave them,
many came out with streaming eyes, thanking
God for sending me to tell them the way of life,
and begging me to return to them shortly. This
I could not do until the following year, when the
blessing was greater than ever — some walking
many miles to the meetings : and the glory of
God rested upon us in the face of Jesus Christ.
On the Sunday evening, after a time of great
rejoicing over prodigals returning to the Father's
house, weary in body, yet glad in the Lord, we
sat talking of the Word and work of Christ till a
late hour, our simple supper of cake and cocoa
stillun finished, when I felt constrained to speak
with assurance, that the Lord would send the
people from afar off that they might partake of
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the blessing with us, and find peace in our
midst.
I had hardly uttered these words, when we
heard a knpck at the door which startled us.
The wife looked afraid to open i t ; however, the
husband did.
" Pardon me for knocking at your door so late,"
said a voice from without; " but this is the only
window with a light in it in the village. Will you
give us a glass of water to drink? We have
walked very fast for some miles, and have a great
way to go yet."
We looked at each other, and thought it another opportunity to speak of Jesus, though so
late.
" Will you come i n ? " said my friend; " w e
are now at supper, and you are welcome to join
us."
" Thank you," said one of them, and two fine
tall fellows entered.
They were'a little diffident at first, saying they
were strangers, did not wish to intrude, and must
hasten on, as it was late. Presently they became
a little more at ease, and I prayed in secret that
the Lord would lead us to the subject of the
soul's salvation at once.
" Have you heard the Gospel today ?" I
asked.
" No," said one ; " we have had our Christmas
holidays : returned from the other side by a late
boat, and found that the last train had gone, so
we have now to walk the whole distance in a
short time."
" How sad it is that many cross the river of
death too late for Heaven," said I, " through
delay:'
" Ye.s," answered he ; " but how can any one
know they are ready for Heaven ? I never did,
and I've tried for years. I am quite sure it takes
a long while to get converted. Some people say
you can know it all in a minute, but I do not
believe i t ; I shall go on doing my best, and pray
that it may come at last."
H e talked away in this strain for some time.
I felt thankful to hear him say he had been seeking sincerely the way of life, and rejoiced that the
" light in the window" had been the means of
bringing him to the Gospel plan.
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I s a i d , ' ' T h e Lord is waiting to remove all
hindrances out of the way, if you will listen to
His own Word. As soon as we learn by His
Spirit that we are lost sinners, we may also learn
how we are saved. We read, ' He bare our sins
in His own body on the t r e e ; ' and again, * the
Lord hath laid on Plim the iniquity of us a l l ; '
'• He was made sin for us, who knew no sin.'
Now, if God tells us in His Word that Christ
bare our sins, that the Lord hath laid my guilt
on His Son, I ought to take Him at His word.
He said on the cross, ' It is finished ;' now a full'
and free salvation is given to the poor lost
sinner."
" But," said he, " the change in me must be
very gradual."
I said : " Can we take a gift gradually ?"
" No," he replied ; "we take it in a moment."
I then said, " The gift of God is eternal life."
H e seemed quite struck by this remark, and
was silent for a short time.
In a minute or two, he said again: " But people
always feel saved first, before they know i t ;
and I am not going to say I am saved before I
feel it — then I'll take the gift."
" Now," I said " you cannot feel saved first;
then accept the gift. How foolish it would be
for you to say: ' I am so thirsty, I am very thankful for the cocoa — but I must feel that I have
taken it before I drink it.'
" But how am I to know I have the right kind
of faith ? and when shall I know I have enough
faith to venture to believe I am saved ? "
" It is not the quantity or the quality of faith
we bring to God, as if faith were a merit in itself,
but Christ, the object of faith, saves you the
very moment you receive Him : ' He that hath
the Son hath life.' You had faith to believe
that we should give you water, and you knocked
at the door. You have faith in us now, that we
mean you are welcome to share our supper. It
is the same simple trust in what God has said,
concerning the work of Christ on the cross, that
brings us the peace of God, which passeth all
understanding."
"Now, look here," said he, " I am in earnest.
My landlady is always talking to me about my
soul. I've prayed for hours at a time, and I
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S U B M I T Y O U R S E L F TO GOD.
don't feel saved yet. I do wish I could now."
I said, " There is one thing God cannot, so to
BY REV. C. H. SPURGEON.
speak, do for us — give the gift and take it also.
F you ask me, " In what respect am I to submit
One gives, and another receives. ' This is the
myself ?" I answer, as briefly as I can, first,
record, that God hath given to us — eternal
life ; ' ' To as many as received him.' A gift is " Submit yourself by confessing your sin. " Cry, " I
bought and paid for by another before the one have sinned. " Do not brazen it out and say, " I
for whom it is purchased knows anything about have not sinned." You will never be pardoned
it. Just so, our salvation is purchased by the while that is the case. " H e that confesseth his
precious blood of the Son of God, for lost, sin shall find mercy. " Sinner, choose between
one of two things; judge yourself, or be judged
ruined, guilty sinners, before they know it.
of God. If you will judge yourself, and put in a
Man must either accept or reject this great
plea of guilty, then will the Great Judge grant you
salvation."
forgiveness ; but not else. Condemn yourself,
" It seems too good to be true, " said h e ;
and you shall not be condemned.
Confess the
" and yet I never saw it in that light before. I
indictment to be true, for true it is, and to deny
wish we could stay longer, and have more talk
it is to seal your own doom.
about i t ; but we must hasten on our way."
Next, honor the law which condemns you. Do
We knelt at the throne of grace, asking the
Lord that they might not leave the cottage till not persevere in picking holes in it, and saying
they should be made willing to accept the Lord that it is too severe, and requires too much of a
poor fallible creature. The law is holy, and just,
Jesus as their sin-bearer.
When prayer was over, I said to the one who and good. Put thy lips down and kiss it, though
had spoken so much : " Will you now, at this it condemn thee, and say : " Though it charges
moment, receive the Lord Jesus as your eternal me with guilt, and convicts me of deadly sin, it
is a good law and ought not to be altered even to
life ? "
H e paused a minute in silence, and then save me. "
Next, own the justice of the penalty.
Thy sins
said, " Y E S ; I WILL NOW ACCEPT H I M AS MY SINcondemn thee to hell. Do not say, " God is too
B E A R E R AND M Y E T E R N A L LIFE."
The companion said, very quietly, " I have severe; this is a punishment disproportionate to
had the same experience as my friend ; but you the offense. " Thou wilt never be pardoned if
have made it very plain. I am sure the Lord thou thinkest so ; but God will be justified in thy
condemnation. The pride of thy heart will be a
overruled our being too late for the train."
We bade them good-night; and they went on swift witness against thee. Confess with thy
heart, " If my soul were sent to hell, it is no more
their way.
Some time after this, we heard from the Godly than I deserve." When thou hast confessed thy
shepherd's daughter, who was in service in a guilt, and honored the law, and acknowledged
town a few miles off that the baker was talking the justice of the penalty, then thou art nearing
to all his customers about their souls-—and that the position in which God can be merpiful to
he had found salvation through seeing a light thee.
Submit yourself, sinner — I pray you, do it
in a cottage window ! was invited in, and learned the way of peace at the supper table ; that now — submit yourself to God as your King.
though they had a long dark road to travel that Throw down your weapons; lower your crest,
night, that marvellous light had entered into his and cast away those robes of pride. Surrender
soul; for Jesus, the light of the world, brought unconditionally, and say: " Lord God, I own
Thee now to be K i n g ; no longer, like stoutthe peace of God to dwell there.
hearted Pharaoh, will I ask: ' Who is the Lord,
that I should obey his voice ?' but, like one
" Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap' in mercy."
brought to his senses, I yield, as reason and
- H O S E A 10 ; 12,
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grace suggest." It will go well with you when
you make a full capitulation — an unconditional
surrender. Fling wide the gates of the city of
Mansoul, and admit the Prince Emmanuel to rule
as sole sovereign in every street in the city.
Dispute no longer his sovereignty, but pray to
be made a loyal subject, obedient in all things.
Thou shalt find grace in the sight of the Lord,
if thou wilt do this.
Furthermore, siibmityourself to God's way of
saving you. Now God's way of saving you is by
His grace, not by your merits ; by the blood of
Jesus, not by your tears and sufferings. H e will
justify you by your simply trusting Jesus now.
Your proud heart does not admire the Lord's
way of salvation ; you stand up and say: " How
is this consistent with morality?" As if you
were the guardian of morality ; as if the King
of heaven and earth could not take care of the
moralities without assistance from you. Who
are you, to be all on a sudden the champion of
morality ? How dare you dream that the thrice
holy God will not take care of that? He bids
you trust his Son Jesus ; will you do so or not ?
If you will not, there is no hope for you; if you
will, you are saved the moment that you believe
— saved from the guilt of sin by trusting Jesus.
You must also surrender yourself at discretion
to his method of operating upon you. One says:
" I would believe in Jesus, sir, if I felt the horror
and terror which some have, experienced on
account of sin." W h a t ! do you demand of God
that he should drag you through horrors and
terror before you will believe ? Submit yourself
to be saved in a gentle way. " But I read of
one," says another, " who had a dream; I should
believe if I saw a vision too." Must God give
thee dreams ? Must he play lackey to thee
and save thee in thy way ? H e tells thee plainly,
" If thou believest on the Lord Jesus Christ thou
shalt be saved." Wilt thou believe or no ? For
if thou dost not, neither dreams, nor visions, nor
terrors, nor anything else can save thee. There
is God's way, sinner; I ask thee, and perhaps
thy answer will settle thy fate forever, wilt thou
follow that way or not ? If thou wilt not, thou
hast chosen thine own destruction; but if thou
wilt have it, and wilt submit thyself to be saved
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by believing on Jesus Christ, it is well with thee.
I know there are some who feel ready to burst,
for their broken hearts are saying: " I yield at
once. Oh, if He would but save me I " How ,
glad I am to hear you say so, for " H e giveth
grace unto the humble."
I recollect the time when I have stood and
cried to God, " O God, if I must lie on a sick
bed till I die, I care not, if Thou wilt but have
mercy on m e ; if Thou wilt but conquer my
proud will, and make a new man of me. Thou
mayest do whatever Thou pleasest with m e ;
only save me from the guilt, the power of sin ! "
It was when the Lord brought me down there,
that he enabled me to see life and salvation in
Jesus Christ; and if he has brought you down
to that point, sinner, then you have nothing to do
but simply trust the Lord Jesus Christ, and you
are assuredly saved. When he brings you to
submit, he has given you his grace. Submission to his divine will is the essence of salvation.
Now, who will yield ? Who will yield at once ?
The Master has come among us, the King himself is here, your Maker, your Redeemer ; see the
marks of his wounds; see the scars in his hands,
and feet, and side ! H e asks of you; " Will you
yield to Me? Will you throw down your
weapons ? Will you end the war ? Will you
surrender at discretion ?" If so, he gives you
his hand, and says: " Go in peace ; there is
peace between Me and thee." " Kiss the Son,
lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way,
when his wrath is kindled but a little." Grant
me this favor: if you submit yourselves to Christ,
let me hear of it, and do not delay to unite yourselves with those who rejoice to be led in triumph
as the captives of his grace.

No sooner has Christ come out of the waters
of baptism, than he comes into the fire of temptation. No sooner does the Spirit come in the
form of a dove, than he is led by the Spirit
into the wilderness. No sooner doth God
say: " This is my beloved Son in whom I
am well pleased," than Satan darts the suggestion of doubt; " Pf thou be the Son of
God." — Selected.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF GRACE.

" H e hath raised u s up together, and
m a d e u s sit together in h e a v e n l y places in
Christ Jesus." Eph. i : 19. " One day," said
Dr. Clemance, " I was climbing a mountain in
the Alpine range near the boundary line between
France and Switzerland. By and by we came
upon snow and icicles and all the usual attendants in the train of winter, but when we got
higher we found delightful flowers blooming in
all beauty of floral loveliness. I said to myself,
How is this ? Down yonder are icicles and snow;
up here are these exquisite flowers. The secret
of the matter was that this part of the mountain
had a southern aspect, and faced the sun, while
the other was turned from it. Even so it is with
ourselves. When our hearts are turned toward
Him who is the fountain of love and of marvellous spiritual beauty, we bring forth the fruits
and the flowers of Christian character, and show
the world what a blessed and beautiful thing it
is to be a disciple of Christ. It is when our
affections and thoughts are turned from him that
the graces which would otherwise abound in us
languish and die.'

" I w i l l take a w a y t h e s t o n y h e a r t o u t of
your flesh, and I w i l l give y o u a heart of
flesh."
Ezek, 3 6 : 26. There is an anecdote
told of Whitefield when at Exeter, where his
preaching provoked in a man who was present
such an extrarodinary degree of anger that on the
next occasion he loaded his pockets with stones,
with the intention of injuring him, but instead of
doing so he listened, and after the sermon was
finished he went up to the preacher, and said to
him, " Sir, I came here to hear you this day with
a view to break your head, but the Spirit of God
has given me a broken heart! " and his after life
proved this to be a case of real conversion.

" If y e endure chastening, God dealeth
w i t h y o u as w i t h s o n s . " H e b . 12 : 7. I
was walking once in the early spring along the
country road. Just over the stone fence yonder
there was a broad field, smooth as a floor, and
most exquisitely arrayed in the fresh spring
greenness of its grace. It seemed to me my eyes
had rarely fallen on a sight so lovely. But
ripping right through that smooth and pleasant
greenness there was being dragged a plow, and
the fresh beauty of the fair sward was being
turned under from the sun and air, and only the
ugly brown soil was being turned outward, and
all the fair and radiant scene was being changed
and scarred. " Why ? " I asked myself. I do
not have to wait long for an answer. The
"chastisement" of the fair field was in order
that the autumn might find it golden with the
more precious harvest of the wheat. Well, God's
plowshare cuts; but never for the simple sake of
cutting; always for the results of character —
fairer, sweeter, nobler. There is benign design
behind our chastisement. Wherefore lift up the
hands which hang down, and the feeble knees.
— Sel.

" A s H e is so are w^e in this w o r l d . "
I John 4 : 17. In ancient times, when two
heroes, united by friendship, parted, they divided
between themselves a ring, of which each of
them retained a half. Later on, after many
years had elapsed, when those who had made
this covenant peacefully rested in their graves,
if their sons, meeting as strangers in some part
of the world, happened to show one another
these broken fragments, they brought them
together, and then uniting in a passionate embrace, they became friends and brothers forevermore. This ring is the emblem of the union
which once joined the human soul with divine
truth. Sin has broken it, and we have kept but
" For our c o n v e r s a t i o n is in heaven."
one half — the human soul with its painful and Phil. 3 : 12. I remember visiting the Grotto del
sublime aspiration is our share. But let Jesus Cane near Naples, a natural cavern, which is
Christ draw near, let him bring the truth which partly charged with a highly poisonous atmosthis soul demands, and the alliance broken by phere. The carbonic acid gas, however, being
sin is formed anew by grace.—Bersier.
heavier than common air, rests upon the ground,
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reaching only to a height of about three or four
feet; the consequence being, that whilst a man
may walk xtpright through the cave uninjured,
yet if he stoops, or lies down in, it, a few seconds
will prove fatal. So, if you keep your head up
toward heaven, and above the poisonous miasma
that surrounds you, you may walk uninjured
through the world ; but if you rest" in it, and
breathe in it, your very life is in peril. I do
not say that there is no hope for your soul unless
you read a chapter, and kneel down to prayer
every morning at six or seven, and evening about
ten,— no, but I do say that it is most important
that you should have fixed habits of daily devotion, and not allow anything to interfere with the
' due culture of your spiritual life. Come now,
be honest; are not some of you prepared to confess that, from the date of your giving up-regular
seasons of private devotion, you have gone back
spiritually, and have lost the inward joy and
glowing hope you once possessed ? I am not
surprised you do not come to communion.
Young man ! tonight, it may be, at your bedroom door, on the third floor, you will think you
hear a gentle knock. " Come in ! " Ah ! there is
no one there but H e who knocked at Samuel's
door, and would not let him sleep. It is Jesus,
the young man's friend, saying, " Wilt thou forget me? Wilt thou cast off thy Saviour?"
Rise, brother, and take your Bible out of the
trunk, if it is still stowed away. Down upon
your knees and say: " M y father's God, my
mother's God, thou shalt be my God too ; henceforth I will live for thee, and openly confess thee.
What doth hinder me to join myself unto thy
people ?" — / , Thain Davidson, D.D.

" T h e w^ord of the Lord endureth forever." I Pet. I : 25. The following very interesting case in connection with Major Whittle's
recent mission in Edinburgh is related by Dr.
Moxey : " A woman I spoke to told me of a
circumstance that was narrated to her by a
Christian neighbor respecting herself, which had
been helpful in bringing her, as a believer, to an
assurance of her salvation. She had gone to an
evangelistic service, where some such verse as
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John 3; 16, had brought her into light and peace.
When she got home her little boy noticed her
happy face and asked the reaon of it. ' I have
found Jesus, my dear boy,' she exclaimed, ' I am
saved by his precious blood.' ' H o w do you
know ?' asked the little fellow. ' Listen,' she
said, and she read the verse to him that had
brought the joyful assurance.
Next morning Satan raised his favorite question of 'feelings,' and she came down to breakfast with the old miserable expression that her
son had been so long accustomed to. ' What's
wrong now, mother?' questioned the boy.
' Eyerything's wrong, d e a r ; I have made a
terrible mistake, I fear.' ' Have you lost Jesus,
mother ?' She did not like to say she had.
' H a s the verse, changed, then?' continued the
boy, ' it seems as if it had. Stop, I'll go and
see,' and away ran the dear lad, to return triumphantly with his Bible. ' No, mother, it's not
changed; it's just the same, every word, as last
night,' and he read aloud the blessed message.
Said the mother to my friend : ' That was many
years ago, but my dear boy's faith rebuked my
unbelief. I then and there believed God's bare
word, feel or no feel, because it was his word,
and I am just resting my soul there now.' The
story was greatly blessed to my friend, whose
spiritual life up to that time had been anything
but a satisfactory one."—Selected.

I w o u l d y e should understand, brethren,
that the things w h i c h happened unto m e
have fallen out rather to the furtherance
of the gospel." Phil. 1 : 1 2 . During the seige
of Sebastopol a Russian shell buried itself in the
side of a hill, without the city, and opened a
spring. A little fuontain bubbled forth where
the cannon-shot had fallen, and, during the remainder of the seige, afforded to the thirsty
troops who were stationed in the vicinity an
abundant supply of pure cold water. Thus the
missile of death from an enemy, under the direction of an over-ruling Providence, proved an
almoner of life to the parched and weary soldier of the allies.
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BRIEFS ON THE S.S. LESSONS.
BY MRS. GEO. C. NEEDHAM.

DAVID'S LAST WORDS.
November 17.
2 Sam. 23 : 1-7.
Golden Text. H e hath made with me an
everlasting covenant, ordered in all things and
sure. 2 Sam. 23 : 5.

was seventy years old and about to
die. His last words to the princes of Israel are
recorded in i Chron. 2 8 : 1-8; his last words/^
his son Solomon are found in i Kings 2 : 1-9; his
last words to the church universal are before us.
The sayings constitute an inspired hymn.
Though other things and sayings of David follow
this in the Bible narrative, yet we may safely
accept the inspired statement, that these were
his last public utterances. Verse two settles the
question of their verbal inspiration. " The
Spirit of the Lord spake by me, and his word
was in my tongue." His gift of psalmody is
ranked equal with his exaltation as King. God
raised him up, and equipped him for the double
service. The "sweet" psalmist means the " delight
fully esteemed " psalmist. Verse three is thought
to complete the allusion to the Trinity. " T h e
Spirit spake by me ; " " t h e God of Israel said ;"
and " the Rock of Israel spake ; " i. e : Jesus,
Messiah. Joseph called Him the Stone of Israel.
Gen. 4 9 : 24. Daniel spoke of Him as the
" Stone out of the mountain " (Dan. 2 : 34),also
Isa. 2 8 : 16. Many striking incidents in Israel's
history are associated with a rock; as for example the rock Horeb, (Exo. 17 ; 6), and the rock
Meribah, (Num. 2 0 : 10, n ) . In i Cor. 1 0 : 4 ,
Paul explains that the rock which supplied Israel
with water was a figure of Christ. Thus with
prophetic intelligence David so designated the
Messiah, the second person of the Trinity.
Verses four and five are universally acknowledged
difficult to explain. One beautiful translation
renders it thus : " A s the sun ariseth with a shining light; as the morning is without clouds, by
reason of its splendor; as, from rain, the tender
grass springeth out of the earth ; truly so is NOT
my house with God, because he hath made an
DAVID

everlasting covenant with me ; disposed in all
things, and well kept and preserved in that order.
Although he doth not make all my deliverance
and desire to grow; yet that always remains,
which, in the covenant of God made with me is
in all things orderly, disposed, and preserved."
The idea seems to be t h i s : the sunshine, the
morning and the springing grass were lovely, but
not endtiring. Not so was God's covenant with
him. That should survive all vicissitude. Or
another line of teaching may be drawn from
these similies. The Messiah, included in this
covenant, was to be the Sun of Righteousness.
He should be the Day Spring from on high.
His Spirit should descend like showers that
water the earth. Psa. 7 2 : 6 ; Mai. 4 : 2 ; Luke
i : 78.

3n0ttuci^ton0,
I. T h e h u m i l i t y of David. H e calls himself the " m a n
raised up." Thus he honestly acknowledges the fact of
his superior greatness. But with equal honesty ascribes
that greatness to the calling and sovereign purpose of God.
This was opposite to the spirit of Nebuchadnezzar, who
gloried in his pride, and was debased for it to the level of
the beasts. Dan. 4 : 30-32. Mock humility is as unseemly
as pride. Have we any gift from God.'' let us not be
ashamed to own it. But let us not fall into the sin of
the Corinthians, i Cor. 4 : 7. Paul was rejoiced at
their gifts, but he wished them to remember from whom
they had received them.
I I . Divine I n s p i r a t i o n . This lesson is very valuable
as tending to confirm the faith of the student in the direct
inspiration of Holy Scripture. Over, and over again does
David acknowledge the Spirit of God as the Author of
his utterances.
Psalm 119 is one long eulogy of the
Divine writings above all human books.
III. The Dying Testimony.
Notwithstanding his
many failures, as David advanced in years he grew in the
loathing of sin, and the love of righteousness. Psa. 37 :
23. His last words declare the fact that there is nothing
so desirable in all the world as religion. H e had seen
many changes. Many enemies had assaulted him, and
many friends proved treacherous. But the faithfulness
and loving kindness of God had never forsaken him.
Let the young who are starting out in life consider these
words of David. It is very common to hear religion
derided by those who have never tried it. And some
foolish souls give heed to their ridiculous scoffs. Suppose
a man was about to invest a large sum of money in some
Western enterprize ? W h o m would he naturally consult
about the security and promise of the investment ? Certainly those who knew something about it, and were
qualified to give advice. W h y then, in the matter of ou
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precious souls, should we heed the evil counsel of those
who have never tested the grace of God in Christ ? Arg
such competent witnesses ? John says : " W e know we
have eternal life" (i John 3 : 2, 5, 19).
I V . T h e e n d of t h e wicked. Hedgers wore impenetrable mittens with which to thrust aside thorns, so with
their iron instrument they could get a fair blow at the
roots. Verse 7. So shall all who despise and reject
Christ be dealt with. Christians are as -lilies among
thorns. Cant. 3 : 2 .

SOLOMON'S

WISE

CHOICE.

N o v e m b e r 24.

i K i n g s 3 : 5-15*

Golden T e x t .
Prov. 8: t i .

Wisdom is better than rubies

<&\\>tan<xtxon0.
O N the golden text may be remarked : Wisdom
bears seven meanings in Scripture :
1. Sacred understanding, or spirituality.
2. Skill or invention; Bezaleel. Exo. 3 6 : 1-4^
3. Craft; Pharaoh. Exo. i : 9, 10,
4. Doctrine; Joseph. Psa. 105: 17, 22.
5. Astrology; Daniel. Dan. i : 19, 20.
6. Human wit. i Cor. i : i g - 2 1 .
7. Jesus, Himself, the eternal wisdom of God.
1 Cor. I : 30.

This lesson is singularly suggestive in every
verse. It may be analyzed thus :
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse
Verse

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

God's proposal.
The reply.
Solomon's humility.
Israel a peculiar people.
The admirable request.
God's pleasure over Solomon.
Jehovah's logic.
The desire of Solomon answered.
Something more added.
Conditions imposed,
The feast of gratitude and worship.

3n0ttuction0«
Points for study:
I.
II.

.

THE

DREAM.

T H E REQUEST.

III.

THE GIFT.

IV,

T H E GRATITUDE.

V.

E X A M P L E S OF CHOICE.

I . T h e D r e a m . Revelation of the will of God by
dreams, characterized the patriarchal dispensation. Vis-
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ions, however, were more common than dreams during
Israel's history under judges and kings. The difference
was this. Dreams were frequently shaped by day thoughts,
and might be the result of purely natural impressions.
But visions, on the contrary were always surprises, unthought of by those who received them. Witness to this
Daniel's marvelous visions of the four future monarchies
of the world. And John's equally startling vision of God's
great panorama of judgments in the Apocalypse. God
has always reserved visions as his method of communication with his own believing children, exclusively.
Dreams,
on the contrary, were allowed to many who were outside
the Kingdom of God. Witness Abimelech. Gen. 20: 3.
The baker and butler. Gen. 4 0 : 5. Pharaoh. Gen. 41 :
r. Nebuchadnezzar. Dan. 2 : i. Pilate's wife. Matt.
27 : 19. Joseph, Mary, and others were warned by dreams,
at the very beginning of the New Testament dispensation.
But apter Pentecost dreams ceased to be recognized as of
divine authority; though the use of trance and vision continued till the canon of Scripture was closed. Israel were
forbidden to privately observe dreams, though they might
consult the priest for an explanation of them. Deut. 13 :
1-3, 5; Num. 12 : 6. There is a prophecy concerning
dreams yet to be completely fulfilled Joel 2 : 28. '
Those who" worship God by day, like Solomon, may
expect God to fill their thoughts by night. A day of revel
will not produce a night of holy dreams. Psa. 16: 7.
I I . T h e R e q u e s t . I t will be noticed that the appellation " servant" so often applied to David, and David's
own favorite designation of himself, is henceforth almost
entirely dropped; and God speaks of Solomon as his
" s o n . " This is because the two men were typical of two
dispensations, as well as illustrative of Jesus in his two
relations of Servant and Son to his God and Father.
Gibeon was then an appointed place for worship, though
the Ark had not been removed there, i Kings 3 : 15; i
Chron. 1 : 3 ; 6 : 23. Prayer is the royal road to all
blessings. Asking, is the great privilege of all saints.
Jesus said, " I have chosen you . . . that whatsoever ye
shall ask of the Father in my name, he may give it you."
John 15: 16.
I I I . T h e Gift. Wisdom stands for a personality in
the old Testament. The house of God is a good place to
be in for blessing. David said " One thing have I desired.
. . . that I may dwell in the house of the Lord forever.
Psalm 27 : 4. God draws near to those thinking upon
him. W e all must make our life choice. Shall it be such
as pleases God, or otherwise ? God will certainly give
more to those who have ; and take from those who have
not. Matt. 13: 12. Like all other precious things,
wisdom must be sought to be found.
I V . The Gratitude.
I t was unstinted gratitude.
It was public gratitude.
It benefited others.
I t was adoring gratitude..
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When the heart is in tune with God it will act just like
Solomon. Nothing will be too precious of time, treasure,
or strength for us to yield up to the Lord Jesus. We
shall delight to worship him. W e shall covet the honor
of doing so publicly, openly and fearlessly. Solomon was
committed to Jehovah before the whole heathen world.
W e shall also remember the needs of others, as Solomon
did, in feasting his servants.

much for the moral epoch. The dedication of the temple
also noted an important chronological era. Israel's history
was marked off by three great cycles of time. T h e Exodus
began the first of these. The Temple the second. And
the Rebuilding of the Temple, the third. 1 Kings 6 : i ;
Acts 13; 17; Dan, 9 : 25. There are apparent discrepancies of date in these connections, which we can not now
explain, but only state the facts.

VI O t h e r Choices. Lofs choice, a selfish one. Gen.
13: l o - l i . Sodom corrupted his household, and cost him
all his possessions. Joshua's choice. Josh. 24: 15. A
magnificent one. Made at the close of an eventful life, by
a man of ripe and varied experience, we do well to make
his choice ours, also. Rutlis choice. Ruth i : 16. An
intelligent choice. Thereby she identified herself with the
people of God, and became ancestress of David and the
Messiah. Esther''s choice. A brave one. Esther 4 : 16.
Prayer and fasting prepared and strengthened her for it.
Mary's choice. Luke 10 : 42. A choice of eternal honor.
God's choiceinh\^ sz.mis. 1 Cor. i : 27,28.

II. T h e m a n n e r . All the material was prepared before
being brought to its site, i Kings 6 : 7. The pattern had
been given in writing, i Chron. 28 : 11-16. God inspired
David to take down every detail, as in the case of Noah's
ark, and the tabernacle. It was double the size of the
tabernacle, marking the increased glory of that age.
Three, the number of the Trinity, pervaded the tabernacle. Ten, the number of universal perfection, pervaded the temple. 2 Chron. 4 : 6-8. Solomon only
executed God's plans. W e too are builders. W e build
on Christ, i Cor. 3 : 11,12. Our material should be
precious, endurable substances. Verses 13, 14. All our
work is marked out for us. Rom. 8 : 2 9 ; Ehp. 2 : 10.
Believers are also themselves living stones.
Chosen.
John 15: 16. Quarried. Isa. 5 1 : i. Fashioned and
exalted accordin to merit. Rev. 3 : 12.

THE

TEMPLE DEDICATED.

December i.

i Kings 8 :

54-63.

Golden Text.
The Lord is in his holy
temple ; let all the earth keep silence before him.
Hab. 2 : 20.

(&xpfana^ion0*
I T is impossible in the compass of space allowed us, to give as we would desire, many interesting historic details concerning the temple.
The Bible Student must read these for himself
in Commentaries and Dictionaries. The best
we can do is to give a brief schedule of some
outline thoughts, which may assist the Teacher to
systematize his study of this delightful lesson.

Jn0ttuction0*
I.
II.

T H E T I M ^ O F BUILDING.
T H E MANNER OF BUILDING.

I I I . T H E SITE OF T H E BUILDING.
I V . T H E DEDICATION OF T H E BUILDING.
V.

T H E INTENTION OF T H E BUILDING.

I. T h e time. This marked a moral epoch, as well as
a chronological period in Israel's great national history.
During their itinerant state, the Ark of God tabernacled
in curtains, represented their worship; movable and unsettled like the nation itself. A permanent condition of
government was now to be entered upon, with Jerusalem
as its metropolis; and a costly fixed temple was erected.
David's warfare was meant to teach the present conflict
of Christians in their earthly and pilgrim state. Solomon's
grandeur and peace was to point forward to the church's
final resurrection condition of fixed glory and rest. So

III. T h e s i t e . It was on a mountain, or rock. In
Scripture a Pock signifies the eternal, and unchangable
attributes of God. Psa. 9 2 : 15. The Stone describes
His more flexible attributes, conforming themselves to
human weakness and need. Hence the Divine Jesus in
his incarnation is called the " Stone cut out of the mountain." Dan. 2 : 45. The temple blended b o t h — g r e a t
stones built into the everlasting rock. Its site was a common place, a threshing floor. 2 Sam. 2 4 : 16, 21. It was
purchased by death and sacrifice. All this is significant of
Christ's temple, the church. Mt. Zion in Scripture is connected with many wonderful prophecies of future glory
for the earth. There the throne of the Lord shall be
during the Millennium. Obadiah 17; Mic. 4 : i, 2 ; Zee.
14; i6I V . T h e dedication. To dedicate means to devote,
though it is only, in truth, returning to the Lord what belongs to him already. Or if we choose to so think of it, it is
ourselves taking God mto partnership in everything of gift,
or resource, which we call ours. God's sovereignty had
arranged every particular of the temple ; and Solomon now
publicly handed all over to God, having executed the trust.
The seal, or ratification of God's acceptance was the
filling of the temple with the cloud op glory. 2 Chron. 5 :
13, 14. This cloud had been Israel's guide, shield, shade,
light, and oracle in the wilderness. N u m . 9 : 15-21. It
had been sinned away, but returned at the dedication.
Again it was lost at the dedication of the temple. Ezek.
10: 4. It came back to receive Jesus at his ascension.
Acts 1 : 9 . It shall return with him to abide on earth
throughout the Millenium. Dan. 7 ; 1 3 ; Matt. 24: 30;
Isa. 4 : 5 .
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V . T h e i n t e n t i o n of t h e t e m p l e . It endured four
hundred and sLxteen years, and was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. 2 Kings 25 : 8, 9. Its immediate intention
was to exalt and consolidate the worship of the only God.
If Israel had been faithful, it would have fulfilled a great
missionary purpose, and become "-the house op prayer por
all natiofis." Isa. 56: 7; Mark 11 : 17. Typically it sets
forth the energy of the Holy Spirit, now silently fashioning living stones, according to God's plan of the ages.
When this Spiritual temple is completed every whit of it
shall utter His glory. Psa. 29: 9, [margin). In relation
to Christ's unity with his people in their salvation, from its
beginning to completion, he is called both foundation,
and top stone. Zee. 4 : 7 ; Eph. 2 : 20-22.
SOLOMON A N D T H E Q U E E N
D e c e m b e r 8.

OF

SHEBA.

i King 10 : 1-13

Golden T e x t . She came from the uttermost
parts of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon;
and behold, a greater than Solomon is here.
M a t t . 12 .• 4 2 .

impressed her: the wisdom of his conversation; the
splendor of his palace ; the economy of his kitchen ;
the order of his court.

Jn0^tuction0.
I. H o w t h e Q u e e n c a m e .
In earnestness.
In patience.
In labor.

.

,

II. H o w s h e w e n t a w a y .
In joy.
In faith.
In satisfaction.

»

III. H o w S o l o m o n received her.
Royally.
Patiently.
Generously.
IV. How Jesus welcomes.
He teaches true wisdom.
He shows the believer his glory.
He loads us with blessings.
PROPHETit T H O U G H T S .

This narrative is valuable as authenticating the Old
Testament. Jesus mentions the circumstances. Matt.
Verses 1-3, JPer arrival.
Verses 4-9, PPer visit. 12 : 42; Lu. II : 31. Compare, Isa.60 : 6; Psa. 72 : 10, 11.
This visit of Sheba's Queen to Solomon was an earVerses 10—IT,, PPer departure. Insert verse thirnest
and type of greater homage yet to be offered unto
teen after verse ten. Sheba was in Southern
Jesus. Her grand retinue was complimentary unto
Arabia, South of Canaan. Jesus called her "the Solomon. So was the coming of the Magi to Jesus.
Queen of the South," because in Scripture all Matt. 2 : I I . She "communed with him," because with
countries are spoken of in their geographic re- all her temporal prosperity, her heart was unsatisfiedlation to Jerusalem, which is God's sacred world- Solomon satisfied her. So David sung of the true king,
' centre. Lu. 11 : 31. Sheba must have been his Lord. Psa. 107 : 9. As she fainted at the grandeur
of Solomon, so God shall yet make the name of Jesus
1500 miles from Jerusalem, and the journey could a terror in the earth. Pliil. 11: 6 - 1 1 ; Mai. i : 11.
then hardly be performed in less than seventy-five
The Queen believed because she saw. In future, men
days. She had probably heard of Solomon shall "look upon him whom they pierced," and believe
through his Ophir fleet, i Ki. 9 : 2 7 , 28. She because of the sight, Zee. 12: 10. Meanwhile the procame to see how such immense treasure imported mise now i s : " Blessed are they that have not seen, and
yet have believed." John 20 : 29.
by one king had beeh used. Others beside her
The grandeur of Solomon was a prophetic picture of
had thus visited Solomon, i Ki. 4 : 34. Her what shall be. So architects make drawings of the buildpresent in gold amounted to $3,000,000. Her ing they are to erect. But the building in every respect
other gifts were more precious. She appears to exceeds the delineation. We can form no proper idea of
have been a woman of superior intellectual en- that which we have not seen, unless in some way testimony about it be conveyed to us. Thus God gives us
dowment. Her questions, which were more than visible tokens of future glory. Thus the transfiguration
ordinary oriental riddles, related to the higher was a miniature of the kingdom, to impress the Apostles
phases of wisdom. On " the meat of his table," with the real majesty of Jesus. 2 Pgt. i : 16-18. Through
read I Ki. 4 : 22-28. For " the attendance of his Solomon, God meant in that age to impress the heathen
ministers," see i Ki. 10: 21, 27. The breath is world, and lead them unto an acknowledgement of Himself. Thus the miracles before Pharaoh, and on behalf of
said to go in terror or astonishment. Jos. 2 : 11; Daniel and his companions were to produce the same
5 : I. T h e " ascent," was some costly viaduct conviction in Egypt and Babylon. Dan. 4 : 34,35, 3 7 ;
(2 Ki, 16, 18,) leading to the temple. Four facts 6 : 26.
T H I S lesson may be divided into three groops.
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But as the present purpose of this age is to gather out
an elect number to constitute///^ church., the kingdom does
not come with outward show. Acts 15: 14-17. When
the "residue of men " are brought to Jesus, there shall be
great manifest glory. Now the kingdom begins in silent
heart-work. W e look not on a Kifig glorified, but on a
man humiliated.
PRACTICAL

INFERENCES.

S h e came on a definite errand. His fame drew her.
She endured much fatigue to accomplish it. Her heart
longed for wisdom. She brought her best to trade for it.
" Wisdom is better than rubies." She had heard through
sailors of him. The commonest of Christians are bound
by sacred obligation to tell of Jesus. A man's worlzs
makes the man famous. To hear the name of Solomon,
was to know of Jehovah. To hear of Jesus is to learn of
way of Salvation. She went to prove him herself. Have
you likewise personally tried Jesns.? She went away
satisfied. We abide in Christ satisfied. She took away
gifts, but better still faith in God. She brought him the
products of her own land: so we are to render Jesus
the best of what we have.
H e received her royally. Heard her patiently. Solved
her questions. Showed her his glory. John i : 9, 14.
Took her gifts, but returned her more, for he needed not
her presents. John 10: 11,28. So Jesus gives us himself. Acts 17: 25. Solomon gave her ^2// she desired.
Beside this he " gave her of his own royal bounty. Jesus
died to save us. But rose and entered heaven to preserve
us in salvation unto the end. His first gift was not enough,
we need his daily royal bounty of grace. Rom. 8 : 3 2 ;
Heb. 7: 25.

WATCH

TIDINGS.

F a l s e M e s s i a h s m u l t i p l y . Two colored
ones have recently appeared in the South, drawing after them such a crowd of deluded followers
that their arrest has become necessary. One in
the West of whom we recently gave an account
is still maintaining his pretensions. And now
others are reported in the East and in the West.
The Christian says;
A false Messiah has lately appeared in Arabia, and
multitudes of Jews are following him. A man of high
education, with tremendous force of character, he has
been greeted by the poor among his people as the very
deliverer they need. Regiments of life-guards, composed
of Hebrew youths, protect his person, and he has even
deceived some of the wise and prudent of the Jews of
Northern Arabia. The rabbis are fully occupied in pacifying the excitement, and preventing the further spread of
the movement. What, however, the people really need is
to be told of God's Messiah, who, though rejected of

their forefathers, was raised from the dead, and lives
for ever, as Prophet, Priest, and King.
Another:
A press dispatch from ' Little Rock, Ark.,
states that in the northern part of Little River, and in
Sevier County, the people are excited over the appearance
of a man who, like Schv/einfurth in Illinois, pretends to
be Christ. His name is Elma Irvin, and he says he
comes from Manchester, Red River County, Texas. T h e
ignorant portion of the population is greatly exercised over
his religious teachings. H e tells them in his sermons
that he is able to remove mountains, to drink poison with
impunity, ward off bullets, and to cure the sick by the
laying on of hands. Pie anoints infants with oil, and
alleges that they become angels. H e says this is his
second visit to the earth, and in a few weeks he will be
known as Christ himself. His worshippers are increasing
rapidly.

R o m e and Jerusalem. Will the Pope go
to Palestine ? This question is frequently asked.
That many Papists have an eye on the Holy
Land is believed. The following is cut from
an English paper:
" T h e Roman Catholics make it no secret that they
are determined to conquer Palestine." Such is the statement Rev. J. Zeller makes in The Church Alissionary
Intelligencer.
Writing with respect to the reinforcements
sent to Palestine, and contrasting the insignificance of
these accessions when compared with those of the
Romanists, he says: " Almost every year we have
caravans of more than five hundred French people, mostly
priests and nuns, coming to Jerusalem, and marching into
the town with a flag bearing the motto of the Crusaders
of old, ^ Dieu le vetit.''"

H a s the P a p a c y c h a n g e d ? " F o r advocating the Copernican system of astronomy" says
Messiah's Herald, "Bruno was in 1600 burnt alive
by order of the Pope. Among those who sentenced this man to nine years' imprisonment,
then to have his tongue torn out with pincers and
to burn in fire, was Cardinal Bellarmin, who
forced Galileo to recant, and Cardinal Sanswerina,
who called the massacre of St. Bartholemew ' a
splendid day, most pleasant to Catholics.' To
a recent speech of the Pope, justifying the burnind of Bruno, the organ of the Italian prime
minister, Crispi, replies as follows : "
In truth, this punishment of Bruno — which, to, judge
things mildly, we might have set down as the result of
the cruel practices of a past age — thus falls back upon
the Vatican as an immutable principle of its religion and
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government; a principle which would still be enforced if
the Vatican had the power. The church, then, has not
changed in any way. Now, none of the most decided
adversaries would have gone so far in his charge against
her. All would rather have preferred figuring to themselves that she had given up errors which once were
common to a backward civilization and which the progress
of time has left behind forever. Instead of this, the
church has passed a worse judgment upon herself than
her bitterest antagonist could have done.

And the London Christian of July 12 says:
" Every week we are finding confirmation of the
aptness of the Popish motto — Semper eadem.
The controllers of that anti-Christian and iniquitous system seem to learn nothing and forget
nothing, except to acquire more consummate skill
in the arts of intolerance, and to forget that they
are not living in the Dark Ages. In a recent
leading article The Standard gives a well-deserved
and scathing exposure of the action of the Pope
and his satellites, with respect to the erection of
a statue in Rome to Giordano Bruno, who was
burnt there in 1600, for holding heretical
opinions. One contemporary naturally supposed
that the Papal authorities would be only too
glad to let such an atrocity be forgotten; instead it is virtually justified. Says The Standard:
It may be as astonishing as it is disappointing; but
there is no shirking the obvious conclusion. The Pope
and those who agree with him consider Giordano Bruno
had his deserts. It is hardly an exagg^ation to say that
the legitimate inference is, that if they had the power
they would again pile up the fagots and thrust in the
torch, as a punishment for the holding of opinions on
certain abstruse points in which they themselves do not
happen to participate. Every right-minded and generous
man will be disposed to exclaim, " T h a n k heaven, they
have not got the p o w e r ! " And his inmost resolve will
be that they never shall have it again, come what may.
There could not be a more eloquent, more useful, or
more timely commentary on the demand for the revival of
the temporal power of the Papacy than this striking
evidence and illustration of what use the Papacy would
make of its recovered authority, if the restoration of its
prerogatives were only complete enough and absolute
enough.
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honored and embraced is the very Popery that was loathed
and degraded by the holiest of your fathers; and the
same in haughtiness, the same in intolerance, which lorded
it over kings, assumed the prerogative of Deity, crushed
human liberty, and slew the saints of God.

One is tempted to ask why a just and merciful God does not sweep from existence this
blood-thirsty hierarchy. But the day cometh.
(Rev. 18: 8)."
Romanizing t h e Press. Every charge that
our daily press is Jesuitized is met with an indignant denial by the Roman Catholic Press. But
here is the testimony of a competent witness.
Dr. J. M. King the well known Methodist
preacher of New York says :
Today, in the midst of our great national struggle, it is
an impossibility to get a straight statement ccncerning the
aggression of Romanism into any paper in the United
States. I lectured three weeks ago last Monday (September, 1888) before the faculty of the New York University,
on " T w o perils: Secularism and JesuitisAi," and the
abominations of reports that went mto the newspapers
were wonderful. It was not anything like what I said at
all. Every reference to the power of Jesuitism as a peril
to our institutions, and the educational system of our
country was absolutely misquoted . . . . The simple fact
of it i s : the press today, in our country and in yours
(Canada) and in Great Britain, is controlled by the Jesuit
power.
When the " F r e e d o m of Worship b i l l " was before the
legislature at Albany N. Y., I wrote, I believe, every
editorial that appeared iriany of the papers on the subject;
I wrote a good many more editorials than ever appeared.
W^hen we went to Albany we could not get the newspapers
around the constituencies of those men whose vote concerned our civil and religious liberty to print a syllable,
and so we had to do our own printing. But there was
one thing we did that had effect. W e sent out an appeal
to the 4,000 evangelical ministers to preach a sermon
against the aggressions of Romanism. The legislators of
Albany went home to spend the Sunday. They are not
over particular about attending church, some of them,
but their families and their constituents were there, and
they thought: What on earth does this mean? everyone
is talking of the aggression of Rome. And when they
went back to Albany they found that their constituents
were awakened, and accordingly the bill was rejected.

The eloquent Canon Mellville uttered the
In the United States the majority of the secular
following warning:
papers of extended circulation either have not or will not
Make peace if you will with Popery, receive it into your
Senate, enshrine it in your chambers, plant it in your
hearts. 6 u t be ye certain, as certain as there is a heaven
.above you and a God over you, that the Popery thus

discuss or give news concerning the aggressions of
Romanism upon our civil and religious liberties, thus
giving strong color to the claim of Jesuitism that it holds
a free press in subjection.
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much disagreement. Its interpretation of the Apocalypse
is hyper-literal pan-Judaic, finding Israel almost everywhere
where we find the Christian church. It holds certainly
that the 144,000 of the 7th of Revelation are Jews, since
they bear the names of the twelve tribes,; and we judge
that for the same reason the New Jerusalem descending
out of heaven from God would be classified as a Jewish
city into which none of us Gentile Christians may hope to
find admission except we be circumcised. While we hold
the Pre-millennial interpretation — though nourished and
brought up in the Futurist school — we have long since
abandoned it as lame in all its feet. It is sweet to look
for the coming of Chi-ist, but exceeding grievous to be
made to look for Antichrist. And we cannot but think
that the early error of interpretation is being exactly reversed today; that wherever the Preterists symbolized
what is literal in prophecy, the Futurists literalize what is
symbolical. We believe in symbolizing what is symbolical,
and literalizdng what is literal.
Poetic Paraphrases.
By Mrs. George C. Needham.
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1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
postoffice —whether directed to his name or another's, or
whether he has subscribed or n o t — i s responsible for the
payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
pay all arrearages or the publisher may continue to send it
until payment is made, and collect the whole amount,
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.

London. James E. Hawkins, 17 Paternoster Row.
Here are sweet songs by our friend, Mrs NeedhamThey are not s*:ular but sacred'—all set to the key of the
celestial harp. They cannot fail to bring solace to wounded
hearts, aud inspiration to the flagging spirit. There is
much of advent music in the collection, and such a song
as:
"Jerusalem, dear land distress'd.
Thy welfare and thy peace
Lie on my heart; and for thy rest
My prayers shall never cease,"
deeply stirs the heart. All the hymns are good.

A. J. GORDON, D.D., Editor.
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TDecemher,

H E O L O G I C A L B L O N D I N I S M is the
name which the Brptish Weekly gives to
a certain kind of venturesome theology.
Prof. Dodds, recently preaching in St. Giles',
'Edinboro, denied " t h a t in order to be saved, any
theory of the Atonement is necessary." H e even
conceded " that one may believe that Christ has
not risen, and yet be a Christian." This we
should call rather perilous ground for an orthodox
teacher to assume. V\^e have read somewhere
that " if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the
Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that
God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be
saved." What God has made a condition of salvation, we ought not to exclude from the conditions. So we quite agree with the paper just
quoted, that whether one maybe saved on so slight
a creed or not:
The question is unwholesome, that it ought not to be
asked, and that it is not the business of Christian teachers
to answer it. Blondin proved that it was possible to cross
Niagara on a tight rope, but we do not advise people to
follow his example. I t may be possible to get to heaven
on a very slender thread of faith, but why should the
experiment be tried ? W h y should we cultivate a theologi•cal Blondinism.' The preacher has a word as grandly
brief as it is simple and faithful: " Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved."

" R E J O I C E IN THE L O R D A L W A Y S . "

HOW

easy

to say it, how hard to sing it. The following
. exquisite poem from Miss Benham in the Pnde'^v-pendent, carries its own lesson :
p::

Bird of the broken wing,
H u r t beyond skill to bind,—
How hast thou heart to sing
W h e n Heaven is thus unkind.''
W o for my ruined flight!
Joy for my heart of songl
I sing for the song's delight —
And Heaven hath done no wrong I

does not imply withdrawing
from the world, but keeping one's self unspptted
Wy^from the world. Christ takes us out of the world,
i n order to send us into the world. If we have
UNWORLDLINESS

i88g.

NO.

12.

his divine life within us, we shall not be touched
by the evil influences. The following paragraph
well states the case :
A Christian living in the world is like a ship sailing on
the ocean. It is not the ship being in the water which
will sink it, but the water getting into the ship. So the
Christian is not ruined by living in the world,— which he
must needs do whilst he remains in the body,—but by the
world living in him.

It takes more courage
to preach to one man, than to preach to a thousand. But the sermon to the one, because of its
concentration, may be more effective than that
to the thousand. The Good Way thus puts the
matter:
PERSONAL PREACHING.

Five minutes private personal entreaty will often accomplish more in winning souls to Christ than five months'
public preaching. Close action is effective. A pistol at a
man's breast is far more dangerous to him than a hundred cannon thundering at him two miles away. The
preaching may mean any one or no one in the crowd; but
when you talk to me you mean me.

rising from the dead. The
martyrs of Jesus are again standing on their feet,
Arnold of Brescia, Savonarola, Huss and Coligny.
The latter, who was murdered in the massacre
of St. Bartholomew, has just had a statue erected
to his memory. Dr. John Hall thus speiks of it:
T H E WITNESSES

He who walks leisurely through Paris, with his eyes
open, TVUI notice, opposite the Louvre, an object more
interesting, in some respects, than even that historic building, including its recent accessions of Assyrian monuments.
More interesting because quite new and quite significant,
At the back of the Oratoire, the well-known church of the
French Protestants, stands, in new white marble, a good
representation of Gaspard de Coligny, with the dates 1517
and 1572 above, and with an appropriate quotation from
the great man's words on the solid base of the statue.
But higher than this is a magnificent open book in marble,
inscribed on the top of its pages one reads, in large letters :
^" La Sainte Bible." On the page to the left is a part of
the sixth verse of the 112th Psalm: " The righteous shall
be in everlasting remembrance," and on the other the no
less fitting quotation from Hebrews 1 1 : 27 : " PLe endured
as seeing Him who is invisible"
Oh, that fair France
comprehended all that this suggests, and sought inspiraion and stability from " La Sainte Bible."
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PERSONAL PREACHING:
A LECTURE TO THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS.
BY T H E EDITOR.

Q ^ o u will observe how constantly in conventions
0 and conferences, the question is discussed:
" How can we reach the masses ?" I have long
felt that there is a latent pride, and worldly ambition underlying this question. We have come to
measure things, in this nineteenth century, too
much by their bigness, and too little by their
spirituality. Big audiences, big sermons, big
choirs and big organs are regarded as the outward and visible tokens of spiritual success.
Therefore it is necessary to be reminded that
Christ preached two of his greatest sermons to
single hearers — the sermon recorded in the third
of John, to Nicodemus, and that in the fourth of
John, to the woman of Samaria. This fact constitutes a suggestive lesson for us. The man
who is diligent in preaching to the one, is the
man whom God is likely to honor in preaching
to the many. Indeed the ability for personal
preaching is fundamental. As in arithmetic you
cannot have the tens and hundreds without the
units, so in the ministry, you cannot be successful in winning a multitude of souls, unless you
know how to grapple with individual souls.
The apostle Paul, no doubt, understood this
art. For in his farewell to the elders of Ephesus,
recorded in the twentieth of Acts, he not only
describes the spirit of his preaching—"warning
every man night and day with t e a r s ; " but also
the manner of it — "publicly, and from house to
house."
We learn from numerous records what was the
character of his public ministry.
We would
greatly like to know more about his private and
personal ministry. " Lydia, we learn that Paul
abode several days at your house, both before
and after his imprisonment in the Philippian jail.
Can you tell us what he did when there ? " "Ah,
would that you could have heard him," she
replies. " You know that I was a dealer in purple, and I had many wealthy customers coming
and going. Well, Paul never missed an opportunity to preach the gospel to them. H e would
tell, over and over again, the wonderful story of

his conversion. And as he dwelt upon his sin
in persecuting the Church of God, and the exceeding grace of God in his rescue and pardon, he
would weep, and then break forth through his
tears with the oft repeated words : ' It is a faithful saying and worthy of all acceptation, that
Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners,
of whom I am chief.'"
This is an imaginary conversation, to be sure,
but I think it substantially true to fact. I believe
it is vital to a minister's success that he should
know how to deal with individual souls. It often
requires more courage to preach to one, than to
preach to a thousand. It is the most concentrated form of preaching: the preacher's whole
energy directed to a single soul, and that soul
obliged to take the whole discourse to himself,
since there is no congregation to share the hearer's responsibility. Many strong preachers have
to confess that here is the point where they are
most weak: that they lack the courage to face a
sinner squarely and talk to him of his responsibility. But the timidity which hinders in this
duty can be overcome ; and it will be overcome,
if at all, as Sir Thomas Brown said about his
victory over his doubts, " in no martial* posture,
but on the knees."
I wish to speak of the best methods of personal
conversation with the unconverted. I shall men- •
tion three: The direct method, the indirect
method, and the impersonal method.
I. T h e D i r e c t M e t h o d .
It is generally
thought that the soul can be best reached by
gradual approaches: that an abrupt appeal, on
the subject of personal religion is likely to shut
the gates of the heart, and bar us out when we
seek admission. It may sometimes be so.
On the contrary if you are too roundabout in
your approaches you may get lost in your own
circumlocutions and miss your way. The person
whom you are addressing reads your thoughts,
and knows what you are aiming a t ; and if he is
disinclined to be talked with on his duty to Christ,
he will do his best to divert you from your purpose. Here, certainly, the longest way round is
not the shortest way home; but on the contrary
you may take so far a way round as never to
reach your destination.
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John Vassar, whom I knew intimately for many
years, was one of the most successful soul-winners
since Harlan Page. All his work was hand-tohand work, accomplished through personal conversation. H e told me that he had found, after
years of experience, that the best method of dealing
with souls was to strike home at once with the most
direct and searching question possible. His custom was, without a word of introduction, to put the
inquiry: " My friend, will you allow me to ask you
the question — ' Have you experienced that great
change called the new birth ' " There was no
evading that question. H e said: " If I ask one
if he is a Christian, he will most likely reply:
'.Yes, do you think I am a heathen ?' Or if I
ask: * Do you believe on the Lord Jesus Christ ?'
he will reply: ' Yes, I have always believed on
Him.', But to the question, ' Have you had the
experience of regeneration ? ' there can be no
such evasive answer."
As a matter of fact, I know that this question
will often so startle and rouse one , as to bring
on the battle at once and save the time of introductory skirmishing. For this is truly a home
question ; it touches the fundamental issue of
man's fallen condition, of the hopeless state of
human nature and the absolute need of a divine
regeneration. If there is anger and revolt at the
question, never mind, if only the issue has been
made; often is it the case that one is brought to
Christ through the recoil of his own rebellious
heart.
Then, by this direct method of dealing, we
avoid falling into discussion, which is so often
made a snare to entrap the Christian worker and
prevent his steady pursuit of his object. For
argumentation almost invariably degenerates into
a duel in which each party is anxious to outwit
the other in debate, and so the main issue is lost
sight of. Discussion is often like a handful of
loose sand flung out, so scattering and diffused
that it hurts no one. The pointed, evangelical
question of the new birth is like that sand, melted
into the ball of glass, so solid and compact that
you can pierce the head of giant unbelief with it.
" Except you are born again, ye cannot see the
kingdom of God." Hold your subjiect to this
and be sure it will make an impression. Francis

Xavier was a worldly, ambitious man, pursuing
his schemes for glory and greatness; and Ignatius Loyala would ply him, day after day, with
this one question ; " What shall it profit a man
if he gain the whole world, and lose his own
soul.?" His soul became so sensitive and sore
under the repeated blows of this question, that
at last he yielded, as under the lash of a tormentor, and gave his heart as totally to God, as
before he had given it to the world. Press in
like manner the question of the new birth, till
the heart gives way before it. Shut your hearer
up to the one fact of his sins, and confront him
with the one remedy of salvation through Christ.
2. T h e I n d i r e c t M e t h o d . By indirect, I
do not mean circuitous, but rather ingenious.
" Preach the word: be instant in season out of
season," says the Scripture. Not as the passage
is constantly misquoted— " Be instant in season
and out of season." That is not the thought.
It is rather: " Be instant in season out of season " — be unseasonably in season — make an
opportunity out of an inopportune occasion.
The highest art in religious conversation is just
this: to give such a turn to the conversation,
and to make such use of the circumstances in
which you are placed, that they shall actually
help you to present the claims of Christ to souls.
We see at once the difficulty of introducing the
most sacred theme into the most secular occasion.
It is easy to talk to one about the claims of the
gospel at the close of a prayer-meeting, for that
is just the time and place for such subjects.
This Is being in season in season; but to preach
Christ when you are riding in the cars, or standing at a counter, or sitting in a railway station,
and to do it skilfully — this is being in season
out of season. In order to succeed in this
method we must
(i) Seize upon some present circumstance and turn
it to good account. If people are in church prepared to listen to a sermon, you may take your
text from the Bible; if they are without the
church, and you wish to get their attention, you
must take a text from some passing event or
suggestive circumstance. Prof. Hackett used to
say that when Christ preached the sermon in the
fourth of \ J o h n — " S a y not there are yet four
V
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months, etc."—the text was spread before the to find an opportunity to urge home the claims of the
eyes of the hearers as he spoke; and that prob- gospel.
" T h i s m e t h o d " said he " I have endeavored to follow
ably when he said: " Lift up your eyes, and look
all through my life. Coming down to London to attend
on the fields, for they are white already to har- the conference," he added, " I found such an opportunity.
vest " he may have pointed to the fields of grain Placed in the railway carriage with three gentlemen, I
stretching out before the eye. This is an illus- found that they were very worldly in their talk — playmg
tration of what we mean. I remember of riding cards, and otherwise amusing themselves. I was watching
one day over a lonely road with John Vassar. for my opportunity when they fell into a hot dispute over
some question of history, each insisting that his way was
We overtook a man on foot, who stopped and
the right one and the others wrong, when I interrupted,
said : " Excuse me, I am a stranger in these parts; saying ' Excuse me, gentlemen, the facts were so arid so.'
can you tell me which road I must take to reach
* How do you know ?' asked one of the disputants.
'Know, sir! the events happened seventy-five years ago
Dedham ?" I replied to his question, giving
and
I am ninety-eight, and can remember what took place
him the desired information, when Mr. Vassar
seventy-five years ago as well as you can remember what
said to him: " Friend, I, too, am a stranger and
happened twenty-five years ago.'
a pilgrim in the earth; but I am seeking a better
'You are ninety-eight years o l d ! ' exclaimed one of them»v
country, even an heavenly. Allow me to ask if Well, I wish you would tell us how we may live to be
you know the way to that country, and are jour- ninety-eight years old, and be as hale and hearty as you
neying thither ?" I never heard anything more are.
" Now was my chance," said the Archdeacon, and I said:
inimitably natural or beautiful than the little way' Gentlemen, I will give you three rules, which if you will
side sermon which grew out of this text. And faithfully follow, you may hope to live to be as old as I
the hearer seemed spell-bound for the moment. am.' Here I paused, having awakened their curiosity,
H e certainly might have gone to church many when one of them said :
' Well, please give us the rules.*
times without hearing such a .pointed discourse.
Now if one has what Dr. Shedd calls the
" Homiletic Habit," he will be constantly finding such texts as these. H e will not only find
" sermons in stones," but sermons iu circumstances. H e will not merely go into the pulpit
on Sunday, but his whole life will be a portable
pulpit from which he sounds out the Word.
(2) In order to succeed in this method, one must
be careful to follow circumstances, rather than to
force circumstances. If one is violent or obtrusive
in his use of such methods as we have mentioned,
he may repel and disgust, where he seeks to win.
The following from a personal illustrates what I
mean :
While sitting on the platform of the Mildmay Conference in the summer of 1888, an aged man of very benign
and attractive face sat just in front of me, and I had a
strong desire to know who he could be. At dinner one
day I was placed beside him, and he introduced himself to
me as Archdeacon Philpot, telling me that he was ninetyeight years of age, and as well, and able to preach as in
his best days. Among other things he stated that he was
converted under the ministry of Charles Simeon of Cambridge, the famous leader of the evangelical movement of
the last century. H e said that one of Simeon's injunctions
to young ministers was to make great use of personal conversation, and endeavor, in every place and circumstance,

'First,' I said, ' B e at peace with G o d ; and true peace
can be had with God on the ground of the atonement.
Then I expounded at length, from Scripture, the way of
peace by the blood of the cross, and how ' being justified
by faith we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ.'
Finding them becoming a little restless under my discourse, I held off awhile, quite sure that having excited
their curiosity they would call for the rest; when one of
the gentlemen said suddenly :
' Well, please give us the second rule for attaining to a
good old age.'
' The second rule,' I replied ' is to be at peace with your
neighbor; and that is only possible as you have that
charity which suffereth long and is kind.' Then I turned
to the thirteenth chapter of first Corinthians and expounded
to them that beautiful lesson on charity. Again there
was a lull in the conversation; when one of them asked
for the third rule.
' The third rule is to avoid drugs and medicines,' I said,
to which my fellow traveller replied: ' That, at least, is
practical and appeals to me, since I am a physician.'
" B u t , " said the venerable preacher, " I had gained my
opportunity of setting forth the gospel. And I rejoice
that I have pursued this method with great profit through
my long life." Dear old man, his face was like the face
of an angel; and this summer, at ninety-nine years of age,
he has departed to be with the angels, and with them to
behold alway the face of our Father which is in heaven.

Here was fidelity to the souls of men, combined

^
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with gracious tact and courtesy in pressing the
claims of the gospel. Blessed are they who so
use their time and opportunities. For thereby
(3) We can make the most of our otherwise
unused moments. For the question of the wisest
economy of our time in this busy, hurrying age
is one for us diligently to consider. If we have
twenty years, each of us, yet remaining for the
Lord's service, our time is equal; but the question of husbanding it is another matter. Of a
wise economy of time Hannah More says; " It
is just as in packing a trunk ; a good packer
will get twice as much in as a bungler." If we
would be wise in this direction, let us look after
the interstices of time, the minutes, which are
like the gold dust from the jeweller's bench, that
.were wasted unless carefully gathered up, and
coined and stamped with the image and superscription of Christ. " Redeeming the time because
the days are evil," writes Paul to the Ephesians.
i. e.: Buying up for yourselves the opportunity ©r
fitting occasion out ot days that are filled with
vanity and self-seeking. In the epistle to the
Colossians, this injunction occurs again, with
added light upon its meaning: " Walk in wisdom
towards those that are without, redeeming the time."
Watch those whom you meet in the high-ways of
life, in the thoroughfares of travel, and in the
chances of acquaintanceship, redeem the time.
And then he adds: " L e t your speech be always
with grace seasoned with salt; that ye may know
how ye ought to answer every man." " Seasoned
with salt," not all salt. Know how to talk politics
with the politician, books with the scholar, and
crops with the farmer; but know how to sift the
salt of gracious instruction and admonition into
all these conversations.
3. T h e I m p e r s a n a l Method. Pardon me
if I say that sometimes we have to be impersonal
and indirect in our presentation of the gospel.
I remember a conversation in boyhood which
affected me almost more than any other that I
ever heard. It was intended for me, and carried
on in my presence, though I was neither addressed
nor mentioned in it all. I have often found just
such a method usefijl in dealing -with siouls
personally.
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Perhaps they are too sensitive or too rebellious
to be addressed personally; and so you talk with
them but not to them. It may be that you know
of some instance exactly like theirs, some refractory one who has been subdued by the gospel,
and you tell them about it in such a way that
you describe their own case exactly, without
seeming to know that you are doing so. A lady
in my house, a " true yoke-fellow in the gospel,"
is often called on to talk to intemperate men.
The wife comes and tells'in confidence that her
husband is secretly drinking, and that the coils
of appetite are slowly closing round him, threatening the ruin of the home. But it must not be
intimated to him that she has told of his habits;
for he would be terribly angry at the betrayal,
and yet " cannot you talk with him ?" Imagine
the difficulty of the task. I take the latest instance
to show how the difficulty is gotten over. The
man is approached in confidence and his help
requested for a neighbor whose case is described.
The instance is the exact double of his own ; the
danger involved to his soul, and the misery
threatening his family are dwelt upon, and all
as though he were the most temperate man himself, and most ready to lend a hand for the help
of others. How powerfully the rebuke can be
set before this husband, and how his sin and the
gospel remedy can be presented, without his
suspecting that he is personally aimed at. Per- .
haps before the affair is over his own condition
will be disclosed and the opportunity for the most
direct and uncompromising dealing with his soul
afforded. If this method seems slightly disingenuous, remember that it is often the only way that lies
open; and we may justify its use by the example
of Paul: " I am made all things to all men, that
I might by all means save some." The servant
of Christ must sometimes become a spiritual
detective, shadowing the soul of the sinner whom
he would save, following him in disguise, if by
any means he may bring him under arrest for
Christ. Let us be wise in all these methods, and
let us devise and use others which we have not
named. For we have a wily enemy to contend
with, and men are being ensnared on every hand
by his wiles ; and " the redemption of their soi,\l
is precious and it geas^th forever,"
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the rapture of the living, in apostolic preaching,
that some of the European churches, being less
BY REV. F. L. CHAPELL.
familiar with the fact of the death and resurrecNUMBER ONE.
tion of Jesus, seem to have supposed that rapture
" One shall be taken and the other left."—Matt. 24 : 40. was the only method of final salvation ; and that
"Therefore be ye also ready." — Matt. 24; 44.
those who had died were lost (i Cor. 15 : 12 ; i
T may be well known that the New Testament Thes. 4 : 13). To these Paul carefully explained
contains (2 Tim. 2 : 10,) the bold statement the doctrine of the resurrection; not, however,
that our Saviour "abolished death " ; but it may as the proper and primary, but as the merciful
not, perhaps, be so well known, or at least, real- and secondary provision for the salvation of lost
ized, that it also consistently bears out this bold men.
statement, by the general view it gives us of
This view of the matter is, we know, very forapostolic Christianity in this respect. Although eign to our modern mode of thinking, since death
the historic portions of the New Testament cover has come to be so largely regarded as the proper
a generation after the resurrection of Christ, and and unexceptionable lot of even the believing;
the epistles cover two generations, and the Apoc- and by some has come to be esteemed as even
alypse covers the whole church period, nothing salvation itself. But this is because of the centlike a Christian obituary appears in all its pages. uries of apostasy. The resurrection is, however,
Nor are we given to understand that what is in our day, being brought back into something
called " natural d e a t h " is properly becoming a of its proper place, by the more biblical among
Christian believer. On the contrary, it is an us. But this is only one step towards the true
undeniable fact that, as regards the Christian's apostolic attitude. The more important step is
exit from the present life, the New Testament to conceive of the rapture of the living, as the
always presents, as the proper attitude of the believer's proper portion ; and to bring the living
believer, waiting for rapture, and not expectation into a practical readiness for, and expectation of,
of death (Phil. 3 , 20, 21 ; i Thes. i : 10; 4: 17; so blessed an experience.
For certainly the
I Pet. 3 : 13; 2 Cor. 5 : 4, S> etc.).
Scriptures, and not the experience of the apostate
Death by martyrdom is, indeed, recognized as centuries, must be the guide of those who would
proper, and even praiseworthy, meriting reward wholly follow the Lord. The Bride must make
or " g a i n " (Phil, i : 20, 2 1 ; 2 Pet. i : 44; Rev. herself ready for the coming of the Bridegroom
2 : 10; 14: 13). But death from sickness is who is the " Prince of life." Not only must she
regarded with positive disfavor, and as evidence cry to Him to " Come " ; but she herself must
of a low state of Christian life, either doctrinally take of the water of life freely.
or practically (i Cor. 11 : 30). From such a
To contribute, in some humble degree, towards
death, or " so g r e a t " a death, it was a mercy to the obtaining of this proper Christian attitudci
be delivered (2 Cor. i : 10). Indeed, death from will be the object of these articles.
sickness or accident was regarded such a calamitous event, that resurrection power was invoked
MASTER MISSIONARIES.
to restore such as had so fallen (Acts 9 : 37-42 ;
READINESS FOR RAPTURE,

3

2 0 : 9, 10).

Consequently physical healing was an exceedingly prominent feature in the working of New
Testament Christianity; while sick-bed ministrations, funeral observances and burial services
(except for the martyred) — things which figure
so prominently in modern Christian work — are
positively unknown in apostolic literature.
Indeed, so very prominent was the subject of

BY ALICE B. MERRIAM.
NUMBER TWELVE.
W. F. BECKER.

Tfr'HE divine programme for the evangelization
Ky oi the world includes the significant words.
" beginning at ferusalem."
T h e apostle Peter
addressing a company of his kinsmen according
to the flesh says : " ^nto you first, God having
raised up his Son JeSus, sent him to bless you."
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And the great missionary to the Gentiles emphasizes the same truth when writing to those to
whom it would be most unwelcome, "/<? the few
first." Yet through the early years of the era of
modern missions, the Jew was apparently forgotten and his position in divine history and
prophecy was unrecognized.
Slowly has the church of Christ awaked to her
responsibility in this direction and to this day
the fact is not adequately realized that we are
debtors to the Jews above all others, because
from them have been received the treasures of
divine revelation, and of them, as concerning the
flesh, Christ came. The first organization for
direct missionary work among the Jews exclusively was the London Society for Promoting
Christianity among the Jews. It was formed in
1809 and during the first years of existence, its
operations were confined to the Jews in England:
many agencies were instituted for their enlightenment and instruction in the gospel, and the work
was attended by many signs of encouragement.
In 1812, an appeal was received from Malta
urging the claims of Jews residing in Syria and
Egypt, and in the same year the condition of the
Jews in Poland was laid before the directors.
Inquiries in regard to this field brought assurances from the Emperor of Russia of " zealous
cooperation and support in all measures tending
to the promotion of Christianity." It was also
stated that the younger Jews in Poland were very
generally disposed to receive instruction and that
it would be most readily accepted from English
teachers. It was accordingly determined to open
a mission in Poland and that country was the
first to receive foreign missionaries to a Jewish
people.
The work was begun in 1821 and the city of
Warsaw was made its starting point. Among the
first missionaries sent from England was Rev. W.
F. Becker. Soon after entering the country, he
removed from Warsaw to Cracow and thence, in
r822, started on a missionary tour through the
kingdom. After leaving a certain village where
he had distributed testaments, he was summarily
arrested and taken to Warsaw. Here his case
was carried from one court to another but was
finally laid before the viceroy, w|^9 immediately
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set him, at liberty and restored his books which
had been confiscated. On the next day, he
received a passport and papers in the Polish and
Russian languages giving him full permission to
prosecute his work and to distribute books under
the protection of the Emperor.
The way was thus opened for an enlargement
and vigorous prosecution of the work and the
succeeding years were marked by real growth and
fruitfulness. The death of the Emperor in 1825
caused grave questionings as to the future. A
request for the confirmation of the privileges
granted by Alexander brought only a partial
answer. The missionaries, were allowed to continue in Poland, but no mention was made of
Russia. In 1827, Mr. Becker attempted to visit
a Russian town where it was said many were willing to receive instruction, but on reaching the
frontier was turned back and was informed that
permission to labor in Russia had been withdrawn.
The succee'ding years witnessed a gradual but
steady extension of the work in Poland. New
stations were opened and in 1841, it was reported
that one hundred and fifty three had been
baptized ; ten years later, three hundred and
twenty six. For some time, however, there
had been noticed an increased displeasure on
the part of the Russian officials in view of the
influence of the mission and the circulation of
the Scriptures. This culminated. May, 1854, in
a call summoning the missionaries before the
authorities, where they received many restrictive
orders. In December, they were again brought
before the authorities to listen to an imperial
order commanding the discontinuance of the
work, and enjoining the missionaries to leave the
country on Jan. 13th 1855.
The closing scene of thirty-three years of faithful service has been thus graphically described.
" When the brethren Becker and West, with their
families, arrived at the railway station to quit
Warsaw the scene was overwhelming. Crowds
of people of all classes, Jews and proselytes,
Protestants and Roman Catholics, and numbers
of the Greek Church, had assembled to take a
last farewell of the missionaries; and it may
well be doubted whether the railway station in
Warsaw ever before exhibited such a spectacle,
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and whether exiles ever left the Russian domin- the missionary field, a clearer understanding of
ions so universally regretted and respected and our indebtedness to God's ancient people, and a
with such heartfelt blessings following them. It resulting consecration of strength and means
is also an important fact that whilst preparing to which shall send away laborers into the waiting
leave they never heard the slightest exultation on harvest fields.
the part of the Jews on account of their expulsion ; on the contrary, they experienced uniform
SPIRITUAL L I F E IN T H E PSALMS.
kindness and sympathy, many expressed their
BY GEO. C. N E E D H A M .
regret and listened attentively to the gospel
NUMBER F O U R .
message."
Poland was thenceforth closed to the Gospel T^HE magnificent covenant Psalm, the 89th,
until 1876, when it was reopened under govern- ^exemplifies this spirit of devotion in extolling
mental restrictions. Upon leaving Poland, God's glorious attributes: " I will si6g of the
Becker removed to Hamburg and continued in mercies of the Lord for ever: with my mouth will
I make known thy faithfulness to all generations.
work among the Jews until his death in 1863.
The second field opened by the London Society For I have said, Mercy shall be built up for ever:
for work among the Jews, was that to which thy faithfulness shalt thou establish in the very
attention is most naturally drawn in connection heavens, I have made a covenant with my
with this people — the land of Palestine. The chosen, I have sworn unto David my servant.
permanent establishment of a mission in Palestine Thy seed will I establish for ever, and build up
was decided upon in 1823 and th'e first mission- thy throne to all generations. Selah. And^the
ary, a physician, arrived in Jerusalem' two years heavens shall praise thy wonders, O Lord : thy
later. There was a marked eagerness on the faithfulness also in the congregation of the saints.
part of the Jews to receive the word of God, but For who in the heavens can be compared unto
this at once aroused the hostility of the Romish the Lord ? who among the sons of the mighty
and Turkish authorities and the work was for can be likened unto the Lord ? God is greatly
some time carried on in the face of many obsta- to be feared in the assembly of the saints, and
cles. Later years, however, brought greater to be had in reverence of all them that are about
him. O Lord God of hosts, who is a strong Lord
liberty and much blessing.
The London Society has in succeeding years like unto thee? or to thy faithfulness round
also undertaken work among the Jews in .Holland, about t h e e ? "
Germany, Italy, France, Turkey, Sweden, Persia,
and northern Africa. Everywhere the Gospel
has manifested itself to be power of God ; the
Scriptures have proved that Jesus of Nazareth
was the expected Messiah, and many from every
nation have acknowledged Him, testifying boldly
to the mental and spiritual enlightment which
accompanies the acceptance of Christianity.
The work of the London Society was followed
by that of the Free Church of Scotland which has
been widely extended and has borne much fruit.
These societies have been followed by others
both in Europe and America, and there is today
a more extended work among the Jews than at
any period since the early days of the Christian
church. Yet there is need of a still deeper and
still more extended interest in this department of

1. Th.Q power oi God is the subject of holy
song (Ps. 89 : 13). " B e thou exalted. Lord, in
thine own strength : so will we sing and praise
thy power." (Ps. 144: 10, 11), "All thy works
shall praise thee, O Lord; and thy saints shall
bless thee. They shall speak of the glory of thy
kingdom, and talk of thy power." (Ps. 147 : 5,)
" Great is our Lord, and of great power: his
understanding is infinite."
2. The holiness of God calls forth fervent
thanksgiving. (Ps. 29 : 2), " Give unto the Lord
the glory due unto his name ; worship the Lord
in the beauty of holiness." (Ps. 30 : 4), " Sing
unto the Lord, O ye saints of his, and give
thanks at the remembrance of his holiness."
(Ps. 93 : 5), " T h y testimonies are very s u r e :
holiness becometh thine house, O Lord, for ever."
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. (Ps. 96 : 6), " O worship the Lord in the beauty
• of holiness : fear before him, all the earth."
Holiness is that attribute of God which fills
the saint with joyous exultation, and the sinner
Vith dread alarm. God is glorious in holiness;
this attribute is the foundation and top-stone of
our salvation, " Grace reigns through righteousness unto eternal life through Jesus Christ our
Lord." The Christian believer is saved righteously, and saved unto righteousness.
3. God's faithfulness'is also a theme for praise.
How oft H e declares this fact that His faithfulness will not fail. How frequently also the
believer expresses his assurance of that fact.
(Ps. 119 : 89, 90), " F o r ever, O Lord, thy word
is settled in heaven. Thy faithfulness is unto
, all generations : thou hast established the earth,
and it abideth."
Since mercy and truth have met together;
since righteousness and peace have kissed each
other we can meditate without fear on all the
divine attributes and perfections of the Godhead. (Ps. 36 : 5-7), " T h y mercy, O Lord, is
in the heavens; and thy faithfulness reacheth
unto the clouds. Thy righteousness is like the
great mountains; thy judgments are a great
deep : O Lord, thou preservest man and beast.
How excellent is thy lovingkindness, O God!
therefore the children of men put their trust under
the shadow of thy wings."
In every division of the Psalms we observe at
their close joyous outbursts of praise. There
are five of these divisions : the first ends with the
41st Psalm; the second with the 72 nd ; the third
with the 89th ; the fourth with the i o 6 t h ; and
the fifth with the 15 oth. Notice the closing verses
of these great divisions: (Ps. 4 1 : 13), "Blessed
be the Lord God of Israel from everlasting, and
to everlasting. Amen, and Amen."
(Ps. 72 : 18-20), " Blessed be the Lord God,
the God of Israel, who only doeth wondrous things.
And blessed be his glorious name for ever: and
let the whole earth be filled with his glory.
Amen, and Amen. The prayers of David the
son of Jesse are ended." When this prayer is
answered, nothing more remains to be prayed for,
(Ps. 89 : 52), "Blessed be the Lord for eyermore, Amen, an4 Amen."
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(Ps. 106: 48), " Blessed .be the Lord God of
Israel from everlasting to everlasting: and let
all the people say, Amen. Praise ye the Lord."
(Ps. 150: 6), " Let every thing that hath breath
praise the Lord: Praise ye the Lord."
Between the first verse of each division, and
the closing verses, where the writer places his
"Amen," there are revelations of God, and of
man, workings of providence, references to time
and eternity which we cannot understand. Things
too high for us ; things more wonderful than we
can grasp; more complicated than we can unravel.
Yet I observe this feature of spiritual life throughout, viz. : its unaffected, its unfeigned syiApathy
with God emphatically declared. Sympathy with
His kingly sovereignty and absolute supremacy ;
sympathy with His Fatherly pity towards His
feeble saints, and with His righteous indignation
towards the wicked; sympathy with His grace
towards the erring, and with His awful judgments
which visit the evil doer whether human or
demoniac. Nowhere does spiritual life in the
Psalms take God to task, for His often strange proceedings and terribly ravaging providences; nowhere in the Book is apology offered for the apparently severe Calvinism which runs throughout it
all.
I grant that often a spasm of pain shot through
the soul of David, as he pondered on the startling
questions of divine sovereignty, and of human
responsibility, and like a man in a troubled
dream, muttered incoherent ravings about matters which could not be harmonized with His
views of right and wrong. But his firm faith in
the absolute wisdom of God supported him under
these fiery trials and conflicts; his confidence
silenced his complaint. The 73d Psalm illustrates this phase of Christian experience. Asaph
had fallen into great mental trouble when he saw
the wicked prospering in life, and peaceful in
death.
Of himself he declares: " Verily I have cleansed
my heart in vain, and washed my hands in innocency. For all the day long have I been plagued,
and chastened every morning."
Then he adds, referring to the apparent happiness of the wicked in life and death: " When I
thought to know this, it was too painful fpr me \
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ROUGH N O T E S ON T H E E P I S T L E
^
until I went into the sanctuary of God ; then
understood I their end. Surely thou didst set
TO T H E ROMANS.
them in slippery places : thou castedst them down
BY BURLINGTON B. W A L E .
into destruction. How are they brought into
desolation, as in a moment! they are utterly T^HE Epistle to the Romans is the most systemconsumed with terrors. As a dream when one ^
atic, the most elaborate, and the most comawaketh ; so, O Lord, when thou awakest, thou prehensive of all Paul's writings. T h e style is
shalt despise their image. Thus my heart was excursive, the parentheses, numerous and most
grieved, and I was pricked in my reins. So important. H e is like a man starting off on the
foolish was I, and ignorant; I was as a beast main trunk line to a distant city, yet every now
before thee."
and then shunting off into a siding, and then, by
Here is a lamentable yet truthful confession, and by, returning to this trunk line, till at last in
that man has but a beast's knowledge of God's due course he reaches the goal for which he
eternal purpose. Only in the Sanctuary, only by started.
the Spirit, only through Scripture is man enlightIn verse one he tells us he was marked off,
ened in the ways of God. " O the depth of the (Aphorismenos) as an apostle, a messenger, of the
riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God ! gospel of God i. e. the genus; the species are (a)
how unsearchable are His judgments, and His the gospel of this grace of God, by which sinners
ways past finding out. For who hath known the are saved now: (b) the gospel of the kingdom,
mind of the Lord, or who hath been His " the near advent of the Lord Jesus Christ and
counsellor ?"
(c) the gospel of this glory, or the glorious gospel
While it is evident that no such baseless of the happy G o d : when, the .millennial reign
sentimental hopefulness (which learned men call over, Christ having cast out all rule and all auoptimism) is found in the Psalms, as we hear thority and power, shall hand back the kingdom
uttered by modern false prophets, neither do we to God the Father, radiant with purity and resodiscover a despairing, remorseless hopelessness nant with song.
(which the wise term pessimism) within its pages.
God tested man in Paradise, under law; and
The glowing light of hope shines out of the book; he failed and fell. H e tested the Antediluvian
not however hope from man; he can. never by world without law and it became utterly corrupt,
his wisdom or power lift a dead world out of the and he swept it away with the flood. H e then
pit in which it is sinking still deeper : but hope tested the Israelites under a theocracy; again man
from Jehovah-Jesus, Redeemer, Saviour, King, failed. They desired a king; and at last the Jews
who will come again in Majesty even as He came crucified their King, and have been cast aside
formerly in Meekness, to completely redeem the for two thousand years. God is now testing
world from sin and death, and the devil.
the world under grace — it is the time of God's
longsuffering — again, man is failing, and the
Here is rest ! Man may well take his rest nations of Christendom are generally and rapidly
when he has nothing to do, when it is all done rejecting divine truth. In the millennial age God
for him. And that is the Gospel. The world,s will test man under the. rule of righteousness, and
way of salvation is " Do: " God's way of salva- the Lord Jesus Christ will rule all nations with a
tion is, " It is all done for you; accept and ' rod of iron, and dash them in pieces as a potbelieve." The world that says "Do,"
never ter's vessel.' Again man fails, and when Satan
does anything : while the Gospel which tells us is loosened for a little season, at the close of this
" It is all done," imparts such joy and peace millennial era, he finds the world, and the nations,
within, that we spring to our feet ready and will- which are " as the sand of the sea for multitude,"
ing to do and dare aught for Hun who gave ready to compass the camp of the Saints about,
Himself up for us.
and the Beloved City, (Jerusalem), to get rid of
C, H, Spurgeon. this reign of righteousness, and the rule of Christ
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;^ Humanity having been found utterly incorrigible'
is tried, condemned, and cast into the lake of
r fire, and "all things are made new."
Verse ^two, is the first parenthesis in the Epistle.
Verses three to six inclusive is the second parenthesis. But this parenthesis contains one of the
I key-words to the right understanding of the
Epistle,— *^the obedience of faith."
Man cannot
;: obey the law because he is a sinner, and has
already broken i t ; " therefore by the deeds of
the law shall no flesh living be justified." But
man is to be justified by the " obedience of faith."
This is the " new commandment which is given
- ^ unto u s : "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ,
• and thou shall be saved." Faith is the repose of
the intellect in the truth of revelation ; the repose of the understanding in the adaptation of
the means to the end — " the fruit unto holiness,
and the end everlasting life." It is the repose
of the affections in the love of God, and the repose
. of the soul in the immutability of God — as this
immutability pertains to his holiness, wisdom, love
and power and this obedience of faith redeemed
and regenerated man is enabled to render, by
the ,Holy Ghost who dwelleth in h i m ; — a n d
thus he is justified by faith or in the way of
believing.
In verse seven, the apostle, so to speak, returned to the trunk line again. Observe that the
i
Epistle is not addressed to a church, but to individuals ; to all that are in Rome beloved of God,
constituted holy ones.*
Verse seventeen : " The righteousness of God."
This is the second key-word of the epistle, and is
closely allied to the first" the obedience of faith,"
/. e., it is the. provided righteousness of God of
which the apostle is speaking; the, righteousness
V which is of faith, which God has announced as
the righteousness that he accepts — the obedience
of faith—in the phase of that righteousness of
the law that man as a sinner cannot render.
" T h e just shall live by faith" or, "my just man
'ff-\ (i. e., he whom I pronounce justified,) by faith shall
l i v e " — or have eternal life, not by the works of
the law.
?|«i:;
In verse eighteen, he is referring to the specu*Thc Italics are imtended to show the Gr^ek emphasi*.
-i^siSI

m^--
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lative philosophies of Greece and Rome, who,
possessing some correct knowledge of the Godhead, and laughing at the mythology, and the
multiplicity of deities believed in by the common
people, suppressed or held down the truth unrighteously, and while ridiculing the host of gods
in which the multitude believed, yet held that the
belief was necessary in order to keep the people
in subjection to their duties; and never sought
to impart to the masses the clearer light which
they themselves possessed. Such were Cicero,
Seneca, Polybius, Lucian. No vulgar or plebeian
foot dared pollute the Grove of Plato, the Porch
of Zeno, the Lyceum of Aristotle, or the Shades
of Epicurus,
From verse twenty-one to the end of the
chapter, he gives a rapid sketch of the historical progress of idolatry in the Noachian family,
in its various stages, down to its latest abominations in Greece and Rome — and then he closes
the chapter, by showing the judicial punishment
to which God had delivered them over — that
he had given them over to a reprobate mind.
London, England.
" A REMARKABLE VISITATION OF
THE SPIRIT."
BY REV. C. A. S. T E M P L E .

^"T
y

^ H E case, as related in the July number, brought
^ ^ to my mind a still more remarkable one —
as it appeared to me — as I heard it related,
more than fifty years ago, by Rev. Reuben Emerson of South Reading, now Wakefield, Mass.
He stated that an organized band of infidels
had just been broken up in that town by the
power of the Spirit alone, in answer to prayer,
and without human intervention or agency of
any kind, or in any way.
The band held their meetings at regular, stated
times, and conducted them with the formalities
common to well regulated, deliberative assemblies. Their discussions were carried on with
ability, and were attracting a great deal of attention in the community. Worse than all, they had
begun to exert a good deal of influence upon the
young men, and the weak-mindedj and loose
thinkers who attended them. The situation was
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alarming. Christians began to ask each other:
" What shall be done ? What can be done ?"
They saw and felt that the time for argument, on
their part, was past; that all had been said that
could be said, and therefore that no human interference could be of any avail, A few who had
met to confer upon the matter, after a season of
conference and prayer, resolved, and pledged
themselves to each other, that they would meet
regularly, once a week, to pray together, especially
for that infidel band, and for all under their influence.
They met, they prayed. They kept up those
meetings for a considerable time alone. By and
by, others who had learned of them, sought and,
of course, obtained permission to join them.
The praying band increased both in numbers and
in interest, but still — no sign. But they knew
the promises. They believed them. They prayed
on.
At length, to even their utter amazement, the
leader among those infidels was arrested by the
powerful interposition of the Spirit of God.
After a season of deep, and even painful co-nviction, he obtained peace and joy in believing.
Then another, and another, and another of the
band was convicted by the same divine Spirit,
till in a short time all, or nearly all, of that band
were, by the same divine agency, converted and
turned to the Lord.
Many also of those under their influence were
brought to the knowledge of the truth. All this
was the work of the divine Spirit alone. This
fact was seen and felt and acknowledged by the
whole community. Not a word was said to those
men, in the way of controversy or rebuke, until,
like those on the day of Pentecost, they asked:
" Men and brethren, what shall we do ? " Then,
of course, they were directed to Him who is " the
Way, the Truth and the Life."
That was the occasion and the beginning of a
powerful revival, by which both churches—the
Baptist and the Congregationalist—were greatly
refreshed and strengthened, and many were
" added to the Lord."
" I am come that they might have life, and that they
Ri'tght have it mpre abundantly."—John lo ; lo,

T H E TRUE DREAM.
AoFTLY fell the shades of night.
I laid me
^
down to rest, and soon I seemed to have
passed, in imagination, beyond the span of time
and earth. I thought I stood among the angels.
I watched their looks, I listened to their converse.
They seemed to gaze beneath, and my eyes
followed theirs to a speck of light far below the
heavens. Coming close to the side of one of the
bright-robed ones, I whispered: " What is there
so far beneath to attract you from the admiration
of these heavenly glories ? Why do you look so
gravely, almost sternly there ? "
Said the angel: "Yonder world has not yet
finished its course, but already its history is so
strange that you, too, may marvel to hear it:
Once it was fair, now it is blighted; sin entered
the paradise of God, and man became a sinner,
and all earth's sons and daughters are filled with
its bitter fruits. They hate each other; they
hate God; they are selfish and covetous; they
speak harshly; they swear falsely; they steal
and kill; they are full of sorrow oftentimes, and
pain and sickness; they die, and are buried in
the ground, but they rise to spend eternity in
heaven or hell."
" Why," said I, " do you speak of so vast a
difference in eternity ? "
" That," said the angel, " involves a story
stranger still, for these sinful ones seem to refuse
the good, and choose the evil. Often they scorn
to escape yon bottomless pit, although there is a
way of escape — a Saviour who longs to save,
and a Spirit that strives continually with them,
that they might not run on yonder broad road,
for it leads to destruction."
" Tell me more," I said, and the angel continued : " There onee lived One upon the earth
unlike all others. H e was sinless ; he was harmless ; he was the Son of G o d ; he came from
heaven to earth, and made himself as one of them,
going in and out, blessing everywhere, sorrowing
with those that sorrowed, sympathizing with, and
helping the needy and sick; serving, breathing
the breath of love among men.
But they were untouched by his love. They
cared not for him. H e was too pure. H i s very
presence CQudemned them, They hated him
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and planned his death. H e knew it, and wept
for them. H e would they should be saved, but
they 'despised' him. H e would give his life!
but it was nought to them. They cast him out.
Then he took upon himself redemption, for
they were under God's curse.
He changed
places with the sinner. H e bare sin in his own
body on the tree. Oh, how he suffered! The
prospect caused him to sweat great drops of
blood, '^wt he loved them. Love strong as death,
yea, stronger; and his life blood flowed forth.
They dyed their hands in it and cried: '»Away
with him.' They murdered him.
Then he rose from the grave victorious. H e
gathered the disciples again and sent them out
with the tale. What grace ! H e bade them go
and tell sinners, yea, his very murderers, of a free
salvation, the purchase of his life, of the love of
God toward them. H e bade them beg and plead
with men to be reconciled to God."
" But," I said, " is the world conscious of all
this ? • How do they treat the message of his
love ? "
" Most of them ignore it. Comparatively f^w
receive it and are saved. The rest live on gaily,
and scarce bestow a thought on their position.
They are the children of an hour passed upon
the earth, and an eternity in hell. Their feet
dance full often on the edge of the brink, and
over the hollow earth. The fire of their destruction burns beneath. They sing earth's songs,
and hear not the wail of the damned, who have
passed off the scene, who have gone to the pit.
Satan drugs them with his opiates. H e causes
the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and
the pride of life, to come in and drown the thought
of the future ; and they laugh, and he laughs —
and the doomed souls — see them following on
their track, singing and dancing as they come ! "
And he showed me men and women of the
world. Some drank from deep cups, and their
eyes~were bright with fever. Others were cold,
and scornful of all things, as though they had
searched earth through for good or joy, and had
found neither. Some seemed to have just entered
on their mad career, and eagerly followed the
phantoms that lured them to their ruin.
" L e t us go among them," said the angel.
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And he led me then to other scenes — scenes of
sin and shame, where men and women seemed
hateful, and hating one another, where bitter
tears fell, and hearts were broken. In each scene
selfy^z.s the centre of each individual.
I shuddered, and as I followed closely by the
side of the angel, I whispered: " Has H e loved
quite in vain ; has H e died in vain ?"
" Nay," said the angel, " there have been in all
ages, and still are, many who have received him
as their Saviour, and in the end they will be a
' countless multitude whom no man can number.'"
" But," I said, " I see scarce any that differ
from the rest; and those who seem to be at peace
among themselves are unconcerned about others.
Surely they cannot know the whole truth."
" Ah !" said the angel, " I foretold you would
marvel— They know it all I"
As he spoke, two young girls passed u s ; they
were both fair, and brightly dressed, and they
talked fast and gaily, and laughed betimes.
"There," said the angel," is one of the redeemed
ones," while he pointed to the elder of the two.
" But," I said, " will she not tell of Jesus, and
of heaven and hell ? How can she keep silence
while that fair young girl sports upon the edge of
the precipice ? It cannot be but that she will
tell her the truth."
" Let us listen," said the angel, and taking me
with him, we walked by their side,
"What taste you have in the colors you wear,"
said the child of earth.
" Yes," said the redeemed, " I could not bear
the vulgarity of red, green and blue; besides, on
principle, I wear quiet colors,"
" Well, said the child of earth, " That is a principle I could quite go with. It seems more intelligible to me than some of the odd things that
religious people say and do."
Her companion looked sober a moment, and
methought there seemed a wistful look that the
young girl knew better; but either she felt
ashamed to tell what she knew, or, it might be,
she hoped some one else would speak in her
stead, I know not; but soon she started a new
topic belonging to earth, and we left them to
finish it; and as we passed silently from them, I
thought of the white robe, washed in blood, that
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waited for the redeemed, and wondered that no
thanks went up to God, and no tears filled her
eyes at the thought of its cost.
Then he brought me to a banqueting house,
where wine flowed, and lights burned, and there
showed me (to their shame I tell it) three of the
redeemed among the guests. They were surrounded by the King's enemies, who spoke loudly
and proudly of the things of earth.
Presently they grew to laughing and scoffing
at the notion of the world soon coming to an end,
because of the expected return of Him whom
they had put to death. One named an unfashionable few who, he protested, were always canting it, and said some witty things at their expense,
while the redeemed said never a word!
I noticed two of them apart, and heard one
say: " I am not quite comfortable here; I did
not expect such conversation."
"Nor I," said the other. " I n d e e d I wish I
had the courage of M. —— to speak; but it is
not my gift."
" It would be so out of place here," said the
first; and then they rejoined the rest.
My heart burned hot with indignation, as I
looked and listened. " Ungrateful wretches ! "
I said; " what a return ! Can it be that they
are ashamed to confess the name of Him who
has done such great things for them ? Surely
he will give them up."
" N a y , " said the angel, "these are His words:
' T u r n , oh, backsliding children, for I am married
unto you ;' ' Return to me, for I have redeemed
thee :' ' Can a woman forget her sucking child ?
yea, she may forget, yet will I not forget thee ; '
' I am the same ; I change n o t ; ' ' Jesus Christ,
the same yesterday, today and forever.'"
At this I wept much, and longed for an audible
voice that might remind them of Jesus, and for
power to show them that he was lookiiig on.
Some there were — but, oh, how few — who had
said: " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ? "
and he had shown them, and they had gone forth
to do it.
Then the angel brought me to a lonely cottage,
and showed me two upon their knees. They
named some who were dear to them, and wept,
but a bright smile broke over the face of one as

he remembered these words; " Whatsoever ye
shall ask the Father in My name, I will do it."
Then they rejoiced together in the promise, and
were comforted.
" T h a t , " said the angel, "is of the Comforter,
one of whose offices is to bring to iheir remembrance what Christ has said. Those they named
will be saved."
" But how can they be reached ? " I said.
" Through the written Word of God," was the
reply, "or by one of the redeemed. They are
His only messengers."
" T h e y ? Impossible!"
" Thus it is," said the angel, " sometimes their
hearts warm, and the Comforter testifies through
them of Jesus, so that many a soul is won to him ;
and often it is that they who first learn his love,
are more affected by it, and influenced by it, than
those who have proven him an unchanging lover
half their lives."
" A h , " I said, "ungrateful wretches! Would
that / w e r e one of the redeemed on earth, that I
might put you all to shame." And while I still
thought on these things, I awoke, and behold it
was a dream ; and yet it was not a dream, but a
living reality which a dream had intensified.
Oh, my God, it is all too true! And I dm one
of the redeemed, and on the earth, with a little
while yet left, it may be, wherein to live for thee.
Will I ?

THE TAP ROOT.
fy^ FEW autumns since, I was staying at a friend's
v l / house, which had a fruitful garden attached
to it. This plot of ground, bearing its wealthy
supply of vegetables and different fruits, was the
pride of the faithful servant, my friend's gardener.
The man was one of the old-fashioned type of
servants who loved his master and his master's
work.
At the close of my visit, I went into the garden
to bid the man goodbye.
"Before you leave, sir," said he, "you must
come and see my master's pear tree."
" What is there special about it ? " I asked, as
we stood together on the graveled walk in front
of a young pyramid tree, rich in noble pears.
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" Why, sir," the gardener said, in a most interested tone, while his eye kindled with delight,
" this tree has never borne before, and last
autumn the master said, ' Come, Ben, we must
have that tree down,' but I said, ' Let me have
One more try with it and then if it bears no fruit
—' and now see what a fine tree it i s ; why, there
are no pears in all the garden such as these,"
and he handled one of them with that appreciative fondness which is peculiar to gardeners.
As Ben spoke, my heart was moved; I listened .
to each word eagerly ; but it was not his interest
in the tree that interested me ; but himself — his
soul, his undying soul, for, like the pear tree,
barren in its Christian master's garden, Ben had
borne no fruit for God.
" Well, Ben," said I, " and what did you do to
bring about this wonderful change ? "
" A h ! wonderful change, sir, indeed it is," he
went on, still handling the tree; " my master
would not part with his pear tree now."
" But what did you do ?"
" The tap-root, the tap-root."
" Yes, but what did you do ? "
" Why, got under the root, dug right under
the tree, and cut the tap-root."
" Then I suppose all its strength had gone
into the earth ?"
" Yes," he said, " that is just how it was. So
I lifted it right up and cut the tap-root."
" Ben," said I, " I came into the garden to
hear this story, not for the tree's sake, I am sure,
but for yours." H e looked at me very strangely,
wondering what I meant. " Y o u are like that
tree when it bore no fruit; all your life goes into
the earth. You are still unsaved — no fruit for
God, all for this world. Your tap-root has not
been cut. I have been lifted out of the earth by
trial and sorrow, as you know," and when I said
this Ben's kindly face betokened true sympathy,
" You are still fixed in the world. If you continue as you are, God will say of you : ' Cut him
down ; he bears no fruit.' Must it be that you
will still.hold out till some dreadful sorrow comes,
or will you die as you are, and perish ? "
So we parted: but Ben is still, I fear, unsaved.
How is it with you, dear reader ? If you have
reached middle age, you have learned to suffer.
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Oh I live not for this world; come to Christ;
seek His salvation. God is merciful; H e will be
merciful to you a sinner. Tell Him what a
sinner you are. He will save you; and being
saved, seek to bear fruit for God.
POOR JOSEPH.
ri^ POOR weak-minded man named Joseph,
v l / whose employment was to go on errands
and carry parcels, passing throu'gh London
streets one day, heard the singing of Psalms in
Dr, Calamy's Church, Aldermanbury. H e went
into it, having a large parcel of yarn hanging
over his shoulders.
The Doctor, after a while, read his text from
I Tim. I : 15 : " T h i s is a faithful saying, and
worthy of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus
came into the world to save sinners, of whom I
am chief."
From this he preached, in the clearest manner,
the ancient and apostolic Gospel, that there is
eternal salvation for the vilest sinner, through
the worthiness of Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
who made all things.
Joseph, in rags, gazing with astonishmeijt,
never took his eyes from the preacher, but drank
in with eagerness all he heard. Trudging homewards, he was overheard muttering to himself,
" Joseph never heard this before ! Christ Jesus,
the Son of God, who made all things, came into
the world to save sinners like Joseph — and this
is true — and it is a faithful saying."
Soon afterwards Joseph was seized with fever,
and was dangerously ill. As he tossed upon his
bed, his constant language was, "Joseph is the
chief of sinners: but Jesus Christ came into the
world to save sinners, and Joseph loves Him for
this." His neighbors, who came to see him,
wondered at hearing him always dwell on this
subject. Some of them addressed him in the
following manner: " But what say you of your
own heart, Joseph ? Is there no token for good
about it ? No saving change there ? Have you
closed with Christ by acting faith upon Him ?"
" Ah! no," says he ; " Joseph can act nothing :
Joseph has nothing to say for himself, but that
he is the chief of sinners: yet seeing that it is a
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faithful saying that Jesus, H e who made all perhaps, to see and be seen, as is often the case,
things, came into the world to save sinners, why and listened heedlessly to that which was spoken.
But not so with poor Joseph. H e listened, as to
may not Joseph, after all, be saved ? "
Some one finding out where he heard this a voice from heaven — he drank in every word.
doctrine, on which he uniformly dwelt with so With others, the word fell like seed on stony
much delight, went and asked Dr. Calamy to ground, or by the way side. Their minds were
come and visit him. He came ; but Joseph was intent on other things ; and perhaps after leaving
now very weak, and had not spoken for some the door of the church, they never once more
time, and though told of the Doctor's arrival, he thought of what they had heard, although it was
took no notice of him ; but when the Doctor God's Word; but Joseph received it as God's
began to speak to him, as soon as he heard the Word, and not as man's word, and treated it as
sound of his voice, Joseph sprang upon his such. H e heard it as with the ears of his soul.
elbows, and seizing his hands, exclaimed as loud H e held it fast, and thought upon it. Others
as he could, with his now feeble and trembling cared for the things of this world, and slighted
voice, " O sir! you are the friend of the Lord the good news of salvation ; but Joseph after he
Jesus, whom I heard speak so well of Him. heard it, cared for nothing else. His mind was
Joseph is the chief of sinners: but it is a faith- intent on his salvation. H e knew that he was a
ful saying, that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, sinner, and his soul clung to Jesus as the Saviour
who made all things, came into the world to of sinners; for he believed what was written in
save sinners, and why not Joseph ? O pray to the Word of God, that Jesus came into the World
that Jesus for me ; pray that H e may save me ; for this gracious purpose. Jesus died, " the just
tell Him that "Joseph thinks that he loves Him for the unjust " H e " put away sin by the sacrifice
for coming into the world to save sinners like of Himself," that H e might bring us to God.
Joseph." The Doctor prayed: when he conJoseph trusted in this blessed assurance. H e
cluded, Joseph thanked him most kindly. H e believed in the love of God to us, sinners as we
then put his hand under his pillow and took out are, and this love drew forth his own. His faith
an old rag, in which were tied up five guineas, was not an airy notion, but a principle of action.
and putting it into the Doctor's hand, (which he It was evidenced by his love, of which he gave
had kept all the while close in his), he thus substantial proof by giving to the poor friends of
addressed him : " Joseph, in his folly, had laid the Lord Jesus all that he possessed.
this up to keep him in his old age ; but Joseph
Poor Joseph did not trust in himself. Simplewill never see old age; take it, and divide it minded as he was, he appears to have learned
among the poor friends of the Lord Jesus, and rapidly the lesson which many Christians are so
tell them that Joseph gave it them for His sake, slow to learn. H e appears to have renounced
who came into the world to save sinners, of self in every form. H e did not rely on the work
whom he is the chief." So saying, he reclined in his soul for his comfort; nor did he trust in
his head. His exertion in talking had been too his faith for his confidence. H e turned away
much for him, so that he instantly expired.
from himself to rest solely on Jesus, his Almighty
Dr. Calamy left this scene, but not without Saviour. Reposing on Him, he could'not but
shedding tears over Joseph; and used to tell this die in peace.
little story with much feeling, and as one of the
most affecting occurrences he ever met with.
T H E ORGANIST.
The story may furnish the reader with matter
BY REV. WILLIAM HASLAM, M. A.
for serious reflection. The congregation where
Joseph heard the glad tidings of salvation through ^ R U L Y the wind bloweth where it listeth,.and
Christ was large and fashionable. Many of ^ ^ we cannot tell whence it comes or whither
them were, probably, occupied with themselves it goes. So is every one that is born of the
and their own thoughts and persons. They went. Spirit. People who to all appearance are seek-
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ing God, do not find Him, and others who are
It was certainly a very difficult place, for the
not seeking Him, are found of Him.
congregation had been hardened with over much
At one of my missions there w;as an organist, evangelical teaching of a general kind. Seed
a very good musician, but he was not in sym- had been abundantly sown without any due prepathy with the work in which we were engaged. paration of the ground. It was amazing to witSometimes he pretended that he could not play ness the hardness of the people, and their unthis ti^nfe or t h a t ; sometimes he put us out by willingness to yield.
playing faster than we could sing; and someAt length a night came when one young man,
times he played so slowly, that it was necessary to who could contain himself no longer, burst out
take breath between each word or note.
with loud ejaculation, saying," O Lord, save m e ! "
Upon inquiry, it came out that he had orig- The same power which constrained him to speak
inally set up as a Baptist preacher, and failing in out thus bowed down some thirty others, and
this, he became the editor of an atheistic serial. compelled them to yield themselves.
As the organist of the church in which I was
Then came a scene which it is not easy to
preaching, he behaved very badly during the describe; it was exciting as it was sudden. Even
service, and more particularly during the sermon. workers were dismayed, and among others our
He would not listen to it himself, nor let others friend the organist. However, he kept his feeldo so, if he could possibly help it.
ings to himself, and as he was not wanted to play
One evening he came to the vestry to ask for any more hymns for that service, he went away.
The following evening he was observed to be
the hymns. As I had not yet selected them, I
asked him to suggest some, " T h i s is a good serious, and most attentive all through the service,
and sermon also. When it was over, coming
one," he said, " ' Go bury thy sorrow.' "
" No," I replied, " that will not d o ; we have down from the gallery, he said to a lady, " Will
too much of burying sorrow — I should like to you thank Mr, Haslam for me, and tell him I am
dig some of it up." H e immediately dropped all r i g h t ? "
" No," replied the lady, "you had much better
the book, and turning round went out of the
vestry, afterwards sending a little girl for the go and tell him yourself — there he is."
Soon the organist was standing before me,
hymns.
H e was evidently sensitive, and it was plain to marvellously subdued and grateful, though feeling
see that there was something working in his not a little ashamed of the past.
"Come," I said, "let us praise God for his
mind. Whenever people go out of their way
goodness
to you."
either to be rude or troublesome, you may be
" Yes, indeed," he replied, " such goodness,
sure there is some reason for i t ; whereas, when
and
that in spite of all my badness. To think
they are assenting and compilable, it is often
what I have been, and then to think of his saving
because they are indifferent.
Our restless man was not content with his me like this."
It was too much for the poor man, he burst
little opposition in the church, but he wrote
articles and sent them to the local newspaper, into tears and went away. At the close of the
ridiculing the mission. These articles, however, mission he came again, and this time gave hearty
only attracted more people to the services. It thanks to God amongst many other rejoicing
is easier to write up a thing than to write it down. ones. The lion or bear was unmistakably
As the mission proceeded, and souls one by changed into a lamb.
Nothing could exceed his kindness and willing
one surrendered to God and found peace (and
• the number was daily increasing), our friend ness, after this, to help forward Christian work
began to be more uneasy. The poor man had in the parish. Without further rerhuneration, he
been very triumphant in the early part of the gave up his time in order to play at the various
11^ mission, when the word was apparently power- special services which were held not only on
Sundays, but during the week. Besides this, he
less to awaken souls, or even move them.
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helped in various other ways, for he could speak
in prayer, and was intelligent enough and well
able to work with anxious souls ; this work is
better learned in practice than in theory.
As a matter of course, he gave up his editorial
engagement and employed his time with more
profitable occupation, and also in working
amongst his former acquaintances. H e felt that
he had a great opening before him among the
many atheists whom he knew.
He said, " It is of no use to dispute with these
people. I know now that the man is by no means
clever who denies the existence of God; he
might as'well deny the existence of the world.
They are ignorant, sir, not clever. I tell them
what fools they are, and some pretty well believe
this already. I did not know what a fool I was
until my eyes were open — ah, worse than a
fool. These men will have to come to that, or
perish."
The organist had a mission also to many good
people of the congregation, who formerly used
to reprove him for his atheism. Now he was
saved, he found that not a few of these were
still outside the door of salvation. " Which is
worse," he asked, " a theoretical and ignorant
atheist, or a practical one ? The man who says
there is no God, or the man who professes to
believe that there is a God, but does not bow
down before Him ? "
It is dreadful to think of persons who are so
good, and so much respected, refusing the Lord
who died to save them ! They know H e bought
them, yet do not yield themselves to Him. They
profess and call themselves Christians, yet there
is no Christ in their hearts.
" I cannot but suppose," said the man " t h a t
such people grieve God a great deal more than
poor ignorant men who know nothing ab6ut
Him."
" Yes," I said. " God has compassion upon
the ignorant, and those who are out of the way ;
but H e is justly angry with those who profess to
know Him, and yet do not. ' The wrath of God,'
says the Apostle, ' is revealed from heaven upon
all such, who hold the truth in unrighteousness.' "
I can well understand the amazement of
persons just brought into the light, at those who

profess to be there, and are not. It is indeed
more amazing than the effect of the light itself
upon souls who have been living in darkness. I
felt this myself, when I was first brought to God.
A LITTLE TALK WITH

JESUS.

A LITTLE talk with Jesus, how it smooths the
rugged road;
How it seems to help me onward when I faint
beneath my load I
When my heart is crushed with sorrow, and
my eyes with tears are dim.
There's nought can yield me comfort like a
little talk with Him.
I tell Him I am weary, and I fain would be
at rest;
That I am daily, hourly longing for a home
upon His breast:
And H e answers me so sweetly, in tones of
tenderest love,
" I am coming soon to take thee to my happy
home above."
Ah ! this is what I'm wanting. His lovely
face to s e e ;
And (I'm not afraid to say it) I know He's
wanting me.
H e gave His life a ransom to make me all
His own,
And H e can't forget His promise to me, His
purchased one.
I know the way is dreary to yonder far-off
clime,
But a little talk with Jesus will while away
the t i m e ;
And yet the more I know Him, and all His
grace explore.
It only sets me longing to know Him more
and more.
I cannot live without Him, nor would I if I
could;
H e is my daily portion, my medicine, and my
food.
He's altogether lovely, none can with Him
compare;
The chief among ten thousand, the fairest of
the fair.
So I'll wait a little longer, till His appointed
time,
And glory in the knowledge that such a hope
is mine ;
Then in my Father's dwelling, where " many
mansions " be,
I'll sweetly talk with Jesus, and H e shall
talk with me.
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THIS MAN

S H A L L B E OUR

PEACE.

(MiCAH 5 : 5.)
1

BY ISAAC O. R A N K I N .

Helper of the sons of men,
Herald of pardon. Prince of Peace;
O, when wilt thou return again
And bid our discord cease ?

GREAT

Come I For thy words are true. Our foes
From our own Christian household come.
T h e clamor of our quarrel grows
And kindly love is dumb.
In selfish wishes, narrowing aims.
W e hew our idols, call them T h i n e :
And, in the praise of lesser names,
Obscure the Name divine.
And he who wearies of the fray,
And seeks to make Thy people one,
Looks o'er the field to find a way
And, sorrowing, findeth none.
Unknown is faithful heart to h e a r t ;
And strangers, who in love agree.
Come, where thy watchers sit apart,
And take them home with Thee 1
Then shall the world, that loves Thee not,
Know thy just rule, and bow in fear:
And, strife and selfishness forgot,
T h e years of joy appear.
O, Spirit of our God 1 TSTphold^
Our hearts in patient love to wait.
The sinful world is growing old;
Our Lord is at the gate.
Gloversville, N."Y.

BE

READY.

T I M E is flying,

Day is dying,
Death is nearing,
God appearing;
Sleeper, waken,
Earth is shaken;
Leave thy prison,
Christ is risen;
Lo, H e shineth.
None Confineth;
Love has spoken,
Bars are broken;
See the token I
— H. G. G.

\
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I L L U S T R A T I O N S OF GRACE

"And the care of this world, and the
deceitfulness of riches, choke the word,
and h e b e c o m e t h unfruitful." Matt. 1 3 : 22.
Most men remind us of the old story is Strabo,
of the musician who thought himself very wonderfully gifted with the power to create melody.
Before his audience he was pouring forth his
notes, and, as he thought, holding them all
spellbound; but just then the market-bell, with
its tinkle, was heard, and all his admirers except
one left him, for they could not afford to lose the
chance of the market. The musician turned to
his solitary listener, and complimented him upon
having a soul above mere merchandise, so that
he was not drawn away by the market-bell.
"Master," said this man, " I am hard of hearing ; did you say the market-bell had rung ?"
"Yes."
" Then I must be off."
And away went the last man, unrestrained by
the bonds of harmony. So, when we preach up
Jesus Christ, there will be some who will listen
to us and we perhaps think, " Now, we shall
surely win them " ; but, ah ! tomorrow's marketbell, tomorrow's bell of sin, the bell that rings to
frivolities, and rings to transgressions, they will
go after that.— Spurgeon.
" I w i l l not let thee go e x c e p t t h o u b l e s s
me." Gen. 3 2 : 29. During the troublous times
of Scotland, when the Popish Court and aristocracy were arming themselves to put down the
Reformation in that land, late on a certain night
John Knox was seen to leave his study, and to
pass from the house down into an inclosure at
the rear of it. H e was followed by a friend;
when, after a few moments of silence, his voice
wa# heard as if in prayer. In another moment
the accents deepened into intelligible words, and
this earnest petition went up from his struggling
soul to heaven: " O Lord, give me Scotland or
I die ! " Then a pause of hushed stillness, when
again the petition again broke forth, " O Lord,
give me Scotland or I die ! " Once more all was
voiceless and noiseless, when with a yet intenser
pathos, the intercession again broke forth, " O
Lord, give me Scotland or I die !" And God
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that they could run for so great a distance side
by side and not lose their identity. A Christian
looking upon them asked himself why it was
that flowing in the same channel they remained
separate. H e found that it was the swift flow of
" A n d the peace of God w h i c h p a s s e t h the Rhone coming from its high source that kept
all understanding shall guard your hearts it from commingling with the Arve. So he reaand minds through J e s u s Christ. Phil. 4 : 7. soned, and well, that if the current of his life was
In a recent sermon Dr. Maclaren said : — " When running with a heaven-born impetus it might
I was away for my holiday I went once to the flow beside the world and escape contamination.
side of a little Highland loch on a calm day, — Christian Inquirer.
when all the winds were still, and every birch
tree stood unmoved, and every twig reflected on
"• E v e n the dogs m a y eat t h e c r u m b s that
the steadfast mirror, into the depths of which fall from the master's table." Matt. 15 : 27.
Heaven's own blue seemed to have found its way. Dr. Moffat used to tell the story of his first misThat is what our hearts may be, if we let Christ sionary sermon: " It happened, one evening,
put His guarding hand round them to keep the soon after I began my journey up the country,
storms off, and have Him within us for our rest. that I found my way to the homestead of a Dutch
But the man that does not trust Jesus is like the Boer, of whom I begged a night's lodging. It
troubled sea which cannot rest, but goes moan- was nightfall, and the family must soon go to
ing round half the world, homeless and hungry, rest. But first, would the stranger address some
rolling and heaving, monotonous and yet change- words of Christian counsel to them ? Might they
ful, salt and barren, the true emblem of every hear what he has to say ? Gladly I assented,
soul that has not listened to the merciful call: and the big barn was resorted to. Looking
' Come unto Me, all ye that labor and are heavy round on my congregation, I saw my host and
laden, and I will give you rest.' "
hostess with their family of three boys and two
girls. There were crowds of black forms hover" T h e reproaches of t h e m that reproached ing near at h a n d ; for this surly Boer had some
t h e e fell on m e . " Rom. 14: 3. The story hundred Hottentots in his service, but never a
about the Czar's " double" is again current in one was there in the barn. I waited, hoping
Russia. It is asserted — and, what is more, they might be coming. But n o ; no one came..
Said the farmer,'What ails you, why not begin?'
believed in well-informed quarters — that when' May not your servants come too ?' I replied.
ever the Czar travels an officer resembling him
' Servants!' shouted h e ; ' do you mean the Hotin height and figure is dressed and generally
tentots,
man ? Are you mad, to think of preaching
" made up " to exactly resemble his royal master.
His duty is to occupy a conspicuous position in to them ? Go to the mountains and preach to apes,
the royal train, to show himself at windows, doors, or I'll call my dogs, and you may preach to them.'
heard his cry, and gave him Scotland, in spite of
Mary and her Cardinal Beaton — gave him a
land and a church loyally devoted to Christ and
his crown.

and so on, in order to attract any casual bullets
or bombs that may be destined for the royal
person. This is strangely like him who took
the sinner's place receiving in his own body the
wounds of his chastisement bearing our sins in
his own body on the tree.
" Y e are not of this world." John 15 : 19.
Many a traveler in Switzerland has marked the
conjunction of the two rivers—the dark blue
Rhone and the pale Arve — and been surprised

After a pause I opened my New Testament, and
read for my text the words : ' Truth, Lord; yet the
dogs eat of the crumbs that fall from their master's
table.' I read the words a second time, and then
my host, vanquished by the arrow from God's own
quiver, cried out, ' Stop, you must have your own
way. I'll bring all the Hottentots, to hear you.'
" He was as good as his word. The barn soon
filled with rows of dark forms, whose eager looks
gazed at the stranger. I shall never forget that
night,"—Z/^^ Worker.
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BRIEFS ON THE S. S. LESSONS.
BY

MRS. GEO. C. N E E D H A M .

SOLOMON'S

FALL.
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vel that God was patient for so long a time with
Solomon.

^n&ixMttxoxiQ.

* December 15.
i Rings 11 : 4-13.
I. T h e faithfulness of S c r i p t u r e . " T h e eyes of the
Golden T e x t . Wherefore let him that think- Lord run two and fro, throughout the whole earth." 2
eth he standeth take heed lest he fall, i Cor. Chron. 1 6 : 9 . Solomon's sin is recorded as faithfully as
10 : 1 2 .

was never an idolater. In this respect
his heart was perfect with the Lord. The admittance of idol worship overthrew the whole intent
of the theocratic Jewish Kingdom, which was to
exalt on the earth the name and knowledge of
the only true God. Solomon himself was not
probably an idolater; but he allowed his wives
to practise idol worship. Himself we know
sacrificed to Jehovah three times yearly, i Ki.
9 : 25, Solomon must have been prematurely
old, as his actual age could not have been more
than fifty years. The pursuit of pleasure early
saps the springs of human vigor. H e had taken
seven hundred of these princesses and three
hundred concubines to increase the magnificence
of his court. These women were called " strange"
in the sense that they were foreigners. All not
Jews are recognized in the Old Testament as
foreigners. So Paul says of those who are
brought into the family of Christ, " ye are no
more strangers and foreigners." Eph. 2 : 19.
Three distinct idols are mentioned. Astarte, or
Venus of the Zidonians, was especially adored
by women. Her symbol was the moon. Milcom,
or Molech was the God of the descendents of
Lot.
Its worship was with human sacrifice,
especially of little children. Though it does
not appear that child-sacrifices were tolerated in
Judea until the i;eign of Ahaz. 2 Ki. 16 : 3.
Chemosh, the Moabitish idol, was the sun-god,
and the god of war, on the Mount of Olives, the
hill before Jerusalem. Solomon permitted these
abominations to be practiced. Hence the place
was c'alled the Mount of Offence, or corruption.
2 Ki. 23 : 13. The law concerning foreign
wives . and concubines was perfectly explicit.
The wayfaring man, though a fool, might understand it. Deut. 7 : 3, 4 ; 17 : 17, We marDAVID

his wisdom and greatness. It was the same old source of
temptation, that caused so many good men to fall. Himself had written as a proverb: ' ' Give not thy strength
unto women, nor thy ways to that which destroyeth kings.
Prov. 31 : 3. A woman, first in the transgression, led
Adam into sin. i Tim. 2 : 14. Samson was allured by a
woman to betray his strength. Jud. 16: 6, 18. David's
sin was through a woman. Joseph suffered on account of
a woman; women like Jezebel have been potent for evil:
or like Anna, Elizabeth, the Mary's and Phebe, strong for
the vindication of truth, and the support of a man as his
fellowkeeper.
I L K n o w l e d g e a g r e a t r e s p o n s i b i l i t y . .Solomon
transgressed in the very item which had been most clearly
forbidden. It was no sin of ignorance. Hence God's
anger. W e are not vexed with people for their lack of
knowledge, but for their disobedience. When Sir Isaac
Newton's little dog was the means of destroying his most
valuable papers, the great. man only said, " O, Diamond !
Diamond! how little you know what you have done."
Thus, in the day of judgment, Paul tells us " a s many as
have sinned without law, shall also perish without, law :
and as many as have sinned in the law, shall be judged by
the law." Rom. 2 : 12. How fearful then is the responsibility of every Christian, who has i a his hands, an open
Bible, and in his heart the Spirit of God, as the Divine
Teacher, to expound that truth. W h a t mean these
solemn words} If we sin wilfully after that we have
received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no
more sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful looking for
of judgment and fiery indignation which shall devour the
adversaries. Heb. 10: 26, 27. God foresaw Solomon's
sin (2 Sam. 7 : 14): yet the one word "if " in the stipulation, left Solomon a free moral man, to choose the good,
and shun the way of sin. The apostle James shows us
that we are each responsible for our conduct. Jas. 1 : 1 3 .
III. S i n ' s e a s y b e g i n n i n g s . W e are told " Solomon
loved many strange women. Now love is a very delight- ,
ful and proper emotion. But even love, undirected and
unrestrained by the laws of God may be the deadliest of
all sins to ruin the soul. Next we read "Solomon clave
to these in love." These woman absorbed his attention.
When they resisted the worship of Jehovah, and demanded temples for idolatry, love could not refuse them.
Perhaps Solomon had thought their love for him would
lead them to fall in with his mode of worship. But there
was a thousand sinners arrayed against one saint. And
Solomon was powerless. H a d he been strong in the Rock
of Israel the words of Moses would have been fulfilled in
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him : How shall one chase a thousand, and two put ten
thousand to flight. Deut. 32 : 30.
I V . T h e beautiful c o v e n a n t . Solomon had broken
his part in the conditions of the covenant. God would
fulfill His part, but not for Solomon's own sake ; but for
David's sake. So in the covenant of grace now made
on behalf of sinners, we are preserved unto final salvation
for Jesus'' sake. W e sinners are like lame Mephibosheth.
His grandfather had been disowned of God. But David
said, I will " shew him kindness for Jonathan's sake."
2 Sam. 9 : i, 3.
When Christians mix with the world, they depart unto
foreign alliance. Culture, wisdom, or great riches cannot
save us from the consequences of personal sin.
God takes a minute interest in our affairs. Pie kept a
record of the times he visited Solomon. He knew in what
street in Joppa, Simon lodged.
It is a very significant fact that we have no record
of Solomon's repentance. Ecc. 7 : 25, 26, furnishes no
clue. This is God's secret, which we may not penetrate.

CLOSE
D e c e m b e r 22.

OF SOLOMON'S

REIGN.

i Kings 11 : 26-43.

Golden Text. Let us hear the conclusion
of the whole matter: Fear God, and keep his
commandments : for this is the whole duty of
man. Ecc. 12 : 13.

6xp^ana^ion0»

to Divine blessing. These conditions had been
broken by Solomon. As God had kept his
faithfulness
in blessing; he must now keep
judgment also in punishment.
The name of Jeroboam first appears in these
verses. His subsequent history shows him to
be the most notorious and presumptuous character of old Testament narrative. There cannot
elsewhere be found in Scripture a list of sins so
outrageous before the Lord, characterizing the
life of one individual; other men's sins pertained
to themselves, and were the outgrowth of private
passion or coveteousness. But this man Jeroboam, openly, daringly, and officially assaulted the
Majesty of Heaven, putting himself in the place
of God, and reversing the Lord's most sacred
arrangements for the worship of Israel.

3n0ttuetion0*
I. C i r c u m s t a n c e s m a k e sin g r e a t . Solomon's privileges exceeded those of any other monarch. His great
wisdom became the white back-ground to intensify the
blackness of his fall. David died penitent, joyful, and
hopeful. His last recorded words have been a benediction
'to all later saints. 2 Sam. 2 3 : 1-7. But the last words
we read of Solomon are these: " Solomon sought therefore to kill Jeroboam." Thus he died fighting against the
purposes of the Lord. Our privileges under the gospel
increase our responsibility. W h e r e is there a man, woman
or child in our civilized land who has not seen a Bible, and
heard the story of Christ? Will not God hold them
accountable for this knowledge ?

T H E verses before us unfold what may properly be described as the most important epoch
in Israel's national history; namely the climax
of its glory, and the beginning of its decline as a
I I . T h e d i s t a n t effects of sin. Saul exalted valiant
kingdom. As in the natural, so in the political
men. i Sam. 14: 52: Solomon chose diligent, practical
world, there is a time of development, a time of men. i Ki. 1 1 : 28. But the eyes of David were upon
mature perfection, and a time of decay.
the godly men oi his kingdom to exalt such. The dissatThe promise which the Lord God made unto isfaction of the tribes began when Solomon became extravAbraham (Gen. 15 : 18), reiterated again to law- agant, luxurious, and severe in Ms levy to support all
giver, judge, prophet and king, had been fulfilled. this. Jeroboam carried forward the corruption. H e instigated Ephraim, and the ten tribes revolted. The whole
From Egypt to the great river Euphrates, all the
book of Hosea is a lament over this folly. Nineteen kings
country, a tract of about three million square followed Jeroboam's example. No one of us can foresee
miles, had become tributary to Solomon, i Ki. the end, when we begin to disobey God.
4 : 2 1 . Their glorious history, their magnificent
I I I . J e r o b o a m ' s i m p a t i e n c e . David waited long for
territory, their immense wealth, and remarkable Saul to be removed. Jeroboam immediately rebelled
victories, all combined to give to the Hebrews •against Solomon. All the same God kept him waiting in
the firmest prospect for a grand and enduring exile in Egypt till the right time came. Men forget that
career as a nation. But the perpetuity of this God is sovereign. Dan. 4 : 2 5 ; Lu. i : 82. H e who
holds the sea, that its waves may not pass a given bound,
grandeur had been conditioned upon obedience
firmly gi-asps the destiny of all men. W h e n we are
to the laws of God. Their phenomenal rise as a sweetly willing- to submit to the will of God, we do not
nation from the meanest of beginnings was due fe?l the con§trftint of his hand, but when we act like
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Jonah, or Saul of Tarsus, we know what it means " t o
kick against the pricks." Acts 9 : 5.
I V . G o d ' s g r e a t m e r c y . This is shown all through
the transaction. H e had told Solomon if he sinned he
should be punished, and the threat must be executed.
But see how tender and patient is God's action all throughNo judgment is visited during Solomon lifetime. Ahab
and Hezekiah were treated with the same grace, i Ki.
2 1 : 2 9 : 2 Chron. 3 2 : 26. When princes rebel against
God, God punishes them by making their subjects rebel
against them. This is always true ; our own sins become
the instrument of our chastising, as David cut off Goliath's
head with the giant's own sword. No promise for the
everlasting kingdom of Messiah was ever given to Jeroboam. David's family have never become extinct. It
still lives in the eternal Jesus, now ascended on high, of
the seed of David, and yet to reign over the house of
Jacob forever. Lu. i : 32, 33. Thus God guarded the
covenant made with David from total defilement.
V . A m e a n a n d awful t h i n g to be G o d ' s c h o s e n
i n s t r u m e n t of j u d g m e n t . Jeroboam was chosen for
his fitness as a wicked man ; so Samson chose his bride
from Timmath as a suitable tool against the Philistines.
Jud. 14; 3. margin.
Pharaoh, and Judas were similarly
chosen as vessels of wrath. W e are all vessels, to be put
to some purpose in the hands of God. Shall we be vessels,
cleansed and fit for the Master's glory like Paul to bear
the precious name of Jesus to the lost t or vessels of wrath,
whose end shall be destruction ? Remember Jeroboam
had the same privilege as David to do right and obey
God's laws. God said, " If thou wilt hearken unto all I
command thee, I will be with thee, and build thee a sure
house." Verse 38.

LESSON FOR REVIEW
D e c e m b e r 29.

SUNDAY.
i P e t e r 4 : 7.

Golden Text. Old things are passed away;
behold all things are become new. 2 Cor. 5 : 17.
T H E END OF ALL THINGS.
L
II.

THE

END.

ITS

UNIVERSALITY.

III.

ITS

CERTAINTY.

IV.

ITS

SOLEMNITY.

I. By the flood. Gen. 6 : 13,

world in view one hundred and twenty years. H e gave man
every opportunity to escape from it. The Ark was not
built for Noah alone but for any who would enter it. It
was pubUshed as the only way of safety. Yet only eight
were saved by it. Many are called but few chosen. Matt.
7 : 13, 14. This end by the flood, and salvation by the ark,
has a voice for u s : Jesus is the true Ark. i Pet. 3 : 20-23'
He says, enter in. There is Duty in coming. Death in
delaying. Delight in obeying.
2. By death. Ecc. 7 : 2 ; Heb. 9 : 27. Death is passed upon all men. Rom. 5: 12. The only exception shall
be those found alive and believing at the second coming
of Christ to the earth. Enoch and Elijah alone, out of
the millions who have died, were translated and saved
from dying,
3. The end of the law. Rom. 10: 14. That finished
the old dispensation of things, and brought in the age of
grace, or time of preaching the Gospel. Once, to the Jew
alone belonged the "glory, the covenants, and the promises." Rom. 9 : 4. It was a blessed day for us Gentiles
when Christ came, the perfection and consummation for
all that went before. " Now therefore we are no more
strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with the
saints." Ep. i : 19.
4. The end of this age. i P e t . 4 : 7. Peter is evidently
striking a parallel with Gen. 6 ; 13. The Jews of his
ime were like the men of Noah's days and God had determined to make an end of the nation. This came with
the terrible destruction of Jerusalem and the downfall of
their civil authority. Still the words of Peter look forward
to a yet more solemn end threatened to all the earth. It
s called " the end of all things," and must certainly involve
all nations, all peoples, and all achievements.
I I . T h e u n i v e r s a l i t y of t h e end. The flood drowned
all but eight. Death has removed all but two. The great
Jewish nation is so broken that only a remnant remains.
Judgment likewise must finaly overtake all.
I I I . T h e c e r t a i n t y of t h e end. Peter's words express sureness, rather than impending nearness, Noah
warned, and God delayed ; but the end came.
All the the prophets down to Jesus, faithfully pleaded
and threatened, but at last the beautiful city of David and
temple of Solomon were destroyed. The world has always
disbelieved God's threatenings; but His word never
failed,to come to pass.
LESSONS

I. T h e word End refers to the extremity, or utmost
bound of a thing. It is used morally thirty-nine times in the
New Testament to describe God's final dealings with mankind. It is therefore frequently found in the Bible in the
most solemn connections. No word could be more suitable
to meditate upon at the close of the Sunday School year
Let us notice four important '' e n d s " mentioned in
Scripture :
God had thi? § pd pf the

3"

FOR

i8go.

STUDIES IN

THE FORERUNNER
J a n u a r y 5.

LUKE.

ANNOUNCED.
L u k e i : 5-17.

Golden Text. Behold I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare the way before me.
Mai. 3 : 1 .
,
was a physician, and evangelist, but not
an apostle. The date of his gospel was about A.D.
LUKE
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56. We shall find in Luke's gospel many incidents which the other three gospels entirely omit.
It is more finished and elaborate than the other
inspired histories of Christ. He alone gives the
account of the birth of John. Prophecy had
been suspended for five hundred and twenty-six
years. In this lesson we have God speaking
once again as in former times. Seven notorious
Herods are mentioned in the New Testament.
This one known as Herod the Great, is the first
of the succession. It was probably Sabbath
when Zacharias had this visitation. See verse
10. This angel who visited him was of very
exalted grade. He was the same as went to
Daniel on several occasions. Dan. g : a i .
The tone of his conversation gives us to suppose
that he also was a priest in the heavenly Temple.
Zacharias, though so aged, was, like Abraham,
still waiting for an offspring. The name John
meant "bestowed of God." Incense was the
embodiment of prayer, hence the answer given
to his own prayer, was at the opportune time.
His unbelief, notwithstanding, seems to stand
representatively for the unbelief of the whole
Jewish nation, just as Mary's faith, under a
similar announcement stands illustrative of the
believers in the gospel. In verse fourteen, three
original words are used to express the happiness
which the birth of John should occasion. First,
his father was to have " joy," that is sympathetic
joy on behalf of others. Second "gladness,"
which refers to the exultation of praise to God.
Third, many shall "rejoice ; " this word is sometimes rendered greeting. It is used in verse
twenty-eight, when the angel said to Mary, ''Hail
highly favored! " The word was a prophecy of
the joyful honor and respect, that many people
should render to John. " Turning the hearts of
the fathers to the children," appears to be a
figure of speech, to express that John's ministry
would relwxn the faithful spirit which dwelt in
those early fathers like Moses, Aaron, Caleb,
Joshua, David, and Elijah, back again to the
degenerate children of the nation.

David, and held the kingdom of Judah in the hands of the
Jew till the Shiloh came. This Herod slew the children.
II. T h e Character of Z a c h a r i a s and h i s wife. God
called them righteous. Keeping the commandments made
them so. The result was, the world saw them blameless.
God's command to us is to believe on his Son. Keeping
that one command, will make us blameless, that is unchargeable with guilt in God's sight. Phil. 2 : 1 5 .
I I I . T h e g r e a t A n g e l . Angels are ministering spirits.
Heb. 1 : 1 4 . Though unseen they constantly attend
believers, defending and helping them. Little children, we
are expressly told, are watched over by angels.
IV. T h e g r e a t J o h n . W e must not here dwell
much on the prophet, as we are shortly to study his
character in another lesson. Mark seven things about
him. I. Great in the sight of the Lord. 2. Perfectly
temperate in his life. 3. Filled with the Holy Ghost.
4. Sanctified from his infancy. 5. Should turn many to
the Lord. 6. Should go before the Messiah. 7. Should
prepare a people for the Lord.
For the vow of the Nazarite read Num. 3 : 21. John
like Samson and Samuel was devoted to God before birth.
Such were called involuntary Nazarites. And like such
are all true Christians. " F o r God purposed in Christ
before the foundation of the world, that they sho-uld be
conformed in the image of His Son.
The word " walking " in verse six means walkmg over a
thing. It beautifully expressed that idea of external lawkeeping which characterized Zacharias and Elizabeth. In
Col. 2 : 6 : the church is exhorted " A s ye have therefore
received Christ Jesus the Lord, walk ye in him." This
word means to walk round as in an enclosure. Christ
Jesus is to be the sole sphere of the Christian's activities.
W e are to live, speak, act, always as in him.
Walking implies:
1. Life. There can be no walking in Christ till we are
alive in him. Jesus told the dead girl to arise. H e told
the lame, but live man to walk.
2. Maturity.
Children only walk after they have
attained some little age and strength. The older they
grow the steadier they walk. So is it with new babes in
Christ. '
3. Indicates Character. W e know at a distance their age
and characteristics by a person's gait. " By their fruits,"
the world judges the believer's spirituality.
4. May be improved. The soldier, and trained athlete
walk with cultivated grace and ease. So Christian conduct should show constant development.
5. Walking means progress.
stand still.

N o Christian should dare

6. It implies calmness. W e run in danger. " H e that
believeth shall not make haste." Isa. 28 : 16.
I. T h e Character of Herod. H e was the first foreigner who ruled over Judea. God kept Ws promise to

7. Difficulty.
W h e n a child begins to walk, he falls
into danger. But there is a promise. " H e will keep the
feet of his saints." i Sam. 2 : 9 .
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THE SONG OF MARY.
January la.
L„te j . ^6-55.
G o l d e n T e x t . My soul doth magnify the
Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my
Saviour. Luke i : 46, 47, '

faith in the angel's announcement led
her to believe and rejoice before the fulfilment
came. Another example was the Israelites
shouting beforeXhe wall of Jericho fell down. Jos,
6 : 20. God in his purposes passed by Rome,
Jerusalem, and other great cities and chose
humble Bethlehem for the birth-place of Jesus.
This had been foretold, Isa. 7 : 14; Mic. 5 : 2.
Mary herself had confessed her need of a
Redeemer; verse forty-seven. Her name, the
same as Miriam meant exalted. Zacharias questioned the angel in doubt. Mary only questioned
him in amazement. We notice another contrast.
His unbelief sealed his tongue. Her faith
loosened hers in joyful song. To " magnify"
meant to extol, recite, and publish abroad ; for
creatures cannot increase the greatness of the
Lord. Mary says " My Saviour." How sinful
for any t o call her the " Mother of God," and
pay her homage.
Mary's song betrays remarkable familiarity with
the Jewish Scriptures. We find in it allusions
to Pharaoh, Haman, Nebuchadnezzar, who were
cast down; to Joseph, Moses, David, Esther,
who were exalted from low degree : to scenes in
the history of Elisha (2 Ki. 7 : 18-20.) ; and to
several prophecies in connection with the promised Messiah. Thus though the Holy Spirit
inspired the song, he found already in her heart
the divine material of the word, through which
he always desires to operate. She betrays
gratitude, but no surprise that she should be
chosen as the mother of Jesus. It was the .hope
of all Jewish women who were in the indicated
ancestral line, that some one of them might become the mother of the Messiah. Hence they
looked all along the ages for this honor; beginning with Eve, who said when . Cain was born,
" I have gotten a (THE) man from the Lord."
Gen. 4 : 1 . , That is the " S e e d / ' or " Deliverer"
promised in Gen. 3 : 1 5 .
MARY'S

I.
II.
III.
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H U M B L E BEGINNINGS.
VESSELS M E E T .
PERSONAL A P P R O P R I A T I O N OF J E S U S .

1. H u m b l e B e g i n n i n g s . An aged Elizabeth, a youthful Mary, a Hebron, a Nazareth are selected by God as
the persons and places to change the whole course of the
world. God has ever used weak things to confound things
mighty, that no flesh should glory in his presence- i Cor.
I : 27-29. Moses had but a shepherd's crook in his
hand, when God ordered him before Pharaoh. Exo. 4 :
2-5. But it became a wand of power, wherewith he
wrought miracles, divided the Red Sea, and brought water
out of a rock. Num. 20 : 8. Samson took a jaw-bone, and
with it slew multitudes. Jud. 1 5 : 15, 16. A little captive maid, sent a great general on a long and extraordinary
journey for healing, and created a profound impression
throughout Syria, i Ki. 5: ?, 3. Are we, though perhaps humble, using our one talent for God's glory ?
2. V e s s e l s M e e t . Such were both Elizabeth and
Mary. Paul writes to Timothy, that God has various
vessels in his house, some for honorable, and some for
dishonorable use. If a man purge or sepparate himself
from the unclean vessels, he shall be a vessel unto honor
fit for the Master's use. 2 Tim. 2 : 20, 21. i. There is
the separation or " sanctification " of the vessel for its
special use. In domestic life we use deep vessels for
liquids, and shallow vessels for solids. W e use delicate
china for rare occasions, or for ornaments, and coarse
heavy vessels for meaner purposes. Thus does the Lord
also in his spiritual family. 2. There is the "meetness "
of the vessel : that is its cleansing. A beautiful crystal
pitcher may be of proper size and shape for holding water,
but if filthy with dust it is disqualfied till cleansed. The
power pf faith in Christ must precede meetness for service.'
3. P e r s o n a l appropriation. Mary sang " J / y s o u l , '
" J / y Saviour," " h e hath regarded me. As if there was
not another soul in all the universe who had received the
Divine favor or needed a Saviour, she rejoiced first in the
blessing to her own heart; then her joy embraced the nation,
Israel; lastly the church, the true seed of Abraham.
David exhibited the same self-interest in the great
salvation. He sang " The Lord is wy shepherd." Said
another Mary, in the garden of Joseph " They have taken
away my Lord." Said Thomas, " My Lord, and my God."
John 2 0 ; 13, 28. Surely others beside Mary and Thomas
loved Jesus, But they seem not to have had any thoughts
of partnership in their sorrow. Outside christian experience such words would be rank selfishness. In the matters
of the soul's salvation, nothing can please our Lord
more than for each disciple to confess, " He loves me,
and gave himself for me." Gal. 2 : 20.
Mary anticipated the first coming of Jesus with certainty.
Because she based her hope on the promise of the living
God. By the same token we may confidently look for
the speedy second coming of Christ, because that is
expressly declared shall be, in the sure word of prophecy.
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WATCH

TIDINGS.

T h e Desire of all N a t i o n s . Rev. E. W.
Clark an honored missionary of Assam sends us
the following observations which are full of
interest:
As we know there was outside of the Jews a certain
preparation of the civilized world for our Lord's first
coming to earth, it would be reasonable to expect some
preparation outside of the Christian' nations for his second
coming. This preparation we who live among these
people are more likely to observe then you who are living
in America. It is a peculiar preparation of this kind
to which I would direct your attention. It is probably
generally known that the Mohammedans are expecting
a second Mohammed to be called Madhi. The false
Madhis that have appeared in recent years especially in
the Soudan have called public attention to this peculiarity of this Mohammedan faith.
The Buddhists have similar expectation. This fact I
have to take upon the testimony of those who live among
them. A few months since in the Indian
Evangelical
Review, a prominent missionary of Burmah stated that the
Buddhists are looking for another Buddha, that by their
sacred books the time for his appearance was drawing
nigh. Now as to the Hindoos, the Brahmins of India
have been saying for several years that by the Hindoo
Shasters we are at the eve of great political changes and
revolutions. It is not a person the Hindoos expect but a
new age, a new state of things. As the Mohammedans,
Buddhists and Hindoos combined, constitute about two
thirds of the world's population we may say that the
W O R L D is in a state of expectancy. Very likely many of
the more ignorant who profess these different faiths may
not know very well what their sacred books teach ; yet
is it not a remarkable fact that the approach of a great
event is stamped on these books ? Is it the work of our
Lord? Have these great religious systems though hostile
to our Lord been made unconsciously to predict His second
coming and put the world in an attitude of expectancy ?

Palestine. Zion seems to be travailing in
order to bring forth. Persecutions may be regarded as the birth throes which are to expel
Israel from all lands of their dispersion and bring
them home to their promised land :
A correspondent of the London Record writes
from Jerusalem under date September n t h :
The fact of the steady and continued increase of the
Jewish population is one which must more and more draw
the thoughts of people generally, and of students of prophecy particularly, to the country and to the city which
occupy so large a place in the prophetical, as well as in
the historical writings of the Word of God. It is somewhat

difficult to determine whence and why this stream flows.
The trials of Jewish life in Russia, the order that all
foreign Jews must leave the country, the difficulties in
earning a living in Roumania, and the conscription in
these and other countries, all exercise an influence in the
same direction. And as America and Australia are too
far off, beyond the reach of their resources, they come
naturally to the land of their fathers. This increase is
testified to on every side. Jewish colonies are rising up
rapidly in every quarter, not only on the Jaffa Road, but
on all the lands east and west of it, and now also near the
Bethlehem Road on the Hill of Evil Counsel. The houses
are occupied as soon as they are built, and are let on
remarkably advantageous terms. For a moderate yearly
rental, if paid regularly, they not only have present occupancy, but in twelve or thirteen years the houses become
absolutely their own property. No doubt the builders
will make it pay, although the advantage to the occupier
is very great.

T h e outlook in Japan. The progress of
the gospel in Japan has been so wonderful as to
awaken the interest of even so disinterested an
observer as Darwin the Evolutionist. H e said,
not long before his death: " I have always
thought that the civilization of the Japanese is
the most wonderful thing in history but I am
now convinced that what the missionaries have
done in Terra del Fuego in civilizing the nations
is at least as wonderful." We are indebted to
the following admirable resume^ of the work in
Japan to Rev. Dr. Evarts of Chicago :
Two hundred and fifty years ago, while our Pilgrim
Fathers were attempting to found a new Christian civilization in the new world with an open Bible, the Jesuits
were attempting to enforce Christianity upon Japan without any sacred Book. Their mission ended in disaster,
and they were banished from the Country and every
memorial of Christianity effaced from its history. It is
not strange therefore that She was somewhat wary in
allowing the Protestant missionaries to settle on Her
shores.
But now She is provoking China and all the orient to a
liberal policy toward all Christian ideas, missions, and
civilization. She is sending young men to England and
America to accomplish themselves in the learning and arts
of their Universities, and endowing schools, and founding
libraries for Her people at home. She is building Railroads with the skill of foreign engineers, and welcoming
foreign teachers to Her schools, and the conduct of Her
libraries. She publishes more newspapers than all the
rest of Asia combined. Christianity is tolerated by law :
and Her converts are multiplying in all parts of the
Empire. Presbyterians enroll about seven thousand
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Church members; Congregationalists about six thousand; Methodists thirty five hundred; the Church of
England nine hundred; Baptists seven hundred and other
sects smaller numbers.
There are now more than two hundred and fifty foreign
missionaries in J a p a n ; and more than twenty thousand
natives have already professed Christianity, and the
number is rapidly increasing. Measures have been taken
to establish a constitutional government. Following up
these advantages may not Japan be ranked with Christian
nations in a quarter of a century ? According to ancient
prophecy, " a nation be born in a d a y " > Dr. Abel
Stevens after sojourn among the people, and careful study
of their character, institutions, and present posture to
Christianity, confidently predicts for them this early future.
But if the friends of missions neglect or too tardily meet
this crisis of their destiny may not Japan be plunged into
infidelity, or hopeless rationalism ?
With the advantages already gained by missionary
societies, in translation of Scriptures, establishing schools,
building up a Christian literature and civilization, and
with the more aggressive evangelism adopted by new
societies, and likely to be followed by older missionary
organizations, does not the regeneration of Asia seem
clearly possible, and the establishment of the Kingdom of
Christ over the first home of the human race, with its
sacred traditions, and memorials of fallen empires, and
waning civilizations appear certain ? Will not the castes,
-classes, and alien faiths be forgotten, and Her peerless
mountain peaks look down upon scenes of Christian
civilization, and empire, and of restored human brotherhood from the Yellow Sea to the Mediterranean, and
from the Siberian waters to the Indian Ocean ?

A Railway to Jerusalem has long been
talked of, and now seems on the eve of completion. The Hebrew Christian says :
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BOSTON MISSIONARY T R A I N I N G SCHOOL.
7 Chardon Street, Boston.
A. J.

GORDON,

— President,

M. R.

DEMING,

— Secretary,

F. L.

CHAPELL,

— Resident Instructor;

C. W.

PERKINS,

— Treasurer, (Address :
Mass. National Bank, 95 Milk St.)

This school is designed to give a brief course of Biblical
Training to such men and women as have consecrated
themselves to Missionary Service, but whose age and attainments render it impossible for them to enter any of
our higher schools of learning. The school admits pupils
of all evangelical denominations provided only they exhibit
the ability and devotion necessary for the missionary work.
Tuition is free, and all possible aid is rendered to students
for enabling .them to support themselves while studying.
Any of our.friends who may desire to aid this work, can
send their contributions ta the President or to the Treasurer. ;
Donations for November, 1889:
G. W . C.
^
$2%
A. J. G.
50
H . A. C.
20
E, Y, W .
25
E. P. H . .
I
Total

$121

Women's Work. Most encouraging is this
department of missionary endeavor :
The twenty-two missionary societies in the United States
managed by women, and whose support comes from
women, support 751 missionaries, last year contributed
$1,038,233, and since their organization have contributed
$10,336,114. The forces of Great Britain, continental
Europe and the United States have an annual income of
^9,306,996; man and equip ^,550 stations; support 5,431
missionaries; have the mission churches that number 588,
964 communicants and 1,875,655 adherants.

The British Consular Agent at Jaffa, in his last report
Evangelical Increase.
to the dean of his district, states that a concession for a
The net increase of membership of the evangelical
railway from Jaffa to Jerusalem has been granted by the
churches in the United States for 1888, was 1,744,771.
Sultan to Mr. Joseph Navon, an Ottoman subject, for 71
The evangelical population is above seventy-seven per cent
years. I t is stated that a company has been formed in
of the whole population of the United States, and the
England and France to carry out the scheme, and that the
Roman Catholic seven per cent.
engineers are soon expected to undertake the work. The
Cheering Facts.
carriage road between Jaffa and Jerusalem has been
greatly improved. The Government sold last yeai the
Iceland is entirely Protestant, with a population of 70,
income from the toll of the road for £2,o?it,, as compared 000. It has neither theatre nor police, no prison, and not
with ;,^r,8i2, the year before last, which shows an increase even a justice of the peace.
in the traffic. The Jewish colonies in Palestine are greatly
The King of Siam has given a royal palace, together
improving; one of them, called Richon le Zion, has with extensive grounds and buildings, for the use of the
planted about 2,000,000 vines, which are promising well. American Presbyterian Mission.
The colonists are good laborers, nearly all their land is
Narayan Sheshadri, who visited the United States some
cultivated. The greater part of them are Turkish years ago, has been, it is said, the means of bringing one
subjects, and are all subject to the laws of the country.
thousand heathen into the Christian fold.
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"Israel M y Glory."

By John Wilkinson, London:

Mildmay Mission to the Jews' Bible and Tract Depot,
79 Mildmay Road.

310 Pages.

The author of this work is well known as one of the
most eminent living missionaries to the Jews. This fact
of his calling, together with his fine Hebrew scholarship,
renders him especially fitted to write an instructive book
on the present condition and future prospects of the Jewish people. The work fully meets the expectation thus
created. There is more interesting matter about Israel;
more rich and instructive exposition concerning their past
and future; and more clear light from Hebrew Scripture
and Rabbinical lore upon the question of their destiny,
than we have found in any other volume. W e have long
been commending, in the W A T C H W O R D , Prof. Kellogg's
work, " The Jews: Prediction and Fulfillment." This volume covers quite a different ground, and may well be read
by those who are interested in the deep problems relating
to this interesting race. W e hope to see the work republished in America.
The Millennium and Related Events.
Bosworth.

By Rev. David
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1. Any person who takes a paper regularly from the
postoffice — whether directed to his name or another's, or
whether he has subscribed or n o t — i s responsible for the
payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he must
pay all arrearages or the publisher may continue to send it
until payment is made, and collect the whole amount,
whether the paper is taken from the office or not.

Do not overlook t h e pink slip, and please
be prompt to'notify us in regard to continuance
of your subscription.

With an Introduction by Rev. J. M. Orrock.

F. H. Revell, 12 Bible House, New York.
This work is good and profitable. Its exposition of the
order of events—placing the second coming of Christ
before the millennium, not after it, and holding to a literal
first and literal second resurrection — meets our heartiest
approval. A book which exalts the personal and visible
re-appearing of Christ as the hope of the Church shall
have our commendation whatever may be our dissent from
any details of exposition. On this ground we regommend
this book to our readers.
The doctrine maintained in it, that the second coming
of Christ terminates the work of evangelizing the nations
and ends the preaching of the gospel, does not meet
our approval. The text which is held to be decisive —
" When once the Master of the house is risen up and
shut to the d o o r " — we believe, with many of the best
commentators, to refer to the rejection of the Jewish
nation from the kingdom of God after Christ's first advent
and not to the rejection of all outside the Church at Christ's
second advent. If anything is clearly proved from the
tenth of Romans, it is that after the gathering out of the
Gentiles by the preaching of the gospel,the Jewish nation
will be restored; and that through converted Israel the
work of gathering in the unsaved nations will be consummated. Our author is a pre-millennarian, for which we
commend him; but in holding this view that the redemption work of Christ terminates with the end of this age,
he has engrafted upon his system the great mistake of
pre-millennialism. With this dissent we find much to
commend in the book.
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the w o r d and w o r k of the Gospel, and
entirely free f r o m s e c t a r i a n control.
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